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FOREWORD
(

0

This Combined Glossary contains terms add their definitions found in the, handbooks of
standaiid educational..terminology constituting the State Educational.. Recoils _and
Reports Series. it is a timely publisation to be used a a quick alphabetical referente to
tern k and \awns, thus promoting an achievement qtf comparability and compatibility
of recorded and reporteQ educational information.

. ,
lVhen there, were only a few of the handbooks of, standard educational terminology, it
\vas relatively eas' to locate 'terms and their definitions. Now, 4wever, with the growing
shelf of cooperatively developed handbooks, users are faced with increasing difficulty in
finding the terms and definitions they \vapt and need for- improved educational records
and reports. ThisVonibineik Glossary plesents handbook terms in alphabetical order, with
their definitions, enabling users of tote handbooks to find not only the defined terms, but
also 'to associate them,with the,handbook handboo in which they are publi'shed and
claisified.

This Combined Glossary has heen
4

dveloped by the staff of the Educational Data
Standards Branch, National Centtir for Education Statistics. Extensive work was required
to do 'essential cross-referencing, to resolve problems of arrangement of nu ltiworded
terms, and to develop the coding, to show the chronological sequence of definitions.

Special credit is due to Ivan N. Seibert, who directed the project, and to W. Dale
Chismore and Dorothy T. Lenz fqr their able assistance in The process of compiling and
editing,

Maintain:rig the C ombined Glossary is a continuing responsibility of the Educ ational Data

Standards Branch. Even as this first edition is ,published, new handbooks of standard
educational terminology are ncanng completion. Their defined terms will be included in
subsequent editions of the Combined Glossary..

Absalom Simms
Director, Division of
Intergovernmental Statistics

Allan R. Lichtenberger
Chief, Educational Data
Standards Bainch

'41
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IN T R 131) CT 1 0 N.

lb terms and Idefinttions- contained in this Glossary are taken primarily ,frobt

handbooks of the State Educational Records and Reports Series. Those handbooks, with
Roman numeral codes, are listed below in sequential order.

I The Common Core of State Educational Information
I

II Financial Accounting forkocal and State School SystAsStandardReceipt and
Expenditure Accounts

$

I

III Property Accounting for Local and State School:Systems e.

IV Staff Accounting for Local and State School Systems

:V Pupil Accounting for Local and State School Systems

I IB Principles of Public School Ac6ounting

VI Standard Terminology for Curricuhtm and Instruction in LOCI and State School
Systems

VII The State Education Agency

II R Financial AccountingClasskications ad Standard Terminology for Local add
S ?ate School Systems (Revised)

IVR Staff AccountingClas'stfications and Standard Terminology for Local and State
School Systems (Revised)

YR A Handbook of Standard Terminology and a Guide for Managing Student Pupil
Dalan Elementary, Secondary, ConumodtylJunior College, and Adidt Education

. (Revised)

A. few terms and definitions, not found in the above handbooks, are taken from
unpublished Handbooks VIII (Community Characteristics) and IX (Adult/Continuing

* Education). Definitions marked "Unpublished" should be considered as proVisional at
-this time. Such definitions swill be reviewed cooperatively in subsequent handbook,
development or revision. Terms relating to subjectmatter areas are referenced to the
appendix for definition. The,appendix is a reproduction of chapter 6 of Handbook VI.

Follmying each definition, the Roman numerals show sequentially, from left to right, the
handbooks which contain that term and a den :ion of the term. A comma (,) is used to
separate handbook numbers when there was no change in the definition. A dash (- )

VII



Wised to wparate handbook numbers when there was a change in the definition. The last
number in the series indicates the source of the definition which appears in this book.

4,4

For example, (I, U. VII-VR) would mean that the term \vas defined id rnica Ily irt
IlanDwoks 1. II, and VII, the term was redefined (changed) in Handbook VR, and the
definition contained in this Coss* is taken directly from, handbook VI: (the latest
handbook in the series to define that particular term).
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c.

'A GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND DEFIkITIONS
PRESENTED IN THE HAVD13OOKS OF THE STATE
EDUCATIONAL RECORDS AND IWPORTS SERIES

-A-

r .

ACCOUNT, PROPERTYSee PROPER-TY AC-

COUNT.
ABATEMENTA reduction of a 'previously recorded, -

expenditure or receipt item fiy such things as refunds, `.ACCOUNT, SUMMARYflee SUMMARY ACCOUNT..
rebate::, and collections for loss or damages to school
property. (II, IIR)

ABSENCE (student)Nonat,endance of a student on a

*day or half day when school is. in session.' This

frequently is counted to the nearest half day or half
session. (V', VR) Seealso nAY OF ABSENCE and
SESSION.

ABSENT (staff)Not performg assigned duties

dining the hours of flie,day when such duties ere to be
performed. (IV)

ACADEMIC YEAR See REGULAR SCHOOL TERM.

ACCELERATED PROMOTIONA promotion indi-
cating progress which Is more rapid than the usual.
practice: (his may involve a "double promotion" (two

grades' progiess in one y or some other arrange-
ment for promotin child at a rate more rapid than
onesgrade per year. (V-V[)

ACCEL ERAT IONThe completion, of a predeter-

mined amount of schoolwork in less time than is
required normally. (VI)

ACCESSIBILITYIn land uce, a measurement of the
spatial distribution of ak.avitics about a pyint, adjusted
for the ability and desire of people or firms to
overcome physical separation..(Uopublished VIII)

ACCOUNTA descriptive heading under which are
recorded financial transactions that a7e. similar in terms

of a given frame ofreference, such as purpose, object,
Of source. (II-IIB-IIR)

ACCOUNTABILITXThecapability and the responsi-
bility to account for the expendituic.olmoney and the
commitment of odic( resources in terms of the results-
achieved. This involves both the stewardship of Money
and other resources and the evaluation of achieveme-

in .0ation to specified IIR, IVR)

.ACCOUNTANT A person who, by virtue .of education
and experience, is competent to (I) esignisic counting

syslwns; and (2) record,; classify, a id summarize
financial transactions and interpret and report on the

-results of financial operations. and on the financial-
. status of the school district. (IV-IIB)

ACCOUNTJNG The procedure of maintaining syste-
gaticreciirds of happenings, 'occurrences, and evept.
relating to persons, objets, or money and iummar-
icing, analyzing, and interpreting the 'resulti of such
records. (IV-11BVII, [IR, IVR-VR)

.13

ACCOUNTING (subject matter) See ;ppendix,.p.I50.

ACCOUNTING AND COMPUTING OCCUPATIONS
(subject matter) See appendix., p. 230. .s.

AC-COUNTING, COST See COST ACCOUNTING.

ACCOUNTING, FINANCLLLSee FINANCIAL AC-
COUNTING.

ACCOUNTING, MEMORANDUMSee MEMORAN-
DUM, ACCOUNTING.

ACCOUNTING, PROPERTY See PROPERTY AC-
,

COUNTING.

,ACCOUNT, CONTROLLINGSee CONTROLLING ACCOUNTING, SINGLE FUNDSee SINGLE FUND

ACCOUNT. ACCOUNTING. .

I
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ACCOUNTING, STAFFSee STAFF ACCOUNTING.

ACCOUNTING, 'TUDENT See STUDENT AC*
COUNTING. c

k
.

ACCOUNTING ASSIGIIMENTLAn assignment to de.
sign and maintain financial, staff, pupil, programoor
property records: to summarize, analyze, or verify such
records; and/or to control and certify expenditures and
receipts. (IV-IVR)-

ACCOUNTING LEDGERSSe-e LEDGER.

ACCOUNTING PERIODA period at the end of
which and for which financial statements are prepard;
for example, July I to June 30. (11-111341R)

ACCOUNTIN PROCEDUREThe policy and systet-
, made arrangement of methods ifnd operations; and the
flow of documents 'for recordingsaccounting informa-
tion ki as to provide internal control and produce
accurate and complete records and statements. (I111)

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMThe total mechanism of
records and procedures of recording, retrieving, and
reporting information on the financial position and
"operations of a governmental unV or any classifying of
its funds, 'balanced account groups, and organizational
components. (IIB -IIR, yR)
.

ACCOUNTS, 'ADVANCEMENTSec ADVANCE-
MENT ACCOUNTS "N.

ACCOUNTS, BALANCE SHEETSee BALANCE
SHEETACCOUNTS,

ACCOUNTS, BUDGETARYSee BUDGETARY AC-
COUNTS.

ACC6UNTS,, CLEARINGSee CLEARING AC-
COUNTS.

ACCOUNTS, FUND See' FUND ACCOUNTS.

ACCOUNTS, SUBSIDIOYSee SUBSIDIARY AC-
COUNTS...,\ ..d

ACCOUNTS PAYABLEUnp'aitl balances or invoices
which are due and owing to private persons, firms,
governmental unit,s,,;tr others. (11-I IB-VI I)

ACCOUNTS*RECEIVABLEAmounts owing an open

account tom private persons, 'firmi:, or corporations
for-goods services furnished 'an 'LEA (but not
including amounts due from other funds or -erom
other governmental units). Although, taxes receivable
are covere4,by this, term, they, should be recorded and
reported sepaptely in. the Taxes Receivable account.
(11.11B-V11-11R)

, .
ACCREDITATION -An 'official decision by the State
department of education, di another recognized agency
having official authority, that: in its Adgment, the unit
has met theY established standards of quality (which
-may or may not have, legal status). (IV-VI)

ACCREDITATION ,STATUSThat status held by an
institution On the basis of evaluation by State, regional,
national, or professional accrediting agencies. Accredit
tati6n status refers to the accreditation of the Institu-
ikon granting credits.eained by the staff member for
certification purposes. (IV)

ACCRUAL BASIS The basis of accouining udder
which revenues are recorded when earned or when .

levies are made, and expenditures are recorded as soon
as they .result in liabilities, regardless of when fife
revenue is actually received or the payment is actually
ma8e. (114113-V11, IIR) See also CURRENT EXPENSE;

ESTIMATED REVENUE;'and EXPENDITURES,:

ACCRUE=-To record revenues when earned or when
levies are made, and o.record expenditures as soon as"
they result in liabilities, regardless of when the revenue
is actually received vr the payment is actually made:
Sometimes, the' term is used in a restricted sense to.,
denote the recording of revenues carded but not yet
due, such as accrued interest on investmepts and the
recording of expenditures which result in liabilities that
are payable in another accounting period, uch as1
accrued interest on bonds. (11-11B-VII,' 11R) ee also
ACCRUAL 'BASIS; ACCRUED EXPENSES; AC-
CRUED LIABILITIES; and ACCRUED REVENUE.

ACCRUED EXPENSESExpenses which have been
incurred and have not been paid as of .a giveq date.
(11-11B-V11-11R) See also ACCRUAL BASIS and AC-
CRUE. ti`

ACCRUED INTERESTInterest accumulated between
interest dates but not yet due. (II- VII -IIR)

'
ACCRUED INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS PUR-
CHASEDInterest accrued on investments between

'-2
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the last mterest payment date dud !late of purchase.
The account; is carried as an asset until the first interest'
payment date after date of purehise, th%t time an
entry ismade debiting account Cash aril crediting the
Accrued Interest on Investments Purchased account for
the amount of interest purchased and an Interest
Earnings account for t' . balance. (UR)

,

ACCRUED INTEREST PAYABLE:Interest which is
dtke and payable and has been recorded in the Payable

, accounts as an expenditure but for which payment has
not been made. am

, ACCRUED INTEREST RECEIVABLEInterest which
Ins been earned and has been recorded as revenue but
which has not been collected. 'ma

"'ACCRUED LIAthJTIES Amounrs owed but an
yet due, for exainple, accrued interest on bonds or
notes. (II, VII, IIR) See also ACCRUED EXPENSES,

ACCRUED REVENUE,-Levie;s madeor other revenue
earned and not collected regardless of whether due-c.r
not. (I1-1113VIIIIR)

ACHIEVEMENT TESTAn examination that meas
ures the extent to which a person has - acquired certain
inforniation err niastered ariain skills, usually as a
result ofspecific instruction. (VR)

'1
ACQUISITION OR -IMPROVEMENT , OF FIXED
ASSETSThe service area consisting of tho'se activities
which liave as their purpose acquisitnnt of fixed assets,
additions to fixed assets, and improvement of fixed
assets. It consists of such activities as inuuliasing
or additional equipment, buildings, and land; re.

1i-9dt:brig buildings, initial installation or extension of
service systems and other built-n equipment, construc-

k.... nun of new buildings or additions to buildings,
improvements to sites, and ruanufacturIng almal ur
additional equipinent (IV)

.

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP STATUSThe membership
status of students who have attended classes during a
given school term ;ind have not withdrawn or been
assigned to inactive status because of being absent for-a
given number of consecutive days. (VR) -

ACTIVITIES (board members/staff)The purposeful
--actions un the part of board membc.s or stafmembers

in carrying out their respective responsibilities. (IV-

VII)

/-

ACTIVITIES, COCURitICULAR See COCURRICU-
LAR ACTIVITIES.

ACTIVITIES, EXTRACEASSSee COCURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES.

ACTIVITIES, JUDICIARYSea JUDICIARY ACTIVI-
TIES.

ACTIVITIES, NONSCIjOOL See NONSCROOL AC-
1 IVITIES. f

-

ACTIVITIES, SECONDARY ECONOMICSee'
.SECONDARY ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES.

ACTIVITIES, STUDENT BODY -See STUDENT
BODY ACTIVITIES. _ . 7

ACTIN' WEIIRErSee WELFARE ACTIVI-
TIES.

ACTIVITY' ASSIGNMENT `CLASSIFICATIONA
classification of staff assignments by groupings of
activiti which aro recognized as being much alike in
their na tire. (IV)

ADA term referring-to average daily attendance. (V,
VR) Se ako AVERAGEpAILY ATTENDANCE.

ADAP ED (room)A /omit that has been changed'
through physical modification, such as movement of
find Walls or partition1, the installation of special
built-in equipment designed 'for the type of instruc
tional activity that is to be accommodated in the room,
or removal of built-nequipnient..(III)

ADDITIONS TOPROPERTY Land and buildings that
add to the area of existing land ar,d buildings, and

equipmpt items that add to the existing nujnber of
equipnlent items. The term also includes attachments

-added to individual pieces of eqtfipment already on
hand. It does not include replacements of equipment)

See also REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT.

ADJUSTED ROUTING PATTERNSAn adaptation of
the mormal school bus routings to return to the,.
homes those students involved in school activities in .evli

afterscho4 hours. (Unpublished VIII)

ADJUSTING ENTRIES- t n Vies made at theerd of an
accounting period to bring accounts up to date. For
example, a school district may have prepaid insurance;

3.



that portion of 'the ptcp.iyment which, pertains to the
accounting psnod is changed tkr,expenditures by an
adjusting entry which debits Expenditures and credits
Prepaid Insurance. (IIB)

\ ADMA term referring to average 'daily membeishiR.
(V, VR) See also AVERAGE DAILY MEM9E:ItSHIP.

ADMINISTRATIONThe acCormanaging or directing
the activities of an LEA or a portion of these activities.
(1-11,111-V11-11R-IVR)

ADMINISTRATION AREASBuilding areas dkoted
to school business -activities, pupil personnel manage'-
ment, or public relations where such areas are not
designated for other purposes. (III)

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING A building useu pri
marily for housing personnel and equipment engaged in
activities which have as their purpo'se the ,general

. regulation, direction, and control of the affairs of the
school district that al.@ systemwide and not confined to
one school, subject, or narrow phase of schoolactivity.
(Ill) . a

4.

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONAny action which re-,
sults in the general regulation, direction, or control of
9ie affairs of the organizational unit. (VII, IIR, IVR)

ADMINISTRATIVE -ASSISTANT ASSIGNMENT=Aii
assignment to perform activities assistini, an executive
officer in performing his assigned activities in the local
education agency, (IV-11R, IVR)

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN ASSIGNMENTAn
assignment to t erforin activities which are a part of an
internship plan during which the staff member is
supervised periollicallY and his.perforMance evaluated.
(IIR, IVR).-

ADMINISTRATIVE JURISDICTION A geographic
area used as the bails for performing one or more
administrativC functions. Exarciples: county, town,
sewer district, water district, school district, Police
precinct. (Unpublished VIII)

ADMINISTRATIVE rERSONNELStaff members on
die LEA payroll who are psimarily engaged in activities

have as their purpose the general regulation,
. direction, and control of the affairs of the LEA. (II,

ri

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF. MEMBERS PER 1,000 -
' STUDENTS IN AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP

The vumber representing the total full -time' equiva-
lency of principal assignments, assistant principal
assignments, central administrative stuff assignments
(including area administrators and their staffs), and
assignments for supervising, managing, and directing
academic departments in the scho8IS during a given
period' of tinie, multiplied by 1,000 and divided by thee
average daily membership of students during this
period. (VR)

ADMINISTRATIVE IUNA'7A geographic area which,
for specified public school Nrposes, is under the
control of a board of education and the supervision of
one or more administrative officers, (I, IV, VAIL VII,
VR)

ADMINiSTRATORA staff member who has been
given the responsibility to manage or direct the
activities of an LEA or poition of these activities.
(IVR) ,

ADMISSION TEST An examination used in the ad.
mission prbtFaire. It may be used as a part of the
selective idadssion procedure to an educational institu-
tion or, as in some public colleges; as a device for
,validating work of doubtful quality. (Vii)

1,
ADMISSIONSMoney received for a school-sponsored
activity such as a dance or football gamic. Admissions
may be recorded in separate accounts according to the.
type of activity. (IIR)

'ADULTAn individual who has reached a specified
minimum legal age of adulthood, usually 18 years. (IV,
V-VI) See also LEGAL ADULT.

ADULT BASIC EDUCATIONLearning experiences
concerned with the fundamental tools of learning for
adults who have never attended schat or who have
interrupted, fortnal schooling and need this knowledge
and thele skills to raise theirdevel of education, to
intrease self confidence, and/or self determination, to
prepare for an occupation, And to functi9n More
responsibly'as citizens -in a democracy. (VI -IIR, IVR)

ADULT/CONTINUING EDUCATIONInstruction -de-
"gned to meet the unique needs of adults and
youthbeyond the age of compulsory school at-
tendanc,ewho have either completed or interrupted
their formal education. This may be provided by a

4



school system, college, or other agency or institution
(includIng-.0 technical institute or area vocational.
school) through actifnies and media such as formal
classes, correspondence study, radio, television, 'cc-

. tures, concerts, demonstrations, and counseling. (IIR,
1VR-VR)

ADULT /CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM-
The program of instruction prodded by a community;
junior college or adultkontinpaig education instruc-
tional organization fort adults and youth beyond the
age of. compulsory `school attendance, including work
toward a test of general educational development.
(I fR-VR)

ADULT/CONTINUING EDUCATION TUITION
Money. received as tuition Ifol,istudents attending
adult/continuing education clIsseS. Separate acd-ints
may be maintained for tuition received for residents

-and f-r tuition received kr nonresidents. (IIR)

ADULT EDUCATION(D)-V-VI-V1I-VR) See
ADULT /CONTINUING EDUCATION.

ADULT. EDUCATION PROGRAMA program of irt-
struction primarily for adults and youth beyond the
age of compulsory school attendance. (V-Vi) See also

ADULT EDUCATION and ADULT/CONTINUING
EDUCATION PROGRAM.

V

ADULT LEARNERAn adult who is enrolled in any
conrse of study, whether special or regular. to develop

new skills or qualifications, dr improve existing skills

and palifications. (Unpublished IX)

ADULT SCHOOLA separately organizedtsdiopl pro-
viding instruction for adults and youth beyond the age

"Nft
- of compulsory school attendance. (V-V1, VR)

AD VALOREM TAXES LEVIED BY -.ANOTHER

GOVERNMENTAL- UNITTaxes 'levied for school
purposes by a governmental unit other than the LEA.

The .LEA4s not the final authority, within legal bruin-,
in letermining the amount to be raised.'For example,
aftei an LEA has determined that a certain amount of
revenue is necessary, another governmemaUnit may
exercise discretionary power in reducing or ihereasing
the amount. Separate accounts may be maintained for
real property-and for personal property. (IIR)

AD VALOREM TAXES LEVIED BY LEATaxes-
levied, by an LEA on the assessed %aluation of real and

1 ) --5

personal property' located within tle LEA which,
within legal limits, is the final authority in determining
the amount to be.raised- for school-purposes. Separate
accounts may be maintained for real property and for
personal property. (IIR) ;.

ADVANCE FROM "A" FUNDA liability account
used to record a debt oWirby -one fund to another
fund in the same governmental uniti It is Ye,: omm e n de d
that separate accounts be maintained for each in-
terfund receivable loan. (IIR)

ADVANCE TO "A" FUNDAn asset account ussd to

record `a loan by one fund to 'other fund in the slanie
governmental unit. It is recommended that separate
accounts be maintained for each interfund receivable
loan. (IIR)

ADVANCED ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Learning experiences .designed to dew.' -p the knowl-
edge, skills, appreliations, attitudes, and behavioral
charaz,teristics considered to be needed by adults who,
having completed or interrupted formal schooling}ave
accepted adult roles and responsibilities and re pre-
paring for postsecondary careers and/or pos econ.dar<
education programs. (IIR-IVR) ,7'

77
ADVANCED PLACEMENT COURSE -A course in-
tended to provide upper-grade secondary school pupils
with college-level instnictimr-to eille them, frequent-
ly upon the successful.completiOrof an examination,
to bypass the usual initial college course in this
subject-matter-area and begin their college work with a
more advanced courseland possibly with some' college

credit. (VI).

ADVANCED. PLACEMENT TESTAn exantination.to
measure the achievement of a student in a subject-
matter area which may qualify him to bypass the usual
initial college course in this area and begin his college
work with a more advanced course and possibly With
some college credit. (VR)-

ADVANCEMENT ACCOUNTSSee REVOLVING
FUND.

ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION (subject
matier.? -See appendix, p. 1'52:

ADVERTISING SERVICES (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 163.



ADVIORY COUNCILA group of:personsappointed
under legislative orsregulatory authority, to provide

Q2dv'iy e, consultation, of counsel in one or more areas of
concern.- Such council may be temporary to accom-
;plislt a specific preconceived purposeor it may be of a
standing or permanent nature. (VI:VU).

AGE AS OF SEPTEMBER IAs used in student
records, ,age-arlast birthday on or prior to September
1: Age may be recorded and reported by years, i.e., alt
official school fi"ge reported as $years deans'that the
child. has reached 'his eighth:birthday on or prior to
Siptember 1, but has not reached his ninth birthday;
Age also may be recoidetf and reported by years and
months, as of September 1, or by birth daie. Age may'
be verified by a' document such as a birth certificate,
pareni's affidavit', hospital cectificate, age:certificate,-
entry in faind*Bible, baptismal certificate-, passport,
and -previously verified school record..([ -V-VR)

. .
AGE CERTIFICATEA, legal statement from a bureau
of vital statistics:or similar Agency certifying the date
oilhjrth of an individual. (V)"..S'e also -BIRTH CERTI-
FICATE.

'AGE -GRADE DISTRIBUTION-The number or per-
centage of' students of each ade in each grade, usually
presented tn an age-grade distribution table. (V, VR)

AGE OF COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
See COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AGE.

.

AGE-SPECIFIC BIRTH RATEBirths.during a specific
calendar year to women of a given ag6, divided by the
midyear ndmber of women of that age, and the result
multiplied by 1,000. (UnRublished)

, I
AGESPECIFIC DEATHFeATEDeaths during a given
calendar year of persold of a given age divided by the
midyear number of persons of that age, and the result
multiplied by Loos). (Unpublished)

AGENTOne who represents, acts for, and accounts to'
another. The powers of a general agent are broad. He
initiates transactions in the name of his principal and
carries on operations within a large discretionary area.

functions often resettle tHse of a general
manager. A special agent', on the other hand, is

.restrected to the performance of a single act or the
itondnikt of a single transaction. (IIR)

AGGREGATE DAYS ABSENCEThe sum of the days

inizesnm:

or absence of all students when school is in session
during a given reporting period. Only days on which

, the students are under the guidance and direction of
teachers should be considered 'as days in session. (I-V,
VRI See also DAY IN SESSION.

.
AGGREGATE DAYS ATTENDANCEThe sum of the
days prdsent (actually attended) of all students when

-school is in session during a given reporting period:
Only days on which the students are under ;the"
guidance and direction of teachers should be con-
sidered as days in session. (I, H, IV, V, VII, 1112; IVR,
VR) 'See also DAY IN SESSION and DAY OF
ATTENDANCE.

AGGREGATE DAYS MEMBERSHIPhp sum of the
days present and absent of all students when school is
in session during a given reporting period. Only days on
which the students are under the guidance and direc-
tion of teachers should be- considered as days in
session. (I, II-IV, V, HR, IVR, VIO_See also DAY IN
SESSION and MEMBERSHIP.

AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIESAs defined for Fed-
eral compensa,tory. education programs, a sequence of
activities ranging from soil preparatidn through and
including the storage, canning, or freezing of cultivated
crops, and activities on farms and ranches related to
producing and processing milk, poultry, livestock, and
fish. Operations involved in forest nurseries and fish
farms are considered to be agricultural activities: The

4 cutting, transportation, and sawing of timber are not
considered agricultural activities, nor are the catching
and processing of fish from streams and the ocean.)
(VR)

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 143.

AGRICULTURAL ,PRODUCTION (subject matter)
See appendix, p.140..

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (subject mater)See
appendix, p. 144.

AGRICULTURAL- RELATED TECHNOLOGY (sub-
ject matter)See appendix, p. 250.

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES (C_OBSERYATION,-
-UT)LITATION, AND SERVICES) ("subject matter)
See_appendix: p, 146.
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AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES /SERVICES (subject

ma tter)--See. appendix, p. 143.

AGRICULTURE (subject matter)See appendix, p.
139.

AIR CONDITIONING.
(

subject matter)See appendix,
p. 253. 7.

MR FORCE JUNIOR ROTC. (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 287.

ALEUT A member of a cultural group of Oriental
ongms living primarily in the Aleutian Islands and part

of the Alaska peninsula. (VR)

ALGEBRA (subject matter)See appendix, p. 208.

ALGEBRA AND TRIGbNOMETRY (INTEGRATED)
(subject matter)See appendix, p. 211.

ALIEN A foreign -born resident of the United States
who does not possess the privileges of a citizen of the
United States. (IV)

ALIEN STUDENT (F-1 CLASSIFICATION)A per ;on
adnuttectto the United States solely for the purpose of

,

study. (VR) -.

ALLOTTo divide an apprOpriation into amounts for
certain periods or for specific purposes. (11-11B-IIR)

ALLOTMENTThe amount allotted for a certain
period or purpose. (II 11B-IIR)

ALLOTMENT LEDGERA subsidiary ledger which
COnlains an account for each allotment showing the

amount allotted, expenditures, encumbrances, the net
balance, and other related information. (II11B-11R) See
also APPROPRIATION LEDGER.

ALTERATION OF A BUILDINGMinor changes
made internally that do not involve major structural
changes. (III)

AMORTIZATION OF DEBT(a) Gradual payment of
an amount owed according,to a specified schedule of

times and amounts. (b) ProvisiOn for paying a debt by

means of a Sinking Fund. (II, IIR)

AMOUNT AVAILABLE IN DEBT SERVICE FUNDS
An account.ittthe-General Long-Term Debt group of

accounts which designates the amount of assets avail-

able in a Debt Service Fund for the retirement of

general obligation term-bonds.-(IIR)

AMOUNT TO BE PROVIDED FOR PAYMENT OF
BONDSAn account in the General Long-Term Debt
goup of accounts which represents the amount to be
provided- from taxes or other general revenue to retire
outstanding general obligation term bonds. (IIR)

ANALYST ASSIGNMENTAn assignment (e.g., a

systems analyst:budget analyst, statistical analyst, or
psychological analyst) to examine, evaluate, and make

, recommendations in- such areas as cost,:systems,
curriculum, or other educational sectors. (IVR)

ANCILLARY SERVICESThe supportive activities
.and resources necessary for the efficient. achievement
of The objectives of an organization or institution.

/(Unpublished IX)

ANDRAGOGYThe art and science of teaching adults
and of adult learning in a climate where the adult is
given primary consideration: contrasted with peda-

gogy. (Unpublished IX)
4

ANECDOTAL RECORDNotes, describing exactly
what a student said or did in specific situations. When
accumulated, anecdotal records may yield a picture of
the student's developing behavior patterns,-interests,
attitudes, strengths, and problems. (VR)

ANNUAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STU-
DENT IN ADAThe annual current expenditures
divided by the average daily attendance for theyear.
(V-VR) See also CURRENT EXPENDITURES and

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT.

ANNUAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STU-
DENT IN ADMThe annual current expenditures
divided by the average daily membership for the year.
(V-VR) See also CURRENT EXPENDITURES and
CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT.

7

ANNUAL LEAVELeave which may be taken by

the staff member during the school year through

authorization without loss of all pay or personnel
benefits. Annual leave is exclusive of sick leave.
Sortie or all accumulated annual leave may or may
not be carried forward from one school year to
the next, depending upon local system regulation.

(IV, IVR)



ANNUAL WITHDRAWAL RATE The total num-
ber of times students withdraw from school during
a., given regular school term, divided by the num-
ber of differi;nt students in active membership
status during sihe tern, expressed' at percentage.
(V:VR) Stc: also ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP STATUS.

ANTHROPOLOGY (subject matter)-See appqndix, p,.
23 7. 7:

APPARATUS-Moxable equipthent items, without
complex combinations of parts, that are, used to
transmit, modify, or measure energy or natter in some
form. (III, VII)

APPAREL4,ANDACCESSORIES (subject matter)-See
appendix,

APPLIANCE REPAIR (subject matter) -See appendix,
p: 2;53. .

-APPLIED MATHEMATICS (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix:p. 211.

APPLIED RESEARCH-The type of research activity
concerned with specific, problems for which immediate-
ly applicable findings are sought. This activity may
represent-ithe application of knowledge derived from
basic research or may involve testing alternative prac-
tices in the school system, school, or classroom. When
brought "to bear on problems of curriculum and
instruction, thi^ type of research is conducted to solve
immediate practical probleins related to the content,
resources, andfor processes of instruction and learning.
For administration and management, applied research
might he used to help solve problems such as those
associated with coordinated purchasing and ware-
housing, space utilization, maintenance schedules,
transportation routes, and useful life of equipment.
(VI)

APPORTIONMENT-See ALLOTMENT.

APPRAISAL -The at of making an estimate of value,
particularly of they value of property, by systematic
procedures that include physical examination, pricing,
and qften engineering estimates. Also, the value estab-
lished by estimating. (III, VII, 11R)

APPRAISED VALUE-The value established by ap-
praisal. (III, IIR) ee also APPRAISAL.

A'

APPRECIATION-Au increase iii the value of proper-.
ty: the excess of the present value of given piece of
property over its original cost. (III)

APPRENTICE-A worker who is learning a recognized
occupalidn in accordance with a written apprelitice-

.training contract between him and his employer or
employers which provides for.a given period of planned
work experience through employment on the job,
supplemented by appropriate related instruction, and
with other specified provisions of th ar ngement.
(VI, VR)

APPRENTICESHIP-The trainine. through which a1 -
staff member has learned or is learning a recognized
trade by means of on-the-job work experience and
concurrent related instruction on the basis of cOntrac-,
tual agreement or the laws of the State for registering
apprenticeship programs. (IV) See also INTERN.

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM-A program of studies
of occupational preparation for skilled trades as
authorized by State and Federal legislation and usually
conducted under the auspices of a local joint ap-
prenticeship committee representing labor, manage-
ment, and the school. (VI)

-APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING-An organized system
for providing young people with the manipulative-skills
and technical or theoretical knowledge needed for
competent performance in skilled occupations. The
program usually involves cooperation among schools,
labor, and management, since apprentices learn the
skills of their craft through on-the-job work experi-
ences, and the related theoretical information through
classroom instruction. The minimum terms and condi-
tions of apprenticeship are regulated by State and local
statutes or agreements. (VI)

-8-

APPROPRIATION-An authorization granted by a
legislative body to make expenditures and to incur
obligations for specific purposes. (11-11B-VII-11R)

APPROPRIATION AND EXPENDITURE LEDGER-
The ledger containing ledger sheets or cards for each
account for which funds are appropriated and in which
funds are expended. (IIB)

APPROPRIATION BALANCE-See UNENCUMBER-
ED BALANCE OF APPROPRIATION OR ALLOT-
MENT and UNEXPENDED BALANCE OF 'APPRO-
PRIATION OR ALLOTMENT.

I.5



APPROPRIATION EXPENDITUREAn expenditure

chargeable to an appropriation. (11-11B-IIR)

APPROPRIATION LEDGERA ledger containing an
account witiveach appropriation. Each account-usually

shows the amount originally appropriated, transfers to

or from the appropriation, amount charged against the

appropriation, the encumbrances, the net balance, and

other related information. If allotments are made and a

separate ledger is maintained for them, each 'account
usually shows the amount appropriated, transfers to or

from the appropriation, the amount allotted, and the
unaligned balance. (II, 11R) See also ALLOTMENT

LEDGER.

APPROPRIATIONS RECEIVED FROM LOCAL
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS OTHER THAN LEA
Money received from the appropriations of another
local governmental. unit. The LEA is not the final

authority, within legal limits, in determining the
amount of money to be received, and the money is
raised by taxes, or other means which are not
earmarked-f&-school purposes. (IIR)

APPROVALLThe official act of the State department
of education, or another recognized agency having

official authority, certifying that a unit of organization

complies with the legal requirements or prescribed

standards for the operation of such units. (VI)

ARCHITECT A staff member, performing assigned

professional services in donnection with designing, and
preparing specifications for new construction, rehabili-

tating or altering existing buildings, developing land-

scaping, or acting as professional adviser on archi-

tectural matters. (IV)

ARCHITECT ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a

staff member who is licensed as an architect to perform

activities such as designing and preparing plans and

specifications for the construction, remodeling, or
repair of buildings and facilities and overseeing con-

struction "to ensure compliance with plans and specifi-

cations. (1V-IVR)

ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING
Architectural and engineering activities (elated to Land

Acquisition and Improvement and Building Acquisi-

tion, Construction, and Improvements. (UR)

ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING SERV-
ICESActivities of architects and engineers related to

IC

land acquisition and improvement and improvements

to buildings. (IVR)

AREA, ATTENDANCESee ATTENDANCE AREA.

qa
AREA, BUILDING See BUILDING AREA.

AREA, CIRCULATIONSee CIRCULATION AREA.

AREA, DEVELOPEDSee DEVELOPED AREA.

AREA, FLOORSee FLOOR AREA.

AREA, FUNCTIONALSee FUNCTIONAL AREA.

AREA, GROSS FLOOR See GROSS FLOOR AREA.

AREA, GUIDANCESee GUIDANCE AREA.

AREA, HEALTH SERVICESee HEALTH SERVICE

AREA.

AREA, INSTRUCTIONSee INSTRUCTION AREA.

9

AREA, .,INSTRUCTION SERVICESee INSTRUz

TION SERVICE AREA.

AREA, .LABOR MARKETSee LABOR MARKET

AREA.

AREA, PROGRAMSee PROGRAM AREA.

AREA , PROJECTSd PROJECT AREA.

AREA, SCHOOL ATTENDANCESee SCHOOL AT-

TENDANCE AREA.

AREA, SERVICESee SERVICE AREA.

AREA, STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATIS-

TICALSee STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATIS-

TICAL AREA.

AREA, STATE'ECONOMICSee STATE ECONOMIC

AREA.

AREA, STUDENT COMMONSSee STUDENT COM-

MONS AREA. .

AREA, SUBJECT-MATTERSee SUBJECT-MAT-1ER

AREA.

AREA, TRADESee TRADE AREA.



AREA; UNDERDEVELOPEDSee . UNDERDE-
VELOPED AREA,

AREA, URBANIZEDSee URBANIZED AREA.

AREA OF A BUILDING The sum of the areas at each
floor level included within the principal outside faces
of etterior walls, neglecting architectural setbacks or
projections.

Include all stories or areas which have floor surface
with clear standing head room (6 feet 6 inches)
regardless of their use.

Where a ground level or intermediate story, or part
thereof, is left unenclosed, consider the gross area of
the unenclosed story as the projected area of the story
above.

Exclude all Unroofed areas and unenclosed roofed-over
spaces.

Include mezzanines, balconies, and 'library stack floors
only to the extent of their actual floor area; do not
include unenclosed areas under the first floor.

Unenclosed roofed areas which 'have been included in
original cost contracts can be excluded on a computed
or estimated basis for the development of comparative.
data of gross building areas and costs.

The area of passageways enclosed with similar type and
quality of construction,as the building proper, and of
tunnels with clear standing head room of at least 6 feet
6 inches, arc included in the gross area of a building.
The area of covered passageways which are not
enclosed with similar type and quality of construction
as the building proper are "excluded from the gross
building area. (III)

AREA OF A SCHOOL SITEThe area of a school site,
expressed in acres to the nearest tenth. It consists of
the total development and undeveloped acreage serving
a school, including areas occupied by buildings, Walks,
drives, parking facilities, and other improvement's to
site. If a school uses more than one piece of land, the
area Of the site is the sum of the areas of the separate
pieces. (III)

AREA OF AN INTERIOR SPACEThe total area
measured between the principal wall faces at or near
floor level, plus wall case 'or alcove spaces, or both,

opening into and designed to serve the activity carried
on in the area, exclusive of areas otherwise included as
construction: (III)

AREA OF RESPONSIBILITYA subdivision of a
Service Area consisting of activities which, regardless of
their nature, have a common purpose directly related

4: to the operational objective of the Service Area. (IV,
IVR)

AREA SCHOOLA public school which has been
approved to provide instruction in a specific instruc-
tional area to ,residents of a State, a county, a major
city, or another designated geographic area usually
larger than one local basic' administrative unit. (VI)

AREA STUDIES (MULTIDISCIPLINARY) (subject
matter) See appendix, p. 238.

AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOLA public school
which has been approved by the State board fa,*
vocational education to provide !instruction in the
occupations (other than professional occupations) to
residents of the State, a county, a major city, or
another designated geographic area usually larger thy
one local basic administrative unit. (IV, V-VI, VR)

ARMY JUNIOR ROTC (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 282.

ART (subject mater)See appendix, p. 147.

ART HISTORY AND THEORY (subject matter) See '
appendix, p. 147.

ART STUDIO (subject matter)See appendix, p. 148.

jARTERIALSThe second rank in the classification I
streets. Arterials are used only for the movement o
vehicles, -with limited vehicular access to adjoining
properties. Ideally, traffic flow is interrupted only at
street intersections. (Unpublished)

ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUATIONAssessedyalu-
ation determine() by the appropriate local government
agency for taxation purposes. Assessment criteria vary
from State to State, but commonly are based on a
percentage of presumed full market value. (Unpub-
lished)

ASSETSThe things of value an LEA owns. (11-11B-
VII-11R) See also FIXED ASSETS.
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ASSIGNMENTA specific group cat activities for
which a staff member has been given responsibility.
(1V -IVR)

ASSIGNMENT, ACCOUNTING Sec iiI.CCOUNTING

ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
'See ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 'ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSee'
ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ANALYST See ANALYST ASSIGN-

NIENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ARCHITECT OR ENGINEERLSee
ARCHITECT ORINGINEE,R ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ASS4STANT PRINCIPALSee AS-
SISTANT PRINCIPAL ASSIGMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ASSISTANT SCHOOL DIRECTION
AND MANAGEMENT.--See ASSISTANT SCHOOL DI.
RECTION AND MANAGEMENT ASSIGNMENT.'

ASSIGNMENT, ,ATTENDANCE See ATrENDANCE.
. ASSIGNMENT.,

,
1

ASSIGNMENT, ATTENDANCE OFFICER Seca AT-,
TENbANCE OFFICER ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ATTORNEY See ATTORNEY AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, BOARD OF EDUCATION MEM-
.BERSee BOARD OF EDUCATION MEMBER AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, BOOKKEEPINGSee BOOKKEEF-
ING ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, CARPENTERING See CARPENTER-

ING ASSfGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, CHIEF EXECUTIVE&e CHIEF
EXECUTIVE ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, CLASSROOM TEACHINGSe!
CLASSROOM TEACHING ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, CLERICALfSee CLERICAL AS-
SIGNMENT.

is

to

ASSIGNMENT, COMPUTER OPERATINGSee COM-
PUTER OPERATING ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, COOKING OR SERVINGSee
COOKING OR SERVING ASSIGNKNT.

,
ASSIGNMENT, COUNSELING See COUNSELING

ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, *CRAFTS AND TRADES APPREN-
TICESHIPSee CRAFTS AND TRADES APPREN- -
TICESHIP ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, CURRICUCUM SPECIALIST SeE'
CURRICULUM SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, CUSTODIANSee CUSTODIAN AS-

SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, DENTAC HYGIENISTSee DENTAL
HYGIENIST ASSIGNMENT.

' -

ASSIGNMENT, DENTISTSee DENTIST ASSIGN-

MENT., .

A SS IGNMENT,, DI gTITIAN/NUTRITION ISTSee
'DIETITIAN/NUTRITIONIST ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT
(Other' Than School Direction and Management)See
DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT ASSIGNMENT
(Other Than School Ditection and Management).

ASSIGNMENT, DISPATCHINGSee DISPATCHING

ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT,: EDITINGSee EDITING ASSIGN-
MENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ELECTRICIANSee ELECTRICIAN
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ELF# ATOR OPERATINGSee ELE-
VATOR OPERATING ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, EVACUATING See EVALUATING
ASSIGNMENT.

\ ASSIGNMENT, FOOD SERVICESee FOOD

SERVICE ASSIGNMENT. 't

'ASSIGNMENT, FOREMANSee FOREMAN AS-
SIGNMENT.

1 I --
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ASSIGNMENT, FULL-TIMESei FULL-TIME AS-
SIGNMENT,

ASSIGNMENT, FULL-TIME., EQUIVALENCYSee
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCY ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, GENERAL MAINTENANCESee
-GENERAL MAINTENANCE ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, GRAPHIC ARTSSee GRAPHIC
ARTS ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT; ROUNDSICEEPINGSee
GROUNDSKEEPING ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, GUARD/WATCHMAN\See GUARD/
WATCHMAN ASSIGNMENT. ,

P I

ASSIGNMENT, INSPECTORSee INSPECTOR AS-
1SIGNMENT.

ASSIGKMENT, LABORERSee LABORER ASSIGN-
MENT.

ASSIGNMENT, LEGALSee LEGAL ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, LESS-THAN-FULL-TIMESee LESS-
THAN- FULL -TIME ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, LIBRA\ RIANSee . LIBRARIAN AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, LIBRARIAN/MEDIASee LIBRAR-
IAN /MEDIA ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, MASONING See MASONING AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, MECHANICSee MECHANIC AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, MESSENGERSee MESSENGER AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, MONITORINGSee NIONITORING
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, NEGOTIATINGSee NEGOTIATING
.ASSIGNMENT.

'1

ASSIGNMENT, NONCOURSE INSTRUCTIONAL
See NONCOURSE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, NURSESee NURSE ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, OMBUDSMANSee OMBUDSMAN
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, OPHTHALMOLOGISTSee OPH:
THALMOLOGIST ASSIGNMENT.,

ASSIGNMENT, OPTOMETRISTSee OPTOMETRIST
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, PERSONNELSee PERSONNEL AS-
' SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, .PHYSICIA1 7See PHYSICIAN AS-
SIGNMENT. . :

ASSIGNMENT, PLANNINGS'ee PLANNING AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT',' PLASTERINGSee PLASTERING
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, PLUMBINGSee
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, ,PRACTICAL NURSINGSee PRAC-
TICAL NURSING ASSIGNMENT.

PLUMBING AS-

ASSIGNMENT, PRINCIPALSee PRINCIPAL AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT,- PROGRAMING4ee PROGRAMING
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, PSY.CHIATR1STSee PSY-
CHIATRIST ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, PSYCHOLOGISTSee PSYCHOL-
OGIST ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, PSYCHOMETRISTSee, PSYCHOME-
TRIST ASSIGNMENT.

. ,
ASSIGNMENT;! PUBLIC/COMMUNITY RELA-
TIONSSee PUBLIC/COMMUNITY RELATIONS AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT,. 11URCHASING AGENTSee PUR-
CHA§1NGgENTIASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, RECORDS AND MANAGING See
RECORDS AND MANAGING ASSIGNMENT.
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ASSIGNMENT, REGISTERED NURSINGSee
REGISTERED NURSING ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, REGISTRARSee REGISTRAR AS-
SIGNMENT,

ASSIGNMENT, REMEDIAL SPECIALISTSee RE-
MEDIAL SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
See RESEARCH AND 'DEVELOPMENT ASSIGN-
MENT.

.AS,SIGNMENT, SCHOOL DIRECTION AND MAN-
AGEMENTSee SCHOOL DIRECTION AND MAN-
AGEMENT ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, SCHOOL LIBRARIAN` Sec SCHOOL
LIBRARIAN ASSIGNMENT.

.
..0§1GNMENT, SCOPE OF -See SCOPE OF ASSIGN-

MENT.

ASSIGNMENT, SOCIAL WORKSee,SOCIAL WORK
", ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, STATISTICIANSee STATISTICIAN
ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, STORES HANDLINGSee STORES
zi HANDLING, ASSIGNMENTIv

.

ASSIGNMENT, SUPERINTENDENTSee SUPERIN-
TENDENT ASSIGNMENT.

,ASSIGNMENT; SUPERVISING/MANAGING/DI-
R ECT I N G See - SUPERVISING /MANAGING /DI-

RECTING ASSIGNMENT,

ASSIGNMENT, SUPERVISIONSee SUPERVISION
ASSIGNMENT.

Y ASSIGNMENT, SYSTEMWIDESee SYSTEMWIDE
ASSIGNMENT. t

,

ASSIGNMENT,\ TAX ASSESSING/COLLECTING
See TAX ASSESSING /COLLECTING AStIGNMENT,

ASSIGNMEN-c, ';TEACHER AIDESee TEACH4R

AIDE ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, TEACHING AIDESee TEACHING
AIDE ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, TEACHINGSee TEACHING AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, TEACHING ASSISTANTSee
TEACHING ASSISTANT ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, TEACHING INTERNSec
TEACHING INTERN ASSIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, TESTING See TESTING ASSIGN-
MENT. ,

ASSIGNMENT, THERAPISTSee THERAPIST AS-
SIGNMENT.

ASSIGNMENT, VEHICLE OPERATINGSee VE-
HICLE OPERATING ASSIGNMENT.

ti

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE, OR DEPUTY SUPERIN-
TENDENTA staff member performing assigned, pro-
fessional, adnunistrative activities assisting the chief
executive- officer of the school administrative unit in
the development of general administrative policies and
in conducting the general administration of the school
administrative unit. (IV)

AS S ISTA N T/ D EP UTY / ASSOCIATE 'SUPERIN-
TENDENT ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a staff
member (e.g., an assistant, deputy, or associate superin-
tendent or his assistant) to perform high level, system-
wide executive management functions in a local educa-
tion agency. (IIR, IVR)

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL ASSIGNMENTAn assign-
ment to a staff member (e.g., an assistant, deputy, or
associate principal) to perform high level executive
management functions in an individual school, group
of schools, or unit(s) of an LEA. (IIR, IVR).;

ASSISTANT SCHOOL DIRECTION AND.MANAGE-
MENT ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a staff lum-
ber to perform the professional activities of assisting
the head of a school in performing the activities of
directing and managing a school. (IV)

ASSOCIATE DEGREEA degree commonly conferfred

upon the successful completion of a 2-year program of
studies of a junior college or technical institute. (IV, V,
VI, IVR)

ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DECREE A
degree commonly conferred' upon the successful

I3



completion of a 2 -cent postsecondary program of
studies composed of general education, electives, and a
major concentration in a chosen technical, semiprofes-
sional, or professional area of study. (VR)

ASSOCEATE IN ARTS DEGREEA degree commonly
conferred upon the successful completion of a 2-year
postsecldary program of studies composed essentially
of courses in the liberal arts. (VR)

' ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE DEGREEA degree com-
monly conferred upon the successful completion of a
2-year postsecondary program of studies composed of
courses in the liberal arts and sciences. (VR)s,

.
ATTENDANCEThe presence of a student on days
when school is in session. A student may be counted
present only when he is actually at school or is present
at another place at ,t school activity which is sponsored
.by the Oool, is a part of the program of the-school,
and is personally supervised by a member or members
of the school staff. This may include authorized
independent study, work-study programs, field trips,
athletic contests, music festivals, student conventions,
instruction for homebound students, and similar activi-
ties when officially authorized under policies of tit
local school board. It floes not include "making up"
schoolwork at home, or activities supervised or spon-
sored by, private individuals or groups. (V, VII-VR)See
also DAY OF ATTENDANCE.

ATTENDANCE, AGGREGATE DAYSSee AGGRE-
GATE DAYS ATTENDANCE.

ATTENDANCE, AVERAGE DAILY (ADA)See
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE(ADA).

ATTENDANCE, CERTIFICATE OFSee CERTIFI-
CATE OF ATTENDANCE.

ATTENDANCE, COMPULSORY SCHOOLSee COM-
PULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.

ATTENDANCE, DAY OFSee DAY OF ATTEND-
ANCE,

ATTENDANCE, FULL DAY. OFSee Fy1.4 DAY OF
ATTENDANCE. r,

. 40,

ATTENDANCE, HALF DAY OFSee HALF DAY OF
ATTENDANCE.

ATTENDANCE, PERCENTAGE OFSee PERCENT-
AGE OF ATTENDANCE.

ATTENDANCE AND SOCIAL WORK SERVICES
Activities which are designed to improve pupil attend-
ance at school or which attempt to prevent or solve
pupil problems involving the home, the school, and the
community. ( IV-II R, IVR) See also SCHOOL SOCIAL
WORK.

ATTENDANCE AREAThe geographic area wherein
reside the students- normally served by a particular
school. (VR)

ATTENDANCE AREA ANALYSIS Detailed-study of
an attendance area to produce, certain desired data
which are tabulated and-studied to provide background
for solving problems of the area. (Unpublished VIII)

ATTENDANCE ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a
staff member to perform activities such as enforcing
compulsory attendance laws, analyzing causes of min-
attendance, identifying patterns of nonattendance for
the purpose of improving school attendance. (IV) See
also ATTENDANCE SERVICES; ATTENDANCE
AND SOCIAL WORK SERViCES; ATTENDANCE
OFFICER; ATTENDANCE OFFICER ASSIGNMENT;
and ATTENDANCE PERSONNEL.

ATTENDANCE CENTERThe location where stu-
dents residing in a given geographic mea attend school.

VR)

ATTENDANCE OFFICERA staff member per-
forming assigned activities having as their purpose the
early identification of nonattendance of rupils, the
analysis of causes of nonattendance, the enforcement
of compulsory attendance laws, and the improvement
of school attendance. (I-II-IV)

,

ATTENDANCE OFFICER ASSIGNMENTAn'assign-
ment to enforce compulsory attendance laws. (IIR,
IVR)

ATTENDANCE PERSONNELStaff members as-
signed activities for promoting and imprOving school
attendance of pupils. (I-IV)

ATTENDANCE REGISTER A record containinb in!
formation such as (a) the names of students who have
entered or are expected to 'enter a class or school; (b)
identification information about each student such as



sex, date of birth, and address, and (c) information
concerning his entry or reentry. membership, attend-.,

ance, absence, tardiness, and withdrawal. (V-VR)
*

ATTENDANCE SERVICESActivities such as prompt
identification of patterni of nonattendance, promotion
of positive attitudes toward attendance, analysis of
causes of nonattendance, early action on problemsof
nonattendance, and, enforcement or 'compulsory, at-
tendance laws. (IV -VI-IVR)

ATTENDANT-!-A general term designating a staff
member performing assigned activities to watch over
and prOvide a degree physical care for school
propelty or pupils. (IV)

ATTITUDINAL TESTAn examination to measure
the mental and emotional. set or, pattern of likes and
dislikes held by an individual or group, often in

relation to considerations such As controversial issues
and,personal adjustments. (VR)

ATTORNEYA staff member, performing assigned
professional duties of providing legal counsel and
services'for the schoolystem. (IV).

ATTORNEY ASSIGNMENTSee LEGAL ASSIGN-
MENT.

.

TTRIBUTIONA procedure for allocating costs,
eRiployee time,.or propertK use among several func-
tions, programs, organizational. units, or other dimen-
sions, on the basis of the best po)sible estimate; may be
used when objective data are not available for prora
tion. (VII)

ATYPICAL CHARACTERISTICA characteristic of'
an individual in a given chronological age group which

is markedly different from that of the mean. (V, VI,

VR) See also EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN.

ATYPICAL CONDITIONA condition of an individ-
ual in a given 'chronological age group which is

markedly different from that of the mean. An individ-
ual having an atypical condition may reveal one or
more atypical characteristics which enable an identifi-
cation of the condition. (V, VR) See also ATYPICAL
CHARACTERISTIC.

ATYPICAL PUPILA pupil revealing a physical; men-
tal, or behavioral characteristic which is markedly
different from that of the mean of his chronological

obi grcup. (V, VI) See also ATYPICAL iCHARACTE12.- .

JSTIC; EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN; and EXCEP-
TIONAL PUPILS.

AUDIOLINGUAL APPROACH An approach to lan-
guage instruction emphasizing.that element'oflangua'ge
(sound) which is spoken in.normal, everyday, conversa-
tioal interchange as diffetentiated from language as
gesture or as writing. This sometimes is referred to as
the "aural-oral" approach. (VI)

AUDIOLOGISTA staff member who is 3 specialist in
Communicative disorders including the scientific study
and management of speech,' hearing, and, language
disabilities. Primary responsibilities are of a clinical
nature which involves diagnostic, evaluative, and thera=
peutic activities in the area of- hearing disabilitie;-.11V)

AUDIOLOGIST ASSIGNMENT An assignment to

provide services such as diagnostic evaluation, habiliti-
tive and rehabilitative services, and research related to
hearing. (IIR, IVR)

AUDIOLOGY SERVICESActivities organized fpr the
identification of pupils with hearing loss; determina=
Non of the range, nature, and degree hearing
function; referral for medical or other professional
attention as appropriate to the habilitation of hearing;
language habilitation; auditory training, speech reading
(lipreading), and speech conservation as necessary;
creation and administration of programs or hearing
conservation; and counseling and guidance of pupils,
parents, and teachers as. appropriate. (VI, IIR, IVR)

AUDIOMETRISTA staff member performing as-

signed activites a testing the auditory perception of
individuals by means of specifically designed electrical
or mechanical testing equipment. (IV)

AUDIOMETRIST ASSIGNMENT An assignment to
administer audiometric (hearing acuity) screening tests
under the supervision .of an audiologist or phy;ician

(IIR, IVR)

.AUDIOVISUAL AIDSOptical, electronic, and other
devicesand related.. supplieswhich are designed to
enhance learning through the combined senses of
hearing and sight, e.g., sound, motion pictures, printed
materials, and television. Frequently two or more of
these components are combined into electronic distri-
bution systems, some of which incorporate remote or
dial access capabilities. (VII, IIR, IVR) See also
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA.

4k
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AliDIQVISUAL ROOM- An instruction area designed,
or provided with special built-in equipment, for audio-
visual material storage, screening, and listening that is

'separate from -the school library and does not serve as
an adjunct to other rooms or areas. (III-VI)

AUDIOVISUAL 'SERVICESActivities such' as select-
ing, preparing, caring fpr, and making available to
members of the, instructional staff equipment, films,
filmstrips, transparencies, rapes, television progranis,
and other similar materials, whether maintained sep-

' arately or as a part of an instructional materials center.
Included are activities in the audiovisual center, tele-
vision stddio and related work-study areas, and the
services provided'fiy audiovisual personnel. (IV-VI-IIR,
.IVR)

AUDIOVISUAL TEL'HNICIANA staff membet per:
forming assigned skilled activities in the use and care of
audiovisual equipment and with the techniques of
instrth,tional presentation through the use of machines,
charts,charts, and other audiovisual equipment and materials.
(IV)

'AUDITThe examination of records and documents
and the securing of other evidence for one or more of,
the following purposes: (a) determining the -propriety
of proposed or completed transactions, (b) ascertaining
Whether all transactions have been recorded, (c) deter-
mining whether transactions are accurately recorded in

ike' accounts and in the statements drawn from the
accounts. (I1-11B-V11.11R)

AUDIT REPORTThe report prepared by an auditor
following a completed audit; it should include: (1)
scope of the audit; (2) summary of findings.; (3)
recommendations; (4) certificate; and (5) financial
statements. (IIB).

AUDIT SERVICESActivities pertaining to inde-
pendent audit services provided, to the board of
education. (11R, IVR)

AUDITED VOUCHER A voucher which has been
examined and approved for payment. (II, IIR)

AUDITING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to perform
activities concerned -with examining, verifying, and
reporting on the accounting records. of the LEA. (IIR,
IVR)

AUDITORA staff member performing the assigned

xclinical activities of verifying the accuracy and appro-
priateness of receipts, .expenditures, accounts, and
accounting statements in accordance with the laws and,
regulations that are-applicable. (IV)

AUDITORIUMAn instructional space designed and
constructed with a. built-in stage, and sloping floor or
fixed seating, for use -as an aiserably center. (111-VI)
See also INSTRUCTION AREA.

AUDITORIUM-GYMNASIUMSee GYMNATORIUM.

AUDITORY HANDICAPAn impairnlent in hearing
that adversely affects the.performance of an individual.
A ,person identified as having an auditory handicap

may ,be referred to as "hard of hearing" or "deaf,"
a &ording to the nature and severity of his handicap.
(V, VI, VR)

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING Tbe use of ma-
chines and devices in the storing of individual items of
information in a form by which they may be rapidly
and accurately retrieved, processed, and reproduced as
single line items, as lists of items, or in desired
combinations with other items. (IV-V) See also DATA
PROCESSING and MACHINE DATA PROCESSING.

AUTOMOTIVE (subjeCt matter)See appendix, p.
164.

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 254.

AVERAGE AGEOF STUDENTSThe total, o'f the'
ages (expressed in years and months) of the students of
a given group- divided - by the number of students in the
group. (V, VR)

AVERAGE CLASS SIZEThe total membership of
classes of a given type, as of a given date, divided by
the number of such classes. (V, VR)

AVERAGE DAILY ABSENCEThe aggregate days
absence of a given school during a given reporting
period divided by the number of days school is in
session during this -period. Only days on which- fife
students are under the guidance and direction of
teachers should be considered as days in session. The
average daily, absence for groups 'of schools having
varying lengths of terms is the sum of the average
daily absences obtained for the individual schools. (V,
VR) See also AGGREGATE DAYS ABSENCE; DAY
IN SESSION; and DAY OF ABSENCE. .
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AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE (ADA)The ag-
gregate days attendance of a given school during a
given reporting period divided by the number of days
school is in session during tins period. Only days on
which the students are under the guidance and direc-
tion of teachers should be considered as days in
session. The leportutg, period is generally a given

regular school term. The average daily attendance for
groups of schools having.varying lengths of terms is the

sum of the-average daily attendances obtained for the
individual schools, For purposes of obtaining statistical
i..omparability only, student-staff ratios involving kin-
dergarten and prekindergarten students attending a
half-day session are computed as though these students
are in attendance for a half day. Tice average daily
attendance of children and ,youth residing in institu-

tions for neglected or delinquent children ort,in adult
correctional institutions should be reported according
to provisions of the applicable legislation. (I, II, 111-IV,

V, VI-V11.11R, IVRIVR)

AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP (ADM)The aggre-
gate days. membership of a given school during a given

reporting period divided by the numbtr of days school
is'in session during this period. Only days on which the
students are under the guidance and direction of
teachers should be considered as days in session. The

reporting period is generally a .given regular school
term. The average daily membership for groups of
schools having varying lengths or terms is the sum of
the average daily memberships obtainedior the indiyid-

ual schools. For purposes of obtaining statistical
comparability only, student-staff ratios involving kin-
dergarten and prekindergarten students attending a

-half-day session are computed as though these students
are in membership for a half day. (I, -II, 111-IV-V, VI,

Y1141R, IVR -VR)

AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP OF STUDENTS
TRANSPORTEDThe aggregate days membership dur-

ing a given reporting period of students transported to
and from school divided by the number of days school
is in session during this period. (VR)

AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF STUDENTS PAR-
TICIPATING 1N-NATIONAL-SCHOOL LUNCIj AND/
OR BREAKFAST PROGRAMSThe total number of
servings per month for elementary and secondary

school students in national lunch and/or breakfast
programs, divided by the number of days the meal is

served. (VIZ)

AVERAGE LENGTH OF TERM IN DAYSFor the
State as a whole, the aggregate days attendance for the

State divided by the *average daily attendance far the

State. (I)

AVERAGE MEMBERSHIP PER SCHOOLtthe'total
membership of schools in.a repoiting,unit, as,Of a given

date, divided .by the number of schools in the unit, (V,

VI, VR)

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER ATTEND.
ANCE AREATile total number of children of school
age in an administrative' unit divided by the number of
attendance areas within the administrative unit. (V, VI,

VR)

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER SCHOOL
DISTRICTThe total number of children of school age
in a given State (or intermediate unit) divided by the

number of local basic adniinistrative units within the
State (or intermediate unit). (V, VI, vg,)'

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PUPILS SERVED LUNCH
PER DAYThe total number of pupils served lunch

during a given reporting period divided by the number
of days on which lunch was served. (V)

AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS TRANS-
PORTEDThe aggregate number of days individual
students are transported between home and school
during a.given reporting period divided by the number
of days transportation is provided. (VR)

AVERAGE TRANSPORTATION COST PER STU-
DENT TRANSPORTEDThe annual current expendi-

turesior student transportation divided by the average
daily membership of studentS- transported. (V, VR)

AVERAGE UNIT COST OF EQUIPMENT At any
given time, the total/cost of an equipment group being

accounted for under group control divided by the
number of individival equipment items in the group.
(111) See also GROUP CONTROL.

AVIATION OC1UPATIONS (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 254/'

AVOCATIONA subordinate activity or hobby prac-
ticed by the staff member in which the staff member

has an enduring interest. (IV)

AVOCATIONAL INTERESTS AND ABILITIESA
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description of hobbies and other avocational interests
and abilities, of the staff member that may enhance the
individual's performance, or quality as a staff member. 4-
Singing, art, instrumentrd music, writing, public speak-
ing, or youth work are examples of record entry
information which may be-,ificluded 'in this category.
(1V)

B

BACHELOR'S DEGREE A degree usually conferred
upon the successful 'completion of a 4-year college
program of studies: (IV, V, VI, IVR) .

BALANCE (curriculum)A purposeful variety in aims
and objectives for pupils supported by an overall plan
for instruction having flexibility in required and
optional areas of content to be studied and diversity in
types of learning experiences. (VI)

BALANCE SHEETA formal statement of assets,
liabilities, and fund balance as of a specific date.
(11-11BVII, IIR)

BALANCE ,SHEET ACCOUNTSSee BALANCE
SHEET.

1.

BANK RECONCILIATIONA statement which is
normally prepared at the end of the month and at the
end of the year and' which reconciles the bank balance
as shown on the boas with' the bank balance as
reflected-on the bank statement. (IIB)

BAPTLS4L OR- CHURCH CERTIFICATEA form
issued by a church certifying the baptism of achild.
This form records the date of birth and often is
acceptable a$ verification for this date. (IV, V-VR)

BASAL READER PROGRAM (subject .matter)See
appendix, p. 173.

BASE MAPA map that shows the location of
important geographic and economic features of an
area, and is used to plot the distribution of social
phenomena, such as income levels. (Uttpublishe,dsV111)

BASEMENTAny floor that is below grade level on all
sides and has clear standing head room of at least 6 feet
6 inches. "Below grade level" ,means that' if
horizontal plane of the floor were to be extended on
the side in question, all or part of the land within 20

feet of the building would be above the plane. (III) See
also FIRST FLOOR.

BASIC EDUCATIONA term frequently used in refer-
ring to education emphasizing literacy in language,
mathematics, natural sciences, and history and related
social sciences. (VI) See also ADULT BASIC EDUCA-,
TION.

BASIC INPUT. COSTSThat sdt of costs essential to
the production of a final product, commonly used in
determination of value added by manufacturing. Such
costs include labor, overhead, utilities, acquisition of
materials necessary in ,the production process, cost,of
transportation, of such materials to the facility, and
others. (Unpublished VIII)

t. BASIC RESEARCH The type- of research activity,
priniarily directed to' the development and evaluation
of theov, in which immediate applicability of findings
is not n major concern. This type of research activity is
primarily concerned with *the_discovery of newknowI-
edge. (VI)

BASIC SKIL LS TESTAn examination measuring the
ability of a persoti_ta use fundamental reading and
coniputational skills which are the basis of later,
learnint and achievement. (VR)

BEGINNING READING (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p,173.

BEHAVIOR PATTERNA spe cial grouping or mosaic
oresponses of a 'student that, in the judgment of a

trained observer, pdssesses some intrinsie unity. The
responses obtained are considered .to result from' inner
psychological needs;1-as such they are more or less
automatic, with the student haxtlittle control over
them. (VR)

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCESAny system of studies
and/qi- processe's concerned, with the way in which
hunians (and some animals).act, singly or in groups,
autonomously or in response to Outside stimuli; and of
ways in which such astions can be understood,
influenced, predicted, and changed. (Unpublished IX)

BENCH, DESK, OR FLOOR MACHINERY AND
APPARATUSMachinery and apparatus dial, under
normal operation, remain stationary on a bench, desk,
or floor during operation. Examples of equipment
designated by this title are typewriters, duplicators,

a18
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dishwashing machines, clotiles dryers, drill presses,
'metal and wood turning lathes, stoves, coLee urns,
portable' projection screens, barog.aphs, and electrit.
tube 'testers. MD See also APPARATUS and MA-

BETTERMENTSSee IMPROVEMENTS 'TO SITE.

BIOLOGICAL., SCIENCES (INCLUDING GENERAL
BIOLOGY) (subject Chatter) See appendix, p. 225.

BIRTH CERTIFICATEA written statement or form
Issued by an office of vital statistla erifyii the name
and date of bath of the child as report d by the
physician attending at the birth, Or a sta ement in
writteti fowl issued, by the physician attending the
child's birth, recording the child's name and date of
birth, and acceptable as a ,birth. certificate by the
political subdivision where 'slued. (IV, VAVR)

0

BLIGHTSubstandard structures and neighborhoods.
By substandard

in
following is implied. (I) relatively

few dwellings in the neighborhood are decent, safe, and
sanitary; (2) there is a lack of adequate and accessible
transportation, and (3) satisfactory community facili-
ties and improvements are laylong.. (Unpublished VIII)

BLINDIndwntuals who are sightless or who have such
limited vision that they must rely on hearing and touch
as their chief means'oflearning. (VR)

BLUAThe smallest unit, a city -block, for which
census data are tabulated in a standard metropolitan
statistical area. (Unpublished

BLOCK GROUPSCollective representation from a
small area of a school 'district, often a Aware block or a
linear block area, used to gather information from or
tok give information to that area of the community.
(Unpublished VIII)

BLOCK PARENTA parent or patents is the corn-
mutiny designated as the person hum whom children
or adults can receive assistance. They may be identified
by signs in the window or on the house. (Unpublished
VIII)

BLOCK PLAN A system of dividing a school cum-
munit) into blocks for ease of communication. Each
block is an area capable of being contacted by a
designated person living in the block. '(Unpublished
VIII )

e)s/4..

r
BLUE COLLAR WORKERA manual worker, one

otvliose work is primarily physiiml and 'dealing with
things, rather than mental or social. The category
includes skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled workers, and

7- Includes faun workers as well as factory vorkers,
miners, and construction workers. The term is used to
differentiate the manual worker from The "white collar
worker." (Unpublished VIII).

BLUEPRINT READING (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 255.

,

BOARD OF EDUCATIONThe elected or appointed J
body 'which has been vested with responsibilities for

'authorizing, financing, and evaluating the educational
activities in a given school system, school, or geo-
graphic area. Such bodies sometimes are known by
wills such as school boarus-, governing boards, boards
of directors, school' committees, and school' trustees.

definition relates to tho general term and encom-
passes the boards of 'both public and nonpublic
institutions and school systems. (Vl -VR) See also
PUBLIC BOARD OF EDUCATION.

BOARD OF EDUCATION MESINER ASSIGNMENT
An assignment to perform activities as a member of a
legally constituted,body which has; been created acid
vested with responiibilities for educational activitiPs in
a given geographical area. (IIR, IVR)

BOARD OF EDUCATION 'SERVICES The activities
of the elected or appointed body which has been
created according to State law and veste$1 with re-
spontibilities for educational activities in a given
geographical area. These bodies are sometimes called
school boards, governing boards, boards of directors,
school committees, school trustees, etc. This service
area relates to he general tern and covers State
boards, intermediate administrative unit boards; and*

local basic administrative Milt boards (UR, IVR)

BOARD RESPONSIBILITYThe area of responsibility
consisting of those activities which are not 'delegart:d
by the gpvernitt& board of the, school system to the
chief executive officer and his stafrbut are retained by
the board. (IV)

BOARD SECRETARY SERVICESActivities pertain-
ing to thd duties of the secretary (not executive) of the

board of education. (IVR)

BOARD TREASURER SERVICESActivities per-

,
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raining to the duties of treairer of the board of
education. (IVR)

BOARDING SCHOOLSee RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL.

BONDA written p.omise, generally under seal, to pay
a specified sum of money, called the face value, at a
fixed time in the future, called the date or maturity,
and carrying interest at a fixed rate, usually payable
periodically. The difference between a note and a bond
F that the fatter usually runs for a longer period of
time and requires greater legal formality. (11-I1B-1110
See also REFUNDING BONDS; SERIAL BONDS;
SURETY BONDS; and TERM 6NDS.

../
BOND ATTORNEYThe attorney who approves the
legality of a bond issue, (11, 1(R)

BOND,DISCOUNT--;The excess of the face value of a
bond over the price for which it is acquired or sold..
The price does not include accrued interest at the date.
of acquisition or sale. (11-11B-V11, IIR)

BOND PREMIUM The- ,excess of the price at whiclva
bond is acquired or sold, over its ace value. The puce
does not include accrued, interest at the date of
acquisition or sale. (11-111341R)

BOND PROCEEDS 'RECEIVABLEAn account used
to designate the amount receivable upon sale of bonds.
(IIR)

,
BOND REGISTER --A record in which are recorded by
number the bonds issued and redeemed, dates of issue
and redemption, and principal and interest payments.
(11B)

BONDED DEBTThe part of- the LEA debt which is
covered by outstanding bonds of the `LEA_ Sometimes
called "Funded Debt." (II, Ill-BB-11R)

BONDS AUTHORIZEDtt7UNISSUEDBonds which
the LEA can issue without further proceedings other
than to direct their sale, The account is included
among the resources of the Capital Projects Fund
offset by a credit to Appropriations. When the bonds
are told, the account would be credited and Cash
debited. An alternative approach is not to show the
Bonds Authorized -Unissued account in the balance
sheet but merely to call attention to the amount of
bonds that have been authorized and not issued in a
ft)otnok. to the appropriate balance sheet. In this case,

the journal entry at the tune bonds are sold would be a
debit to Cash for the pr_peeeds and a credit to the
revenue account, Sales of Bonds. (IIR)

BONDS PAYABLEThe face value of bonds issued
'and outstanding. (IIR)

BONUS POINTSAdditional mark points awarded
students. in secondary schools and junior colleges for
performance in sclioolwsork of unusual, difficulty, e.g.,
for advanced courses. Tittsdoes not refer to a system
of rewards or "tokens" sometimes used as a teaching
technique. (VR)

BOOK VALUEValue as shown by books of account.
(II, III, IIR)

BOOKKEEPERA -staff member performing assigned
/activ:Ities of keeping a systematic record of financial
transactions. (IV)

BOOKKEEPING, (subject matter)See -appendix, p.
153. 1

BOOKKEEPING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to
keep a systematic record of accounts or transactions
and to prepare statements. (11R, IVR)

BOOKSTORE SALESRevenues of sales resulting
from the operation of a bookstore. Bookstore sales can
be part of the distributive education courses offered,
pupil-organization sponsored, or an LEA enterprise.
Sales may be recorded in separate accounts according
to the type of product sold. (IIR)

BRANCH CAMPUSA campus of an educational
institution' (usually an institution of higher education)
which is located in a community different` from that of
its parent institution and/beyond a reasonable commut-
ing distance from the main campus of the parent
institution.. (VI)

BUDGETA plan of financial operation embodying an
estimate of proposed expenditures for a given period or
purpose and the proposed means of financing them.
The budget usually consists of three parts. The first
part contains a message from the budget-making
authority together with a summary of .the proposed
expenditures and the means of financing them. The
second part consists of schedules supporting the
summary. The schedules show in detail the proposed
expenditures and means of financing _them together
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with intormation as to past years' actual revenues and
expenditures and other data used in making the
estimates. The third part is composed of drafts of the
appropriation, revenue, and hollowing measures neces-,
sary to put the budget into effect. (II-IIB-VII-IIR)

BUDGET CONTROL (subject matter; Sce appendix,
p. 153.

BUDGET DOCUMENTThe instrument used by the
budget - making authority to present a comprehensive
financial program to the appropriating body. The
budget document usually consists of three parts. The
first part contains a message from the budget-making
authority, together with a summary of the proposed
expenditures and the means of financing them. The
second consists of schedules-supporting the summary.
These schedules how in detail the information as to
past years' actual revenues, expenditures, and other
data used in making the estimates. The third part is
composed of drafts of the appropriation, revenue, and
borrowing measures necessary to put the budget into
effect. (IIR)

BUDGETARY ACCOUNTSThose accounts necessary
to reflect budget -operations and conditions, such as
estimated revenues, appropriations, and encumbrances,
as distinguished from proprietary accounts. (11-I1B-IIR)
See also PROPRIETARY ACCOUNTS.

BUDGETARY CONTROLThe control or manage-
ment of the business affairs of the LEA in accordance
with an approved budget with a view toward keeping
expenditures within the authorized amounts. (II-IIR)

BUDGETINGBudget planning, formulation, adminis-
tration, analysis, and evaluation. (IIR)

BUDGETING bERVICESActivities concerned with
supervising budget planning, formulation, control, and
analysis. (DR, IVR)

BUILDINGOne continuous structure which may or
rm--y not be connected with other structures by
passageways. It includes the building itself ar.d the
plumbing,. sanitary, heating, ventilating, mechanical,
Ii...a-electrical work, and lockers, cabinets, and shelves
which are built into the building. Individual structures
comprising a school plant that are connected by
breezeways or covered passageways that are not en-
closed with similar type and quality of construction as
the building proper are separate buildings; however,

buildings so connected are accounted for on a single
building record form as if they were one building
Passageways enclose,: with similarly pe and quality of
construction as the building proper, and tunnels with
dear standing head room of at least 6 feet 6 inches, are
considered part-of the building. Two or more structural
units connected by such passageways or tunnels would
be one building. (I, II-Ill).

BUILDING ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND
IMPROVEMENT SERVICESActivities concerned
with building acquisition through purchase or construc-
tion, and building improvements. This data element
includes initial installation or extension of service
systems and other built-in equipment, as .well as

building additions. (IIR, IVR)

BUILDING ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND
IMPROVEMENTSBuilding acquisition through pur-
chase or construction, and building improvements. It
includes initial installation or extension of service
systems and other built-in equipment, as well as
building additions. (IIR, IVR)

BUILDING ADDITIONA building area built on to an
existing building that increases the building's gross
floor area. (III)

BUILDING AREASee AREA OF A BUILDING.

BUILDING CONTENTSSupplies and movable equip-
ment located in a building. (III) See also MOVABLE
EQUIPMENT and SUPPLY.

BUILDING EXCLUSIONSBdilding construction
costs which are not included in determini.T. :nsurable
value of a building, such as architects' fees, excavating
costs; underground flues, pipes, wires, and drains;
foundations under the surface of the basement floor
or, where there is no basement, the found.on below
the surface of the ground inside the foundation walls'
of the building; and foundations of boilers and engines
which are below the surface of the/ground. (III)

BUILDING FOOTINGS The lower part of a building
wall below the basement floor, or below grade level if
the building does not have a basement, which ha' s been
constructed on a suitable soil or rock foundation for
the purpose of supporting the building load. Usually,
the lower extremity of footings is enlarged for the
purpose of distributing the load over a greater area.
(III)
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BUILDING SERVICE SYSTEMA group of elements
or units designed to work together to provide, on a
building-wide basis, specific physical services of a
particular type, such as heating, cooling, ventilating,
water, sewage disposal, electrical, communication, and
tire protection. (III)

LDING SITESee SCHOOL SITE,,

BUILDING WORK OR REPAIR SHOP ROOMAS
room designed or adapted for use in-repairing property.

BUILDINGS AND. GROUNDS ADMINISTRATION
RESPONSIBILITYThe area of responsibility for'
managing systemwNe programs of plant construction,
plant operation, and plant maintenance. It consists of
management, planning, superviSory, and inspectoral
activities related to plant construction, operation, and
maintenance that are systemwide in scope. (IV)

BUILT-IN-EQUIPMENTEquipment that is an integral
part of the building or grounds and permanently
attached thereto. (III, IV, VI)

BUS DRIVERA staff member performing the as-
signed activities of operating a pupil transportation
vehicle for the purpose of transporting pupils to and
from school or on trips involved in school activities.(IV)
BUSINESS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 150.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION RESPONSIBILITY.
The area of responsibility for managing and conducting
the business -operations of the school system. It
consists of business management activities of two or
more of the following areas financial accounting,
buildings and grounds administration, purchasing and
stores, personnel administration, food 'services, and
pupil transportation. (IV)

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES (sub-
ject matte)---See appendix, p. 158.. ,

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC OR MATHEMATICS (sub-
ject, matter)See appendix,, p. 154.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (subject matter)See
appendix, p, 154. ,

BUSINESS cycLE Cyclical fluctuations in business

11

activity, in which periods of depression or recession
(contractions) alternate with periods of prosperity or
inflation (expansions). The alternatin'g high and low
phases follow each other in regular succession, but do
not follow any fixed pattern of duration or intensity.
(Unpublished VIII)

BUSIASS DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS OCCUPA-
TIONS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 231.

BUSINESS ETHICS (subject matter)See appendix, p.
154.

BUSINESS FINANCE (subject mater)See appendix,
p. 154. -

BUSINESS LAW (subject matter)See appendix, p.
I54.

BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTENANCE (subject mat-
ter)See appendix, p. 255.

BUSINESS MACHINES (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 154.

BUSINESS MANAGERA staff member , performing
assigned activities which have as their purpose the
management of the organization of the school system
for carrying out its business administration functions.
(IV)

BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. i 55.

BUSINESS SCHOOLA nonpublic educational institu-
tion off-ring courses in preparation for business occu-
pations such as stenography, bookkeeping, and data
processing. Such an institution frequently is referred to
as a "Private Business School" or "Business College."
(VI)

BUSINESS STATISTICS (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 155.

BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICESActivities con-
cerned with purchasing, paying for, transporting,
exchanging, and maintaining goods and services for the
LEA. Included are the fiscal, acquisition of facilities,
operation and maintenance, and internal services for
operating all schools. (IIR, IVR)

BUYERA staff member performing assigned act:Vines



such as preparing bids, interviewing sales representa-
tives, and rewmmending bid awards in 1.unneoon

,with the procurement of school supplies, equipment,
and other school property. (IV)

Cl

C

AND C2Symbols used to identify pupils who have
completed their schoolwork, as follows. Cl Gradu-
ated from high-school or junior college; C2Completed
other schoolwork. (V) See also COMPLETION OF
SCHOOLWORK.

CAFETERIAA service area designed or adapted
specifically for use in preparing meals for,.or serving
meals to, the student body or other groups and
providing facilities for eating such meals. (III, IV)

CAFETERIA FUNDSee FOOD SERVICE FUND.

CAFETERIA MANAGERA staff member performing
the assigned activities of ihrei.ting and managing the
operation'of a school cafeteria. (IV)

CAFETERIA OR LUNCHROOMAn area designed, or
adapted, specifically for use in preparing meals for, or
serving meals to, the student body or other groups, and
providing facilities for eating such meals. ill, VI)

CAFETORIUMAli instructional space designed, or
adapted, specifically for the combined functions that
might normally be served by a separate cafeteria and a
separate auditordni. (III-VI)

CALCULUS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 211.

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY (sub-
ject matter)See appendix, p. 212.

CAPACITY OF A SCHOOL PLANTSee STUDENT
CAPACITY OF A SCHOOL PLANT.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTSAlt developments having
a potentially long period of usefulness. For example, in
a community's terms, capital improvements, would
include streets, traffic control facilities, water and
sewage treatineut, handling, and distribution faulities,
and land acquston'and improvement. (Unpublished
VIII)

CAPITAL OUTLAYAn expenditure which results in

lJ

the acquisition of fixed assets or additions to fixed
assets which, are presumed to have benefits for more
than one year. It is an expenditure for land or existing
buildings, improvements of grounds, construction of
buildings, additions to buildings,-remodeling of build-
ings, or initial, additional, and replacement of equip-
ment. (I, II, III, V; VII-IIR)

CAPITAL PROJECT FUNDUsed to account for all
resources used for acquisition of capital facilities
including real property. (IIR)

CARD-PUNCH MACHINE OPERATORA clerical
staff member performing the assigned activity of
operating a machine for punching data into cards for
use in an accounting machine. (IV)

CARE AND UPKEEP OF BUILDINGS-SERVICES
Activities concerned with keeping the physical plant
clean and ready for daily use. This data element
includes operating the heating, lighting, and ventilating
systems and preserving the security of school property,
It also includes repair and replacement of facilities and
equipment. (IIR-IVR)

CARE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT SERVICES
Activities concerned with 'Maintaining, in good con
dition, equipment owned or used by the LEA. This
data element includes such activities as. servicing and
repairing furniture, machines, and movable equipment.
(II RIVR)

CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS SERVICES
Activities concerned with maintaining, in good con-
dition and on a daily basis, land and its improvements-
other than buildings. (IV-IIR-IVR)

CAREER COUNSELINGA counseling process in
which the pupil is assisted in utilizing his aptitudes and
abilities to develop realistic career plans. (VI)

CARPENTERING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to
perform activities involved in constructing, erecting,
installing, and repairing wooden structures and fix-
tures. (IIR, IVR)

CASE LOADThe number of students
professional staff member is responsible
special ed,icational services. (VR)

for whom a
fur providing

CASEWORKThe application of the casework

method. This involves thorough studies of individual
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pupils by staff members skilled in the casework
method. (IV-V1)

CASHCurrency, checks, postal and express money
orders, and bankers' drafts on hand or on deposit with
an official or agent designated as custodian of cash; and
bank deposits. Any restriction or limitations as to its
availability should be indicated. (1111BIIR)

CASH BASISThe bas'Is of accounting under which
revenues are recorded only when actually received, and
only cash disbursements are recorded as expenditures.
(II, IIR)

CASH CHANGE FUNDA sum of money set aside for
the purpose of pl'ov 'ding ..ash register diange. (IIR)

CASH DISCOUNTSAn allowance received or given
by vendors for payment of invoices within a stated
period of time. (II, III-IIB-11R)

CASH WITH FISCAL AGENTDeposits with fiscal
agents, such as commercialbanks, for the payment of
matured bonds and interest; (IIR)

CASHIERA clerical staff member performing the
activities of accepting cash receipts and keeping a
record of cash transactions for an operation of the
school involving cash receipts. The use of a cash
register may or may not be involved. (IV) ,

CATALOGERA staff member performing assigned
professional library service activities of classifying
books and instructional materials according to an
established clpssification system. (IV)

CATALOGINGActivities involved in classifying edu
cational according to ail established classification
system and building a catalog to facilitate information
retrieval which includes listings according to such
information as subject, author, tills, and producer.
(VII) -

CATEGORICAL AIDEducational suppott funds pro-
vided from a higher governmental level and specifically
limited to (earmarked for) a given purpose, e.g., special
education, transportatIon or vocational education.
(VII, IIR)

CENSUSSee SCHOOL CENSUS and CONTINUOUS
SCHOOL CENSUS.

CENSUS AGESee SCHOOL CENSUS AGE.

CENSUS COUNTY DIVISIONSSubdiVision of the
county set up by the Bureau .of the Census in eighteen
States as statistical areas for the presentation of data.
(Unpdblished VII

CENSUS TAKERA staff member performing as-
signed activities concerned with the systematic counting
of resident persons in a school district and with the
re,ording of suJi related information about the per-
sons as the school district requires. (IV)

CENSUS TRACTSmall areas into which large cities
and metroptilitaii areas have been divided ftlr statistical
purposes, and which have been designed to achieve
some uniformity of population characteristics, eco-
nomic status, and living conditions, within each tract.
(17npnblished VIII)

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICEAn office or
building used primarily for housing personnel and'
equipme..nt engaged in activities which have as their
purpose the general regulation, direction, and control
of the affairs of the LEA that are systemwide and not
confined.to onck school, subject, or narrow phase of
school activity. (111Z, IVR)

CENTRAL COOLING BUILDING A building used
primarily for -housing the cooling plant far a school
plant or other group of building-faCilities. ((II) ,

CENTRAL HEATING,AND COOLING BUILDING A
building used primarily for housing the heating and
cooling plants for a school plant or other group, of
building facilities.,(III)

CENTRAL HEATING BUILDINGA building used
primarily for housing the heating plant for a school
plant or other group of building, facilities. (III)

CENTRAL TENDENCY (measure)Any of various
'statistical measures used to obtain a single number that
is considered the most representative value of a series
of data. (Unpublished VIII)

CENTRIFUGAL FORCESThose forces which impel
functions ind people to migrate from the central part
of an urban area toward, or beyond, its periphery.
(Unpublished VIII)

CENTRIPETAL FORCESThose forces which hold
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functions and people in the 4-enual part of an urban
area and attract others to that ential area. (Unpub-
lished ylit)

CERTIFICATEThe legal document giving authoriza-
tion from the State (or an agency or organization
authorized by the State) to perform services for the
LEA. ("Licenses" which meet these criteria should be
regardedas "cearficates.")-(1V-VII-IVR)

CERTIFICATE ENDORSEMENTThe information in-
cluded in or added to an issued certificate specifically
indicating the services which the certificate holder is
authorized to perform. (IV, VII)

CERTIFICATE ISSUING AGENCYThe State depart-
ment, office, or other State agency (or an asncy or
organization authorized by the State) which issues
certificates, licenses, permits, or other credentials to
perform school services. (IV)

CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCEA document cer-
tifying the presence of the pupil at school during given
years or on given days. This document sometimes is
awarded in lieu of a diploma or certificate of comple-
tion-. (V-VI)

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETIONA doctiment certi-
fying the satisfactory completion of a course or a
program of studies. This document frequently is

awarded for courses kV which credit toward gradua-
tion is not granted. This document sometimes is
referred to as a "certificate of training." (V, VI, VR)

CERTIFICATE OF HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVA-
LENCYAt:'formaldocument issued by a State depart-
ment of education or other authorized agency certi-
fying pat an individual has met the State requirements
for high school graduation by attaining satisfactory
scores on the Tests of General Educational Develop.
ment or another State-specified examination. Certifi-
cates of high school equivalency are official documents
that frequently are accepted by employers, post-secon-
dary educational institutions, and others in the same
manner as high school diplomas. (V, VI, VII-VR) See
also HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY EXAMINA-
TION and TESTS OF GENERAL EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT (GED).

CERTIFICATE OF TRAININGSee CERTIFICATE
OF.C,OMPLETION.

CERTIFICATE RENEWAL flee rossuanix of a given

3,

certificate held by a staff member upon expiration of
the ten!' specified on the old certificate and upon
evidence submitted by the staff member that specified
conditions for renewal (e.g., experience, additional
preparation, or both) have been met. (The renewal of a
certificate through endorsement is regarded as certifi-
cate renewal.) (IV)

CERTIFICATE REVOCATIONThe annulment of a
credential (such as certificate, license, or permit) by
the agency which issued it. (IV)

CERTIFICATEDAuthorized by the State to perform
services for which a legal credential is necessary, (IV)

CERTIFICATIONThe general process by which the
State (or agency or organization authorized by the
State) provides a credential to an individual. (IV-VII-
IVR)

CERTIFICATION OF BIRTHSee AGE CERTIFI-
CATE.

CHART OF ACCOUNTSA list of all accounts gen-
erally used in an invididual accounting system. In
addition to account title, the chart Includes an account
number which has been assigned to each account.
Accounts in the chart are arranged with accounts of a`
similar nature; for example, assets and liabilities. (1113,
IIR, IVR)

CHECKA bill of exchange drawn on a bank payable
on demand; a written order on a bank to pay on
oemand a specified sum of money to a named person,
to his order, or to bearer out of money on deposit to
the craft of the nicker. A check differs from a warrant
in that the 4atter is not necessarily payable on demand
and may not be negotiable; and it differs from a
voucher in that the latter is not an order to m. A
voucher-check combines the distinguishing marks of a
voucher and a check; it shows the propriety of .a
payment and is an order to pay. (11-11B-11R)

CHIEF EXECUTIVE ASSIGNMENTAn assignment
to a staff member to perform the head executive
management activities of a school system. (IV)

CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERThe chief execu-
tive officer of the State department of education. (VII)

CHILDREN WITH SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILI-
TIESChildren who have a diSorder in one or more of

4t_
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the basic psychological processes involved in under-
"stansling or in using language, spokep of written, which
disorder mar manifest itself in imperfect ability to
listen, think, speak, lead, write, spell, or do mathe-
matical cakuktions. Such disscrders include such condi-
tions as pereceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal
brain ti:,-sfuncOott, dyslexia, and developmental apha-
sia. Such term does not pclude children who have
learning problems which z:e primarily the result of
visual. hearing, or motor har.Jicaps; of mental retarda-
tion, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental
disadvantage. (VR)

CHURP-RELAtEt) SCHOOL A school associated
with a religious or church organization. (VR)

CIRCULATION AREAA building area used fo-r

general traffic, omitting such areas as unitcontained
corridors .ind staus locaicil within, and serving parts of,
a unit or suite. (Ill)

CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION (subject matter)See ap-
pendix. p. 239.

CITY PLANNINGAs traditionally conceived, a means
for systematically anticipating and achieving adjust-
ment in the physical environment of a city consistent
with sociaLand' economic trends and sound principles
of civic design: More recent concepts of planning
extend to include a complete consideration of social
values, optiniizing the human landscape, and the
devillopment of advocacy planning wherein the plan-
ning represents the people of a neighbothood or
segment of the community. (Unpublished VIII)

CIVIC ACTIVITIES School related activities such as
parent-teachjer association meetings and such non-
school related civic activities as public forums, lectures,
and civil defense planning usually connected with
school services. ( IV-I R, IVR)

CIVIC ORGANIZATION Broadly used, an organized
group of members of a community having as their
common purpose the promoting and furthering, of
public, causes or enterprises. (Unpublished VIII)

CIVILPertaining to a community of citizens, their
government, or titer interrelations. (VII)

CIVIL DEFENSE -A program designed to provide
adequate defense fur a community of citizens against
loss of life or property due to war or natural disaster.
(VI-VII)

CIVIL Rid-ITSThose riAts guaranteed to the indi-
vidual by til'e Alstitution and congressional acts. (VII)
See also HUMAN RIGHTS.

CLASS A group of students assigned to one or more
teachers of other staff members for a given period of
time for instruction or other activity in a situation
where the teacher(s) and the students are- in the
presence of each other. (I, V, VI, VR)

CLASS PERIODThe portion of the daily session set
aside for instruction in classes, when most classes meet
for a single such unit Of time. (V-VI, VR)

CLASS SIZEThe membership of a class as of a given
date. (VR)

CLASS TIME PER WEEKThe average number of
minutes the staff member is assigned to each class each
week, including laboratory periods. (IV)'See also
WORKLOAD and UNIT OF WORK.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. I82.

CLASSROOMA space designed or adapted for regu-
larly scheduled group instruction. This inCludes the
so-called, regular classrooms and special use classrooms
such as laboratories and shops but excludes such rooms
as auditoriums, lunch rooms, libraries, and gym-

-nasiums. (I II-V-VI I)

CLASSROOM TEACHERA staff member assigned
the professional activities of instructing pupilsin
self-contained classes or coursesin classroom situa-
tions for which daily pupil attendance figures for the
school system are kept. (IV -VI) See also TEACHING
ASSIGNMENT and CLASSROOM TEACHING AS-
SIGNMENT.

CLASSROOM TEACHERS PER 1,000 PUPILS IN
AVERAGE DAILY 'MEMBERSHIPThe number rep-
resenting the total full-time equivalency of classroom
teaching assignments in a school system during a given
eciiod of time, multiplied 5y I,000 and divided by the
average daily membership (ADM) of pupils during this
period. (V, VI)

CLASSROOM TEACHING ASSIGNMENTAn assign--
ment to a staff member to instruct pupils in courses in
classroom situations for which daily pupil attendance
figures for the school system are kept. (V) See also
TEACHING ASSIGNMENT.
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CLEARING ACCOUNTS A4..ounis used to
late total reZeipts. 01 expenditures eithei for later
distribution among the a,utints to whidi su, I reeipts
ul cpcilditilies ale pioperly alluable, ut tot ieording
the net differences under the proper account. (II;
I1R) See, also REVOLVING FUND; PREPAID EX-
PENSES; and PETTY CASH.

CLERICAL ASSIGNMENT -.'1n assignment to pet foi m
4..oni..eined With preparing, transferiing,tian-

scribing, systematizing, of filing written communica-
tions and recol ds. This assignment includes the posi-
tions of clerk, clerk-typist, stenographer, file clerk, and
secretary. (IV-11R, IVR)

1

CLERICAL PERSONNELStaff members performing
activities concerned with preparing, transferring, tran-
scribing, systematizing, or tiling written cominunicii-
tions and records. Included are stenographers and
secretaries. (I, H,111-1V, VII-IIR-IVR)

CLERICAL PRACTICE (subject matter)See all-

pendix, p. 000.

CLERK-4 clerical staff member performing a variety
of assigned routine acitivities per ami ng to written
records and reports. The use of sim e machines may
or may not be involved in the assignment. (IV) See also
CLERICAL ASSIGNMENT.

CLOCK-HOURAbout 60 minutes of classwork or
instruction. This may include time for passing from
one class to another. (IV-VR)

CLOSING ENTRIESEntries which are made at the
end of the accounting, period to transfer balances in
General Ledger Receipt, Expenditure, Appropriation
and 'Estimated Revenue accounts to the Fund Balance
account. (IIB)

COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIESActivities, under the
sponsorship or dueLtion of the school, of the type for
which participation generally is not required and credit
generally is not awarded. (VI, VII-IIR, IVR-VR)

CODEA system of numb'ers or other symbolic desig-
nations used for identifying previously defined items
and categories of Information. (IV, V) See also
CODING and CODE DESIGNATION.

CODE DESIGNATION A number of other symbolic
de,ignation assigned to a speifi, item or 4. atcgury of
information for identification purposes. (V)

CODING-A means of distinguishing among items and
ategoties of lamination by assigning numbers or
other .designations so that the items and
,Itegoiles ate readily identifiable. (II, III-IV, V11B-VII,
BR, VR)

COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTUAL SKILLS TESTAn
examination measuring ,components of a person'i
mental ability, such as visual memory, figure-ground
differentiation, auditory memory, reasoning ability,
and sequential processing. (VR)

COLLECTORSThe third rank in the classification of
streets, providing the links between arterials and local
streets and thus serving both to idve vehicles and, to a
lesser degree, to serve adjoining perties. (Unpub-
lished VIII)]

COLLEGE A postsecondary school which offers
eral or liberal ails education, usually leading to a first
degree. For the purposes of this handboqk, junior
colleges and community colleges may be included
under this terminology. (IV -VII)

COMBINED COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND SECON-
DARY SCHOOL PLANTA school plant that hosuses
on a permanent basis two schools onlya secondary
and a community college. (III, V, VI)

COMBINED ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOL PLANTA school plant which hotises both
an elementary school and a secondary school. (I, II-III,
IV, V, VI-IIR, IVR)

COMBUSTIBLE BUILDING An all-frame building; a
building with fire-resistive 'Veneer on wood frame; or
one with fire-resistive bearing walls, but otherwise of
combustible construction. (III)

COMMERCIAL ART OCCUPATIONS (subject mat-
o ter)See appendix, p. 255.
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COMMERCIAL. FISHERY OCCUPATIONS (subject
matter)See appendix, p. 255.

COMMERCIAL . PHOTOGRAPHY OCCUPATIONS
(subject matter)See appendix, p. 256.

COMMISSION -A group of people 4..hosen by appro-
priate authority to perform 4. ertatn duties of tasks, or
to exercise certain powers. (VII)



COMMUNICATION (object of expenditure)Expendi-
tures for telephone and telegraph services as well as
postage machine rental and postage. (IIR)

COMMUNICATION DISORDER An impairment in
speech and/or langauge (including unpaired articula-
tion, stuttering, voice impairment, and a receptivein
expressive verbal language handicap) that is sufficiently
seven to adversely affect the performance of an
individual in the usual school program. (VR)

COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 268.

COMMUNITY COLLEGEA junior college usually
operated by the board of education of a local basic
administrative unit (including the independent local
board, for one or more community colleges). Instruc-
tion is adapted in content, level, and schedule to the
needs of the local community. (I, II, V, VI, VII)
See also COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE and JUN-
IOR COLLEGE.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOOL PLANTA plant
that houses on a perhianent basis one school onlya
school that begins with grade 13, offers at least 1 but

_less than 4 years of work, and does not grant the
baccalaureate degree. (III)

COMMUNITY COUNCIL An advisory council to the
local school which might be composed of all the block
leaders in the area served by the school. Such councils
are used in the Community Education movement to
assist the community school director in getting and
using information from the community. Sometimes the
council members are elected by residents of the
community. (Unpublished VIII)

COMMUNITY COUNSELORA school employee
sometime§ called a Ho.ne Counselor. A citizen from
the community (usually a woman) who is trained in
working with families to help them meet family
problems and to introduce them to ways of upgrading
the quality of home and family life. (Unpublished
VIII)

COMMUN EDUCATION The concept of the com-
munity- as a whole being the primary educative
influence upon the members of the community. This
concept recognizes that all people in a community,
regardless of age, have educational needs and that
resources to meet these needs arc largely resident in

the community. It recognizes that schools can coordi-
nate the efforts of agencies and resources. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

COMMUNITY IDENTITYThe extent to which an
individual regards toe community he lives in as a
characteristic necessary to describe him. (Unpublished
VIII)

COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGEAn institution of
higher education which usually offers the first two
years of college instruction and career education,
grants an associate's degree, and does' not grant a
bachelor's degree. 'It is either a separately organized
institution (public or nonpublic) or an institution
which is a part of a public school system or system of
junior colleges. Offerings include transfer, occupa-
tional, amid /or general studies programs at the post-
secondary /instructional level and may also include
adult/continuing education programs. (IIR, IVR, VR)
See also COMMUNITY COLLEGE and JUNIOR COL-.

- LEGE.

COMMUNITY PLANNING -A proc'ess of.long-range,
community-wide development involving: (a) compre-
hensive study and analysis of the community's prob-
lems, needs and resources; (b) the formulation of goals;
(c) determination of a plan of action; and (d) imple-
mentation. (Unpublished IX)

COMMUNITY RECREATIONConcerned with pro-
viding recreation programs for the community as a
whole, or for some segmentl the community. It
includes such staff activities as organizing and super-
vising playgrounds, swimming pools, and other recre-
ation programs for the community. (IV, IIR, IVR)

COMMUNITY RELATIONS Concerned with con-.

ducting community relations activities. It includes main-
taining liaison with local civic groups, serving as the
central point for all requests for public speaking
engagements, responses to public inquiry, arranging for
tours of, and visits to, the LEA. (IIR, IVR)

COMMUNITY SCHOOLAn elementary, secondary,
and/or adult/continuing education organizational ar-
rangement (or institution), operated by a local board
of public education, in which instruction and other
activities are intended to be relevant and applicable to
the needs of all or most segments of the total
population of the community served. (VR)
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COMMUNITY SCHOOL tOORDINATORA profes-
sional employee of the school district whose primary
function is to coordinate the efforts of the various
community school directors thrtlugh the school dis
trict. (Unpublished VIII)

COMMUNITY SCHOOL DLRECTQR -A professional
position within a community school. Hi primary
responsibility is to relate to the school community,
collect information relative to needs, and coordinate all
the efforts of the community to meet those needs. He
is responsible to the building principal or the coordi-
nator. (Unpublished VIII)

COMMUNITY SERVICE EDUCATIONA term fre-
quently used synonymously with the term "Adult/
Continuing Education." This term reflects the efforts
of community colleges and other institutions or agen-
cies to extend their resources (e.g., facilities, personnel,
and expertise) into the community rbrough programs
of noncredit educational, avocational, or recreational
courses, seminars, conferei:es, workshops, 'and other
events utilizing any applicable facility or locale. (VR)
See also ADULT/CONTINUING EDUCATION.

COMMUNITY SERVICESSelvices, other than public
scilicet and adult education functions, provided by the
school or LEA for purposes relating to the community
as a whole or some segment o f the community. These
,Include such services as community recreation pro-
grams, civic activities,, public libraries, programs of
custody and care of children, community welfare
activities, and services for nonpublic tichool pupils
provided by the public schools on a continuing basis.
(1, II, III-IV-VI-IIR, IVR)

COMMUNITY SERVICES BUILDINGA building
used primarily for housing personnel and equipment
engaged in services provided by the school district for
the community as a whole, or some segment of the
community, excluding public school and adult edu-
cation programs operated by the school district. This
term includes buildings housing recreation activities
that are not,considered part of the regular instructional
program or student-body activity program, civic ac-
tivities, ,such as meetings of citizens, pubhc forums and
lectures, parent-teachers' associations, and civil defense
planning, activities concerned with the custodial and
detention care of children, activities comerned with
provision of aid to indigent children; and community
canneries and laundries. Public library buildings and
playground buildings are nut designated by this term.
(III)
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COMPARApl LITY The characteristic of common-
ality among or between selected elements measured in
terms u. identical constants. The accuracy of the

comeasurement of the degree of mparability i,s usually
&pendent on the number of constants applied. (IIR,
IVR)

COMPARABLE INFORMATIONItems of informa-
tion which can be compared and combined as recorded
because they are based on the same definitions. (IV, V)

COMPLETION OF SCHQOLWORK'Completing a
program of studies and withdrawing from school. This
includes graduation from high school (grade ! 2) or
college, or otherwise fulfilling the requirements for a-
prescribed program of studies. Midyear or year-end
transfer to a higher grade within the smile school is not
considered as completion of schoolwork. (V -V1)

COMPOSITION (subject matter) See appeirdix,
177.

COMPOUND ENTRYA balanced entry which con-
tains two or more debits or two or more credits. (11B)

COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCIHOOLA secondary
school with a number of departments (e.g., academic,
industrial, business,,,and vocational) offering a diversi-
fied program to meet, the /needs of students with
varying interests and abilities. (IV, V, VI, VII, VR)

COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCEThe prac-
tice of requiring school attendance by law. (V, VR).

COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AGEThe
agespan during which a child is required by law to
attend school. (V, VR)

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTIONZ-Programed
instruction utilizing an electronic computer as the
principal medium of instruction. (VI, IIR, IVR)

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION SERVICES
Activities concerned with planning, programing, writ
mg, and presenting educational programs or segments
of programs which have been especially programed for
a computer to be used as the principal medium of
instruction. (1VR)

COMPUTER MATHEMATICS (subject matter) -See
appendix, p. 212.
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COMPUTER OPERATING ASSIGNMENT- An assign-
ment to operate and Control computers and related
peripheral equipment. (II R, IVR)

COMPUTER, PROGRAMINGPreparation ut a logical
sequence of operations to be performed by a computer
in solving a problem or processing data, the preparation
of coded instructions and data for such a sequence.
(VII)

CONCEPTAn idea or mental image of what a thing in
general should be, especially a representation of the

mmon elements or attributes thstingushing one
/group of Objects or ideas from other groups. 0/1)

CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGSThe process by
which property of a private owner is taken through
right of eminent domain for public use. OW

CONDITION OF ROADSDetermined by ,classifica-
tion assigned officially by an agency such as the Office
of the County Engineer or the State Highway Depart-
ment. This is an important factor in determining pupil
transportation costs and planning bus routes. ( pub-
lished VIII)

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS FROM OUTSIDE A
CIES (student record)Confidential information from
the retards of cooperating 'agencles and individuals
such as hospitals, child welfare agencies, and the
juvenile court; or correction officers and private prac-
titioners. Any such reports should be accepted only
with the mutual understanding that they will not be
incorporated into cumulative records or special student
services records, they will be under the direct super-
vision of qualified school personnel and they will be
made available on request to students or their parents.
(VR) See also CUMULATIVE STUDENT RECORD
and SPECIAL STUDENT SERVICES RECORD.

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT A geographical area

within a State, defined for electoral purposes and
identified by a number or code. (VI)

CONSERVATION (ENVIRONMENT) (subject mat-
.ter)See appendix, p. 225.

CONSERVATION-ENVIRONMENTAL' EDUCATION
(subject matter) :See appeni:,x, p. 239.

CONSTRUCTION (subject matter) See appendix,
200.

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE TRADES
(subject matter)See appendix, p. 25o.

CONSTRUCTION AREASThe areas of walls, and of
piers that are to be included in construction,.shall.be
the total area at each floor level measured through the
wall, pier, or column from principal face to face,

exclusive of any such area otherwise assigne,d, such as
recessed case and ,)cove spaces which are assigned as

parts of classrooms or other functional floor areas. (III).

CONSTRUCTION COST OF A BUILDINGContract
cost plus costs for architectural and engineering,,legal,,
and educational consultative services rendered in t.orr-
nection with the building's construction, including
salaries and expenses for any such services that may be
rendered by school district employees. (III)

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS PAYABLE
Amounts due, by an LEA on contracts for construction
of buildings, structures, nd other improvements. (ER)

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS PAYABLERE-,
TAINED PERCENTAGELiabilities on account of
construction contracts for that portion of the work.
which has been completed but on which part of the
liability has not been paid pending final inspection, or
the lapse of a specified time period, or both. The
unpaid amount is -Usually a stated percentage of th6
contract price. (IIR),

CONSTRUCTION FUNDThe fund which finances
the construction of school buildings and the acqui-
sition of any related land and equipment, (IIB)

CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESSThe cost of
construction work undertaken but not yet completed.
(IIR)

CONSULTANTA person who gives professional or
technical advice and assistance. A coniultain may
perforth his services under contract (purchased serv-
ices) or he may be an employee on the payroll of a

State agency. (II, III-IV-VII,

CONSULTANTS OR SUPERVISORS OF INSTRUC-
TIONSee SUPERVISORS OF INSTRUCTION.

CONSULTATIVE (State, education agency) Relating
to consultation, advice, assistance, and counsel. Con-
sultative services may be performed under contract
(purchased services) or by an employee on the payroll
of the State agency. (VII)
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CONSUMER EDUCATION (subject matter)- Sce ap-
pendix, p. 156.

CONTINGENT FUND Assets ui other resoules set
aside to provide fur unforeseen expenditures, or for
anticipated expenditures of unLertain amount. (II, IIR)

CONTINGENT LIABILITIESItems which may be-
come liabilities as a result of conditions undetermined
at a given date, such as guarantees, pending Paw suits,
judgments under appeal, and unsettled disputed Janus.

' (II, IIR),

CONTINUING CONTRACT A contract which con-
tinues automatically from year to year without action
on the part-of governing aqthority, but which may be
terminated through appropriate action on the part of
theilarties involved. (IV, VII, IVR)

CONTINUING EDUCATION See ADULT/CON-
,iTINUING EDUCATION.

CONTINUITYThe orderly, planned sequence of edu-
cational experiences, as from one grade, school 171,
stage of t development, or aspect of subject-matter
content to another. (VI)

CONTINUOUS PROMOTIONThe practice of pro:
moting pupils on the basis of chronological age. (VI)

CONTINUOUS SCHOOL CENSUSAn*Individual rec-
ord of,every resident child from birth to 21 years of
age, or within some other age limits, which is checked
regularly with all sources of information available to
the school so as to provide an accurate current list of
all children residing in a given administrative unit. (V
Vk)

CONTINUOUS STUDENT ACCOUNTINGA concept
involving the acceptancof responsibility to account
positively for a student once he has enrolled in the
school or school system. The name of the eudent
remains on the membership rollseven though he dues
not .appear for classes at the beginning of a new -
term until it is determined that his name should be
withdrawn from the rolls. (VR)

CONTRACT COST OF A BUILDING The cost for
the ,aLtual,,eretmon of the building, involving sudi wsts
as those for general construalon L.untraLts plus extras
to the cuntra.tor and less aedits, heating and ventdat,
ing,contracts, plumbing contracts, electrical contracts,

painting LontraLts, built-in equipment, and outdoor or
underground pans of building sin-vice systems; and any
salaries, construction materials, rental fees for con-
struoion equipment, and similar expense:. for construe-
non performed by s,hool district employees. Costs for
movable equipment are not included. (III)

CONTRACTED SERVICESServices rendered by per-
sonnel whq are not on the payroll of the LEA,
including all related expense, covered by the contract.
(11-IV, VI-VII-11R, IVR) See also PURCHASED SERV-.

CONTRACTS PAYABLEAmounts due on contracts
for goods and services received by an LEA. (IIR)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND DONATIONS FROM PRI-
VATE SOURCESMoney received from a philan-
thropic foundation, private individuals, or private
organizations for which no payment or special service
to the donor is expected. Separate accounts may be
maintained fox revenue unrestricted as to use, and
revenue which is restricted as to use. (IIR, IVR)

CONTROLLING-ACCOUNTAn account usually kept
in the general ledger in which the postings to a number
of identical, similar, or related accounts are sum-
marized so that the balance in the controlling account
equals the sum of the balances of the detailed
accounts. The controlling account serves as a check on
the accuracy of the detailed account postings and
summarizes the expenditures in relation to the budget
estimates. (II-IIBIIR, IVR)

CONTROLLERA staff member performing assigned
activities in connection with the control of expendi-
tures in terms of budgetary restrictions and- the
certification of the legality of expenditures in accord-
ance with applicable laws and regulations. (IV, VII)

CONVENIENT `'COMMUTING RANGEDistance
which can be traversed easily from to school or
work in about .one hour's time by public or private
transportation. (Unpublished VIII)

COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONA combinntiori pro-
gram of study and practice conducted on an alternat-
ing schedule cf half days, weeks, or other periods of
time providing legal employment foi students with
organized on-the-job training and correlated school
instruction. (VI, VR)
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION - EDUCATIONA
unique cooperative venture an::-mg Federal, State, and
county govertments, With the State land-grant colleges
serving as administrative enters. Heavy emphasis is on.
agriculture and home economics, but the program has
expanded to include health, community development,
conservation, and public affairs. It relics mostly on
rionclassroom methods. (Unpublished IX)

COOPERATIVE ON -THE -JOB TRAININGAn ac-
tivity in which pupils in occupalional programs of
studies spend a ,portion of their time in supervised
employment (i.e., in on-the-job training) in business or
industry. This aq!ivity frequently' is referred to as
"cooperative work experience." (VI)

COOPERATIVE PART-TIME EMPLOYMENTPart-
time employment combined with schoolwork through
cooperation between the school and business or
industry. (VI)

COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCESee CO-
, OPERATIVE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING.

COORDINATION (State educatiOn agency) Activities`
which have the purpose of unifythg programs for the
accomplishment of common objectives. The coordi-
nation of programs may be within the State depart-
ment of educationibr between programs within th'e
department and programs outside the department.

.

COORDINATORA staff member performing assigned
activities 'which have the purpose of unifying programs
for tile accomplishment of common objectives. The
coordination of programs may be within the slims)l
system or between programs within the school and
programs outside the school. (IV)

CORRECTIONAL SCHOOLS -Schools for those pu-
,pils who, because of severe anti-social behavior, cannot'
he allowed to participate in the regular school program.
(VII)

CORRECTIVE INSTITUTION- An institution to
which children -and/or youth are committed for. the
correction of inappropriate patterns of social,behavior.
(V, VR).51c also INSTITUTION FOR DELINQUENT
CHILDREN. \---"'"

CORRELATION -.A plan whereby teachers of ..nurses
in -two or more subject-matter areas endeavor to relate

the work. of a given- group of pupils in these areas to
common large problems. (VI)

CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTIONSee INSTRUC-
TION BY CORRESPONDENCE.

COSTThe amoupt of money or money's worth given
for property or services. Costs may be. incurred even
before .money is paid, that is, as soon as liability is
incurred:. Ultimately, ,however, money or money's
worth must be given in exchange. Again, the cost of
some property or service may in turn become a part of
the cost of another property or service. For example,
1.1e cost of part or all of the materials purchased at a
certain time will be reflected in the cost of articles
made from such materials or in the coil of those
services in the rendering of which the materials were
used. (II-III)

COST, ORIGINALSee ORIGINAL COST. .

COST, PER PUPILSee COST PER STUDENT.

COST, REPLACEMENTSee REPLACEMENT COST.

COST, UNITSee UNIT COST.
.t

COST ACCOUNTINGThat method of accounting
which provides for the assembling and recording of all
the elements of cost incurred to accomplish a purpose,
to carry on an activity or operation, or.to complete' a
unit of work or a specific job. (II-IIB-VII, IIR, IVR)

COST BENEFITAnalyses which provide the means
for comparing the resources to be allocated to a

speLific program with the results likely to be obtained
from it, or, analyses which proms- Iv.: means for
comparing the results likely to be obtaiiie_ from the"
allocation of certain resources toward the achievement
of alternate or competing objectives. (VII, JIR, IVR)

COST CENTER The smallest- segment of a program
that is separately recognized in the ageitcy's records,
accounts, arid reports. Program-oriented budgeting,
accounting, and reporting aspects of an information
system are usually built upon the identification and use
of a set of cost centers. (VII, HR, IVR)

COST EFFECTIVENESSAnalyses designed to mea-
sure the 'extent to which resources allocated to' a..
speofis.. olijective under each of several alternatives
actually contribute to accomplishing that objective, so
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that Ultimo ways of gaining the objective may be

compared. (VII, IIR, IVR)

COST FEASIBILITY STUDYAn assessment of all
direct and indirect costs relative to the acquisition and
development of a site with the sum of these costs
compared to available tun& for development. (Unpub-
lished VIII),

COST LEDGERA subsidiary record wherein each
project, job, 'production center, process, operation,
product, orsservic'e is given a separate account under
which all items of its costs are posted in the required
detail. (IIIIB-IIR)

COST OF A BUILDINGThe actual cost to the

owning unit in acquiring the building, regardless. of

how the building m li y have been acquired.

The cost of 'a budding that has been erected by the
owning school district is the construction cost of the-
original building and any subsequent additions or
remodeling, plus any miscellaneous expenses of the
district connected with the construction and acqui-
sition of a building and additions, such as advertise-
ments for contracts and -expenses,connected with the

sale of bonds; less the estimated cost of any part of the
building that has been removell....

..... _

When the actual cost a building is not knoym, the
estimated cost as of time of acquisition should be used
as the cost figure. When a building has been received.as

a gift or acquired at no cost through annexation or
reorganization, the record entry for its cost is zero plus
any costs connected with acquiring and conditioning
the building for use, with an indication that it was,
waled as a gift or at Alo cost to the district. (III)

COST OF ,EQUIPMENTThe purchase price paid by,
the osvning unit, including the cost of tiny accessories*

or attachments regardless of when they were pur-
chased, plus any ,freight and installation charges.

Expenditures fur repairs to a piece of equipment are
not included as part of the cost of the .quipment,
however, when used equipment is purchased and
reconditioned in order ti, place It in service, such
reconditioning costs are included as part of the
equipment cost. Then the actual cost is not known,
the estimated cost as of the time of acquisition is
substituted. When equipment has been received as a
gift, or acquired at no cost through annexation or
reorganization, the record entry fur its cost is zero plus
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any costs connected with acquiring, installing, and
conditioning it for use, with an indication that it was
received as a gift or at .no cost to the district. (III)

COST OF IMPROVEMENTS TO SITE The contract
amount for contract work, and salaries and other
expenses for work done by district employees, plus any
other expenses connected with any initial installation
or extension of a sirC'improvement. It also includes the
cost of any special assessments against the school
district for capital improvements on or off the site,
such as streets, curbs, and drains on or adjacent to the
site, arid any easements involved.
. -
When the actual cost of int improvement to sr is

unknown and the cost of the land is known t nd has
been recorded, the cost figure to use is the estim te

.cost as of the time t e improvement was made.

When an inprovem-ent to site has been received as a
gift, or acquired at no cost through annexation u
reprgan:zation, the record entry for its cost is zero plus
any costs _connected with its acquisition and installa-
tion, with an indiCation that it was a giffor acquired at
no cost. .(111)

COST OF LANDThe purchase price paid by the
owning unit for all land that makes up a site and all
improvements to the land existing at the time of
purchase, plus all costs related to acquiring title to the
land, such as appraisal fees, search and title insurance,
site surveys, and condemnat'on proceedings.

If 'the purchase price of the land also includes some
biiildings which 'are retained for use, the appraised
value of time buildings should be deducted from the
price of the land and a record established for the
buildings. If the buildings are sold rallier than retained
for use, the salvage value should be deducted from the
price of the land. 4

When setting up records for land that has'be owned
for some time and for' which the actual cost is not
known, the cost figure to use is the estimated cost as of
the time of acquisition. This figure includes the
estimated cost of the 'And and any existing improve-
ments, to site for which actual cost figures are not
available. When land has been received as a gift, or
acquired at no cost through annexation or reorganiza-
tion, the record entry for its cost is zero plus any costs
related to acquiring title to the land, with an indication
that the land was a gift or acquired at no cost. .
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Improvements to site made after land has been
acquired by' a school district are not included in the
cost of land except as indicated in the preceding
paragraph. (III)

COST PER STUDENTCurrent expenditures for a
given period of time and/or for given programs,:livided
by an appropriate student unit of measure such as
average daily 'attendance, or students in average daily
intinbership. (IIR-VR) See also CURRENT EXPENDI-
TURES; ANNUAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER
STUDT IN ADA; ANNUAL CURRENT EXPENDI-
TURE t PER STUDENT IN ADM; CURRENT EX-

, PEN6ITURES PER STUDENT; CURRENT EXPEND-
ITURES PER STUDENT PER DAY (ADA); and
CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT PER
DAY (ADM).

t
COST REVENUE STUDIESAn analysis designed to
provide intormation on the governmental costs of
supplying public, improvements and services to urban
land areas as titese costs relate to available monies to
finance such improvements and services and the reve-
nues that will be generated by the urban land area
provided with these improvements and services. (Un.,
published VIII)

COST UNITThe unit of product or service whose
cost is computed. (II, HR. IVR)

COSTS, BASIC INPUTSee BASIC INPUT COSTS.

COSTS, DIRECT, -See DIRECT COSTS.
.

COSTS, INDIRECTSee INDIRECT COSTS.

COSTS, OVERHEADSee OVERHEAD COSTS.

COUNCIL- MANAGER PLAN OF CITY GOVERN-
lifIENTA form of city government consisting of a
council and a manager The executive bead, ot man-
ager, is not directly responsible to the electorate. He is
responsible to an elected city council which lures him
to carry out its policies. Ideally, the manager-isefibsen
less for his polit..al popsil.44-ity of political affiliation
than for his ability a,. .liable executive. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

COUNSELING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to per-
form the activities of assisting pupils and assisting
parents and :eachers to assist pupils in making personal
plans and decisions in relation to educatiot, career, or
personal development. (IV. V. IIR-IVR)

COUNSELING SERVICESActivities concerned with
the .relationship between pupils and pupils, counselors
and pupils as counselees, and between counselors and

-other staff members and parents for the purpose of
assisting pupils to understand their educational, per-
sonal, and oc,cupational strengths and limitations; to
relate their abilities, emotions, and aptitudes to edu-
cational and career opportunities, using their_abilities
in 'formulating realistic plans; and to achieve satisfying
personal and social development. (IVR)

COUNSELORA staff member performing assigned
professional services having the purpose of assisting
pupils in making plans and choices in relation to
edumatiun, vocation, or personal ddvelopment. (1V)

COUNSELORS PER 1,000 STUDENTS IN AVERAGE
DAILY ATTENDANCEThe number representing the
total full-time equivalency of counselor assignmenti in
a school or school system during a giV'en period of
time, multiplied by 1,000 and divided by the average
daily attendance of students during this period. (VR)

COUNSELORS PER 1,000 STUDENTS IN AVERAGE
DAILY "MEMBERSHIP The number represepting the
total full-time equivalency of counselor assignments in
a school or scl ol system during a given period of
time, multiplied by 1,000 and divided by the average
daily membership of students during this peiod. (VR)

COUNTYThe primary division of the State in most
of the United SiStes. There are no counties in Alaska,
where. election districts are primary. The county is
known as a parish in Louisiana. (In Maryland, Missouri,
and Virginia, independent cities are also primary
divisions of their States.) There are no counties in New
England. (Unpublished)

COUNTY ROADSAll roads legally classed as county
property and maintained by the county. Construct on
costs are financed by the county and with funds from
the States under various funding and rebate programs.

-(Unpublislied)
y.
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COURSEAn organization of subject matter and
related learning experiences provided for the in-
struction of students on a regular or systematic basis,
usually for a predetermined period of time (e.g., a
semester, .a regular school term, and a 2-week work-
shop). Credit toward graduation or completion of a
program of studies generally is given students for the
successful completion of a course, (1V, V, VI, VII,
IVR, VR)
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COURSE, ADVANCED PLACEMENTSee AD-

VANCED PLACEMENT COURSE.

COURSE, CREDIT See CREEitT COURSE.

COURSE, NONCREDITSee NONCREDIT COURSE.

COURSE,- VOCATIONALSee VOCATIONAL

COURSE.

COURSE OF STUDY- A written guide prepared by
administrators, 8upavisors, consultants, and teachers
of a school system or school, o: by consultants and
other speLlahstS at the-State level, as ..n aid to teaching
a given course or an aspect" of subject-matter content to
a given type of pupil. (VI. VII)

COVERED PASSAGEWAY-A walkway or drive coy-
:led by a roof and designed to facilitate the movement
of general traffic on the site.

of
enclosed

with similar type and quality, of construction as the

building proper are considered part of the building.
(Ill)

CRAFTS (INDUSTRIAL) (subject matter)See ap-
pendix,p. 200.

CRAFTS AND TRADESA grouping of manual as-

signments requiring a relatively high skill level (usually

acquired through an extensive period of training) as
well as requiring considerable judgment and a thorough
and comprehensive knowledge of the,plocesses in-
volved in the work. (IV-11R-IVR)

CRAFTS AND TRADES APPRENTICESFHP ASSIGN-
MENTAn assignment to perform the activities of an
apprentice in crafts and trades. (Ilk, IVR)

CREDENTIALThe document issued to a staff mem-

ber by the State (or an agency or organization
authorized by the State) authorizing the' holder to
perform services for 'the LEA. "Certificate," "license,"

or "permit" are examples of terms frequently used
interchangeably with "credential." (IV,. VII, IVR)

CREDITThe unit of value, awarded for the successful
completion of certain courses, intended to indicate the
quantity of course instruction relation to the tota:

requirenients for a diploma, certificate, or degree.

credits are frequently expressed in terms such as
"Carnegie units," "credits," "semester credit hours,"
and "quarter credit hours.:' (IV, VII)

CREDIT .AND COLLECTIONS (subject matter) See
appendix, p. se. .
CREDIT BY EXAMINATION (l) Credit earned

through the applicant's successful completion Of a
proficiency test in place of performing activities
ordinarily associated with formal course work; (2) the
process of certifying achievement by systematic obser-

vation ordesired behavior. (Unpublished IX)'

CREDIT COURSEA course for which oidentS re
ceive credit applicable tqward' graduation or comple-

tion of a program of studies (V-MR.)

CREDITABLE SERVICEIn reference to membership
in a retirement system, the number of years 9f:service
provided by the staff member that can be counted
toward a determination of the date of the staff
memhes's earliest or compuliory retirentent, and us-
ually a determination of the amount of incOrire the
staff member will receive upon rqirement. (IV) \

1

CRIPPLEDSee ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDI-

CAPPED (CRIPPLED).

CRISIS TEACHERA teacher speciallY trained both in
remedial education and in helping pupils (were(
emotional problems, serving a single school by pi
viding immediate., help to individual pupils at times
when they are unable to cope with their usual

classroom ,situations. This periodic assistance is in-

tended to enable pupils with behavioral difficulties
(which may or pray not(be accompanied by academic
difficulties) to return to their usual classrooms. Close
liaisod is maintained with classroom teachers and\
supporting services, and referrals are made as required

for diagnosis and intensive help. (VI)

CRITERION REFERENCED TESTAn examination
for which an individual's score indicates the relation-
ship of the individual's performance to a specified
criterion, e.g., a specified score on a licensure test, a
given number of words to be typed per minute with a
specified degree of accuracy, ability to operate a given

piece of equipment, and ability to perform examples of

a type of arithmetic computation with a specified
accuracy within a given time limit. (VR)

CROSSWALKIn data processing, a procedure by
which codes used for data in one data 1,ase are
translated into the codes of another data base making
it possible to relate information between or among
`rata bases. (VR)
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CULTURAL HANDICAPA deviation or deficiency in
cultural or environmental background' that adversely
affects thej school perforthance or learning of an
individual.,Individuals with cultural handicaps may be
classified into groups such as: migrant children, func-
tionally illiteray:, the non-English speliking, and mem-
ber of disadvantaged cultural groups. (VI) See also
CULTURALLY DIFFERENT; DISADVANTAGED
PERSONS; and EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED
CHILDREN.

CULTURALLY DIFFERENTStudents whose back-
ground and family culture (economic and social) are so
different from the norm of the school, community, or
nation that they may in some circumstances or in some
localities require differentiated educatioal opportuni-
ties if they are to he educated to the level of their
ability. (IIR, IVR-VR) See also CULTURAL HANDI-
CAP and DISADVANTAGED PERSONS.

' CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGEDSee CULTUR-
ALLY DIFFERENT; DISADVANTAGED PERSONS;
and EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED CHILDREN.

CULTUREThat complex whole which includes
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any
other. capabilities and habits acquired by man as a
member of society. (Unpublished VIII)

CUMULATIVE STUDENT RECORDA continuous
and current record of signifiwnt, factual information
regarding the progress and growth of an individual
stude-t as he goes through school, generally including
personal id,ntify mg data, selected family data, selected
physical, health, and sensory data, standardized test
data; membership and attendance 'data; ar' school
performance data. (The cumulative stude, record
should he maintained separately from special student
services records and confidential reports from outside
agencies.) (V-VR) See also STUDENT RECORD;
PERMANENT STUDENT RECORD; SPECIAL STU-
DENT SERVICES RECORD, and CONFIDENTIAL
REPORTS FROM OUTSIDE AGENCIES.

CURRENT (fiscal year)The fiscal year in progress.
(II, III, IIR)

CURRENT ADDRESS (staff)The place where the
staff member lives and may be reached during the time
of his service to the school system. (IV, IVR)

CURRENT ASSETSCash or anything that can be
readily converted into cash. (11-JIB, 11R)

CURRENT EXPENDITURES The total charges in-
curred for the benefit of the current fiscal year, except
for capital outlay and debt service. (II, III-VI-VR) See
also CURRENT EXPENSE.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL IN ADA
(REGULAR SCHOOL TERM)Current expenditures
for the regular school term divided by the average daily
attendance of full-time pupils (or full-time equivalency
of pupils) during the term. (VI) See also CURRENT
EXPENDITURES and AVERAGE DAILY ATTEND-
ANCE.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL IN ADM
(REGULAR SCHOOL TERM)Current expenditures
for the regular school term divided by the average daily
membership .of full-time pupils (or full-time equiva-
lency of pupil's) during the term. (VI) See also
CURRENT EXPENDITURES and AVERAGE DAILY
MEMBERSHIP.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL IN ADA
(SUMMER SCHOOL TERM)Current expenditures
for the summer school term divided by the full-time
equivalency of pupils.in average daily attendance
during the term. (VI) See also CURRENT EXPENDI-
TURES and FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCY.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL IN ADM
(SUMMER SCHOOL' TERM)- - Current expenditures
for the summer school term divided by the full-time
equivalency of pupils in average daily membership
during the term. (VI) See also CURRENT EXPENDI-
TURES and FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCY.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENTCur-
rent expenditures for a particular period of time
divided by a student unit of measure. The term
includes all charges, except for capital outlay and debt
service, for specified school systems, schools, and/or
program areas divided by the average daily membership
of average daily attendance for the school systems,
schools, and program areas involved. (II, V-VI-11R,
IVR-VR) See also CURRENT EXPENDITURES.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT PER
DAY (ADA)The current expenditures per student in
average daily attendance during a given school term,
divided by the number of days schgol was in session
during this term. (V, VI, VR) See also CURRENT
EXPENDITURES and AVERAGE DAILY ATTEND-
ANCE.
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CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT KR
DAY (ADM)-The current expenditures per student in
average daily membership during a given school term,
divided by the number of days school' was in session

during this term. (V-VI, VR) See 'also CURRENT

EXPENDITURES and AVERAGE DAILY MEMBER.

SHIP.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT PER
HOUR COURSE MEETS (ADULT /CONTINUING ED-
UCATION)-Current expenditures for adult education
(for a. given period of time) divided by aggregated
student hours. The term aggregated student hours
.refers to the total hours, for all courses, or to the
enrollment for each course times the number of hours
the course meets. (NOTE.: This item may be used in
any situation where there is a significant proportion of
part-time students.) (VI-VR) See also CURRENT

EXPENDITURES.

CURRENT EXPENSE-Any expenditure except for

capital outlay and debt service. Current expense
includes total charges incurred, whether paid or un-
paid. (I, II, III-JIR) See also CURRENT EXPENDI-

TURES.

CURRENT FUNDS-Money received during the cur-
rent fiscal year from revenue which can be used to pay
obligations currently due, and surpluses reappropriated
for the current fiscal year. (II, III-IIB-IIR)

CURRENT LIABILITIES-Debts which are payable
within a relatively short period of time, usually no
longer than a year. (II, IIB, IIR) See also FLOATING

DEBT.

CURRENT LOANS-A loan payable in the same fiscal

year in which the. money was burrowed. (II, IIR) See

also TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES,

CURRENT YEAR'S TAX LEVY-Taxes levie'd for the

current fiscal period. (II, IIR)

CURRICULUM-The planned inter4tion of pupils
with instructional content, instructional resources, and
instructional processes,for the attainment of educatioal
objectives. (VI,. VII, IVR)

CURRICULUM GUIDE-A written plan including one
or more aspects of curriculum and instruction such as

philosophy, policies, aims, objectives, subject matter,
resources, and processes. Such a plan may be as narrow
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in scope as a unit ur topic of instruction, or as broad as

the entire curriculuit of a school system or level of
instruction within a State. (VI, VII) See also COURSE

OF STUDY.

CURRICULUM SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENT-An as-

signment to a staff member who has exper5iSe in a
specialized field to provide information and guidance

to other staff members to improve the cuiriculum of
an LEA. This assignment would include tlfe curriculum

consultant and curriculum supervisor. 24R, IVR)

CURTAILED SESSION-A school'session with less

than th; number of hours of instruction recommended
(bythe State education agenc Y/ .,
V, VI, VR)

CUSTODIAL MENTALLY RETARDED-See SE-
VERELY MENTALLY RETARDED.

CUSTODIAL SERYICE ROOM-Custodial quarters,

custodial service clOsets, and similar areas designed or
adapted for use of the custodial staff. (III)

CUSTODIAL SERVICES (subject matter)-Sec appen-

dix, p. 257.

CUSTODIAL SERVICES RESPONSIBILITY-The
area of responsibility for cleaning the buildings of
school plants ur supporting services facilities, operating
such equipment as heating and ventilating systems,
preserving the security of school property, and keeping

the school plant safe for occupancy and use. It consists
of such activities as cleaning, sweeping, disinfecting,
heating, lighting, moving furniture, keeping school
entrances appropriately lucked ur unlocked, 'keeping

such facilities as fire escapes and panic bars in working

order, and watchman duties. (IV)

CUSTODIAN-A staff member performing assigned
activites in school plant housekeeping, servicing school
plant equipment, and maintaining the security of the
school plant. Such staff members as janitor, assistant
custodian, janitress, maid, matron, sweeper, 'cleaner,
attendant, watchman, guard, boiler fireman, and heat-
ing and ventilating equipment uperatui are included in

this definition. (IV)

CUSTODIAN ASSIGNMENT-An assignment to per-

fo:in LEA plant housekeeping, servicing, and security
services consisting of such activities as cleaning; operat-
ing heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems;
guarding and caring for school property; and servicing
building equipment. (IV, IIR, IVR)



CUSTODY AND CARE OF CHILDREN-The cus-
todial care of children in residential day schools, or
child care centers which are not part' of, or directly
related to, the instructional program,.and where the
attendance of the children is not included in the
attendance figures for the LEA. (IVR1

CYCLE SCHEDULING-A scheduling plan, usually in
junk». high schools, wherein courses which might be
Laugh; one or two periods each week throughout the
term ate taught every day for a succession of weeks.
For example, 4rt, music, and industrial arts might be
-cycled" in a 36weck term for 12 weeks each. (VI)

DI, D2, D3.: .019-Symbols used to identify:students
who discontinue or drop out of school, according to
reason, as follows:

DI

D2
03

-Physical Illness
- Physical or Sensory Disability
- Emotional Disturbance

D4 -.Mental Retardation
05 - Behavioral Difficulty
D6 - Academic*Difficulty
D7 - Lack of Appropriate Curriculum
D8 - Poor Student:Staff Relationships
D9 Poor Relationships with Fellow Students
010 - Dislike of School Experiences
DI I Parental influence
DI 2 - Need at Home
DI3 Economic Reasons
014 - Employment
015 Marriage
016 Pregnancy
017 -- Religion
D18 Other Known Reason
019 - Reason Unknown
020 - New Residence, School Status Unknown

(V-VR)

DAILY SESSION-See SESSION.

DATA BANK-A .comprehensive collection of data,
usually in machine-usable form (such as punch cards,
tapes, and discs). which can be used for such purposes
as drawing subsaniples for speciaattudies, checking
hypotheses not formulated or tested previously, facili-
tating, historical studies, and deriving summations and
correlations. Typically, an educational data bank is
comprised of component files relating to specific areas

of information such as pupils, staff, property, finance,
instructional programs, and the community. (V41, 11R,
1VR)

DATA PROCESSING-The activities of collecting and
organizing data, storing -for future use, ,and preparing
statistical worts. (1V-11R, IVR) See also MACHINE
DATA PROCESSING and AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING.

DATA PROCESSING AND COMPUTER OPERATION
(subject mater)-See appendix, p. 156.

DATA PROCESSING SERVICES-Activities concerned
with preparing data for storage, storing data, and
retrieving them, for reproduction as information for
management and reporting. (V1IVR)

DATA OF ACQUISMON-For. purchased 'properly
and property received as a gift or donation, the date on
which the school district or unit operating the schools
consummated the transfer of ownership of a piece of
property (land, buildings, or equipment) For property
constructed by school district employees, it is the date
construction was completed as acceptable. For leased
or rented property, this date is the date on which the
lease or rent begins. (III)

DATE OF DISPOSAL-The "date on which a piece of
property (land, buildings,,or equipment) was sold or
otherwise disposed of so that the school district no
longei retains it for any purpose. When the actual-date
of a loss or theft is not known, the date of disposal is,
the date the loss or theft is noted. (III)

DATE OF WITHDRAWAL FROM MEMBERSHIP-
The first clay after the date of last attendance, if
known; otherwise, the date of withdrawal is considered
to be the date on which it becomes known officially
that the student left. (VR)

DATES OF CONSTRUCTION-Thereiare two dates of
construction: (I) the date of construction contract
which is the date the construction contract was signed
With the contractor and (2) the date of acceptance
which is tae date the construction was completed as
acceptable. (111)

DAY ACTUALLY TAUGHT-See DAY IN SESSION.

DAY CARE CENTER-A center under professional
guidance designed to provide care for prekindergarten
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children of working mothers and others while provid-
ing, at the same time,educational experiences for the

childrtn (VR)

DAY IN SESSIONA day on which the school is open
and the students are under the guidance anal direction

of teachers. On sonic days the school plant may be
closed and the student body as a whole engaged in
school activities outside the school plant under the
guidance and direction of teachers. Such,days should
be considered as days n, session. Days on which the
teaching facility is closed for such reasons as holidays,
teachers' 'institutes, and inclement weather should not
be considered as days in session. (I, II-IV, V, VII)1R,
IVR-VR)

DAY OF ABSENCEA schoolday during which a
student is in membership but not in atendance (i.e.,
nonattendance of a student on a day when school is in

session). (V, VR) See also ABSENCE.

DAY OF ATTENDANCEA schoolday during which a

student is present for an entire school session under the
guidance and direction of teachers. When a student is
present for only part of the session, his attendance

should be counted according to the nearest half day of
attendance. If overcrowded conditions make it neces-
sary for a school to hold two separate sessions perday,

a student attending for all of either session should be
considered as having completed a full day of attend-
ance. An excused absence during examination periods

or because of sickness or for any other reason should

not be counted as a day of attendance. Attendance at a

State-approved half day session for kindergarten or
prekindergarten also should be considered as a full day
of attendance; for example, if one group of 100 pupils

attends a prekindergarten in the morning and a
different group of ,00 pupils at tends in the aftermaon,

the aggregate attendance for the day is 200. However,

when computing ratios for various purposes, .persons
attending curtailed sessions should be counted as if
-they were in attendance for a portion of the session.
For example (for purposes of obtaining statistical

comparability only), studentstaff ratios involving kin-
dergarten and prekindergarten students attending a
half-day session are computed as though these students

were in attendance for a half day. (I, II-V, VII-IIR,

IVR-VR) See also ATTENDANCE.

DAY OF MEMBERSHIPI-or a given pupil, any day

that school is in session from the date the pupil
presents himself at school and is placed on the current

G

roll until he withdraws from membership in the class or

school. (V) See also MEMBERSHIP.

DAY SCHOOLA school attended by students during

a part of the day, as distinguished from a residential

school where students are boarded and lodged as well

as taught. (V, VI, VR)

DAY SCHOOL FACILITYSee DAY SCHOOL.

DAY STUDENTA student who attends the majority
of his classes during the daytime hours, as defined by

the institution. (VR)

DEAFA condition in which hearing is extremely
defective so as to be essentially nonfunctional for the
ordinary purposes of life. (VR)

DEBITAn entry in the left side of a "T" account.

(11B)

DEBT, AMORTIZATION OFSee AMORTIZATION
OF DEBT.

DEBT, BONDEDSee BONDED DEBT.

DEBT, FLOATINGSee FLOATING DEBT.

DEBT, FUNDEDSee FUNDED DEBT.

DEBT FUNDA fund which is used to finance the
payment of principal and interest on debt. (11B)

DEBT LIMITThe maximum amount of gross or net

debt legally permitted. (III)

DEBT SERVICEExpenditures for the retirement of
debt and ,expenditures for interest on debt, except
principal and interest of current loans. (1-11, III, VII,

II R) See also CURRENT LOANS.

DEBT SERVICE FUNDAccounts for payment of
interest and principal on all general obligation debt.

Does not include money payable exclusively from
special assessments or revenue debt issued for and
services by a government enterprise. (IIR)

DEED REFERENCESInformation pertaiaing to the
location of a deed, usually indicating where a copy of
the deed is on file, the volume and page'number of the
book in which recorded, and fhe number of the deed.

(III)
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DEFERRED CHARGES-Expenditures which are not
chargeable to. the fiscal period in which made but are
carried on the asset side of the balance sheet pending
amortization, or other disposition. Deferred charges
differ from prepaid expenses in that they usually
extend over a long period of time and may or may not
be regularly recurring costs of operation. (II, 11R) See
also PREPAID EXPENSES.

DEFICIT-The el(cess of the obligations of a fund over
the fund's resources. (II, IIB, IIR)

DEGREE-A title conferred by a college or university
as-official recognition for the completion of a program
of studies or for other attainment. (IV, V, VI, VII,
IVR)

ti

DELICATE-See SPECIAL PHYSICAL HEALTH
PROBLEMS.

DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR-Behavior of a juvenile
which is habitually wayward, disobedient, truant, or of
such a nature as to impair or endanger the morals or
health of self or others. If a juvenile violates a law or
Ordinance and is convicted in a court of law as a
juvenile, he sometimes is considered a juvenile delin-
quent, depending on the severity of the violation; for
repeated convictions of lesser offenses, he usually is
considered a juvenile delinquent. Some jurisdictions
nse a term other than "conviction" in juvenile cases.
(V, VI, '4'W

DELINQUENT TAXES-Taxes remaining unpaid on
and after the date on r Inch they become delinquent
by statute. (II, IIR)

DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES-Studies pertaining to vital
statistics such as births, deaths, marriages, ethnic
grOups, and mobility of populations. (VII)

DEMOLITION WORK-The razing of buildings to
permit new construction or use of the land for other
purposes. (III)

DEMONSTRATION-An explanation by example or
experiment; a practical showing of how something
works or is used. (VI-V11)

DEMOTION-A change of a student's grade placement
from a higher to a lower grade; the opposite of
promotion. (V, VR)See also PROMOTION.

DrINSITY INDEX -A quotient which is determined by
dividing the total number of pupils transported by the
total number of miles of public roads in the district.
(Unpublished VIII)

DENTAL (subject matter)-See appendix, p. 185.

DENTAL HEALTH SERVICES RESPONSIBILITY-
The area of responsibility for providing dental services
which are not direct instruction. (IV)

DENTAL HYGIENIST -A staff member who is lic-
ensed to perform technical dental hygiene services,
such as the cleaning and care.of teeth and gums, and
who is providing these services within the school
system. (IV)

DENTAL HYGIENIST ASSIGNMENT-An assignment
to a staff member who is licensed as a dental hygienist
to perform dental prophylactic treatments and to
instruct others in the care of teeth and mouth. (1V-IIR,
IVR)

DENTAL SERVICES-Activities associated with dental
screening, dental care, and orthodontic activities. (IIR,
IVR)

DENTIST-A staff member who is licensed to practice
dentistry, and who is provi g dental services within
the school system. (IV)

DENTIST ASSIGNMENT-An assignment, to a staff
member who is licensed as a dentist lo diagnose and
treat diseases, injuries, and malformations of the teeth
and gums. (IV -IIR, IVR)

DEPARTMENT-An administrative subdivision with a
teaching staff responsible for instruction in a particular
subject-matter area or field of study. (IV, V-VI-VR)

DEPARTMENT HEAD (OR CHAIRMAN)-A staff
member performing assigned activities in directing and
managing a designated division of the instructional
program in a school. (IV)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OVERSEAS DEPEN-
DENTS SCHOOL-An elementary or secondary school
operated for dependents of active duty military and
civilian personnel of the U.S. Department of Defense
who are stationed overseas. (VR)

DEPARTMENTALIZED ORGANIZATION-The or-
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ganization of instruction in suclru way that teachers

specialize in one or two subject-matter areas and give

instruction in these areas to several classes. Under the
departmentalized organization, pupils or teachers move

from room to room for different classes during the

school day. (IV, V-VI)

DEPENDENTA person (e.g., spouse, child, or rela-

tive) who depends upon the staff member for support,

and who is recogbized as a dependent for such

purposes as income tax, salary differential, or other
purposes recognized by the school system. (1V)

DEPOSITS-;;Funds deposited by the LEA as a pre-
requisite to receiving services and/or goods. (IIR)

DEPOSITS PAYABLELiability for deposits received

as a prerequisite to providing or receiving services

and/or goods. (IIR)

DEPRECIATIONLoss in value or service life of fixed

assets because of wear dud teat through use, elapse of

, time, inadequacy, or obsolescence. (II, III, IIR)

DESCRIPTIVE COURSE TITLEIn a departmental-

ized organization,, the descriptive title by which a
course is :identified (e.g., American History, English

III); in a self-contained class, any portion of the
instruction for which a mark is assigned or a reptict is

made (e.g., reading, composition, spelling, ett'.4, or

language arts). (VR)

DESCRIPTIVE HEADINGA heading under which

record .items that are similar in terms of a given
reference are shown and which are in part described by

the heading. (IV)

DEVELOPED AREALand thathias been worked over

and improved for specified purposes. (III) See also

IMPROVEMENTS TO SITE.

DEVELOPMENTActivities concerned with the evolv-

ing process of utilizing the products of research and
considered judgment in the deliberate improvement of

educational programs. (VII, IIR, IVR)

DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM (subject

matter) See appendix, p. 173.

DIAGNOSTIC READING TESTAn examination
in-depth information about specific weaknesses in a

person's reading skills that must be remedied before
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the person can be expected to make normal progress in

his schoolwork. (VR)

DIAGNOSTIC TEACHERA teacher possessing

special training and skills in diagnosing learnht prob-
lems of individuals and in planning and providing
therapeutic educational programs based on such diag-

noses. (VI)

DIESEL MECHANIC (subject mater)See appendix,

p. 257.

DIETITIANA staff member performing assigned ac-

tivities concerned with planning menus and special

diets. (IV)

DIETITIAN/NUTRITIONIST ASSIGNMENTAn as-
signment to plan and direct food services, programs,

including determining the nutritional value of food for

(IIR, IVR)

DIFFERENTIALIZED CURRICULUM FOR HANDI-

CAPPED PUPILS (subject matter)See appendix, p.

267.

DIFFERENTIATED CURRICULUMA program of
educational offerings designed to meet the unique

needs of pupils comprising special target populations.

(VII)

DIFFERENTIATIONA plan making provjsion for

individualized needs of the various pupils by enrich-

ment or other modification of a common basic
progra in, (VI)

DIRECT COSTSThose elements of cost which can be

easily, obviously, and conveniently identified with

specific activities or programs, as distinguished from

those costs incurred for several different activities or

programs and whose elements are not readily identi-

fiable with specific activities. (VII, IIR, IVR) See also

INDIRECT COSTS.

DIRECT EXPENSESSee DIRECT COSTS.

DIRECT SERVICESActivities identifiable with a

specific program. These are direct services for a
particular program. Those activities concerned with the

teaching-learning process are considered to be direct

services for instruction. (IIR, IVR)

DIRECT STUDENT-TEACHER INTERACTIONIn-



struction by one or More teachers physically present,
e.g., by a single teacher or by a team of two or more
teachers. (V-VI, VR)

DIRECT TEACHER ONNTACTSee DIRECT STUD-.
ENT-TEACHER INTERACTION.

DIRECTORA staff member performing assigned ac-
tivities having the purpose-of expediting and directing
an operation of the school system for which policy and
prograiii plans have been broadly established. (IV)

DISADVANTAGED PERSONS Unless defined dif-
ferently for specific educational programs (e.g., voca-
tional education, consumer, and homemaking pro-
grams), persons who have academic, socioeconomic,
cultural, or other handicaps that prevent them from
succeeding in educational programs designed for per-
sons without such handicaps; and who, for that reason,
require specially designed educational programs and
related service. The term includes persons whose needs
for such programs or services result from poverty,
neglect, delinquency, or cultural, racial, or, linguistic
isolation from the community at large. The term does
not include physically or mentally handicapped per-
sons except where such perions.also are subject to the
other handicaps and conditions referred to in this
paragraph. (VR) See also HANDICAPPED CHIL-
DREN.

DISBURSEMENTSPayments in Cash. (II, VII, IIR)
See also CASH.

DISCIPLINEA organized body of
subject matter wludi is distinguished by its scholarly
prestige. (VI)

DISPATCHER A staff member performing the ac-
tivities of assigning vehicles and drivers to perform
specific services and recording such information con-
cerning vehicle movement as the school system may
require. (IV)

DISPATCHING ASSIGNMENT An assignment to as-
sign vehicles and drivers to perform specific services
and to record such information concerning vehicle
movement as the LEA may require. (11R, 1VR)

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION The trans-
mitting of pertinent educational information to the
educational community, the general public, the State
legislature, the Federal Government, or the various
news media. (VII)

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION (subject natter) See
appendix, p. 163.

DISTRICT, SCHOOLSee SCHOOL DISTRICT.

DOCTOR'S DEGREEA graduate degree granted
upon the completion of from 2 to 3 years of graduate
work amid proved ability in research attested by a
dissertation or other evidence. (1V-IVR)

DOCTORAL DEGREESee DOCTOR'S DEGREE.

DOUBLE ENTRYA system of 'bookkeeping which
requires for every entry made to the debit side of an
account or accounts an entry for the corresponding
amount or amounts to the credit side of another
account or accounts.

DOUBLE (2} SESSIONS A school day consisting of
separate sessions for two groups of pupils in the same
instructional space, e.g., one- room used by one
fourth-grade class injte-niorning and by another
fourth-grade class in 'the afternoon; or one school
building used by high school juniors and seniors during
a morning session and by freshmen and sophomores
during an afternoon session. (V-V1)

DRAFTING (iubjeet matter)See appendix, p. 200.

DRAFTING OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, P.257.

DRAFTSMAN A 'special member performing assigned
technical activities in the preparation Of clear, com-
plete, and detailed working plans and drawings for
engineering, manufacturing, or construction purposes.
(IV)

DRAMATIC ARTS (subject matter)See appendix, p.
180.

DRIVER EDUCATION (subject matter)Sec -appen-
dix, D. 279.

DRIVER EDUCATION VEHICLEA vehicle used in
driver education programs for instruction in operatio ,

safety, and similar areas. (III)

DROPOUTA student who leaves a school, for any
reason except death, before graduation or completion.
of a program of studies and without transferring to
another school. The term "dropout" is used most often
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to designate an elementary or secondary school student
who has been in membership during the regular school
term and who withdraws from membership before
:graduating front secondary school (grade 12) or before
completing an equivalent program of studies. Such an
individual is considered a dropout whether his drop-
ping out occurs during or between regular school
terms, whether his dropping out occurs before or after
he has passed the compulsory school attendance age,
and, where applicable, whether or not he has com-
pleted a minimum required amount of schoolwork.
The term "dropout" is used synonymously with the
term "discontinuer." (V-VR)

DROPPING OUT Leaving a school, for any reason
except death, before graduation or completion of 'a
program of studies and without transferring to another
school. (V)

DUAL ENROLLMENTAn arrangement whereby a
student regularly and concurrently attends two schools
which share direction andlontrol of his studies. For
example, the student atten a public school part-time
and a nonpublic school part-time, pursuing part of his
elementary or secondary studies under the direction
and control of the.public school and the remaining part
under the direction and control of the nonpublic
school: or, he attends a public secondary school
part-time and an area vocational school part-time with
the direction and control of his studies similarly shared
by the two institutions. (VI, VII, VR)

DUE FROM "A" FUNDAn asset account used to
indicate amounts owed to a particular fund by another
fund in the same LEA Tor goods sold or services
rendered. It is recommended that separate accounts be
maintained for each interfund receivable. (IIR)

DUE FROM "A" GOVERNMENTAmounts due to
the reporting governmental unit from another govern-
mental unit. These amounts may represent grants-in-
aid, shared taxes, taxes collected for the reporting unit
by another unit, loans, and charges for services
rendered by the reporting unit for another government.
It is recommended that separate accounts be main-
tamed for each interfund receivable. (IIR)

DUE TO "A" FUNDA liability account used to
indicate amounti'owed by a particular fund to another
fund in the same LEA-for goods and services rendered.*
It is recommended that separate accounts be main-
tained for each interfund receivable. (IIR)

DUE TO " "GOVERNMENT Amounts owed by the
reporting L A to the named governmental unit It is
recommends .that seorate accounts be maintained far
each interfundreceivable. (IIR)

DUE TO MCA AGENTAmounts due to fiscal
agents, such as commercial banks, for servicing an
LEA's maturing indethedness. (IIR)

DUES AND FEES Cost of memberships or assess-
ments in professional of other organizations 'and
payments to paying .gents r services rendered. (IIR)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Educational ex-
periences provided by the scpool at t e preprimary and
primary levels. (VI, VII, IVR)

EARLY DEPARTURELeaving school\ before the
official close of the school's daily session. (V-VR)

EARNED INTERESTInterest collected or due. (II,
IIR)

EARNINGS The sum of wage and salary income and
net self-employment income. (Unpublished VIII)

EARTH-SPACE SCIENCES (INCLUDING GENERAL
EARTH-SPACE SCIENCE) (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 228.

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (subject, matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 157.

ECONOMICS (subject matter)See appendix, p.157.

EDITING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to select,
write, and roiew materials for publication. (IIR, (VR)

EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDEDMentally re-
tarded individuals who are educable in the academic,
social, and occupational areas, even though moderate
supervision may be necessary. (V-VI, VR)

EDUCATION, ADULTSue ADULT EDUCATION.

EDUCATION,'ADULT BASICSee *ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, ADULT / CONTINUING See ADULT/
CONTINUING EDUCATION.
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EDUCATION, BASICSee BASIC EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, BOARD OFSee BOARD OF EDUCA-
TION. t

EDUCATION, COMMUNITYSee COMMUNITY ED-
UCATION.

EDUCATION, COMMUNITY SERVICESee, COM-
MUNITY SERVICE EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, CONSUMERSee CONSUMER EDU-
CATION.

EDUCATION, CONTINUINGSee ADULT/CONTIN-
UING EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, COOPERATIVESee COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, COOPERATIVE EXTENSIONSee
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, DISTRIBUTIVESee DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, DRIVERSee DRIVER EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, EARLY CHILDHOODSee EARLY .
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, FEDERAL AID FORSee FEDERAL
AID FOR EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, HEALTH OCCUPATIONSSee
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION. .

EDUCATION, INDIANSee INDIAN EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, MIGRANT See MIGRANT EDUCA-
TION.

EDUCATION, OUTDOORSee OUTDOOR EDUCA-
TION.

EDUCATION, POSTSECONDARYSee POST-
SECONDARY EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, PREVOCATIONALSee PREVOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, PUBLIC ADULTSee PUBLIC ADULT
EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, PUBLIC BOARD OFSee PUBLIC
BOARD, OF EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, SPECIALSee SPECIAL EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OFSee STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, STATE DEPARTMENT OFSee
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. '

EDUCATION, STATE SYSTEM OFSee STATE
SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.

EDUCATION, TECHNICALSee TECHNICAL EDU-
CATION.

EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL-TECHNICALSee VO-
CATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITYThat bay of per-
sons, usually considered to be nationwide, which is
actively engaged in'the'educational enterprise. (VII) .

EDUCATIONAL COUNSELINGA counseling process
in which the pupil is assisted in planning and preparing
for his immed:ate and future educational program. (VI)

EDUCATIONAL MEDIAAny device, content mate-
rial, method, or experience used for teaching and
learning purposes. These include printed and non-
printed sensory materials. (VII, IIR, IVR) See also
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICESActivities con-
cerned with the use of all teaching and learning
resources, including hardware and content materials.
Educational media are defined as any devices, content
materials, methods, or experiences used for teaching
and learning purposes; thes, include printed and
nonprinted sensory materials. (IIR, IVR)

EDUCATIONAL PARKA reasonably large tract of
land (80-100 acres) containing schools serving kinder-
garten through high school-aged students and, perhaps
a community college located in the inner ring of the
sti urbs or just inside the central city boundary. It is
de igned to serve a portion of the metropolitan area. It
wo Id contain 12,000 to,15,000 public school students
of various ethnic groups. Concentration of facilities
would ,make possible large-scale or special facilities
such as swimming pop's, auditoriums, or theatres. A
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campus-like atmosphere for adults and children would

include family recreational and educational facilities. It

is designed to provide a school in the community and

to improve the aesthetic environment of schools and

urban areas. (Unpublished)

EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
SERVICESActivities concerned with preparing and
interpreting to architects and engineers descriptions of
specific space requirements for the various learning
experiences of pupils to be acconrinodated in a,

building. These specifications are interpreted to The
architects and engineers in fhe early stages of blueprint
development. (IIR, )VR)

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION SERVICESActivities
concerned with planning, programing, writing, and
presenting educational programs or segments of pro-
grams by way of closed circuit or broadcast television.

(IIR, IVR)

EDUCATIONAL TVProviding television programs as
a part of the instructional program of the school or
LEA. It includes writing, programing, and directing
educationaltelevision programs. (IIR, IVR)

EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED CHILDRENAs de-
fined for Federal compensatory education programs,
those children who have need for special assistance in
order that their level of educational attainment may be

raised to that appropriate for children of their age. The

term includes childreh who are handicapped or whose

needs for such special educational assistance result
from poverty, neglect, delinquency, or cultural or
linguistic isolation from the community at large. (VR)

°ELECTION SERVICESActivities pertaining to serv-
ices rendered in connection with any LEA election,

including elections of officers, bond elections, and

budget and appropriation elections. (IIR, IVR)

ELECTIONSServices rendered in connection with
any LEA election, including elections of officers, bond
elections (regardless of whether or not the bond issues
pass), and budget and appropriation elections. (HR,

IVR)

ELECTRICAL OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)See
appendix, p.258.

ELECTRICIAN ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to per-
form activities involved with planning layout and

installing and reparing wiring, electrical fixtures, ap-
paratus, and control equipment. (IIR, IVR)

ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS (subject mater)See
appendix, p. 201.

ELECTRONICS OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)See
appendix, p.258.

ELEMENTARY AND 'SECONDARY SCHOOL
PLANTSee COMBINED ELEMENTARY AND SEC-
ONDARY SCHOOL PLANT.

ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 213.

ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELThe gen-
eral level of instruction provided for pupils in ele-

mentary schools, and any instruction of a compafable
natufe and difficulty provided for adults and youth
beyond the age of compulsory school attendance. (IV,

IIR, IVR)

ELEMENTARY PROGRAMSLearning experiences
concerned with the knowledge, skills, appreciations,
attitudes, and behavioral characteristics which .are
considered to be needed by all pupils in terms of their
awareness of life within our culture and the world of
work and which normally may be achieved during the

elementary school years as defined by applicable State
laws and regulations. (11R-IVR)

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLA school classified as ele-

mentary by State and local practice and composed of
any span of grades not above grade 8. A preschool or
kindergarten school is included under this heading only

if it is an integral part of an elementary school or a
regularly established school system. (I, II,

IVRVR)

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS (sub-

ject matter)See appendix, p. 201.

ELEMENTARY SCH00'... iiATHEMATICS (1t-6)

(subject matter)See appendix, p. 206.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PLANTA plant that
houses on a permanent basis one school onlya school

classified as elementary by State and-local practice and
composed of any span of grades beloWirade 9. (III)

ELEVATOR OPERATING ASSIGNMENTAn assign-
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ment to transoit paksogers and freight between the
floors of a building via elevator. (IIR, IVR)

, EMANCIPATED MINORA minor who is free Vman-
cipated) from parental control and thereby is ex-,

empted from the provisions of compulsory school
attendance. (VR)

EMERGENCY PROGRAMS, STATE EDUCATION .
AGENCIESThose programs, other than the operatidn
of schools, which were establish4 to cope with
conditions of pressing necessity and are not considered
a permanent gait of the activities of a State education
agency. Illustrations are the State administration of the
Veterans Program, Surplus Property, etc. (1)

EMOTIONAL HANDICAPAn impairment or defic-
iency of the emotions that adversely affects the
stability and/or performance of .an individual.*(V-VI)

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBEDSee
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITSCompedsation, in addition
to regular salary, provided to an employee. This may
include such benefit' as health insurance,,4fe in-,
surance, annual leave, kick leave, retirement, and social

-

'leering, and structural engineering. Engineers per-
forming proTessional engineering activities usually meet
the licensing requirementsjortheir respective fields of
engineering. Staffementhers who have the title "engi-
neer," but who perform 041 assigned activities as
those of plant engineer or building engineer, and who
db not perforM assigned professional engineering activi-
ties are not included in this definition. (IV)

ENGINEER ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a staff
member who is licensed as an engineer to perform
activities such as designing and preparing plans and
specifications for sites, building structures, and service
systeilis, and supervising their development, construe-
tion_operation, maintenance, and improvement'. (IVR)

ENGINEERING- RELATED TECHNOLOGY (subject
matter)See appendix, p. 246.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (subject mater))see
SERIOUSLY .appendix, p.172. 4

security.(V11.11R, IV
4

EMPLOYMENT PERMITA type of legal certificate,
sometimes called a "work permit," authorizing youths
to engage in certain types of work before They have
reached the age of unrestricted employment. (V-VR)

EMPLOYMENT STATUSThe circumstances' under
which the staff member serves the school system (e.g.,
probationary status, tenure 'status, or other status).
(IV, IVR)

ENCUMBRANCESPurchase orders, contracts, andtsalary or other corn' fitments which are chargeable to
an appiopriativn /and for which a part-of the appropria-

otion is reservedOliey cease to be encumbrances when
paid or when_attual liability is set up. (11-1113-vit, IIR)

I

ENDOWMENT FUNDA fund from which the income'
may be expended, but-whose principal must remain
intact. (II, VII, IIR).

ENGINEER A staff member performing assigned pro-
fessional engineering activities in Such fields as civil

_engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engi-

EVGLISH (SOCIO-CULTURAL DIALECT)A varia-
tion of the English language spoken in the United
Stags by many memberS of a distinct socio-cultural
group, such as Afro-Americans, Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, and Appalachian mountaineers. Such variations
of Englishgenerally denoted as ynon-standarddiffer,
from regional standard variations' (and froth each
other) in regard to grammar as well as pronunciation
and idiomatic usage. (VR)

ENGLISH
e
(S TANDARD AMERICAN)The English

language as spoken in such mainstream institutions of
the United States as governmental bodies, schools,
churches, and communications media. While there are

-'regional variations of Staiulard American English (e.g.,
'Southern standard and. New England standard), the
grammar of these regional variations is similar, and the
differences betweth them are predominantly those of
pronunciation and idiomatic usage. (VR)-

ENRICHMENT PROGRAMSupplementary instruc-
tional experiences provided pupils according to their
special deeds, abilities, and interest. For ,preschool or
preprimary culturally deprived children, this refers to
experiences designed to aid in their transition from
home to a school environment; emphasis is on language
development in preparation for reading instruction;
and, frequently, such programs are supplemented by
counseling with par:ats and with home visits by school
staff members. For other pupils, such as the gifted,
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talented, or college bound, this term refers to special
instructional experiences provided in addition to in-
structions generally provided most pupils. (VI, IIR,
IVR)

ENROLLMENTThe total number of original entries
in a given school unit. In a given State, this is the total
number of original entries in public schools plus the
total number of original entries in nonpublic schools.
(See definition of "original Entry.") (I)

.
ENROLLMENT INFORMATIONInformation rela-
tive to the entrance of pupils into schools and classes,
their membership (including attendance, absence, and
tar'diness), and their withdrawals (including completion
of school''ork, transfer, dropout, and deatn). (V)

ENTRYThe record of a financial transaction in its
appropriate .book of accounts. Also the act of re-
cording a transaction in the books of accounts.
(1113-11R)

ENTRY , ORIGINALSee ORIGINAL ENTRY.

ENUMERATION DATEThe specific date upon
which the census isaaken. (Unpublished VIII)

ENUMERATION DISTRICTA small area assigned tb
one census enumerator to be canvassed and reported
separately. The average .enumeration district contains
approximately two hundred housing units. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (subject matter)See
appendix, p.187.

EQUIPMENTAny instrument, machine, apparatus, or
set of artides which (a) retains its original shape and
appearance with use and (b) is non-expendable, i e , if
the article is damaged or some of its parts are lost or
worn out, it is usually mure feasible to repair :t than to
replace it with an entirely new unit. (' t1, III, 1V-v1,

IVR)

EQUIPMENT,
MENT.

EQUIPMENT.,
MENT.

BUILT-INSee BUILT-IN EQUIP-

MOVABLESee MOVABLE EQUIP-
-

EQUIPMENT IN STORAGEEquipment that is nut in
actual service on some regular or periodic basis, but is
being held for future use or disposal. (111)

Li

EQUIPMENT IN USEEquipment that is in actual
service on some regular or periodic basis. (III) See also
EQUIPMENT and EQUIPMENT IN STORAGE.

EQUITYThe mathematical excess of assets over -

liabilities. Generally this excess is called F.x.,J. Balance.
(HB, IIR)

EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATIONSee HIGH

SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION.

ESKIMOA member of a cultural group of Oriental
origins living primarily in Greenland, northern Canada,
Alaska, and the northeastern tip of Asia. (VR)

ESTIMATED LIFEThe estimated number pf years
that a given property item will be able to perform its
functions in a satisfactory manner in view of thc._
conditions to which it will be subjected. (III)

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN A SPECI-
FIED PARTICIPATING SCHOOL WHO ARE ELI-
GIBLE FOR FREE OR REDUCED-PRICE TYPE A
LUNCHES UNDER THE APPROVED ELIGIBILITY
STANDARDS FOR SUCH LUNCHES (As required
under Section 11 of the National School Lunch Act of
1946, as amended, this number is reported semiannual-
ly, based on October and March data.) (VR)

ESTWATED REVENUEOn an accrual basis, the
amount of revenue estimated to accrue during a given
period regardless of whether or not it is all to be
collected during the period; on a cash basis, the
amount of revenues estimated to he collected during -a
given period. (11-TIBIIR)

ESTIMATED UNCOLLECTIBLE TAX LIENSThat
portion of tax liens receivable which it is estimated will
never be coliccted. The account is'shown as a deduc-
tion from the Tax Liens Receivable account on the
balance sheet in order to arrive at the net amount of
tax lient:receivable. (IIR)

ESTIMATED UNCOLLECTIBLE TAXESA provision
of tax revenues for that portion of taxes receivable
which it is estimated will not be collected: The account
is shown on the balance sheet as a deduction from*the
Taices Receivable account in order to arrive at the net
taxes receivable. Separate accounts may be maintained
on the basis of tax roll year and/or delinquent taxes.
(HR)
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ETHNIC GROUPA group with a common cultural
tradition and a sense of identity which exists as a
subgroup of a larger society. (Unpublished VIII)

ETHNIC ORIGINThe ethnic origin of various pupil
groups, according to State or local classification and

e.g., Mexican-American, Japanese-American,
and Puerto Rican-American. (VI) See also ETHNIC
GROUP.

EVALUATING ASSIGNMENT An assignment to de-
termine the value or effect of plane,' programs, and
activities by appraisal of data in light of specified goals
and objectives. (IIR, IVR)

EVALUATIONThe process of ascertaining or judging
the value or amount of an action or an. outcome by
careful appraisal of previously specified data in light of
the particular situation and the goals and objectives
previously established. (VII, IIR, IVR)

EVALUATION SERVICESActivities concerned with
ascertaining or judging the value or amount of an
action or an outcome by careful appraisal of previously
specified data in light of the particular situation and
the goals and objectives previously established. (111t,
IVR)

EVENING COLLEGEThe division of an institution
offering a program of college-level study in late
afternoon or eveningantended primarily for adults (but
also servicing day-time students) and usually under a
separate a.lministrative unit. (Unpublished IX)

EVENING STUDENTA student who attends the
majority of his classes during the evening hours, as
defined by the institution. (VR)

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN -Children who, because
of certain atypical characteristics, have been identified
by professionally qualified personnel as requiring
spe-ial educational planning and services, whether or
not such services are available. In general, the term
"exceptional h e onsiders exceptionality on the
basis of ta) physical, health, or sensory handicap, (b)
emotional handicap or' behavioral problem, and (c)
,,bservable exceptionalaN in mental ability, i.e.,
mentally gifted and mentally retarded. Some excep-
tional children haye more than one type of exception-
ality. (1,111-V-VI, IVR-VR)

EXCEPTIONAL PUPILS Exceptional children, and

adults identified as exceptional, receiving instruction in '
a program of specialeducation. (V, VI, IVR) See also
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN and SPECIAL EDUCA-
TION.

EXCEPTIONALITYA physical, health, sensory, men-
tal, psychological, or proficiency characteristic by
which qualified professional personnel identify indi-
viduals as °differing significantly from others in their
age group. (V, VI, IVR-VR)

EXCESS MEMBERSHIP IN PUBLIC SCHOOLSMem-
bership in excess of the. normal student capacity of
accessible plitlicly-owned school plants in use. This
includes any public school students housed in non-
publicly-owned quarters or makeshift or improvised
facilities as :Neil- as those who are in excess of the
normal capacity in permanent publicly-owned school
plantsi:(I-V, VI, VR)

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION SERVICESActivi-
ties associated with i-ge overall general administrative
or executive responsibility for the entire local educa-
tion agency. (IIR, IVR)

EXECUTIVE OFFICERA staff member assigned to
manage and direct an administrative program of the
school system, and who has been delegated administra-
tive authority to direct the work of other staff
members in the administrative program. (IV)

EXEMPTED CHILDA child of compulsory school
attendance age who is not required'to attend school for
any reason other than there being no program that
meets his special educational need. (V-VR) See also
NONSERVED CHILD.

EXEMPTION FROM SCHOOL ACTIVITIESSee RE-
STRICTION ON SCHOOL ACTIVITIES.

EXPENDITURE CHARACTERThe period of time
which the expenditure is presumed to benefit. Charac-
ter classification of expenditures are. current expendit-
tures, capital outlay, and debt service..(IIR, IVR)

EXPENDITURESCharges incurred, whether paid or
unpaid, which are presumed to benefit the current
fiscal Year. (I-11, III-IIB, VII, IIR)

EXPLORATORY BUSINESS (subject matter) See
appendix, p. 157.
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EXPULSIONThe action, taken by school authorities,
compelling a student to withdraw from school for
reasons such as extreme misbehavior, incorrigibility, or
unsatisfactory achievement or progress in school work.
(V-VR) See also SUSPENSION.

EXTENDED-DAY SESSIONS A school day with
separate times for different groups of pupils to start
and end their sessions in the same school plant, e.g.,
high school juniors and seniors begin their session at
7:30 a.m. and the freshmen and sophomores begin

their session at 8.30 a.m., the session for juniors and

seniors ending one hour prior to the time the session

ends for the freshmen and sophomores. (V, VI, IVR)

EXTENDED SCHOOL DAYThe part of the calendar
day, following the daily session. when school-related
activities and recreation are provided pupils by the

school. (VI, IVR)

EXTENDED SECONDARY SCHOOLSee COM-

MUNITY COLLEGE.

EXTENSION AGENTAn individual who represents a
college, university, or government agency and demon-
strates operational techniques, teaches groups about
valuable information, or trains individuals or groups in
new skills. Historically, extension agents became best

known through their use by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. (Unpublished IX)

EXTENSION WORKGenerally, instructional activi-
ties other than those connected with the instruction of
pupils, on the campus. Extension woik includes cor-
respondence study, classes for part-time pupils off the
campps or at unusual hours on the campus, and similar
instructional arrangements. (VI, IVR)

EXTERNAL EVALUATIONAn evaluation con-

ducted by individuals who are not directly involved in
the process, procedure, or program being evaluated.

(Unpublished IX)

EXTERNAL SERVICES (State education agency)
Services provided to any agency, institution, organiza-
tion', or individual outside the State education agency.
(VII)

EXTRACLASS ACTIVITIESA term used synony-
mously with the tern) "cocurricular activities." (VR)
See also COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.

F
FABRIC MAINTENANCE ,SERVICES (subject mat-
ter)See appendix, p.259.

FACE VALUEAs applied to securities, the amount of
the liability stated in the security document. (II, IIR)

FACILITIES ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION
SERVICESActivities concerned with acquisition of
land and buildings, remodeling and construction of
buildings and additions to buildings; initial installation
or extension of service systems and other built-in
equipment, and improvements to sites. (IIR, IVR)

FACILITYA piece of land, a building site, a building,
or part of 'a building. (III, IV, IVR)

FACTAn event, feat, or a piece of information
presented as having objective reality. (IIR, IVR)

FAMILY Two or more persons living in the same
household who are related by blood, marriage, or
adoption. (Unpublished VIII)

FAMILY INCOMEThe .combined incomes of all
members of each family. (Unpublished VIII)

FEDERAL AID FOR I l)UCATION Any grant made
by the Federal Government for the support if educa-
tion. (II, IIR, IVR)See also PUBLIC GRANT.

c

FELERAL HIGHWAYS All roads whose construction
cost is largely (90% for interstate routes and 50% plus

for all other Federal roads) assumed by the Federal

Government. Such roads are maintained by the State

(Unpublished VIII)

FEDERAL REVENUERevenue provided by the
Federal Government. Expenditures made with this
revenue should be identifiable as federally supported

expenditures. (IIR, IVR)

FEEA payment, charge, or compensation for services

(other than instruction), for privileges, or for the use of
equipment, books, or other goods. (VI, VII, VR)

FIDELITY BONDA bond guaranteeing the LEA
against losses resulting from the actions of the
treasurer, employees, or other persons of the system.

(II-I1B-IIR, IVR) See a!so SURETY BOND.
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FIDELITY BOND PREMIUMS- Expenditures for any
bonds guaranteeing the LEA against losses resulting
from the actions-of the treasurer, employees, or other
persons of the system. Also recorded here are any
expenditures (not judgments) made in lieu of fidelity
bads. (IIR)

FIELD BUILDING-A building used primarily for
housing dressing room, shower, and toilet facilities. It
may contain additional facilities, such as sleeping

'quarters for visiting teams. (HI)

FIELD SIZE-In data processing, the units of space
allowed in a disk, drum, tape, tabulating card, or other
device used to record data for a particular item of
information. (VR)

FILING (subject matter)-See appendix, p. 157.

FILING, OFFICE MACHINES, AND GENERAL OF-
FICE CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS (subject matter}-
See appendix, p. 233.

FILING AND RECORD CONTROL (subject matter)-
See appendix, p. 157.

FINAL MARK-A mark, given to a pupil upon the
completion of study in a course or subject - matter area
of a self-contained class, which-represents an evaluation
of the work done for the entire course or area and is
entered upon the permanent records of the pupil.
(V-Vi) See also MARK.

FINANCE AND CREDIT (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix, 0.164.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING-The recording and re-
porting of activities and events affecting the money of
an administrative unit and its program. Specifically, it
is concerned (I) with determining what accounting
records are to be maintained, how they will 'be
maintained, and the procedures, methods, and forms to
be used, (2) with recording, classifying, and sum-
marizing activities or events, (3) with analyzing and
interpreting recorded data, and (4) with preparing and
initialing reports and statements which reflect condi-
tions as- of a given date, the results of operations for a
specific period, and the evaluation of status and results
of operation in terms of established objectives. (VII,
11R, IVR)

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES-Activities

concerned with maintaining records of the financial
operations and transactions of the LEA, including such
activities as accounting and interpreting financial
transactions and account records. (IV-IIR, IVR)

FIRE-RESISTIVE BUILDING-A building constructed
entirely of fire-resistive materials; or a building with
Fire-resistive walls and partitions, floors, stairways, and
ceilings. A building of this type may have wood finish,
wood or composition floor surfaces, and wood roof
construction over a fire-resistive ceiling. (III)

FIRST FLOOR-A floor, beginning at the bottom of
the building, that is at or above grade level along at
least one entire side and has clear standing head room
of at least 6 feet 6 inches. "At or above grade level"
means that if the horizontal plane of the floor were to
be extended on the side in question, no land within 20
feet of the building vJould be above this plane. (III) See
also BASEMENT.

FIRST-PROFESSIONAL DEGREE-A degree that sig-
nifies completion of the academic requirements for
beginning practice in a given profession, and is based
on a program requiring at least 2 years of college work
prior to entrance and a total of at least 6 academic
years of college work to complete the degree program,
including both prior- required college work and the
professional program itself. First-professional degrees
are awarded in fields such as dentistry (D.D.S. or
D.M.D.), medicine,(M.D.), optometry (O.D.), osteo-
pathic medicine (D.O.), podiatry (Pod.D. or D.P.) or
podiatric medicine (D,P.M.), veterinary medicine
(D.V.M.), general law (LL.B. or J.D.), and general
theological professions (B.D., M.Div., Rabbi, or other
first-professional degree). (VR)

FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE MATHEMATICS FOR ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS (subject matter)-
See appendix, p. 213.

FISCAL PERIOD-Any period at the end of which an
agency determines its financial condition and the
results of its operations and closes its cooks. It is
usually a year, though not necessarily a calendar year.
The most common fiscal period is from July 1 through
June 30. (II, III-I1B-VII, IIR, IVR)

FISCAL SERVICES-Activities involved with man-
aging and conducting the fiscal operations of the LEA.
This Service Area includes budgeting, receiving and
disbursing, financial accounting, payroll, internal
auditing, and purchasing. (IIR, IVR)
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FISCAL YEAR-Any 12-month period at the end of
winch a school district determines its financial condi-
tion and the results of its operations and closes its
books. The most common fiscal year begins on July 1
and ends the following June 30. (IIB)

FIVE-OR 6-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL-A secondary
school served by one faculty organized under one
principal which includes more than four grades, is not
divided on a junior and senior basis, and is not
preceded by a junior high school in the same school
system. (VI, VR) (In earlier handbooks, this was called

"Undivided High School.")

FIXED ASSETS-Land, buildings, machinery, furni-
ture, and other equipment which the LEA intends to
hold or continue in use over a long period of time.
"Fixeir denotes probability or intent to continue use
or possession, and does not indicate immobility of an

asst. (II, Ill, 1V, IIB, IIR, IVR)

FIXED ASSETS GROUP OF ACCOUNTS -A self-

balancing group of accounts used to account for fixed
assets owned by the LEA. Fixed assets purchased
'under Lease-Purchase agreements are entered in this
group after the last payment is made. (IIR)

FIXED CHARGES - Charges of a generally recurrent
nature which are not readily allocated to other
expenditure categories. They consist of such charges
as: school board contributions to employee retirement,
insurance and judgments, rental of land and buildings,
and interest on current loans. They do not include
payments to public schoolhousing authorities or similar

agencies. (I.11, IIR)

FIXTURES-See GUILT -IN EQUIPMENT.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING-An organization for in-
struction allowing for varying class sizes within and
among courses, and providing for instructional groups
which meet at varying frequencies and for varying
lengths of time. (VI)

FLOATING DEBT-Liabilities (except bonds) payable
on demand or at an early date, for example, accounts
payable, bank loans, notes, or warrants. (II, Ilk) See

also CURRENT LIABILITIES.

FLOOR AREA-See GROSS FLOOR AREA.

FLORISTRY (subject matter)-See appendix, p. 164.
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FLOW-THROUGH BUDGET-A plan of financial oper-

ation for the handling of those funds which constitute
neither a receipt nor an expenditure of the State
department or agency. Rather, such funds are distrib-
uted by the State department as an intermediary.
Federal and State support funds are the most common
examples of flow-through money. (VII)

FOLLOWUP STUDY-A study made of the experi-
ences or status of former pupils, either for the purpose
of assisting them in further adjustment or for securing-I
information to help improve instruction or guidance
for those still in school. In vocational education, this
term refers to a research activity designed to determine
what occupations are pursued by graduates and/or,
other former pupils in occupational programs, and how
effective was their preparation in relationship- to job
reqdrements. (VI)

FOOD DELIVERY-Delivering prepared food, ready
for serving, within the LEA. (IIR, IVR) 1
FOOD DISTRIBUTION (subject matter)-See appen-
dix, p. 164.

FOOD PREPARATION AND DISPENSING SERV-
ICES-Preparing and serving regular and incidental
meals, lunches, or snacks in connection with school
activities. It includes cooking, operating kitchen equip-
ment, preparing salads, serving food, cleaning dishes,

and storing dishes and kitchen equipment. (IV-IIR,

IVR)

FOOD SERVICE ASSIGNMENT -'An assignment to
perform the activities of preparing and serving food.
(I I R, IVR)

FOOD SERVICE FUND-Used to record financial
transactions related to food servke operations. (IIR,

IVR)

FOOD SERVICES-Activities involved with the food
services program of the school or LEA. This service
area includes the preparation and serving of regular and
incidental meals, lunches, or snacks in cannection with
school activities, and the delivery of food. (II, Iii-w-
V1-11R, IVR)

FOOD SERVICES "(subject mater)-See appendix, p.

164.

FOOD SERVICES BUILDING -A building used pri-



narily for housing personnel and equipment engaged in
the preparation, serving, or distribution of regular and
incidental meals, lunches, or snacks in connection with
school activities. (III)

FOOD SERVICES WORKER A staff member per-
forming. assigned activities concerned with preparing
and serving meals (IV) See also FOOD SERVICE
ASSIGNMENT.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES (subject matter)See appen-
dix, p. 181.

FOREMANA staff member performing the assigned
activities of overseeing the work of laborers and crafts
or trades workers. (IV)

FOREMAN ASSIGNMENTAn assignment, con-
sidered to be a function of management, to supervise
the day-to-day operations of a group of skilled,
semiskilled, or unskilled workers (e.g., the warehouse
or garage workers). (I IR, IVR)

FOREMANSHIP, SUPERVISION, AND MANAGE-
MENT (subject matter)See appendix, p. 259.

FORESTRY (PRODUCTION, PROCESSING, MAN-
AGEMENT, MARKETING, AND SERVICES) (subject
matter} See appendix, p. 146.

FORMAL ORGANIZATIONA social group whose
structure and activities have been rationally organized
and standardized with definitely prescribed group
rules, goals, and leaders. (Unpublished ylin

FORMER MIGRATORY CHILDAs defined for Fed-
eral compensatory education programs, a child who,
with the concurrence of his parents, is deemed to be a
inigratorey child on the basis that he has been an
interstate or intrastate migratory child but has ceased
to migrate within the last five years and currently
resides in an area where interstate and/or intrastate
migratory children will be served. (VR) See also
INTERSTATE MIGRATORY CHILD and INTRA-
STATE MIGRATORY CHILD.

FORUMA public meeting at which topics are dis-
cussed by leaders and the audience. (V, VI)

FOSTER HOMEA family home, other than the home
of a natural parent, into which a child is-placed for
rearing without adoption,. (V, VR)

FOUNDATION PROGRAMA system whereby State
funds are used to supplement local or intermediate
district funds in the support of education at the
elementary and secondary levels. Such a program
usually guarantees a "minimum foundation" of finan-
cial support from State funds regardless of the financial
ability of the local or Intermediate district to support
education. The extent to which a foundation program
equalizes the educational opportunity of pupils varies
among the several States. (VII)

FOUR-YEAR HIGH SCHOOLA 4-year secondary
school immediately following the elementary school
(as in an 8-4 plan) or a middle school. This includes
4-year vocational and technical high schools. (1V, V-VI,
VR)

FREE BONDING CAPACITYAt any given time, the
total amount of bonds in excess of existing obligations
that a school district could issue under any circum-
stances if it were to reach its debt limit. (HI) See also
BONDED DEBT and DEBT LIMIT.

FREEWAYS AND EXPRESSWAYSThe first rank in
the classification of streets, 'Used exclusively for ,the
movements of vehicles, and provaling for no vehicular
or pedestrian access to adjoining properties. Inter-
change of traffic between a freeway and other streets is

accomplished by grade-separated interchanges. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONA distribution of the
frequencies with which a set of mutually exclusive
categories of characteristics appear in a population.
(Unpublished VIII)

FRESHMANIn college, a student who has earned less
than the required number of credit hours for comple-
tion of the first year of study. The term also is used
frequently in referring to a high school student in grade
9. (VR)

FULL DAY OF ATTENDANCEAttendance during a

complete full-day school session or approved curtailed
session. Attendance at a State-approved half-day ses-
sion for kindergarten or prekindergarten also should be
counted as a, full day of attendance. An excused
absence should not be counted as a.day of attendance.
(V-VR) See also SESSION and HALF DAY OF
ATTENDANCE.

FULL-DAY SESSIONA school session which con-
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I
tains at least the minimum number of huurs recom-
mended by the State education agency for a full day of
attendance in a given elementary or secondary grade
other than kindergarten or prekindergarten. (V VI,
VR)

FULL-TIME ASSIGNMENTThe responsibility for a
group of activities which requires full tinie of a staff
member to perform. (IV-IVR)

FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCYThe amount of time
for a less than full -time activity divided by the amount
of time normally required in a corresponding full-time
activity. Full-time equivalency usually is expressed as a
decimal friction to the nearest 10th. (I, II-VI-IIR,
IVR)

FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCY OF ASSIGNMENT
The amount of employed time normally required of a
staff member to perform a less than full-time assign-
ment divided by the amount of time normally required
in performing a corresponding full-time assignment.
Full-time equivalency of assignment usually is ex-
pressed as a decimal fraction to the nearest 10th.
(IV-V, VR)

FULL -TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENTThe
equivalent number of full-time students in a college at
an established census date, determined by dividing the
assumed normal individJal student load of credit hours
into the mai student credit huurs as of that datc. (VR)

FULL-TIME PERSONNELSchool employees whose
positions require them to be on the job on school days
throughout the school year, at least the number of
hours the schools in the LEA are in session. (I,
IVR)

FULL-TIMi STAFF MEMBERA staff , Abber

whose total current assignments, regardless Of their
classification, require his services each working lay at
least a number of hours equal to the number of hours
of a regular working day. (IV-VD, IVR)

FULL-TIME STUDENTA student who is carrying a
full course load, as determined by the State, local
school system, or institution. A college student is
generally considered to be full-time when he carries at
least 75 percent of a normal student load. (V, VI-VR)

FULL - TUITION STUDENTA student usually a non-
resident of the geographic area served by a specified

school, school system, or institution for whom the
maximum allowable tuition is paid. (V-VR)

FUNCTION (local education agency)An action which
contributes to a larger action of a person, living thing,
or created thing. (1113-IIR, IVR)

FUNCTION (State education agency)One of a major
group of related actions which contributes to a larger
action. In a State education agency, the major groups
of related actions (functions) as delineated in this
handbook are as follows. (1) General Management, (2)
Planning, Research, Development, and Evaluation, (3)
Consultative Services, (4) Distribution of Resources,
(5) Internal Services, and (6) Operation or Approval of
Programs and Schools. The larger action, or central
purpose, is education. (VII) See also MAJOR FUNC-
TION.

FUNCTIONAL AREAThat geographic area con

sidered as an integrated functional unit for ecutwinn.
study purposes. Basicfnonbasic determinations requ,rc
establishing functional boundaries for the m.asurcrnent
of the flow of goods and services. Buunda ies may or
may not be coincident with a political community.
(Unpublished VIII)

FUNCTIONALLY ILLITERATE An adult who is
unable to read, write, and compute sufficiently well
meet the requirements of adult life. For purposes of
many adult/continuing education programs, this is

considered to include adults who have not gone
beyond the eighth grade or who cannot read, write,
and compute at or above an eighth grade level of
performance. In the United States this term usually is
applied also to foreign-born adults having limited
ability to use the English language. (VI-VR)

FUNDAn independent accounting entity with its
own assets, liabilities, and fund balances. General') ,
funds are established to account for financing of
specific activities of an agency 's operations (II
IIR, IVR)

FUND ACCOUNTSAll accounts necessary to set
forth the financial operations and financial condition
of a fund. (II, IIR)

FUND BALANCEThe excess of the assets of a fund
over its liabilities and reserves except in the case of
funds subject to budgetary accounting where, prior to
the end of a fiscal period, it represents the excess of
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the fund's assets and estimated revenues for the period
over its liabilities, reserves, and appropriations for the
period. (11B-11R)

FUND, CAPITAL PROJECTSee CAPITAL PROJ-
ECT FUND.

FUND, CASH CHANGESee CASH EXCHANGE
FUND.

FUND, CONSTRUCTIONSee CONSTRUCTION
FUND.

FUND, CONTINGENT See CONTINGENT FUND.

FUND, DEBTSee DEBT FUND.

FUND, DEBT SERVICESee DEBT SERVICE FUND.

FUND, ENDOWMENTSee ENDOWMENT FUND.

FUND, FOOD SERVICESee FOOD SERVICE
FUND.

FUND; GENERASee GENERAL FUND.

FUND, PERMANENT SCHOOLSee PERMANENT
SCHOOL FUND.

FUND, PUPIL ACTIVITY-See PUPIL ACTIVITY
FUNb.

FUND, SINKING See SINKING FUND.

FUND, SOURCE OF See SOURCE OF FUND.

FUND, SPECIAL See SPECIAL FUND.

FUND, SPECIAL REVENUESee SPECIAL REVE-
NUE FUND.

FUNDED DEBTSame as Bonded Debt which is the
preferred term. (II, IIR)

FUNDINGThe conversion of judgments and other
floating debt into bonded debt. (II, IIR)

FURNITUREMovable equipment that is used for
sitting; as a support for writing, drawing, experimenta-
tion, and work activities; as storage space for material
items; or for decorative purposes. Examples are desks,
chairs, tables, floor lamps, room-size rugs, file cabinets,

bookcases, work benches, wheeled science demonstra-
tion tables, and storage cabinets. (III)

G

GAIN OR LOSS ON SALE OF INVESTMENTSGains
or losses realized from the sale of bonds or stocks;
gains represent the excess of the sales proceeds over
cost or other basis at date of sale (cost less amortiza-
tion of premium in the case of long-term bonds
purchased at a premium over par value or cost plus
amortization of discount on long-term bonds pur-
chased at .1 discount under par value); gains realized
from sale of U.S. Treasury bills represent interest
income. Losses represent the excess of the cost or
other basis at date of sale (as desdribed above) over the
sales proceeds. (IIR)

GAINFUL EMPLOYMENTEmployment in a recog-
nized occupation for which persons normally receive a
wage, salary, fee, or profit. (VI)

GARDENERA staff member performing the assigned
activities which have to do with the care and nurture of
growing plants on the grounds of the school plant. (IV)

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (local education agen-
cy)Those activities involved in the overall general
administrative responsibility for the entire LEA. (IIR,
IVR)

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION RESPONSIBILITY
The area of systemwide general administrative responsi-
bility which is not confined to or cannot be classified
in a specific and narrower area of administrative
responsibility. It consists of administrative activities
which can be performed only by the chief executive
officer and by his general administrative executive
assistants to whom this general administrative responsi-
bility is delegated by the governing authority. (IV)

GENERAL AIDEducational support funds provided
from a higher governmental level which are not limited
to any specific program or purpose but which may be
used in financing the general educational program as
seen fit by the recipient governing authority. (VII)

GENERAL BUSINESS OR INTRODUCTION TO
BUSINESS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 158.

GENERAL CONTINUATION CLASSPart-time
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class-for persons under 18 years of age who have left
full-time instruction to enter the labor force -providing
instruction designed primarily to increase civic intelli-
gence rather than to develop specific occupational
competence. (VI)

GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM-A secondary
school, junior college, or adult education program of
studies designed primarily to prepare students for the
common activities of persons as citizens, family mem-
bers, and workers, and which is contrasted with
specialized education which prepares for an occupation
or career. (V-VI-VR)

GENERAL FUND (local education agency)-Used to
account for all transactions which do not have to be
accounted for in another fund. Used to account for all
ordinary operations of an LEA. (II-IIB-I1R, IVR)

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL ARTS (Formerly General
Shop) (subject .natter)-See appendix, p. 202.

GENERAL LEDGER (local education agency)-A
book, file or other device in winch accounts are kept to
the degree of detail necessary, that summarizes the
financial transactions of the LEA. General ledger
accounts may be kept for any group of items of.
receipts or expenditures on which an administrative
officer wishes to maintain a-close check. (II- IIB -VII-
HR, 1VR)

GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT GROUP OF AC-
COUNTS-A self-balancing group of accounts used to
account for general long-term debt of a governmental
unit. (11R)

GENERAL MAINTENANCE ASSIGNMENT-An as-
signment to perform activities concerned with repair
and upkeep of buildings, machinery, and electrical and
mechanical equipment. (I1R, IVR)

GENERAL MATHEMATICS (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix, p. 213.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE (subject matter) -See ap-
pendix, p. 164. 4

GENERAL PROPERTY LEDGER-A book, file, or
other device in which accounts are kept to the degree
of detail necessary, summarizing property information.
General ledger accounts may be kept for any group of
property items on which an administrative officer
wishes to maintain a close check. (III)

C')

GENERAL SCIENCE (INCLUDING ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL SCIENCE), (subject matter)-See appendix,
p. 224."

GENERAL USE ROOM-A term limited to auditori-
ums, gymnasiums, cafeterias, libraries, and multipur-
pose rooms according to the major use of the facility.
(I)

GEOGRAPHY (subject matter) -See appendix, p. 240.

GEOMETRY (subject matter)--See appendix, p. 217.

GIFT-Money received from a philanthropic founda-
tion, private individual, or private organization for
which no repayment or special service to the contribu-
tor is expected. (II-III-LIR)

GOVERNING AUTHORITY-A government official,
board, or_commission, legally authorized by the consti-
tution or by legislation to assume jurisdiction and
responsibility in,a specific field of government. (VII)

GOVERNING BOARD-See PUBLIC BOARD OF ED-
UCATION.

GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES-Any subdivisions of
any governmental level local, State, or Federal. (VII)

GRADE-That portion of a school program which
represents the work of one regular school term,
identified by a designation such as kindergarten, grade
1, or grade 10. (I-IV, V, VI, VII, VR)

GRADE DISTRIBUTION-The total number of origi-
nal entries in the State (El +E2) for each grade of a
number of specified grades at the end of the school
year. (I)

GRADE LEVEL-A designation applied to that por-
tion of the curriculum which represents the work of
one regular school term. (VR)

GRADE-POINT AVERAGE-A term used synony-
mously with the term "mark-point average." (VR) See
MARK-POINT AVERAGE.

GRADE POINTS-A term used synonymously with the
term "mark points." (VR) See MARK POINTS.

GRADED SCHOOL-A school composed of separate
standard grades or combinations of geakles which serve
as the basis for assigning pupils to classes. (VI)
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GRADUATEAn individual who has received formal
recognition for the successful completion of a pre-
scribed program of studies. (IV, V. VR)

GRADUATE STUDYCollege level courses of study
beyond undergraduate study which may lead tosuch
graduate degrees as the master's degree and doctor's
degree. (lV., VII)

GRADUATIONFormal recognition given to a pupil
for the successful completion of a prescribed program
of studies, (V)

GRANTS-IN-AIDContributions made by a govern- ,
mental unit to an LEA which are not related to specific
revenue sources of the respective governmental unit,
i.e., general, or if related to specific revenue sources 'If
the governmental unit, are distributed on some flat
grant or equalization basis. Grants-in-aid are made by
intermediate governments, State governments, and the
Federal Government. (IIR, IVR)

GRAPHIC ARTSThe planning and execution of art
layouts by use of sketches, pictures, or diagrams to
illustrate educational programs or processes for publi-
cation, demonstration, and more effective communica-
tion. (VII)

GRAPHIC ARTS (subject matter)See appendix, p.
202.

GRAPHIC ARTS ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to
plan and arrange art layouts to illustrate programs or
processes for publication, demonstration, and more
effective communication. (IIR, IVR)

GRAPHIC ARTS OCCUPATIONS (subject mater)
See appendix, p. 259.

GROSS EARNINGSSee GROSS INCOME.

GROSS FLOOR AREAThe sum of the areas at each
floor level included within the principal outside faces
of exterior walls, neglecting architectural setbacks or
projections. This includes all stories or areas which
have floor surfaces with clear standing head room
(6'6" minimum) regardless of their 'use. (II, III, IIR)
See also AREA OF A BUILDING.

GROSS INCOMERevenues before deducting any
expenses' an expression enriloyed in accounting for
individuals, financial institutions, and the like. Also,

gross revenue, or, incidental revenue of a manufacttir-
ing or trading enterprise. (IIR) See INCOME.

GROSS RENTAL OF HOUSIN&The contract rent,
the monthly dolla rent agreed upon, plus the average
cost of utilities (water, electricity, gas) and other fuels,
to the extent that these are paid for by the renter.
(Unpublished VIII)

GROUNDSLand and all improvements to tt (other
than buildings) which are owned, rented, or leased and
used by the school system. (IV)

GROUNDSKEEPING ASSIGNMENT (local .education
agency)An dssignment to maintain grounds owned,
rented, or leased, and used by the LEA. This assign-
ment does not include the operation of machinery
requiring semiskilled training or experience. (IIR, IVR)

GROUP ASSIGNMENT CLASSIFICATIONA classify;
cation of the assigned activities of a staff member
according to-whether the activities constitute a profes-
sional educational assignment; a professional or tech-
nical assignment, other than educational; or other
assignment. (IV)

GROUP CONTROLA method of property control
whereby equipment' items that are the same with
respect to function, material, shape, and size are
accounted for as a group rather than as single units.
That is, the individual piece of equipment loses its
identity as such and is one Of a group. (III)

GUARDA staff member performing assigned activi-
ties concerned with the safety and security of school
property, facilities, and personnel. (IV)

GUARD/WATCHMAN ASSIGNMENT (local educa-
tion agency)An assignment to perform activities
concerned with maintaining the safety and security of
LEA property, facilities, and personnel. (IIR, IVR)

GUEST STUDENTIn community/junior colleges, a
status which may be granted a part-time student
attending another college or university on a full-time
basis. (VR)

GUIDANCE AREAA room or rooms designed, or
adapted, for the use of persons, such as counselors,
deans, placement counselors, and clerical personnel,
who have been assigned specific duties and school time
to carry on recognized functions of the guidance
program. (III)
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GUIDANCE PERSONNELPersons who have been
assigned specific duties and school time to Larry on
recognized functions of the guidance programs in
whole or in part. Classify here: counselors, deans,
placement counselors, guidance specialists, and similar
personnel. This refers to both certificated and noncer-
tificated personnel. (I, II, IIIIV-IIR, 1VR)

GUIDANCE SERVICESThe activities of counseling
with students and parents, providing consultation with
otner staff members on learning problems, evaluating
the abilities of students, assisting students to make
their own educational and career plans and choices,
assisting students in personal and social development,
providing referral assistance, and working with other
staff members in planning and condocting guidance
programs for students. (IVVVI-IVR-VR)

GYMNASIUMAn indoor instructional space de-
signed, or adapted, specifically for most physical
education activities. (IIIV1) See also INSTRUCTION
AREA.

GYMNATORIUM An instructional space designed, or
"adapted, specifically fur the combined functions that
might normally be served by a separate gymnasium and
a separate auditorium. (III-V1) See also AUDI-
TORIUM; GYMNASIUM; and INSTRUCTION AREA.

H

HALF DAY OF ATTENDANCEAttendance for ap-
proximately half of a full-day school session or an
approved curtailed session. For example, a student who
is present a major part of either the morning or
afternoon portion of a school session usually is

counted as being in attendance for that half session.
This usually is the 'smallest unit of time reported for
attendance purposes by an elementary or secondary
school during the regular school term of elementary
and secondary schools. (V-VR) See also SESSION and
FULL,DAY OF ATTENDANCE.

HALFDAY SESSIONA school session which con
tains the minimum number of houd recommended by
many State education agencies for kindergaiten or
prekindergarten instruction, when the length of this
session approximatei half the number of hours recum
mended for a fallday session other elementary
grades. Kindergarten and prekindergarten students at
tending a half-day session are in membership fur the
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full day. However, for purpoes of obtaining statistical
comparability only, ratios involving these students,are
computed as though they were in membership for a
half day. (V-VIVR)

HAND TOOLSInstruments, machinery, and Sppa
ratus that may be picked up in the hands and which are
moved as individual units during the performance of
their primary functions. Examples of equipment desig%
nated by this title in this handbook are electric
powered hand saws, drills, and sanders, electric flat-
irons, and expensive sets of hand instruments, such as
tap and die sets, wrench sets, and micrometer (III)

HANDICAPAn atypical physical, health, sensory,
mental, or psychological condition that adver.ely
affects the performance of an individual. (V, V7-VR)

HANDICAPPED CHILDRENAs defined for Federal
programs of education for the handicapped, mentally
retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired,
visually, handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
crippled, or. other health impaired children who by,
reason thereof require special education and related
services. The term also includes children with specific
learning disabilities to the extent that such children are
health impaiied children who by reason thereof require
special education and related services. (This definition
is taken from the Rules and Regulations for the
Education of the Handicapped Act P.L. 91.230, Title
VIand from the Regulations for Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Ac't of 1965, as
amended.) (VR)

HERD OF HEARINGIndividuals with slightly to
markedly defective heating, as determined by their
ability to use residual hearing in daily life, sometimes
with the use of a hearing aid. (VR)

HARDWARE, BUILDING MATERIALS, FARM AND
GARDEN SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT (subject mat-
ter)See appendix, p.164.

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLDThe individual assuming.the
responsibility fo

V

r a family group. (V, VR)

HEAD START PROGRAM A child development pro:
gram which offers economically disadvantaged pre-,
school children teaming experiences, health screening
(including examination of physical condition, dental
health, mental health, and nutrition), and treatment
where required. Full -yea, programs are provided for
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children as young as three years old. In some instances,
summer enrichment programs are offered for children
who will enter school for the first time the following
fall. (VR)

HEALTH (subject matter)- See appendix, p. 190.

HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING, PHYSI-
CAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (subject mat
ter)-See appendix, p. 189.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS (subject matter) See ap
pendix, p. 183.

HEALTH PERSONNEL-Persons in the field of physi-
cal and mental health, such as physicians, psychiatrists,
school nurses, dentists, dental hygienists, psychiatric
social workers, and therapists, whose services aie
directed primarily at individuals, although sometimes
used for group activities. (I, II, III-IV-IVR)

HEALTH-RELATED TECHNOLOGY (subject mat;
ter)-See appendix, p. 250.

HEALTH SERVICE AREA-A loom or rooms de-
signed, or adapted, fur the use of persons in the field of
physical and mental health, such as physicians, psychi-
atrists, nurses, der.tists, dental !iygienists, psychiatric
social workers, ar 1 therapists, in providing health
services to the student body in the nature of inspec-
tion, treatment, weighing, etc. (111)

HEALTH SERVICES (staff).-Activities concerned
with medical, dental, and nurse services provided for
local education agency employees. Included are physi-
cal examinations, referrals, and emergency care. (IV-
11R, 1VR)

HEALTH SERVICES (student)-Physical and mental
health services which -arc not direct instruction. In-
cluded are activities involved with providing pupils
with appropriate medical, dental, and nurse services.
(IV-11R, IVR)

HEALTH TE:,T-Laboratory or other test (e.g., Schick
Test, .-hest x-ray, and electrocardiogram) which Indi-
cates the condition of a patient's health. (IV)

HEARING HANDICAPPED-Individuals with mark-
edly impaired he-ing. (VR) See also HARD 05
HEARING and DEAF.

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY-Self-
propelled and attach.nent type inackitery or apparatus
that is used in hear) construction work, such as
excavating; constructing buildings, roads, and side-
walks; .and demolishing buildings. Examples of equip-
ment designated by :this term are. cranes, compressors,
self-propelled rollers, bulldozers, graders, scrapers,
power shovels, caterpillars, pile drivers, and concrete
mixers. Major attachments that pan be operated inter-
changeably with two or more pieces of heavy.construc-
tion machinery are accounted for separately. Vehicles,
sod' as dump trucks, concrete mixer trucks, and water
sprinkling trucks, which may be used in connection
with heavy construction work are not designated by
this term. (III) Seeds() VEHICLE.

HELPER-A staff member performing a variety of
assigned activities often under the direction of a skilled
worker. A,helper may thus learn a trade,or acquire the
competencies necessary to perform assignments requir-
ing skill but, unlike an apprentice, does not work under
an agreement with his employer that such is the
purpose of his assignment. (IV)

HELPING TEACHER-A silaff member performing
assigned professional activities which are directed
primarily to assr.laig .he teacher in the classroom to
improve teaching techniques. (The term helping
teacher is not used to denote a teacher aide.) (IV)

HELPING-TEACHER SERVICES-An activity of one
or more professional staff members directed primarily
toward assisting various teachers in their classrooms to
improve their teaching techniques. (1V-VI)

HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION-(1) Satisfactory com-
pletion of a recognized secondary school curriculum
(usually four years) leading to a diploma; (2) any
satisfactory ^ombination of day and night center high
school courses that fulfills the time/activity re-
quirements set by the State for a four-yealhigh school
diploma. (Unpublished IX)

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA-A formal document certi-
fying the suc-essful completion of a prescribed sec-
ondary school program of studies. In some States or
communities. high school diplomas are differentiated
by pe such as an academic diploma, a general
diploma, or a vocational diploma. (IV, V, VI-1VP.-VR)

HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMA-See
CERTIFICATE OF HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY.
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HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION
An examination, approved by a State department of
education or other authorized agency, intended to
provide .111 appraisal of the student's achievement or
performance in the broad subject-matter areas usually
required for high school graduation. The Tests of
General Educational Development (GED) are the most
widely recognized high school equivalency examina-
tion. (VI-VR) See also TESTS OF GENERAL EDUCA-
TIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GED) and CERTIFICATE
OF HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY.

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATEA person ,who has
.received` formal recognition from the school authori-
ties, as by the granting of a diploma, for completing a
prescribed course of study, in a high school, terntinat4
ing with grade 12. (Grade 11 in a few system's.) (I)

HIGH SCHOOL POSTGRADUATEA student who,
after graduating from high school (grade 12), enters a ,
secondary Wiwi for additional schoolwork. (IV, V,
VI, VR)

HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS Learning experiences
concerned with the knowledge, skills, appreciations,
attitudes, and behavioral characteristics which are
considered to be needed by all pupils in terms of
understanding themselves and their relationships with
society and various occupations and/or professionand
which normally may be achieved during the high
school years. (IIR, IVR)

HIGHER EDUCATIONEducation above the instruc-
tional level of the secondary school, usually beginning
with grade 13, which is provided by colleges, universi-
ties, graduate schools,.professional schools, and other
degree granting institutions. (VI-VII, IVR)

HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETEDThe highest grade
of, school completed or the grade prior to the highest
grade attended but not completed. (Unpublished VIII)

HISTORY (subject matter)See appendix, p. 242.

HOME ECONOMICS (subject matter)Sec appendix,
p. 197.

HOME ECONOMICS-RELATED TECHNOLOGY (sub-
ject matter)See appendix, p. 251.

HOME ECONOMICS ROOMA special instructional
space designed, or provided with special built-in equip-

ment, for learning activities involving the varied aspects

of food, clothing, and shelter, with particular emphasis
on consumer education, management of money, time,
energy, and human resources, and human relationships,
focused on child growth and development, family
relationships, and family hearth. (I11-VI) See also
SPECIAL CLASSROOM.

HOME FURNISHINGS (subject matter)See appen
dix, p. 164.

HOME MECHANICS (subject matter)See appendix,
p. 202.

HOMEBOUND INSTRUCTIONSee INSTRUCTION
FOR HOMEBOUND STUDENT.

HOMEBOUND STUDENT A student who is unable to
attend classes and for whom instruction is provided at
home by a teacher. (V, VI, IVR, VR) See also
INSTRUCTION FOR HOMEB,OUND STUDENT.

HOMEMAKING: PREPARATION FOR PERSONAL,
HOME, AND FAMILY LIVING (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 197.

HOMEROOMThe room or other space where a
teacher meets with a group of students for their
homeroom period. (VR) See also HOMEROOM
PERIOD.

HOMEROOM PERIODA portion of a daily 'session,
in a departmentalized or semidepartmentalized instruc-
tional organization, during which a teacher and a group
of students meet primarily for purposes of checking
attendance, making announcements, and attending to
otheradministrative details. (VI, VR)

HOME- SCHOOL COUNSELORSSee VISITING
TEACHFRS,

HOMZWORK School assignments in preparlation for
a givan course or subject-mater areato be completed
withiii a specified time limit and during nonclass time.
(VI)

HONOR ROLL--A lts of names published each mark.
ing period, term, or year indicating students who

,
have

achieved a set standard of performance in their
schoolwork. In colleges, this frequently is referred to as
the "dean's list." (VR)
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HONOR. SOCIETY An association that receives into
membership students who have achieved high scholar-
ship and, frequently, who also fulfill established
requirements for distinction in leadership or citizen-
ship.(VR)

HONORS PROGRAM A special accelerated educa-
Ilonal program for advanced students. (YR)

HOSPITAL CERTIFICATE-A certificate issued by a
hospital verifying the name and date of birth of a child.
(V, VR)

HOSPITAL FACILITY-A building or site belonging to
or used by a hospital, sanatorium, convalescent home,
or mental health clinic. (V)

HOSPITAL INSTRUCTION-Formal instruction pro-
vided in a hospital, sanatorium, or convalescent.home.
(V, VI-VR)

HOTEL AND LODGING (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix, p.164.

HOUSEHOLD -All persons occupying a single housing
unit. (Unpublished VIII) See also HOUSING UNIT.

HOUSING AUTHORITY OBLIGATIONS-[An ac-
count used to record payments to a public schoolhous
ing authority or to an agency with similar functions.]
A public schoolliousing authority is a public corpora.
tion or quasi-public corporation having power to
perform one or more of the follumng functions. issue
authority bonds for public school purposes; acquire
and hold property for public school purposes; con-
struct public school buildings; lease public school
buildings to local public school administrative units, or
transfer title to such units. (IIR)

HOUSING UNIT-A house, apartment, group of
rooms, or single room, which is occupied, or vacant,
but intended for as separate living quarters.
Specifically, there is a housing unit when the occupants
live and eat separately from any other persons in the
structure and there is either (I) direct access to the
unit from the outside or through a common hall, or (2)
complete kitchen facilities for the occupants' exclusive
use. (Unpublished VIII)

HUMAN RIGHTS-Just claims to the elimination of
want, religious and racial discrimination, and to equal
educational and employment opportunity. (VII, IVR)
See also CIVIL RIGHTS.

HUMANITIES-May embrace literature, languages, his-
tory, music, art, and philosophy (or any combination
of these)-planned to acquaint man with his origins and
neighbors, including the thoughts, creations, and ac-
tions of his predecessors through the ages. The humani-
ties are a record of what man over the centuries has
felt, thought, and done in his search for answers to
questions about human concerns such as personal
identity, origins, meaning of life, and destiny. (VI)

HUMANITIES (subject matter -Art) -See appendix, p.
148. ,

HUMANITIES (subject matter - English Language
Arts)-See appendix, p. 178.

HUMANITIES (subject matter-Foreign Languages) -
See appendix, p. 183.

. .
HUMANITIES (subject matter--Music)--See appendix,
p. 224.

HUMANITIES (subject matter-Social Sciences/Social
Studies)-See appendix, p.243.

I

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER-A number assigned to-a
staff member by an LEA or State agency for identifica-
tion and record keeping purposes. These include such
numbers as payroll number, employee number, health
plan number, and retirement system number. (IV,
IVR)

IMMUNIZATION-The developmentof immunity or
protection against a disease by innoculation, vaccina-
tion, or other means. (V)

IMPAIRED ARTICULATION -Speech sound substi-
tutions, omissions, and/or distortions Involving the
speech mechanism (e.g., tongue, lips, or velum) result-
ing in defective speech either in producing syllables or
connected speech, (e.g., "wobble' for "rabbit," and
"sup" for "stop"). Impaired articulation is character-
lied by patterns of consistently occuring errors and
should not be confused with occasional mispronuncia-
tions. (VR)

IMPLEIENTATION-The process of putting Into ef-
fect something which has proved to be feasible and
desirable. (VII)
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_WREST SYSTEM-A system fur handling disburse-
ments whereby a fixed amount of money is set aside
for a particular purpose. Disbursements are made from
time to time as needed. At certain intervals, a report is
rendered of the amount disbursed, and the cash is
replenished for the amount of the disbursements,
ordinarily by check drawn on the fund or funds from

: which the items arc payable. The total of cash plus
unreplenished disbursements must always equal the
fixed sum of Lash set aside. (11-118-11R)

IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION SERVICES -
Activities which are designed pnmarily to assist instruc-
tional staff in planning, developing, and evaluating the
process of providing challenging and rewarding learning
experiences for pupils. These activities include curricu-
lum development, techniques of instruction, child
development and understanding, and staff training.
(IIR, IVR)

IMPROVEMENTS OTHER THAN BUILD1NGS-A
fixed asset account which reflects the acquisition value
of permanent improvements, other than buildings,
which add value to land. Examples of such improve-

, ments are fences, retaining walls, sidewalks, pavements,
gutters, tunnels, and bridges. If the improvements are
purchased or constructed, this account contains the
purchase or contract price. If improvements are ob-
tained by gift, it reflects the appraised,value at time of

(IIR)
a

IMPROVEMENTS TO SITE-Initial and additional
work (other than buildings) performed upon a site and
its adjacent ways after acquisition by the school
district, involving. such things as grading (other than
excavation, fill, and backfill necessary for construction
of a building), landscaping, seeding, and planting of
shrubs and trees, i.onstruaing new sidewalsk, road-
ways, retaining walls, sewers, and ns, install-
ing water mains, field hydrants and field sprinkling
systems, and outdoor drinking fountains, original
surfacing and soil treatment of athletic fields and
tennis courts; furnishing and installing for the first time
playground apparatus buds into the grounds, flagpoles,
gateways, fences, and underground storage tanks which
are not parts of building service systems, and demoli-
tion work. (III)

INCIDENTAL LEARNING - Learning occurring (-on
comitantly with an activity ur expenei ,e, but toward
which the activity or experience is nut specifically
directed, for example, Li:dining how to spell words

Cs

Labrador and cyclone while studying geography. (Un
published IX)

INCOME TAX-Taxes levied on net income, that is, by
gross income less certain deductions permitteeby law
These taxes can be levied on individual, corporation or
unincorporated businesses where the income is taxed
distinctly from individual inc L e. Separate accounts
may be maintained for individual, corporation and
unincorporated business income tax. (IIR)

INCOMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL-A secondary school
which offers less than four full years of work beyond
grade 8 in a school system that is organized in such a
manner that gradesPreK, K, or 1 through 8, constitute
the elementary grades. These are sometimes called
"truncated high schools." (I, II, III, IV;V-VI, VII, VR)

INCORPORATED PLACE-A place (concentration of
population) legally constituted as a city, borough,
town or village, except that towils are not recognized
as an incorporated place in the New England states,
New York, and Wisconsin. (Unpublished VIII)

INDEPENDENT AMERICAN OVERSEAS SCHOOL-
An zlementary or secondary/chopl located outside the
United F. lies and its outlying areas which (a) follows
basically a U.S.-type curriculum, (b) uses English as the .
pnmary language of instruction, and (c) has a large
proportion of S citizens in its student body and
staff. (VR)

INDEPENDENT NONPROFIT SCHOOL-A private or
nonpublic school which is not a part of a school system
and is operated with no intention or making a profit
(VR) See also PRIVATE OR NONPUBLIC SCHOOL.

INDIAN EDUCATION-Educational experiences pro
vided for American Indian pupils. (VII)

INDIRECT COSTS-See OVERHEAD COSTS and
INDIRECT EXPENSES.

INDIRECT EXPENSES-Those elementS of cost neces
sary in the provision of a service which are of such
nature that they canni h readily or accurately
identified with the spccific .service. For example, the
custodial staff may clean corridors in a school building
which is used Jointly by administrative, instructional,
maintenance, and attendance personnel. In this case, a
part of custodial salaries is an indirect expense of each
service using the corridors. However, it is impossible to
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determine readily or accurately the amount of the
Isalary to charge each of these services. (11-1113 IIR,

IVR) See also DIRECT EXPENSES.,

INDIRFT SERVICESServices for programs which
cannot be identified with a specific program. All
su ort services progrAs are indirect services of
instr n programs (11R, IVR)

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION An arrangement
whereby a student receives instruction by himself and
not as pare of a class, Le , instruction for a single

/ person. (V, V1 -VR)

INDUSTRIAL ARTS (subject matter)See appendix,
P. 199.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS MATHEMATICS (subject mat-,ter)See appendix, p. 202.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS SCIENCE (APPLIED CHEMIS-
TRY) (subject matter) See appendix, p. 202.)-
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SCIENCE (APPLIED PHYSICS)
{subject matter)See appendix, p. 203.

INDUSTRIAL ATOMIC ENERGY OCCUPATIONS
(subject matter)See appendix, p. 260.

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p.165.

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES (sub-
ject matter)See appendix, p. 203.

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION OCCUPATIONS
(subject matter)See appendix, p. 233.

INFORMATION SERVICES (administrative)Activi-
ties concerned with theqriting, editin6, and other
priTaration necessary to disseminate educational and
administrative information to pupils, staff, managers,
-or to the general public through direct mailing, the
various news media, or personal contact. (IIR,IVRI

INFORMATION SERVICES (pupils) Activities organ-
ized for the dissemination of educational, occupa-
tional, and personal/social information to help ac-
ylaint pupds.with theturriculula and with educations
and vocation Al opportunities and requirements. Su. i
information might be provided directly to pupils
through group or individual guidance, ur indirectly
through staff members. or parents. (VI-IIR-IVR)

INITIAL TEACHING ALPHABET (ITA)A decoding
system using a 44-character alphabet (each character
representing a distinct sound) instead of the standard
26-letter alphabet (in which the vowels and consonants
represent varying sounds). (VI)

INJURY CAUSING ACCIDENT An unforeseen or
unexpected occurrence or event resulting in bodily
injury. (IV)

INNER CITY SCHOOLA school usually located in a
high density population area of an urban, central city
and normally attended by a high proportion of urban
disadvantaged students; the attendance area of the
school is often characterized by factors such as
significant proportion of substandard' dwellings, of
low-income housing, of non-white racial or ethnic
groups, of nun-English speaking population, or of
liCalth and other social problems. (Unpublished)

IN-SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONIniuruction received by
a student within the school plant. (V, VI, VR)

INSERVICE EDUCATION OR TRAINING (local edu-
cation agency)A program of systematized activities
promoted or- directed by the education agency, or
approved by the education agency, contributing to the
professional or odcupalional groWth in competence of
staff members during the time of their service to the
agency. College credit programs are not regarded in this
hand' ook as inservice education or training. (IV-IVR)

INSERVICE EDUCATION OR TRAINING (State edu-
cation agency)A progry of systematized activities
pm-rioted ur directed by the State education agency,
or approved by the State education agency, contribut-
ing to the professional or occupational .growth in
competence of board members and State staff mem-
bers during the time of their service to the agency.
College credit programs are not regarded as inservice
education or training. (VII)

INSERVICE EDUCATION SERVICES (fur nonin-
structional staff)Activities developed by the LEA for
training of noninstructional personnel in all classifica-
tions. (IIR, IVR)

INSPECTOR ASSIGNMENT An assignmirnt to ap-
praise the condition of equipment and .buildings a5
they relate to safety and health, and the condition of
new construction as it relates to 4peufwations and
codes. (IV, IIR, 1VR)
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INSTITUTION FOR DELINQUENT CHILDRENAs
defined for Federatcompensatory education programs,
a public or private nonprofit residential facility which
is operated primarily for the care of, for an indefinite
period of time or for a period of time other than one
of short duration, children and/or youth who have

been adjudicated to be delinquent. Such term also
includes an adult 'correctional institution in which
children are placed. (VR) See also DELINQUENT

BEHAVIOR and JUVENILE DELINQUENT.

INSTITUTION FOR NEGLECTED CHILDREN As
defined for Federal compensatory education programs,
a public or pnvate nonprofit residential facility (other
than a foster home) which is operated primarily for the
care of, for an indefinite period of time, at least ten
children and/or youth who have been committed to
the institution, or voluntarily placed in the institution,
and for whom the institution has assumed or been

granted custodial responsibility pursuant to applica'ole
State law, because of the abandonment or neglect by,
or death of, parents or persons acting in the place of

parents. (VR)

INSTITUTIONALPertaining to an organization hav-
ing a social, educational, or religious purpose, as a
school, church, hospital, or reformatory. (VII, IVR)

INSTRUCTIONThe activities dealing directly with
the teaching of students and/or with improving the

quality of teaching. (I, II, III, V, VI-IIR, IVR-VR)

INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM DEVELOP-
MENT SERVICESActivaies designed to aid teachers

in developing the curriculum, preparing and utilizing
special curriculum materials, and understanding and

appreciating the various techniques which stimulate
and motivate pupils. (IIR, IVR)

INSTRUCTION AREAA room (or other area) which
was specifically designed, or adapted, to accommodate
some form of instructional activity and is available for

such purposes. Regular classrooms; special- classrooms,
such as kindergarten rooms, laboratories, shops,-home

economics rooms, music rooms, and special classrooms

for exceptio, al children, and other areas, such as
libraries, cmiy halls, audiovisual rooms, auditoriums,
gymnasiums and multipurpose rooms, Mould be in-
cluded as instruction areas. (III, V)

INSTRUCI1ON BUILDING A building used primarily
for housing personnel and equipment engaged in

Fir

activities dealing directly with the teaching of students

or improving the quality of teaching (III)

INSTRUCTION BY CORRESPONDENCEApproved
instruction, usually received by the pupil outside the
school plant, which provides for the systematic ex-
change between teacher and pupil of materials sent by
mail. (I V, V, IVR)

INSTRUCTION FOR HOMEBOUND STUDENT
Individual instruction by a teacher usually at the home
of a student who is unable to attend classes. In sonic
instances, such instruction is augmented by telephone
communication between the classroom and the student
or bymther means. (IV-V, VI-IVR-VR)

INSTRUCTION PROGRAMERA staff member per-
forming the assigned activities of providing precise
sequences of information to pupils through devices

such as teaching machines for the purpose of bringing
about maximum learning. (IV)

INSTRUCTION ROOMAny room which was origin-
ally designed, or later adapted, to accommodate some
form of group instruction on a day-by-day basis and

which is available for such purposes. "Adapted," as
used heie, means that the area of the room has been
changed, through the movement of the fixed walls or
partitions of the room, for the purpose of converting it

to an instruction room. Special instruction rooms
should be included, but areas such as auditoriums,
gymnasiums, lunchrooms, libraries, study halls, and
multipurpose rooms should not be included as instruc-

tion rooms. (I)

INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENTEquipment used by

pupils and instructional staff in the instructional
program. (III)

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELAn indiCation of the gen-

eral nature and difficulty of instruction, e.g., ele-

mentary instructional level, secondary instructional
level, and postsecondary instructional level. (V, VI,

VII, IVR, VR)

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTERAn in-
structional space where school library services and
audiovisual services are integrated. When such services
are limited to one or more specific subject areas, the

space may be referred to as "resource center." For
inventory purposes, an instructional materials center is
considered to be a school library instructional space.
(VI) See also RESOURCE CENTER.



INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION A school or
other organization) arrangement winch provides in-
struction of a given typo or types. (IV -V -IIR, IVR)

INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL -Those who render
direct and personal services which are in the nature of
teaching_ Included here are teachers (including teach-
ers of homebound), teaching assistants, teacher aides,
secretaries for teachers, special graders, substitute
teachers, and clerks serving teachers on.y. Attendance
personnel, health personnel, and other clerical person-
nel should not be included as instructional personnel.
(1, II, III, 1V-11R, IVR)

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF TRAINING SERVICES
Activities designed to contribute to the professional or
occupational, growth and competence of members of
the instructional staff during the time of their ,crvice
to the LEA or school Among these act..ities are
workshops, demonstrations, school visits, courses for
college credit, sabbatical leaves, and travel leaves. (IIR,
IVR)

INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE t ID REPAIR OC-
CUPATIONS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 260.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 223.

INSURABLE VALUECurrent replacement cost of a
piece of property less deductions for depreciation and
nuninsurable items. (11I)

INSURABLE VALUE OF A BUILDINGCurrent re-
placement cost less deductions for depreciation and
non insurable items.

The replacement cost of a building can be determined
in several different ways One of these methods is
through comparison of the building with a recently
erected building of similar quality and facilities for
which cost figures are available Mother method is,
through the application of a cost factor per square foot
of floor area or per cubic foot of volume. Another is
through the application of building cost indices which
make it possible to determine a percentage increase ur
decrease in building costs over the years that in turn
can he applied to the original cost of buildings to
derive estimates of replacement cost. Still another
method is through detailed appraisal showing the
quantity of materi
total cost of each
current prices. (111)

, the amount of labor, and the
ceded to replace the building at

INSURABLE VALUE OF EQUIPMENTIts present
worth. (III) See also REPLACEMENT COST OF
EQUIPMENT.

INSURANCE (subject matter) Sec appendix, p. 000.

INSURANCE AND BOND PREMIUMSExpenditures
for all types of insurance coverage such as property,
liability, fidelity, bond premiums, as well as the costs
of judgments. Insurance for group health, workmen's
compensation, etc., are not charged here, but are
recorded under Personal ServicesEmployee Benefits.
(IIR)

INSURANCE AND RISK (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 000.

INTEGRATIONThe process of combining subject-
matster content from various subject-matter areas into
one unified course, project, or unit, e.g., interrelating
the teaching of history, geography, science, art, music,
and English language arts in the study-of the Westward
Movement. (VI)

INTERESTA fee charged a borrower for the use of
money. (II, III, IIR) See also DEBT SERVICE.

INTEREST AND RECEIVABLESInterest received
on temporary or permanent investments in the United
States Treasury bills, notes, bonds, savings accounts,
time certificates of deposit, notes, mortgages, or other
interest-bearing obligations and dividends received on
stocks. (IIR)

INTEREST GROUPA group organized to secure
certain objectives which the members value or regard as
beneficial to themselves. Interest groups, sometimes
referred to as special interest groups, frequently repre-
sent particular economic interestsfor example, organ-
ized labor, large manufacturers, small businessmen,
farmers, professional organizations. Interest groups also
may be organized to secure noneconomic objectives or
objectives that are not purely economic. An interest
group may, for example, be a religious group, an ethnic
or racial group, an associat:on concerned with saving
historic landmarks, or a rifle association. Interest
groups play a particularly important role in a large,
representative democracy, where they seek to exert
influence over the passage of legislation and the actions
of governmental agencies. (Unpublished VIII)

INTEREST INVENTORYAn examination used to
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measure a person's likes and dislikes, typically de-

termining the extent to which a person's pattern of
likes and dislikes corresponds to those of persons who
are known to be successfully engaged in a given

vocation, school subject, program of studies, or other
activity. (VR)

INTEREST RECEIVABLE ON DIVESTMENTSThe
amount of interest receivable on investments, exclusive
of interest purchased. Interest purchased may be
shown in a separate account. (IIR)

INTERFUND TRANSFERSMoney which is taken
from one fund under the control of the board of
education and added to another fund under the board's
control. Interfund transfers are not receipts or expendi-
tures of the LEA. (11-111311R)

INTERMEDIATE ADMINISTRATIVE UNITAn ad-
ministrative unit smaller than the State which exists
primarily to provide consultative, advisory, administra-
tive, or statistical services to local basic administrative
units, or to exercise certain regulatory functions over
local basic administrative units. An intermediate unit
may operate schools and contract for school services,

but it does not exist primarily to render such services.
Such units may or may not have taxing and bonding
authority. Where there is a supervisory union board,
the union is included as an intermediate unit. (I, II-IV,
V, VI, VII, IIR, VR)

INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTARY GRADES -The
grades between the primary grades and the upper
elementary grades or the junior high school, usually
grades 4, 5, and 6. (IV, V,1{1, VII)

INTERMEDIATE ELEMEARY LEVEL (including
years or grades 4, 5, and 6 or equivalent)- Usually
includes education in the years ur grades 4, 5, and 6 or
the equivalent. In practice, instruction frequently takes
place in a self - contained class. (VI)

INTERMEDIATE SOURCES OF REVENUE- An in
termediate administrative unit ur a political sublvisiun
between LEA's and the State that collects revenue and
distributes it to LEA's in amounts different frum those
which are collected within such system. (II, IIR)

INTERNA staff member who is performing assigned
activities which are 'part of an internship plan of a
college or local school system providing for the
periodic supervision of the staff member by personnel

of the college or school system as he performs his
assigned activities. (IV) See also TEACHING INTERN
ASSIGNMENT and ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN AS-
SIGNMENT.

INTERNAL AUDITING SERVICESActivities con-
-

cerned with verifying the account records, including
evaluating the adequacy of the internal control system,
verifying and safeguarding assts, reviewing the re-
liability of the accounting and reporting systems, and
ascertaining compliance with established policies and
procdclures. (IIR, IVR)

INTERNAL CONTROLA plan of organization under
which employees' duties are so arranged and records
and procedures so designed as to make it possible to
exercise effective accounting control over assets, liabili-
ties, revenues, and expenditures. For example, under
such a vstem, the 'employees' work is subdivided so
that n. employee performs a complete cycle of
operations. For instance, an employee handling cash
would no' post the accounts receivable records. Again,
under such a s, tem, the procedures to be followed are
definitely laid down and such procedures call for
proper authorizations by designated officials for all
actions to be taken. (II, IIR)

INTERNAL EVALUATIONThe process used by per-
sonnel responsible for the conduct and operation of a
program to determine the degree to which it has

fulfilled its stated objectives. (Unpublished IX)

INTERNAL INFORMATION SERVICESActivities
concerned with the writing, editing, and communica-
tion of administrative information to pupils and staff.

(HR, IVR)

INTERNAL SERVICES (local education agency)
Activities concerned with buying, storing, and dis-
tributing supplies, furniture, and equipment, as well as
activities concerned with duplicating and printing for

the LEA. (IIR, IVR)

INTERNAL SERVICES (State education agency)
Muse function, or activities which are necessary for
and relate tt, the actual operation of the State

department of education. This excludes those services
which are rendered primarily for the benefit of
agencies or institutions outside the State department of
education. (VII)

INTERNATIONAL TRADE (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, r. 165.
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INTERPERSONAL AND EHAVIORAL COPING
SKILLS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 269.

INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICSOrganized games
and athletic activities engaged in by pupils specifically
trained for such purposes with similarly trained pupils
from other schools. (VI)

INTERSTATE MIGRATORY CHILDAs defined for
Federal compensatory education programs, a child who
has moved with a paruit or guardian within the past
year across State boundaries in order that a parent,
guardian, or other member of this immediate family
might secure temporary or seasonal employment in an
agricultural activity. (VR)

INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS -Organized games and
athletic activities engaged in by pupils ofa school with
other pupils from the same school. The intramural
program may be au integral part of the physical
education program or a distinctive program of its own;
in either case, the program must be confined to a single
school. (VI)

INTRASTATE MIGRATORY CHILDAs defined for
Federal compensatory education programs, a child who
has moved with a parent or guardian within the past
year across school district boundaries within a State in
order that a parent, guardian, or other member of his
immediate family might secure temporary or seasonal
employment in an agricultural activity. (VR)

INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS (subject matter)
See appendix, p. 220.

INVASIONThe interpenetration of one population
group or use area by another, the difference between
the new and old being economic, social, or cultural.
(Unpublished VIII)

INVENTORYA.detailed list or record showing quan-
tities, descriptions, values, and frequently, units of
measure and unit prices of property on hand at a given
time. Also, the cost of supplies and equipment on hand
not yet distributed to requisitioning units. (II, III, IIB,
ER)

INVENTORY OF STORES FOR RESALEThe value
of goods held by an LEA for resale rather iiian for use
in its own operations. (IIR)

INVESTMENT BUILDING A building that has been

acquired by the school district for investment purposes
and is held to produce revenue for the support of
schools. (III)

INVESTMENT IN GENERAL FIXED ASSETSAn
account in the General Fixed Assets group of accounts
which represents the LEA's equity in general fixed
assets. The balance of this account is subdivided
according to the source of funds which financed the
asset acquisition, such as. General Fund revenues,
Special Revenue Fund revenues, etc. (11R)

INVESTMENTS Securities and real estate held for the
production of income in the form of interest, divi-
dends, rentals, or lease payments. The account does
not include fixed assets used in LEA operations. (II,
111-11B-IIR)

INVESTMENTS (subject matter). See appendix, p.
158.

INVOICEAn itemized list of merchandise purchased
from a particular vendor. The list includes quantity,
description, price, terms, date and the like. (11-11B, IIR)

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONSeparation resulting'
from a decision made solely by the LEA after due
process. (1V-IVR)

ITEM OF INFORMATION (curriculum and instruc-
tion)A descriptive heading under which is recorded
information about curriculum and instruction. (VI)

ITEM OF INFORMATION (staff)--A descriptive head-
ing under which staff information may be recorded.
The item may be part of a record or parttof a report,
depending on the manner in which it is used. (IV)

ITEM OF INFORMATION (students)A descriptive
heading under which is recorded information about
students. (V, VR)

J
JANITORSee CUSTODIAN.

JOB-ENTRY LEVEL OF EMPLOYMENTA level of
employment in which a person may be employed on
the basis of his educatio' and training, without
previous related work experience. (VR)
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JOB SOURCE CLUSTER those parts of the eco-
nomic community which provide the larger part of
community employment; usually identified by in-
dustry groups. (Unpublished VIII)

JOURNALThe accounting record in which the details

of financial transactions are first recorded. (II, III-IIB,

IIR)

JOURNAL ENTRY See ENTRY.

JOURNAL VOUCHERA paper or form on which the

financial transactions of the LEA are authorized and
from which any or all transactions may be entered in

the books. By means of the journal voucher, the
budget may be put into operation and expenditures
made to meet authorized obligations. Journal vouchers
are also .Jsed to set up revolving funds and petty cash

funds, and for authorizing all entries in the book-
keeping system for which no other authorizations, such

as deposit slips, invoices, etc., are available. A form of

journal voucher is a memorandum in the school board

minutes. (II, III, IIR)

JUDGMENTAn amount to be paid or collected by

the LEA as the result of a court decision. (II, IIR)

JUDGMENTS AGAINST THE LEAExpenditures
from current funds for all judgments (except as
indicated) against the LEA that are not covered by
liability insurance, but are of a type that might have

been covered by insurance. Only amounts paid as the

result of court decisions are recorded here. Judgments
against the LEA resulting from failure to pay bills or

debt service, are recorded under the appropriate
expenditure accounts as though the bills or debt service
had been paid when due. (IIR)

JUDGMENTS PAYABLEAmounts due to be paid by

an LEA as the result of court decisions, including
condemnation awards in payment for private property
taken for public use. (IIR)

JUDICIARY ACTIVITIES (State education agency)

Activities whereby the State education authority or the

chief State school officer serves as a tribunal in holding

hearings and rendering decisions regarding education-

related controversies within the State. (VII)

JUNIOR COLLEGEA postsecondary institution

which offers the first 2 years of college instruction,
frequently confers an associate degree, and does not

l-/

confer a bachelor's degree. The term "junior college" is

often used interchangeably with the term "community

college." (I, II-IV, V-VI-VII, IIR, IVR) See also
COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE.

'JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLA separately organized and
administered secondary school intermediate between

the elementary and senior high schools, usually in-

cluding grades 7, 8, and 9 (in a 6-3-3 plan) or grades 7

and 8 (in a 6.24 plan). (I, II, III-IV-V-V1-11R, IVR -VR)

JUNIOR ROTC (subject matter)See appendix, p.

281.

JUI.I0R-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLA secondary
school organized on a junior-senior basis and adminis-

tered under one head as one unit. This includes
secondary schools organized on a 2-year junior and a

.4-year senior high school plan, a 3-year junior and
3-year senior high school plan,- and any other plan

based on a junior-senior organizatibn. (I, II, III, IV, V,

VI, VII, IIR, IVR, VR)

JUVENILEAn individual who is under the legal age

at which persons are considered responsible adults.

(Unpublished VIII)

JUVENILE DELINQUENTAn offender against the
laws of society who, because of his age, is not
considered a criminal. While the term "juvenile delin-

quent" often is applied to all youthful offenders tried

in juvenile court, these children technically are not
legally delinquent until adjudged so by the court. (V,

VI, VR) See also DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR.

K
KINDERGARTENA group or class that is organized

to provide educational experiences for children for the

year immediately preceding the first grade. A kinder-

garten class may be trganized as a grade of an
elementary school or as part of a separate kindergarten

school. In some LEA's these groups may be called
preprimary, junior primary, or primary. (I, II,
V-VI-VII, IIR, IVR)

KINDERGARTEN ROOMA special instructional

space designed, or provided with special built-in equip-

ment, for use by a group or class that is organized to
provide educational experiences for children for the



year or years preceding the first grade. (III-VI) See also
SPECIAL CLASSROOM.

KINDERGARTEN SCHOOLAn elementary school
only for children in their kindergarten year. (IV, V)
See also KINDERGARTEN and ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL.

L
LABOR FORCE SHORTAGEThe number of workers
needed, in addition to current supply, in a particular
industry group as reported by the local or State office
of a State's division of employment security (or its
equivalent). (Unpublished VIII)

LABOR FORCE SURPLUSThe number of indi-
viduals seeking work in a particular industry as
reported by the local or State office of a State's
division of employment security (or its equivalent).
(Unpublished VIII)

LABOR MARKET AREAThe area within which
workers compete for jobs and employers compete for
workers and for which labor market data are period-
ically published by the U.S. Department of Labor.
(Unpublished VIII)

LABOR TURNOVERActual figures on estimates of
the proportion of the labor force, in any one or all
components of economic activity, which requires
replacement during a year. (Unpublished VIII)

LABORATORY, MODEL, OR PRACTICE SCHOOL
An elementary or secondary school in which part or all
of the teaching staff consists of cadet or student
teachers and the control and operation of the school
rests with an institution which prepares teachers. (I-V,
VI, VR)

LABORATORY ROOMA special instructional space
designed, or provided with special built-in equipment,
for pupil participation in learning activities involving
scientific or applied experimentation, e.g., a laboratory
in one of the sciences, mathematics, languages, driver
education, or practical or performing arts. (III-VI)

LABORER (assignment)A grouping ofmanual assign-
ments which generally require no special training. All
laborers performing lifting, digging, mixing, loading,
and pulling operations would be classified in this

general job classification. Under the Laborer classifica-
tion, the one fairly common specific activity assign-
ment associated with an LEA is groundskeeping; other
activity assignments may be added by the local
administrator if needed by a particular LEA. (IV-IIR,
IVR)

LANDA fixed asset account which reflects the
acquisition value of land owned by an LEA. If is
purchased, this account includes the purchase price and
costs such as legal fees, filling and excavation costs, and
other associated improvement costs which are incurred
to put the land in condition for its intended use. If
land i acquired by gift, the account reflects its
appraised value at time of acquisition. (IIR)

LAND ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT SERV-
ICESActivities concerned with the initial acquisition
of sites and improvements thereon. (IIR, IVR)

LAND PARCEL MAPS (OR PROPERTY MAPS)
Maps showing the boundaries, size, and relative posi-
tion of each land parcel (lot) in the community.
(Unpublished VIII)

LAND USE COMPATIBILITYAn assessment of the
probabilities that two unlike and neighboring land uses
can each function efficiently with no ill effects on the
other. (Unpublished VIII)

LAND USE MAPA graphic presentation of dominant
land uses by activity groups, each with its assemblage
of specific land uses. (Unpublished VIII)

LANDSCAPINGThe arrangement of the topography
and plantings of a site for the best aesthetic effect in
view of use to which the land is being put. It includes
such work as preparing landscape plans; soil analysis;
preparing the ground for planting; planting grass,
shrubs, or trees; and general grading that is not
specifically for outdoor service systems, play areas,
fences and retaining walls, or construction of buildings.
(III)

LANGUAGE HANDICAPPEDIndividuals with mark-
edly impaired language. (VR) See also LANGUAGE
IMPAIRMENT.

LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENTA disability in verbal
learning resulting in markedly impaired ability to
acquire, use, and comprehend spoken and written
language. Persons considered to have a language impair-
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ment as a primary disabling condition exhibit a

significant discrepancy betwee:i their intellectual level
of functioning and their level of language performance.
In some cases, there may also be present some degree
of sensory or motor incapacity, mental retardation,
emotional maladjustment, or environmental disad-
vantage. (VR)

LANGUAGE LABORATORYA room equipped for
language instruction in which tape recorders, pro-
jectors, record players, and other devices are used
singly or in combination. (VI)

LANGUAGE SKILLS (subject matter)See appendix,
p.173.

LAY READERSPersons, usually housewives who are
college graduates, who are trot teachers but who read
and help mark English compositions on a part-time
basis under the supervision of a fully qualified class-

room teacher. (VI)

LEASee LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY.

LEARNING COMMUNITYA purposefully organized
group of people working together to increase their
knowledge, skills, and sensitivity. (Unpublished IX)

LEARNING DISABLEDIndividuals with specific

learning disabilities. (VR) See also CHILDREN WITH
SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES.

LEARNING RESOURCES CENTERSee INSTRUC-
TIONAL MATERIALS CENTER.

LEATHERWORKING (subject matter)See appendix,
p. 265.

LEAVEAny grant of legitimate absence of the staff
member from duty assignment that does not affect his
employment status. (IV, IVR)

LEDGERAll the accounts of a partii-ular fund or all
those detail accounts which support a particular
General Ledger account. (11.11B, IIR) See also GEN-
ERAL LEDGER; APPROPRIATION LEDGER, and
ALLOTMENT LEDGER.

LEDGER, ALLOTMENTSee ALLOTMENT LEDGER.

LEDGER, APPROPRIATIONSee APPROPRIATION
LEDGER.

LEDGER, COSTSee COST LEDGER.

LEDGER, GENERALSee GENERAL LEDGER.

LEDGER, GENERAL PROPERTYSee GEWRAL
PROPERTY LEDGER.

LEDGER, REVENUESee REVENUE LEDGER.

LEDGER, SUBSIDIARYSee SUBSIDIARY

LEDGER.

LEGAL ADULTA person who has reached a speci-
fied minimum legal age of adulthood. (VR) See also
ADULT.

LEGAL ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a staff
member (qualified to practice law) to perform such
activities as conducting lawsuits, drawing up legal
documents, and advising the LEA on legal rights. (IIR,

IVR)

LEGAL MINOR A person who has not reached a
specified minimum legal age of adulthood. (VR)

LEGAL SERVICESActivities pertaining to counsel-
ing services provided to the board of education in
regard to laws and statutes. (IVR)

LENGTH OF TERM IN DAYSThe number of days
school was ,actually in session during the year. Only

days on which the school is open and the pupils are
under the guidance anu direction of teachers in the
teaching process should be considered as days in

session. On some days the school plant itself may be

dosed and the student body as a whole engaged in
school activities outside the school plant under the
guidance and direction of teachers. Such days should
be considered as days in session. Days on which school

is closed for such reasons as holidays, teachers'
institutes, and inclement weather should not be con-
sidered as days in session. (This should be the length of
term used for computing ADA and ADM.) (I)

LESS-THAN-FULL-TIME ASSIGNMENTAssigned
atmvities within an assignment classification which do

not require all of the time of a full-time staff member
to perform. (IV) See also STAFF ASSIGNMENT

WORKLOAD.

LETTER OF CREDIT A letter from a bank or agency
asking that the holder of the letter be allowed to draw
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a specified stun from other banks or agencies, to be
charged to the account of the writer of the letter. (VII)

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCEA predetermined level
or stage of performance, or degree of proficiency, as
designated by a school or school system. (VI)

LEVY--(verb) To impose taxes or special assessments.
(noun) The total of taxes or special assessments
imposed by a governmental unit. (II, IIR)

LIABILITIES, Debt or other legal obligations arising
out of transactions in the past which are payable but
not necessarily due. Encumbrances are not liabilities;
they become liabilities when the services or materials
for which the encumbrance was established have been
rendered or received. (II, III, IIR, IVR)

'ABILITY INSURANCEExpenditures for insurance
coverage of the LEA, or its officers, against losses
resulting from judgments awarded against the system.
Also recorded here are any expenditures (not judg-
ments) made in lieu of liability insurance. (IIR, IVR)

LIBERAL ARTS MATHEMATICS (subject matter)
See appendix, p. 000.

LIBRARIAN A staff member performing assigned
professional library service activities. (IV) See also
LIBRARIAN ASSIGNMENT.

LIBRARIAN ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a statt
member to perform professional library service activi-
ties such as ordering, cataloging, processing, and
circulating books and other materials; planning the use
of the library by teachers, pupils, and others, selecting
books and materials. participating in faculty planning
for the use of books and materials, and guiding
teachers, pupils, and others in tit; dSe of the library in
schools or community service programs. (IV)

LIBRARIAN/MEDIA ASSIGNMENTAn assignment
to develop plans for and the use of teaching and
learning resources, including equipment, content ma-
terial, and services. (IIR, IVR)

LIBRARY BOOKSBooks purchased for general use
and not primarily for use in certain classes, grades, or
other particular student groups. They include reference
sets and dictionaries, but not textbooks and period-
icals. (Ill, VII, IIR, IVR)

LIBRARY BOOKS' PER PUPILThe, number of
volumes of library books in the library(s) of a school or
school system divided,by a pupil unit of measure. (VI)

LIBRARY SERVICES STAFF PER I,000STUDENTS
IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCEThe ember
representing the total full-time equivalency o library
service staff assignments in a school or schog system
during a giveniperiod of time, multiplied by 1,000 and
divided by the average daily attendance of tudents
during this period. (VR)

LICENSEThe legal document giving author' tion
from the State (or an agency or an organization
authorized by the State) to perform certain specific
services in the field of education. (Sometimes used
synonymously with "certificate.") (VII, IVR)

LIFE TABLEA statistical table that presents the
death rate and life expectancy of each of a series of
agesex categories of a particular population at a
particular point in time. (Unpublished VIII)

LIFELONG LEARNINGThe process by which an
adult continues to acquire, in a conscious manner,
formal or informal education throughout his life span,
either to maintain and improve his vocational viability ,

or for his personal development. (Unpublished IX)

LINE -ITEM STRUCTUREA budgetary format
wherein certain estimated receipts and expenditures
appear on a given line and must be restricted to one
specific purpose, such funds cannot be comingled with
others. (VII)

LINGUISTICS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 174.

LIQUIDATIONA reduction of encumbrances. (IIB)

LITERATURE (subject matter) Sec appendix, p.176.

LOANSSee BOND; CURRENT LOAN; LONG-TERM
LOAN; and SHORT-TERM LOAN.

LOANS RECEIVABLEAmounts which have been
loaned to persons or organizations, including notes
taken as security for such loans, where permitted by
statutory authority. The account is usually carried only
in the Trust and Agency Funds balance sheet. (IIR)

LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRATIVE UNITAn ad-
ministrative unit at the local level which exists
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primarily to operate public schools or to contract for
public school services. Normally, taxes can be levied by
such units for school purposes. These units may or may
not be coterminous with county, city, or town
boundaries. This term is used synonymously with the
terms "school district," and "local education agency."

(I, II, V-VI, VIL-VR)

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY (LEA)An educa-
tional agency at the local level which exists primarily
to operate schools or to contract for educational

services. Normally, taxes may be levied by such
publicly operated agencies for school purposes. These
agencies may or may not be coterminous with county,
city, or town boundaries. This term is used synony-
mously with the terms "school district," "school
system," and "local basic administrative unit." (VI-IIR,
IVR) See also LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRATIVE
UNIT.

LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTSee LOCAL BASIC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT.

LOCATIONThe address of the operational unit with-
in the LEA to which an expenditure is to be charged.
(VU -IVR)

LONG-TERM LOANA loan which efctends for more
than five years from the date the. loan was obtained
and is not secured by serial t1I term bOh-dS. I1R)

LOSSES OF PROPERTY Property till( has been
stolen, lost, destroyed, or damaged beyond repair. (III)

LUNCHROOMSee CAFETERIA

M
MACHINE DMA PROCESSINGThe use of machines
and devices in the storing of individual items of
information in a form by which they may be retrieved
rapidly and accurately, processed, and reproduced as
single-line items, as lists of items or desired combina-
tions with other items. (VII, IIR, IVR) See also
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING.

MACHINE PROGRAMERA staff member per-

forming the assigned activities of developing precise
sequences of machine-coded instructions for data
processing machines. (IV)

Va.

3

MACHINERYMovable equipment items composed of
complex combinations of parts which transmit and
modify force and motion so as to perform some
desired kind of work, excluding vehicles. (III: VII,

IVR)

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION AREASAreas
designed, or a Japted, for' use in making repairs to a
school plant aAd keeping it open and ready for use.
They include such areas as furnace rooms, pump
rooms, fan rooms, and other mechanical service areas;

fuel storage rooms, custodial-quarters, receiving areas,
building work or repair shops,sustodial service closets,
and other similar building service areas. (III)

MAINTENANCE BUILDINGA building used pri-

marily for housing personnel and equipment engaged in
activities concerned with .the repair and upkeep of
grounds, buildings, and equipment, or with the manu-
fhture of equipment. This includes building facilities
for carpenters, cabinet makerg, machinists, mechanics,
painters, plumbers, electricians, and groundskeepers.
(III)'

,MAINTENANCE OF PLANT (PLANT REPAIRS AND
REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT)
Those activities which are concerned with keeping the
grounds, buildings, and equipment at their original
condition of completeness or efficiency, either through
repairs or by replacements of property (anything less
than replacement of a total building). (I-11, III, IV, IIR)

MAINTENANCE PERSONNELPersonnel on the

school payroll who ,are primarily engaged in the

repairing and upkeep of grounds, buildings, and equip-

ment. (I, II, IIR, IVR)

MAINTENANCE WAREHOUSEA building used pri-
marily for housing personnel and equipment engaged in
activities concerned with the repair and upkeep of
grounds, buildings, and equipment, or with the manu-
facture of equipment. This includes bUilding facilities
for carpenters, cabinet makers, machinists, mechanics,
painters, plumbers, electricians, and groundskeepers.
(HR)

MAJORA concentration of semester hours of college
credit representing major specialization in a field of
study. The number of college credits constituting a
major is usually specified in State certification require-
ments. (IV-VII, IVR)



MAJOR FUNCTION (State education agency)The six
major functions 'are as follows: (1) General Manage-
ment, (2) Planning, Research, Development, and Evalu-
ation, (3) Consultative' Services, (4) Distribution of
Resources, (5) Internal Services, and (6) Operation or
Approval of Programs and Schools. (VIII See also
FUNCTION.

MAKESHIFT OR IMPROVISED INSTRUCTIONAL
FACILITIESAny facility or space used for instruc-
tion room purposes but not designed or specifically
adapted for purposes. (1)

MANAGEMENTThose activities which have as their
purpose the general direction, execution, and control
of the affairs of an agency or an organizational unit
within the agency. (VII) See also ADMINISTRATION
and OFFICIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICESActivi-
ties concerned, with the wriffng, editing, and other
preparation necessary to disseminate to management
(1) information needed about the operation of the
LEA; and (2) information about the community, State,
and nation, in order to make logical decisions. (IVR) .

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ~SYSTEMA .net-
work of conimunication channels (voice, digital, etc.)
that acquires, retrieves, and redistributes data used in
managing the educational process and in supporting the
individual and collective decisionmaking process. (VII-

MANUAL DEXTERITY TESTAn examination of a
person's ability to move thehands easily and skillfully.
Such a test may be used in the identification of

'aptitudes for certain occupations. (VR)

MANUFACTURING (subject matter)See appendix,
p. 203.

MARINE CORPS JUNIOR ROTC (subject matter)
See appendix, p. 289.

MARITIME OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 261.

MARKA rating of achievement or academic progress
assigned on the basis of some predetermined scale; e.g.,
letters (A, B, C, D, F), numbers (4, 3, 2, 1. 0), words or
phrases (outstanding, satisfactory, si is improve-
ment), and percentages. (V, VI)

MARKETING (subject matter)See appendix, p. 159.

MARK-POINT AVERAGEA measure of average per-
formance in all courses taken by a student during a

- marking period, school term, or yearor accumulated
for several terms or yearsobtained by dividing total
mark points by total courses or by hours of instruction
per week. (VI-VR)

MARK-POINTSThe specific numerical equivalents
for marks sometimes appearing in the records of
specific students for use in determining student mark-
point averages. (VR) See also MARK VALUE and
MARK-POINT AVERAGE.

MARK VALUE The'scale of numerical equivalents for
marks awarded, indicating performance in school work
and used in determining student mark-point averages,
e.g., A=4, B=3, 012, 1:31. The specific numerical
equivalents in student records may be referred to as
"mark points." (VI, VR)

MASONING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to per-
form activities involved with working with stone, brick,
concrete, artificial stone, and the like in constructing,
erecting, and repairing structures and fixtures. (II,
IVR)

MASTER PLAN (FOR A COMMUNITY)A document
prescribing a general pattern of land use and popula-
tion distribution, major arteries of movement, and
systems of physical facilities for an area. (Unpublished
VIII)

MASTER'S DEGREEA graduate ecgree granted upon
the completion of graduate work, usually the work of
one year beyond the bacheldr's degree. (IVR)

MATAUNAMEIn Samoa, the name of the head of the
household or family which is different from the natne
of the father. This name is assumed when a person
takes over responsibility for a family upon the death or
disability of the father (or other provider). (VR)

MATERIALTangible resources, including both sup-
plies and equipment. (VII)

MATERIALS SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS: TRANS- .
PORTING, STORING, AND RECORDING (subject
matter)See appendix, p. 234.

MATERNITY LEAVELeave, in addition to sick
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leave, allowed a staff member before and after the

birth of a child. (IV)

MATHEMATICS (subject matter)See appendix, p.

205.

MATHEMATICS (7TH AND 8TH GRADES) (subject

matter) See appendix, p. 207. -

MATRONA female staff member, performing assigned

general housekeeping activities in the school plant.

(IV)

MATURED BONDS PAYABLEBonds which have
reached or passed their maturity date but which remain

unpaid. (IIR)
.

MATURED INTEREST PAYABLEInterest on bonds

which has'reached the maturity date but which remains

unpaid. (IIR)., .

MAXIMUM CLASS SIZEr-e membershl of the
largest class of a given type as of a giverLdate. R)

'MEASURE A unit of measurement to which reference

may be made for purposes of descriptiod, comparison,
and evaluation. Many measures are obtained by compu-

tation involving one or More items of information. (IV,

V, VI, IVR, VR)

MECHANIC ASSIGNMENTAn assignment, to per-
form activities involved with inspecting, repairing, and

.maintaining functional parts of mechanical equipment

and machinery. (11R,.IVR)'

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SERVICE

ROOMAny room housing building furnaces, pumps,

fans, generators, transformers, and similar mechanical

and electrical service equipment. (III)

MEDIANThe number which splits a frequency distri-

bution into two equal parts, one above and one below +'

the median. (Unpublished VIII)

MEDIAN AGE OF STUDENTSFor a giver group of
-students, the age that evenly divides the distribution of

students when classified by age, i.e., the age so selected

that 50 percent of the students are older and 50
percent are younger. (V, VINR)

MEDICAL J.ABORA TORY TECHNOLOGY (subject

matter)See appendix, p. 185.

MEDICAL SERVICESActivities concerned with the

physical and mental health of pupils, such as health
appraisal, including screening for vision, communicable

diseases, and hearing deficiencies; screening for psy-

chiatric services; periodic health examinations; emer-

gency injury and illness care; and communications with

parents and medical officials. (IVR)

MEMBERSHIP(The number of pupils on the current

roll of a class or school as of a given date.) A pupil is

a member of a class or school from the date lie presents
himself at school and is placed on the current roll until

lie permanently leaves -the class or school for one of

the 'causes recognized as sufficient by the State. The

date of permanent withdrawal should be the date on

which it is officially known that the pupil has left

school, and not necessarily the first day after the date

of last attendance. Membership is obtained by adding

the total original entries and the total reentries and

subtracting the total withdrawals; it may also be

obtained by adding the total number present and the

total number absent. This term is also known as the

number belonging. (I, Mil-IV, V-VI-VII-IIR-IVR)

MEMBERSHIP, AGGREGATE DAYSSee AGGRE-

GATE DAYS MEMBERSHIP.

MEMBERSHIP, AVERAGE DAILY Secs AVERAGE

DAILY MEMBERSHIP.

MEMBERSHIP, DATE OF WITHDRAWAL

FROM See DATE OF WITHDRAWAL FROM MEM-

BERSHII).

MEMBERSHIP, DAY OF See DAY OF MEMBER-
SHIP.

MEMBERSHIP, PERCENTAGE INSee PER-

CENTAGE IN MEMBERSHIP.

MEMBERSHIP IN SPECIAL GROUPINGS AND/OR

SPECIAL SCHOOLSThe number of students on the

current roll in special prOgrams (e.g. in special classes,

groups, or caseloads) and/or special schools as cf a

given date. (V-VR)

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATIONInformation indi-

cating the period of time the student's name is on the

current roll of a class or school, regardless of his being

present or absent. The membership of a class or school

is the number of students on the current roll as of a
given date. This may be obtained by a simple count or
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by adding the total number present and the total
number absent.

A student is a member of a class or school from the
date he enters until his name is withdrawn from the
rolls. During this period, the student is 'either present
or absent on each day (or half day) during which
school is in session. The date of withdrawal from
membership is the first day after the date of last
attendance, if known; otherwise, the date of with-
drawal is considered to be the date on which it
becomes known officially that the student left. Mem-
bership usually is terminated after excessive con-
secutive days of absence other than for long illness, or
upon the completion of schoolwork, transferring to
another school, discontinuance of school, or death.
(VR)

MEMBERSHIP STATUS, ACTIVESee ACTIVE
MEMBERSHIP STATUS.

MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTING An informal record
of an LEA transaction that cannot be recorded under
the regular financial accounts but for which a record is
desired. (11-V11-11R, IVR)

MENTAL ABILITY (INTELLIGENCE) TESTAn ex-
amination of a person's general ability to make
successful and rapid adaptation to new situations and
to learn from experience. (VR)

MENTAL DISABILITYA deficiency in mental ability
which limits or prevents successful participation in the
educational program of the school system. (V)

MENTAL HANDICAPAn impairment in learning
potential that adversely affects the performance of an
individual. (V, VI) See also MENTALLY RETARDED.

MENTAL HEALTH TECHNOLOGY (subject matter)
See appendix, p.188.

MENTALLY DEFICIENTSee MENTALLY RE-
TARDED.

MENTALLY GIFTEDIndividuals whose potential is
so high or whose level of mental development is so far
advanced that they have been identified by profes-
sionally qualified personnel as needing a(141;_t:onal edu-
cational opportunities beyond what is provided by the
usual school program if they are to be educated to the
level of their ability. (V-VR)

MENTALLY HANDICAPPEDIndividuals haiiing
mental handicap. (V) See also MENTAL HANDICAP:

MENTALLY RETARDEDIndividuals identified by
professionally qualified personnel as being mentally
retarded, according to degree of retardation. This
includes those individuals whose level of mental de-
velopment is such that theya have been identified as
unable, without special help, to profit from the usual
school program. Children in this category are classified
educationally as educable mentally retarded, trainable
mentally retarded, and severely mentally retarded.
(V-VI-VR)

MESSENGER ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to de-
liver messages, documents, packages, and other items
to offices or departments within or outside the LEA.
(IV, IIR, IVR)

METALLURGY OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 262.

METALS (subject matter)Seeappendix, p. 203.

METALWORKING OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)
See appendix, p. 261.

MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH PROGRAMSLearning ex-
periences concerned with the knowledge, skills, ap-
preciations, attitudes, and behavioral characteristics
which are considered to be needed by all pupils in
terms of understanding themselves and their relation.
ships with society and various career clusters and which
normally may be achieved during the middle/junior
high school years as defined by applicable State laws
and regulations. (IIR, IVR)_

MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLA term describing
a school organization between an elementaryschool and
a high school. This term is used for budget purposes,
usually, when middle and junior 11:611.schools need to be
grouped for planning. Any other type organization by
any other name, falling between the elementary and
high schools,,should be included. (IIR, IVR)

-MIDDLE SCHOOLA separately organized and ad-
ministered school usually beginning with grade 5 or 6,
with a program designed specifically for the early
adolescent learner. Most middle schools presume, in
ultimate plan if not in present reality, a 4-year high
school for the gMde or grades which folio*, as in a
4-4-4 plan or a 5-34 plan. (VI-VII-IIR, IVR-VR)
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MIGRANT AGRICULTURAL WORKERSee MI-
GRATORY AGRICULTURAL WORKER.

.MIGRANT CHILDRENSee MIGRATORY CHIL-
DREN.

MIGRANT EDUCATIONA program of instruction
and services for those children who move periodically
with their families from one school district to another
in order that a parent or other member of the .
immediate family may secure seasonal employment.
(VII, IVR)

MIGRANT WORKERSee MIGRATORY WORKER.

MIGRATORY AGRICULTURAL WORKERAn indi-
vidual whose primary employment is in one or more
agricultural activities on a seasonal or other temporary
basis and who establishes a temporary residence, with

or without his family, for the purpose of such
employment. (V-VR) See also AGRICULTURAL
ACTI VI TIES.

MIGRATORY CHILDRENChildren whose parents
are migratory workers, and who accompany their

parents from one temporary residence to another. For
school purposes, the term refers to such children

within the age limits for which the local school district
provides free public education. (V-VI-VR) See also
MIGRATORY AGRICULTURAL WORKER.

MIGRATORY CHILDREN OF MIGRATORY AGRI-
CULTURAL WORKERSChildren accompanying a
parent whose primary employment is in one or more
agricultural activities on a seasonal or other temporary
basis and who establishes a temporary residence for the
purposes of such employment. For school purposes,
the term refers to such children within the age limits

for which the local school district provides free public
education. Regulations of some States require that
such children should be identified according to,
whether their parents are American citizens or aliens.

(VR 1

MIGRATORY WORKERAn individual whose pri-
mary employment is on a seasonal or other temporary

basis and who establishes a temporary residence, with

or without his family, for the purpose of such
employment. (V, VI-VR) See also MIGRATORY
AGRICULTURAL WORKER.

MILITARY LEAVELeave, without loss of tenure,

ri)

allowed a staff member while in the armed forces. (IV,

IVR)

MILITARY SERVICE STATUSThe nature of pre-
vious and current service of the staff member in the
armed forces, including type of discharge or separation,

_
dates_of active service, veteran's privileges, and current
military status, if any. (IV, IVR)

MINIMUM PATH STREET PATTERNSThe determi-
nation of that route which will minimize the total
distance to be covered in the redistribution of a group
(as of students) from the point of origin (the school) to

the set of residences which are the destinations of the

members of the group. (Unpublished VIII)

MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE CLASS SIZEThe smallest
number of students to be assigned to a class of a given

type, below which the class may be cancelled. (VR)
ti

MINORA concentration of semester hours or quarter
hours of college credit earned and representing speciali-

zation (but not major specialization) in a field of
study. The number of c.,"ege credits constituting a
minor is usually specified in State certification require-

ments. (IV-VII, IVR)
v

MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONA political or adminis-

trative subdivision set up by the State, and including a

variety of types (such as county, town, township,
election district) used by the Bureau of the.,CensuS for

presentation of statistics. (Unpublished VIII)r.
MINORITY GROUPAny recognizable racial, re-

ligious, or ethnic group in a community that suffers

some disadvantage due to prejudice or discrimination.
This term, as commonly uses, is not a technical tern'',
and indeed it is often used to refer to categories of
people rather than groups, and sometimes to majorities
rather than minorities. For example, though women
are-neithe a group (but rather a social category) nor a
minority, Jome writers call them a minority group

because supposedly a male-oriented society discrimi-
nates against women. On the other hand, a group
which is privileged or not discriminated against but
which is a numerical minority would rarely be called a

minority group. Thus, as the term is often used, a
minority group need be neje}... a minority nor a group,
so long as it refers to a category of people who can be
identified by a sizable segment of the population as
objects for prejudice or discrimination. (Unpublished
VIII)
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MIXED CONSTRUCTION-A building with one or
more sections of one type of constructiimf and One or
more sections (as additions) of another type of
construction. (III) See also COMBUSTIBLE BUILD-
ING; FIRE-RESISTIVE pUILDING; and SEMI-FIRE-
RESISTIVE BUILDING.

MOBILE CLASSROOM-A vehicle which serves as a
classrooni and may be moved readily at any
tune. (III, VI) See /so VEHICLE.

MODEL-A representation made to be copied, fol-c
1. '..e.`tL or imitated because of its feasibility, excellence,
r v.orth. IVR)

MODEL SCHOOL-Se; LABORATORY, MODEL, or
PRACTICE SCHOOL.

'MODERATELY MENTALLY RETARDED-See-EDU-
CABLE MENTALLY RETARDED.

,'
MODERN FOREIGN LANGU/ES (subject matter)-
Sc appendix, p. 182.

MODERNIZATION OF A BUILDING-The changing
of the design, fixtures, fittings, furnhings, appearance,
and service systems of a building in order to bring it up
to a contemporary state consistent with_the needs of
;hanging educational programs (III)

MONITORING ASSIGNMENT-An assignment to per-
form such activities as helping to keep order on buses
and play grounds and in hmchrooms, and taking at-
tendaili.e. This assignment would include traffic guards
fur loading buses. (HR, IVR)

MONITORING 'SERVICES-A set of procedures and
programs for a Lomputerized information system that
are ,lestped t,a chc,..1c. re%..orded or transmitted signals in
the process of inputting ur retrieving informatia from
data files. (IVR)

MONITORING SYSTEM-A set of procedures and pro-
garns for a computerized information system that are
designed to check recorded ottransmitted signals in the
ri.-ess of inputting or retrieving inforniation from data

(VR)

MO4pIUC SKILLS (.ubject matter)-See appendix, p.21,4)

MOVABLE EQUIPMENT-Equipment 0-at is trans-

, portable from one location to another without ap-
preciable damage or change to the location from which
it is removed or to the location, where it is installed.
(III, VI)

MULTIGRADE CLASS-A class composed of pupils in
2 or niore grades and having no particular differences
in learning experiences due to grade standing of pupils,
e.g., 7a secondary school general science class for
freshmen and sophomores. (VI) See also MULTI-
GRADED CLASS and UNGRADED CLASS.

MULTIGRADEEKLASS-A class i- -hiding more than
one grade and in which pupils may be identified by
grade level, e.g., the single class of a one-teacher school
or one-room eie.nentary school. (VI) See alst. 'IULTI-
GRADE CLASS and UNGRADED CLASS.

MULTHIANDICAPPED-Having sore than one handi-
capping condition. (V-VR)

MULTIPLE-CAR RANGE-A special off-street facility
for in-car laboratory instruction where several auto-
mobiles may opeire simultaneously under the direc-
tion of one or more teachers positioned outside the
vehicles. (VI)

MULTIPLE EXCEPTIONAL-Individuals identified as
possessing more than one type of exceptionality. (V)
See also TYPE OF EXCEPTIONALITY..

MULTIPLE HANDICAPPED-See MULTIHANDI-
CAPPED.

MULTIPURPOSE ROOM-An instructional"space de-
signed, or adapted, specifically for two or more of the
combined functions that might normally b r, served by a
separate library, separate audiovisual room, separate
auditorium, separate gymnasium, separate cmatorium,
separate cafetorium, cf separate cafeteria, such as
assembhas, physical education, lunch; music, clubs,
audiovisual work, and librar,. services. Separate gymna-
toriums and cafetoriums are not classified as multi-
purnose rooms. (HI-VI)

MUNICIPAL STREETS All roads legally classed as
municipal property and maintained by the munici-
pality. Construction costs are financed by the munici-
pality and with Funds from the county and State under
various funding and rebate programs. (Unpublished
VIII)

MUSIC (subject matter)-See appendix, p. 222.
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MUSIC (GENERAL EDUCATION) (subject matter) -
See appendix. p. 222.

MUSIC LITERATURE AND/OR HISTORY) (subject
matter)-See appendix p. 222.

MUSIC ROOM-A special instructional space designed.

or provided with special built-in equipment, for learn-

ing activiti.-s involving cliora: and instrumental music.

(III -VI) See also SPECIAL CLASSROOM.

MUSIC THEORY (subject matter)-See appendix, p.

-N-

NATIONAL SCHOOL. LUNCH PROGRAM-A pro-
gram whereby the Secretary ot Agriculture assists State

education agencies through grants-in-aid and other

means to establish, maintain, operate, and expand
school lunch programs in all schools making applica-

tion for assistance and agreeing to operate a nonprofit

lunch program in accordance with regulations of the
National School LuilA Act, as amended. (VR)

NATURAL SCIENCES (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix. p. 224.

NAVY JUNIOR. ROTC (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix, p ns.

NEGLECTED CHILD-As defined for Federal com-
pensatory education programs, a child residing in a

public or private nonprofit residential institution
(other than a foster home) which has assumed or been
granted custodial responsibility for the child pursuant
to State law, because of the abandonment or neglect

by. or death of, parents of persons acting in the place

of parents. tVR) See also INSTITUTION FOR NEG-

LECTED CHILDREN.

NEGOTIATING ASSIGNMENT- In assignment to
perform such activities as resolving labortmadagenient
problems and helping to settle disputes and effect

compromises. This assignment would inleude repre-

sentatives of either management or labor shop

stewards). (IIR, IVR)

NEIGHBORHOOD-A quill teintonal unit, usually a
subdivision of a larger con-airway, in which there is

some sense ot I al unity or identity. (Unpublished
VIII)

NEIGHBORHOOD AGENCIES AND ASSOCIA-
TIONS-An organized group from a local area charac-

terized by general community interests and whose

purpose it is to solve problems of the neighborhood

(Unpublished VIII)

NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOL-A school within -easy
walking distance of the pupils' homes. (VI)

NET EXPENDITURE-The actual outlay of money by

the LEA for some service or object after the deduction

of any discounts, rebates, reimbursements, or revenue
produced by the'service or activity. (II, IIR)

NET INCOME -The balance remaining to the LEA
after deducting from the gross revenue for a given

penod all operating expense and income deductions

during the same period. (IIR) See also REVENUE.

NET MIGRATION-The algebraic sum of in-migration

and out-migration for a given county. (Unpublished

VIII)

NEUROLOGICAL HANDICAP-A condition of the
central nervous system which may result in disabilities

such as post encephalitis and post meningitis. (VR)See

also ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED; OTHER

HEALTH IMPAIRED; and CHILDREN-WITH SPE-

CIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES.

NO YEAR LEVEL-In college, a designation for a
student who previously has earned a degree or who is

not enrolled in a degree program (VR)

NONCATEGORICAL-A term usually applied to reve-

nue and meaning revenue from any or all sources which

is not identifiable with specific expenditures, i.e., it is

general fund revenue which loses its identity as it is
expended for objects relating to many Service Areas.

(IIR)

NONCONFORMING LAND USES-Land uses which

do not accord with the provisions of a zoning
ordinance. Most such nonconforming uses result from

the continuation of a use instituted prior to the
adoption of the zoning ordinance. (Unpublished VIII)

NONCOURSE ACTIVITIES-See COCURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES.

NONCREDIT COURSE-A course for which students

do not rzcAve credit applicable toward graduation or
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completion of a program of studies. (V-VI, VII. IVR,
R)

NONEDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION-zA hospital, san-
atorium, convalescent home, mental health clinic,
orphanage. corrective institution, or other instil-dhoti
whose primary function is other than di.: operation of
schools. (V, VR)

NON-ENGLISH-A language other than English or an
English dialect, such as Arabic, Chinese, Cze,ch, Danish,
French. German. Greek, Hawaiian, Hebrew, Italian,
Japanese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish. Swedish, Yiddish, and a Native An\erican
Indian tribal language. (VR)

NON-ENLISH SPEAKING-A term referring to pupils
who do not speak English or who do not hear English
spoken in their resident:. (VI-IVR)

NONGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY-An instrumental-
it} which is not under the authority of any govern-
mental unit. (VII)

NONGRADED CLASS-See UNGRADED CLASS.

NONGRADED SCHOOL-See UNGRADED _HOOL.

\NONINSTRIJCTIONAL EQU1PMENT-Equipment
that is not used' by pupils and instructional staff in the
instructional program. (Ill)

NONPROFESSIONAL-A position which does not
require extensive training (or a bachelor's degree) and
which is not considered as professional under the laws
and regulations established by the State. Examples are
school lunch workers, school bus drivers, and cus-
ti Khans. (VII)

NONPROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL-Those personnel
engaged in activities which are not considered to be
professional in nature. (VII) See also PROFESSIONAL
and NONPROFESSIONAL.

NONPROMOTION-The retaining of a pupil in his
current grade at the end of the regular school term or"
at another time when most pupils are promoted. (V,
VI)

NONPUBLkC JUNIOR COLLEGE-An independent or_
church - relate tl junior college not supported by ublic
funds. (IIR) See also JUNIOR COLLEGE.

NONPUBLIC OWNERSHIP-Proprietorship by a non-
governmental agency. (VIII

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL-See PRIVATE OR NON-
PUBLIC SCHOOL.

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL PUPIL SERVICES-Services to
pupils attending a school established by an agency
other than the State, subdivision of the State, or the
Federal Government, which usually is supported pri-
marily by other than public funds. The services consist
of activities such as those concerned with providing
instructional services, attendance and social work
services, health services, and transportation services for
nonpublic school pupils. (IVR)

NONPUBLICLY-OWNED PROPERTY-My property
used by the school district that is not publicly owned.
(III) See also PUBLICLY-OWNED PROPERTY.

NONRESIDENT STUDENT4,-A student whose legal
residence is outside the geographic area served 'by a
specified school, LEA, or institution. (HR, IVR) See'
also RESIDENT STUDENT.

NONRESIDENT STUDENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE
UNIT (OR SCHOOL DISTRICT)-A student who
resides ei.iiside the administrative unit (or school
district). (V, VR)

NONRESIDENT STUDENT* OF ATTENDANCE
AREA-A student who resides outside the geographic
area normally -served by the school he attends. (V, VR)
See also SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREA.

NONREVENUE 3IPTS-Amounts received which
either incur an obligation that must be met at some
future date or change the form of an asset from
property to cash and therefore decrease the - amount
and value of school property. Money received from
loans, sale of bonds, sale of property purchased from
capital funds, and proceeds from insurance adjustments
constitute most of the nonrevenue receipts. (1-11)

NONSCHOOL ACTIVITIES-Activities iyhich are
neither sponsored by the school nor under the
guidance or supervision of staff members, but are
considered significant in terms of permanent records
about pupils. (V)

NONSCHOOL EMPLOYMENT-Employment which is
not associated with a school system. (IV)
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NONSCHOOL PERFORMANCE INFORMATIONIn-
formation about employment of the student and other
activities- performed outside the school, whether per-
formed during school terms or duringvacations (VR)

NONSERVED CHILDA handicappeu child of compul-
sory school attendance age who is.not attending school
because there is no program that meets his special edu.
cational need. (VR)See also EXEMPTED CHILD.

NONSTANDARD ENGLISHSee ENGLISH (SOCIO-
CULTURAL DIALECT).

NONTUITION STUDENT A student usually a resi
dent of the geographic area served by a specified
school, school system, or institutionfor whom no
tuition is paid. (V-VR)

NORM(1) A standard of performance', (2; the level of
achievement or performance of the modal group of a
population. (Unpublished IX)

NORM-REFERENCED TEST An examination for
which an individual's score indicates the relationship of
the individual's performance to that of a specified
norm group. (VR) See als. CRITERION-REFERENC-
ED TEST.

NcRMAL CAPACITYThe number of pupils th" in
be accommodated in the instruction rooms of a -vm.n
plant for the school day according to existing State
standard's, exclusive of multiple sessions. (I)

NUMBER BELONGINGSee MEMBERSHIP.

NUMBER OF LIBRARIAN/MEDIA ASSIGNMENTS
PER 1,000 STUDENTS IN AVERAGE DAILY AT-
TENDANCEThe number representing the total full-
time equivalency of librarian/media assignments in a
school system during a given period of time, multiplied
by 1,000 and divided by the average daily attendance
of students during this period. (VR)

NUMBER OF LIBRARIAN/MEDIA ASSIGNICNTS
PER 1,000 STUDENTS IN AVERAGE DAILY ME

BERSHIP The number representing time total full-lira
equivalency of libranan/media assignments in a school
systeni during a given period of time, multiplied by
1,000 and divided by the average daily membership of
students during this period. (VR)

'NUMBER OF MILES OF BUS TRAVELThe total

number of miles traveled daily by all vehicles used in

transporting pupils while loaded with one, or more
pupils. Included are the total number of recognized

miles traveled by passenger cars, station wagons, and

other small vehicles. (Unpublished VIII)

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ADVANCED AT AN AC-
CELERATED RATEThe number of students whose
progress is more rapid than the usual practice. This

may involve "double .promotions" (two grades' pro-
gress in one year) or some other arrangement for
prombting students at a rate more rapid than one grade

per year. (VR)

NUMBER OF STUDENTS COMPLETING A GIVEN
COURSEThe number of students in a graduation
group, including discontinuers or dropouts, who com-
pleted a given course dunng the" years in a given

school or school system. (VR)

NUMBER OF STUDENTS TAKING A GIVEN
COURSFThe nrmber of students who, during a given
reporting period (e.g., a given regular school term) are
enrolle din a gbien course. (VR)

NUMBER. OF STUDENTS TRANSPORTED TO AND
FROM SCHOOL AT PUBLIC EXPENSESee AVER-
AGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP OF STUDENTS - and

AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS TRANS-
PORTED.

NUMBER OF sroDENr WHOSE FAMILIES FALL

WITHIN THE U.S. DEt'ARTMENT OF AGRICUL-

TURE'S INCOME POVE5TY GUIDELINESThe
number of students whose applications have been

approved by the school (within the prescribed limits of
State-established income standards) for participating
without charge or at a reduced charge in national
school breakfast and/or Type A lunch programs. (VR)

NURSEA staff member who is licensed to practice

nursing, and who is providing nursing services within

the school system. (IV)

NURSE ASSIGNMENTAn assignment 4,.o a staff

member who is a qualified nurse to perform the
activities of professional or practical nursing. (IV) See

oh.) REGISTEREO NURSING ASSIGNMENT and

PRACTICAL NURSING ASSIGNMENT.

NURSE SERVICESNursing a.tivitieswhich are not in-

struction, such as health inspection, treatment of minor

injuries, and referrals for other health services. (IVR)

NURSERYA beginning group or class that is organ-
ized to provide educational exp. :es mor children

during the year or years preceding kindergarten. A
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nursery class may be organized as a grade of an
elementary school or as a part of a separate nursery
school. (IV, V) See also ELEMENTARY SCHOOL;
NURSERY SCHOOL; and PRESCHOOL PROGRAM.

NURSERY SCHOOLA separately organized and ad-
ministered elementary school for groups of children
during the year or years preceding kindergarten, which
provides educational experiences under the direction of
professionally qualified teachers. (I, II, III-V-VI, HR,
IVR)

NURSERYMANA staff member performing the as
signed technical activities of caring for and propagating
trees and shrubs for planting on school sites or school
system owned farmlabd. (IV)

NURSE-TEACHERA staff member performing as-
signed teaching activities requiring the technical edu-
cation and training necessary to qualify the staff
member as a nurse as well as a teacher. (IV) See also
TEACHING ASSIGNMENT.

NURSING (subject matterSee appendix, p 185.

NUTRITIONIST A staff member performing assigned
technical activities in connection with determining
nutritive value of food; measuring vitamin content of
foods; measuring amount of proteins, carbohydrates,
and minerals in foods; and computing caloric value of
foods for diet charts. (IV) See also DIETITIAN/
NUTRITIONIST ASSIGNMENT.

0--
OBJECTThe commodity or service obtained from a
specific expenditure. (VII, IIR, IVR)

OBJECT (State education agency)- The commodity or
service obtained from a specific expenditure. This term
also includes the following:

(1) Grants and subsidiesthis term dues not repre-
sent a true object in the sense of denoting gt,ods
or services purchased. It is included here to
allow for identifying those resources distributed
to other agencies via the State education
agency. This procedure prevents the distortion
of the operating ,:osts of the agency.

(2) TransfersThis term does not represent a true
object in "le sense of dent ting goods or services

purchased. It is included here to identify money
taken from one fund of the agency and added
to another fund of the agency. Such interfund
transfers are neither receipts nor expenditures
of the agency. (VII)

OBJECT CLASSIFICATIONA category of goods or
services purchased. (II, IIR)

OBLIGATIONSAmounts which the LEA will be
required to meet out of its resources, including both
liabilities and encumbrances. (H, VII, IIR)

OBSOLESCENCEThe decrease in the value of fixed
assets due to curricular, program, economic, social,
technical, or legal changes. (III)

OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERA grouping of occupa-
tions which possess a number of common features,
such as types of equipment -.used, objectives, or
processes, but not necessarily requiring total uniform-
ity. (Unpublished IX)

OCCUPATIONAL FIELD A group of recognized oc-
cupations haVing many similarities, including the fol-
towing characteristics in common: the type of work
performed; the basic aptitudes, and the acquired
knowledge and training required; the tools, machines,
instruments, and other equipment used; and the basic
materials used. (VI)

OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMA secondary school,
junior college, or adult/continuing education program
of studies designed primarily, to prepare student for
immediate (i.e., job-entry level) employment or up-
grading in an occupation or cluster of occupations.
(V-IVR-VR) See also JOB-ENTRY LEVEL OF EM-
PLOYMENT.

OCULISTSee OPHTHALMOLOGIST.

OFFICE/CLERICALA grouping of assignments to
perform the activities of preparing, transferring,
transcribing, systematizing, or preserving communica-
tions, records, and transactions, regardless.of the level
of skills required, where the activities are predominant-
ly nonmanutil. (IIR, IVR)

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS (Subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 230.

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL SERVICESThose
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activities concerned with chrei-ting and managing the
operation of a particular. school. This data element
includes the activities performed by the principal,
assistant principals, and other assistants in general
supervision of all operations of the school, evaluation
of the staff members of the school, assignment of
duties to staff members, supervision and maintenance
of the school .-Jrds, and coordination of school
instructional activities with instructional activities of
the LEA. Clerical staff for these activities are included

here. (IVR)

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT SERVICES
Activities performed by the superintendent and such
assistants as deputy, associate, and assistant superin-
tendents, in the general direction and management of
all affairs of the LEA. This data element includes all
personnel and materials in the office of the chief

executive officer. (IVR)

OFFICE PRACTICE (subject matter)See appendix,
p. 159.

OFFICE-RELATED TECHNOLOGY (subject mat-

ter)See appendix p. 251.

OFFICE WORK EXPERIENCE (subject matter)See
appendix p. 155.

OFFICIALThe elected or appointed member of a
board of education or governing body of an LEA.
(IVR)

OFFICIAL/ADMINISTRATIVEA grouping of assign-
ments comprising the various skill levels required to
perform management activities, such as developing
broad policies for the LEA and executing these policies
through direction of staff members at all levels of the
LEA. Those activities performed directly for policy-

makers are also included here. The "Official/Adminis-
trative" classification does not preclude "Professional-
Educational'-'- or "Professional-Other" status. (IIR,

IVR)

OMBUDSMAN ASSIGNMENT An assignment to re-
ceive an .nvestigate complaint, made by individuals

against .iged abuses or capricious acts of administra-
tive LEA officials. (The ombudsman usually works for

the board of education in a. quasi-official status. (IIR,

IVR)

ON-THE-JOB SUPERVISIONSupervision of the work

portion of' a course in a work-study program, at the pu-
pil's place of employment, by a supervisor not employed
by the school. (VI)

ON-THE-JOB TRAININGA program of instruction
provided to an employed worker by the employer
during the normal working hours of the occupation

(VI)

ONE-TEACHER SCHOOLA school in which one
teacher is employed, to teach all grades authorized in
the school, regardless of the number of rooms-in the
building. There are two classifications of one-teacher
schools used in Handbook I: (a) those with four or less

grades,.and (b) those with five or more grades. During
some years, there may be grades in which no pupils are

enrolled. (I-VI)

OPEN-ENDED PROGRA.MA program of instruction
at the postsecondary instructional level, of an occupa-
tional or terminal nature designed, often in coopera-
tion with one or more 4,year colleges or universities, so
that credits earned may be applicable, at least in part,
toward the bachelor's degree. (V)

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
SERVICESActivities zoncerned with keeping the
physical plant open, comfortable, and safe for use, and
keeping the grounds, buildings, and equipment in an
effective working condition and state of repair. Activi-
ties which maintain safety in buildings, on the grounds,
and in the vicinity of schools would be included here.

(I, II, IIPTV-IVR)

OPERATIONAL PERSONNELStaff members who
are assigned activities of keeping the physical plant
open and ready for use. Included are personnel engaged

in cleaning, disinfecting, heating, moving furniture,
caring for grounds, operating telephone switchboard,
and other such work except repairing, which is
repeated somewhat regularly: daily, weekly, monthly,
or seasonally. (I, H, III-IV)

OPERATIONAL UNITA separately budgeted sub-
division of an LEA established to carry out a major
objective or group of objectives, such as a school, the
transportation unit, or the athletic department. (IIR,

IVR)

OPERATIONS SERVICES (statistics)Activities con-
cerned with scheduling, maintaining, and producing
data. These activities include operating business
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machines and dita processing machines. (IIR,

OPERATIVEA grouping of manual assignments re-
quiring an intermediate skill level (which can be
mastered in a few weeks through limited training)
necessary to perform machine operating activities.
(IIR, IVR)

OPHTHALMIC (subject matter) Se: appendix p.187.

OPHTHALMOLOGISTA staff member who is a
licensed phydcian providing specialized services within
the school system in the care of the eye and its related
structures. (IV)

OPHTHALMOLOGIST ASSIGNMENTAn assignment
to a staff member who is licensed as a physician and
certified as an ophthalmologist to provide specialized'
services in the care of the eye and its related structures.
(HR, IVR),

OPTOMETRISTA staff member who is a nonmedical
practitioner licensed to treat optical and muscle defects
of the eye without the use of drugs or surgery, and
who is providing such services within the school
system. (IV)

C'
OPTOMETRIST ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a
staff member who is a licensed optometrist to treat
optical and muscle defects of the eye without the use
of drugs or surgery. (IVR)

ORDERED PROFILEA graphic (or line) diagram
sequentially showing the relative position of a person
or group on each of several measures. (Unpublished IX)

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT -An organizational sub-
division within a State education agency established for
the purpose of carrying out designated functions or
activities. (VII)

ORIGINAL COST-Costs imulved in purchasing an
item of property. (III)

ORIGINAL ENTRYA student who for the first time
in the United States or its outlying areas enters any
public or nonpublic elementary or secondary school.
(I-V-VR)

ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE (PRODUCTION,
PROCESSING, MARKETING, AND SERVICES) (sub-
ject matter)See appendix, p. 145.

1`

ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED (CRIPPLED)
Individuals with an orthopedic condition of a type
which might restrict normal opportunity for education
or self-support. This term is generally considered to
include individuals having impairments caused by
congenital anomaly (e.g., clubfoot, absence of some
member, etc.), impairments caused by disease (e.g.,
poliomyelitis, bone tuberculosis, cerebral palsy, etc.),
and impairments caused by accident (e.g., fractures or
burns which cause contractures, etc.). (V-VR)

OTHER SECOND-LEVEL DEGREE OR ADVANCED
CERTIFICATEA degree (e.g., Educational Specialist
Degree), above the master's degree level but'below the
level of a doctor's degree. Such recognition of com-
pleted graduate work as certificate of advanced gradu-
ate study above the master's degree level byt below the
doctor's degree level is included here. (IV)

OUTDOOR EDUCATIONA means of curriculum
enrichment that is experienced in and through the
outdoors. In achieving this means of enrichment,
instruction is adapted largely to the utilization of
resources and activities unique or more appropriate to
the outdoor setting, where pupils, instructors, and
others may stay for several days. (VI)

OUTDOOR SERVICE SYSTEMImprovements to site
designed to facilitate or provide such services as
movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic, vehicular
parking, artificial lighting, water supply, sewage dis-
posal, and storage. (III) See also IMPROVEMENT TO
SITE.

OUTLYING AREAS -A term including American
Samoa, the Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands, the Virgin Islands, and
other Areas under jurisdiction or control of the United
States. (V-VR)

OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTHPersons under 21 years of
age, excluding children below school age, who (a) are
not eh mentary or secondary school pupils and (b) are
not taking courses for college credit toward degrees or
equivalent certificates. A pupil is not considered to be
an out-of-school youth when he is not attending school
during a vacation period. (Now considered obsolete.)
(IV, V)

OVER COMPULSORY AGEThe youth has passed
the compulsory school attendance age. This informa-
tion is maintained where required by law or regulation
for census or school purposes. (V-VR)
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OVERAGESee OVER COMPULSORY AGE.

OVERHEAD COSTSThose elements of cost neces-
sary in the production of an article or the performance
of a service which are of a nature that the amount
applicable to the product or service cannot be de-
termined accurately or readily. Usually they relate to
those objects of expenditures which do not become an
integral part of the finished product or service, such as
rent, heat, light, supplieS, management, supcivision,
and other similar-items. (IIR, IVR)

OVERTIME SALARIESGross salary paid to employ-
ees of the LEA in positions of either a temporary or
permanent nature for work performed in addition to
the normal work period fur which the employee is
compensated under Regular Salaries and Temporary
Salaries. The terms of such payment for overtime is a
matter of State and local regulation and interpretation.
(IIR)

P
PAINTING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to perform
activities involved with painting, varnishing, and
staining the interior and exterior of buildings and
fixtures. (11R, IVR)

PARAPROFESSIONALA staff member who work!
along side a professional staff member and assists him
but who dues not have full professional status, e g.,
teacher's aide. (VII) Set also TECHNICAL.

PART-TIME GENERAL CONTINUATION CLASSIn
vocational education, a class for persons under 18 who
have terminated their full-time education in elementary
or secondary school to enter upon employment. Such a

class is designed to increase civic intelligence rather
than to develop specific occupational competence and
is conducted during what would be the usual working
hours of the enrollees. (VI)

PART-TIME PERSONNELPersonnel who occupy
positions which require less than full-time service. This
includes those employed full-time for part of the
school year, part-time for all of the school year, and
part-time for part of the school year. (I, II, IIR, IVR)
See also FULL-TIME PERSONNEL.

PART-TIME STAFF MEMBERA staff member
whose total current assignments require 14ss than his

full-time services. A part-time staff member may be
employed full-time for part of the year or part-time for
part or all of the year. (IV, VII, IVR)

PART-TIME STUDENTA student who is carrying
less than a full course load, as determined by the State,
local school system, or institution. (V, VI, IIR,
IVR-VR)

PARTIAL TUITION STUDENTA student for whom
tuition is paid, but less than the maximum amount. (V,
VR)

PARTIALLY SEEINGIndividuals who have severely
,ision but have sufficient residual vision (with

correction) to include the perception of printed ma-
terials as a means of lea..iing. (VR)

PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXESPayments made
out of general revenues by a governmental unit to the
LEA in lieu of taxes it would have had to pay had its
property or other tax base been subject to taxation by
the local LEA on the same basis as other privately
owned property or other tax base. It would include
payment made for pnvately-owned property which is
not subject to taxation on the same basis as other
privately-owned property due to action by the govern-
mental unit. (IIR)

PAYROLLA list of individual employees entitled to
pay, with the amounts due to each for personal services

rendered. Payments are also made for such payroll-
associated costs as Federal income tax withholdings,
retirement and Social Security, (I1-I1B-IIR)

PAYROLL DEDUCTION AND WITHHOLDING
Amounts deducted from employees' salaries for taxes
required to be withheld and for other vithholding
purposes. Separate liability accounts niay 'ae used for
each type of deduction. (IIR)

PAYROLL SERVICESActivities concerned with
making periodic payments to irldividuals entitled to
remuneration for services rendered. Payments are also
made for such payroll-asso..,fated costs as Federal

income tax withholding, retirement, and Social Secur-
ity. (IVR)

PENALTIES AND INTEREST ON TAXES Amount
collected as penalties for the payment of taxes after
the due date or dates, and the interest charged on
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delinquent taxes trorn the due date to the date of
actual payment A separate account for penalties and
interest on each type of tax may be maintained. (IIR)

PENSION SYSTEMA free retirement plan whereby
persons leaving service in the educational system
because of age, disability, or length of service receive
payments from funds to which they have not con-
tributed. Payments may be either in a lump sum or in
the forni of annuity. (I, II, IIR, IVR) See also
RETIREMENT FUND SYSTEM.'

PER DIEM By the day , usually used in relation to
payment of subsistence expenses or fees. (VII)

PER PUPIL COST See ANNUAL CURRENT EX-
PENDITURES PER STUDENT IN ADA, ANNUAL
CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT IN.
ADM; CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER'STUDENT;
CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT 'PER
DAY (ADA); and CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER
STUDENT PER DAY (ADM).

1-,

PER SQUARE FOOT COST OF BUILDING -The total
cost of the building divided by the gross area of the
building. (III)

PER STUDENT COST OF A BUILDINGThe cost of
a building divided by the student capacity of the
building. (III, V, VR)

PERCENTAGE IN MEMBERSHIPSee PER-
CENTAGE OF AGE GROUP IN ALL §CHOOLS and
PERCENTAGE OF AGE GROUP IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

PERCENTAGE OF ABSENCEThe average daily ab-
sence during a given reporting period divided by the
average daily membership fur the period, expressed as a
percentage, or, the aggregate days absence divided by
the aggregate days membership, expressed as a per-
centage. (V, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF AGE GROUP IN ALL SCHOOLS
The number of reisie.ent pupils of a given age group
(e.g., 14 to 18 years of age) entered in all public and
nonpublic schools, divided by the total number of
residents within the age group, expressed as a per-
eentagb, (V)

PERCENTAGE OF AGE GROUP IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLSThe number of resident pupils of a given

age group (e.g., 14 to 18 years of age) entered in public
schools, divided by the total number of residents
within the age group, expressed as a percentage. (V)

PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCEThe average daily
attendance during a .given reporting period divided by
the average daily membership for the period, expressed
as a percentage; or, the aggregate days attendance
divided by the aggregate days membership, expressed
as a percentage. (V, VI, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP
FROM PREVIOUS YEAR (FOR A GIVEN DATE)
The change of membership from a given date in one.
year to a corresponding date the following year,
divided by the membership as of the first date,
expressed as a percentage. (V, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP
FROM PREVIOUS YEAR (FOR A PERIOD OF
TIME) The change of average daily membership from
a given period of time in one year to a corresponding
period of time the following year, divided by the
average daily membership during the first period of
time, expressed as a percentage. (V, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN
SPECIAL CLASSES OR SCHOOLS The umber of
resident exceptional children entered in special classes
or schools, divided by the total number of resident
children identified as exceptional, expressed as a
percentage. (V, VI)

PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
WHO COMPLETED COURSES IN VARIOUS SUB-
JECT-MATTER AREAS-The number of students in a
given high school graduation group who completed
courses in each of a number of specific subject-matter
areas, divided by the total number of students in the
group, expressed as a percentage. (V-VI, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL
SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAMThe average
daily number of ei,mentary and/or secondary school
students participating in the national school breakfast
program during a specified month, divided by the
average daily attendance for the same month, (VR) See
also AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF STUDENTS
PARTICIPATING IN NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH
AND/OR BREAKFAST PROGRAMS.
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-PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL
SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAMThe average daily num-
ber of students, participating in the national school
lunch program during a specified mortar, divided by
the average daily attendance for the same month. (VR)
See also AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS PARTICIPATING IN. NATIONAL SCHOOL
LUNCH AND/OR BREAKFAST PROGRAMS.

PERCENTAGE; OF PUPILS IN NONPUBLIC
SCHOOLSThe number of pupils of a given age group
or type of instructional organization entered in non-
public schools, divided by the total number of pupils in
this age group or type of instructional organization
entered in all schools, expressed as a percentage. (V,
VI)

PERCEN AGE OF PUPILS WITHDRAWING, BY
TYPE O WITHDRAWALThe number of pupils
withdrawirtgrom school during a given regular school
term in each of the four principal categories of
withdrawal (i.e., transfer, completion of school work,
dropout, and death), divided by the total number of
pupils withdrawing, expressed as a percentage, (V)

PEReEN1AGE OF SCHOOL-AGE POPULATION IN
PUBLIC (OK NONPUBLIC) ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLSThe number of resident
pupils of compulsory school attendance ageentered in
public (or nonpublic) elementary and secondary
schools, divided by the total number of residents of
compulsory school attendance age, expressed as a
percentage. (V)

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS CURRENTLY MEM-
BERS OF CLASSES IN VARIOUS SUBJECT-
MATTER AREASThe number of students in a given
school group who are members of classes in each of a
nitaiber of specific subject-matter areas, divided by the
total number of students in the group, expressed as a
percentage. (V-VI-VR)

PERCENTAGE ai; STUDENTS MAKING NORMAL
PROGRESSThe number of students making normal
progress during a given reporting period, divided by the
membership at the dose of the period, expressed as a
percentage. (V, VI, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS NOT PROMOTED
(OR, RETAINED)The number of students who, at
the close of a given reporting period (usually airegular
school term), are reassigned to the same grade, divided
by the memberslup at the close of the period,

expressed as a percerillige. Students in ungraded classes
are not considered "not promoted" unless (and until)
they are asked to spend more than the usual amount of
time in such classes. (V, VI, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN
VARIOUS ACTIVITIESThe number of students
who, during a given reporting period (e.g., a given
regular school term), take part in each of a number of
specific activities, divided by the average daily member-
ship of students in the group, expressed as a per
centage. (V, VI, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS PROMOTED-The
number of students promoted during or at the close of
a given reporting period (usually a regular school term),
divided by the membership at the close of the period,
expressed as a percentage. For reporting purposes,
students in ungraded classes who have made satisfac-
tory progress may be considered separately or they
may be considered promoted. (V, VI, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS TRANSPORTED AT
PUBLIC EXPENSEThe average daily membership of
students transported at public expense, divided by the
average daily membership of the reporting unit, ex-
pressed as a percentage. (V, VR)

PERCENTAGE OF TIME IN ATTENDANCE (for an
individual)The number of days of attendance divided
by the number of days of membership, expressed as a
percentage. (VR)

PERCENTAGE OF TIME IN MEMBERSHIP (for an
individual)The number of days in membership
.1,9ded by the total number of days school was legally
in session during a given reporting period, expressed as
a percentage. (VR)

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXCESS PUBLIC
SCHOOL MEMBERSHIPTotal excess membership in
public schools divided by the normal student capacity,
of accessible publicilyowned schbol plan' in use,
expressed as a percentage. (V, VI, VR) Sec also
EXCESS MEMBERSHIP IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS and
STUDENT CAPACITY OF A SCHOOL PLANT.

PERCENTAGE Of TOTAL MEMBERSHIP BEING
PROVIDED APPROPRIATE SPECIAL EDUCA
TIONThe number of pupils who have been identified
as exceptional by professionally qualified personnel
and who are being provided appropriate special
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I
education, divided by the total membership, expressed
as a percentage. These pupils may be considered also in
smaller groups according to type of exceptionality,
e.g., blind, deaf, mentally retarded, etc. (V, VI)

PERCENTAGE OF TRANSPORTED PUPILS RIDING
A GIVEN DISTANCE The average daily membership
of pupils who ride a given distance (e.g., 5, 10, 15, and
20 miles), divided by the average daily membership of
pupils transported, expressed as a percentage. This

-percentage may be determined as of a given date or on
the basis of averages for a given reporting period. (V),

PERCENTAGE OF TRANSPORTED STUDENTS
RIDING A GIVEN TIMEThe average daily member-
ship of students who ride a &Ken time (e.g., 30
minutes, and 1, 1-1/2, and 2 hours), divided by the
average daily membership of students transported,
expressed as a percentage. This percentage may be.
determined as of a given date or on the basis of
averages for a given reporting period. (V, VR)

PERCEPTUAL SKILLS (subject matter)See - ap-
pendix, p. 270.

PERIODICAL Any publication appcaung at regular
intervals of less than a year and ,.ontinuing, fur an
indefinite period. (III, IIR)

PERMANENT ADDRESS (staff)The place which the
staff member considers to be his permanent place of
residence. The peinianent address ut the staff member
may or may' nut be the same as the current address.
(IV)

PERMANENT BUILDINGA building designed for its
site or placed upon its site and not intended to be
moved. (III, VI-VII)

PERMANENT SCHOOL FUNDMoney, securities, or
land, which have been set aside as an investment for
public school purposes of which the income but not
the principal may be expended. These funds have been
derived, in most cases, from the sale of State land set
aside by the Federal and/oi State Government, ants
and royalties, and from surplus revenue returned to the
State by the Federal Government. In some instances,
then may he endowment funds for individual schools.
There may be nonexistent funds, also, which are legally
recognized as an obligation. (I, II-IIR) See also EN-
DOWMENT FUND.

PERMANENT STUDENT RECORDA student record
considered to have permanent ur semipermanent value
and which remains indefinitely in the files of the
school or school system. (V, VR) See also STUDENT
RECORD and CUMULATIVE STUDENT RECORD.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN RELA-
TIONS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 159.

PERSONAL FINANCE (subject matter)See appendix,
p. 159.

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
(staff)Ady record items which are so closely related
with the staff member as an individual that used
collectively they distinguish the staff member from
other individuals. (IV)

PERSONAL LEAVELeave, usually without pay, per-
nutted staff members for personal reasons. (IV, IVR)

PERSONAL SERVICES (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 165.

PERSONNEL (local education agency)-- Employees of
an LEA or any persons under the supervision of the
LEA who are eligible for workmen's compensation,
Federal Insurance Contribution Act, and wage or salary
tax withholdings. Included are persons who volunteer
their services. (IVR)

PERSONNEL (State education agency)Either em-
ployees of the State department of education or
members of a State board of education. (VII)

PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATIVESee ADMINIS-
TRATIVE PERSONNEL. A.

PERSONNEL, ATTENDANCESee ATTENDANCE
PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, CLERICALSee CLERICAL PERSON-
NEL.

PERSONNEL, FULL-TIMESee FULL-TIME PER-
SONNEL.

PERSONNEL, GUIDANCESee GUIDANCE PER-
SONNEL.

PERSONNEL, HEALTHSee HEALTH PERSONNEL.
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PERSONNEL, INSTRUCTIONAL See INSTRUC-
TIONAL PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, MAINTENANCESee MAIN-

TENANCE PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, NONPROFESSIONALSee NON-

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, OPERATIONAL See OPERATIONAL
PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, PART-TIMESee PART-TIME PER-
SONNEL.

PERSONNEL, PSYCHOLOGICALSee PSYCHO-

LOGICAL PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, RECREATIONALSee RECREA-

TIONAL PERSONNEL. -110.

PERSONNEL, SOCIAL WORKSee SOCIAL WORK
PERSONNEL.

PERSONNEL, TECHNICALSee TECHNICAL PER-
SONNEL.

PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT An assignment to per-
form activities concerned with staff recruitment, selec-

..
lion, assignment, promotion, and training, maintaining
staff records, and working with administrators in

developing pension and insurance plans. (BR, IVR)

PETROLEUM (subject matter)See appendix, p 165

PETTY CASHA sum of money -het aside for the
purpose of paying small obligations for which the

issuance of a formal vother and check would be too
expensive and time consuming. Also, a sum of money,
either, in the form of currency or a special bank
deposit, set aside for the purpose of making change or
immediate payment of comparatively amount.
(II, IIB, VII -IIR) See also IMPREST SYSTEM.

PHILOSOPHY (subject matter)See appendix, p. 243.

PHONETICS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 174.

QPHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
RESPONSIBILLTYThe area of responsibility for pro-
viding medical and psychiatric services which are not
direct instruction. (1V)
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 193.

PHYSICAL HANDICAP -An atypical physical condi-
tion that adversely affects the performance of an
individual. Individuals with marked physical handicaps
may be classified into groups such as. the blind, the
partially seeing, the deaf, the hard of hearing, the
speech handicapped, the language handicapped, the
crippled, and those having special physical health
pfd,blems resulting from various diseases and condi-
tions. (V, VI, VR) See also HANDICAPPED CHIL-
DREN.

PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENTA physical condition that
may adversely affect a student's normal Progress in the
usual school program. (V-VR) See also PHYSICAL
HANDICAP.

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONA physical handicap or
other physical condition (e.g., a heart condition,
diabetes, or sight defect) which limits the performance
of the staff member in sonic activities and must be
considered in assignments. (IV)

PHYSICAL SCIENCES (INCLUDING GENERAL
PHYSICAL SCIENCE) (subject matter)See appendix,,
p. 226.

PHYSICAL THERAPISTA staff member performing
assigned technical activities for the purpose of restoring
to optimum use damaged or atrophied muscles. (IV)

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDPupils identified by
professionally qualified personnel as having one or more
phNsical handicaps,e.g., the blind, the hard of hearing,
the speech impaired, and the crippled. (V-VI)

PHYSICIANA staff member who is licensed to
practice the art and science of medicine, and who is
providing medical services within the ,school systeM.
(IV).

PHYSICIAN ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a staff
member who is licensed as -a medical, doctor to
diagnose and treat diseases and disorders of the human
body. (IV-1111, IVR)

PLACEConcentration of pbpulation, regardless of the
existence of legally, prescribed limits, powers, or
functions. (Unpublished VIII)
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PLACE OF BIRTH The local governmental unit (e.g.,
city, county, township) and State, U.S. possession, of
foreign country in which the staff member was born.
(1V)

PLACEMENT SERVICES-Activities organized (1) t
help place pupils in appropriate educational situations
and/or in appropriate part-time employment while
they are in schodl,' and in appropriate educational and
occupational situations after they leave schoo: .ad (2)
to help pupils in making the transition from one
educational experience to another. The latter may
include, for example, admission* counseling, referral
services, assistance with records, and follow-up com-
munications with employers. (IVR)

PLANNING -The selection is identification of the
overall, long-range goals, priorities, and objectives of
the organization, and the formulation of various
courses of action to be followed in working toward
achieving those goals, priorities, and objectives.

IVR)

PLANNING ASSIGNMENT-An assignment to per-
form activities concerned with selecting or identifying
the goals, priorities, and objectives of the LEA and
formulating the courses of action to fulfill these
objectives. (HR, IVR)

PLANNING PERIOD-That period of time for which
active planning is being done. Short term is usually less
than five years and long term any period over five
years. (Unpublished VIII)

PLANNING-PROGRAMING-BUDGETING-EVAL-
UATION SYSTEM (PPBES)-A structured procedure
for determining policy in the allocation of resources
for accomplishment of priority programs, it emphasizes
long-range planning, analytic evaluative tools, and
economic rationality in setting goals and objectives and
in the determination of programs, (VII, IIR, IVR)

PLANNING, RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND
EVALUATION SERVICES-Activities, on a system-
wide basis, associated with conducting and managing
programs of planning, research, development, and
evaluation for a local education agency. (IVR)

PLANNING SERVICES-Activities concerned with (1)
the selection or identification of the overall, long-rangt,
goals, priorities, and objectives of an organization Q1

program; and (21 the formulation of various coursesef

action in terms of identification of needs. and relative
costs and benefits. Included are decisions on courses of
action to be followed in striving to achieve those goals,
priorities, and objectives. (IVR)

PLANT ENGINEER-A staff member performing the
assigned activities of supervising the operational staff
of individual buildings or plants. (IV)

-PLANT SUPERVISION RESPONSIBILITY-The area
of responsibility for supervising plant operational staff
servicing individual buildings or plants when such
supervision is restricted to particular plants or build-
ings. It consists of such activities as overseeing the
work of other staff members assigned to housekeeping
duties, and providing guidance, direction, and leader-
ship to improve the-services of custodial workers. (IV)

PLASTERING ASSIGNMENT-An assignment to per-
form activities involved with applying and repairing
plaster in the interior and on the exterior of buildings.
(IIR,

PLASTICS (subject matter)-See appendix, p. 204.

PLASTICS OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)-See ap-
pendix, p 263.

PLAT BOOK-A book of mars showing land owned by
the school district. (III)

PLAYGROUND BUILDING-A community services
building used prin,arily in conjunction with a com-
munity playground, such as buildings housing play-
ground equipment, re.,troom and shower buildings, and
shelters used during inclement weather. (III)

PLUMBING ASSIGNMENT-An assignment to per-
form activities involving assembling, installing, and
repairing pipes, fittings, and fixtures of heating, water,
and-drainage syrtems. (HR, D .Z)

POLICY-A governing principle, plan, or guide for a
course of action. (VII)

POLICY DEVELOPMFNT-The formulation of gov-
erning principles, plans, or guides for courses of action.
(VII)

POLITICAL -JURISDICTION-A governmental ad-
ministrative jurisdiction such as a county, town,
township, or metropolitan district which serves as the
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territonal psissus fru politi..41 ikineNciitation. (Unpub-
fished VIII) )

POLITICAL SCIENCE (subject matter) Sec appendix,
P. 243.

POPULATION DENSITY MAP-A map showing popu-
lation densities per unit area (number of people per
square mile or per acre). (Unpublished VIII)

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION MAP-A map showing
the distribution of population by sele,ted symbols,
e.g a dot represents ter+ people. (Unpublished VIII)

PORTABLE BUILDING-A building designed and con-
,trueted so that it can be transported to another
location without disassembling. (III, VI-VII)

POSTING-The act of transferring to an account in a
ledger the detailed or summarized data contained in
the cash receipts hook, check register, journal voucijer,
or similar books or dOcuments of original entry. (II,
III-111341R)

PO STSCHOOL PERFORMANCE INFOR-
MATION- Information about aspirations and plans of
the student for posts,hool vo,..ation, training, and
edin-ation. Also inJuded is information about onploy
ment and other th.tivilics of the former .5 tudecii after
leaving the school. (VR)

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION-Instructional pro-
gams (including curriculum, instruction, and related
student services) provided for persons who have com-
pleted or otherwise left educational programs in
elementary and secondary school. (VR)

POSTSECONDARY INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL -The
general level of instruction provided for pupils in
college programs, usually beginning with grade 13, and
any instruction of a comparable nature and difficulty
provided for adults and youth beyond thee age of
compulsory school attendance. (IV, V-VI)

POWER/AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS (subject mat-
ter), -See appendix, p. 204,

PRACTICAL NURSIN( ASSIGNMENT -An assign-
ment to perform auxiliary medical services, such as
taking and recording tenriperature, 'Also, and respira-
tion rates and giving medication under the supervision
of a physician or a registered nurse. (HR, IVR)

PRECINCT-An election district of a town, township,
coufity, or other political jurisdiction. (Unpublished
VIII)

PREKINDERGARTEN CLASS A group or class

organized to provide educat2ona; experiences, for
children during the year or years preceding the
kindergarten, which are a part of the elementary school
program and are under the direction of a professionally
qualified teacher. A prekindergarten class may be
organized as a grade of an elementary school or as a
part of a separate nursery school. (VI)

PREMIUM ON BONDS SOLD-That portion of the
sales price of builds in excess of their par value. The
premium represents an adjustment of the interest rate.
(I IR)

PREPAID EXPENSES-Expenses entered in the ac-
counts for benefits not yet received. Prepaid expenses
differ from deferred charges in that they are spread
over a shorter period of time than deferred charges and
are regularly recurring costs of operation. Examples of --
prepaid expenses are prepaid rent, prepajdinterest, and
unexpired insurance premiums. An' example of a
deferred charge is unamortized diScounts on bonds
sold. (11-11B-IIR)

PREPARATORY, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
PROGRAMS-Learning experiences conarned with
the knowledge, skills, appreciations, attitudes, and
behavioral characteristics which are considered to be
needed by those pupils desiring postsecondary educa-
tion programs and which normally may be achieved
during the secondary school years. (IVR)

PREPARATORY, POSTSECONDARY EMPLOY-
MENT PROGRAMS-Learning experiences concerned
with the knowledge, skills, appreuations, attitudes, and
behavioral characteristics which are considered to be
needed by those pupils desiring immediate post
secondary employment and which normally may be
achieved during tin: secondary school years. (IVR)

PREPRIMARY LEVEL-A distinct organization for
classes within an eleiii,iitary school for groups of
children during the year or years preceding the primary
level. (VI)

PREPRIMARY SCHOOL-A separately organized and
administered elementary school for pupils in the year
or years preceding the first grade. This may include
pupils in the prekindergarten and kindergarten years or
grades. (VI, IVR)

PPEREQUISITE-A course (completed swcessfully)
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or other requirement whi..11 is necessary as a minim:.
naiy to par ticipati_ n in a given activity or succeeding
course:(VI)

PRESCHOOL PROGRAMA beginning groupsor class
enrolling children younger than'S years of age and
organized to provide educational experience under
pr,fessionally qualified teachers in cooperation with
Parents during the year or years immediately preceding
kindergarten (or prior to entry into elementary school
when thereis no kindergarten). (VR)

PRESENTAvailable to perform assigned duties during,
the hours of the day whien such duties are to be
performed. (IV) >,*

PR NT WORTHCurrent replacerant cost of a
piece of property Less the deduction for depreciation.
(III, 'VII)

PRESENT WORTH OF A BUILDINGCurrent re-
placement cost less the deductions for depreciation.
(III) See also INSURABLE VALUE OF A BUILDING
and REPLACEMENT COST OF A BUILDING.

PRESET[' WORTH OF t SITE The replaceMent cost
less deductions for depreciation of hnprovements to
the site. (III) See also REPLACEMENT COST OF A
SITE.

PRESENT WORTH 'OF EQUIPMENTCurrent re-
placement cost less deductions for depreciation. (ill)
See also INSURABLE VALUE OF`EQUIPMENT and
REPLACEMENT COST OF EQUIPMENT.

-o
PRESSURE GROUPAO group that attempts to
inflifynce legislative or governing agencies in behalf of
it ,91,:vn,,speilial. interests or the interests of a larger
puha, Ihatat represents. (Unpublished VIII)

/
P,REVOCAT1ONAL EDUCATIONOrientationto a
iluinher .)f different occupational areasand counseling
designed tkx assist a person in determining the occupa-
tional,area(s) for which lie might best prepare. (VI)

PRIMARY ECONOMIC 'ACTIVITYAn activity re-
lated to the original production of a commodity.
Includes, the prOducts of agriculture, pastoralism,
mining, fisheries, and forestry. (Unpublished VIII)

PRIMARYLGRADESThe elementary grades pre-
ceding the intermediate grades, Usually grades I, sand
3. (IV V, VI, VII) .

PRIMARY LEVELA distinct organization within art
elementary ..otiocil for pupils in the primary grades or
years, 'Islasy grade 1 through grade 3 or the equiva- ..
lent. In some instances, the preprimary and priinary
Ievejare combined. (VI)

v.
PRIMARY SCHOOLA separately organized and ad-
ministered elementary school for pupils at the primary
level, usually including grade 1 through grade 3 or the
equivalent, and son..tunes including preprimary years.
(VI-IVR)

PRINCIPAL A staff member, performing the assigned
activities of the administrative head of a school (not
school district) to whom has been. delegated major
responsibility for the coordination and direction of the
activities of the school: (I, II, III, IV) See also
SCHOOL DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT AS-.,
SIGNMENT.

PRINCIPAL ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to astaff
member to perform highest level executive manage-
ment functions in an individual school, group of
schools, or unit(s) of an LEA. (IIR, IVR)

PRINCIPAL OF BONDSma face value of bonds. (II,
IIR) See also FACE VALUE.

PRINCIPAL'S OFFICEA room or rooms, designed, or
adapted, for the use of the principal and/or assistant
principals in the discharge of their administrative
responsibilities, including areas for secretarial and"
clerical assistants. (III) See PRINCIPAL OF A
SCHOOL.

PRINCIPLEA comprehensive geheralization de-
scribing some fundamental prbcess, constant mode of
behavior, or propeev relating to natural phenomena.
(VI) .

PRINTERk staff member performing the assigned
skilled activities of hand and machine setting of type,
assembling type and cuts in chases, other skilled
activities in connection with preparation' for actual
printing, and the actup printing of publications and
other materials. (IV)

PRINTING AND BINDING (fnlanee)--,Amounts paid
fot job printing .and binding, usually, followsing the
spetifications of the LEA. This includes the design and
printing of forms and posters as well as printing and
binding LEA publications. Preprintedestandard forms
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purchased are nut charge)
Supplies and Materials. (II

PRINTING, PUBLISHIIjfG, AND DUPLICATING
SERVICESAetivities printing and publishing ad-

onmistratlye publications such as annual reports, st,hool
directory, and,manuais. This data lenient alty Includes
providing eentralized services for duplicating school
materials and instruments such as school bulletins,
newsletters, anenotices. (IIR, IVR) 4

4

.

ere, but are it:corded under lugh school graduating t,LIss,,or who at,hieve lesslhan a
\ stated score on a standardized test. (VR)

PRIOR NON. HOPI, EMPLOYMENTNonschool
employment be ore entering into employment with the
school system I which currently employed. (IV)

^Pli.IVATE OR NcY.`,1PUBI:IC SCHOOLA school
which Is ontrolled by an individual or by an agency
other than a State; a esubdivision of a State; or the
Federal government,. usually which is supported pri-
*manly by other than purnic funds, and the operation
of whose progrtm Pests with other than publicly
elected or appointed officials. (I, II-IV, V-V1-11R,

IVR -VR) See also INDEPENDENT NONPROFIT
SCHOOL an& PROPRIETARY SCHOOL.

PRIVATELY-OWNED VEHICLE A vehicle owned by
the contractor, a vehicle partially owned by the
contractor (for instance, the contractor may own the
chassis and the school own the body), or a car used by
a parent who is paid from public funds to,transport his
own children and sometimes other children to schools.
(I, II, III, IIR)

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (subject matter)
See appendix, p. 221.

PROBATIONARY PROMOTIONAn arrangement
whereby a pupil is promoted to the next higher grade

. on a trial basis in order that his progress and
adjustment might be observed; if these prove satisfac-
tory, the pupil is retained in the higher grade. (V1)

PROBATIONARY STATUSThe employment status
of the staff member who is employed from year to
year (subject to discontinuance Of employment upon
action by the4governing board) preliminary to being
placed on tenure st tusupon satisfactory performance
over a stipulated pe iod of time. (IV)

PROBATIONARY STUDENT In community/junior
colleges, a temporary status for all entering students
having less than a stated academic achievement in their

,..,.
. , 4

110FESSIONALA term tnoting a level of knowl-
edge and skills, possessed b "ani, individual or required
of,,alk Individual to perform an assignment),vhich is

attam6d through extenspi.! educati )n and training,
usually a minimum of\a baccalaureate degree (or its,
equivalent obtained thrmkgh special study and/or ex.
perience). (V11-11R-IVR) .

..-

1ROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
Services of individuals having extensive training in a
patticular line ofwork., This includes such services as.
those provided by 'architects' tuditors, dentists and
doctors, consultants, lawyers, tax collectors, data-
processing service,bureaus,Nand others. (IIR, IVR)

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COURSES' Courses
(e.g., educational psychology, curriculum, methods,
student teaching, a_ nd history and principles of
education) which are recognized. by State certification.
laws and regulations as courses which, distinguish
professional education from other professions and
occupations. (IV)

PROFESSIONALEDUCATIONAL (staff) A grouping
of assignments requiring a high degree of knowledge
and skills acquired through at least a baccalaureate
degree (or its equivalent obtained through special study
and/or experience), including skills in the, field of
education or educational psychology. (W, V-IIR, IVR)

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL STAFF PER 1/000
STUDENTS IN AVERAGE DAILY MEMBEkSHIP ar

The number representing the total full-time equiva-
lency of professional educational assignments in a
school system during a given period of time, multiplied
by 1,000 and divided by the average daily membership
of students during this period. (IV, V, VI, VR)

.4

PROFESSIONAL LEAVE Leave granted' to em-
ployees, generally with all or part of their salary
paid, for the purpose of professional improvement.
(VII)

PROFESSIONAL-OTHER (staff)A grouping of as-
signments requiring a high degree of knowledge
and skills acquired° through at least a baccalaureate
degree (or}ts equivalent obtained through special study
and/or experience), but not, requiring skills in the field,

of education. (IV, V-IIR, IVR)
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PROGRAM-A plan of activities and procedures de-
signed to acComphsh a predetermined objective or set
of allied objectives. (IIR, WRY

PROGRAM, ADULT/CONTINUING EDUCATION-
See ADULT/CONTINUING EDUCATION PRO-
GRAM.

IIROIGRAM, ADULT EDUCATION-See ADULT
EDUCATION, PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, APPRENTICESHIP -See APPRENTICE.
SHIP PROGRAM. ,

PROGRAM, BASAL READER-Se; BASAL READER
PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, DEVELOPMENTAL READING-See DE-
VELOPMENTAL READING,PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, ENRICHMENT-See ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, FOUNDATION -See FOUNDATION
.PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, GENERAL EDUCATION-See GEN-
ERAL EDUCATION PROGRA M.

PROGRV, HEAD START-S'ee HEAD START PRO-
GRAM., ' r
PROGRAM, HONORS-See HONORS PROGRAM.'. , .... rr i'.. . -1

.PROGRAM, OCCVPATIONAL:-See OCCUPATION"-
AL PROGRAM. _ . ;

. ,

.-PROGRAM, OP N-ENDED OPEN-ENDED TAO-

. GRAM, ' ..'T'"'''''' .

PROGRAM, REHABILITATION-See 'REHABILL.
TATION PROGRAM. , t

PROGRAM, SCHOQL BREAKFAST (Ni-.TIONAL)-
See SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM (NATION-
AL).

PROGRAM, SUPPLEMENTARY-See SUPPLEMEN-
TARY PROGRANI

PROGRAM, TERMINAL -See TERMIN4 PRO-
GRAM.

PROGRAM, 4 TRANSFER -See TRANSFER PRO-
GRAM.'

'ETERANS'' DEPENDENTS' EDUCATIONAL AS-
SISTANCE-See VETERANS' DEPENDENTS' EDU-
CATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, VETERANS' VOCATIONAL RETIABILI-
TATION-See VETERANS' VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION PROGRAM.

PROGRAM, WORK-STUDY-See WORK-STUDY
PROGRAM.

4-

PROGRAM OF STUDIES-A combination of related
courses and/or self-contained classes organized for the
attainment of specific educational objectives, e.g., a
program of special education-for handicapped students;
a college prepa-atory program, an occupational

-(in a given ,occupation or cluster of occupations),
a general education program, and a transfer progrim.
(VI, VII, VR)'

PROGRAM-ORIENTED BUDGETING-The r.:para-
tion of a budget which emphasizes 'categorization by
programs and reflects consideration of present and
future costs of these programs. It is more narrow ipi %

'scope than a planning-programrn.ag-budgeting-
evaluation system (PPBES) in that it does-not include
sueli- factors as systematic planning -and evaluation
proc'edures and multi-year perspectives. (VII)

-pROGRAMED INSTRUCTIONrInstruction utilizing a
workbOok, a textbook, or mechanical and/or electi'onic
device which has been "programed" to help pupils
attain a specified level of performance by (a) providing
instruction in small :tops, (b) asking one or more
questions about each step in the instruction and
providing instant knowledge,of whether each answer is
right or wrong, 'and (c) enabling pupils to progress at
their own pace. l)

PROGRAMING-Preparation or a logical sequence of
operations tq be performed by a computer in solving a-

problem or processing data, the preparation of coded
instructionAind data for such a sequence. (VII, IIR,
WR)

PROGRAMING ASSIGNMENT-An assignment to pre-
pare logical coded sequences of operations to be
performed ;by a computer in solving problems or
processing data. (IIR, IVR)'
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PROGRAMIN SE RVICES -Aolvities c,oncerned with
the preparation of a logical sequence of operations to.
be performed, either manAlly or electronically, in
solvikproblems Orivocessing data, and the prepara-
tion of coded instructions and datafot sfich sequences,
(IIR, IVR)

PROGRAMS FOR PUPILS WITH LEARNING DIS-
ABILITIES - Spacial learning exireitirces for pupils
identified as having deficibncies in one Or store aspects
of the cognitive process and as being underachievers in'
relation to the gencial level or modeibf their overall -
abilities. (IIR, IVR) -
PROGRAMS FOR THE CULTURALLY DIFFER-
ENT-Special learning experiences for pupils: whose
background is so different from that of Ihost.ppils

"that they have been, identified as needing additional
educational opporttniities beyond those provided in
the usual school program if they are to be educated to
the level of their ability. Certain types of these
programs are referred to as "compensatory education
programs." (IIR, IVR)

PROGRAMS FOR THE GIFTED AND TALENTED-
Special learning experiences for pupils identified as
being mentally gifted ox talented' in areas such as the
following: general academic, fine arts, and vocational

,t and technical. (IIR, [VR)

PROGRWMS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED-
Sp.Fcial learning experiences, according to degree or

- retardation, for pupils identified as being mentally
retarded. Pupils in this category are classified educa-
tionally as educable mentally retarded, trainable
mentally retarded, and severely mentally retarded.

IVR)

PROGRAMS FOR THE PHYSICALLY -HANDI-
CAPPED-Special learning experiences for pupils iden-
tified as having one or more physical handicaps, e.g.,
blindness, deafness, speech impairment, and lameness.
(IIR, 1VR)

PROGRAMS FOR THE:EMOTIONALLY DISTURB-
ED-Spe6a1 learning experiences for pupils identified
as having emotional problems that require special
services. (I I R, 1VR)

PROJECT AREA-As defined for Federal educational
programs, a school attendance area, or combination of
school attendance areqs, Much because of a high

c'

Y

..oncen trawl), taken or, fatnilies of specified
characteristics is tliereby, designated as an ta troth
which selected children may be served"by,a particular
project. (VR) See also ATTENDANCE AREA.

(

PROMOTION-1n advancement of a pupil to a higher
grade or instructional,level. (IV, V)

PROPERTY, ADDITIONS TO-See ADDITIONS TO-
PROPERTY.

PROPERTY, LOSSES 017-See LOSSES OF PROP
ERTY. °,

PROPERTY,. NONPUBLICLY-OWNED-See NON-
PUBLICLY-OWNED PROPERTY.

PROPERTY, PUBLICLY-OWNED-See PUBLICLY-
OWNED PROPERTY.

PROPERTY, REAL -See REAL PROPERTY.

PROPERTY, SCHOOL- SceCHOOL PROPERTY.

PROPERTY ACCOUNT-A deriptive heading under
which is reCOrded specific informathm about land,
buildings, and equipment under the jurisdiction of
school distriqs and any other units ilfat operate
schools. (III) ,
PROPERTY ACCOUNTING-Maintenance of a set
of records under which is recorded specific infor-
mation about land, buildings, and equipment. (III-

, VII)

PROPERTY ACCOUNTING SERVICES-Activities
concerned with preparing and maintaining 'tin-rent
inyentory records. of land, buildings, and movable
equipment. These records are to be used in equipment
control and facilities planning. (IIR, 1VR)

PROPERTY CONTROL-The accounting for property'
through a system of records, physical inventories, arAi
reports. (III) *

PROPERTY INSURANCE-Expenditures for all forms
of insurance covering the loss of, or damage to,
property of, the LEA from fire, theft, storm, or any
other cause. Also recorded here,are costs,for appraisals
of property for insurance purposes. (IIR)

PROPERTY LOSSES-See LOSSES OF PROPERTY
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PROPRIETARY ACCOUNTS Those 'accounts which
show actual finandial conditions. arzd operations such as
actual assets, liabilities, reserves, surplus, revenues, and
expenditures, as distinguished from budgetary ac-
counts. (11-111311R) See also . 'BUDGETAR AC-
COUNTS...

PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS -fit private or nonpublic
school which is operated for business profit. (VR) See
also PRIVATE OR-NONPUBLIC SCHOOL.

PRORATED SALARY That portion of a recognized
full-time salary that is allocated to a less-than-full-time
assignment on the same basis that the frill -time
equivalency of the assignment is determined. (IV)

PRORATINGThe allocation of parts" of a single
expenditure to two of more different accounts. The
allocation is made in proportion to the benefits which
the expenditure provides for the respective Purposes or
proems for which the accounts were established. (II,
LIB, VII, IIR, IVR)

PSYCF1 AcTRISTA staff member who is a -licensed,
physician erforming professional services for the
school system in the art and science of psychiatric A

medicine. ((V)

PSYCHIATRIST ASSIGNMENT An assignment to. a
staff :member who is licensed as a physician and
certifi as a psych. rtrist to study, diagnose, and treat
diseases a d disorde s of the mind. (IIR, IVR)

-PSYCHOL ICAL, COUNSELING SERVICES -Ac-',
tivities w li take place between a school psycholkgist,
counselor, or other staff member and one or .more
pupils as courfselees and their parents, in which the
pupils are helped to perceive, clarify, solve, and'resolve
p(oblems of adjustment and. interpersonal relation.
ships. (VI,IVR)

PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSONNELA term applied to
psychologists and psychometrists. It does not apply to
psychiatrists and psychiatric social workers; they are
treated as health personnel. (I, II, III, }V)

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES Activities concerned
with administering psychological tests and interpreting
the results, gathering and interpreting information
about pupil behavior, working with other staff mem-
bers in planning school programs to meet the special

' needs of pupils as indicated by psychological tests hd
fr."

. behavioral evaluations, and planning and managing a
program of ,psychologleal. services including psycho-
!logical counseling for theschool or local education)
agency. (IIR, IVR)

PSYCHOLOGICAL: TESTING' SERVICESActivities
concernbd with administering: psychological tests,
standaratzed tests, aril inventory assessments of -

ability, aptitude, achievement: interests,.and person:
ality and the interpretation 'of these-Measures for
pupils, school personnel, arid patents. IVR)

..4"
PSYCHOLOGIST See SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST.

. PSYCHOLOGIST ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a
,staff men;lier: who is licepsed as a psychologist to
evaluate and analyze pupils' behavior by measuring and
interpreting their intellectual, emotional, and social
development, 'and diagnosing their educational' and
personal disabilities. (IV-IIR, IVR)

PSYCHOLOGY (subject matter) See appendix, p. 244.

PSYCHOMETRIC DATAPsychological data about a
student analyzed by the application of mathematical
and statistical methods developed for.,psyc!!ological
testing. (VR)

PSYCHOMETRISTA staff memb5assigned to per-
form professional activities in measuring the intellec-
tual, scial, and emotional development of pupils
through the administration and interpretation of
psychological tests. (IV)

PSYCHOMETRIST ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to
perforp activities concerned with measuring the intel-
lectual, social, and emotional development of pupils
through the adminitt,ration and interpretation of
psychological tests. These activities are usually carried
out under the direction or supervision of a psychologist .

or relatedprofessional. (IIR, IVR)

PSYCHOMOTOR TESTAn examination to measure
the motOf effecti of a person's mental or cerebral
processes, (VR)

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICESThose . activities
which provide a therapeutic relationshipbetween a
qualified mental health professional rid one or more
pupilsin which {he pupils are helped to perceive,
=clarify, solve, and resolve emotional problems or
disorders. (IVR)
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VBLIC ADULT EDUCATIONThose organized pub-
fie, , educational programs, other than regular full-time
and 'summer elementary and secondary day school,
community college, and college programs, which pro-
Oide opportun4 for adult and out-ofschool youth to
:further their education, regardless of their previous
educational attainment. Only those programs which
have as their primary purpose the -ilevelopment of
sliills,knowledge, habits, or attitudes are included. This
development may be.brought about by formal instruc-
tion or by informal group leadership directedjowara\A
recognizable learning goals. Activities which art)---pri-
manly social, recreational, or for the purpose of
producing goods, are not included. (I, II, III)

J

PUBLIC BOARD 6F EDUCATIONThe elected or
appointed body which has,been created according to
State law and vested with responsibilities for edu-

-cational activities tn men geographic area. Such
bodies are-sometimes known as school boards, govern.
ing boards, boards of directors, school committees, and
school trustees. This definition includes State boards of
edcuation and the boards of intermediate and local
basic administrative units and indivilual public insti-
tutions. V-VR

PUBLIC/COMMUNITY. RELATIONS ASSIGNMENT
An assignment to foster go d relations between the
LEA and the public om nity as a, whole, by
planning and conduct' programs to disseminate
information through su media as newspapers, radio
and television, public f rums, and civic acti-fities; and
reviewing material for an 'reefing preparation of
LEA publications. (IIR; IVR) ,

PUBLIC 'RANT A contribution, either money or
material Nods, made by one governmental unit to
another unit and for which the contributing unit *TU
expects no repayment. Grants maybe for specific .or
general purposes. (II, III, IIR, IVR)

Q
I1

. t,
..

trative information to the. public Ilirough various news
media or persondicontact. IVR)

PUBLIC LIBRARY A library operated.'h ypublicly
elected or appointed officials Sind open to the public.
When the library is supported wh011y or partially- by a
Public school the expense is barged to Community ,
Services. (9R,TyR)

PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING A commun4 serv-
ices building used primarily foe the cukody';,circula-
tion, and administration of a collection of books,
manuscripts,,and periodjcals kept fdf the use othe
general public, but not for sale. (III)

PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES, Activities pertaiaing,
1o_theoperation of-public libraria by an, LEA, or the
provision of library services to the general
through the schoOl library. Included are such activities
as budgeting and planning the library's collection ip
relation to the community and informing the:com-
munity of public library rbsources and services; (IV,
LVR) r

\(1.

PUBLIC OWNERSHIPProprietorship by a governl. e

me' t ,1 agency. (VII) I

PUBLIC RECORDA recoid Which by law, regulation,
or custom is generally available to the public at large,
or to segments of the public having a legitimate reason
for reviewing the record. (VR)

PUBLIC RELATIONSSee COMMUNITY RELA-
TIONS.

PUBLIC RESOURCES' Facilities, finances, and staff
personnel under the control of a governmental agency.

npublished VIII)

PUBLIC INFORMATIO NIn forma non for public con-
sumption throu&:. news media *out the condition and
progress of education in the LEA. It consists of such
activities 'as writing news releases, speaking to civic
groups or other assemblies, and appearing on local
radio and television-programs to discuss LEA programs.

IVR

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICESActivities con-,
cerned with the vqiting editing, and other preparation
.necessary to dissbninate educational and adminis-
t;'

PUBLIC SCHOOLA scliool operated by ',publicly
elected or appointed school officials in which the
program and activities are under the control of these
officials and which is supported primarily by public
funds. (I, II, III, IV, V-VI, VII, IIR, IVR, VR)

PUBLIC SCHOOLHOUSING AUTHORITYSee
HOUSING AUTHORITY OBLIGATIONS.

PUBLIC SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (subject matter)
See appendix, p. 263. 0

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ROUTESA statement
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of the precise path (sequence of streets) and sete.duled
stops of each public transportation route. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES-Services usually pro-
' vided by public utilities such as water; sewerage.

electricity, gas, and garbage. This includes those same
services whether the utility company be public or

"private. Costs for telephone and telegraph are not
charged here, bin are recorded tinder Communication.
(IIR)

PUBLICLY-OWNED PROPERTY -(a) Land, buildings,
and equipment owned by a school district or unit
operating schools or under its control through a
contract to purchase; (b) land, buildings, and equip-
ment owned by a municipal unit of government (not
the unit operating the schools) or by a public-school-
housing authority; and -(c) land, buildings, and equip -
men c owned by a State government or the redeial
Government. !III)

PUBLICLY-OWNED QUARTERS-Any public school
facility owned by a school administrative unit,or under
its control through a contract to purchase. Public
school facilities designed for school purposes and
owned by a county or municipal unit of governMent,
public schoolhousing authority, or similar agency are
included. (1,11,11R)

O

PUBLICLY-OWNED SCIJOOLBUS -A ,school bus
owned by a school district, .a municipal unit of
government, a State government; 'or the Federal Gov-
ernment, which is used' for' the transportation of
students, complies with the color and identification
requiremepts set forth by the school system, and has a
manufacturer's rated seating capacity of 12 or.more.
(The designation of Schoolbus ownership is based on
ownership of the chassis.) (VR)

PUPIL-See STUDENT,

IkJPIL ACCOUNTING SERVICES - Activities con-
cerned with accumulatiotr and maintenance of records
on school attendance, location of hoine, family charac-
teristics, and other census data. Portions Of these
records become part of the cumulative record which is

maintained for the purposes of counseling and guid-
ance. (IIR, IVR)

PUPIL ACTIVITY FUND-Financial transactions re-

scholastic activities. These activities are supported in
whole or in part by income from pupils, gate receipts,
and other fund-raising activities. Support may be
provided by local taxation. (iIR, IVR)

PUPILAPPRAISAL SERVICES - Activities having as
their purpose an assessment of pupil characteristics,
which are used in administration, instruction, and
guidance and which- assist the pupil lc evaluating'his
purposes and progress in personality and career devel-
opment. Test records and materials used for pupil
appraisal are usually included in each pupil', cumula-
tive record. (11R,,IVR)

PUPIL- CLASSROOM TEACHER RATIO (as of a given
date) -.The number of pupils in 'membership, as of a
given date, divided by tne number representing the
-total full-time equivalency of classroom teaching as-
signments serving these pupil. on the same date. (IV,
V, VI)

E,

5,, PUPIL-CLASSROOM-TEACHER RATIO (for a period
of time) -The average daily membership of pupils, for a
given-period of time, divided by The number represent-
ing the total full-time equivalency of classroom'teach-
ing assignments serving these pupils during the same
period, (V, VI)

. .

PUPIL - COUNSELOR RATIO (as of a-gi'ven date) -The
.number of pupils' in membership as, of a given date,
divided by the number representing the total full-time

,equilialency of counseling assignments serving Hies.:
pupils on the same date. (VI)

PUPIL - COUNSELOR RATIO .(for period of time)
The average dDy membership of Awls, fora given
period of fime, divided by the number representing the
total full-time equivalency of counseling assignments
serving these pupils during thesame period, (VI) .

PUPIL DENSITY-See PUPILS PER SQUARE MILE.

PUPIL NUMBER-See STUDENT NUMBER.

PUPIL-NURSE RATIO (is of a given datb)-The
number of pupils in membership, as of a given date,
divided by the number representing The totallull-time
equivalency of nuise assignments serving, these pupils
on 'the same date. (VI)

PUPIL-NURSE RATIO (for a period of time)-The
lated+ to school-sponsored pupil activities and inter average daily membership of pupils, for a given period
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of time, divided by the number representing the total
full-time equivalency of nurse assignments serving thes'e
puPils.during the same p'eriod::(VI).

PUPIL PERSONNEL .SERVICES All service which

are concerned' vitis the welfare:of guidance
services, Health .service,s, school psychological services,
audiology services, speech pathology services, attend-
ance services, and-school social work services. (VI-VII)

PUPIL PERSONNEL. WORKER A staff member as-
signed to perform professional activities in any of the
pupil personnel areas,of attendance services, guidance
services, health services, school psychological services,
and school social work services. (IV)

PUPIL-PRINCIPAL .RATIO (as of a, given date)The
number of pupils in meilibership, as of a given date,
divided by the number representing. the total
equivalency -of, school direction and management as-
signments serving these pupils as of 'tile same,. given
date. (IV, V, VI)

,

PUPIL-PRINCIPAL RATIO (for a period of time)The
average daily membership of pupils in the elementiiry
and secondary schools of a school system, for a given
,period of time, di;fided by the numbewepresenting the
total full-time equivalency of school direction and
management assignments ser ing these pupils during
the same period. (V,NI)

PUPILPROFESSIO.NAL EDUCATIONAL STAFF
RATIO (as of a given date)See STUDENT-PROFES-
S NAL EDUCATIONAL STAFF RATIO (as of a
give \ate).

PUPIL-PROFESSI
RATIO (for a
FESS IONAL E
period of time

ONAL EDUCATIONAL STAFF
period of time)See STUDENT-PRO:
DUCATIONAL STAFF RATIO (for a

PUPIL-SCHOOL LIBRARIAN RATIO (as of a given
date) The number of .pupils in membership, as of a
given date, divided by the number reptesenting the
total full-time equivalency of all school librarian
assignments serving these pupils as of the same given
de. (IV, V, VI)

PUPIL-SCHOOL LIBRARIAN RATIO (for a period of
time)The average daily membership of Rupils, for a
given period of time, divided by the number represent-
mg the total full-time equivalency of school librarian

-

3*

assignor

during

PUP
13

. 1

eats serving these oupils in'sShi l libraries

the same period. (V, VI)

IL-STAFF MEMBER RATIOPe Sy/UT MEM-
ER-PUP.IL RATIO. -

PUPILAACHERitRATIO (as of a given 4; ate) See
STUDENT TEACHER RATIO,(s of a giveii date)

PUPIL:TEACHER RATIO (for a period of time) Se
STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO (for a period or time)

PUPIL-TOTAL STAFF RATICV(ai of a given 'date)*
See STUDENT-TOTAL STAFF RA#110 {as of,a, given
date) . '

PUPIL-TOTAL STAFF RATIO (for a Period ofitimel=t,
-See STUDENT-TOTAL -STAFF RATIO (for'a peio4
of time) .

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION BUIEDINGAAtilding
used primarily- foi liousing personnel and equipment
engaged in activities which haye 'as their purpose the
conveyance of Ails to a!-cl front school activities,
either between lion and School or -on trips for
.curricular.br cocurricular'activities. This includesbulld-
ing facilities for pupil transportation supervisOrs,%ne-
chanics, and clerks; bus waiting stations; and storage
for vehicles an supplies used infite pupil transporta:'
Hon program. (III)

.

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICESActivities
concerned with the Onveyance of pupils to" arid from
school, as provided by State laW. Included are all trips
between home and school and trips to school activities.

v.-
(III-IV, V, VI-VII-HR, IVR)

PUPIL' TRANSPORTATION VEHICLEA vehicle
owned by the school system or serving the school
system through contractual arrangement and used for
the purpose of conveying pupils to and from school
activities, either between home-and school or on trips
involvedvolved in school activities. (IV)

PUPIL UNIT OF MEASURE A standard or measure-
ment having a pupil-related factor as its unit. Illustra-
tive pupil units of measure for a period of time include
average daily membership, average daily' attendance,
and full:time equivalency of average daily membership
or attendance; pupil units of measure as of a given date
include membership, attendance, and full-time equiva-
lency of attendance. (VI) Ste also MEASURE.
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I

PUPILS

.

P.ER SQUARE dilliEThe total number of
resider ' pupils-who live in,a given attendance area of
administrative unit, Jivided by ,the number of square.
miles in the attendance area or administrative unit. (V).

,

PUPILS, TRANSPORTEDThe average &By attend-
ance of transIg,vetl pupils. (I)

AS

PURCHASE ORDER--A written request to a vendor to
provide material or services at a price *set forth in 'the
order; used as an encumbrancedodnent. 01-11B-VII-
IIR)

.
pURCHASED SERVICESPersonal services rendered
by .personnel who are not on the payroll of the LEA;
Till other services Which inay be' purchased by the
LEA. (As.pplied, to Stated education agencies, the
definition in Han,Qbook Arll substitutes 'the words
`State agency" for "LEA." (VII-IIR) See also CON-.TRACI-ED SERVICES.

NW:BASES DISCOUNTAn allowance made be-
cause of either volume purchasing or seasonal pilrchas-
ingTIB);

"PURCHASINGAcquiring supplies, equipment, and ma-
terials ,used in school or LEA *ration. (IIR)

:
PURCHASING AGENT ASSIGNMENTAn
{neut. to perform ,activities concerned, with buying
supplies, equipment, anti

.
materials used,,in the opera-

tion pf the LEA. (1V-IIR,

PURCHASING SERVICESActivities concerned with
putchasing supplies, furniture, equipment, and Mate-
vials used in school or LEA operation. (IIR, IVR)

.

PURE TONE AUDIOMETRIC TESTA test of hearing
utilizing air conduction and/or bone conduction. (VR)

. QUALITY POINTS A term used synonymously with
' the term "mark points;" (VR)See also MARK POINTS

andMARK VALUE":

QUANTITY FOOD OCCUPATIONS (subject ma tter)
See append*, p 263.

QUARTER CREDIT HOURA unit of measure, fre-
quently used in higher education, denoting class

meetings of one hour a week for an academic quarter,
generally abOut ,tw,elve weeks time. Satisfactory com;
Rletion of a course scheduled for 3 class sessions (or
the equivalent) per week in an academic quarter.6arhs,
3 quarter credit hors.

RADIOLOGIC (subject mattes) See appendix, p. 187.

RAN6E OF CLASS SIZES .The smallest and largest
..-----memberships V classes of k given type as of-a given

daie.,(VR.) - '

RATE OF PAYThe amount of money fora unit of
time (e.g., an hour, a day, a week, a montli,.or a school
year) paid a staff member for services to the school
system. It is often userto indicatrtucb rates of pay as
daily .rate for bus drivers, hourly rate for food services
workers, a.nd daily rate for.substitute teachers. (IV),

RATIO, PUPIL-STAFF MEMBERSee PUPIL-STAFF
MEMBER RATIO.

RA1:10, ,STAFF-MEMBER PUPIL See XILSee STAF-
MEMBER PUPIL RATIO.

RATIO, STUDENT-ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF See-
STUDENT - ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF RATIO.

RATIO, STUDENT- COUNSELORSee STUDENT-.
COUNSELOR RATIO

r.
"RATIO, STUDENT- INSTRUCTIONAL STA62See
STUDENT - INSTRUCTIONAL SIMI:I: RATIO.

RATIO,' STUDENT-LIBRARY SERVICES STAFF
See STUDENT-LIBRARY SERVICES STAFF RATIO..

RAT10, TEACHER - INSTRUCTIONAL SUPER-
VISORSee TEACHER- INSTRUCTIONAL SUPER-
VISOR RATIO.

1 .

READINGInstruction designed to develop the skills
necessary to perceive and react to patterns of written
symbols and translate them into meaning. The teaching
of reading is differentiated.according to a number of
levels and objectives. The continuous developinent, of
reading skills and vocabulary applies to all subject-Mat-
ter areas, emphasizing selected skills and vocabtilary
appropriate to pupils' needs in different learning
situations:(Vl) N.
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DREADING LEV,ELA level 3of _achievement attained
-by' readers, generally defined in .terms 'of stages of
reading development or grade placement -of reading,

J:coks, e.g., the reading - readiness level and the second,

grade level. (VI)
.

'READING REAbINESSA variety of planned aclivf

ities designed to .dcOlop in cliiktrqn the mental,,
physical, and emotional matdtity. prerequisite, to in-
struction in reading: In.sprntice emphasis is placed on a
Variety of learning situations, e.g., direct and vicarious
experience'd involving oral language, such.,as listening, "'
speech 'habits and pattzins, developing sequential or-
ganizatiok of ideas, vocabulary development, and ..
experience with bobks and stories: (VI)

READING READINESS TEST- An examination meas.
uring interrelated ' factors contributing to a, person's

readiness for reading, such linguistic maturity,
experiential background, perceptual maturity, and re-
sponsiveness to books and.storytelling. (VR)

. REAL ESTATE2Laitd, improvements to site, and
building; real property. (III, VIL11R)

REAL ESTATE (subject matter)See appendix, p. 164.

REAL PROPERTY'Re'REAL ESTATE.

REBATESAbatements or refunds. 01, IIR),

RECEIrfgCash received. (IIR) See also REVENUg.

RECEIVING AND DISBURSING SERVICESAejivi-
ties concerned with takinein money and paying it out,

- including the current audit ofjreceipts and the preaudit
of requisitions or purchase orders to determine (I )

whether the' amounts are. within the-budgetary allow-
ances; and (2) whether such disbursements are lawful

LEA expenditures: (IIR -IVR)

RECORD ENTRY (staff)An item Of information
about a staff member which is written into, checked,
key punched,'or otherwise pram!' on a-form, card, or

tape and kept for reference by the school system. or

othqr reporting unit: (IV)

RECORD ITEM (staff) -4n item of information about

a staff meinber which is maintained by a school or
school system for present or future (1SC. (IV)

RECORD MANAGEMENTEstablishing and main-

.
N

training an adequate and efgcient -system for controlling

the %Avis Of an LEA. (IIR, IVR)

$

RECORDSA collection of information which is
preparedtty a t riori., unit, or organization for the use
of' that person, unit, or organizition. '(I, 11,-111,-1V, V,

VI, VII, IIR, IVR) \'
RECORDS MAINTENANCE. -SEr%.0,ESActivitiet
oranized for the compilation, maintenance, and-in-
terpretation of cumulative records of individual pupils,

including systematic consideration of factors such;as
home and family, background; physical am: medical-

status-,. standardized' test resulti; personal and social
development; and school performance. (IVR)

. -

RECORDS MANAGING ASSIGNMENTAn as-

signment to perform activities concerned with estab-

lishing and maintaining, an adequate, and efficient

-system for controlling the records of the LEA. 01R,
OR)

)

.
RECREATION (subject matter)See appendix. 196.

0

RECREATION AND TOU SM (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 164.

RECREATIONAL PE'RSO NELPersonnel employed
by a school system for 'the primary purpose of
administering or supervisin play activities. (I)

RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENTEmploying and
assigning personnel for the LEA. (IIR, IVR)

REDEMPTION OF PRINCIpALExpenditures tom
current funds to retire serial, bonds, long-term loans of

more than five years, and short term loans of less than

five years. (IIR)
6

REDEVELOPMENT --The revision or replacement of

an existing land 'Use and/or population distribution
pattern through the acquisition of an essentially;
built-up area and, its tlearance and rebuilding, to
comprehensive plan. (Unpublished VIII) ,

REENTRYA student who previously entered any
class in the same elementary, or secondary school or in

any other school in the United States or-its outlying
areas. (I-V-VR)

REFERENCE WEEK A` week used for determining
the number of hours worked by members of the labor

49.
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force, For data published by the Bureau of the Census
this week is usually one ending in midNpvembei.
(Unpublished VIII)

REFERRAL2-The act of referring a pupil to a person,.
or agency for study and assistance, whether this person
or agency bd within or outside the school system. (V)

. REFRESHER AND REORIENTATION TRAINING
FOR PROFESSIONALS Short intensive cOUrses for
unemployed on potentially pfmoofed professional
persons who are not seeking to qtlify for initial
employment V a professional occupation but who
need to develop their particular professional skills or a
new skill so as\ to maintain their present employmtnt
or qualify for .new enidloymentfwithin-their profes-/ sions. (VI) - -

REFRIGERATION (subject matter)See appendix, p.
248.

REFUGEEAn alien who (a) fled front a given nation
or area .betause of persecution .or fear of persecution
on'accoUnt of race, religion or political opirlon, (b)
cannot return thereto because 'of fear of such perSecu-
tion, and (c) is in urgeht need of assistance for the
essentials,of life. (VI)

REFUNDA-return of an over-payment or over-collec-. don. The return may be eitherin'the form of cash or
credit to an account. (1111B, IIR)'

.1bfr.

REFUND oy PRIOR YEAR'S EXPENDITURES
Revenue :toting from a refund of an expenditure made
to a _prior fiscal year's budget. A refund of an
exp4diture made in the spe fiscaryear's budget may
be recorded in the approfriate expenditure accountess
a reduction of the expenditure. (IIR)

.

REFUNDING B9NDSBonds issued to pay off bonds.
already outstanding. (II, IIR)

REGISTERA record for the .consecutive entry of a
certain class of events, documents, or transactions,
with a proper notation of all of the requirCd particu-
lars. The form, of register for accounting purposes
varies from a one column to a multi-columnar sheet of
special' design ,whereon the entries are distributed,

,summarized, ,and'aggregated usually for convenient
posting to the accounts. (II; III, HR)

REGISTERED NURSING ASSIGNMENTAn taSsign-

4

Illeflt to a staff member intro is licensed as a registered
nurse' to perform activities requiring substantial special-
ized judgment and Mill in observation, care, and
counsel of and injured persons and in illness"-
preventiop: (IIR, IVR)"

.

REGISTERED WARRANTA warrant which is regis-..z
...-tered by the payhrg officer for future' payment on

account of present lack of funds, and which is. to be
paid in the order of its registration. in some cases, such
warrants are registered when issued; in others, when
first presented to the paying officer by the holders. 11,
IIR)See\also WARRANT.

..REGLSTRANtA person whg has registered for a
particular ed'ucatioual program, but who may or may
tnotactually participate in the program. (Unpublished

e

.?
REGISTRAR ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to co-,

; ordinate and direct LEA registration activities, includ-
ing compilation and analysis. of registnition data for
Adipinistrative use . ,(11R; IVR)

REGISTRATION-.:A process .of entrance into a
school or course. The act of placing the student's name
on the rollS of thb srchool or school sysfem does'not
ensure that the student will attend the school (or a
school in the school system) and does not constitute
entering into membership status. (V-VR) Sec also
ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP STATUS. .

REGULAR CLASSThe general typeof class in which
most students receive instruction, including most
classes otheL than those which' ,,are composed of
exceptional students. (V: VI, IVR, VR) /

'REGULAR CLASSROOMAn instructional space
which js designed, or adapted, in su;h a manner that it
can be used to, houSe any class that does not require

'special built-in equipment tailored to its specific needs.
(11IV11) 4.

REGULAR DAY SCHOOL. JRANSPORTATION
. Transportation of ay'eiding regular day school:

Separate accounts may bie maintained for ,transporta-
tion fees received from/patrons, and for transportation
fees received from other LEA's. (HR) Sec also DAY
SCHOOL.

' *REGULAR :Dr SCHOOL TUITIONTuition for
resident and nresident pupils attending the regular.
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day schools in the LEA. Separate accounts may be
maintained for tuition receiv"bd front' patrons, and for
tuition received from other LEA's. (IIR) See afio DAY

' - SCHOOL. .

= REGULAR 4-YEAR HIGH SCrIOOLSee . FOUR -

YEAR HIGH SCHOOL!

REGULAR PROGRAMSInstructional activitieside-
signed primarily to prepare pupils for activities as
citizens, family.menibers,and workers, as contrasted

with programs designed to improve or overcome
physical, mental, social,,and/or emotional handicaps.
Regular programs include Elementary Prograinsv

MiddleP tinior High Programs; High School .Programs]

and Other Revlar Progtanis. (I1, IVR)

REGULAR ...t0G!tAMS,-1 STATE EDUCATION
AGENCIES- -Those programs, other than the diect
°petalibi- of schools, which are carried out'year after
year by a. State education agency as a permanent-part
of its activities. Thes'e are programs such as: Provision'
of consultative service to local school districts in

-administration, curriculum, finance; and transports-
. bon; re,search and statistical services; distribution of

State aid. professional licensing; and operation of the
State library. (I)

REGULAR SALARIESFull-time, part-time, and.pro-

rated .portions,. of the gross salary costs' for work
,Performed by empldyees of the LEA who are con-
sideral to be in positions of permanent nature: (IIR,'
REGULAR. SCHOOL TERMThat school( term which

begins usually in the late .summer or' fall and-ends in

the spring. A regular school term may be interrupted

by one or more vacations. In higher 'education, this is

referred to as the "academic year." (IV, V, VI-VR)

'REGULAR STUDENTIn CommAity/junikcolleges;
an unrestricted status for students who, meaall the
regular admission requirements of the institution.

(YR)

REGyL*TION (State education agency)A rule
adopted by a State edu*cation authority and usually

possessing the force of law under legislative sanction.
Commonly used synonymously with "rule." (VII)

REHABILITATION (subjicanatter)See appendix, p.
186.

r

REHABILITATION OF A BUILDINGThe .general
overhauling of a complete building or major section
thereof to better adapt "itsTor continued. ii§e for the

school program or a different type of occupancy. (III)

REHABILITATION PROGRAMA,program of studies
And servit:es designed primarily to, testore in whole or

in part the ability of disabled individuals to perform
biologically, psychologically, or sociologically as pert
sons not disabled. This includes rehabilitation center,
programs and vocational rehabilitation programs for
restoring individuals to economic self-sufficiency

through education orretraining. (VI)

REIMBURSEMENTThe return of an
or over-collection in cash. (II-IIB;-11R),

RELEASED TIMEAn arrangement whereby a school

officyly and regularly excuses one or mole full-time
students or members of the staff for part of toession.

R) .

REMEDIAL READINGPlanned./diagnoStic and re-
medial activities, for individual pupils or groups of
pupils, designed to cOtrect and,prevent further reAding
difficulties which interfere with tl:d pupil's expected
progress in developing reacting Skills, under/stAndings,

and app:.ciations. (VI) /

over-payment

REMEDIAL SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENT -An assign-
ment to perform activities concerned with correcting

or improving specific marked deficiencies (such as a

deficiency in content previously taught but not
learned) which are not due to impairment of mental or
physical ability. (IIR, IVR)

REMODELINGAny major permanent structural im-
provement to a building. Ii includes 'Changes of
partitions, roof structure or Walls. RepairS\ are not'
included here but are included under maintenknec..(1,

11, III, IIR)

RENOVATION OF A BUILDINGThe renewing f a

building or part thereof without changing structt,re,
function, or design. (III)

RENTALS EXPENDEDExisenditures for the lease or

.rental of land, buildings, and equipment for the

temporary or long-range use of the LEA. This includes
bus aid other vehicle rental when operates by LEA

personnel, lease of data prodessing equipment, lease -
purchase arrangements, and similar rental agreements.



* Ct.sts for single agreements covering equipment as well
as operators are not charged here, but are recorded
elsewhere under PURCHASED SERVICES. (IIR)/ .

RENTALS RECEIVEDMoney ,received,.from the,'tntal,of school,property, real or'personal. ksloesot
inch* rental' fror'n real prdperty held for income
purposes; this revenue is 'recorded under the account
%EARNINGS 911 INVESTMENTS. Separate accounts
may be. maintained for real property, textbooks,
equipment, lockers, towels, and otffer. (RR)

, 4

, REPAIR; \AND REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT
RESIcONSIBILITYThe- area of resprinsiliility for
keeping the equipment (not built-in equirrnent) of the
school system in good rep'Oir and for manufacturing
equipment to replace worn ,out equipment, It cousists
of such .activities as repairing, furniture, machines, and
other equips ent th'at. is not built-in; and manufac-
turing replacement tabl, benches, bookCases, racks,
and other equipment that is not built-in..(IV,) .

.4

k

of property with another of new material of like kind
and quality in a given time and place. (HI) .

REPLACEMENT COST OF A BUILDINGThe cdst of
replacing a building With another ornew material of

. Clike'kind and quality in a given time and place. (III)

REPAIR OF BUILDINGS RESPONSIBILITYThe.
area of responsibility for keeping the buildings. and
built-in _equipment of the school system at their
original conditjon of completeness and efficiency far
a.§-possible throat repair and replacement. It cohsigts

'of guch activities as repainting, resurfacing, and refin-
ishing floors, walls, and ceilings; repairing and replacing
windows, doors, hardware, window glass, window
shades,' and built-in equipment such sas lockers, cabi-

- nets, soap and towel dispensers, and bulletin bdards;.
,moving portable. structures; and maintaining, repairing,

and replacing such things as boilers, radiators, electric
lighting systems, toilets, water pipes, fire sprinkler

-;systems air-conditioning systems, and elev.ators. (IV)

REPAIRSThe- restoration%if a given piece of equip-
ment. of a given building, or of .grounds to original

, condition of completeness or efficiency from a worn,
damaged, or deteriorated; condition. p11, III, IIR) See
also MAINTENANCE OF PLANT.

REP'A 'IRS AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE=-Repairs
and maintenance services not provided directly by LEA
personnel. This includes contracts sand agreements
covering the upkeep of grounds, ,buildings, antrequip-
ment. Costs fo new- construction, renovating and
/remodeling are not charged here, but are recorded
'Ander Capital Outily.

'REPLACEMENT COSTThe cost of replacing a piece

r
S

REPLAEMENT COST OF A SITE:-The cost of
purchasing the land and reproducing the improvements
to 'the site at the place the site occupies and under
conditions prevailing at the time the replacement cost
is Lt,termined. (III)

.. REPLACEMENT COST,OF EQUIPMENV-The cost of
-' replacing a piece of equipment with another of new

material -of like kind and quality in a given time and

- :

REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENTA complete unit
of eqUipment purchased to take the place of another
complete unit of, equipment which is to be sold,
scrapped, or written off the record, and serving 'the
same purpose as the replaced unit in the same way. (II,
JII, IIR)

REPORTA collection of inforination which is pre-
'pared by a person, unit, or organization for the use of
some other person, unit, or organization. (I, II,
V, VIt VII, IIR, IVR, VR)

REPORT ITEM (staff)An item of information about
a staff: mernbecor a group of staff members which is
prepared by an individual, organization, or agency for
the use of some other individual, organization; agency,
or the general public. (IV)

REPORTING! PERIODA period of time for which a
report is prepared (c.g., a calendar year,f.school year,
regular school ierm, summer school term, semester, or
marking period). (IV, V;VI, VII, VR)

REPORTING UNITThe organizational unit sub-
mitting a report (e.g., a State department of education,
an intermediate administrative unit, a -local basic
administrative unit, or /school). (IV, V, VI, VR)

REQUISITIONA written request to a purchasing
officer tor specified articles or services. It is a request
from one school official to another school official,
whereas a. purchase order is from 5 school official
(usually the purchasing officer) to a vendor.
JIR)
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RESEARCHSystematic study and investigation in

some field of knowledge, undertaken to establish facts

or principles. (Y11, 11R, IVR) See also BASIC RE-
SEARCH and APPLIED RESEARCH.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (subject mat-
ter)See appendix p. 205.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNMENT
An assignment-to perform activities concerned with
systematic studies and investigations in some field of
knowledge and with the evolving process of using the
products of research`and judgment to improve educa-*

Ilona' programs. (IIR, IVR)

RESEARCH; PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT, AND
EVALUATION The activities involved with research,
planning, development, and evaluation functions for

the LEA. (IIR, jyR) .

RESEARCH SERVICESActivities con"cemed with
the systematic study and investigation of the various
aspects of education, undertaken to establish facts.and

principles. (I1R, IVR) / 7

RESERVEAn amount set aside for some specified
purpose. (II, IIB, IIR) .

.
RESERVE FOR "A" (SPECIAL PURPOSES) A re-
serve which represents the segregation of a portion of a
fund balance to indicate that assets equal to the

amount of the reserve are tied up for the named special

purpose. (UR)

RESERVE FOR ENCUMBRANCESA reserve repre-
senting the segregation of a portion of a fund balance

to provide for unliquidated encumbrances. Separate
accounts may be maintained for current and prior year

encumbrances. (IIR)

RESERVE FOR INVENTORYA reserve which

_represents the segregation of a portion of a fund
balance to indicate that assets equal to the amount of
the reserve are tied up in inventories of supplies and

inventories on hand and norissued to requesting units.

(IIR)

RESIDENTAn individual who lives within a given

administrative unit. (V)

RESIDENT CHILD- A child who lives within -a given

administrative unit. (V)

RESIDENT CHILDREN PE QUARE MILEThe
total number of resident children, by age, who live in a

given attendance area or administrative unit, divided by

the number of square miles in the attendance area or
administrative unit. (V)

RESIDENT STUDENTA student whose legal resi-

dence is within the- geographic area served by a
specified .school, school,system, or institution. (IIR,

IVR-VR) See also ATTENDANCECENTER; SCHOOL
ATTENDANCE. AREA; RESIDENT STUDENT OF
AN ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT (OR SCHOOL DIS-

TRICT); RESIDENT STUDENT OF AN INSTITU-

TION; and RESIDENT STUDENT OF AN AT-

TENDANCE AREA:

RESIDENT STUDENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
(OR SCHOOL DISTRICT)A student whose legal

residence is within a specified administrative unit (or

school district). (V-VR)-
.,-

RESIDENT STUDENT OF AN INSTITUTIONA
student who resides during a school term in an
institution -(such as a residential school or residential
child-caring institutiop) rather than in a private home.

(Y-VR) See also kZESIDENTIAL SCHOOL.

RESIDENT STUDENT OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
AREA-4 student whose legal residence is within the
geographic area served by the school he attends.

(V-VR) See also SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREA.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLAn educational institution
in which students are boarded and lodged as well as

taught. (IV, V, VI, VR)

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL FOR SPECIAL EDUCA-
TIONA residential school providing a program of
education for handicapped students. (V, VI-VR)

RESOURCE CENTERAn instructional space design-
ed, or adapted, as a place for reading, viewing,

listening, and otherwise studying about one or more
specific subject-matter areas, and for the custody,
circulation, production, and administration of related

supplies and equipment for the use of the studcht body

and school staff. For inventor/ purposes, such a space

is considered to be a school library instructional space
(VI)

RESOURCE UNITA written plan or collection of
materials including,for a given segment of instruction,
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a variety of learning experiences, resources, and evalu-
ation techniques, from which teachers may select those
deemed best suited for each pupil or group of pupils.
(VI)

RESOURCtS (as diftributed by a State education
agency)Money, materials, or services which may be
available to a local or intermediate basic administrative
unit by or through the State education agency. (VII)

RESPONSIBILITY- ORIENTED BUDGETINGA plan
of financial operation expressed in terms of the
allocation of each organizational unit within the
department. The-word "location" is sometimes used to
refer to the organizational unit. (VII)

RESTRICTED GRANTSIli-AIDRevenues received
as grants by the LEA- whilh must be used for a
categorical or specific purpose. If such money- is not
completely used by the LEA, it usually must be
returned to he government unit. Separate accounts
may be maintained for general source grant-inaid

_which is not related to specific revenue -sources of the
governmental unit, and for those assigned to specific
source of revenue as appropriate. (IIR)

RESTRICTION ON SCHOOL ACTIVITIESThe
manner in which a pupil's school activities are curtailed
becabse of a physical cohdition or for any other
reason. (V)

RETAILING (subject matter)See appendix,. p. 167.

RETAINED PERCENTAGE.-An agreed-on percentage
of ,a contractor's requisition. which is withheld from
payments pending satisfactory completion of the
project. (IIB)

RETENTIONSee NONPROMOTION.

RETIREMENTSeparation resulting from a staff
member leaving the LEA in accordance with the
provision of a specific program allowing or requiring a
staff member to leave upon reaching a certain age, a
certain number of years of service, or upon sustaining a

(1V-IVR)

RETIREMENT FUND SYSTEMA plan whereby a
fund of money, built up through contributions from
participants and other sources, is used to make regular
payments to -those who retire from service in the
educational system by reason of age, disability, or
length of 'service. (I, II-1V, V11-11R, IVR)

RETIREMENT PROGRAMThe program adopted by
an LEA which formally specifies the benefits that staff
members will receive at various ages and lengths of
service. (IVR)

RETRAINING FOR NEW OCCUPATION PRO-
GRAMSLearning experiences concerned with the
skills and knowledge required for preparation for
employment in a new and different occupation. (IIR,
1V R)

FtETR1EVAL OF INFORMATIONLocating and re-
informationmormation from wherever it may be stored.

(IV, V, VII, yR)--

REVENUE LEDGERThe subsidiary ledger in which
the detailed revenue accounts are maintained. (IIB)

REVENUESAddition to assets which do not increase
any liability, do not represent the recovery of an
expenditure, do not represent the cancellation of
certain liabilities without' a corresponding increase in
other liabilities or a decrease in assets, and do not
represent contributions of fund capital in Food Service
and Pupil Activity funds. (I, H, IIB-HR, IVR)

REVENUES COLLECTED IN ADVANCEA liability
account which represents revenues collected before
they become due. (IIR)

REVOLVING FUNDA fund.provided to carry out a
cycle of-operations. The amounts expended from the
fund are restored from earnings from operations or by
transfers from other funds so that it remains intact,
either in the form of cash, receivables, inventory, or
other assets. These Ifunds are also known as reim-
bursable funds. (I, II, VII, JIR)

RHYTHM. AND BODY MOVEMENT (subject mat-
ter)See appendix, p. 194.

ROOMSpace enclosed with walls or partitions, of
fixed or movable type, that provide an acceptable
sound barrier. Rooms with movable walls or partitions
are counted on the basis of the primary or principal use
for which designed and not the secondary use for
which adapted. (III)

RURAL SOCIETYThat portion of organized society
living in rural areas with emphasis on rural trends and
problems. (Unpublished VIII)
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SABBATICAL LEAVESee PROFESSIONAL LEAVE.

SAFE PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION PATTERNS
The determination of that route or set of routes that a
pedestrian may traverse between two or more points

which will alloy for maximum safety (through avoid-

ance of high accident intersections, minimizing of
necessary street crossings, etc.). (Unpublished VIII)

SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION (subject mat-

ter)See appendix, p. 2:79.

SAFETY EDUCATION (subject matter)See ap-
pendix, p. 280.

SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 191. '1

SALARYThe total amount regularly paid or stipu-

lated to be paid to an individual, before deductions, for
gersonal-services rendered_while on the payroll of the
LEA.,Payments for sabbatical leave are also considered

as salary(11, 11R, IVR)

SALE OF FIXED ASSETSProceeds from the sale of

school property. Separate accounts may be maintained

for sale of real property and for sale of equipment.

(IIR)

SALE VALUEValue of a final product, commonly
used in determination of value added by manufac-

turing. (Unpublished VIII)

SALES AND USE TAXTaxes Imposed upon the sale

and consumption of goods and services. It can be
Imposed either as a general tax on the retail price of all

goods and/or services sold within the LEA jurisdiction
with few or limited exemptions, or as a tax upon the

sale or eonsump.ion of selected goods and services.

Separate accounts may be maintained for general sales

tax andfor selective sales taxes. (11R)

SALES OF BONDS--Proceeds'from the sales of bonds,

except thdt if bonds are sold at a premium, only those

proceeds representing the par value of the bonds would

be included. The proceeds from the sale of bonds
constitute a revenue of the Capital Projects Fund but

not of the LEA as a whole. (IIR)

SALES TO ADULTSMoney received from adults for

sale of food products and services. Regular meals or

food products sold to staff can be segregated from

special dinners and affairs for special purposes by

maintaining separate accounts. (IIR)

SALES TO PUPILSMoney received from pupils for

sale of food products and services. Better financial

control and analysis and reporting for Federal and
State reimbursements can be obtained by maintaining

separate accounts by type of sales, such as type of
lunch sales, milk program sales, and other sales. (IIR)

SALESMANSHIP PRINCIPLES (subject matter)See
appendix, p. 160. -

SALVAGE VALUEThe actual or prospective selling

price less the cost of removal or disposal of buildings
and equipment that have been retired from service or

damaged, but are not junked. (HI)

SAMPLEA limited number of cases selected for study

from a particular population. (Unpublished VIII)

SCHEDULING CYCLEThe period of time over
which a unit of a- school schedule extends before it is

repeated. Traditional schedules usually have a one-day

cycle while in more flexible schedules the cycle may

extend for several dayser- weeks before it is repeated.

(Vi)

SCHOLARSHIPS Awards, usually of money or of free

or reduced tuition, given deserving students as recogni-

tion of achievement or as encouragement. (VR)

SCHOLASTIC APTITUTDE TESTAn examination of
the potential of a person to succeed academically, as

measured by tests of performance. (VR)

SCHOOLA division of the school system consisting

of students comprising one or more grade groups or

other identifiable groups, orgnized as one unit with

one or more teachers to give Instruction of a defined

type, and housed in a school plant of one or more
buildings. More than one school may be housed in one

school plant, as is the case when the elementary and

secondary schools are housed in the same school plant.

(I, II, V, VI, VII, IIR, IVR-VR)

SCHOOL, ADULTSee ADULT SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, AREASee AREA SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, AREA VOCATIONALSee AREA.VOCA-

TIONAL SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, AVERAGE MEMBERSHIP PERSee
AVERAGE MEMBERSHIP PER SCHOOL.
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SCHOOL, BOARDING -See BOARDING SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, BUSINESSSee BUSINESS SCHOOL.

`SCHOOL, COMMUNITYSee COMMUNITY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, COMPREHENSIVE HIGHSee COMPRE-
HENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, DAY See DAY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OVERSEAS
DEPENDENTSSee DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, ELEMENTARYSee ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, EXTENDED SECONDARYSee EX-
TENDED SECONDARY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, FIVE-OR 6 YEAR HIGHSee FIVE-012(6
YEAR HIGH SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, FOUR -YEAR HIGH,LSee FOUR-YEAR
HIGH SCHOOL.

f.

SCHOOL, GRADEDSee GRADED SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, INCOMPLETE HIGHSee INCOMPLETE
HIGH SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, INDEPENDENT AMERICA,/1 OVER-
SEASSee INDEPENDENT AMERICAN OVERSEAS
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, INDEPENDENT NONPROFITSee INDE-
PENDENT NONPROFIT SCHOOL:

SCHOOL, INDEPENDENT PROPRIETARYSee IN-
DEPENDENT PROPRIETARY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, IN-MIGRATION INNER CITYSee IN-
MIGRATION INNER CITY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, JUNIOR HIGHSee JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL.

I SCHOOL, JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGHSee JUNIOR;
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

i SCHOOL, KINDERGARTENSee KINDERGARTEN
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, LABORATORY, MODEL, OR PRAC-
TICESee LABORATORY, MODEL, OR PRACTICE
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, MIDDLESee MIDDLE SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH' See
MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, MODELSee MODEL SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, NEIGHBORHOODSee NEIGHBORHOOD
SCHOOL

SC HCIL , NONGRADED:-See NONGRADED
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, NONPUBLICSee NONPUBLIC SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, NURSERYSee NURSERY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, ONE-TEACHERSee ONE TEACHER.
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, PREPRIMARYSee PREPRIMARY
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, PRIMARYSee PRIMARY SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, PRIVATE OR NONPUBLICSee PRIVATE
OR NONPUBLICSCHOOL

SCHOOL, PUBLICSee PUBLIC SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, REGULAR 4 -YEAR HIGHSee REGULAR
4YEAR HIGH SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, RESIDENTIALSee
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, SECONDARYSee
SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, SENIOR HIGHSee
SCHOOL,

RESIDENTIAL

SECONDARY

SENIOR HIGH

SCHOOL, SINGLESee SINGLE SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, SPECIAL See SPECIAL SCHOOL:

SCHOOL, SUMMERSee SUMMER SCHOOL.
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SCHOOL, TECHNICAL HIGHSee TECHNICAL

HIGH SCHOOL
.

SCHOOL, UNGRADED ELEMENTARYSei, UN-

GRADED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. .

SCHOOL, UNGRADED HIGHSee UNGRADED

-NIGH SCHOOL. ' .

SEHOOL, UNGRADEDSee UNGRADED SCHOOL.

SCHOOL, VOCATIONAL OR TRADE HIGH See
VOCATIONAL OR TRADE HIGH SCHOOL.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIONConsists of those actw-

ities which have overall administrative responsibility

for a single school or a grOup of schools. (HR, IVR)

u.

SCHOOL AGESee AGE AS OF SEPTEMBER 1 and

COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AGE.

SCEIOOL APPROPRIATION Money -received out of
funds .set aside periodically by she appropriating body

(district meeting, .city council, or other. governmental
bodies) for school purposes; which funds 4aVe riot been

specifically collected as school taxes. (11,4)

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREA; The geographic area

which is sewed by a school. It does not ,necessarily

constitute a local taxing unit and likewise does notr
necessarily, have an independent system of:admipistra-
non. Attendance areas for elementary scliools may Or,

A may not be coterminous with attendance areas fair
secon6ty schools. (I, V, VII, VR)

SCHOOL BOARD -See BOARD OF EDUCATION.

SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM (NATIONAL)A
program whereby the Secretary of Agriculture assists

State education agencies through grants-in-aid and

other means to establish, maintain, operate, and
expand nonprofit breakfast programs in all schools
making application for assistance and agreeing to
operate a nonprofit breakfast program in accordance
with regulations of the Child Nutrition Act,_as amend-

ed. (VR)

SCHOOL CAFETERIASee CAFETERIA.

SCHOOL CENSUSAn enumeration and collection* of
data, as prescribed by law, to determine the name, age,
address, and other pertinent information about chi'.

N

dren :and youth
boundaries of a

VR)

P.:

who reside within the geographil:
local education agency. (IV, V,

SCHOOL CENSUS ACEVie age span of.cliildren and

youth included in the school census.-(V, VII; VR)

SCHOOL DISTRICTA turd used synonymously'with

the term "local basic administrative unit." (II, III, IV,

V., FYI, VR) See also LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRA-

TIVEU111T.

'SCHOOL -; DISTRICT' REORGANIZATIONThe
changing df boundary Miles of local or interibediate

basic. administrative units"; the merging of existing
districts, and the creation of new districts, under. the

provisions of State, law, (VII)

SCHOOL' FACILITYA building or site belonging to

or used by a school or school systein 'for school

purposes. (y) kt

4sir;
SCHOOL FINANCEThe sys i3, methods, and pi°.
cedures whereby funds are pros, ded for the support of

education. (VII)

SCHOOL FISCAL YEARSee SCHOOL YEAR

SCHOOL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRENA
special school composed of children who have been
identified, by professionally qualified personnel as

'requiring special educational planning and services.

(1,11-V-V1) See also EXCEPTIONAE-.-CHILDREN.

r

SCHOOL HOLIDAYA day on which school is not
conducted either because of legal provision or because

of designation by the board of education as a holiday.

Since such days are not considered as, days in session,

the students are considered as being neither present nor

absent on school holidays. (V, VI, VR)

SCHOOL LEAyERA term used synonymously with

the term "clplout." (VR) See DROPOUT.

SCHOOL LIBRARIAN ASSIGNMENTAn assignment

to a staff member to perform professional school
fibrary service activities such as ordering, cataloguing,
processing, and circulating books and other materials;

plamting the use of the library by teachers, pupils, and

others; selecting books and materials; participating in
faculty planning for the use of books and; materials;

and guiding teachers, pupils, and others in the use of

the library in school,programs. (V)
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SCHOOL LIBRARYAn instructional space designed,
or adapted, as a place for study and reading, and for
thelZustody, circulation, and administration of a
collection 0ibooks, manuscripts, and periodicals kept
for the use of the student body and school staff, but
not for sale. Study carrels, audiovisual, storage, and
other service areas opening into, and serving as adjuncts
to, a particurar library are considered, parts of the
library area. When school library services and audio-
visual services are located in the same instructional
space, this space frequently is referred to as an
'Instructional materials center." (III-VI)

SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICESActivities such as
selecting, acquiring, preparing, cataloging, and circu-
lating books and other printed Materials; planning the
use of the library by- teachers and other members of
the instructional Of; and guiding instructional 'staff
members in their use of library books and materials,
whether maintained separately or as a parr of ,an
instrucfional materials center or related work-study
area V-V1,1VR)

SCHOOL LUNCHXny lunch served by the school,
approximating the minimum nutritional standards of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, regardless of who
pays for it. (V) See also NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM.

SCHOOL MONTHFor school recordkeeping pur-
poses, a period frequently construed to comprise 20
school days, or 4 weeks of 5 days each. (VI)

SCHOOL PLANTThe site, buildings, and equipment
constituting the physical facilities .used by a single
school or by two or more schools sharing the use of
common facilities.. (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, IVR, VR)

SCHOOL PROPERTYLand, improvements to site,
buildings ,and equipment used for public school
purposes, including both publicly-owned and non -
publicly- owned. (III)

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTA staff member who, in
addition Jo performing assigned professional services of
psychological evaluation and analysis of pupils thrOugb.
such activities as measuringand interpreting the pupils'
attack:ug!, emotional, and social development, and
diagnosing educational personal disabilities of the
pupils, also serves the school system through such
activities as collaborating in planning appropriate edu-
cational programs, conducting research in the area of

pupil adjustments and behavior, and assisting other
staff members with specific problems of a psycho-
logical nature and broadening their understanding of
the psychological forces with which they deal. (IV)

SCHOOL See SESSION.

SCHOOL SITEThe land and all improvements to the
site, other than structures, such as grding, drainage,
drives, parking areas, v)alks, plantings, play courts, and
playfields. 11,11/, VII, IIR, IVR)

SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKProfessional services ?kir
the assistance in the prevention and solution of
personal, social, and emotional problems ,of pupils
which involve family, school, and community relation-
ships when such problems have a bearing upon, the
',quality -of the school work of thepudil. VII)

also ATTENDANCE and SOCIAL WORK SERV-
ICES.

SCHOOL SYSTEMAll the schools -and supporting
services controlled by a board of education oeby any
other organization which operates one or more schools.
(IV, V, V1-11R, IVR -VR) See also LOCAL EDUCA-
TION, AGENCY.

SCHOOL TERMA prescribed span of time (e.g., a
number of days, weeks, or months) when school is
open and the students are under the guidance and
diiection of teachers. (IV, V, VI, VII, IIR, IVR-VR)

SCHOOL YEARThe 12-month period of time de-
noting the beginning and ending dates for school
accounting purposes, usually from July 1 through June
30. This sometimes is referred to as the "school fiscal
year." (IV, V, VI-V11, IVR-VR) See also, REGULAR
SCHOOL TERM.

SCHOOLBUSA vehicle used for transporting students
with a manufacturer's rated seating capacity of 12 or
more. (Seating capacity figures on the basis of at least
13 inches of seat space per pupil.) (I, II,
V- VII -IIR, IVR)

..,

SCHOOLBUS ACCIDENTAn acci'flent involving a
schoolbus, when in authorized use, which. results in
personal injury, or property damage, as when a child is
injured by_ the bus or on the bust orlone involving a
child immediately before bOarding the bus (if the bus is
arriving to take on children) or immediately after
leaving the bus (befilie the bus has left the scene). (I)

.'.
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SCHOOLBUS DRIVER See BUS DRIVER.

SCH0011BUS RUNThe course followed by a school-
bus during a continuous trip enroute to or from school,
from-the first pickup of students to final unloading at
school, at a transfer point, or at the last bus stop. (VR)

SCHOOLDAYThat part of a calendat day when
school is in session. (IV, V, VI, VII, VR)

SCHOOLI-IOOSING AUTHORITY See PUBLIC-

SCHOOLHOUSING AUTHORITY.

SCOPE OF ASSIGNM ENTThe scope of the applica-
Hob of .1ri identified assignment made to a- staff

'member. .Ilie three categories of scope of assignment
are (1) systemwide, (2) more than one school or.

`supporting services facility but less than systemwide,
and (3.) single school or supporting services facility.

QV)
s)

SCRAP VALUESee SALVAGE VALUE.

SEASee STATE EDUCATION AGENCY.
4

SECONDARY ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES-:Production
through alteration, processing, and finishing of original

material Typified by manufacturing, construction,
and cettain futilities. (Sec Appendix 5, Standard In-

dustril Classification.) (U,npublislidd VIII) t,
/

SECONDARY INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL-The gen-
er,a1 level. of instruction provided for pupils in secon-
dary' schools and any instruction oT a comparable
n!iture and difficulty provided for, adults and youth
buond the age of compulsory schoolattpdance. (IV,
V:VI) See also SECONDARY SCHOOL.

SECONDARY'. SCHOOLA, school Compiising any

span of grades beginning 'eitli the neat grade following

an elementary or middle schOol and ending with or
below grade ltf. (I, II, 111:IV, VIVI, IIR, IVR, VR)

k 4
..,

SECONDARY SCIfOOL PLANTA plant that houses

on a permanent basis one s hoof only a school

comprised of any span of grad *beginning with the

next grade' folloWing elementa school and ending
with or beloiv grade 12, includipg "unior high schools,

the different types-of high schools, and vocational or

trade high schools. (III) ' \1

1

SECURITIESBonds, notes, mortgages, or other forms
\

s

of negotiable or non-negotiable instruments. (H,
IIR)

SECURITY SERVICESActivities concerned with

maintaining order and safety in school buildings at all

times, on the grounds, and in the vicinity of schools.

Included are police activities for school functions and
traffic' control on grounds and in the vicinity of
schools. (IIR, IVR)

SEGREGATIONA selection process by which homo-

geneous units become grouped together to form
clusters. (Unpublished VIII)

SELF-CONTAINED CLASSA class having $he same
teacher, or team of teachers for all or most of the daily

session..(IV, V, VI, V1I-VR)

SELF - DIRECTED LEARNINGA systematic process
in which an individual takes responsibility, in col-

1,13looration with others, fOr diagnosing his own learning
needs, formulating his learning objectives, planning and

engaging in a sequence of learning experiences to
achieve these objectives, and evaluating progress to-
ward these objectives. (Unpublished IX)

SEMESTERHalf of a regular school term, usually 16
to 18 weeks in duration. (V, VI, IVR)

SEMESTER CREDIT HOURA unit. of measure fre-

quently used in higher education, denoting class
meetings for one hour a week for an academic

eniester, generally about eighteen weeks time. Satis-
factory completion of a course scheduled for 3 class

sessions (or the equivalent) per week in an academic

semester earns 3 semester hours. (IV-VI-VII-IVR)

SEMI -FIRE RESISTIVE BUILDINGA building with
fire-resistive exterior and bearing walls and fire-resistive

corridor and stairway walls, floors, and ceilings, but
with ordinary construction otherwise,,such as corn -'
bustible floors, partitions, roofs, and finish. (III)

SEMI- SKILLED LABORAn arbitrary classification
that requires less ,training (as for a few weeks) and

demands the exercise of less independent judgment

lhan skilled labor and more than unskilled' labor.
'(Unpublished VIII)

-4

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLA secondary school offering

the 'final years of high school work necessary for
graduation and invariably preceded by a junior high

school. (111, V, VIAIR,IVR, VR)
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SEPARATIONThe severance of the% employment
relationship between the staff member and the LEA.
(IVR)

SEPARATION BY DEATHSeparation resulting from
death of a staff member. (IVR)

SEPARATION BY MUTUAL AGREEMENTSepara-
tion resulting from a decision.arrived at jointly by both
the staff member and the LEA. (IVR) -*

SEQUENCEThe order of presentation of aspects of
the instructional proFam, as within a grade, a course,
or a series of grades or courses. (VI)

SEQUENTIAL STUDYA plan for the logical ordering
of the presentation of various aspects of content and
learning experiences, whether among a series of,
schools, among a series of grades or courses,- or within a
grade or course. (VI)

SERIAL BONDSIssues redeemable by installments,
each of which is to be paid in full, ordinarily out of
revenues of the fiscal year in which it matures, or
revenues of the preceding year. (II, IIR)

SERIOUSLY EMOTIONALLY DISTURBEDIndivid-
uals identified by professionally qualified personnel as
having an emotional handicap of such a nature. and
severity as to require one or more special services,,
whether or not such services are available. Such
servicesfor conditions such as autism, schizophrenia,
and other psychotic conditionsinclude but are not
limited to institutional care, other professional treat-
ment or care, and instruction in special classes on a
full-time or part-time basis. (V-VR)

SERVICEThose activities which provide some sup-
port benefit to another person, agency, or institution.
(VII, IVR)

SERVICE AREAA division of an LEA's operation
consisting of activities which, regaidless of their nature,
have the same general operational objective. It is the
third level of function. (IV, IIR, IVR)

SERVICE AREA DIRECTIONPertains to directing
and managing the Service Area of any function. It
includes activities of all those engaged in managing and
directing a given area. (11R, IVR)

SERVICE CLUBAn organized group of members

having as their .common purpose working for the
benefit of others voluntarily, by request or to fulfill a
social need. (Unpublished VIII)

SERVICE INDUSTRIES (subject matter)See appen-
dix, p. 205.

SERVICES. ANCILLARYSee .ANCILLARY- SERV-
,ICES.

SERVICES, ATTENDANCESee ATTENDANCE
SERVICES.

SERVICES_, AUDIOLOGYSee AUDIOLOGY SERV-
ICES.

SERVICES, AUDIOVISUALSee AUDIOVISUAL'
SERVICES.

SERVICES, AUDITSee AUDIT SERVICES.

SERVICES, BOARD OF EDUCATIONSee BOARD
OF EDUCATION SERVICES.

SERVICES, BOARD SECRETARYSee BOARD SEC-
RETARY SERVICES.

SERVICES, BOARD TREASURERSee BOARD
TREASURER SERVICES.

SERVICES, BUDGETINGSee BUDGETING SERV-
ICES.

SERVICES, .BUILDING ACQUISITION, CONS=
STRUCTION, ANp IMPROVEMENTSee BUILDIN
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVE-.
MENT SERVICES.

SERVICES, BUSINESS SUPPORTSee BUSINESS
SUPPORT SERVICES.

SERVICES, CARE AND UPKEEP 9F BUILDING
See CARE AND UPKEEP OF BUILDINGS SERV-
ICES.

SERVICES, CARE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT
See CARE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT SERV-
ICES.

SERVICES, CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS
See CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS SERV-
ICES.
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SERVICES, COMMUNITY -Soc. COMMUNITY SERV-

ICES.

SERVICES, COMPUTER-ASSTS TED INSTRUC

TIONSee COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
SERVICES.

'SERVICES, CONTRACTEDSee CONTRACTED
SERVICES.

SERVICES, COUNSELING See COUNSELING

SERVICES;

SERVICES, DATA PROCESSINGSee DATA PROC-
ESSING SERVICES,

r

SERVICES, DENTALSee DENTAL SERVICES.

SERVICES, DIRECTSee DIRECT SERVICES.

SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL MEDIASee EDUCA-

TIONAL MEDIA SERVICES.

SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS' DE-

VELOPMENtSee EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICA:

TIONS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.

SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL TELEVISIONSee ED-

, UCATIONAL TELEVISION SERVICES.

SERVICES,
SERVICES.

EVALUATIONSee EVALUATION

SERVICES, EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATIONSee
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION SERVICES.

SERVICES, EXTERNALSee EXTERNAL SERV-

ICES.

SERVICES, FACILITIES ACQUISITION AND CON-
STRUCTION --See FACILITIES ACQUISITION AND

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES.

SERVICES, FINANCIAI, ACCOUNTINGSee FIN-
ANCIAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES.

SERVICES, FISCAL.,:-See FISCAL. SERVICES.

SERVICES, FOODSee FOOD SERVICES.

SERVICES, FOOD PREPARATION AND DISPENS-

INGSee' FOOD PREPARATION AND DISPENSING

SERVICES.

.10

SERVICES, Gilt ANCESee GUIDANCE SERV-
ICES.

SERVICES, HELPING - TEACHER See HELPING-

TEACHER SERVICES:

SERVICES, IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION ,

See IMPROV'EMENT'OF INSTRUCTION SERVICES.

SERVICES, INDIRECT See INDIRECT SERVICES.

SERVICES, ' INFORMATIONSee INFORM/44'1'10N

SERVICES. &

SERVICES, INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM DE-4

VELOPMENT See INSTRUCTION AND CURRICU-
LUM DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.

SERVICES, INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF TRAINING
see INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF TRAINING SERV-
ICES,

SERVICES, INTERNAL AUDITINGSee INTERNAL,

AUDITING SERVICES.

SERVICES, INTERNAL INFORMATION See IN-

,TERISAL INFORMATION SERVICES. .

SERVICES, LAND ACQUISITION AND DEVELOP:*

MENTSee LAND ACQUISITION, AND DEVELOP=

MENT SERVICES.

SERVICES, LEGAL See LEGAL SERVICES.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATIONSee'
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES.

SERVICES, MEDICALSee MEDICAL SERVICES..

SERVICES, MONITORING -See MONITORING.

SERVICES.

SERVICES, NONPUBLIC SCHOOL PUPIL See NON-

PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPIL SERVICES:

SERVICES, NURSESee NURSE SERVICES,

SERVICES, OFFICE OF THE .PRINCIPALSee OF-

FICE OF THE PRINCIPAL SERVICES.

SERVICES, OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
See OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT SERV-

ICES;
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SERVICES,;OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF
PCANTSee OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF
PLANT SERVICES.

tr 9'
SERVICES, OPERATIONSSet OPERATIONS
SERVICES.

4 0

SERVICES, PAYROLL See PAYROLL SERVICES.
°

SERVICES, PLACEMENTSee PLACEMENT SERV-
ICES. .

SERVICES, PLANNING See PLANNING SERVICES.
.

e C .

SERVICES, pLANN1NG, RESEARCH, DEVELOP-
MENT, AND EVALUATIONSee PLANNING, RE-

, SEARCH, IIEVgLoPMENT, AND c EVALUATION
SERVICES.

SERVICES, PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND DUPLI-
CATING See PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND DUP-
LICATING SERVICES.:

SERVICES, PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICALSee
PROFESSIONAL: AND TECHNICAL SERVICES.

SERVICES, PUPIL ACCOUNTING See PUPIL AC-
COUNTING SERVICES. ,,

SERVICES, PUPIL APPRAISALSee PUPIL AP-
PRAISAL SERVICES.

SERYtICES, PUPIL PERSONNELSee PUPIL PER- ;
SONNEL SERVICES.

SERVICES: PUPIL TRANSPORTATIONSee PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES.

SERVICES, PURCHASEDSee PURCHASED SERV-
ICES..

SERVICES, PURCHASING See PURCHASING
SERVICES.

I
SERVICES, RECEIVING AND DISBURSING See
RECEIVING AND DISBURSING SERVICES.

SERVICES, RECORDS MAINTENANCESee REC-
OkDS MAINTENANCE,SERVICES.

SERVICES, . RESEARCH See RESEARCH SERX-
ICES.

SERVICES, PROGRAMINGSee PROGRAMING
SERVICES.

SERVICES, 'SCHOOL LIBRARYSee SCHOOL LI-
. SERVICES, PROPERTY ACCOUNTINGSee PROP-

ERTY ACCOUNTING SERVICES.
.

SERVICES, PSYCHOLOGICALSee PSYCHOLOGI-
. CAL SERVICES.
,

'SERVICES, PSYCHOLOGICAL 'COUNSELINGSee ,

PSYCHOLOGICAL'COUNSELING SERVICES.

SERVICES, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTINGSee
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING SERVICES..

SERVICES, PSYCHOTHERAPYSee PSYCIIOTHE:
RAPYSERV10ES.

SERVICES, PUBLIC INFORMATIONSee PUBLIC
INFORMATION SERVICES.

SERVICES,' PUBLIC LIBRARYSee PUBLIC LI-
BRARY SERVICES.

SERVICES, PUBLIC UTILITYSee PUBLIC UTIL-
ITY SERVICES:

BRARY SERVICES.

SERVICES, SECURITY-See SECURITY, SERVICES.

SERVICES, SHARED See SHARED SERVICES.

SERVICES, SOCIAL WORK See SOCIAL WORK
SERVICES.

SERVICES, SPEECH PATHOLOGYSee SPEECH
PATHOLOGY SERVICES.

SERVICES, SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLO-
GYSee SPEECH PATHOLOGY .AND AUDIOLOGY
SERVICES.

SERVICES; STAFFSe; STAFFSERVICES.

SERVICES. STAFF RELATIONS AND NEGOTIA-
TION See STAFF RELATIONS AND NEGOTIA-
TION SERVICES.

,SERVICES, STATE AND FEDERAL RELATIONS
See STATE AND FEDERAL RELATIONS SERVICES.
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SERVICES, STAT1SCALSee STATISTICAL

SERVICES.

SERVICES, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Sec STATIS-
TICAL ANALYSIS SERVICES.

SERVICES, STATISTICAL REPORTING -See STA-
TISTICAL REPORTING SERVICES.

SERVICES, SUPPORTINGSee SUPPORTING SERV-

ices proyided. by one school or school sysje,02 are ifiade
available without charge of ,another school 9i school,
'system. To 'illustrate, the health- iervices or.school
lib''iuy services of a given public school might be made

:available without charge to, pupils of a neighboring
'nonpublic school on a set schedule or as required, with
persons providing such services being staff members of
the public school, regardless of -theslocation at which

services are provided. (VI)

ICES. P.IIARED TAXSee SHARED REVENUE.

SERVICES, VEHICLE SERVICING AND MAINTE-
NANCESee VEHICLE SERVICING AND MAINTE-
NANCE SERVICES.

SERVICES, VOLUNTEEREDSee VOLUNTEERED,
SERVICES.

SERVICES, WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTING=
See WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTING SERV-
ICES.

SESSIONThe period of time during the schoolday
when a given group of students is under the guidance
and direction of teachers. (IV, V, VI, VR) See also
FULL-DAY SESSION and HALF-DAY SESSION.

SEVERELY MENTALLY RETARDED1Mentally re-
tarded individuals for whom neither self-support rior
significant improvement in performance is anticipated.

VR)

SEX RATIOIn the United States, the number of
males per 100 females within a specified population.
(Unpublished VIII)

SHARED FACILITIESEither public school buildings,
sites, or equipment regularly used without rental fee by
nonpublic school pupils who are under the immediate
supervision and control of nonpublic school officials,

or nonpublic school buildings, sites, or equipment
regularly used without rental fee by public school
pupils who are under the immediate sup vision and

control of public school officials. (VI)

SHARED REVENUERevenue whichls 16Via-brone--
governmental unit but shared, usually in proportion to
the amount collected, with another unit of government
or 'class of governments. (IIR, IVR)

SHARED SERVICES An arrangement whereby'serv-

SHARED TIMESee DUAL ENROLLMENT. .
. .

SHELTERED . WORKSHOP.An enterprise, usually
nonprofit,Troviding remunerative employment and/or
rehabilitative activity under appropriate supervision
and direction fdr workers having one or more handi-
capping conditionsphysical, mental; or emotionalof
such degree that norrual competitive employment is
unsuitable or unavailable. (VI)

SHOP ROOMA special instructional space designed
oe provided.with special equipment, for deVel-
Ciiing manipulative and' related skills. The type Of shop
room should be specified. (III-VI) Sei also SPECIAL
CLASSROOM.

ft

SHORTHAND, STENOGRAPHIC, AND SECRE-
TARIAL (subject matter)See appendix, p. 160.

S/fORY-TERM LOANSA loan payable in 5 years or
less, .but not before the end of the current fiscal year.
(II: UR) See also CURRENT LOANS.

SHOWER `1100MA room designed as such and
equipped with individual shower stalls or group show-
ers. It may also contain drying areas, towel storage and
issue areas, dressing and locker areas, lavatory areas,
and service toilet areas. (III)

SICK LEAVELeave permitted staff members for
illness. (IV-IVR)

SINGLE FUND ACCOUNTING (St/rite education
budgeting and accountin procedure for the

State department of -e-dileario- -through which all
receipts and expenditures are handled in a single fund.

(VII)

SINGLE SCHOOLActivities which extend or apply
to only a single attendance/area. IIR, IVR)
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.
SINKING FUNQMoney which has been sit aside br
invested for the definite purpose of meeting payments
on debt at some future time. It isusually a fund setup

, for the purpose of accumulating money over a period
of years in order to have money aVailable for the
redeMption of long-feim obligdfions at the 'date of
maturity. (I, II, III, VII, IIR) ,

,
SITE A piece of land and all improvements to it other
than, tructures. (III) See also SCHOOL SITE.
4

SITE ADDITIONLand acquired and ,added .to a
previously-acquired site. (III)

SKILLED LABORAn arbitrary classification that
requires workers to have skill and training in a
particular occupation, craft, or trade, and full compe-
tence in the assigned task. (Unpublished VIII)

SKILLS Abilities acquired by observation, stddy, or
experience in iile.ntal and/or physical performance
(e.g., proficiency in planning and investigating, opera-
tional techniques,.comprehension, organization, exedu-
-tion, remembrance, and application of knoWledge to
acquire a dksired result) basic to the mastery of school
work or other activity. (VI)

SLOW LEARNERSStudents who display evidence of
having difficulty in adjusting to .the usual curriculum in
one or more academic areas, requiring modification of
school- offerings within the regular,classro,om in order
to attain maximum growth and development. The term
should be used in referring.to the student's capability
inispecific academicareassather than to the student's
general' level of mental ability..(V-VR)

. ,

-' SMALL ENGINER REPAIR (INTERNAL,COMBUS-
'MN) (subject matter)See appendix, V. 264.

4

SMALL PUPIL. TRANSPORTATION VEHICLEMy
of the pupil transportation vehicles with a manufac-
turer's rated-seating capacity of fewer than 12. (Seat*
capacity figured .on the basis of at least 13 inches_or
seat space per pupil:) (I,

SOCIAL HANDICAP An abnormality or variation in
interpersonal relationships that adversely affects the
social adjustment of an individual. (V, VI)

SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES (subject mat-
ter)See appendix, p.,237.

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERThe number assigned,
to a person by the Social Security Administration. (iV,
1VR-VR)

SOCIAL WORKActivities concerned with the preven-N lion of, or solution to, those personal, social, and
emotional prdblems of individuals Whieh involve such
relationships as those of the family, school, and
community.

SOCIAL WORK ASSIGNMENT,-An assignment to ,
assist in the Prevention of, or solution to, those
personal, social, and emotional probleng of individuals
which involve such relationships as those of thq family,
school, and community. (IV, IIR,IVR)

SOCIAL WORK PERSONNELSee SOCIAL\
WORKER.

SOCIAL WORK SERVICESActivities such as investi-
gation and assessment of pupil problems arising from
tli elime, school, or community; Casework and group
work 'services for pupils andifamilies; interpreting the
problems pf. pupils for other staff members; and
promoting change in the circumstances surthunding the
individual pupcwhich are related to hi; problem.

SOCIAL WORKERA staff member assigned to per-
form Plofessional services in assisting in the prevention
of or solution to the personal, social, and emotional
pfoblems of pupils which ',nvolve family, school, and
'community relationships when 'such problems have a
bearing upon the quality of the school work, of the
pupil. (IV)

-
SOCIALLY AND/OR EMOTIONALLY HANDL-
CAPPERPupils 'identified _by professionally qualified
personnel as having a social and/or emotional handicap,
e.g., emotionally disturbed and delinquency prone. (VI)

SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED Students identified,by
piofeisionally qualified :personnel as leaving unusual
difficulty or Iniabeeptable behavior in interpersonaL
relalidnships to In extent as to require special services.
(V, VI-VR)'
SOCIETY ;A group, of people with a common and at
least somewhat distinct culture who Occupy a particu-

. lafgeographic area, have a feeling of unity, and regard
thenfselves as a distinguishable entity. It includes all or
most of the basic social institutions required to meet
basic human needs and is independent in that it
includes all of-the organizational forms necessary for
its own survival. (Unpublished VIII) '
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SOCIOLOGY (subject matter)See appendix, p. 245.

SOFTWAR...."7.Programing systems, libraries, and other
programing and nonhardware operating .aids; some-
times extended toincludtl all sales support provided by
a computer. manufacturer such as training, reference

material, and installation planning. (VII) '

_SOttlalCIREIn college, a student who has com-
.

pleted more than the .required'number of credit hours
for completion of the firityear of study, but has not
completed the requirements for the second year._The
term is also used frequently in referring tb a"high,
school student in grade 10. (VR)

SOURCE OF FUNDSIdentifies' the agency, govern-
mental, or otherwise, which appropriates the money
used liy a local school or LEA. (IIR, IVR)

,SPECIAL ASSESSMENTA compulsory levy made by

a local government' against certain properties to defray
part or all of the cost of a specify: Improvement or
service which is-presumed to 'oe of general benefit to
the public and of special benefit to the. owners of such
properties. (II, 11R)

SPECIAL CLASS FOR EXCEPTIONAL Pt IL,SA
class, composed, of exceptionhl children or of adults
identified as excevticnal, for Nykom a program of
special education is provided. (V, VI) See also EXCEP-
TIONAL CHILDREN and SPECJ,AfL EDUCATION.

ECIKL-COST CENTERSA diniension for accumu-
la rti

g additional details ,on costs of a segment of an
existing cost center 'or for accumulating costs of a
temporary program ,or project for evaluative purposes.
(11R, IVR) See also COST CENTER.

SPECIAL EDUCATIONConsists of direct instruc-
---tional- at.:vities . designed primarily to deal with the

following pupil exceptionalities: (I) physically handi-
capped; (2) emotionally disturbed; (3) culturally differ-
ent including compensatory 7K:cation; (4) mentally
retarded; and (5) mentally gi ,ed:and talented. The
Speciil Education Services Area includes Preprimary,
Elementary, Secondary,. Postsecondary, and Adult/
Continuing Education. (V, VI, VII-11R, 1VR)

SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES=Classes organized
for the particular purpose of providing instruction to
exceptional chiltireni (111)

SPECIAL FUND Any fund other than the general
fund. (H, 11R)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION ROOM:Asroom or suite of
rooms provided with special .equipment and used for

specialized learning' activities such as kindergarten
rooms, laboratories, and shop. (I)

SPECIAL -INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE FOR EXCEP-
TIONAL CHILDREN An instructional space de-
signed, or providedwith special built-1n erfaipment,
specifically far accommodating classes organized for
tit . particular purpose or providing instruction to
exc ptional children, e.g., classrooms forPupils who

are visually handicapped, hearing handicapped, or
crippled. (III-VI) Sec also' EXCEPTIONAL CHIL-
DREN..

t
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL' SPACES Instructional
spaces designed, or provided witlt special .-built -in

equipment, for specialized learning activities, e.g.,

. kindergarten rooms, laboratories, and shops. (111-V1)

SPECIAL :PHYSICAL HEALTH PROBLEMSA term
referring to pupils identified by professionally qualified
personnel as having less than, the usual aniount, of
strength energy, and endurance and hence may need
appropriate modifications in ;their educational pro:
gram. Such a condition might result, from chrOnic
illne.ss, emotional disturbance, orienvitonmental causes,
e.g., diabetes, .zardia'c disease, grief reaction, epilepsy,
and lead poisoning. (V) Sec also PHYSICAL,HANDI-.
CAP.

SPECIAL PROGRAMSInstructional activities de-

signed primarily to deal with pupil exceptionalities.
The Special Program ServiceArea includes preprimary,
elementary, and, secondary services for the ,(1) gifted
and .talented; (2) mentally retarded; (3), physically
handfcapped; (4) socially and /o' emotionally
capped; (5) culturally ,disadvantaged; (6) pupils wita
learning disabilities; and (7) other special programs.
(11R, 1VR)

SPECIAL. PURPOSE DISTRICT-1n area designated
by a State or local government to develop and operate
facilities and services for a particular need or activity.
Examples of special purpose district's arc those for

parks, water, tire, soil. conservation, or vocational
education. (Unpublished VIII)

SPECIAL PURPOSE GROUPS -See INTEREST GROUP.
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SPECIAL REVENUE' FUNDUsed to account for
oney appropriated or grant9d for special purposs.
ses and limitations are specified by the legal authors
stablishing the Fund and, generally, the resources of

this Fund cannot be diverted to other uses. (HR)
.-k---''.' ,

SPECIAL SCHOOLSee SCHOOL FOR EXCEP-
TIONAL CHILDREN.

SPECIAL STUDENT SERVICES RECORDConfi-
dential information originating as reports written by
student services workers of the 16,cal education.agency
for. the express use of other professionals within the'
agency, including- systematically gathered teacher or
counselor observations, verified reports of serious or
recurrent behavior problems, andfselected health data.
(Normally, special student services records are main-
tained separately from the cumulative stWent.reeord.)
(VR) 'See also.-'CUMULATIVE STUDENT RECORD
and CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS FROM OUTSIDE
AGENCIES. :

SPECIAL YOUTH PROJECTA project providing
guidance, counseling, resting, basic education, basic
work skills, social adjustment, occupational training, or
other appropriate instruction or services to meet the,-
needs of youths, 16 years of age pr older who because
of 'inadequate' educational backgrOund.and Wait prep--
aration are unable to qualify for and obtain employ-
ment without such training or education. (VI)

,SPEECH (subject matter)See appendix, p. I79.:

SPEECH AND HEARING SPECIALISTA staffmem-
ber performing such specialized activities as assisting in
the identification of speech and hearing handicaps of
children, planning and conducting special programs and
services for speech and hearing handicapped children
(exclusive of the deaf); counseling school personnel,
parents, and children concern iri_problesms related to
Oeechi and hearing impairment; and cooperating with
persons in related disciplines and community services.
(IV)

SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST (A1DED)A
standardized test to measure the ability to discriminate
between speech sounds; with the use of a hearing aid.
1VR)

SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST (UNAIDED)A
standardized test to measure ability to discriminate
between speech sounds, without the use of hearing

(VR)

SPEECH HANDICAPSee SPEECH HANDICAPPED.

SPEECH HANDICAPPEDIndividuals with- nArkedly
unpaired speech. (VR) See also IMPAIRED ARTICU-
LATION; STUTTERING; and VOICE' IMPAIRMENT,

SPEECH IMPAIREDIndividuals with an impairment
in speech and/or language (inclUding impaired articula-
tion,'stuttering, WACC impairment, and a receptive or
expressive verbal language handicap) that is sufficiently
severe to adversely affect the individual's performance
in the usual school program. Where used for reporting'
purposes, the term speech impaired often encompasses
both the. speech handicapped and-the language handi-
capped. (V-VR) See, also COMMUNICATION DIS-
ORDER.

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST A specialist in communicar
tive disorders, including the-scientific study and man-
agement of speech! hearing, and language disabilities.
The primary respunsibilitieS of the speech pathologist
are of a clinical nature which involves diagnostic,
evaluative, and therapeutic activities in the 'area of
Speech disabilities. (IV)A
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY SERV-
ICESActivities which* halie as their purpose the
identification, assessment, acid treatment of pupils with
impairments in speech, hearing, and language. (I1R)

SPEECH PATHOLOGYSERVICESActivities organ-

.

ized for the identification of pupils with speech and
language diforders; diagnosis and appraisal of specific
speech and language disorders; referral for medical or
other professional attention necessary to the habilita-
tion of speech and language disorders; provision of
required speech habilitation services; and. counseling
and guidance of pupils, patent's, and teachers, as
appropriate, (VI-IVR)

SPONSOR (for overseas dependents' schools of the.
U.S. Department of Defense)The,member of the U.S.
Department of Defense (military or civilian) having i

parental or guardianship responsibility for the student,
or assuming legal responsibility for the student while
in the dependents' school. (VR)

STADIUMA permanent structure consisting of one or
more units with tiers of seats for spectators at athletic
contests. (HI)

STAFF ACCOUNTINGServices rendered in connec-
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Lion- with the systematic recording, filing, and storing
of information related to staff members employed by
the LEA. (IV-VII-IIR,IVR)

STAFF ASSIGNMENT WORKLOAD-Data about the
factors used in measuring a staff member's efforts in
fulfilling an assignment, including the type of activity,
the unit of work:and the time involved in the task.
These data elements are used in making dacisions
regarding the number of staff members needed for a
particular task or job; e.g., the number of counselors
needed for elementary pupils, the number of teacher.
aid needed for elementary pupils, the number of
teacher aides needed in a particular program area, the
number of painters needed to keep facilities protected
from- weather. (IVR)

STAFF MEMBER-A person whose relationship with
the local education agency meets the following criteria:

The person performs activities or provides serv-
ices for the *local education agency which are
under the direction or control of the agenci,' 's

governing authority.

The person is either compensated for such serv-
ices- by the LEA and is considered an employee
for the purpose of workmen's compensation
coverage, the Federal Insurance Contribution At
(FICA), and wage or salary tax withholdings; or
the person performs such services on a volunteer,
uncompensated basis. (The LEA should collect
the same data depending upon the aSsignmdnt-
about every employee, whether paid or unpaid.)
(IV-VII-IVR)

STAFF MEMBER-PUPIL RATIO-A fraction obtained
by dividing the number of pupils in membership by the
number representing the full-time equivalency of staff
members involved in any particular activity or group of
activitics as of a particular date. (IVR)

STAFF RELATIONS AND NEGOTIATION SERV-
ICES-Activities concerned with staff relations system-
wide and the responsibilities for contractual negotia-
tions with both instructional and noninstructional
personnel. (IVR)

STAFF RETENTION RATE-Thepte, expressed as a
percentage, at which employees of an LEA remain
employed from one period of time to the next, such as
from year to year. (IV-IVR)

STAFF SEPARATION RATE-The rate, expressed as a
percentage, at which employees leave the employment
of an LEA during a period of time, usually a year.
(IV-IVR)

STAFF SERVICES-The activities concerned with
recruiting,accounting, placing, transfering, and training
staff employed by an-LEA. (1iR,-IVR)

STAGGERED SESSIONS-See EXTENDED-DAY

SESSIONS.

STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONA
formal system in official use in the United States for
classifying all economic activities. Provides consistency
and scale, through a series of progressively more
detailed levels (one, .two, three, and four digits).

(Unpublished VIII)

STANDARD. LAND USE CODING SYSTEM-A cod-
ing system which makes possible the standardization of
land use record keeping and mapping, developed by the
U.S. Urban Renewal Administration and the U.S.
Bureau of Public Roads. (Unpublished VIII)

STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL
AREA-A term used by the Bureau of the Censtis to
designate large urban areas-The primary criteria in-.
elude: (1) a county containing a central city of 50,000
or more people or twin cities with a combined
population in excess of 50,000; (2) additional contigu-
ous. counties may be included if they are functionally
integrated with the central county. Such counties may
be across State lines from the State containing the
Centrai county. (Unpublished's/III)

STANDARD ROUTING PATTERNS-School bus

routes established on the basis of student residence
distribution and the street pattern for regular school-
day pick-, ,l 'and return. (Unpublished,VIII)

STANDARD TERMINOLOGY-Items of information
(terms)-understood, accepted, and used nitipnwide -
possessing the qualities of combinability, compara-
bility, relatability, and discreteness in classification and
definition. (VII, IVR)

STANDARDIZED TEST-A test composed of a 'sys-

tematic sampling Of behavior, having data on reliability
and validity, administered and scored according to
specific instructions, and capable of being interpreted
in terms of adequate norms. (V, VI, VR)
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STA1E - A feria that applies to the 50 States, ?atlying
are.., the Trust territory of theTacific Islands, and the
Distt..:t of Columbia. (V-VII)

STATE MD FOR EDUCATIONAny grant made by a
Sta. josernimiit for the support ofeducation. (11-V1I-

. :VIZ) See also PUBLIC GRANT.

STATE AND FEDERAL RELATIONS SERVICES-:
Activities associated with developing and maintaining
gold- relationships with State and Federal officials.
11VA)-

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATIONThe legally consti-
tuted body having the major responsibility for the
general supervision of elementary and secondary-educa-
tion in the State. This board may also have total or
partial responsibility for the supervision of higher
education.11-VII; IVR) 7

STATE DEPARTMENT Of EDUCATIONAn organ-
Ization, composed of the chief executive officer (chief
State school officer) and staff; that exists to conduct
the work delegated to it by law. (I-V1-VII, IVR)

STATE ECONOMIC AREA A relatively homogeneous
subdivision of a State, consisting of a single,county or a
group of counties and having certain economic and
social characteristics which distinguish it from adjoin-
ing areas. The large; standard metropolitan statistical
areas (those-in 1960 with a central city of 50,000 or
more and a total population of 100,000 or more) are
recognized as metropolitan state economic areas. (Un-
published VIII)

STATE EDUCATION AGENCYThe organization
established by law for the primary,purpose of carrying
out at least a part of the educational:responsibilities of
the State. It is characterized by having statewide
jurisdiction and may be composed of a State board,
chief executive officer, and staff. Sonic State education
agencies may lack one or two of these three elements,
but itvany case_ there must tic either a board or a chief
executive officer. The term "commission" is sometimes
used synonymoii'sly with "board." (I, 1V-VII, IVR)

STATE EDUCATION AUTHORITYAn larganized
and officially constituted group of individuals or an
individual 'responsible for policy decisions related to
constitutional and legislative provisions pertinent to
education in the State. (VII)

STATE HIGHWAYSAll roads whose construction
was primarily financed by the State. Such roads are
maintained by the State. (Unpublished VIII)

STATE OPERATEDA term applying to any program,
school, or other institution operated by.a State agency.
(VII, [VIZ)

STATE SYSTEM OF EDUCATIONThe system which
encompasses 011 educational activities within a State.
(VII)

STATE...VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PLAN (STATE
PLAI4---..a' written description of the State's vocational
education programs submitted to and approved by the
U.S. Commissioner of Education as a condition for the
allotment or Federal funds. It sets forth the State's
authority under State for its administration of such
programs and includes to policies to be followed by
the State in maintaining, extending, and improving'
existing vocational education programs, and in develop-
ing rfew programs. (VI)

STATIONARY ENERGY SOURCES OCCUPATIONS
(subject matter)See appendix, p. 264.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SERVICESActivities
concerned with determining the nature and relation-.
ships of data .elements to arrive at conclusions and
redommendations. This data element includes institu-
tional, management, and program studies on topics
such as cost/effectiveness, space utilization, and teach-
ing load. (IVR)-

STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICESActivities
concerned with assimilating and narrating statistical
data into reports for further use. This data element
includes preparation of reports, such as questionnaires
and data collection forms, for internal as well as
dxtempl use. (IVR)

STATISTICAL SERVICESServices concerned with-
collec,ting, organizing, summarizing, analyzing, and
disseminating educational data pertinent to various
educational interests, including pupils, staff, instruc-
tion, facilities, and finance. (VI-VII, IIR, IVR)

STATISTICIANA staff member employed in the area
of statistical services; an expert or specialist in sta-
tistics, a person who assembles, classifies, and tabulates
statistical data. (VII)
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STATISTICIAN ASSIGNMENT An assignmen% to
plan surveys and wIlect, summarize, and interpret
numerical data, applying statistical theory and meth-
ods. (IVR) .

STENOGRAPHIC, SECRETARIAL, AND RELATED
OCCUVATIONS (subjwt matter)See appendix, p.
235.

STORAGE ROOMAny room designed, or adapted,
for use in receiving or storing supplies and equipment
that is not an integral part of, or adjunct to, another
functional or service area. (III)

STORES- Supplies, matenals, and equipment in store
rooms subject to requisition. (II, III, IV-UR-VII -11R)

STORES HANDLING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment
to' perform the activities of receiving, storing, and
dispensing; school supplies, materials, and equipment.
(IV, IIR, IVR)

STORYLA group of rooms on the same floonor level,
or a floor consisting of doe room having clear standing
head room of at least 6-feet 6 inches and whose floor is
at or above grade level along at least one entire side.
"At or above grade level" means that if the horizontal
plane of the floor were to be extended on the side in
question, no land within twenty feet of the building
would be above this plane. (III)

STUDENTAn individual for whom instruction is

provided in an educational program under the jurisdic-
tion of a school, school system, or other educational
institution. No distinction is made between the terms
"student" and "pupil"; the term "student" is used to
include individuals at all instructional levels. A student
may receive instruction in a school facility or in
another location, such as at home or in a hospital.
Instruction may be provided by direct student-teaiher
interaction or by some other approved medium such as
television, radio, telephone, and correspondence. (IV,
V, VII- IVR -VR)

STUDENT ACCOUNTINGA system for collecting,
computing, and reporting information about students.
(V, VII, IIR, IVR, VR)

STUDENT-ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF RATIO (as of
a given dale)The number of students in membership,
as of a given da e, divided by the number representing
the total full-tim equivalency of principal assignments,

- assistant principal assignments, central administrative
staff assignments (including area administrators and
their staffs), and assignments for supervising, managing,

, and directing academic departments in the schools
serving these students on the same date. (VR)

STUDENT .BODY ACTIVITIESCocUrricular activi-
ties for studentssuch as entertainment, publications,
and clubsthat are managed or operated by students
under the guidance or supervision of staff members.
(11-IV-V-VI-IIR, IVR-VR) See also COCURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES.

STUDENT CAPACITY OF A SCHOOL PLANTThe
membership that can be accommodated in the class-
rooms and other instruction areas of a gien school
plant for the schoolday according to existing State-
approved standards, exclusive of multiple sessions. (III,
V, VI, VR)

STUDENT COMMONS AREA An area designed, or
adapted, for use by students for activities such as
relaxation, lounging, unsupervised reading, and pur-
chasing of Supplies and refreshments. (III)

STUDENT-COUNSELOR RATIO (as of a given date)
The number of students in membership. as of a given
date, divided by the number representing the total
full-time equivalency of counseling assignments serving
these students on the same date. (IV, V, V:, VR)

STUDENT-COUNSELOR RATIO (for a period of
time)The average daily membership of students, for a

given period of time, divided by the number represent-
ing the total full-time equivalency of counseling,assign-
ments serving these students during the same period.
(V, VI, VR)

'STUDENT DORMITORYA building that is used
primarily as living quarters for groups of Students. (III)

STUDENT-INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF RATIO"(for a
period of time) - -The average daily membership of
students, for a given period of time, divided by the
number representing the total full-time equivalen.cy of
teaching assignments, teaching assistant assignments,
teaching intern assignments, teacher aide assignments,
and student teaching assignments serving these students
during the same period. (VR) See also STUDENT-
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL STAFF RATIO
and STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO.
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STUDENT-LIBRARY SERVICES STAFF RATIO (as
-of a given date)The number of students in member-
ship, ;as of a given date, divided by the number
representing the total full-time equivalency of library
services staff assignments serving these students on the,
same date. (VR)

STUDENT NUMBERThe number assigned to the
student for identification and teem dkeeping purposes.
Normally only one number need be used for identifica-
tion. (VR)

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONA group of pupils or-
ganized into a single body for the purpose of pursuing
common goals and .objectives. Such organizations
include the various types of clubs and class organiza-
tions which, with the approval of appropriate school
authorities, are managed and operated by pupils under
the guidance or supervision of qualified adults. (V, VI)
See also STUDENT BODY ACTIVITIES.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION (class or grade)An or-
ganized grOup of pupils wljo, try virtue of having
completed a designated number of grades or school
years, pursue common goals and tthjectives. Such
organizations include the senior, junior, sophomore,

-and freshman classes, and the elementary school
grades. They are managed and operated by pupils
under the guidance or supervision of appropriate staff
members. (V, VI)

STUDENT ORGANIZATION (club)'An organized
-Sgroup of .,pupils having a-its main bbjective the

furtherance of a common-interest. Such organizations
include social, hobby, instructignal, recreational, 41-
letic, honor, dramatic, musical, and similar clubs and
societies which, with the approval 'of appropriate
school authorities, are managed and operated by the
pupils under the guidapce or supervision of qualified
adults. (VI)

STUDENT-PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL STAFF
RATIO (as of a given date)The number of students in
membership in a school system, as of a given date,
divided by the number representing the total full-time
equivalency. of all professional educational assignments
in the school system on, the same date. (IV-V, VI, VR)

STUDENT-PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL :STAFF
RAM (for a period of time)The average daily
membership of students, for a given period of time,
dis4ded by the number representing the total full-time

equivalency of all professional educational assignments
in the school system during the same period. (V, VI,
VR)

STUDENTPSYCHOLOGIST RATIO (as of a given
date)The number of students in membership in a
school system, as of a given date, divided by the
number representing the total full-time equivalency of
psychologist assignments, serving these students on the
same date. (VR)

STUDENT-PSYCHOLOGIST RATIO (for a period of
time)The average daily membership of students for a
given periods a time, divided by the number represent-
ing the total full-time equivalency of psychologist
assignments ,serving these student's during the same
period. (VR)

STUDENT RECORDInformation about one or more
students which is kept on file for a period of time in a
classroom, school office, ..systein office, or other-
approved location. A student record usually is intended
for the use Of the person or office which maintains the
record. (V, VR) See also CUMULATIVE STUDENT
RECORD and PERMANENT STUDENT RECORD.

STUDENT-SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR RATIO (as-
of a given date)The number of students in member-
ship, as of a given date, divided by the -nun-14r
representing the total full-time equivalency of principal
assignments, assistant principal assignments, and assign-
ments for supervisins, managing, and directing aca-
demic` departments in the school(s) serving these
students on the same date. (VR)

STUDENT-SCHOOL AWINISTRATOR, RATIO (for
a period of time)- The average daily membership of
students, for a given period of time, divided by the
number representing the total full-time equivalency of
principal assignments, assistant principal assignments,
and assignments for supervising, managing, and direct-
ing academic departments in the school(s) serving these
students during the same period. (VR)

STUDENT-SOCIAL WORKER RATIO (as of a given
date)The number of students in membership in a
school system, as of a given date, divided by the
numbe? representing tilt. total full-time equivalency .of
social work assignments serving these students on the
same date. (VR)
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STUDENT-SOCIAL WORKER RATIO (for a period of
.time)The average daily mciubeiship.ot students, fin a
given period of time, divided by the number repre-
senting the total full-time eciwvalency of social work
assignments serving these students awing the saute

period. (VR)

STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO (as of a given date)
The number of students in membership, as of a given
date, divided by the number representing the total
full-tune equivalency of teaching assignments serving
these students onthe same date. (IV-V, VI, YR)

STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO (for a period of time)
The average daily membership of students, for a given
period of time, divided by the number representing the
total full-time equivalency of teaching assignments
serving these students eluting the same period. (V, VI,
VR)

STUDENT TEACHINGTeaching under the supervi-
-sion of a t.,ct tifkated teadier as part of a formalized
higher education program ut trat.her preparation.
(IVR)

STUDENT-TOTAL STAFF RATIO (us of a given
date) The number of students in membership in a
school system, as of a given date, divided by the
number representing the total full-tune equivalency of
all staff assignments in the school system on the smile
date. (IVN, VI-VR)

STUDENT-TOTAL STAFF RATIO (for a period of
time)The average daily membership of students in a
school system, for a given period of time, divided by
the number representing the total full-time equpalency
of all staff assignments in the schobl system during the
same period. (V-V( -VR)

STUDENTS PER ACREThe average daily member-
ship of a school divided by the total nuniber of
developed and undeveloped acres in the school site.
(III, V, VI, VR)

STUDY HALL, --An instruction area designed, or
adapted, for housing a group of students engaged in
Individual study of an tnfuimal nature of the lessons or
assignments received in regular or special classrooms.
(III)

STUTTERINGSpeech often characterized by unusual
strain or tension, and by. om or inure of the following.

repetition, blocking, injection of superfluous spe.ech
elcinents,,and,ror prolongation on sounds or syllables.
("Stuttering" generally is used synonymously with
"stammering," except by some specialists who desig-
nate speech repetitions as stuttering and speech blocks
or stoppages as stammering.) (VR)

SUBFUNCTIONA major division of an LEA's opera -
ton %-onsistini of activities which, regardless of their
nature, have the same general operational objective. It
is the second level of function. (IVR)

SUBJECTAn organized body of knowledge which
may be more comprehensive than a course but is less
comprehensive than a subject-matter area. (VI, IVR)

SUBJECT AREASee SUBJECT-MATTER AREA.

,SUBJECT MATTERA body of facts, understanding,
processes, skills, values, and appreciation related to a
specific aspect of human activity and experience.
Subject matter includes the accumulated knowledge,
skills, appreciations, and. attitudes comprising the
substance of any subject-matter area. (VI, IVR)

SUBJECT-MATTER AREAA grouping of related
subjects or units of subject matter under a heading
such as English ('anguage arts), foreign languages; art;
music, natural sciences, industrial arts, home eco-
nomics, agriculture, business, physical education, and
trades and industrial occupations. (IV, V-VI,
VR)

SUBSIDIARY ACCOUNTSRelated accounts which
support- in detail the summaries recorded in a con
trolling account. (II, 111-11B-11R) See also CLEARING
ACCOUNTS.

SUBSIDIARY JOURNALA journal in which are
recorded transactions of like nature. For example', a
Cash Journal is a commonly used journal; in it are
recorded all cash transactions. (IIB) See alsc
JOURNAL.

SUBSIDIARY LEDGERA ledger containing all the
detail accounts which support a particular General
Ledger account. (IIB) See also LEDGER and GEN-
EkAL LEDGER.

SUBSTITUTEA general term used in reference to an
individual who is assigned to take the place Of a staff
member who is temporarily absent. It is usually led in
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more specitie manner to indicate such indivitIwis as
substitute teacher, substitute bus driver, and subst:tute
custodian. (IV)

SUBURBANIZATION The movement of population
and services from large cities to the areas surrounding
these cities, with the result that the cities are ringed by
an array of suburbs beyond their political limits.
(Unpublished VIII)

SUMMARY ACCOUNTAn account. that is used to
consolidate items of a broad category. (IIB) See also
CONTROL ACCOUNTS.

SUMMER ADDRESS (staf)The place where thestaff
member resides during the summer recess of school.
(IV)

SUMMER SCHOOLThe name usually applied to the
school session carried on during the period between the
cad of the regular school term and the beginning of the
next regular school term. (1, II, IV, IIR, IVR)

SUMMER SCHOOL TERMThat school terni which
takes place in the summer during the period bdiween
the end of one regular school term and the beginning
of the next regular school term. (IV, V, VI)

SUMMER SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION FEES
Money received for transportation of pupils attending
summer school. Separate.act;ounts rnay be maintained
for transportation fees received from patrons, and for
transportation fees received from patrons, and for
transportation fees received from other LEA's. (IIR)

SUMMER SCHOOL TUITIONMoney received as
tuition for pupils attending summer school classes.
Separate accounts may be maintained for tuition
received for residents, and for tuition received for
nonresidents. (IIR)

'SUMNER TERM -DAY -A division of the school year
which usually begins in June and ends in August and
pupils attend the day sessions. (UR, IVR)

SUMMER TERMEVENING-rA division of the school
year which usually begins in June and ends in August
and pupils attend the evening sessions. (IIR, IVR)

SUPERINTENDENT ASSIGNMENTAn assignment
to a staff member (e.g., chief executive of schools or
chancellor) to perform the highest level, systemwide

'o

executive management functions of an LEA. (HR.,
IVR)

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS2A staff member
who .., the chief executive officer. of a school adthinis-
trative unit. (I, IV)

SUPERVISING/MANAGING/DIRECTING ASSIGN-
MENTAn assignment to direct staff members and
manage a function, a program, or a sdpporting service.
As with all activity assignments, the scope of this
assignment is broken into subaccoupts. Examples of
staff members having this assignment include chairmen
of academic departments, supervisors of purchasing,
directors and managers of psychological services. (IIR,
IVR)

SUPERVISION ASSIGNMENTAn assign ment to a
staff member to provide leadership, guidance, and
expertness in a field of specialization for the purpose
of improving the performances of staff members. (IV)
See also HELPING TEACHER. ,

SUPERVISOR See SUPERVISION ASSIGNMENT.

SUPERVISORS OF INSTRUCTIONSchool personnel
who have been delegated the responsibility of assisting
teachers, in improving the learning situation and in-
structional methods. (MI) .

SUPERVISORY AND
MENT OCCUPATIONS (subject ma

MANAGE-
MENT appen-
dix,

SUPPLEMENTARY PIwGRAM In vocational educa-
tion, a program offered as supplemental training to'
persons already employed. (VI)

SUPPLYA material item of an expendable nature
that is consumed, worn out or deteriorated in use; loses
its identity through fabrication or incorporation into a
different or more complex unit or substance. (1-II, III,
VII, 11R, 1VR)

SUPPORT SERVICESA.ctivities which provide ad-
ministrative, technical, and logistical support to a
program. "Support services" exist to sustain and
enhance the fulfillment of the objectives of other
major functions. (Ill, IV- IIR-IVR)

SUPPORT SERVICESBUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TIONActivities concerned with purchasing, paying,
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transporting, exchangangind maintaining goods and

services for the LEA. Included are the fiscal, acqui-
sition of facilities, operation and maintenance, and
internal services for operating all schools. (IIR, IVR)

SUPPORT SERVICESCENTRAL ADMINIS-

TRATIONActivities, other than general admmistra
Iron, which support each of the other instructional and
support services programs: These activities include
planning, research, development, evaluation, informa-
tion, staff, statistical, and data processing services.
(HR, IVR)'

SUPPORT SERVICESGENERAL ADMINISTRA-
TIONActivities concerned with establishing policy.,
operating schools and the LEA, and providing the
essential facilities and services for the staff and pupils.
(IIR, IVR)

SUPPORT SERVICESINSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Activities associated with assisting the instructional
staff in the content and process of providing learning
experiences for pupils. (IIR, IVR)

SUPPORT SERVICESPUPILSActivities which are
designed to assess and improve the well-being of pupils
and to supplement the teaching process. (IIR, IVR)

SUPPORT SERVICESSCHOOL ADMINISTRA-
TIONActivities concerned with overall administrative
responsibility for a single school or a group of schools.
(IIR, IVR)

I
SUPPORTING SERVICESSee SUPPORT SERV-
ICES.

SUPPORTING .SERVICES FACILITY A piece of
land, a building, or part of a building that serves more
than one school plant, or is not a part of any given
school plant. In some instances, a facility which is
definitely part of one school plant may also be used by
pupils from another school plant. For example, a high
school cafeteria may also be used by pupils from a
nearby elementary school plant; Such a facility would
not be classified as a supporting services facility, but
would he accounted for as part of the school plant
with which it is used the major portion of time. (III,
IV)

SUPPORTING SERVICES (State department of edu-
cation)Activities within the State department of
education that- are not limited to one organizational

unit of the department but rather are departmentwide
in scope. (VII)

SURETY BONDA written promise to pay damages or
to indemnify against losses caused by the party or
parties named in the document, through nonperform-
ance or through defalcation; for example, a surety
bond given by a contractor or by an official handling
cash or securities. (II, liR)

SURPLUSThe excess
\of,the assets of a fund over its

liabilities; or if the fund also has other resources and
obligations, the excess of resources over obligations.
The term should not be used without a properly
descriptive adjective unless its meaniniis apparent
from the context. (11-11B-VII, IIR)

SUSPENSIONTemporary dismissal of a student from
school by duly authorized school personnel in accord-
ance with established regulations. (V-VI, VR) See also
EXPULSION.

SYSTEM, ACCOUNTINGSee ACCOUNTING

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM, BUILDING SERVICESee BUILDING
SERVICE SYSTEM.

SYSTEM, IMPRESTSee IMPREST SYSTEM.

SYSTEM, MANAGEMENT INFORMATIONSee
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM.

SYSTEM, MONITORINGSee MONITORING

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM, OUTDOOR SERVICESee OUTDOOR
SERVICE SYSTEM,

SYSTEM, PENSIONSee PENSIONSYSTEM.

SYSTEM, PLANNING- PROGRAMING - BUDGETING-
EVALUATION See PLANNING- PROGRAMING-
BUDGETING- EVALUATION SYSTEM.

SYSTEMSActivities or services which provide for an
orderly arrangement of data and procedures which will
produce any desired interrelationship or summation
which may be pertinent to recording or decisionmak-'
ing. (VII)

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS- Activities involving the search
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for and evaluation of alternatives which are relevant to
defined objectives, based on judgment, and, whereyer
possible, on quantitative methods, the development of
data processing procedures or application to electronic
data processing equipment. (VII, IIR, IVR)

SYSTEMWIDE Activities which extend or apply to all
of the schools in the LEA or to all of the schools in the
LEA where the activities apply. (IIR, IVR)

SYSTEMWIDE ASSIGNMENT A Pill-time or less-
than-full-time assignment to a staff member consisting
of activities which extend or apply to all of the schools
in the school system or to all of the scnools in' the
school system at one instructional level. where the
activities apply. (IV)

T--

TABULATING EQUIPMENT OPERATORA staff
member assigned duties in connection with the opera-

-tion of any of the machines such as punches, sorters,
and tabulators for automatic tabulation of data by use
of a punch card. (IV)

TAX ASSESSING/COLLECTING ASSIGNMENTAn
assignment to provide services m the assessment of real
and personal property for tax computation purposes
and in the collection of taxes for the LEA. (IIR, IVR)

TAX ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTIONActivities
concerned with assigning and 'recording equitable
values to real and personal property, assigning a millage
rate (dollars yield per thousand dollars), anti, receiving

- yield in a central office. (IIR, IVR)

TAX ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION SERV-
ICESActivities pertaining to services rendered in
connection with tax assessment and collection. (IIR
IVR)

TAX LIENS RECEIVABLELegal claims against prop-.
erty which have been exercised because of nonpayment
of delinqubnt taxes, interest,ciand penalties receivable
up to the date the lien becomes effective plus the cost
of holding the sale. (IIR)

TALENTEDIndividuals identified by professionally
qualified personnel as being capable of high perform-
ance in one or more areas of special competence.
Among these areas of special competence are cre-
ativity: leadership ability mid social adeptness; and
facility in the productive and performing arts. (VVR)

TARDINESS (student)Absence of a student at the
time a given class and/or half day of attendance begins,
provided that the student is in attendance before the
close of that class or half day. (V, VR)

TARGET GROUPA group in the population at which
programs are aimed or on which programs have a
significant impact,(VID See also DIFFERENTIATED
CURRICULUM.

TAX ,ANTICIPATION NOTESNotes (sometimes
called "warrants") issued in anticipation of an;ection
of taxes, usually retirable only from tax collections,
kind frequently only from the tax collections antici-
pated with their issuance. The proceeds of tax anticipa-
tion notes or warrants are treated as current loans if
paid back from the tax collections anticipated with the
issuance of the notes. (II, IIR)

TAXESCompulsory charges levied by a governmental
unit for the purpose of financing services performed
for the common benefit. The term includes licenses
and permits. lt. does not include special assessments.

See alk SPECIAL ASSESSMENT.

TAXES LEVIED FOR OTHER 'GOVERNMENTAL
UNITSTaxes levied by a governmental unit as agent
for another governmental unit, and which are to be
collected, held in trust, and disbursed to the proper
unit. They consist of both current and delinquent taxes
and may also include tax liens. No allowance for
estimated uncollectible taxes is set up against these
taxes because the LEA is usually liable only for the
amount actually collected. It is recommended that
separate accounts be maintained for each interfund
receivable. (I I R)

TAXES RECEIVABLEThe uncollected portion of
taxes which an LEA or governmental unit has levied
and which has become due, including any interest or
penalties which may be accrued., Separate accounts
may be maintained on the basis of tax roll year and/or
current and delinquent taxes. (II-IIB-IIR)

TEACHERA person who instructs students. (I, II-IV,
V, VI, VIIIIR, IVR)

TEACHER, CLASSROOMSee CLASSROOM
TEACHER.
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t
TEACHER, CRISISSee CRISIS TEACHER.

TEACHER, DIAGNOSTIC See DIAGNOSTIC

TEACHER.

TEACHER, NURSE See NURSE-TEACHER.

TEACHER AIDEA person who assists a teacher with

routhic activities associated with teaching, those activi-
ties requiring minor decisions regarding students, such

as monitoring, conducting rote exercises,.operating
equipment, and cleiking. (IV, VI, VII-IIR, IVR)

TEACHER AIDE ASSIGNMENT An assignment to a
staff member to perform activities of, a nonteaching
nature which are not classfiedas professional educa-
tional teaching assignments. (IV)

'TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION A uni-
versity, liberal arts college, teachers'.collegc, or other
professional school in which one of the major func-
tions is the preparation of students for the teaching
profession and which has been 'approved for teacher
education by a State. regional, or national accrediting

dpody. (V)

TEACHERAGEA building that is used as living
quarters for teachers. Individual apartments rented by
the school district for teachers are not designated by
this term. (III) ,

TEACHER - INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISOR
RATIO The total of the full-time equivalencies of all
teaching assignments, as of a given date, divided by the

total of the full-time equivalencies of all assignments
for supervision of instruction as of the same date.
0 v-vo t.

TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONA college or

university recognized by the proper State authorities
for the training of teachers. (VII)

TEACHER'S CONTRACTThe formal agreement, rep-
resented by a legal signed document entered into by a
teacher and the officials of the school system, stating
the salary to be paid the teacher, the length of term of
the agreement, and the general duties to be performed
by tae teacher. (IV)

TEACHERS OTHER THAN CLASSROOM
TEACHERS PER 1,000 PUPILS IN AVERAGE
'DAILY MEMBERSHIPThe number representing the

total full-time equivalency of teaching assignments less
the number representing theptal full-time equivalency
of classroom teaching assignments in a school system
during a given period of time, multiplied by 1,000 and
divided by the average daily- membership of pupils
during the period. cy, VI) .

TEACHERS PER '1,000 STUDENTS IN AVERAGE
DAILY MEMBERSHIP The number representing the
total full-time equivalency of teaching assignments in a

school system during a given period of time, multiplied
by 1,000 and divided by the average daily membership
of students during this period. (V, VI, VR)

TEACHERS' ROPMA room designed, or adapted,
for use by teachers and other instructional staff for
study, class preparation, and relaxation. (III)

. TEACHINGThe process. of helping pupils acquire,'
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and/or appreciations by
means of a systematic method of instruction. (VI)

TEACHING AIDE ASSIGNMENTAn assigiment to
assist a teacher with routine activities associated with
teaching' those activities requiring minor decisions
regarding students, such as monitoring, conducting-rote
exercises, operating equipment, and' clerking. !(IIR,'
IVR)

TEACHING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment tO a staff
member to instruct pupils. (IV, IVR)

TEACHING ASSISTANTA person who performs the
day-to-day 'activities of teaching students, under the
supervision of a teacher. The teaching assistant does
not make any diagnoitic or long-range evaluative
decisions regarding students taught. The Person may or
may not be certificated but has completed at least 2
years of formal education preparatory'for teaching or
the equivalent in experience or training. (IIR, IVR)

TEACHING ASSISTANT ASSIGNMENTAn assign-
ment to perform the day-to-day activities,of teaching
pupils under the supervision of a teacher. The teaching
assistant assignment does not include any diagnostic or
'long range evaluative decisions regarding pupils taught.
Staff members having this assignment mayor may not
be certificated but have completed at feast two years of'
formal education preparatory for teaching or the
equivalent in experience or training. (IIR, IVR)

TEACHING FIELD In a departmentalized organize-
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tion, a major subdivision of the eductitional program
such as language arts, foreign languages; mathematics,
science, music, vocational education, and physical
education. In a nondePartmentalized situation, or in

.assignments to self-contained classroom duties, the
general teaching level such as elementary or secondary
may be the most accurate designation of teaching field.
(IV)

TEACHING INTERNA person who instructs stud-
ents without having fulfilled all the requirements fcir a
professional in the teaching field. This person usually
has.a professional level of competencies in a field other
than education and is allowed to teach while obtaining
the necessary knowledge and skills in education and/or
educational psychology. (IIR, IVR)

TEACHING INTERN ASSIGNMENTAn assignment
to instruct pupils as part of on-the-job preparation for
full certification as a teacher. A teaching intern usually
has,all the professional education necessary for certifi-
cation except for skills in the fields of education or
educational psychology. (IIR, IVR)

TEACHING MACHINEA device for presenting pro-
gramed instruction. (VI) See also PROGRAMED IN-
STRUCTION. .

TEACHING, OVER TFLAN,CLASSROOM INSTRUC-
TION RESPONSIBILITYThe area of responsibility
for instructing pupils in other than the usual classroom
situation. It consist.; of sucti activities as teaching the
homebound, teaching through correspondence, teach-
ing through radio or television from a studio, providing
instruction for exceptional pupils released from regular
classes for short periods of time, and instructing pupils
in 'non-course (coeurricular) activities. (IV)

TEAM TEACHINGAn organization for classroom
instruction which involves two or more teachers who
are jointly responsible for planning, instructing, and
evaluating a given group of pupils at any ineructIonal
level or in a .selected subject-matter area or combina-
tion of subject-matter areas. A teaching team may or
may not include assistants. (VI)

TECHNICALA term denoting a level of knowledge
and skills possessed by an individual or reqUired of an
individual to perform an assignment. The level of skill
is attained through education and training, usually
including, at a minimum, an associate degree (or its
equivalent obtained through specild study and/or ex-
perience). (11R, IVR)

TECHNICAL EDUCATION (subjec t'matter) See ap-
pendix, p. 246.

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLSee VOCATIONAL
AND/OR TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL.

TECHNICAL INSTITUTEAn ,institution, or a di-,
vision of an institution, offering instruction primarily
in one' or more of the technologies at the post-
secondary instructional level. (IV, VR)

+

TECHNICAL PERSONNELPersonnel working in one
or more branches of technology at a level above the
Skilled trades and below professional status. (VII)

TECHNICAL STAFF MEMBERA staffmember who
possess8 the knowledge and skills of a technician
(technical level competencies) and performs activities
for the LEA which require this level of expertise for
satisfactory completion. (IIR, IVR) .

TECHNICAL STAFF PER 1,000 STUDENTS IN
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCEThe number 'rep-
resenting the total full -time equivalency of technical
staff assignments in a school system during a given
period of time, multiplied by 1,000 and divided by tfie
average daily attendance of students during this pehod..
(VR)

TECHNICAL STAFF PER 1,000 STUDENTS IN
AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIPThe number cep:
resenting the total full-time equivalency of technical
staff assignments in a school system during a given -
period of time, multiplied by 1,000`and divided by the
average daily membership of students during: this'
period. (VR)

TELECOURSEA full sequedce of lessons offered
over closed circuit or broadcast television for credit or.
for auditing purposes. Tejecourse instruction may also
include written work requiremepts, reading assign-
ments, and examinations. (VI, VII)

/
TEMPORARY SALARIESFull-time, part-time, and
prorated portions of the gross salary costs for work by
employees of die LEA who are hired qn a temporary.

substitute.basis to perform work in positions of
either temporary or. permanent nature.-(11R,NR)

TENURE STATUSThe employment status of the
staff memb6r, whose employment is not subject to
discontinuance by the governing authority.except in
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stipulated circumstances. (IV, VII) See also EM-
PLOYMENT STATUS.

TERM7A prescribed span of time when school is open
and the pupils are under the guidance and direction of
teachers. (BR, IVR)

TERM BONDSBonds' of the same issue, usually
maturing all at one time and ordinarily to be retired
from sinkifig-funds.-(II, IIR)

TERMINAL CONTRACTA contract agreement
setting beginning and e,nding dates of employment of
the staff member- with no legal obligation that, the
expiration of the contract is to be followed by another
contract agreement. (IV) See also CONTINUING CON-
TRACT.

%

TERMINAL LETTER A letter from the governing
board of the school administrative unit appointing the
individual to employment, setting forth beginning-and
.ending dates of sucli appointment, and serving the staff
and the board much the same as a terminal contract.
(IV)

TERMINAL PROGRAMA unified series of courses
that is intended to be complete in itself. At the
postsecondary instructional level, this refers to 'a
program of instruction that is completed in less than 4
years and is designed to provide general education or
occupational training for individuals who. are not
planning to enter a bachelor's .degree.program. Credits
earned: in such a program normally are creditable
towarcl an associate degree. (V)

TERMINATION (staff) --See SEPARATION.

TERMINATION BY ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
(staff)See INVOLUNTARY SEPARATION.

TEST, ACHIEVEMENTSee ACHIEVEMENT TEST.

TEST, ADVANCED PLACEMENTSee ADVANCED
PLACEMENT TEST.,4

TEST, ATTITUDINALSee ATTITUDINAL TEST.

TEST, BASIC SKILLS See JIASIC SKILLS TEST.

TEST, DIAGNOSTIC READING See DIAGNOSTIC

READING TEST. .

TEST, HEALTHSee HEALTH TEST.

TEST, MENTAL ABILITY (INTELLIGENCY)See
MENTAL ABILITY (INTELLIGENCE) TEST.

' TEST, kORM=REFERENCEDSee NORM-.
REFERENCED TEST.

TEST, PSYCHOMOTORSee PSYCHOMOTOR TEST.

TESTS PURE TONE ADUIOMEIIKSee PURE
TONE AUDIOMETRIC TEST.

TEST, READING READINESSSee READING
READINESS TEST.

TEST, SCHOLASTIC APTITUDESee SCHOLASTIC
APTITUDE TEST.

TEST, STANDARDSee STANDARD TEST.

TEST OF HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCYA;1 ap-
proved examination (e.g., a test of general educational
development) on the basis of which a State department
of edutation or other authorized agency may certifyo
that a person has met State requirements for high
school equivalency. (VR) See also HIGH SCHOOL
EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION and TESTS 'OF
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GED).

TESTING ASSIGNMENTAn assignment to a staff
member 'consisting principally of the activities of
administering educational and psychological tests. (IV)

TESTS OF GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP-
MENT,(GED)A battery of tests taken by adults who
did not graduate from high school to measure the
extent to which their past experiences (in-school and
out-of-school) have contributed to their attaining the
knowledge, skills, and understandings ordinarily ac-
quired through a high school educatpn. Certificates of
high school equivalency are issued by most State
departments of education for the successful comple-
tion of the Tests of General Educational Development.
(VR) See also SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY EXAMINA-
TION and CERTIFICATE OF HIGH SCHOOL
EQUIVALENCY.

TEXTBOOKSBooks obtained primarily for use in ,

certain classes, grades, or other particular student
groups rather than for general school,use. (II, III, VII,
IIR, IVR)
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TEXTILE PRODUCTION AND FABRICATION (sub-
ject matter)See appendix, p. 265.

THERAPIST ASSIGNMENT An'' assignment to per-
form activities involving occupational or physical meth-
ods of treatment and rehabilitation other than the use
of drug or surgery. (IIR, IVR)

TOPIC OF INSTRUCTIONAn identifiable segment
of a unit of instruction. (VI) See also UNIT OF
INSTRUCTION.

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSEThe total of all ex-
penditures made during a period pf time except for
capital outlay and debt service. (II, 1112)

TOWN In New England, a minor civil division cor-
responding in general to minor civil Divisions, in other
States, but having some characteristics of a municipal-
ity.(Unpublished VIII)

TOWNSHIPA minor civil division of the county,
present in many but not all StateS. In New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, special conditions apply. (Unpublished
VIII)

TOWNSHIP ROADSAll roads legall5eclassed as town-
ship property and maintained by the township or by
some other political unit (usually a county) under
contract with the township. Construction costs are
financed by the township and with funds froin the
county and State under various funding and rebate
programs. (Unpublished VIII),

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS (subject,
matter)See appendix, p. 252.

TRADE AREA The Kimary distributing area for the
community's retail and, wholesale functions. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

TRADE DISCOUNTAn allowance usually 'varying in
percentage with volume of transactions, made to thoSe
engagedin certain businesses and allowable irrespective
of the time when the account is paid. The term should
not be confused with "cash discount." (II, Ill, IIR)tires
TRADE ORGANIZATION=An interest group organ-
ized to further commercial interests. (Unimblished
VIII)

tarded individuals whoare capable of only very limited
meaningful achievement in traditional basic academic
skills; but who are capable of profiting from programs
of training in self-care and simple job or vocational.
skills. (IV-VI-VR)

TRAINING A planned and systeptatic sequence of
instruction under competent supervision designed to
impact predetermined skills, knowledge, or abilities
,with respect to designated occupational objectives, .

and, in addition to occupational' training:may include,
to the extent necessary, adult basic education, pre-
vocational. trainipg, and refresher and reorientation
training for professionals. (VI-VII)

TRANSCRIPTJ1, n official record of student per-
formance showing all schoolwork completed at a given
school and the final mark or other evaluation received

. in each portion of the instruction. Trarscripts often
include an explanation of the ['Inking scale used by
tlie school. (V-VI-VR)

TRANSFER (student)A student who leaves one class,
grade, or school and moves to another class, grade,
pan-lime program, or school. (V-VR)

TRANSFER FROM OTHER FUNDS Money received
unconditionally, from another fund without expecta-
tion of repayment. 'Such'. monies afe revenues of the
receiving fund, but not of the LEA as a whole.
Separatet -accounts may pe c maintained for specific
'funds. (11R)

.
TRANSFER PROGRAMA program of studies, at the
postsecondary instructional level, designed primarily to
yield credits which are chiefly creditable by four-year
cslleges and universities toward *a bachelor's degree.

` '

TRANSFER PUPILA pupil who severs his connec-
tion with a,class, grade, or school .in order to transfer
to another class, grade, or school, This includes pupils
who transkr of are promoted from an elementary
school to. a secondary school or from a junior high
school to a seiiior high school. (V, DR, IVR)

TRANSFER VOUCHERA voucher, authorizing
posting adjustments and transfers of cash or other
resources between funds or accounts. (II, IIR)

`

.TRANSFERRING Moving fiont one class, grade, or
TRAINABLE MENTALLY RETARDEDMentally re: school to another class, grade, or school. (V)
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TRANSFERS BETWEEN FUNDSSee INTERFUND
TRANSFERS.

TRANSFERS (State department-of education)In the
financial accounting sense, money which is taken from
one fund under the control.of the State department of
education and added to another fund under, the
department's control. Such transfers are not receipts or
expenditures of the department. (VII)

TRANSPORTATION (subject matter) Sec appendix,
R. 164.

TRANSPORTATION FEESMoney received for trans-
portation of pupils. (11R)

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE VEHICLEA service
truck: gasoline truck, car of supervisor, or other such e.
vehicle not used for carrying pupiis if at least half of its

use is for the pupil' transportation program. II, Ill)

TRANSPORTED STUDENTA pupil who is trans:
ported to and from school at public expense. (V; IIR),

TRAVEL EXPENSESCosts for transportation, meals,
hotel, and 'other expenses associated witli traveling on
business for the LEA. Payments for per diem in lieu of

-reimhursernents for subsistence (room and board) also
are charged here. (11R-A)

TREND ANALYSISThe result of repeated assess-
ment of public opinion on certain basic issues over a
period of time which makes possible corliparisoris
between baseline data and subsequent changes. (Un-
published VIII)

TRIAL BALANCEA list of the balances of the
accounts in a ledger kept by double entry, witlit the
debit and credit balances shown In separate columns. If

, die totals of the debit and credit Columns are equal or
their net balance agrees with a controlling account, the
ledger from which the figures arc taken iesaid to be "in
balance." (11-11B-11R)

TRIGONOMETRY (Subject matter)See appendix, p.
22,1.

TRUANCYThe failure of a child to attend school
regularly as required by law, without reasonable excuse
for his ab;ence. (V, VR) 0

TRUST AND AGENCY FUNDS --Used to account for

money and property held in trust by an,,LEA for
-individuals, government entities or nonpublic organi-
zations. A Trust Fund is usually .n existence. 7.1/er a
longer period of time than an Agency Fund. Primrity,
Agency Funds function as a clearing mechanism for
cask resources collected by the LEA, held for a short
period, and then disbursed to authorized recipients.
(IIR)

TUITION --A payment or charge for instruction. (V-
VI-VII, IIR, IVR-VR) See also FEE.

RATION EXPENDEDExpenditures to reimburse
othe. educational agendes tor services. rendered to
stuents residing in the legal Loundaries described for
the paying LEA's, both within and outside; the State of
the paying-LEA. (IIR)

TUITION RECEIVEDMoney eceived'<from pupils,
their parents, welfi-e agencies or other LEA's foi
educatioo,prmided in the. vim-01s of the LEA, (IIR)

TUITION STUDENT .A student for whom tuition is
paid. (V, VII, IIR, R, Vi:) See also FULL-TUITION
STUDENT and, PARTIALTUITION STUDENT.

TWO-YEAR BRANCH COLLEGEA. division of an
institution of higher education, which offers fte first 2
years of college instruction and which is locate/in a
community different from that of its parent institution
and beyond a reasonable commuting distance from the
main campus of the parent institution. (VI, I1R; IVR)

TWO-YEAR TECHNICAL INSTITUTEAn institution
offering instruction primarily in one or more of the
technologies at hie postsecondary instructional level.
(VI, lilt, IVR)

TYPE A LUNH-zA lunch which meets the meal
requirements prescribed by the Department of Agri-
culture under the National School Lunch Act of 1946,'
as amended. Such a lunch is designed to provide
one-third'of hie recommended daily dietary allowance
for a 10 to 12 yeaCold child.(VR)

TYPE OF EXCEPTIONALITYA genekal type of
cliarqcteristic by which individdals ar,a .rd as
beiAg exceptional. (V, VI) See Sso EXCEPTION-
ALITY.

TYPEWRITING (subject matter)See appendix. p.
162.
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TYPING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS (subject
matter) See appendix, p. 236.

U
UNAMORTIZED DISCOUNTS ON BONDS SOLD
That portion of the excess of the face value of bonds
over Se-amount received from their sale which remains
to be' written off4, periodically over the life of the
bonds. (IIR)

UNAMORTIZED DIS UNTS ON INVESTMENTS
The excess of the fa value of securities over the

-.mount paid for thench has not yet been written
off. (IIR)

UNAMORTIZED PRENHTIS ON BoiclDS SOLDAn
account which represents that portion Jf the excess of
bond proceeds over par value and which remains to be
amortized over the remaining life of such bonds. (IIR)"

UNAMORTIZED PREMIUMS 'ON INVESTMENTS-
The excess of the amount paid for securities over the
_face value which has not yet been amortized. Use of
this account is normally restricted to long-term invest-
ments. (IIR) ,

UNAPPROF4ATED SURPLUS That portion of the
surplus of a given fund which is not segregated for
specific purposes. (II-11B-11R).

UNCLASSIFIED ELEMENTARY PUPIL An ele-
mentary school pupil who is not dassifiedmccording to
grite. (I.V) See also UNGRADED CLASS.

UNCLASSIFIED SECONDARY PUPIL A secondary
school pupil who not classified according to grade.
(1-V) See also UNGRADED CLASS.

UNDER COMPULSORY AGEA. term describing
child who has not yet reached the compulsory school
attendance age,. This information is maintained where
-required. by law, or regulation for-4001 census or
other purposes. (VR)

-UNDERACHIEVERSStudents who score consistent-
ly and significantly below their expected performance

- levels ,on standardized achievement tests. 'Their ex-
-pected performance levels are determined by using

/ scores oh standardized tests of ability to predict
performance on standardized tests of achievement.
(VR)

UNDERAGESee UNDER COMPULSORY AGE.

UNDEREMPLOYED PERSONAn indiVidual whose
skills /qualificatibus are greater than those requiredSor
the position he presently occupies. (Unpublished IX)

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY College level courses of
study which may lead to the customary bachelor of
arts or bachelor of science degree. (IV)

UNDEVELOPED DN-AlfEALand that has not been
worked over and improved for specified purposes. (111)
See also LMPROVEMENTS TO SITE.

UNDIVIDED HIGH SCHOOLSee FIVE- OR 6 -YEAR
HIGH SCHOOL.

UNENCUMBERED BALANCE -OF APPROPRIATION
OR ALLOTMENTThat portion of an appropriation
or allotment not yet expended or encumbered; the
balance remaining after deducting from the appropria-
tion or allotment the accumulated expenditures-and-
outstanding encumbrances. (II-11B-IIR)

UNEXPENDED BALANCE OF APPROPRIATION OR
ALLOTMENTThat portion of an appropriation or
allotment which has not been expended; the balance
remaining after deducting from the appropriation or
allotment the accumulated expenditures. (11-11B-IIR)

UNGRADED CLASSA class which is not organized
on the basis of grade and has no standard grade
designation. This includes regular classes which have no
grade designations, special classes for exceptional stu-
dents which have no grade designations, and many
adult/continuing educat,,,iial classes. Such a class is
likely to contain students of different ages who,
frequently, are identified according to level of per-
formance in orie or more areas of instruction rather
than'according to grale level or age level. Ungraded_
classes sometimes are referred to as "nongraded." (IV,
V, VI- VII -VR)_ See. also REGULAR CLASS and

UNGRADED ELEMENTARY CLASSESElementary
classes in which children are not grouped according to
standard grade classification, (I)

UNGRADED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLAn elemen-
tary school1Which is not organized on a grade basis, but
which offers work on the elementary instructional
level. (1V, VNI)
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UNGRADED HIGH SCHOOLA secondary school
which is not organized on .a grade basis, but which
offers work on the secondary instructional level} (IV,

V, VI) ii

UNGRADED PRIMARY UNITAn organization, for
all or a portion of the primary years of school, which
has no grade designations or grade-level standards. (VI)
See also., UNGRADED SCHOOL.

UNGRADED SCHOOLA school which has no grade
designations or grade level standards. In -such a school
pupils are reclassified frequently according to indi-
vidual progress-. Aspects of snbict matter taught are
designed for the various abilities of individual pupils.
Frequently, provision is made for independent study
and research by pupils as well as for permissive
self-selection of problems and materials. Achievement
standards vary with the rate of learning for-different
pupils and pupil advancement can occur at any time,
(VI, IVR)

UNIT, ADMINISTRATIVESee ADMINISTRATIVE
UNIT.

UNIT, COSTSee COST UNIT.

UNIT, HOUSINGSee HOUSING UNIT.

UNIT, INTERMEDIATE ADMINISTRATIVESee IN-
TERMEDIATE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT,

UNIT, LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRATIVESee
LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT.

UNIT, OPERATIONALSee OPERATIONAL UNIT.

UNIT, ORGANIZATIONALSee "ORGANIZA-

TIONAL UNIT.

UNIT, REPORTINGSee REPORTING UNIT.

-UNIT, RESOURCESee RESOURCE UNIT.

UNIT, UNGRADED EVNIARySee UNGF£ADED

.
PRIMARY UNIT.

UNIT CONTROLA method of property control
whereby a piece of equipment is accounted for as a
tingle unit or entity in itself so that it retains its
separate identity in the .ccords, either on an individual
record card or form, or qs a line item in a ledger. (Hi)

UNIT COSTExpenditures for a function, activity, or
service divided by the total number of, units for which
the function, activity, or service was provided. (Will
IIR, IVR)

UNIT OF INSTRUCTIONA major subdivision of
instruction within a course or within an aspect of
subject-matter content prlided for a self-contained
class or for other pupils. Generally composed of several
topics, a unit of instruction includes content and
learning experiences developed around a central focus
such as a limited scope of subject matter, a central
problem, one or more related concepts, one of ,more
related skills, or a combination of these. (VI, IVR)

UNIT OF MEASUREA combination of statistical
elements. in education usually expressed in ratios,
such as pupils per teacher, square feet per pupil', cost
per pupil, cost effectiveness ratio. (IIR, IVR)

UNIT OF WORKThe number or amount of objects
serviced or recipients served by a staff member's
efforts. (IVR)'

UNIVERSAL OTRTH NUMBERAn Identifi ation
.number assignet an individual by the Bureau of
Vital Statistics of ,tate, using a combination of digits
representing area code, birth registration number, and
year of birth. (VR) ..

UNIERSITYA postsecondary institution which
typically comprises one or more colleges and one or.
more graduate professional' schools. (VII) See also

COLLEGE.

UNLIQUIDATED ENCUMBRANCESEncumbrances
outstanding. (II, IIB, IIR) See also ENCUMBRANCES.

UNRESTRICTED GRANTS-IN-AIDRevenues re-

ceived as grants by the LEA which can be used for any
legal purpose desire by the LEA without restriction.
(IIR)

UPGRADING IN CURRENT OCCUPATION PRO-
GRAMSLearning experiences congerned with skills
and knowledge designed primarily to extend or update
workers' competencies for occupations in which they
are already employed. (IIR, IVR)

UPHOLSTERING ,(subject matter)See appendix, p.
265.
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UPKEEP OF GROUNDS RESPONSIBILITYThe area
of responsibility lior maintaining the grounds and the
equipment on the grounds (Other than buildings) owned
or used by the school system in a state of good
condition and repair: It consists of such activities as
regrading grounds, reseeding grounds, replacing shrubs,
and repairing and replacing Walks, fences, playground
surfaces, lawn sprinkling systems, flagpoles, and sewers.
(IIR, IVR)

UPPER ELEMENTARY GRADESThe ,eleinentary
grades following the intermediate elementary grades,
usually grades 7 and 8 in an 84 organizational pattern.
(IV, V, VI, VII)

URBAN BLIGHTUsually defined as an economic
dislocation. but commonly used to imply deterioration
or the existence of deficiencies in the quality of
structures and their immediate environment. (Unpub-
lished VIII)

URBAN FRINGE(1) the area beyond the established
suburbs of a city where urban and rural characteristics
converge. It is an area of mixed land use and is less
politically organized than the suburbs. Because of an
absence of zoning regulations and the relatively lower
land cost, types of land use that are considered
undesirable (such as automobilejunk yards) are often
found in fringe areas. This area is also referred to as the
ruralurban fringe. (2) As defined by the U.S. Census,
the built-up area surrounding a large city,. which is
continuous with the city and has an average density of
2,000 persons per square mile. In this sense the urban
fringe includes the suburbs and the fringe as defined
above. (Unpublished VIII)

URBAN PLACEAny incorporated or unincorporated
place of 2,501

towns, townsl
(Unpublished

I inhabitants or more, or one of the
ips oY counties classified as urban.
III)

URBAN POPULATION All persons living in (a) places
1of 2,500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities,

boroughs, villges, and towns (except towns in New
England. New York, and Wisconsin); (b) the densely
settled urban fringe, whether incorporated or unincor-
porated, of urbanized areas; (c) towns in New England
and the townships in New Jersey and Pennsylvania
which contain no incbrporated municipalities as sub-
divisions and have either 25,000 inhabitants or more or
a population of 2,500 to 25,000 and a density of 1,500
persons or more per square mile; (d) counties in States

other than the New England States, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania that have no incorporated municipalities
within their boundaries and have a density of 1,500
persons or more per square mile; and (e) unincor-
porated places of 2,500 inhabitants or more; (Unpub-
lished VIII)

URBAN RENEWALA form of recuperative change in
the physical city by which dysfunctional or.outmoded
structures and facilities are replaced in response to
pressures oreconomic and social change. (Unpublished.
VIII)

URBANIZED AREAAn area encompassing a central
city or twin cities of 50,000 or more population plus
the surrounding closely-settled incorporated places and
unincorporated areas that meet certain criteria with
respect to intensity of use. (Unpublislie,d VIII)

-v-

VALIDITY The extent to which a device, measures
what it purports to measure. (Unpublished IX)

VALUEA term designating (1) the act of describing
anything in terms of money; or (2) the measure of a
thing in terms of money. (III) See also APPRAISAL;
APPRAISED VALUE; BOOK VALUE; INSURABLE
VALUE; PRESENT WORTH; REPLACEMENT COST;
and SALVAGE VALUE.

VEHICLEA conveyance used to transport persons or
, objects. (III, VI-IIR, IVR)

VEHICLE OPERATING ASSIGNMENTAn assign-
ment consisting primarily of driving a vehicle such as a
bus, truck, or automobile used in the service of the
LEA. (IV-11R, IVR)

VEHICLE SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE SERV-
ICES (pupil transportation)Activities concerned with
maintaining pupil transportation vehicles in good con-
dition; including repairing vehicles; replacing vehicles
parts; tind cleaning, painting, greasing, fueling, and
inspecting vehicles for safety. (IIR, IVR)

VEHICLE SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE SERV-
ICES (for other than buses)Activities concerned with
maintaining general purpose vehicles such as trucks,
tractors, graders, and staff vehicles, in good condition.
This data element includes such activities as repairing
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vehicles, replacing vehicle pacts, cleaning, painting,
greasing, fueling, and nispeding veludes for safety, i.e ,
preventive maintenance. (IIR, IVR)

VETERANA person who served on active duty as a
member of the active Armed Force of the United
States and was discharged or released therefrom under
conditions other than dishonorable. (National Guard
personnel and reservists called to active duty for civil
disturbances, disasters, or training for a limited period
are not considered veterans under this definition.)

Na)

VETERANS' DEPENDENTS' EDUCATIONAL AS-
SISTANCE PROGRAMProvisions (in chapter 35,
title -38, U.S. Code) for education and other benefits
for spouses2 widows, widowers, and children of
veterans who died or arc totally disabled because of
service-connected disabilities, or are prisoners of war or
missing in action for more than 90 days. (VR) See also
VETERAN.

VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE' PRO-
GRAMProvisions (in chapter 34, title 38, U.S. Code)
for education and other benefits at approved educa
tion,al and training institt..ions for veterans who served
in the U.S. Armed Forces for more than 180 days after
January 31, 1955 and who were discharged under
conditions other than dishpnorable. EntitVent termi-
nates 8 years after separation or after May 31, 1966,
whichever occurs later. (VR) See also VETERAN.

VETERANS' VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
PROGRAM- Provisions (in chapter 31, title 38, U.S.
Code) for vocational rehabilitation for service - disabled
veterans who served in the U.S. Armed Forces, were
discharged under conditions other than dishonorable,
and are in need of such rehabilitatidn because of the -
handicap of their service-connected disabilities. (VR)
'See also VETERAN.

VISITING' TEACHER (home-school counselor)A
person who visits pupils and parents in the home,
assisting the school and the home an solving the
personal adjustment problems of pupils. (I, II-IV-11R,
IVR) See also SOCIAL WORK.

- VISUAL HANDICAPAn impairment in vision that is
sufficiently severe to adversely affect an individual's
performance. A person identified as having d visual
handicap may be referred to as partially seeing or
blind, according to the nature and severity of his
handicap. (V, VI-VR)

. VISUALLY HANDICAPPED Individuals having a

visual impairment sufficiently severe to adversely affect
normal progress in the usual school program. Such a
person may be further identified as partially seeing or
blind, according to the nature and severity of the
handicap. (VR) See also PARTIALLY SEEING and
BLIND.

VOCAL MUSIC (subject matter)See appendix, p.
223.

VOCATIONAL AND AVOCATIONAL SKILLS DE-
VELOPMENT (subject matter)See appendix, p. 271.

'VOCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHp13

VOCATIONAL AND/OR TECHNICAL SCHOOLA
school which is separately organized under /the dire- -
nun and management of an administrator (sikh as a
principal) for the primary purpose of offering educa-
tion and training in one or more semiskilled, skilled, or
technical occupations. IV)

VOCATIONAL CLUSTERS(1) A group or family of
jobs or occupations with rather closely related require-
ments for employment, (2) the organization of voca-
tional education courses so that the students in the
program can be made employable in a number of
related jobs and Industries. (Unpublished IX)

ROOMSee SHOP ROOM.

VOCATIONAL COURSEA course approved under
State plan requirements for vocational and technical
education. (VI)

VOCATIONAL OR TRADE HIGH SCHOOLA secon-
dary school which is separately organized under a
principal for the purpose of offering training in one or
more skilled or semiskilled trades or occupations. It
includes such schools whether federally aided or not.
Departments of other types- of hign schools which offer
commercial, agricultural, home economics, industrial
arts, and other applied art courses would not be
considered as separately organized under the direction
and management of an administrator (such as a
principal). (VII)

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATIONThe service of
preparing disabled persons for remunerative employ
ment through diagnosis, guidance, physical restoration,
training, and placement. (VR)

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATIONEduca-
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lion in one or more semiskilled, skilled or technical
occupations, provided by a school which is'separately
organized under the direction and management of an
administrator (such as a principal). (VII) ,

VOICE IMPAIRMENTAbnormal voice quality caused
by pathology or misuse of the larynx. (VR)

VOLUNTARY TERMINATIONThe situation
existing when a staff member, acting on his own
initiative, elects to separate from employment with the
school system. (IV)

VOLUNTEERED SERVICESServices provided.) an
LEA without compeniation to the provider. (IVR)

VOUCHERA document which authorizes' the pay-
ment of money and usually indicates the accounts to
be charged. (II, IIR, IVR)

VOUCHER SYSTEMA system which calls for the
preparation of vouchers for 'transactions involving
payments and for the recording of such vouchers' in a
special book of original entry knoWn as a vouchei
register in the order in which' payment is approved. (II,
IIR, IVR)

VOUCHERS PAYABLELiabilities for goods and serv-
ices received as evidenced by vouchers which have been
pre-audited and approved for payment but which have
not been paitl.'(IIR)

W
WAREHOUSEA building used primarily to store
supplies and equipment for the school district as a
whole. (III)'

/ WAREHOUSE INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT-
Amounts reflected as a deficit as a result of an audit or
count of items held in a stores or warehouse inventory.

WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTING SERVICES
Operation of the systemwide activities of receiving,
storing, and distributing supplies, furniture, equipment,
materials, and mail. This data element includes this,
pickup and transportation of cash from school facilitier
to the central administrative office or bank, for control
and/or deposit. (IIR, IVR)

WARRANTAn order drawn by the school board to
the LEA treasurer ordering him to pay a specified
amount tc, a payee named on the warrant. Once signed
by the treasurer the warrant, becomes a check payable
by a bank named on the warrant by the treasurer.
(11-11B-IIR)

WARRANT INTERESTInterest paid on- registered
warrants. (II, IIR) See also REGISTERED WARRANT.

WARRANTS PAYABLEWarrants issued by the
school board but not yet signed by the treasurer. (IIB,
IIR)

WELFAREThe system for providing goods and/or
services to financially indigent or physically incapaci-
tated persons or their families for the purpose of
sustaining a minimal life style for an indeterminate
period. Eligibility requirements are established by -law
or ordinance at the funding source which may be either
local, State, or Federal. (VR)

WELFARE ACTIVITIESProviding for personal needs
of indigent persons, when such aid is restricted to
indigent persons, and for providing services in comect
tion with disaster relief. (HR, IVR)

.
WELFARE AGENCIESGovernmental or private
organizations having the purpose of aiding poor and
disadvantaged individuals. (Unpublil'ied VIII)

WITHDRAWALAn individual who has withdrawn
from membership in a class, grade or school by
transferring, by completing school work, by dropping
out, or because of death. (I-V)

WIT.HDRAWINGLeaving a class, grade, or school by
transferringby completing school work, by dropping
out, or because of death. The date of withdrawal from
ni..mbership is the first day after the date of the last
day of membership, if known; otherwise, the date of
withdrawal is considered to be the date on which it
becomes known officially that the pupil has left. (V)

WITHHOLDINGThe process of deducting from a
salary or wage payment an amount, specified by law or
regulation, representing the estimated Federal or State
income tax of the individual that the employer must
pay to the taxing authority. (IIR, IVR)

WITHHOLDING TAXES -See WITHHOLDING.
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WOODS (subject matter)See appendix, p. 205.

WORK IN PROGRESSA term limited to a building
under contract for construction but which has not
been finally accepted by the school district. A building
under construction by school district employees but
which has not been completed is also classified as work
in progress. (III)

WORK ORDERA written older authorizing and
directing the performance of a certain task, issued to
the person who is to direct the work. Among the
information shown on the order are the nature and
location of the job, specifications of the work to be
performed, and a job number which is referred to in
reporting the amount of labor, materials, and equip-
ment used. (II, IIR, IVP.)

WORKLOADA measure denoting the work per-
formed by schoolemployees during the regular school
hours. (I-IVR)

WORK-STUDY PROGRAMA school program de-
signed Co provide employment fur students who could
not .continue in school without the financial support
provided through a job. The unemployment may or
may not be curriculum related. (Cooperative Programs

provide work experiences specifically related to the
student's instructional program. The student's on-the-
job training is an integral part of his total school
curriculUM.) (VII, IVR)

YOUTH AGENCIESGovernmental or private organi-
zations whose purpose is to deal with problems of
adolescents and young adults. (Unpublished VIII)

YOUTH ORGANIZATIQNSGroups of adolescents or
young adults organized for various purposes such as
recreation, education, or service. (Unpublished VIII)

ZONINGThe public regulation of land and building
use in order to control the character of the com-
munity. Ideally, areas of the city or town are restricted
to specialized usage for the benefit of the public
welfare, for example, so that residential areas will not
become interspersed with industry. (Unpubliihed VIII)
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APPENDIX

.
The append& reproduces chapter 6, in its entirety, of Handbook VI, Standard
Terminology for Curriculum and Instruction in Local and State School Systems, State
Educational Records and Reports Series. 'Chapter 6 contains the definitions of all terms
classified in chapter 5 of Handbook NI. The coding of terms is identical in both chapters.

It should be noted that chapters 5 and 6 of Handbook VI are now a Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare Agency Data Standard. It is Standard Number 1 in the
DHEW Information Processing Standards Register, titled Codes for Curriculum Subject
Matter in Local and State School Systems.

If the user of the Glossary is interested in additional content of Handbook VI, it may be
purchased from:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

Catahig Number HE5.223:23052
Price: $4.35 (subject to change)
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Appendix

DEFINITIONS OF ITEMS OF INFORMATION ABOUT SUBJECT-MATTER
AREAS AND COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

The items of informatturN in each of the 20
subject-inattjr areas represent ) selected aspects of
subject matter as appropriate for elementary, secon-
dary, junior college, and adult education, and (2) a
selection of itcnts of information which, will serve to
describe the subject matter in h majority of the
instructional programs across the Nation. Of the 20
subject-matter areas seven are identified tyith voca-
tional education. These ar-e Agriculture, Distributive
Education, Health Occupations Education, Home
Economia Office Occupations, Technical Education,
and Trade and Industrial Occupations. Of the 22 areas
Quids devoted to General Elementary Education and
General Secondary Education and one to Cocurricular
Activities.

The items of informaiiqn about subject matter in
this appendix are only briefly described, however,
there are many items of information concerned with
the organization and administration. of curriculum and
instruction which con be related to these items to
provide additional description of subject matter. These
items are classified and described in this handbook in
chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

AGRICULTURE

01.00 00 00 00

Agriculture is comprised- of the group of related
courses or units of subject matter which are organized
for carrying on learning experiences concerned with
preparation fur ur upgrading in occupations requiring
knowledge and skills in agricultural subjects. The
functions of agricultural production, agricultural sup-
plies. agricultural mechanization, agricultural products
(processing), ornamental horticulture, foreotry, , agricul-
tural resources, and the services related thereto, are
emphasized in the instruction designed to provide
opportunities fur pupils to prepare for ar iiiiprove them.

144

competencies in agricultural occupations. An agricul-
tural occupation may include one ur any combination

T of these functions.
The Ad Hoc Committee for Agriculture applied the

following rationale to the selection of the items for
placement in the Agriculture area: (1) the items were
determined by consensus of the committee to be
appropriate to agriculture, (2) the items could be
defined in brief form using only salient descriptive
elements, and (3) the various items classified under
Agriculture were identifiable by titles which thead hoc
committee considered to be most commonly used in
agriculture.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples see
the items included in the X 07 00. Series.Evaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78 and the
items included in the X 32 IA Series. -Services Sup-
porting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic illustra-
tions of these relationships are shown in table 7" on
page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13. (This paragraph
refers to chapters 3 and 4 in Handbook VI. A similar
paragraph appears in other classifications which fol-
low.)

Future Farmers; of America (FFA) chapters and
relatedi.leadership training and supervised'occupational
experience programs are significant integral activities
which aid agricultural education in making contribu-
tions to the guidance and total general educational
development of pupils. The Future Farmers of America
and related leadership training petmeate every aspect
of the instructional program in apiculture. The
foundation upon which the FFA is built includes
leadership and character development, sportsmanship,
cooperation, service, thrift, scholarship, improved agri
culture, organized recreation, citizenship, and patri-
otism. (For a. more detailed treatment of the aims and
purposes of FFA see Official Manual of Future
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01 AGRICULTURE(Continued)

Farmers of America.)' (See also Item '20.01 I 1 00 00
Future Farmers of America, page 24 of tZiis hand-
book.)

Included in this subject-matter area area items of
informat, which identify various aspects 4of agricul-
ture.

01.01 00 00 00 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
Subject matter and learning activities which are

concerned with the principles and.procesSes involved in
the planning related to and the economic use of
facilities, land, water, machinery, chemicals, finance,
and labor in the production of plane and animal
products. In practice, activies include classroom in-
struction and laboratory experiences, in. and out of
school, including farms, ranches, and' other agricul-
turally related establishments. Aspects of agricultural
production are organized under a.variety of descriptive
titles, such as Animal Science, Plant Science, Farm
Mechanics, Farm Business Management, and Other
Agricultural Production.

01.01 01 00 00 Animal Science
'Planned learning experiences which are con-

cerned with the study and the operations dealing with
theories, principles, and practices involved in producing
animals and animal products for economic and other
uses. (Included as 16.02 01 00 00 Animal Science
under TECHNICAL EDUCATION and as -part of
16.02 02 00 00 Dairy Technology under TECH-
NICAL EDUCATION)

01.01 01 01 00 Livestock and Poultry
Organized subject matter and experiences

designed for the study of an application to various
major livestock enterprises. Among the considerations
emphasized in instruction are selection and breeding,
nutetion, animal health, housing and feeding practices,
and management and marketing. The .following, are
frequ:ntly studied, but are not defined here becauseof
their COM+ derstood descriptions.

01.01 01 01 01 Dairy Ca

01.01 01 01 02 Beef Cattle

01.01 01 01 03 Horses

Official Manual of Future Farmers of America, Aullenn
prepared by the Future Farmers Supply Service, (Alexandria,
Va.: 1 9 6 8 ) p . 1 1 .,

01.01 01 01 Q4 Swine

01.01 01. 01 05 Sheep

01.01 01 01 06 Poultry

01.01 01 01 99 Other Livestock and Poultry
Include here other livestock and poultry

emphasized in instruction which are not listed above,
e.g., goats, buffalo,' and laboratory animals. (Specify)

01.01 01 02 00 Nutrition
The study of the relationship of proteins,

fats, carbohydrates; water, minerals, and vitamins in
the production of meat, milk, eggs, and wool. (see also
Major Aspects of the Biological Sciences,
13.02 00 17 '00 Nutrition, under NATURAL
SCIENCES.)

01.01 01 03 00 Genetics
. (.The study of the principles of ijhetitance,

and their applications for the improvenie9eof animals
thrdugh breeding and selection. (See also Major
Aspects of the Biological sciences, 13.02 00 14 00
Genetics, under NATURAL SCIENCES.)

01.01 01 04 00 Physiology -.

A study of the body processes and functions
related to animal production such as lactation, repro-
duction (including artificial insemination and heat
detection), egg production, digestion, growth, wool
prodtiction, and other body processes and functions.
(See also Major Aspects of the Biological Sciences,
13.02 00 20 00 Physiology, under NATURAL
SCIENCES.)

01.01 01 05 00 Animal Health
The study of environment, drugs, anti-

biotics, vaccinations, blood tests, and other manage-
ment _factors in the prevention and control of diseases.

01.01 01 06 00 Production Management
A combination of subject matter and ex-

perience concerned with operating and managing a
commercial unit involving a specific class of animals.

01.01', 01 06 01 Feeding Practices
A study of the "least-cost" combina-

tions of feed ingiedients for achieving inagimum
performance.

01.01 01 06 02 Housing Practices
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A study of the housing and other
environmental needs of a specific kin,' of animal.

01.01 01 06 99 Other-Production Management
include here other subject matter and

experiences emphasized in production rhanagtment
which are not listed above. (Specify.)

01.01 *01 99 00 Other Animal Science
Include here other Organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in animal science which
are not clasSifiable of listed above-. (Specify.)

'01.01 02 00 00 Plant Science
Planned learning experiences which are con-

cerned with the study and operations dealing with
principles and practices involved in the culture and
production of agricultural plants, (Included as

16.02 04 00 00 Plant Science under TECHNICAL
EDUCATION)

01.01 02 01 00 Crops
Organized subject matter and experiences

designed for- the study of an application to various
-major crop enterprises. Among the considerations
emphasized in instruction are genetics, nutrition, soils,
plant pathology, entomology, and disease and pest
control. The following crops are frequently studied.

01.01 02 01 01 Cereal Grain Crops
The study of principles and practices

involved in the production of cereal 'grains (members of
the grass family such as corn, wheat, rice, and oats).

01.01 02 01,02 Fiber Crops
The study of Principles and practice's-

involved in the production of fiberproducing plants
such as cotton and flax.

0001 02 01 03 Forage Crops
The study of the principles and practices

involved in the production of forage-I:1- livestock, e.g.,
grasses and legunies.

01.01 02 01 04 Oil Crops
The study of princip.es and pactices

involved in the production of oilseed cropl such as
soybeans, peanuts, and sunflowers.

01.01 02 01 05 Tree Fruit and Nut Crops
The study of principles and practice

involved in the production of citrus fruits, apples,

C,

peaches; pecans, walnuts, and other tree fruit and nut
crops.

01.01 02 01 06 Small Fruit Crops
The study of principle and practices

involved in the production of trawberriek, raspberries,
bluebrries, grapes, and other small fruit cr6 s.

01.01 02 01 07 Vegetable Cro' s A

The study of pri cipies and practices
involved in the produ&ion of pc' atoes, tom oes,
beans, sweet corn, peas, and other vegetable crops.

%, 01.01 02 01 08 Ornamental Crops
The study of the principles and practices

involved in the production of shrubs, trees, flowers,
turf, and.other plants tsed for ornamental-and esthetic
purposes. (See also 01.05 00 00 00 Ornamental Hort-
iculture (Production, Processing, Marketing, and
Services).)

01.01 02 01 09 Farm Forestry
(For definition see 01.07 00 00 00

Forestry (Production, Processing, Management, Mar-
keting and Services).)

01.01 02 01 99 Other 0-ops
Include here other crops emphasized in

instruction which are nbt listed above. (Specify.)

01.01 02 02 00 Soils '
The study of the physical, chemical, biolog-

ical, and fertility properties of soils in relation to their
management for crop production and other agricultural
operations.

01.01 02 03 ,00 Nutrition
The study of the nutrient and soil fertility

requirements of various agricultural plants. (See also
Major. Aspects of the Biological Sciences,

J3.02 00 17 00 Nutrition, under NATURAL

SCIENCES.)

01.01 02 04 00 Genetics
- The study of the principles of inheritance

and their applications for the improvement of plants
through, breeding and selection. (See also Major

Aspects of the Biological Sciences, 13.02 00 14 00
Genetics, under NATURAL SCIENCES.)

01.01 02 05 00 Physiology
The study of life processes in plants and
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01 AGRICULTURE(Co rptinued

their implications in production principles and prac-
tices. (See also Major Aspects of the Biological
Sciences, 13.02 po 20 00 Physiology, under NA-
TURAL SCIENCES.)

01.01 02 06 00 Plant Pathology
The study of the symptoms, causes, and

control (chemical and nonchemical) of plant diseases.

01.01 02 07 00 Entomology
The study of beneficial and harmful insects

and their near relatives such, as ticks, snails, slugs,
spiders, and- mites and their impact on agricultural
production and methods of control. (See also Major
Aspects of the Biological Sciences, 1'3.02 00 12 00
Entomolog, under NATURAL SCIENCES.).

01.01 02 08 00 Plant Disease and Pest Control
The study of symptoms, causes, and control

of plant injuries and diseases caused by pests such as
insects, diseases, nematodes, snails, mites, and injur-
ious birds, and the chemical, physical, 'biological,
cultural, and genetic methods of control of the
undesirable forms of plant and animal life.

01.01 02 08 01 Insecticides
The study of bstances or mixtures of

substances that may be used to destroy or otherwise
control insects and their near relatives, such as ticks,
snails, slugs, mites, and spiders.

01.01 02 08 02 Fungicides, Bactericides, Viricides,
and Netnatocides

The study of substances used to destroy
or inhibit pathogens, particularly those causing plant
diseases. Included for study are fungicides and nemato-
cides Which also act as bactericides and insecticides.

0101 02 08 03 Herbicides
The study of compounds used to de-

stroy or inhibit the growth of selected plants.

01.01 02 08 04 Rodenticides
The study of compounds used to de-

stroy rodentsespecially rats and mit.eand similar
small animals.-

01.01 02 08 05 Notrchenzical Controls
The study of other pest control (man-

agement of populations) such as biological, mechanical,
and cultural methods.

01.01 02 08 06 'Plant Genetic Resistance
The study and application of geodes

and breeding of plants having characteristic resistance
to attack, infection, or loss from disease and insect
pests. (See also 01.01 02 04 00 Genetics, above.)

01:01 02 08 99 Other Plant Disease and Pest Control
Include here other subject matter and

experiences emphasized in plant disease and pest
control. (Specify.)

01.01 02 09 Oo Environmental Biology
The study of the interaction of plant life

processes with factors of the environment, and their
characteristics and implications for managing plant
production.

01.01 02 99 00 Other Plant Science
Include here organizaed subject matter and

experiences emphasized in plant science which are not
classifiable or listed above. (Specify.)

t7

01.01 03 00 00 Farm Mechanics
(See the category 01.03 00 00 00Agricultural

Mechanics.)

01.01 64 00 00 Farm Business Managenient
Planned learning activities concerned with farm

resource. analysis, accounting, production, finanding,
resource acquisition, purchasing, farm inputs, per-
formance records, contracts, marketing, and mainte-
nance. The results of these learning activities are
applied to formulating decisions involved in managing a
farm or ranch operation.

01.01 04 01 00 Farm Accounts
Subject matter and experiences concerned

with accounting as applied to the various enterprises in
agricultural production. (See also the categories
03.01 00 00 00 Accounting, and 03.03 00 00 00
Bookkeeping, under BUSINESS.)

01.01 04 02 00 Performance Records
Planned study and experiences concerned

With the use of records in determining the efficiency of
a production operati n, e.g., yields per acre, pounds of
milk per cow, and lab r efficiency.

01.01 04 03 00 Budgeting and Analysis
Subject matter and learning experiences

involving the use of quantitative input-output relation-
ships, costs, and price expectations to secure optimum

,
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economic returns to the enterprises of the commercial
agricultural unit or the farm as a whole.

01.01 04.04 00 .Manpower Utilization
The study of factors that contribute to

efficient and economic use of Iaborresources,and the
implications of these factors for labor management'
decisions of tli; farm managar. Emphasis in instruction
is on such considerations as the development of.
knowledge about and ability to work 'With agricultural
manpower; employee selection; employer-employee
relations; wages and working conditions; legal require-
ments; and conditions affecting the employee, .e.g.,
education, health, and language barriers.

01.01 04 05 00 Purchasing and Marketing
The study of (1) acquiring (purchasing)

input units such as livestock, feed, seed, fertilizer,
machinery, and equipment, and (2) marketing as
applied to animal and plant products.

01.01 04 06 00 Financial and Legal Management
The study of factors, involved in the control

and application of the financial and legal aspects of man-
aging a commercial agricultural production business.

01.01 04 LV 00 Farm Organizations
Subject matter concerned with a compre-

hensive study of current programs of the several
national, ,regional, and local farmers' organizations
including their development and purposes.

01.01 04 08 00 Government Programs
The study of current government policies,

regulations, and programs available to and having
influence upon agricultural production and manage-
ment, farm prices, and income of rural people.

01.01 04 99 00 Other Farm Business Management
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in farm business manage-
ment which are not listed above.

01.01 99 00 00 Other Agricultural Production
Include here other organized subject matter.

and experiences emphasized in agricultural production.
which are not listed'above. (Specify.)

01.02 00.00 00 AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES/
, SERVICES

Subject matter and learning experiences concerned
with preparing pupils for occupations involved in

p.

providing consumable supplies used in the production
phase of agricultureincluding processing, marketing,
consulting, and 'other services, Various aspects of
agricultural supplies are organized tinder descriptive
titles such as those which follow.

01:02 01 00 00 Agricultural Chemicals
The study of a variety of chemicals, drugs, and

related products which are associated with the produc-
tion of animal andplant products. Usually included for
study are various types of chemicals used to prevent,
control, or-cure animal and plant diseases and control
pests.

01.02 02 00 00 Feeds
The study of the business of processing and,

distributing feeds and feedstuffs.

01.02 03 00 -00 Seeds
The study of the business of producing, pro-

cessing, and distributing seeds.

01.02 04 00 00 Fertilizers (Plant Food)
The study of the principles concerned with the

analysis, sale, and application of chemical elements
known to be necessary for plant growth. These
elements are classified as follows: primaryN,P,K;
secondaryCa, Mg, S; and mirconutrientsB,.CU,
Mn, No, Zn, Ce.

01.02 99 00 00 Other Agricultural Supplies/Services
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in agricultural supplies which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

01.03 00 00 00 AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
A combination of subject matter and activities

designed to develop abilities necessary for assisting
with and/or performing the common and important
Operations or processes involved in the selection,
operation, maintenance, and use of agricultural power,
agricultural machinery and eqUipment, structures and
utilities, soil and water management, and agricultural
mechanics shop, including kindred sales and services.

01.03 01 00 00 Agricultural Power and Machinery
A combination of subject matter and ex-

periences designed to develop in pupils the abilities to
(1) recognize and identify the fundamental principles
of selection. operation, service, maintenance, repair,
and safety in agricultural powerengines, electricity,
and hydraulics, and (2) plan, install, service, assemble,
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01 AGRICULTURE(Continued)

adjust, operate, and repair farm machinery. (See also
16.02 02 02 00 Agricultural Machinery and Equip-
ment under TECHNICAVEDUCATION.)

01.03 02 00 00 Agricultural Structures-anti-
Conveniences

Learning activities designed to assist pupils in
developing the ability to Plan, select materials for, and
construct and maintain agricultural structures and
conveniences. (See .also 16.01 .02 03 0,9 Agricultural
Structures and Conveniences under TECHNICAL
EDUCATION.) t

01.03 03 00 00 Soil Management
A combination of subject matter and practical

experiences designed to develop knowledge and skills
concerned with surveying and classifying soils; determ-
ining cropping systems and fertilizer; and-conditioning,
and culfural practices that will result in efficient
agricultural production.

01.03 Q4 00.00 Water Managenlent
'A combination of subject matter and practical

experiences designe&to develop knoSvIedge and skills
concerned with surveying, planning, laying out; con-
structing, using, and maintaining irrigation, drainage,
water conservation, runoff, and erosion control sys-
tems, and with maintaining pfoper soil-water-plant
relationships.

01.03 05 00 00 Agricultural Mechanics Skills
Planned learning experiences designed to de-

velop skills, abilities, and judgments necessary to select,
select, use, and maintain hand and power to* arc and
acetylene welders, and to plan and estal)lishihome farm.
shops.

01.03 06 00 00 Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance

A combinalion of subject matter and ex-
periences designed to develop skills and, abilities nece's-
sary in the punning, layout, fabrication, and mainte-
nance of farm and other agricultural -equipment;
especially small custom -built devices.

01.03 07 00 00 Agricultural Electrification
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to provide opportunities for pupils to.
gain knowledge and understanding concern'Hg making
effective Use of eleZtricity and electrical equipment on-

9.

farms, ranches, and other agricultutal establishments.
-cluded for study are the principles of electricity,'"
maintenance and operation of equipment.anTsafety
factors related thereto. (See also= '6.01 02 01 00
Agricultural Electrification Technology under TECH-
NICAL EDUCATION:)

61.03 99 00 00 Other Agricultural Mechanics
Include here other organized subject platter and

experiences emphasized in agricultural mechanics
which are,not listed above. (Specify.)

01.04 00 aci 00 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
A combination of subject maim and learning

' . experiences designed to' teach basic principles and
management decisions yvolved in the science and
technology of farm products, including marketing,
inspection, and processing. The groups of products'
include meat, fish, poultry, and eggs; dairy products; °
fruits and vegetables; cereal grains; oilseeds; cotton,
tobacco:3% and wool; and others.

01.04 01 00 00 Food Products
es

A combination' of subject matter and arning
experiences concerned with the scientific principles
and operatidns involved in the preparation of agricul-',.,
tural pioducts for sale and consumption, including.
home and' institutional preparation of food and its ,
nutritive .value. (Included as 16.02 03 00 00 Food .
PrOcessing Technology under TECHNICAL EDU-
CATION.)

01.04 01 01 00 Meat, Fish, Poultry, Eggs .
A combination of subject matter and prac-

tical experiences concerned with the information,
processes, science, and decisions associated with meats

.and meat products, fish, poultry, and eggs.

01.04 01 02 00 Dairy Products
A combination of subject matter and

practical experiences, concerned with the infor-
mation, processes,, science, and decisions associatbd
with milk and products derived from milk, e.g.,
cream, ice cream, butter, and cheese. (Included as
16.02 02 00 00 Dairy Technology under TECH-
NICAL EDUCATION.)

01.04 01 03 00 !Fruits and Vegetables
A combination of subject matter and prac-

tical experiences concerned with the information,
processes, science, and decisions associated with fruit
and vegetable products.
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01.04 01 04 00 Cereal Grains
A combination of subject matter and prac-

tiCal experiences which are concerned With the infor-
mation, processes, science, and decisions associated
with cereal grains and grain products, e.g., wheat and-
flour.

01.04 01 Iv 00 Oilseeds
'A combination of 'subject tatter and prac-

tical experiences concerned with the 'information,
processes, science and decisions associated with oil-
seeds and oilseed products, e.g., soybeans, cottonseed,
sunflower, and the oils derived from these" seeds and
any other edibleoilseeds,

01.04 01 99 00 Other Food trodnn4
Include here other subject !clatter and prac-

tical experiences emphasized in food products which
' are not listed above, e.g., mushrooms, nut products,

beverages, sugar, honey, maple products, condiments,
and deriotives from nonfood crops, e.g., cottonseed
oil. (Specify.)

01.04 02 00 00 Nonfood Products'
A combination of subject matter and ex-

periences concerned with the information, scientific
principles, processes, and management decisions related
to processing and marketing functions associated with
nonfood products such as cotton tobacco, and wool,
as well as the industrial noof.Jou uses of gtains and

oilseeds.
y

01.04 02 01 00 Cotton
Subject matter and learning activities con-

serned with assembling, ginning, baling, processing, and
- marketing the fibers and byproducts of cotton.

' 01.04 02 02'60 Tobacco
, Subject matter and learning experiencesc-

concerned with grading,storing, processing, and mar-
keting t-hacco.

01.04, 02 03 00 Wool,
Subject matter and learning experiences

concerned with assembling, sorting, grading, pro-

cessing, and marketing wool.'

01.04 02 99 00 Other Nonfood Products
. Include here other subject matter and prac-

tical experiences emphasized in nonfood products
which are not listed above, e.g., furs, hemp, and gum.,
(Specify.)

01.04 99 00 00 Other Agricultural Products
Include here other organized subject matter and

practical experiences emphasized in agricultural prod-
ucts which are not classifiable or listed above.
(Specify.)

01.05 00 00 00. ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE
(PRODUCTION, PROCESSING,

. MARKETING, AND SERVICES)
- Organized subject matter and practical experiences
concerned with the culture of plants used principally
for ornamental or esthetic purposes. Instruction em-
phasizes knowledge and understanding important to
establishing, maintaining, and .managing ornamental
horticulture enterprises. Subject matter and` experi-
ences are organized under descriptive titles ,such as
Aboriculture, Floriculture, Greenhouse Operation and
Management, Turf Management, and other ornamental
horticulture.

01.05 01 .00 00 Arboriculture
Org nizects subject matter and practical experi-

ences concerned with the principlei and .practices
involved in the culture and maintenance of-woody
plants used for decoration and shade-purposes.

01.05.02 00 09 *Floriculture
Organized subject matter and practical experi-

ences concerned with the principles and plactices
involved in field or greenhouse production of flowers
and the arrangement osuch flowers for ornamental
purposes. (See also 04.05 00 00 00 Floristry under

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

01.05 03 00 00 Greenhouse Operation and
Management .

Organized subject matter and practical experi-
ences concerned with the principles and practices
involved in producing plants under glass and in other

, artificial environments, including greenhouse opera-
tion, maintenance, and management.

01.05 04 00 CO Landscapin7
Organized subject matter and practical experi-

ences concerned with the principles and practices
involved in locating, planting, and maintaining turf,
plants, shrub, trees, or devices fa: the beautification
of home grounds andother areas of human habitation
and recreation.

01.05 05 00 00 Ninsery Operation and Management
Organized subject matter and pra6tical experi-
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01 ACRICULTURE(Continued)

ernes concerned with the production of turf, plants,
shrubs and/or trees for the\itrposes of transplanting or
proftsgating the, including_ nursery operation, main-

ranee, and management.

01.05 06 00 00 Tx* Management
Organized subject matter nd practical experi-

ences concerned with the principles and practices in-
vohed in establishing, managing, and maintaining grass-
ed areas for ornamental and/or recreational purposes.

010; 09 110 00 Other Ornamental Horticulture
lo:Inee here other orpnized subject IT atter and

.,espertences emphasized in ornamental horticulture
which are not listed aboVe (Specify.)

/01.06 00 00 00 AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES/ (CONSERVATION, UTILIZATION,
AND SERVICES)

A combination of subject matter and planned
learning,expericnces concerned with the principles and
processes involved in the conservation and/or improve-

""tment of natural resources such as air, forests, soil,
water, fish, plants, and wildlife for economic and
recreation purposes. Instruction also emphasises- such
factors' 39 the establishment, management, and opera-
tion of forest lands used for recreational purposes.,

01.06 01 00 00 Forests
A .comb nation of subject, matter and expen-r

ens concerned with forests as living communities of
plants and ananals in which trees are the dominant
species. Emphasis is on the multiple use of forest lands
and resources.

01.06 02 00 00 Recreation
The study of recreation as one of the multiple

uses of land, including emphasis of the principles of
conservation. Included in instruction are examples of
recreation activities 'which can be established, main-
tamed, and `managed, such as fishing, picnicking,
hunting, camping, and nature study.

01.06 03 00 00 Soil
A combination of subject matter and practical

experiences dc-Agned to provide opportunities for
gaining knowledge and understanding concerning the
principles and practices involved in maintaining soil
stability and productivity, including ale pievention or
erosion, pollution, water logging, exhaustion of plant
nutrients, and the accumulation of toxic salts.

01.06 04 00 00 Wildlifeincluding game farms and
hunting areas

A study of the principles and practices involved
in the preservation and/or improvement of wildlife
such as game, fowl, and fish. .

01.06 05 00 00.Water
A combination of subject matter and prac cal ex-

periences concerned with water conservation p actices
such as prevention of soil eidsion, sedimentatioi , other
pollution, seepage, and evaporation; flood 6ntrol;

/aquati$ weed control; and the development -onsern-
(ion, and management of water supplies fot agricultural,
domestid, industrial, and recreat vial purposes.

01.06 06 00 00. Air
The study of air pollution, including the effects

of agricultural activities on pollution, and the effects of
pollution on plantvandapimals.

01.06 07,400 00 Fish including farms and hatcheries
A combination of subject matter and activities

concerned with4he propagation, rearing, stocking, and
management of fish public and private waters.

01.06 08 00 00 Range
The study of theories, principles, and practices

solved in the reservation and/or improvement of
natural range lands.

01:06 99, 00 00 Other Agricultural Resources
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in agricultural resources which ,
are not listed above, including emerging occupational
areas in this category. (Specify.)

01.07 00.00 00 'FORESTRY PRODUCTION, PRO-
CESSING, MANAGEMENT, MAR-
KETING, AND SERVICES

A combination of subject matter and' experienced
concerned with the multiple use of forest lands and
resources, including their management anu iro-
teCtion.

01.07 01 00 00 *Forests
(For definition see 01.06.01 00 00 Forests

under Agricultural Resources.)

01.07 02 00 00 Forest Protection
A combination of subject matter and activities

designed to provide knowledge, understanding, and
judgment eoncerwng the behavior of enemies of the
forest and their control.
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01.07 03 00 00, Loggingharvesting and transporting
Study, including observation and practical ex-

periences, concerned with the initial collective activi-
tties involved in harvesting trees as a crop and in terms
of not interfering with other desirable uses of the
forest.

01.07 04 00 00 Wood Utilization
Organized subject matter and practical ;chyme:,

concerned with the many wood,products of the forest.
Emphasis in instruction is on the study of production,
selection, grading, and marketing of forest raw material
(wood) for multiple uses in conversion to consumer
goods, e.g., paper, plywood, wallboard, plastics, and
prszervative.treated wood products.

01.07 05 00 00 Recreation
(4 or definition see 01.06 02 00 00 Recreation

under Agricultural Resources.)

01.07 06 00 00 Special Products
Organized subject matter concerned with ,,,the

eproduction and marketing of special products, .g.,,
maple syrup, nuts, Christmas trees, and other products.
Cquaideration is given to the great, variety of products
utilized in their natural states andiur manufactured
from such products. The follow ng are representative
of special products.

01.07 06 01 00 Christmas Trees

01.07 06 02 00 Maple Syrup

01.07 06 03, 00 Nuts

01.07 06 99 00 Other,Special Products
Include here other special products empha-

sized in instruction,' which are not listed above.

(Specify.)

01.07 99 00 00 OtherForestry
here tither organized subject matter and

activities emphasized in forestry which are not listed
above. (Specify.)

01.99 00 00 00 OTHER AGRICULTURE
Include here other- organized ibiect matter and

experiences emphasized in agriculture which are not
listed or classifiable in one of the above categories.
(Specify.)

ART

02.00 00 00 00

Art is comprised of the organized body of subject
matter or related courses involving primarily visual,
tactile, and kinesthetic expression. Included in instruc-
tion are the two-dimensional forms such as drawing,
painting, or printniaking; the three-dimensional forms
such as sculpture -or pottery; other spatial concepts
such as architecture and design for the performing arts;
and the history and theory of art. Emphasis is placed
upon the esthetic and creative factors of visual forms.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Art applied the
folldwing rationale to the selection of substantive
content for placement in the Art subject-matter area:
(1) the content was determined by consensus, of the
committee to be appropriate to art in terms of origin
and meaning, (2) subject-matter items could be defined
in tirief form using only salient descriptive elements;
and (3) the various aspects of organized subject matter
classified under Art were identifiable by titles which
the ad hoc committee considered to be most com-
monly used in current practice.

Opportunities are frequently provided outside of
regular classZime for pupils to pursue the development
of interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
art as an extension of their classwork. These activities,
when approved by appropriate school auththities and
directed or supervised by qUalified adults, are referred
to as cocurricular activities. They may be designed for
the participation of pupils as individuals or in groups.
A variety of such activities is identified and classified
categorically under 20.00 00 0000 Cocurricular
ActiVites in chapter 5 beginning on page 146; and they
are discussed more fully, in this chapter beginning on

page 242.
Many items of information in chapters and 4 are'

supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples see
the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. Seriesl-School Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationAups are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

Included in this subject-matter area are the items of
information which identify various subjects in the art
areas.

02.01 00 00 00 ART-H1STORY AND THEORY
The study of the visual arts from a conceptual point

of view including its history, its relation to social
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02 ART(Continued)

and psychological cc ditions, to philosophic positions,
and to other humanistic disciplineE. Art concepts are
treated under a variety of descriptive titles suclveati
History, Art Theory, Humanities, and other art history
and theory.

02.01 01 00 00 Art History
The study of the histroy and evolution of art

forms and symbols and their relationship to, other
historical data, usbally presented in chronological or
cultural order. Specific periods of art, including con-
temporary, may be isolated in specialized courses. The
focus might be on sensitivity to the inherent esthetic
merits of a work of ''art as well as its historical
significance.

02.01 02 00 00 Art Theory
The study of those aspects of philosophy,

psychology; sociology, and, other disciplines which
relate to art topics. Esthetics, criticism, cutativity,
perception, cultural anthropology, and other relevant
social or behavioral studies may be included. This
subject matter also applies to the professional educa-
tion of art teachers and professional' museum person-
nel.

02.01 03 00 00 Humanities
The study of selected aspects of art presented in

relation to "visual and performing arts, literature, and
philosophy in their social and historical concepts.
Sometimes aspects of the various subject -matter areas
are taught separately but relatedly; in other instances,
these aspects of subject matter are, fused or integrated
with selected content from art forming the core. (See
also 05.03 69 00 00 Humanities under ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ARTS, 06.03 0000 00 Humanities
under FOREIGN LANGUAGES, 12.06 00 00 00
Humanities under MUSIC, and 15.09 00 00 00
Humanities under SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL
STUDIES.)

02.01 99 00 00 Other Art History and Theory
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in art history and theory which is not
listed above. (Specify.)

02.02 00 00 00 ART STUDIO
A space designed to provide learning situations

involving participation by pupils in the visual arts,
emphasizing their expressive and creative aspects and

the development of necessary related skills and under-
standing. Esthetic merit, rather than technical vir-
tuosity, receives primary emphasis. Opportunities for
studio experiences are provided under descriptive titles
such as Basic Design, Commercial Design, Environ-
mental Design, Crafts, Drawing, Painting, Photography,
Printmaking, Sculpture, and other art.e-

02.02 01 00 00 Basic Design
A study of the relationships of two- and

three-dimensional visual forms, somewhat comparable
to the study of the structure of verbal language: The
elements and principles affecting visual expression are
central. Design is treated,under a variety of descriptive
course titles.

02.02 Gi 01 00 Two-dimensional Design
The study of the relationships of line, shape,

color, movement, and other visual elements when
applied to a plane.

02.02 01 02 00 Three-dimensional Design
The study of the structural relationships of

form, texture, space, movement, light modulation, and
other visual elements as they apply to three-dimen-
sional configurations.

02.0,2 02 00 00 Commercial Design
Studies directed toward specific applications of

design principles. Commercial design is organized and
treated under a variety of titles such as Advertising and
Graphic Design, Design for the Performing Arts,
Fashion Design, Technical and Medical Illustration, and
other commercial design. (Included as
04.00 00 51 00 Commercial Design under DIS-
TRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

02.02 02 01 00 Advertising and Graphic Design
The development of skills necessary in the

preparation of visual iraterial suitable foK quantity
reproduction. Lettering, typography, layout, and il-
lustration ate included. Negotiation, bidding, and cost
estimating may also be taught.

02.02 02 02 00 Design for the Performing Arts
The study of design and production of sets,

costumes, props, and other accouterments of the
performing arts. Work with theatrical productions is
essential.

02.02 02 03 00 Fashion Design
The study and development of skills and



processes involved in the design of apparel. Textile and
clothing industries may be taught.

02.02 02 04 00 Technical and Medical Illustration
The development and use of skills and

processes involved in creating illustrations relating to
industrial, scientific, or medical subjects. Study in
scieace, industrial technology, and/or associated medi-
cal areas is frequently included in the development of
knowledge and skills necessitating advanced study.

02.02 02 99 00 Other Commercial Design
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in 4.-ornmercial design

which are not listed above. (Specify.)

02.02 03 00 00 Environmental Design
The 'development of environmental sensitivity

and the application of principle. of spatial and struc-
tural design to the problems of creating structural
elements and to products that man creates to adapt,
alter, and control his surroundings.

02.02 03 01 00 Architectural Design
The study of organization and enclosure of

space for functional and esthetic purposes. The rela
tionships of color, texture, volume, space, shape, and
site are emphasized. Specialized sequences and related
studies in engineering and technology ate essential.

02.02 03 02 00 Industrial and Product Design
The study of, with central emphasis on, the

integration of esthetic quality with industrial technol-
ogy. The nature of materials and industrial processes,
the functional 'characteristics of the product, consumer
psychology, and rudimentary engineering skills are
included in planning and design.

02.02 03 03 00 Interior Design
The planning of color, form, space, and

textural elements for interiors, emphasizing esthetic
consideration. The selection and relationship of furni-
ture, furnishings, communications, traffic, and utilities
are also included. The close relationship to the archi-
tecture and landscape is implicit.

02.02 03 04 00 Landscape Architecture
The application of design principles to the

functional and esthetic problems of altering, adapting,
and controlling the external environment. Supporting
studies in related areas are necessary, e.g., horticulture,
civil engineering, finance, sociology, and social psy

Op

02.02 03 05 00 Urban Planning
Study involving the planning and design of

cities and towns, or portions thereof, emphasizing the
integration of functional and esthetic aspects of the
urban environment.

02.02 03 99 00 Other Environmental Design
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in environmental design
which are not listed above. (Specify.)

02.02 04 00 00 Crafts
Activities for pupils which are planned to

emphasize the conception and production of "objects
designed for use." Design quality and esthetic and
creative factors are emphasized. Consideration of func-
tion and technique, while important, is subordinated to
these activities. Craft activities are designed under a
variety of descriptive titles such as Metalwork and
Jewelry, Pottery and Ceramics, Textiles, and other
crafts.

02.02 04 01 00 Metalwork and Jewelry
Study and activities which involve the tech-

niques of metalwork and jewelry such as brazing,
soldering, forging, casting, finishing, and other tech-
niques.

02.02 04 02 00 Pottery and Ceramics
Study and activities concerned with the

forming, firing, glazing, and other finishing, processes
of ceramic ware. Clay composition and glaze chemistry
may be taught.

02.02 04 03 00 Textiles
- Activities in which the central concern is

weaving, printing, and creating new forms in fiber and
other material. The utilization of the product is not'
normally an important element.

02.02 04 99 00 Other Crafts
Include here other crafts which are empha-

sized for study, e.g., wood, leather, enameled metal,
glass, and other materials. (Specify.)

02.02 05 00 00 Drawing
The process of producing work in a variety of

wet or dry media including, among others, pencil, pen
or brush and ink, crayon, chalk, or mixed media,
usually nor-chromatic. Drawing experiences may em-
phasize a particular medium or specialized subject
matter.
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02 ART(Continued)

02.02 06 00 00 Painting
The process of producing work in a variety of

media such as oils, water color, tempera, casein,
synthetics, and mixed media. Painting experiences may
emphasize a particular medium or specialized subject
matter.

a

02.02 07 00 00 Photography and Related Media
The process of producing work in photographic

and related media emphasizing, in addition to technical
aspects, the artistic elements which distinguish this
work from similar offerings in journalism, science, or
vocational education. Specialized studies may be of-
fered in still or motion pictures, television, and other
electronic equipment.

02.02 08 00 00 Printmaking
The process of printmaking, including intaglio,

relief, planographic, and stencil operations. Etching,
engraving, lithography, wood and linoleum cuts, silk
screen, calligraphy, and allied techniques are included
in this category. These activities do not include
industrial printing.

02.02 09 00 00 Sculpture .

The conception and creation of expressive
forms by means -of modeling, forming, carving, and
constructing. Media may include day, wood, stone,
metal, wax, plaster, synthetics, found objects, and'
others.

,b2.02 99 00 00 Other Art Studio
Include here other techniques or media empha-

sized in art studio which are not listed or classifiable
under one of the major categories listed above,
including emerging art concepts. (Specify.)

02.09 00 00 00 OTHER, ART
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in art which are not listed or
classifiable under one of the major categories listed
above, including emerging art concepts. (Specify.)

BUSINESS

03.00.00 00 00

Business includes the body of related subject
matter, or related courses, and planned learning experi-
ences which are designed to develop in pupils the

attitudes, knowledge, skills, and tihderstanding con-1
cerned with business principles and practices having
applications for personal use and/or activities in the
business world. BusinessArdso includes a wide variety of
aspects of general education, e.g., subject matter from
other subject areas such as English (language arts),
social sciences/social studies, and mathematics.

The Ad hoc Committee for Business applied the
following criteria to the selection of substantive con-
tent for placement in the Business subject- batter area
(I) the content was determined by consensus of the
committee to be unique to business historically and in
origin; (2) subject-matter items could be defined in
brief form using only salient descriptive elements; and
(3) the various aspects of organized subject matter
el4sified under Business were identifiable by 'titles
which were considered to be most commonly used in
current practice.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during
and outside regular classume for pupils to' develop
interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
business as an integral part of the instructional pro-
gram. As an example, the Future Business Leaders of',
America provides additional opportunities to develop
leadership, other qualities, and an understanding of the
world of work in business. Such organized activities,
under appropriate supervision, are referred to as
cocurricular activities. They may be designed for
participation of pupils as individuals or in groups, and
are an integral part of classwork. A variety of activities
is identified under 20.00 00 00 00 -Cocurricular
Activities in chapter 5 beginning on page 146; and they
are described more fully in this chapter beginning on
page 242. As an illustration, the Future Business

' Leaders of America is identified for reporting purposes
and further described under Cocurricular Activities as
Item 20.01 10 00 00.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional prokam. For examples see
the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculumimprovement on pages 71-78, and-the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

Included under this heading, are the items of
information which identify various 'subjects in business.

03.01 00 00 00 ACCOUNTING
Organized subject matter and learning activities

Which are designed io provide opportunities for pupils
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to develop knowledge. understanding, and skills con-
cerned with the principles and theory of accounting,
and accounting practices. Different aspects of
counting are organized for instruction under various
descriptive titles, such as Accounting Principles,' Ac-
counting Systems, Advanced- Accounting, Cost Ac-
counting, Data Processing Accounting, Governmental
and Institution Accounting, Income Tax Accounting,
Intermediate Accounting, Payroll Accounting, Secre-
tarial Accounting, and other accounting. (Included as
04.00 00 65 00 Acountmg under _DISTRIBUTIVE
EDLIC AT ION.) (See also the category

14.01 00 00 00 Accounting ,and Computing Occu-
pations and 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Ad-
ministrant c Mani:gement Occupations owe: Of
OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 01 00 00 Accounting Principles
,Subject matter and Icarning experiences which

are designed to introduce pupils to the general prin-
ciple:, of :accounting. Usually included for study are
theory and practice of accounting arid their application
to, for example, proprietorships, partnerships, and
corporations, problems in recording transactions, pay-
roll and tax transaction procedures, procedures m
depreciation and accrual accounting, and preparation
and analysis of financial statements. (See also the
category 14.01 Ou Accounting and Computing
Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 02 00 00 Accounting Systems
An organization of subject matter and learning

experiences designed to prepare pupils to anal) Le
accoulanw ,},penis and procedures and to dense and

recommend improvements for existing systems.

Usually included in the study of automatic data
pro,. sdig and its application to the accounting

system. (Sec also the categories 14.01 00 00 00
Accounting and Computing Occupations aiid

14.02 uu (»i Business Data Proctssnig System's
Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 03 Ut) 00 Adv4nced Accounting
An organization of subject matter .41(1 ;earning

activities concerned with the refinement and expansion
of accounting theory and procedures with emphasis
being placed on a vane() of special problems dealing
with such considerations as partnerships, proprictor-

vships, and corporations. and installments, consign-
ments, budgeting, depreciation and depletion, govern-
mental accounting, consolidated statements, taxes,
liqu idatin. receiverships, and actuarial science. (See

also the zategories 14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and
(Annputing Occupations and 14.08 00 00 00. Super-
visory and Administrative Management Occupations
under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 04 00 00 Auditing
The 'study of the concepts, objectives, and

ethics applicable to auditing (the examination of
accounts), including audit plans, internal control,
sampling, and specific auditing procedures concerned
with such items as cash, investments, receivables,
inventories, plant, equipment, expenses, :Ind writing an
audit report. (Sec also the categories 14,01 00 00 00
Accounting and Computing Occupations and

14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Administrative Man-
agement Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.01 05 00 00 Cost Accounting
The study of procedures and practices involved

in accounting for materials, labor, overhead, and
burden under job-order, including various systems of
cost accounting, accounting related to sales, and
accountir g as a managerial tool of control. (See also
the categories 14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and Com-
puting Occupations, 14.02 00 00 00 Business Data
Processing Systems Occupations, and 14.08 00 00 00
Supervisory and Administrative Management Occupa-
tions under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 06 00 00 C.P.A. Review.
Tice study of accounting standards, concepts,

and principles, and their applications in practice.
Special attention is given to the AICPA examinations.

03.01 07 00 00 Data Processing Accounting
Subject matter and learning activities which

involve the use of modern data processing procedures
and equipment in financial activities, with special
emphasis being placed on systems, including the use of
punchcard equipment, common-language devices, ac-
counting machines, and computers. In practice, special
applications arc made to inventory control, payroll
procedures, customer accounts, billing procedures. and
storage and retrieval of information. (See also the
categories 14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and Com-
mit* Occupations and 14.02 00 00 00 Business
Data Processing Systems Occupations under OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 08 00 00 Government And Institutional
A ccounting
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03 BUSINESS(Continued)

The study of accounting procedures and prin.
ciples as applied to fund accounting for governmental

accounting for nonprofit institutions, and budget
control in these institutions. (See also the categories
14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and Computing Occupa-
tions .and 14.08 CO 00 00 Supervisory and Adminis-
trative Management Occupations under OFFICE OC-
CUPATIONS.)

03.01 09 00 00 Intermediate Accounting
Usually, an organization of subject matter and

learning experiences which are designed to provide (1)
a systematic review of fundamental accounting pro-
cesses; and (2) applications of accounting principles to
major accounting problems such as assets, liabilities,
working capital, the balance sheet, the income state-
ment, the analysis of statements, and stockholders'
equity. (See also the category 14.01 00 00 00 Ac-
counting and Computing Occupations under OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 10 00 00 Managerial Accounting
The study of accounting analysis information

and techniques which are utilized by management in
its decisionmaking responsibilities and activities. (See
also the category 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and
Administrative Management Occupations under OF-
FICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 11 00 00 Payroll Accounting
A combination of subject matter and learning

activities which apply to payroll accounting procedures
and control, including the study of Federal and State
laws and their interpretations and the preparation of
reports required by governmental agencies. In practice,
payroll accounting is frequently a part of bookkeeping
or office practice courses, and includes recording
wages, computing payrolls and payroll deductions, and
recording payroll entries. (See also the category
14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and Computing Occupa-
tions under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 12 00 00 Secretarial Accounting
A study of accounting and bookkeeping funda-

mentals designed primarily for stenographers and secre-
taries. Included for study are various accounting/book-
keeping activities, i.e., single-and double-entry bo'dk-
keeping, payroll procedures, petty cash, records for
merchandising, records for various professional serv-
ices, income statements, taxes, and other financial

reports. (See also 14.08 01 00 00 Administrative
Assistants under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.01 13 00 00 Tax Accounting
The study of accounting principles, procedures,

and regulations applicable to the maintenance of
records and the preparation and filing of income tax
returns for individuals, partnerships, corporations, and
other types of organizations. Sometimes State and
local tax laws and procedures are included in addition
to the study and interpretation of Federal income tax
legislation. (See also the category 14.01 00 00 00
Accounting and Computing Occupations under OF-
FICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03 01 99 00 00 Other Accounting
Include here other organized subject matter a'nd

activities emphasized in accounting which are not
classified above. (Specify.)

03.02 00 00 00 ADVERTISING AND SALES
PROMOTION

(For definition see 04.00 00 44 00 Advertising
and Sales Promotion under DISTRIBUTIVE EDU-
CATION.)

03.02 01 00 00 Advertising Principles
(For definition see 04.00 00 45 00 Ad-

vertising Principles under DISTRIBUTIVE EDU-
CATION.)

03.02 02 00 00 Advertising Copywriting
(For definition see 04.00 00 47 00 Adver-

tising Copywriting under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-
TION.)

03.02 03 00 00 Advertising Media and Campaigns
(For definition see 04.00 00 46 00 Adver-

tising Campaigns and 04.00.00 49 00 Advertising
Media under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.02 04 00 00 Direct-Mail Advertising
(For definition see 04.00 00 52 00 Direct-Mail

Advertising tinder DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.) .

03.02 99 00 00 Other Advertising and Sales
Promotion

Include here other organized subject matter and
activities emphasized in advertising and sales promo-
tion which are not classified under DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION. (Specify.)
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03.03 00 00 00 BOOKKEEPING
The study of the fundamental onciplcs involved in

the preparation and nrauiteuance of financial records
concerned with business management and operations.
Emphasis is placed on various records as budgets,

payrolls, and financial statements. In practice, pupils
usually are provided opportunities to gain limited
experience in the use of selected office machines.
`Subject matter and activities in bookkeeping are
treated under various descriptive titles such as Book-
keeping, First Course, Bookkeeping, Second Course,
Bookkeeping, Third Course, Bookkeeping, Fourth

Course, Machine Bookkeeping, Pay roll Record

Keeping, Record Keeping, and other bookkeeping.

03.03 01 00 00 Bookkeeping, First Course
A combination of subject matter and learning

experiences concerned with the elementary principles
of bookkeeping, including some theory of accounting.
In practice, variOUS bookkeeping situations are empha-
sized in instruction, e.g., single-and double-entry book-
keeping, methods and principles of recording business
transactions, the pleparation of various documents
used in recording 1111.0111C, expenses, acgws1Gun of
assets, incurrance- of liabilities, and changes in equity,
and the preparation and sonic interpretation uf fi-
nancial statements. (See also 14.01 02 00 00 Bu,,,.

keepers under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03,03 02 00 00 Bookkeeping, Second Course
Includes repeating the cycle of the first course,

expanding the subject matter and enlarging the degree
of difficulty. In addition, the pupils are introduced to
the simples( Corms of partnership and corporation
accounting. Actual books, based on simulated coin-
panics, transactions, and Jituations, are used in the
learning process. (See also 14.01 02 00 00 Book-
keepers under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.03 03 00 00 Bookkeeping, Third Course
Organized learning experiences which provide

for inure extensive treatment of the activities carried
on in the first two courses or cycles. New elements on
control accounting, subsidiary ledger work, and inven-
tory accounting are usually introduced. (See also
14.01 02 00 00 13uokkeepas under OFFICE OCCU-
PATI ONS.)

03.03 04 00 00 Bookkeeping, Fourth Course
Usually, the terminal course in bookkeeping. In

practice, provision is frequently made fur repeating the
cycles of the first three courses. Mute compreliciisive

treatment of specialized types of records, introduction
to cost accounting systems, and ,often relationships
simulated activities in data processing affecting book
keeping are introduced. Increased emphasis is also
placed on financial control through bookkeeping and
report construction. (Sec also 14.01 02 00 00 Book-
keeping under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.03 05 00 00 Machine Bookkeeping
An organization of subject matter and directed

activities, often designed as a unit in a bookkeeping or
an ,accounting course, to provide opportunities for
pupils to gain, experience in the use of bookkeeping
machines, usually posting accounts receivable and
other control account data.,(See also 14.01 04 00 00
Machine Operators: Billing, Bookkeeping, and COm-
puting under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.03 06 '00 00 Payroll Record Keeping
A combination of subject matter and practice

activities which are concerned with (I) the study of
Federal and State laws that affect payroll, (2) the
study of basic payroll forms and records and their uses,
(3) practice in calculating hours worked by employees,
overtime, gross and net pay, and deductions, and (4)
practice in preparing records and the required govern-
ment reports from the records. (See also the category
14.01 01 00 00 Accounting and Computing Occupa-
dons under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.03 07 00 00 Record Keeping
Subject matter and learning experiences that

deal with financial records less technical than those ,
provided in the 'first and second courses in book-
keeping and which are frequently considered to be on a
clerical level. Emphasis is placed on simple, commonly
used financial records which often are concerned with
personal, family, club, and small business needs.
Sometimes the subject matter and experiences serve as
a background for enrollees in the first and second
courses in bookkeeping as well as a substitute for
bookkeeping for those not desiring or not qualified to
take technical bookkeeping courses.

03.03 99 00 00 Other Bookkeeping
Include here other organized subject matter and

activities emphasized in bookkeeping which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

03.04 00 00 00 BUDGET CONTROL
The study of the budgetary process in business, e.g.,

planning for profitable operations, including systems of
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03 BUSINESS(Continued)

cost and profit analysis. The primary emphasis is on
planning which will eicpedite the achievment of
specific budget-control objectives. (See also the cate-
gory 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Administrative
Management Occupations, under, OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.05 00 00 00 BUSINESS ARITHMETIC OR
MATHEMATICS

(For definition see 11.05 01 00 00 Business Arial!
metic under MATHEMATICS-.)

03.06 00 00 00 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
The study of Oral and-written English as they apply

to business. The emphasis is on the type of correct and
proper English ne,--ied by the secretary, stenographer,
and clerk, and includes correctness and clarity in style
and vocabulary in business correspondence, memoran-
dums, formal and informal reports, and writing
minutes. (See also 04.00 00 88 00 ,Communications
for Distribution under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-
TION.) (See also the categories 14.04 00 00 00 infor-
mation Communication Occupations, 14.07 00 00 00
Stenographic, Secretarial, and Related Occupations,
14,08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Administrative Man-

agement Occupations, and 14.09 00 00 00 Typing
and Related Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.06 01 00 00 Business Correspondence
Organized subject matter and activities which

are designed to emphasize the writing of business
letters, reports, and memorandums. In practice, subject
matter and activities frequently include emphasis on
both oral and written English which are used in
business.

03.06 02 00 00 Report Writing
Learning experiences concerned with the pro-

cess of investigating and presenting business problems
and their solutions, usually including the study of
methods of collecting, organizing, and interpreting
data, with emphasis upon the elements involved in
writing the final report. (Included as 04.00 00 97 00
Report Writing under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)
(See also 14.04 02 00 00 Correspondence Clerks
under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.06 03 00 00 Spelling and Vocabulary Building
The study of words, their definitions, pronun- A combination of subject matter and guided

elation, and applications. The activities normally in-
clude taking stock of words one knows, and learning to
spell new words, The subject matter includes words for
general vocabulary and words for the specialized
business vocabulary.

ti

03.06 99 00 00 Other Business Communications
Include here other organized subject matter and

activities emphasized in sbusiness communications
-which are hot listed above. (Speeify,)

03.07 CO 00 00 BUSINESS ETHICS
The study of morality and its background as a

factor determining personal conduct alni the considera-
tion-of personal 'and social problems from an ethical
point of view. Usually included is the study of society
and its influence on policies involved in management,
and customer, employer, competitor, and govern-
mental relationships. (This subject matter is also
emphasized in various categories under
.14.00 00 00 00 OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.08 00 00 00 BUSINESS FINANCE
An organization of subject matter designed to

provide opportunities for pupils to gain knowledge and
understanding of the principles of imancial manage-
ment and control as applied to business formation,
expansion, reorganization, and liquidation. (See also
categories 14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and Com-
puting Occupations and 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory
and Administrative Management Occupations uilder
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.09 00 00 00 BUSINESS LAW
The study of the principles of law as they relate to

business transactions and to the individual and his job
responsibilitiesthe rights of individuals and businesses
and other individuals and business with whom they
deal. Usually, emphases are placed on considerations
such as contracts, insurance, loans, sales, negotiable
instruments, partnerships, corporations, principal and
agent, _and property. (Included as 04.10 03 00 00
Business Law under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)
(See also the categories 14.01 00 00 00 Accounting
and Computing Occupations, 14.05 00 00 00 Ma-
una Support Occupations. transporting, storing, and
record: and 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Ad-
ministrativ Management Occupations under OFFICE
OCCUPATIO,

03.10 00 00 00 BUSINESS MACHINES
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experiences concerned with developing in pupils the
knowledge, understanding, and varying degrees of skills
related to a variety of machines used in business
offices. (Sec also 14.01 04 00 00 Machine Operators.
Billing, Bookkeeping, and Computing, and the category
14.03 00 00 00 Filing, Office Machines, and General
Office Clerical Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.) (See also specialized subject listings in the
BUSINESS subject-matter area.)

03.10 01 00 00 Business Machines, First Course
Instruction and practice activities which are

designed to provide pupils with an introduction to
computing machines and opportunities to build ac-
quaintanceship-level skills on adding machines (ten-key
and full-key) and on calculating machines (key-driven,
rotary, and printing). (See also 14.01 04 00 00
Machine Operators: Billing, Bookkeeping, and Com-
puting under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.10 02 00 00 Business Machines, Second Course
An extension of the ;earning and practice

activities carried on in Business Machines, First Course
with emphasis en developing job skills on computing
machinesadding machines and calculatorsand
specific applications to -business documents and pro-
cedures. (See also 14.01 04 00 00 Machine Opera-
tors: Billing, Bookkeeping, and Computing under
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.10 03 00 00 Calculating arid Listing aachines
(For definition see 14.01 04 00 00 Machine

Operations: Billing, Bookkeeping, and Computing
under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.10 04 00 00 Duplicating Machines
Subject matter and practice activities, fre-

quently organized as a unit in office practice, designed
to provide, skills development in the use of various
types of reproducing mit-limes, e.g., spilt, stencil, and
photocopy duplicating machines. (See also

14.03 01 00 00 Duplicating Machine Operators under
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.10 99 00 00 Other Business Machines and
Appliances

liklude here other subject matter and activities
emphasized m business madames and appliances which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

03.11 00 00' 00 BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY
The study of superior-subordinate behavior inter-

.nom and the influence of group attitudes as tlicy
relate to the specific work environments. Subject
matter usually includes interpersonal relationships be-
tween peers and superiors, personality acknowledg-
went, requirements for morale, ,personal efficiency,
and leadership by example. (See also 04.10 12 00 00
Human Relations under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-
TION.) (See also the category 14.06 00 00 -00 Per-
sonnel, Training, and Related Occupations under OF-
FICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03,12 00 00 00 BUSINESS STATISTICS
The study of the c:ementary aspects of statistics

and their ...pplicetions to business, e.g., tables, charts,
ratios, peicentagts, averages, tii.istical data, realities,
dispersion, Jkewntss, time series, trends; indexes, fore-
casting, and correlations. (See also the categories
14.01 00 00' 00 Accormting and Computing Occupa-
tions, 14.02 00- 00 00 Busittesp,Data Processing Sys-
tems Occupations, 14.05 00 ,00 00 Materials Support
Occupations: transporting, storinig, and recording, and
14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Administrative Man-
agement Occupations under ,OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

0333 00 00 00 OFFICE WORK EXPERIENCE
Planned, educational activities designed to permit

application, in a realistic situation, of background and
skill knowledge previously learned through: coopera-
tive programs with an approved teacher-coordinator in
the business community; directed experience programs
providing systematic supervision of the pupil learning
situation in or out of school; or simulated programs
providing realistic classroom work experience directed
by a qualified teacher.

03'14 00 00 00 CLERICAL PRACTICE
Learning.situations involving laboratory and discus

sion experiences which are designed to provide oppor
tunitics for ,pupils, not interested in or not pursuing
secretariaror bookkeeping knowledge and skills, to
develop knowledge and skills in clerical opetations.
Emphasis is on various activities e.g., filing, record
keeping, -sometimes advanced typing, telephone and
telegraph usage, mailroom activities, shipping pro-
cedures, personality develormenl, machine operation,
and job-application procedures. (See also the category
14.03 00 00 00 Filing, Office Machines, and General
Office Clerical Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)
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03 BUSINESS -- (Continued)

03.15 00 00 00 CONSUMER EDUCATION
(For definition sec 15.05 00 00 00 Con:timer

Education under SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL
STUDIES.)

03.16 00 00 00 CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS
(For definition see 04.00-00 28 00 Credit and

Collections under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.17 00 00 00 DATA PROCESSING AND
COMPUTER OPERATION

Le rning activities concerned with surveying and
studying the rapidly growing need for and uses of
electronic data processing systems in the business
office, and the implications for management, including
the analysis and study of concepts of computer
Qperations. (See also the category 14.02 00 00 00
Business Data Processing Systems Occupations under
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.17 01 00 00 Introduction to Data Processing
Instruction Nvhich is designed to provide oppor-

tunities for *pupils to become acquainted with de-
velopments in data processing concepts, procedures,
understanding, and processing, *electro-mechanical or
electronic machines. Usually, various methods such as
manual, machine, punched-card, and electronic are
studied. Simple applications are made to payrolls,
inventory, customer records, and billing. This is some-
times a separate course when equipment is available, or
it is often a part of an office practice or bookkeeping
course when equipment is not available. (See also the
category 14.02 00 00 00 Business Data Processing
Systems Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.17 02 00 00 Data Processing Systems
The study of data systems and procedures such

as the analysis, design, and contt ' of management
information and data communications systems. Other
aspects of data processing systems frequently empha-
sized ale: (I) the economics of manual, electro-
mechanical, and electronic data processing; (2) the
advantages and limitations of computers, communica-
tion, and information retrieval syste Is as tools for
management control; (3) feasibility study techniques,
evaluation equipment, and conv;rsion techniques, and
(4) installation, organization, and operation of a
computer facility. (See also the category
14.02 00 00 00 'Business Data Processing Systems
Occupations under OFFIrE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.17 03 00 00 Computer Oriented Mathematics
(Data Processing Mathematics)

Instruction which is concerned with a practical
foundation in numerical concepts needed for under-
standing accounting and machine processes. Subject
matte, and learning experiences usually,are designed to
proyjde knowledge of rotation, number' systems, num-
ber systems with an arbitrary base, basic algebra, linear
equations, fixed floating point numbers, elements of
Boolian algebra, methods of numerical computation,
and use of the computer for numerical computation.
(See also 11.08 00 00 00 Computer Mathematics
under MATHEMATICS.'

03.17 04 00 00 Computer Programming
Learning activities designed to provide practice

in flow charting and writing instruction in computer
language for the direction of computer operatiol in the
solution of a problem. Usually, subject matter includes
program preparation steps, types of instruction,
coding, flow chatting and block diagramming, number
systems, address systems, computer word format,
housekeeping, running, and error detection. (See also
14.02 03 00 00 Programmers under OFFICE OCCU-
PATIONS.) (Included as 16.04 01 00 00 Computer
ana Console Operators under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.17 05 00 00 Computer Operation: Introduction
The study of the principles of computer operii-

tion with emphasis on components and functions of a

computer system, inputoutput media, central pro-
cessing units, internal processing procedures, console
and inquiring functions, and programming elements.
Instruction is usually designed to enable pupils to gain
"in-depth" knowledge of computer applications and
characteristics. (See also 14.02 01 00 00' Computer'
and Console Operators under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.17 06 00 00 Processing Equipment Operation .

Learning experiences concerned with the opera-
tion of electrical/mechanical equipment, Pe.g., key-
punch machines, accounting machines, collators, key
sorters, and printereither independently or in support
of and /qty auxiliary to the electronic data computer.
(See also 14.02 02 00 00 Peripheral Equipment
Operators under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.17 06 01 00 Tlinclicard Data Processing
An organization of subject matter and activ-

ities which is designed to provide opportunities for
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pupils to gain knowledge and experiences concerned
with the use of punched card equipment, including
basic machine operation, board wiring, and typical
applications. (Sec also 14,02 02 01 00 Keypunch and

Coding Equipment Operators under OFFICE 'OCCU-

PATIONS.f.

03.17 06 02 00 Tabulating Equipment Operation
Organized learning experiences designed to

provide opportunities for pupils to gain knowledge and
understanding about the punched-card system of data
processinD including all peripheral equipment. Subject
matter usually includes the punched card, machine
functions, machine components, keypunch and veri-
fier, interpreter, sorter, reproducer, collator, ac-

counting machine-tabulator, calculator, bask house-
keeping procedures, equipment used as computer

support, and accounting applications. (See also

14.02 02 00 00 Peripheral Equipment Operators

under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.17 06 03 00 Tabulating Machine Wiring
Instruction which is concerned with the

wiring of control panels that direct the operation of
punched-card equipment. Subject matter usually in-
cludes ma chine logic, principles of control panel
wiring, wiring fundamentals, and wiring practice. (See

also 14.02 02 00 00 Peripheral Equipment Operators
under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.17 06 99 00 Other Processing Equipment
Operation

Include here other subject matter and ex-
periences emphasized in processing equipment opera-
tion not listed above. (Specify.)

03.17 99 00 00 Otlier Data Processing and Computer
Operation

Include here other subject matte' and activities
emphasized in data processing and computer operation
which are not listed above, e.s., tape library systems,
job scheduling, and job control. (See also

14.02 99 00 00 Other Business Data Processing
Systems Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

(Specify.)

03.18 00 90'00 ECONOMICS
(I-or definition see 15.0b 00 00 00 Econonno

under SOCIAL SCIENLES/SOCIAC STUDIES.)

03.18 01 00 00 Consumer Economics
(For definition see 15.06 03 00 00 Consumer

Economics rind& SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL

STUDIES.) .

03.18 02 00 00 Labor Economics
(For permition sbe 15.06 08 00 00 Resource

:Economics tinder SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL

STUDIES.)

03.18 03 00 00 Money and Banking
(For definition see 15.06 05 00 00 Money and

Banking under SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL

STUDIES.)

03.18 04.00 00 Principles of Economics
(For definition see 15.06 07 00 00 Principles

of Ecodomics under SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL
STUDIES.)

03.18 99 00 00 Other Economics
Include hese other subject matter emphasized in

economics which is not listed above or classified under
SOCIAL gClENCES.SOCIAL STUDIES. (Specify.)

03.19 00 00 00 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
(For definitionsee 15.07 02 00 00 Human Geog-

raphy and 15.07 04 00 00 Regional Geography under

SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES.)

03.20 00 00 00 EXPLORATORY BUSINESS
An organization of subject matter and activities

designed. to assist the pupil in determining the extent
of his interest in and aptitude for activities related to
business employment. Emphasis is usually on limited
skill objectives in shorthand, selling, bookkeeping and
clerical duties.

03.21 .00 00 06 FILING
Learning experiences which provide opportunities

for pupils to study the principles of indexing and the
various methods of filing used in business and other
institutions, including actual practice in indexing and
filing.' (See also 14.03 02 00 00 File Clerks under

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.22 00 '00 00 FILING AND RECORD CONTROL
Subject matter and learning experiences which are

concerned with the extension and more advanced
stuay of the elementary aspects of indexing and filing
described in Filing. In practice, emphasis is frequently
on a wide range of study and experiences-sueli as filing
systems and their management, storage, and retrieval of
business records, rules of indexing, evaluation of
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03 BUSINESS -- (Continued)

various methods of filing,'Ines of filing equipment and
supplies, automated tiling proceijures, the operation of
an efficient records system, inct6ding forms design, and
transfer and disposition of records. (Sec also
14.03 03 00 00 General Office Clerks under OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS.)

03.23 00 00 00 GENERAL BUSINESS OR INTRO-
DUCTION TO BUSINESS

Subject matter designed to make available to all
pupils an introductory study of business, including (1)
an understanding and appreciation of the nature,
scope, and functions of the business-economic system
in meeting consinnar needs and wants, (2) an under-
standing of ek.onomik, prinoples and desirable bu§mess
practices which shoult: be followed by consumers in
the wise handling of then business affairs, and (3) an
understanding and appreciation of career opportunities
which are to be found in business occupatiodS. This
course may have other titles, such as Introduction to
Business or aisic Business. The subject matter of this
course has value for all pupils as membets of the
economic community.. General Business, providing a
higher level of subject matter, is frequently offered in
postsecondary instructional programs in business.

03.24 00 00 00 INSURANCE AND RISK
(For definition see 04.13 00 00 00 Insurance and

04.00 00 71 00 Principles of Insurance under DIS-
TRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.24 01 00 00 Principles of Insurance
(Fur, definition see 04.00 00 71 00 Principles

of Insurance under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)
a

03.24 02 00 00 Life Insurance
(For definition see 04.00 00 72 00 Life In-

surance under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.24 03 00 00 Property and Casualty Insurance
(For definition see 04.00 00 73 00 Casualty

Insurance and 04.00 00 74 00 Property Insurance
under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.24 (s) 00 00 Other Insurance
Include here other organized

emphasized in insurance which is not
classified under DISTRIBUTIVE
(Specify.)

subject matter
listed above or
EDUCATION.)

03.25 00 00 00 INVESTMENTS
An organization of subject matter concerned with

the study of sources of capital, various types of
securities, methods of financing, principles of investing,
policies of investing, and kinds of financial and
investment institutions.

03.26 00 00 00 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES

The study ofTlanning, organizing, aqd controlling a
business, including both the organizational and human
aspects, often with emphasis on various theories of
'management, the Purpose of which is to develop in
pupils the knowledge and understanding necessary for
managing people and functions and making decisions.
(See also specific subject-matter 4..ategories in the
subject-matter areas of BUSINESS and DISTRIBU-
TIVE EDUCATION.) (See also 14.08 00 00 00
Supervisory and Administrative Management Occupa-
tions under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03".26 01. 00 00 Business Principles
An organization of subject matter designed to

help pupils gain knowledge and understanding impor-
tant to starting a small business or becoming a more
productive employee. Frequently emphasized are con-
siderations such as (I) organizing, financing, and
managing a business, and (2) principles of purchasing,
selling, merchandising, recordkeeping, granting credit,
and collecting. (See also the categories
14.01 00 00 00 Accounting and Computing Occupa-
tions: transporting, storing, and recording, and
14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Administrative Mans
agement Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.26 02 00 00 Business Organization and
Management

An organization of subject matter concerned
with a wide range of considerations in the field of
managing businesses, including the organizational
aspects, managerial problems, financing, labor, govern-
ment regulations, layout, control of materials, cost
control, production and marketing, buying and pricing,
and related problems. (Se also the category
14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory and Administrative Man-
agement Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.26 03 00 00 Labor - Management Relations
The study of the history and development of

the labor movement, including an analysis and interpre-
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tatton of Federal and State legislation, union contracts,

labor negotiation, conciliation, arbitration, and

grievance procedures. (See also the categories

14.06 00 00 00 Personnel, Training, and Related
Occupations and 14.08 00 00 Supervisory and
Administrative Slanagement. Occupations under OF-

FICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.26 04 00 00 Merchandising Management
(For definition see 04.00 00 29 06 Marketing

Management, General Under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-

TION.)

03.26 05 00 00 Office Management and Supervision
An organization of subject matter designed for a

study of scientific principles of office procedures
records, and personnel. Emphasis are placed on a wide

range of considerYtions including organization of the
office; layout, selection and use of equipment; psycho.
logical problems; planning, selection, and training of
personnel; policies and procedures, management of

accounting activities; work simplification, office

manuals and reports; and data processing functions.
(See also the category 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisbry
and Administrative Management .0a:twat:Mrs under

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.26 06 00 00 Personnel Management
(For definition see 04.00 00 31 00 Personnel

Management under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)
(See also the category 14.08 00 00 00 Supervisory
and Administrative Management Occupations under

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.26 07 00 00 Small Business Management
(For definition see 04.00 00 33 00 Small Busi-

ness Manageitzent under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-

TION.)

03.26 99 00. 00 Other Business and Management
Principles

Include here other organized subject matter
emphasized in business.and management principles
which is not listed above or classified under DIS-
TRIBUTIVE EDUCATION or OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS. (Specify.)

03.27 00 00 00 MARKETING
(For definition see 04.00 00 38 00 Marketing

Research under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.27 01 00 00 Principles of Marketing,

' (For definition see 04.00 00 10 00 Principles
of Marketing under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-)

03.27 02 00 00 Industrial Marketing
(For definition see 04.00 00 00 Industrial

Marketing under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.27 03 oo. 00 International Marketing
(For definition see 04.00 00 13 00: Inter-

national Marketing under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-
TION.)

03.27 99 00 00 Other Marketing'
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in marketing which is not.listed above or
classified under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.

(Specify.)

03.28 00 00 00 OFFICE PRACTICE
Learning experiences which are usually designed to

include (I) a combination of knowledge and skills
gained in other business education courses, and (2)
increased emphases on solving business problems and
simulated experiences of working in the various depart.
ments of a .businesS, e.g., purchases, sales, and book-
keeping. (See also the category 14.07 00 00 Oft.,
Stenographic, Secretarial, and Related Occupation.
under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.29 00 00 00 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
HUMAN RELATIONS

Learning experiences designed for improving self-
management an enhancing social and job per-

formance. Emphasis is Wt improving study and work
habits, qualities of leadership, grooming and personal
appearance; and the analysis of personality deficiencies
and ways of overcoming them.

03.30 00 00 00 PERSONAL FINANCE
Subject matter concerned with the study of every-

day personal financial problems including such aspects
as budgeting, borrowing, charge accounts, installment
buying, insurance, savi..zs, investments, pensions, social

. security,' home ownership, banking, taxes, wills, and
estates.

03.31 00 00 00 REAL ESTATE
(For definition see 04.17 00 oo op Real Estate

under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03:31 01 00 00 Principles of Real Estate
(For definition see 04.00 00 *75 00 Real
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03' BUSINESS (Continued)

Estate Principles under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-
TION.)

03.31 02 00 00 Real Estate Appraisal
(For definition see 04.00 00 79 00 Real

Estate Appraisal under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCA-
"TION.)

03.31 03 00 00 Real Estate Finance
(For definition see 04.00 00 80 00 Real

Estate Financetudder DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

0331 04, 00 00 Real Estate Law
(For definition see 04.00 00 78 00 Real

Estate Law under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.31 05 00 00 Real Estate Management
( For definition see 04.00 00 77 00 Real Estate

Management under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-)

0331 06 00 00 Real Estate Sales -

(For definition see 04.00 00 81 0() Real
Estate Sales under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATIOkk

03.31 99 00 0(5 Other Real Estate
Include here other organized subject matter

empliasized in real estate which is not listed above or
classified under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.
(Specify.)

03.32 .00 00 00 RETAILING
- (For definition see 04.00 00 05 00 Retailing

ur ar DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-)

03.32 01 00 00 Merchandise Information (Product
Information)

(For definition see 04.00 00 82 00 Product
Information under D1STITIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.32 02 00 00 Retail Display
(For definition see 04.00 00 54.00 Retail Dis-

play under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

0-3.32 03 00 00 Retail Merchandising (Selling)
(For definition see 04.00 00 23 00 Retail Mer-

chandising under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.32 04 00 00 Retail Salesmanship (Selling)
it or definition see 04.00 00 64 00 Retail

&fling under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-)

03.32 05 00 00 Retail Store Management
(For definition see 04.00 00 32 00 Retail

Store Management under DISTRIBUTIVE EDU-
CATION.)

03.32 99 00 00 Other Retailing
Include here other organizaed subject matter

emphasized in retailing which is not listed above or,
classified under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.
(Specify.)

03.33 00 00 00 SALESMANSHIP PRINCIPLES
Planned learning experiences which include a com-

bination of courses and practical experiences con-
cerned with the why, what, how, and when of
salesmanship-techniques which will provide informa-
tion concerning why man is motivated to make
purchases. Selling provides opportunity for people with
appropriate traits, enthusiastic interests, and eagerness,
to apply themselves. (See also 04.00 00 32 00 Sales-
manship under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

03.33 99 00 00- Other Salesmanship
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in salesmanship which is not classified in
the major categories above or undc,:r DISTRIBUTIVE

DUCATION. (Specify.)

03.34 00 00 SHORTHAND,. STENOGRAPHIC,
AND SECRETARIAL

Thi: study of subject matter and the development of
skills comerned with the subditution of symbols for

letters, syllables, or words normally written in long-
hand as a means of achieving rapidity in writing. It
alSo- involves the related activities usually associate&
with transcribing the notes back into the common
language through the use of typewriters, and includes
the concomitant clerical activities. (See also
14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic, Secretarial, and Re-
kited Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 01 00 00 Machine Shorthand
Learning activities which are designed to pro-

vide 'opportunities for pupils to develop skills in
recording dictation through the use of a machine, as
contrasted with recording dictation with a pen or
pencil ,Irequently. high-speed recording is emphasized.
(See also the category 14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic,
Secretarial, and Related Occupations under OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34.112 00 00 00 Personal Use Shorthand
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'---Leariung activities which are designed to pro-
vide opportunities for pupils to study a lug) simpli-

fied alphabetic or symbol system of.-..shorthand for
personal use and to develop skill, throtigh practice, in
using it. In addition, instruction usually includes
emphasis on taking notes, e.g., when we:king with
printed materials, or listening to lectures, or when
participating in discussions or meetings.

03.34 03 00 00 Shorthand Theory, First Course
Study and -practice activities concerned with the

basic theory ot shorthand, including the shorthand
alphabet, brio torms, phrasing principles and abbte-
viating principles, and the development of fluency in

writing shorthand outlines. Generally, sklls-
development objectives include a dictation speed of
60-80 words per minTe, and pretranscription
techniques such as punctuation, spelling, and word
usage are emphasized. (See also the category

14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic, Secretarial, and Re-
lated Occupations, under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 04 00 lit) Shorthand Theory, Second Course
Study and practice activities concerned with the

refinement ot basic, shorthand principles and the
extension of the shorthand vocabulary. The course is
usually offered during the second half of the first year
and provides emphasis on (1) building skill in taking
dictation with a speed objective of 80.100 words per
minute writing on new and practice materials, and (Z)
the introduction of transcription on the typewriter.
(See also the category 14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic,
Secretarial, and Related Occupations under OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS.)

0334 05 00 00 Shorthand Dictation
Study and practice activitiessometimes called

Advanced Shorthandwhich usually follow the ele-
mentary principles course but which may be intro-
duced in Shorthand, First Course. The purpose of the
course is to develop shorthand vocabulary; develop
speed, accuracy, and shortcuts in taking dictation; and
to develop sustained dictation with ordinary correc-
tions and interruptions simulaing office conditions.
(See also the category 14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic,
Secretarial, and Related Occupations u, ider OFFLE
OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 06 00 00 Shorthand Speed Building
Study and practice activities designed to de-

velop 11) a high level ot dictation skill -up to 140
words per minute, and (2) an expert level of transcrip-

non skillup to 50 wordi per minute. Special dictation

involving technical vocabularies such as those of
medicine, law, engineering, and science is sometimes
included in the course. (See also the category

14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic, Secretarial, and Re-
lated Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 07 00 00 Shorthand Transcription
Learning activities which provide for combining

the skills of taking dictation on new material and
transcribing it rapidly and accurately at the typewriter
in mailable form. Considerations are given to special
transcription problems such as language structure and

style, letter form, transcription shortcuts, vocabulary,
punctuation, and general duties of office practice. (See

also the category 14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic,
Secreiarial, and Related Occupations under OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS.)

03,34 08 00 00 Machine Transcription
Study and practice activities concerned with

transcribing letters, reports, or other recorded data,
using a transcribing (voice reproducing) machine and a
typewriter. (See also the category 14.07 00 00 00
Stenographic,. Secretarial, and Related Occupations
under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 09 00 00 Secretarial Practice
Learning activities which include a combinatinn

of subject matter and skills development activities
designed primarily for pupils who are interested in
stenographic or secretarial work. Emphasis is on a
variety of knowledge and skills, e.g., refining and
improving dictation and transcription skills in an office

setting, uses of business machines, personal etiquette
and grooming, writing letters and reports for the
executive. planning travel itineraries, filing and records
management, advanced typewriting, and office hos-

tessing. (See also the category* 14.07 00 00 00
_Stenographic, Secretarial, and Related Occupations

under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 10 00 00 Specialized Shorthand Terminology
and Transcription (legal, medical,
scientific /technical, other)

A course designed to acquaint the pupil with
the specialized terminology (legal, medical, lentificf
technical, or other) and special shorthand forms of the
selected field through the use of shorthand d sqation
exercises. The presentation includes ttacription prac-
tice activities combining the specialized shorthand

outlines. spelling, pronunciation, and definitionsof the
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03 BUSINESS (Continued)

most-used specialized terms, with practical applica-
tion at the typewriter. (See also the category
14.07 00 00 00 Stenographic, Secretarial, and Re-
lated Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 10 01 00 Legal

03.34 10 02 00 Medical

03.34 10 03 00 Scientific/Technical

03.34 10 99 00 Other Specialized Shorthand Termi-
nology and Transcription (legal,
medical, scientific/technical, other)

Include here other organized subject matter
and activities emphasized in specialized shorthand
termir logy and transcription which are not classified
above. (Specify.)

03.34 11 00 00 Specialized Secretarial Practice (legal,
medical, scientific/technical

A combination of subject matter and skills-
development activities in the specialized fields of
secretarial practice. Emphasis is on the secretarial
duties and procedures peculiar to the field, and on
refining and improving dictation and transcription
skills in the setting of the legal office, the medical
office or hospital, or the scientific or technical office
or laboratory. (See also the category 14.07 00 00 00
Stenogh 'tic, Secretarial, and Related Occupations
under OFrICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.34 11 01 00 Legal

03.34 1 101 00 Medical

03.34 11 03 00 Scientific/Technical

03.34 11 99 00 Other Specialized Secretarial Prac-
tice (legal, medical, scientific/tech-
nical)

Include here other lrganized subject matter
and activities emphasized in shorthand, stenographic,
and secretarnii which are not listed or classifiable in the
above categories. (Specify.)

03.34 99 00 00 Other Shorthand, Stenographic, and
Secretarial

Include here other organized subject matter
and activities emphasized in shorthand, stenographic,

and secretarial which are not listed or classifiable in the
above categories. (Specify.)

03.35 00 00 00 TYPEWRITING
The subject matter and learning activities concerned

with (1) typewriters and their manipulative parts, and
(2) the development of skills in operating typewriters.
(See also the category 14.09 00 00 00 Typing and
Related Occupations under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

03.35 01 00 00 Personal I! ,):writing
A combination of subject matter and practice

experiences to provide opportunities for' pupils to
develop knowledge about and skills in typewriting,
primarily for personal use. Emphasis is on the attain-
ment of limited skills. in typewriting using straight
copy, and on composition of original material at the
typewriter such as personal correspondence, themes,
outlines, and reportg

03.35 02 00 00 Production Typewriting
Planned learning experiences which are con

cerned with the improvement of basic typewriting
techniques and the application of s '11:s to the develop-
ment of a high degree of sped and accuracy in
producing typed materials on An office produgtion
basis including letters, envelop s, cards, -labels, manu-
scripts, and other simulated office jobs. (See also
14.09 02 00 00 Typists under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS.)

03.35 03 00 00 Typewriting, First Course
Subject matter and practice experiences which

are designed to assist the pupil in developing the touch
system in typewriting, mastery of the keyboard, and
reasonable proficiency in typewriting from straight
copy. Emphasis is also on the correct operationAf the
manipulative parts of the typewriter, techniques in
making corrections, how to prepare simple tabular
matter, following instructions and solving problems on
the typewriter, and skill in using grammar, punctua-
tion, and spelling. In practice, attention is given to such
aspects of typing as manuscripts, business letters,
tables, and documents. Usually; the speed goal ranges
from 35-50 words per minute. (See also
14.09 02 00 00 Typists under OFFICE OCCUPA-
TIONS,)

03.35 04 00 00 Typewriting, Second Course
The learning experiences in this, course are

concerned with the further development of the skills
emphasized 1,n Typewriting, First Course, with concen-
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tration being on speed and accuracy and production
typewriting on a sustained basis. Some attention as
given to composition at the machine. In piai,tik,e, the
speed goal ranges from 60-75 words per minute. (See
also 14.09 02 00 00 Typists under OFFICE OCCU-

PATIONS.)

03.35 99 00 00 Other Typewriting
Include here other subject matter and exper-

iences emphasized in typewriting which are not listed

above. (Specify.)

03.99 00 00 00 OTHER BUSINESS
Include here other organized subject matter .and

activities emphasized in business which are not listed or
classifiable an one of the above categories. (Specify.)

DISTRIBUTIVE EDU. aLON

`04.00 00 00 00

Distributive education includes vario, combina-

tions of subject matter and learning experiences related
to the performance of activities that direct the flow of
goods a& services, including their appropriate utiliza-
tion, twin the producer to the consumer or user. Then
activities include selling, and such sales-supporting
functions as buying, transporting, stoimg, promoting,
financing, marketing research and management.

Distributive educition is comprised of programs of
occupational instruction in the field of distribution and
marketing. These programs are designed to prepare
individuals to enter, or progress or improve compe-
tencies in, distributive occupations. Emphasis is on the
development of attitudes, skills and understanding
related to marketing, merchandising and management.
Instruction is uttered at the secondary, postsecondary,
and adult education levels and is structured to meet the
requirements for gainful employment and entrepre-
neurship at specified occupational levels. Distributive

occupations are found in such areas of economic
activity as retail and wholesale trade, finance, insur-
ance, real estate, services and service trades, manu-

facturing, transpbrtation, utilities, and communica-
tions.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Distributive Education
applied the following rationale to the selection of the
items for r'lcernent in the Distributive Education area.

(I) the items were determined to be appropriate to
distributive education in terms of reran vocational
education legislation, (2) the items ea old be defined in
brief form using only salient test:al/five elements, and

(3) the various items classified under Distributive
Education were identifiable by titles which the ad hoc

committee considered to be most appropriate to
tributive education.

Opportunities to develop leadership, social and civic
awareness, andIncreased understanding of the world of

work in distribution and marketing are provided
through, the Distributive Education Clubs of America,

the youth organization for distributive education

pupils. As an integral Part of the instructional program,
pupils engage in activities,that extend their interests,
skills andlnowledges in selected aspects of distribution
and marketing. Such organized activities, under ap-
propriate supervision, ate referred to as cocurricular

activities. A variety of activities is identified under
20.00 00 00 00 Cocurricular r..tivities in chapter 5
beginning on page 146; and they are discussed more
fully in this chapter' beginning on page 242. The
Distributive Education Clubs of America may be
identified for reporting purposes under Cocurricular

.Activities as Item 20.01 05 00 00.
Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are

supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in ,the instructional program. For examples see
the items classified in the X 07 00. Series Evaluation
and Curriculum Iniprovement on pages 71 78 and the
items classified in the X 31 00. Series,-School Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90 96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

Included under this heading are instructional pro-
grams in distributive education, classified and identi-

fied as Items 04.0L 00 00 00 through

04.99 00 00 00. Each of the instructional programs
represents various combinations of subject matter
Instructional content may be identified as specific
subject-matter or course titles; or, selected aspects of
subject matter may be grouped (integrated or corre-
lated). As an example pf integrated or correlated
subject matter see 04.00 00 01 00 Distribution I.

In any instructional program the subject matter
emphasized may comprise any combination of the
items listed (04.00 00 01 00 through
04.00 00 99 00) following 04.99 00 00 00. An il-
lustration might be: instructional program,

04.02 00 00 00 Apparel and Accessories; examples of

subject matter might be: 04.00 00 18 00 Buying,
04.00 00 23 00 Retail Merchandising, and

04.00 00 36 00 Advertising Principles.
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which provide lodging, lodging and meals, convention
facilities, and other services on a year-round or seasonal
basis to the general public or to an organization's
membership.

0412 '00 00 00 INDUSTRIALMARKETING
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the tasks performed by sales and manage.
ment personnel in establishing market potentials and
selling' goods and services to business and institutional
buyers for use in their operations.

04.13 00 00 00 INSURANCE
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the tasks performed by sales and manage-
ment personnel for insurance carriers of all types, or by
agents representing carriers and brokers dealing in the
sale or placement of Insurance contracts with carriers.
(Comprises portion of definition of 03.24 00' 00 00
Insurance and Risk under BUSINESS.)

04.14 00 00 00 INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the tasks performed by distributive em-
ployees and management personnel in a variety of
business establishments concerned with export sales,
trade controls, foreign operations, attitudes, monetary
problems, and other elements in international mar-
keting.

04.15 00 00 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the tasks performed by sales and manage-
ment personnel in establishments primarily engaged in
providing services. Generally, these services are con-
cerned with personal improvement and the care of a
person or his apparel. Included in this category are
laundries and drycleanng establishments, shoe repair
shops, funeral homes, photogaphic studios, and dance
or art studios.

04.16 00 00 00 PETROLEUM
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

i-,ated to the variety of sales and sales-supporting tasks
per tormed by distributive employees and management
personnel in retail or wholesale establishments engaged
in the distribution of pertroleum products.

04.17 G'd 00 00 REAL ESTATE
Organized subiect matter and learning experiences

related to tasks performed by persons who act for
theniseh.es or as agents for others in real estate

brokerages or other firms engaged in buying, selling,
appraising, renting, managing, and leasing of real
property. (Included as 03.31 00 00 00 Real Estate
under BUSINESS.)

04.18 00 00 '00 RECREATION AND TOURISM
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the variety of sales, counseling and sales-
supporting tasks performed by distributive employees
and management personnel in establishments primarily
engaged in providing amusement, recreation, entertain-
ment, recreational supplies and equipment, or travel
services. This instructional program also is designed for
employees and management personnel engaged in other
travel-serving businesses who assume responsibilities for
stimulating the local economy through tourism.

04.19 00 00 00 TRANSPORTATION
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the physical movement of people, personal
efiects and products, and the sales, storing, and
sales-supporting tasks performed by listributivee-
ployees and management personnel in enterprises
engaged in passenger and freight transportation, public
warehousing, and services incidental to transportation.

04.20 00 00 00 OTHER RETAIL TRADE
Include here other organized instructional programs

and learning experiences emphasized in sales and
sales-supporting tasks performed by distributive em-
ployees and management personnel in establishments
engaged in selling merchandise purchased for resale to
customers for personal, household, business or farm
use, which are not listed above. (Specify.)

04.31 00 00 00 OTHER WHOLESALETRADE
Include here other instructional programs and

learning experience , emphasized in sales and sales-
supporting tasks performed by distributive employees

__and management personnel in places of business----
engaged primarily in selling goods to retailers, indus-
trial, commercial, institutional and professional users,
or bringing buyer and seller together, which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

04.99 00 00 00 OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS

Include here other organized instructional programs
and learning experiences, emphasized in marketing
functions performed by employees, managers and/or
proprietors in establishments engaged in selling
products or providing services to individuals and
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04 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION(Continued)

related to planning, development, placement, and
evaluation tasks performed by distributive employees
and management personnel in demand creation, and
sales promotion activities utilizing displays, merchan-
dising aids, and mass media in such enterprises as
advertising agencies, display houses, retail and whole-
sale establishments, and production industries.

04.02 00 00 %004'APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the variety of sales, fashion coordination,
and sales.supporting tasks performed by distributive
employees and management rersonnel in retail and
wholesale establishments primarily engaged in selling
clothing of all kinds, including related articles for
personal wear and adornment.

04.03 00 00 00 AUTOMOTIVE
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the variety of sales and sales-supporting tasks
performed by distributive employees and management
personnel in retail, wholesale, and service establish-
ments engaged in selling, renting, storing or caring for
cars and trucks, and in selling automotive parts,
accessories, and equipment.

04.04 00 00 00 FINANCE AND CREDIT
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the tasks performed by distributive em-
ployees and management personnel in institutions
engaged in deposit banking and related services, ex-
tending credit in the torn of loans, services allied with
the exchange of securities and commodities, or con-
sumer credit and collections.

04.05 00 00 00 FLORISTRY
Organized subject matter and Warning experiences

related to a variety of sales and sales-supporting tasks
performed by distributive employees and management
personnel in retail and wholesale establishments, cut
flowers, growing plants, artificial plants, and relate,',
Items for ornamental use. (See also 01.05 02 00 00
Floriculture under AGRICULTURE.)

04.06 00 00 00 FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to a variety of sales and sales-supportinb tasks
performed by distributive employees and management
personnel in establishments primarily engaged in selling
food for home preparation and consumption, or selling

a general ur commodity line of food products at
wholesale.

04.07 00 00 00 FOOD SERVICES
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the sales and sales-supporting tasks per-
formed by distributive employees and management
personnel in establishments serving prepared foods and
drinks for consumption on their own premises or at a
place designated by the customer. (See also

09.02 03 00 00 Food Management, Production, and
Services, under HOME ECONOMICS, and

17.29 00 00 00 Quantity Food 0^cupations under
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

04.08 00 00 00 GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to a variety of sales and sales-supporting tasks
performed by distributive employees and manageinent
personnel engaged primarily in selling various types of
merchandise at retail in depariment stores, junior
department stores, variety stores, general merchandise
stores, discount stores, and catalog houses.

04.09 00 00 00 HARDWARE, BUILDING MA-

TERIALS, FARM AND GARDEN
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

Organized subject matter and learning experiences
related to various sales and sales-supporting tasks
performed by distributive employees and management
personnel in establishments engaged primarily in selling
one or more of the following product lines at retail, at
wholesale, or to contractors: hardware, paint, wall-
paper, lumber, building materials, supplies and equip-

ment for home construction, or farm and garden

supplies and equipment.

04.10 00 00 00 HOME FURNISHINGS
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to various sales and sales-supporting tasks
performed by distributive employees and management
personnel in retail and wholesale establishments en-
gaged primaril:, selling home furnishings such as
furniture, household appliances, floor comings, dra-
peries, and specialized lines of home items. (See also
09.02 04 00 00 Home Furnishings, Equipment, and
Services under HOME ECONOMICS)

04.11 00 00 00 HOTEL AND LODGING
Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the tasks performed by distributive em-
ployees and management personnel in establishments
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04 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-(Continued)

business establishments, including selected service
trades, which are not classifiable as either retail or
wholesale in nature and function. (Specify.)

04.00 00 01 00 Distribution I
Organized learning experiences which are

concerned with the competencies needed by those in
basic entry jobs in distribution. The subject matter
usually includes a survey of the marketing functions
operating in a business enterprise, basic information
and skills related to a product line or type of
distributive service, and stresses the apple ation of tool
subjects, personal employability, and economic under-
standis. WistribUtion I (Cooperative or Distribution
I (Pr,, may he scheduled as an extension of
Distribution I.)

04.00 00 02 00 Distribution I (Cooperative)
The extension of classroom instruction into

iegularly scheduled paid employment in distributive
occupations appropriate to each pupil's vocational
objective. Usually, the school refers pupils to training
stations for an average of 15 hours per week through-
out the year, arranges for on-the-job training and
supervision, and grants credit for successful application
of classroom instruction in the training situation.

04.00 00 03 00 Distribution I (Project))
The extension of classroom instruction into

regularly scheduled laboratory training in which each
pupil practices in and with conditions of employment
appropriate to his vocational objective. Usually, the
instructor assigns individualized projects through which
desired occupational competencies may be achieved,
coordinates participation activities with requirements
of representative businesses, arranges for some on-the-
job 'training, and approves credit for successful per-
formance in the school and business laboratory en-
vironments.

04.00 00 04 00 Distribution 11
Organized learning experiences which pre-

cede Distribution III and which are concerned with the
competencies needed by those in career development
jobs in distribution. The subject matter usually stresses
the marketing functions operating in a business enter-
prise, knowledge and techniques related to product
lines, and includes human relations, judgment skills,
problems in the tool subjects, and the role of distribu-
tion in the economy. (Distribution II (Cooperative) or

Distribution 11 (Project) frequently is scheduled as an
extension of Distribution IL)

04.00 00 05 00 Distribution II (Cooperative)
Oriented to Distribution II. (For definition

see 04.00 00 02 00 Distribution I (Cooperative).

04.00 00 06 00 Distribution II (Project)
Oriented to Distribution II. (For definition

see 04.00 00 03 00 Distribution I (Project).)

04.00 00 07 00 Distribution III
Organized learning experiences which typ-

ii,ally follow Distribution II and provide for more exten-
sive treatment of the activities carried on in Distribution
II. Usually, the subject matter is approached from the
point of view of the employee in relation to management
activities and merchandising problems. Continued em-
phasis is given to the effective use of tool skills and the
social and economic responsibilities of those engaged in
distribution. (Distribution III (Cooperative)or Distribu-
tion III (Project) frequently is scheduled as an extension
of Distribution III.)

04.00 00 08 00 Distribution III (Cooperative) ,

Oriented to Distribution III. (For definition
see 04.00 00 02 00 Distribution I (Cooperative).

04.00 00 09 00 Distribution 111 (Project)
Oriented to Distribution III. (For definition

see 04.00 00 03 00 Distribution I (Project.).)

04.00 00 10 00 Principles of Marketing
Planned learning experiences which are con-

cerned with the problems met in the process of moving
goods from the producer to the consumer. The subject
matter usually is approached from the viewpoint of
employees and managers whose jobs require under-
standings and skills in the distribution of products and
services. (Included as 03.27 01 00 Q0 Principles of
Marketing under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 11 00 Agricultural Marketing
Planned learning experiences which empha-

size the principles and methods or marketing farm
products. Usually, application is made to system and
agencies operating at both country and central mar-
kets, product grades, public-regulations, pricing, and
market analysis.

04.00 00 12 00 Industrial Marketing
The study and analysis of the marketing
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structure for industrial produLts. Emphasis frequently
is on product policies and lines, distribution channels,,
sales programs, and warehousing problems. ( Included
as 03.27 02 00 00 Indlotrial Marketing under BUSI-

NESS.)

04.00 00 13 00 International Marketing
The study of the principles and practices of

international trade. Learning experiences usually em-
phasize import-export procedures, distribution and
financing practiLes in foreign markets, and need and
opportunities in international tiade. (Included as

03.27 03 00 t) International Marketing under BUSI-

NESS.)

04.00 00 14 00 Marketing Trends
The study and analysis of trade and business

literature and research findings about marketing pro-
cedures and management. Application usually is made

to all types of marketing situations by means of case
analysis, special studies, the preparation of reports,
field observations, and product investigations.

04.00 00 15 00 Retailing
Organized learning activities which em-

phasize the opportunities in and the development and
present status of. the retailing structure. Usually an
analysis is made of the major store functions, pro-
Ledules followed irr 'retailing, and opportunities and
requirements for ,..areer do,clopment. (Ink.luded as
03.32 00 00 00 &lading under' BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 i6 00 Retail Trends
A study of the changing retail environment

and technological developments affecting retailing. In
practice, pupils usually analyze current problems,
review trade literature, examine research findings, and
interpret business ,practices is related to management

decisionmaking.

04:00 00 17 00 Wholesaling
The study of the problems-,- organization,-

and practices of wholesale establishments. Subject
matter often includes wholesale merchandising and
emphasises the nature and structure of wholesaling, the
distributing function, the plarehrusing function, sales
analyses, stock control, and costs.

04.00 00 18 00 Buying
Organized learning experiences which are

concerned with planning, obtaining, and controlling
inventories of manufactured goods or raw materials for

esale or processing.

04.00 00 19 00 Fashion Merchandising
The study of the major considerations in-

volved in the buying and merrhandising of fashion
produLts. The subject matter usually includes prin-
ciples of selection, the buyer's operation in the market,
consumer buying Ratterns, and planning for profitable
results.

04.00 00 20 00 Fashion Trends
The study of the fashion movement and

factors which are significnt in the analysis of potential
trends. In practice, pupils usually (1) survey the
sources of fashion ideas, analyze the influence of
fashion -on apparel, home furnishings, and other prod-
ucts, and (2) study the principles and specialized
fashion techniques utilized by fashion directors and
coordinators in wholesale and retail organizations.

04.00 00 21 00 Merchandise Mathematics
The study of the principles and mathe-

matical processes applied to daily merchandising prob-
lems. The subject matter usually includes problems in
computing markups and markdowns, stocksales ratios,
invoice terms and dating, merchandise budgeting and
interpretation of merchandising figures, and methods
of inventory control.

04.00 00 22 00 Retail Buying
The study of the principles and procedures

related to the buyer's job. The subject matter usually
includes management problems of the store buyer, the

organization for buying, resources, model stocks,
buying plans, the techniques of buying, brand policies,
and foreign buying.

04.00 00 23 00 Retail Merchandising
The study of the merchandising function

and its relationship to buying, personal selling, sales
promotion, store operations, and management. In

practice, emphasis is frequently on sales and profit'
analysisplan.ning and expense control, techniques of
merchandise adjustment to current conditions, and
marketing strategy. (Included as 03.32 03 00 00 Re-
tail Merchandising (Selling) under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 24 00 ,Other Buying
- Include here othei organized subject matter

and activities emphasized in buying which arc not
listed above. (Specify.)

04.00 00 28 00 Credit and Collections
The .study of credit and its economic sig-
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nificance and relation to sales and profit objectives.
Subject matter often includes retail and mercantile
credit factors affecting credit policies, the investigation
and extension of credit, types of credit instruments,
records and credit analysis, collection systems and
procedures, and legal remedies. (Included as
03.16. 00 00 00 Credit and Collections under BUSI-
NESS.)

04.00 00 29 00 Marketing Manageinent (General)
Planned learning experiences which are de-

signed for the systematic study of the management
function and management decisions in relation to
marketing policies, organization, personnel, and fi-
nancing. (Included as 03.26 Q4 00 00 Merchandising
Management under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 30 00' Midmanagement (General)
The study and analysis.of the management

responsibilities of junior executives and supervisory
persoltKI. Learning experiences frequently include
di-ected occupational training' and emphasize em-
ployee-management relations, administration of com-
pany policies, interpretation of records, profit controls,
and product movement.

04.00 00 31 00 Personnel Management
A study of methods and policies applicable

to personnel work ht`distributive businesses. Emphasis
is frequently on employment practices, job evaluation,
ratings, labor relations, and employee development.
(Included as 03.26 06 00 00 Personnel Management
under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 32 00 Retail Store Management
A study of the principal functions, depdrt-

mental activities, and policies of retail stores. Fre-
quently emphasis is on store organization and opera-
tions, including sales-supporting activities, expenses,
location and layout, purchasing, and maintenance.
(Included as 0332 05 00 00 Retail Store Manage-
ment under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 33 00 Small Business Management
A study of management functions, policies,

and the practical experiences of managers of small
business concerns. Emphasis frequently is on the
nature of the managerial job, characteristics and special
problems of the small businessman, and establishing
and operating a small business successfully. (Included

as 03.26 07 00 00 Small Business Management under
BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 34 00 Other Marketing Management
Include here other organized subject matter 4

and activities emphasized in marketing management
which are not listed above. (Specify.)

04.00 00 38 00 Marketing Research
Planned learning experiences which are de-

signed for the systematic study of the institutions and
channels for the marketing of goods and services,
including the market environment, and interpretation
of data from consumer, business, and government
sources. (Included as 03.27 00 00 00 Mar,keting
under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 39 Ob Marketing Analysis
Planned learning experiences which are con-

cerned with the channels of distribution and decision-
making, regarding marketing expenditures. Subject
matter generally includes the comparative advantages
of 'different marketing channels, using an analytical
approach to discovering opportunities for business to
increase volume, reduce costs, and increase profits.

04.00 00 40 00 Other Marketing Research
Include here other organized subject matter

and activities emphasized in marketing research which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

04.00 00 44 00 Advertising and Sales Promotion-
The study and development of skills con-

cerned with the principles and theory of advertising as
a mass marketing and communications tool, and the
coordination of external and internal activities of a

promotional nature. (Included as 03.02 00 00 00
Advertising and Sales Promotion under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 45 00 Advertising Principles
The study of _theeconomic, sociological,

and psychological aspects, of adveTtising. Usually, this is
a survey of paid forms of nonpersonal presentations of
facts about goods, sgrvices, or ideas directed toward
groups of people. Emphasis is on understanding media,
the role of advertising in the marketing structure, and
the different institutions involved in the creation of
advertising. Included as 03.02. 01 00 00 Advertising
Principles under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 46 00 Advertising Campaigns
Planned learning experience which em-
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phasic the coordination ut sales policies, advertising
appropriations, media selection, and marketing outlets
for the purpose of developing demand for a product or
a service. In practice, pupils often analyze and evaluate
campaign procedures and plan one or more campaigns
in relation to different promotional objectives. (Com-
prises portions of definition of 03.02 03 00 00 Ad-
vertising Media and Campaigns under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 47 00' Advertising Copywriting
Planned learning experiences which empha-

size the techniques used in creating effective adver-
tising copy for various types of media. Application is
frequently made to cases in national, retail, trade, mad
order, industrial, and professional advertising. (In-
cluded as 03.02 02 00 00 Advertising Copywriting
under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 48 00 Advertising Layout
Planned learning experiences which empha-

size the drinciples, elements, techniques, and rules
involved in creating an effective advertising layout. In
practice, pupils usually plan and prepare layouts for
various types of media.

04.00 00 49 00 Advertising Media'.
The study of all types of advertising media

and dig, bases for then selection. Tlrc characteristics,
advantages, and limitations of various media are ana-
lyzed, such as periodical media, mass media, television
and rawu, and direct-mail media. (Comprises portion
of definition of 03.02 03 00 00 Advertising Media
and campaigns under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 50 00 Advertising Production
The studS, of the production methods used

to get a layout into print. Usuallyincluded for study
are type and printing, engraving and plates, and specific

'applications to advertising materials.

04.00 00 51 00 Commercial Design
(For definition see 02.02 02 00 00 Coin-

mercial Design under ART.)

04.00 00 52 00 Direct-nui Advertising
Organized learning activities which empha-

size those forms of direct advertising that ale sent
through the mails. Usually included fur study arc the
types and uses of direct mail, the development of
mailing, lists, requirements ft)r successful direct-mail
advertising, and ptactici, ul creating appropriate direct-
mail material fur a varicty of prospective buyers.

(Included as 03.02 04 OQ 00 Direct-Mail idvertising
under, BUSINESS.) '

04.00 00 53 00 Retail Advertising.
A study of advertising-as applied to the

retail field. Emphasis frequently is given to newspaper
advertising, the use of advertising at the point of sale,
local resources, and direct media.

04.00 00 54 00 'Retail Display
A study of the principles and methods of

artistic merchandise display. Learning experiences
usually Involve the techniques of installing window aid
interior displays, display tools, equipment and man-
nequins, and practice in constructing different types of
displays. (Included as 03.32 02 00 00 Retail Display
under BUSINESS.).

04.00 00 55 00 Retail Sales Promotion
A study of modern sales proinotion prac-

tices used by different types of retail stores. Emphasis
frequently is on the coordination of advertising,
display, special events and personal selling, the develop.
ment and implementation of sales promotion plans;
and special techniques in relation to hard and soft lines
of goods.

04.00 00 56 00 Showcard Techniques.
The study and practice of showcard writing.

Learning experiences usually include lettering, spacing,
banner-making, showcard copy, and construction.

04.00 00 57 00 Other Sales Promotion
Include here tkther organized subject matter

and activities emphasized in advertising and sales
promotion which are not listed above. (Specify.)

04.00 00 61 00 Purchasing
The study of the practices and problems

which 'confront the purchasing agent. Subject matter
often includes the sources of supply, market informa-
tion, material specification, control inventories, and
the purchase budget.

04.00 00 62 00 Salesmanship
Planned learning experiences which empha-

size the psychological and economic impact of selling
and the fundamentals of sales ability. Emphasis fre-
quently is on practices in wholesale, retail, and
specialty salesmanship, buying motives, ting prod-
uct acceptance, building goodwill, and the application
of new techniques to tangible and intangible sales.
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(Included as 03.33 00 00 00 Salesmanship Principles
under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 63 00 Direct Sales
The study and analysis of opportunities,

-activities in, and requirements for .4utside selling. In
practice, emphasis frequently is on planning and
delivering sales presentations, management of time,
prospecting, company and product competition, prac-
tical demonstrations, and field experiences.

CA.00 00 64 00 Retail Selling
A study of the fundamentals of successful

retail store selling. Learning experiences frequently
include the analysis of consumer psychology, sups in
the sales process, and the development of selling skills
and techniques by means of sale's demonstrationi, role
playing, and occupational experience. (Included as
03.32 04 00 00 Retail Salesmanship (Selling) under
BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 65 00 Sales Management
The study of the operation of a sales

organization involved in the outside selling of goods
and/or services. The subject matter usually includes
sales forecasting, hiring, evaluating, and supervising the
sales force; managing territories and routes; and corre-
lating the sales activities with those of production and
other departments of the business enterprise.

04.00 00 66 00 Other Selling
'Include here other organized subject matter

and activities emphasized-in selling which are not listed
above. (Specify.)

Oe 00 00 70 00 Transportation
The study of practices and relationships in

the physical ,distribution of merchandise. Subject
matter often includes principles of traffic management;
characteristics of air, motor, rail, and water transporta-
tion; pickup and delivery; consolidation; and finance.

04.00 00 71 00 Principles of Insurance
The study of the foundations of the stand-

ard forms of insurance and the functions of those
following an insurance career. Subject matter usually
emphasizes the practices and major coverages involved
in life, fire, casualty, automobile, and property insur-
ance. ie nature of risk; the social and economic
servi, -)f insurance; and insurance as a vocation.

(Included as 03:24 01 00 00 Principles of Insurance
under BUSINESS.)

04,00 00 72 00 Life Insurance
The study of the fundamentals of life

insurahce. Subject matter usually emphasizes the role
of the salesman in analyzing the nature of personal
risks or life contingency risks of businesses, types and
functions of contracts, premium costs, proceeds, and
insurance company operation. (Included as
03.24 02 00 00 Life Insurance under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 73 00 Casualty Insurance
The study of the fundamentals of casualty

insurance. Subject matter usually emphasizes selling
skills in the fields of, automobile, liability and theft
insurance; the nature of contracts, benefits, and premi-
ums; and controls and bonding. (Comprises portion of
definition of 03.24 03 00 00 Property.and Casualty
Insurance under BUSINESS.)

04.04 00 74 00 Property Insurance
The study of fundamentals of property

insurance. Subject matter usually inclides, the prin-
ciples and practices involved in fire insurance and
extended coverage, and marine insurance. Instruction
emphasizes sales and management opportunities and
problems and procedures in agency or home office
work. (Comprises portion of definition of
03.24 03 00 00 Property and Casualty Insurance
under BUSINESS.)

04.04 00 75 00 Real Estate Principles
The study of the economic factors affecting

real estate, regulations, practices, and professional
ethics of the real estate business. Usually: this includes
a survey of problems involved in the acquisition,
ownership;'use, and disposition. of real estateinte'rests.
(Included as 03.31 01 00 OD Principles of Real Estate
under BUSINESS.)'

04.00 00 76 00 Real Estate Practices
Planned learning experiences which empha-

size the techniques. of operating, a real estate businhs
and the actual procedures involved in 'the daily
activities of brokers and salesmen. In practice, pupils
usually develop skills needed in selling, prospecting,
listing, making financial arrangements, effective adver-
tising, and ethical relationships.

'04.00-.00 77 00 Reat Estate Management
The siudy of the fundamentals of property
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management. The subject matter usually includes the
economics of real estate, managing income properties,
methods of promotion, professional standards, and the
functions and qualifications of the property manager.
(Included as 03.31 05 ,00 00 Real Estate Management
under BUSINESS.) "

D4.00 00 78 00 RealEstate Laws
The study of the legal aspects of property

and property rights. The subject matter usually in-
cludes legal practices as they apply to real estate
ownership, operations, instruments, and various
phases of the real estate. business. (Included as
03.31 04 00 00 Real Estate Law under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 79 00 Real Estate Appraisal
Planned learning experiences which empha-

size the factors affecting the value of farm, residential,
commercial, and industrial real estate. In practice;
pupils usually develop appraisal proficiency by means
of field work on property and making application of
appraisal techniques, including the preparation of the
appraisal report. (Included as03.31 02 00 00 Real
Estate Appraisal under BUSINESS.) .

04.00 00 80,00 Real Estate Finance -,
The study of the sources and availability of

funds, anti the procedures for financing real estate. The
subject matter usually includes financial analyses of
real properties, types of lenders,-management servicing,
and repayment of loans, government aids, regulations.
and trends.- (Included 03.31 03 00 00 Real Estate
Finance tinder BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 81 00 Real Estate Sales
The study of the fundamentals of real estate

transactions. The subject matter usually includes ana-
lyzing residential and income properties, listing and
showing property, prospecting and qualifying pros-
pects, trades, modernization, regulations, and practices
governing the sale or purchase of real property.
(Included as 03.31 Q6 00 00 Real Estate Sales under
BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 82 00 Product Information
The study of the characteristics of specific

products or services transferred during the marketing
process. The subje...t matter usually includes the tech-
niques of handling specific products performing per-
.sonal or business.sermes, 'th.: identification of values
to customers, regulations and tuntiols, and sources of
.pruduct information used by consumers and the trade.

(Included as 03.32 01 00 00 Merchandise Informa-
don (Product Information) under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 83 00 Nontextiles
The study of consumer products other than

fabrics or soft-line merchandise. The subject matter
usually includes materials used, their construction and
care, and government regulations. Emphasis is on the
values to consumers 9f different types and qualities of
merchandise.

04.00 00 83 00 Textiles
The study-of fabrics and soft-line merclian-

dise which are generally classified as apparel, domes-
tics, or home furnishings. The subject matter usually
includes the properties of natural and man-made fibers,
fabric construction and finishes, appropriate utiliza-
tion, values to the consumer, and marketing tech-
niques.

04.00 00 85 00 Accounting
(For definition see 03.01 00 00 00 Ac-

counting under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 86 00 Business-Government Relationships
The-study of the economic aspects of public

policy affecting the market processes. The subject
matter usually includes an analysis of Federal, State,
and local regulations,' restraints of trade, monopoly,
purposes and effect of laws relating to competition,lhe
giant corporation, and international and domestic
cartels.

04.00 00 87 00 Business Law
(For definition see 03.09 00 00 00 Busi-

ness Law under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 88 00 Communications for Distribution
Organized learning experiences which are

concerned with the application and refinement of skills
in reading, speaking, listening, and writing in distribu-
tive employment. (See also 03.06 00 00 00 Business
Communications under BUSINESS.)

, 04.00 PO 89 00 Economics of Consumption
The study of the place of the consumer and

Ins problems in the economic system. The subject
matter usually is concerned with the relationship of
personal income to price levels, the role of the
consumer in determining the ainJunt of the national
income and the stability of the ei.unumn.. system, and
the effei..t of consumer ',Linkd assets and availability of
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consumer credit on total consumer demand. (See also
15.06 03 00 00 Consumer Economics under SOCIAL
SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES.)

04:p0 00 90 00 Economics of Marketing
A study of the contributions of economic

theory to the managerial problem of price determina-
tion and price policy. The subject matter usually
includes demand and cost curves, survival and growth,
values added by distribution, and problems of intro-
dt,,,ing the results of technological progress into the
market.

04.00 00 91 00 Effective Store Speech
Planned learning activities which emphasize

the development of facility in oral communications.
The subject matter usually stresses the organization of
ideas, product and marketing vocabulary, clarity of
expression, telephone usage, and practice-in the tech-
niques used in different communications situations.

04.00 00 92 00 Employee Supervision
The study of supervisory relationships and

practices in distribution and marketing. The subject
matter usually includes techniques of employee induc-
tion, morale building, followup and evaluation, correc-
tion, grievances, and an analysis of leadership and
motivation.

04.00 00 93 00 Employee Training
The study of the principles, organization,

and techniques of individual and group training in
distributive occupations. The subject matter usually
includes the development of initial and followup
programs, department and sales meetings, practice
training in skills, and acquisition of information.

04.00 00 94 00 Evaluation Techniques
The study of jot.; evaluation and procedures

for implementing an evaluation program. The subject
matter usually includes systems of and steps in
organized evaluation, job ranking, rating devices, per-
formance reviews, and the "ffect of evaluation on
personnel supervision and administration.

04.00 00 95 00 Expense, Control
study of practices and trends in expense

control The subject matter usually includes an analysis
of expense items, the relationship of expense control
to net profit, planning and adjustment to current

conditions, and available tools for stock an dollar
management.

04.00 00 96 00 Human Relations
Organized learning experience which are

concerned with personal effectiveness in relation to
customers, to the distributive business, to employees,
and to job activities. (See also 03.11 00 00 00 Busi-
ness Psychology under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 97 00 Report Writing
(For2definition see 03.06 02 00 00 Report

Writing under BUSINESS.)

04.00 00 99.00 Other Subject Matter in Distributive
,Education

Include here other organized subject mat-
ter and activities emphasizedrn distributive education
not listed above or classifiable in one of the above,
major categories. (Specify.)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

05.00 00 00 00

English language arts is comprised of the body of
related subject matter, or the body of rr' ,,ed courses,
organized for carrying on learning experiences con-
cerned with developing (I) an understanding of the
language system; (2) proficiency and control in the use
of the English language; (3) appreciation of a variety of
literary forms; (4) understanding and 'appreciation of
various aspects of past and present cultures as ex-
pressed in literature; and (5) interests which will
motivate lifelong learning.

The Ad Hoc Committee for English Language Arts
applied the following rationale to the selection of
substantive content for placement in the English
Language Arts subject-matter arch: (I) the content was
determined by consensus of the committee to be
appropriate to English language arts; (2) subject-matter
items could be defined in brief form using only salient
descriptive elements; and (3) the various aspects of
organized subject matter classified 'under English
Language Arts were identifiable by titles whicli were
considered to be most commonly used in current
practice.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during
and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop
interests, skills, and knowledge in selecjed aspects of
English language arts as an integral part of the
instructional program. As an example, the Journalism
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Club provides additional importunities to develop
leadership, other qualitie., and aii,understanding of the
role of journalism in society. Such organized activities,
under eppropriate supervision, are referred to as
cu,arricular activities. They may be designed fin
participation of pupils as pilividuals or in groups. A
variety of activities is identified under
20.00 00 00 00 Cocurri,:ular Activities in chapter 5
beginning on page 146, and they are described more
fully in this chapter beginning on page 242. As an
illustration, the Journalism Club is identified for
reporting purposes under Coeurricular Activities as
Item 20.01 17 00 00.

Included under this heading are the items of
information which identify various aspects of subject
matter in the loglish language arts subjeet-matter area.

05.01 00 00 00 LANGUAGE SKILLS
Subject matter and experiences 1,umerned with

knowledge, understanding, and skills designed to de-
velop competency in the use of language. Emphasis is
on (I) oral language involving "intake" (listening), and
"output" (speaking), and (2) written language
volving "intake" (reading), and "output" (writing).
Activities include the development of vocabulary,
concepts, interpretations, reactions and responses, and
concentration on skills in writing, reading, speaking,
listening.

05.01 01 00 00 Reading
Instruction designed to develup the skills neces-

sary to perceive and react to patterns of written
symbols and translate them into meaning. The teaelling
of reading is differentiated according to a number of
levels and objectives. The continuous development of
reading skills and vocabulary applies to all subject-
matter areas, emphasizing selected skills and vueabu-
lary applopriate pas' needs in different teaming
situations.

05.01 01 01 00 Reading Readiness
A variety of planned activities designed to

develop in children the mental, physical, and emotional
maturity prerequisite to instruction in reading. In
practice emphasis is placed on a variety of learning
situations, e.g., direct and vicarious experiences in-
volving oral language, such as listening, speech habits
and patterns, developing sequenrial organization of
ideas, vocabulary development, and experience with
books and stories.

05.01 01 01 02 Beginning Reading

7'8

The initial activities involved in teaching
pupils to read, following necessary -readiness activities.
These reading activities are designed to develop under-
standing of the relationship between oral and written
language, rewgnitiou of sync is (letters) and symbuli-
sound relationships, and appr :ciation of the reading
process.

05.01 01 03 00 Developmental Reading Program
A prograin of learning experiences designed

to help pupils develop sequentially all aspects of
reading proficiency .needed by a mature reader. This
program may be centered in a series of basal re Jers
and their accompanying learning aids, in an individual-
ized plan which utilt..es an extensive library or utilizes
reading in all of the materials of the content subjects.
Each of these plans includes attention it- oral and silent
vocabulary development, comprehension, critical read-/
ing, speed and the adjustment-of reading techniques to
varying needs.

0561 01 04 00 Basal Reader Program .

Systematic learning experiences which are
developed through a series of basic reading books and
materials designed in sequential steps for successive
levels of instruction.

05.01 01 05 00 Remedial Reading
Planned diagnostic and remedial acthties:

for individual pupils or groups of pupils, designed to
eurreet and prevent further reading difficulties which
interfere with the pupil's expected progress in de-

:eloping reading skills,. understandings, and appreemi.
tions.

05.01 01 06 00 Individualized Reading
A reading program which utilizes an exten-

sive library 'and permits self-selection of materials and
pacing suited to each pupil. The development of skills
,is guided through individual conferences-and individual
or small group teaching. An individualized reading
program or a portion of this program may be part of
another type of reading program.

05.01 01 07 00 Oral Reading
The reading aloud of printed materials. In

practice, oral reading is used for a variety- of purposes,
e.g., to develop listening skills, to develop skills in
"pronunciation, to develop nhty in translating and
interpreting ideas from Written words through oral
expression, and to aid pupils in understanding patterns
in linguistic structures.
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05 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS-(Continued)

05.01 01 08 00 Initial Teaching Alphabet (ETA)
A decoding system using a 44-character

alphabet (each character rep---..enting a distinct sound)
instead of the standard 26-letter alphabet (in which the
vowels and consonants represent varying sounds).

05.01 01 99 00 Other Read* ,

Include here other organized subject matter
and expenetces emphasized in reading whfch are not
listed above, e g., notet'aking and outlining skills.
(Specify.)

05.01 02, 00 00 Handwriting (Penmanship)
Instruction designed to assist pupils in learning

the processes ai,d de :loping the skills involved in using
an inscribing instrument to record manually material a
IN read.

05.01 02 01 00 Manuscript Writing
Instruction designed to assist pupils in learn-

ing the processes and developing the, slall§ involved in a
style of handwriting which makes use of variations of

----- printed letter forms.

05,01 02 02 00 Cursive Writing
Instruction designed to assist pupils in learn-

ing the processes and developing the skills used in
inscribing a style of handwriting utilizing flowins
and connecting , letters with yokes which have
rounded angles.

05.01 02 99 00. Other Handwriting
Include here other organized subject matter

and experi,:es emphasized in handwriting whit,h are
not listed above. (Specify.)

05.01 '03 00 00 Spelling
;Organized subiect matter, experiences, and

learning activities concernc.l Nith developing the
mind-eye-hand coordinations and memory involved .
ordering letters into whole words according to standard
written usage.

ft

05.01 04 00 00 Punctuation
Experiences designed to develop an under-

standing of the established system of points or marks
used m written English to indicate the' syntactic units

'tan their interrelationships. The relationship of, the
marks to syntactic factors (such as sentence, clause,'
and pl. -ise), to rhetorical factors (such as emphasis,

parallch.,m, and subordination), and to voice factors
(intonation patterns) may all be shown.

05.01 05 00 00 Listening
Activities which are planned to sharpen chil-

dren's listening skills and to foster app- alive, atten-
tive, and analytical listening with increasing skill. (See
also 05.05 01 04 00 Listening under Speech.)

05.01 06 00 00 Dictionary Skills
Experiences designed to develop an under-

standing of the process by which dictionaries are
constructed and the type of information available from
this source, together wall the skills needed to locate
and use this.information.

- 05.01 07 00 00 Reference Skills
.Experiences designed to develop an under-

standing of the many types of reference materials and
the type of information particular to each, together
with the development of the skills needed to use these
references effectively and efficiently.

05.01 08 00 00 Voice and Diction
(For definition see 05.05 03 01 00 Voice did

Diction under Speech.)

05.01 99 00 00 Other Language Skills
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in language skills which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

05.02 00 00 00 LINGUISTICS
The descriptive, historical, and theoretical study of

language as such, its nature, structure, varieties, and
history, including especially the sound system (phon-
ology), grammatical system (morphology, syntax),
lexical system (vocabulary, semology), and writing
system.

05.02 01 00 00 Phonology
The descriptive, historical, and theoretical study

of the sound system of langrge or languages.

05.02 01. 01 00 Phonetics
The division of pfi nology dealing with the

study and classification of the sounds of speech as
'spoken and heard.

05.02 01 02 00 Phonemics
The division of phonology dealing with the

study of distinctive units and structural patterns



within the :sound system (4 a ,pecifie language or
-dialect.

05.02 02 00 00 Grammar
The division ut linguistics including

morphology and syntax. hence the study by various
methods of the structural devices by whch the
meaning-bearing units of a language ( morphemes,
words, phrases,, sentences) are identified and their
relationships indicated.

05.02 02 01 00 Traditional Grammar
The study of the type of English grammar

:onimonly taught in schools from the nineteenth
century oil, generally using semantic criteria for iden-
tifying, "parts of speech" and other categories derived
from Latin grammar. emphasizing sentence analysis.
anti often normative in character and prescriptive in
application

05.02 02 02 00 Structural Grammar (Descriptive)
Stud,: concerned with the type of grammar

which ,ibjectively describes and analyzes the structure
of a language in terms of (1) formally identifiable units
in a tuerareay of increasingly complex combinations
and (2) the immediate and ultimate constituents of
sentences. (The term "Descriptive Grammar," some-
times used as an 4:covalent.) of "Structural Grammar,
properly includes any kind of grammar derived indu..-
tively from objective observation of a body of utter-
ances in a langnage.)

05.02 02 03 00 Generative Grammar
The type of grammar which uses a set of

rules. in a required order, capable of generating (or
accounting for) all possible grammatieally acceptable
sentences of a language. The rules are commonly
expressed as formulas composed of symbols standing
for linguistic units and operations.

05.02 02 04 00 Transformational Grammar
A type of grammar (usually generative, q.v.)

which explains certain constructions as being derived
from others by processes of structural change Aithout
change of meaning (i.e., by transtormations).

05.02 U3 00 UU Usage (Functional Grammar)
The study and teaching of the ways in which

certain .elected features of a language, especially those
not "systelmeentered" or covered by general rules, are
employed (the descriptive approach) titr should he
employed (the prescriptive appro.;;:i). The features

A

may be granimatical, lexical, or other, and they may be
seen in relation to (I) the social of esthetic milieu (e.g.,
illiterate, common, and cultivated) and (2) the use they
are put to (e.g.. conversation, or formal address). In
school practice, where a standard form of the language
Is to be Inculcated, the prescriptive approach neces-
sarily obtains, this is acceptable, however, if prescrip-
tions are soundly based on accurate descriptions.

05.02 04 00 00 History of the English Language
The study of the ways in which the Anglo%

Saxon dialects transplanted to Britain in the fifth
century A.D. developed in the course of time into the
language called "English," today. Any or all aspects of
the broad subject are included, but attention centers
especially, on the "outer history" (the influence of
nonlinguistic factors such as social and political
change) and the "inner h;,itory" (the processes of
general language change as they affected this specific
language).

05.02 05 00 00 Dialectology
The study of the features of a language, written

or spoken (sounds, forms, constructions, words), as
they vary individually or in related groups with respect
to their distribution, geographical or social. Theo-
retically, it can be synchronic (of a single pointy}
time), practically, it is diachronic (historical), since the
variations can be understood only as the result of
developments occurring, over a span of years. "Dia-
lects" are often thought of as those varieties within a
language which have more features in common with
each other than they have separately.

05.02 06 00 00 Semantics (Semology)
The historical. and descriptive study of meaning

as a linguistic phenomenon, including the structure of
the meaning system of a language or set of languages.
the components of meaning and their combination in
larger structures of meaning; the association of mean-
ings with morphemes and words, and the systematic
study of meaning change. This approach is to be
distinguished from GENERAL SEMANTICS (see
05.04 01 03 00 General Semantics), which is defined
by Webster III as "a doctrine and educational discipline
due is Alfred Korzybski (1379 -1950) intended lo_
improve habits of response. of human beings to their
environment and one another especially by training in
the better and morc critical uses of words and other
symbols." Specifically, the studs of SEMANTICS dal"
with meaning as a system w.ihin the overall structure of
larrage, GENERAL SEMANTICS deals with meaning
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J ri:lanotiship between Ittiguistic signs and the
outside world.

05.02 07 00 00 Study About Languages
A ,.over term used to include any instruLtion

about language or languages (as distine from instrut.-
tion in a language or training in the skills of using
language) which may he included in the curriculum
friiin the elementary grades on. but which is not formal
and 'developed sufficiently to he denominated LIN.
GUISTICS

05.02 09 00 00 Other Linguistics
include here other organized subject matter and

experences emphasized In linguistics which are not
list ad above. 1 Specify .

05.03 00_ 00 00 LITERATURE
The study of printed materials which have note-

worthy content and excellence of style, and which may
he identified by conntry, type, andfor period of time.
Such study may he directed to bodies of national
literature such as American and British. or may be
inure inclusive as in World Literature, which term
usually in ides Oriental literary works. The types
1;:ually considered in the stud! of literature are

drama. eksay. fiction. and poetry. Myths
and legends are sometimes considered as types. Often
the focus is_ on specialized areas as in "Biblical,
literature" and `'classical literature." Occasionally,
hiera. %inks aid: selected for a special group as ill
"jithiNn% literature" and "literature for adolescents."
For devlopnig taste and critical iudgment. writing and
discussion are frequently means of instroe:
studs, in literature.

II). 5, dare e'

in the

Os 03 01 00 00 American Literature
The studs of seh.ttect Arncrkaii literary works

orr drum.. types. Binh stifled matter is usually related
to the devehipineld of distinctive (MAIN>, of the
nalidrrrii literature through use by writeis id unligenims

The study may he conducted within air

lionivi...1nk in Wallin an organization by
themes or ht IiicrarN type,. (See also 05.03 00 00
/InTature

0503 02 00 00 Biblical Literature
The study id sele-ted portions of-the Old and

17(,

New Testaments with attention to literary qualities and
to ideas which have importance in the spiritual and
intellectual life of western man. Frequently, attention
rs given to stories, events, and persons used or alluded
to by western writers,.artists, and, 'ans.

05.03 03 00 00 Classical Lite attire
The study of selected" iterary works of a lent

Greece and Rome. Special attention is frequently given
to materials which have been used or alluded to by
more, resent writers. (See also 05.03 00 00 00 Litera-
ture.)

05103 04 00 00 English Literature
The study of selected English literary works of

various types. These works can be approached within
siKcessive historical periods of English history with
attention to differences in the cultural settings and
varying styles of literary expression. (See also
05.03 00 00 00 Literature.)

05.03 05 00 00 World Literature
The study of selected literary works of Western

and Eastern cultural origin from ancient times to the
present. Such study frequently includes religious and
philosophic works which have literary excellence. (See
also 05.03 00 00 00 Literature.)

't
05,03 .35 00 00 Other Literature by Source

Include here other organized subject matte' and
expgriences emphasized in literatureby source which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

By Genre:

05.03 36 00 00 Biography
The study of the lives of persons in narrative

accounts which have stylistic and other formal qualities
that make them noteworthy as literary works. Tech-
niques of presentation have been developed through
ages, and many of these have aimed to reveal the
character of the subject as well as the facts of his life.
Biographies often serve to satisfy young peoples' search
fire ideals and values.

05,03 37 00 00 Drama
The study of a type of literature ydistinguished

by plot, setting,, theme, and characters engaged in
movement and dialogue. It is distinguished from
narrative by bung a direct presentation of action. The
main types and styles of dramatic literature usually,
studied are twee, comedy, melodrama, farce, social



drama of ideas, classical, romantic, realistic, impres-
sionistic, and expressionistic. The structure of a drama,

its plot, apd the techniques by which character is
revealed are primary items for consideration in the
st of a drama. Dramas are often expressions of a
philos4hy or social point of view of the dramatist,
and often serve as excellent revelations of the temper
of a historical period or of a ,culture. Appreciation of
the literary qualities of a drama may be enhanced by
its being read as an artistic creation intended for
performance On a stage.

05.03 38 00 00 Essay
The study of expository writings of a formal

and informal kind. The formal may include short or
extended articles which present ideas or information,
the writer's purpose frequently being to set forth a
central idea or thesis. Informal essays, or familiar
essays as they are sometimes Jed, may be read for a
revelation of the writer's pe sonality and subjective
reactions to an experience o to an event which he has

observed.

05.03 39 00 00 Fiction
The study of short stories and novels with

special attention to point of view, plot, character,
setting, and t* ,0e. Frequently, teachers select fic:iona;
works in aecw-r'snee with tt.eir suit.bility for :..pals'
developmental levels and their needs and interests.

05.03 40 00 00 Poetry
The study of literary selections which are

characterized by rhythm, imagery, words chosen for

their connotative values, and varied figures of speech,
especially =dies and metaphors, they may or may not
have rhyme. Poems may be studied by types, or they
may be arranged by theme and studied in relatiOn to
theme. They sometimes are studied within an historical
framework of literary periods, when studied in such
contexts they may be considered, as expressions of the

' spirit of the in which they were written. However,

they have most i :quently been regarded as revelations

of writers' emotions.and vieas.

05.03 65 00 00 Other Literature by Genre
Include here other organized subject matter am'

experiences emphasized in literature by genre -which

are not listed above. (Specify.)

05.03 66 00 00 Children's Literature
The study of the portion of the larger body of

literature which has both appeal and interest to

c

children and is understood by them. Literature for
chedren can be found in the various genrcK and can be

obtained from both English and other sourcess It

extends from picture books designed specifically for

young children to adult reading material.

05.03 67 00 00 Literature for Adolescents
The study of that portion of the larger body

of literature which hai both appeal and interest and

can be understood by young people of the age range
commonly called "adolescent." Literature for ado-
lescents can be found in the various genres and can be
obtained from both English and-other sources.
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05.03 68 00 00 Myth and Legend
The study of stories, ballads, and plays which

have come from the oral tradition of national groups
and which constitutes a part of their literature. Such

folk material is sometimes organized as a unified body,

but is more frequently combined with other literary

works into thematic or type arrangements. Apprecia-
tion of esthetic qualities of such selections is often
enhanced by the'r being sung, recited, or performed.

05.03 69 00 00 Humanities
The study of : group of related subjects such as

literature, art, music, religion, history, philosophy, and
classical and modern languages-with literary works
usually forming the core concerned with man's indi-
vidual cultural achievements and values in society as
distinguished fror a social institutions and customs of
the natural world. Sometimes aspects of the various
subject-matter areas are taught separately but relatedly;
in other instances these aspects of subject matter areas
are fused or integrated. (Se also 02.01, 03 00 00
Huntanities under ART, 06.03 00 00 00 Humanities
under FOREIGN LANGUAGES, 12.07 00 00 00
Humanities under MUSIC, and 15.09 00 00 00
Humanities under SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL

STUDIES.)

05.03 99 00 00 Other Literature
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in literature which are not
classified or listed above. (Specify.)

05.04 00 00 00 COMPOSITION
Learning activities concerned with the art of

selecting, combining, and arranging words in connected
discourse.

05.04 01 00 00 Theory



05 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS-(Continued)

The study of the form of composition empha-
sizing dependence on principles and rules which have
evolved through time, as well as dependence on
personal abilities and the language to be used. On the
basis of the language used, the pupil selects from his
ideas those which can best be arranged in a form to
which an mdivual may respond. Mental ordering of the
ideas precedes writing them. Ideas are explored, experi-
mented with, and revised through writing.

05.04 01 01 00 Logic
The study of the formal principles frequent-

!), included in composition courses with the objective
of improving the reasoning of the writer. Principles of
inductive and deductive thinking and possible errors in
such thinking form the basis of this instruction. Some
of the topics usually included in the study of inductive
reasoning are. the testing of the adequacy of evidence;
the validity of generalizations, the cause and effect
relation,'Iip-oversimplification and the attribution of
false cause; the invalidating factor of difference in
reasoning by analogy. The validity of the premises and
their relationship to each other and to the conclusion
in a syllogism are the ess, dial topics in the study of
deductive reasoning. The work in logic in a composi-
tion course also usually utcludes attention to the
a,tfalls of circular reasoning, begging the question.
avoiding the issue, and arriving al a false or irrelevant
conclusion. Emphasis is given in such instruction, not
to the detection of errors in thinking found in other
people's speech and writing, but to the :.voidance of
tnem M one's own.

05.04 01 02 00 Rhetoric
the study of the art of discourse and its

various meanings, one of which is the same as that of
"eompsition.- Composition courses are sometimes
referred to as rhetoric courses. Originally, in classic
tunes, the term was applied to oratory, but in modern
times it is also applied to written communication.
Considered as the theory of composition, the term
applies to the principles and rules of composition
tonnualted by ancient er tics and modified through the
31!CS by theorists of tbe composing art. Generally, the
subject matte' and experiences involved in the study of
these pi rictples a-d rules are designed to aid in the
arrangeMent of a speech or written discourse to bring
about a desired effect on a listener or reader. Empha-
siRd are. methods of persuasion; the effective and
"vderlY arraneenhnt of the parts of a discourse, style;

and rhetoric as a system of gathering, arranging, and
expressing the subject matter of discourse, and as a
guide for making decisions in the process of composi-
tion. (See also 05.05 01 00 00 Rhetoric and Public
Address under Speech.)

05.04 01 03 00 General Semantics
The body of principles sometimes included

for study and application in composition courses. The
primary purpose of general semantics as a discipline, or
as a point of view, in the field of communication is to
improve language habits so that verbal symbols cor-
respond more exactly to persons, things, and events on
the nonverbal or fact level. It is the study of evaluative
processes, the ways in which a person interp. nis
environment through signs and symbols, including
language. Attention is usually given to: factual as
distinguished from inferential statements; MUltiValtles
in nature as distinguished from two-valued orientation
in the language of writers or speakers; verbal abstrac-
tions as distinguished from low-order terms; indexing
or noting differences to avoid stereotyping; dating to
avoid rigidity; emotive language and its effects on
human behavior; the distinction between a thing and
its label or name, and the contexts of language.
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05.04 02 00 00 Writing
Learning experiences designed to provide oppor-

tunities for pupils to develop knowledge, under-
standing, and skills essential to self-expression, e.g.,
ideas, interests, and facts, in written language. Writing
forms vary according to the content, the audience, and
the purpose of the writer.

05.04 02 01 00 Expository Writing
Learning experiences designed to develop

knowledge, understanding, and skills involved in a form
of writing concerned with selecting, ordering, and
explaining information in a detailed, logical manner.

05.04 02 02 00 Persuasive Writing
Learning experiences designed to develop

knowledge, understanding, and skills involved in a form
of writing concerned with selecting and organizing
ideas for presenting-a particular point of view in a
persuasive manner-employing inference and logic.

05.04 02 03 00 Creative Writing
Learning experiences designed to develop

knowledge, understanding, and skills involved in a form
of writing that is free, riot prescriptive, and expresses
primarily the' interest and emotions of the writer,
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particularly the personal satisfaction that the writer
feels.

05.04 02 04 00 Narrative Writing
Learning experiences designed to develop

knowledge, understanding, and skills involved in a form
of writing concerned with telling a story in a sequen-
tially organized manner.

05.04 03 00 00 Journalism
The study and practice of writing, editing, and

publishing newspapers and periodicals. !mirth-non
usually emphasizes reporting and feature and editorial

writing. (See also the category 05.05 04 00 00
Speech Through Mass Media.)-

05.04 03 01 00 Reporting
The study and practice of gathering facts

about current events and writing about such events for

publication in newspapers and periodicals.

05.04 03 02 00 Editorial Writing
The study and practice of composing an

article of opinion or comment for publication in a

newspaper or periodical.

05.04 03 03 00 Feature Writing
The study and practice of composing an

article with strong emotional or human interest appeal

for publication in a newspaper or periodical_

05.04 03 04 00 History of Journalism
The study of the financial, technical, and

editorial processes and the contributions of individuals
involved in the publishing of newspapers and period.
icals from the beginnings of such publications to the

present.

05.04 03 99 00 Other Journalism
Include here other subject matter empha-

sized in journalism which is not listed above. (Specify.)

05.04 99 00 00 Other Composition
Include here other organized subject matter em-

phasized in composition which is not listed or classifi-

able above. (Specify.)

05.05 00 00 00 SPEECH
Sqblect matter and experiences comprised of a

wide spectrum of studies and activities that range from

the scientific (voice science) through the humanistic

(rhetoric) and the behavioral sciences (group dynamics)

............

to the artistic (oral interpretation of literature). The
unifying feature of these studies and activities is the
predominance, in varying degrees, of oral communi-

cation.

05.05 01 00 00 Rhetoric and Public Address
The study of the practical arts, of speaking as

revealed in the variety of forms and functions evident
in public discourse. Emphasized are speech-making
(composition and delivery), argumentation and debate,
audience analysis and listening behavior, persuasion,
discussion, parliamentary procedure, speech criticism,
and the history of rhetoric and public address. (See

also 05.04 01 02 00 Rhetoric under Composition.)

05.05 01 01 00 Public Speaking
The study of theory and practice involved in

composing and delivering speeches, including informa

me, persuasive, and inspirational I.) pes.

05.05 01 02 00 Argumentation and Debate
Study and practice in the discovery, selec-

tion, analysis, organization, and presentation of evi-
dence and argument for and against a proposition,
often in formal debate. (See also the category

05.04 02 00 00 Writing.)

05.05 01 03 00 Communication Theory
An analysis of the communication process,

including the psychology of the listener, infoonation
theory, message formulation and dissemination.

05.05 01 04 00. Listening
The exploration and study of the theory of

listening with oral-aural practice in the skills of
comprehension through listening. (See also

05.01 05 00 00 Listening under Language Skills.)

05.05 01 05 00 Discussion
The exploration and study of evidence and

issues, through analysis and oral exchanges, leading

toward the identification of problems and the formula-
tion of possible solutions. Included ate study and

practice in the use of the varioth forms of discussion:

informal groups, committees, conferences, pands.
symposiums, forums, et al.

05.05 01 06 00 Speech Criticism
A study of rhetorical theory, past and

present, including a critical examination of tcct.rdrd

speeches and fl.* contexts
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05 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS - {Continued)

05.05 01 07 00 Parliamentary Procedure
At study o: the theory, with opportunities

for practice, of the rules and procedures used in
conduct ag formal meetings.

05.05 01 08 00 Persuasion
Subject matter and experiences designed for

mtenswe study and practice in the composition and
delivery of speeches that are designed, through the use of
appropriate rhetorical techniques and motivational pat-
terms, to change or strengthen beliefs or to secure action.

05.05 01 99 00 Other Rhetoric and Public Address
Include here other organized subject- matter

and experiences emphasized in rhetoric and public
address which are not listed above. (Specify.)

05.05 02 00 00 Ural interpretation of Literature
The study of principles, and opportunities for

practicing the art of analyzing and reading literature
aloud to others.

05.05 02 01 00 Choral Speech
The theory and practice if group readings

of literary works.

05.05 02 02 00 Readers' Theatre
The anaysis and performance of dramatic

works embodying the principles of oral interpretation
of literature as opposed to those of acting.

05.05 03 00 00 Speech Improvement
Subject matter and experiences concerned pri-

marily with the acquisition, largely through study and
exercises, of such basic language skills as adequate
projection, articulation, phrasing, vocal variation, and
appropriate usage.

05.05 03 01 00 Voice and Diction
The study , and application through exer-

cises, of knowledge about voice production and the
means for improving projection, articulation, pronunci-
ation, phrasing, melody patterns, et al., and for
developing where needed, often through the use of
phonetics, standard usage.

05.05 03 99 00 Other Speech Improvement
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in speech improvement
which are not listed above. (Specify.)

05.05 04 00 00 Speech Through Mass Media
The study and practice of the techniques and

procedures of mass media as well as the identification
of artistic features unique to each medium. The study
of history and criticism is usually coupled with
experiences in the arts of radio, television, and/or
films.

05.05 04 01 00 Radio and Television
A study of broadcasting, with exercises,

where appropriate, that include its history, its role in
contemporary society, its artistic dimensions, its pro-
duction techniques, principal genres, et al.

05.05 04 02 00 Film
A study of, and in some instances practice

in, the cinematographic arts including history, pro-
duction, and criticism.

05.05 99 00 00 Other Speech
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in speech which are not
classifiable or listed above. (Specify.)

05.06 00 00 00 DRAMATIC ARTS
Subject matter and experiences concerned with a

wide range of studies ,irtd activities including play-
writing, dramatic literature, scenic design, acting, di-
recting, and the supporting arts and crafts of the
theatre and of selected aspects of radio, television, and
film.

05.06 01 00 00 Acting
Theory and practice in the art aad craft of

interpreting roles from dramatic literature for presenta-
tion on the stage or through certain mass media.

05.06 02 00 00 Dramatic Literature
The study of the types, forms, and styles of

plays from both the past and the present with special
emphasis on the elements of production that are used
in transposing a manuscript into living theatre.

05.06 03 00 00 Creative Dramatics
Learning activities wherein pupils, using nondra-

inatic literary materials created by tl rnselves or by
others, create informal, nonscripted pla ss using their
own words and movements.

05.06 04 00 00 Play Production
The study of, coupled with opportunities for

practical experience with, such component elements int
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producing plays as directing, staging, costuming,
makeup, properties, and business management.

05.06 05 00 00 Playwriting
A study of the theory of dramatic writing

(form, structure, style) coupled with an examination of
representative plays and appropriate exercises in

writing.

05.06 06 00 00 Technical Theatre and Design
An intensive study of the physical aspects of

play production including scenic design, costume de-
sign, lighting design, and stagecraft with opportunities,
frequently in conjunction with cocurricular activities,
for practical experiences.

05.06 07 00 00 Theatre Criticism
r The study o( the theatre including, frequently,

the related arts of film and television emphasizing such
elements as esthetics, social impact, and historical
perspective.

05.00 08 00 00 Theatre History
The study of the development of dramatic

literature, the physical theatre, the elements of produc-
tion, and the artists and craftsmen who have con-
tributed to our theatre heritage.

05.06 99 00 00 Other Dramatic Arts
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in dramatic arts which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

05.99 00.00 00 OTHER ENGLISH LANGUAGE
ARTS

Include here other organized subject matter and
experiences emphasized in English language arts which
are not classifiable or listed above. ( Specify.)

FORM?? LANGUAGES
06.00 00 00 00

The body of subject matter in this area is comprised
of a variety of foreign languages, including English as a
foreign language. Classified under this heading are tilt
various classical and modern fc'reign languages.

Usually, the activities involve) in the fimeliing and
learning, of a foreign language are planned en teems of
selected objectives:

1, to assist the pupil in acquiring progressive

proficiency in the control of the skills of
listtning comprehension, speaking, reading, and
writing, and in structural analysis;

2. to develop the pupil's capacity to apply these
acquired skills in understanding, analyzing, and
interpreting a variety of forms of past and
current thought;

3. to increase the pupil's knowledge and under-
standing of the countries, cultures, and attitudes
of the peoples whose language is being learned.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Foreign Lijnaguages
applied the following rationale to the selection of the
languages for placement in the-Foreign Languages area
(I) the various languages selected and classified were
determined. by the ad.lioc committee as including the
languages most frequently taught in the United States,
and (2) the various languages selected for placement
under Classical Languages and Modern Foreign Lan-
guages could be defined in brief form using only salient
descriptive elements.

Opportunities are frequently, provided both during
and outside regular elasstime for pupils to develop
interests, skills, and' knowledge in selected aspects of
foreign languages as an integral part of the instructional
program. As an example, the Foreign Language Club
provide additional opportunities to apply various ac-
quired skills,"increase knowledge about different coun-
tries, and develop appreciation for the role of foreign
languages in k-onununkation. Such organized activities,
under appropriate supervision, are referred to as
cocurricular activities. A variety of activities is identi-
fied under 20.00 00 00 00 Cocurricular Activities in
chapter 5 beginning on page 146, and they are
described more fully in this chapter beginning on page
242. As an illustration, the Foreign Language Club is
identified for reporting purposes under Cocurricular
Activities as Item 20.01 09 00 00.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples see
the items classified in-the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. Series School Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90 96 Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page II and hi figure 2 on page 13.

The following and other categories of information
in chapters 3 and 4 of Handbook VI, when related to a
foreign language may provide the type of information
represented by "stream" and "level" (which are not
defined here). X 03 00. Series Placement, on pages
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63-1)5: X 06 00. Series-Mem Elements, on pages
66 -71: and the X 23 00. Series-Planned Instruc-
tion? Outcomes for Pupils, on pages 89-90.

06.01 00 00 00 CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
Usually considered to be the study of the language,

literature, and culture of an ancient civilization.
Selected emphases in instruction in any of the classical
languages may be identified in the list of items
following 06.01 99 00 00. An example might be:
language taught, 06.01 01 00 00 Arabic (classical);
emphases in instruction, 06.01 01 01 00 Culture and
06.01 01 02 00 Listening Comprehension.

06.01 01 00 00 Arabic (classical)
The language, literature, and culture of the

ancient Arabic world.

06 )1 02 00 00 Chinese (classical)
The language, literature, and culture

ancient Chinese world.

06.01 00 06 00 Translation

06.01 00 07 00 Writing

06.01 00 99 00 Other Selected Emphases
Include here other skills, knowledge. and

understanding not included above. (Specify.)

06.02 00 00 00 MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
The study of the language, literature, and culture of

a selected segment of the population of the modern
world. Selected emphases in instruction in any of the
modern foreign languages may be identified in the list
of items following 06.02 99 00 00. An example
might be: language taught, 06.02 06 00 00 Danish;
emphases in instruction, 06.02 06 01 00 Culture and
06.02 06 02 00 Listening Comprehension.

06.02 01 00 00 Arabic, Modern Standard
The language, literature, and culture of the

Aribic-speaking peoples of the modern world. Modern
of the Standard Arabic, based on classical Arabic, is the roost

commonly taught and used language as a vehicle of
communication among the various Arabic-speaking
peoples.06.01 03 00 00 Greek (classical)

The language, literature, and culture of the
ancient Greek world.

06.01 04 00 00 Hebrew (classical/Biblical)
The language, literature, and culture

ancient Hebrew world.

06.02 02 00 00 Arabic, colloquial
The spoken regional language and culture of a

given segment of the Arabic-speaking world. (The
of the dialect should be specified.)

06.01 05 00 00 Latin (classical)
The language, literature, and culture of the

ancient Roman world.

06.01 99 00 00 Other Classical Languages
Include here any other language, literature, and

culture of an ancient civilization emphasized in instruc-
tion which is not listed under classical languages above.
(Specify.)

Selected Emphases:

06.01 00 01 00 Culture

06.01 00 02 00 Listening Comprehension

06.01 00 03 00 Reading

06.01 00 04 00 Speaking

06.01 00 05 00 Study of Literature

06.02 03 00 00 Chines, modern Mandarin
The official oral language of the Chinese-

speaking people of the modern world. The study of
modern ,Mandarin may include literature and culture.

06.02 04 00 00 Chinese, Cantonese
The spoken language and culture of the Canto-

nese-speaking people.

06.02 05 00 00 Czech
The language, literature, and culture of the

Czech-speaking people.

06.02 06 00 00 Danish
The language. literature, and culture of the

Danishspeaking people.

06.02 07 00 00 English as a foreign language
The study of the languagc, literature, and

culture of the English-speaking peoples by individuals
whose mother tongue is not English.
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06.02 08 00 00 French
The language, literature, and culture of the

Frenampeaking.people.

06.02 09 '00, 00. German
The language, literature, and culture of the

German-speaking people. I

06.02 10 00 DO Greek, Modern
The language, literature, and culture of the

Gieeksp'eaking people of the modern world.

06.02 11 00 00 Hawaiian
The language, literature, and culture of the

Ilawalian speaking people.

06.02 12 00 00 Hebrew, modern (Israeli)
The language, literature, and culture of the

Hebrew-speaking people of the modern world. This is
the official language of Israel.

06.02 13 00 00 Italian
The language, literature, and culture of the

ltalian-speaking people.

06.02 14 00 00 Japanese
The language, literatdre, and culture of the

Japanese speaking people.

06.02 15 00 00 Norwegian
The language, hterature, and culture of

Norwegranspeaking people.

06.02 16 00 00 Polish
The language, literature, and l, ulture of

Polishspeaking people.

the

the

06.02 17 00 00 Portuguese
The language, literature, and culture of the

Portuguesespeaking people.

06.02 18 00 00 Russian
The language, literature,. and culture of the

Russian-speaking people. Other languages spoken
within the U.S.S.R.suili as Georgian, Ukranian, and

Uzbeeshould be recorded under the item, Other
Modern Foreign languages.

06.02 19 00 00 Spanish
The language, literature, and culture of the

4- Spanish-speaking people.

le5

06.02 20 00 00 Swedish
The language, literature, and culture of the

Swedish-speaking people.

06.02 99 00 00 Other Modern Foreign Languages
Include here any other language, literature, and

culture of a selected segment of the modern world
i
emphasized in instruction which is not listed under
modern foreign languages above. (Specify.)

Selected Emphases:

06.02 00 01 00 Culture

06.02 00 02 00 Listening Comprehension

06.02 00. 03 00 Reading

06.02 00 04 00 Speaking

06.02 00 05 00 Study of Literature

06.02 00 06 00 Translation,

06.02 OD 07 00 Writing

06.02 00 99 00 Other Selected Emphases
Include here other skills, knowledge, and

understanding not included above. (Specify.)

06.03 00 00 00 HUMANITIES
Die study of a group of subjects such as classifical

and modern languages, art, music, literature, religion,

history, and philosophywith foreign languages usually

forming the coreconcerned with man's individual
cultural achievements in society as distinguished from
social institutions and customs of the natural world.
Sometimes aspects of the various subject-matter areas
are taught separately; in other instances these aspects
of subject matter arc fused or integrated. (See also
02.01 03..00 00 Humanities under ART;

05.03 69 00 00 Humanities under ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ARTS; 12.06 00 00 00 Humanities
Sunder MUSIC, and 05.09 00 00 00 Humanities under
SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES.)

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION

07.00 00 00 00

Education for health occupations comprises the
body of related subject Matter, or the body of related
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07 HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
(Continued)

courses, and planned experiences designed to impart
knowledge and develop understanding and skills re-
quired to support the health professions. Instruction is
organized to prepare pupils for occupational objectives
concerned with assisting qualified personnel in pro-
viding diagnostic, therapeutic, preventive, restorative,
and rehabilitative services to people, including under-
standing and skills essential to provide care and health
services to patients.

Edvation for health workers usually is conducted
by recognized education agencies and appropriate
health institutions and services that can make available
the quality and kind of experiences needed by the
trainee in developing the competencies required for his
occupational goal. ,

Instructional programs which prepare persons for
occupations that render health services directly to
patients provide planned instruction and experience in
appropriate cliniCal situations. For occupations that
render halth services which do not involve direct
services tr patients, planned instruction and experience

laboratOcies and/dr appropriate work situations are
provided as an integral part of the instructional
program.

Licensurt, Certification, and Registration

Techniques for the regulation of workers in health
occupations have been developed and administered,
either by appropriate professional organizations or by
legally constituted authority in the respective States, as
a means to safeguarding, the public against unqualified
and/or unscrupulous persons. Therefore, regulatory
procedures such as licensure; certification, and/or
registration in certain -of the health occupations have
"been established.

Licensure Under 'the authority of a State, laws
are enacted setting forth the minimum qualifica-
tions for persons and the standards to be met for
practicing in An occupation. All physicians, nurses,
dental hygienists, and a growing number of para-
medical personnel must be licensed in their respec-
tive fields. Organizations representing these groups
have sought and helped to establish State laws for
licensing practitioners in their fields. They have also
found that mandatory regulation of these occupa-
Lions under State licensure laws best serves the

public ipterest. Employers, too, have conic to rely
upon the legal licensing agency for assurance that a
practitioner is qualified in his field.

-et

CertificationProfessional societies endeavor to
improve thequality of services provided by sup-
portive personnel in health fields through voluntary
t ertification of individual. workers. Star.dards per-
taining to education, experience, and personal
qualifications are determined by ',the professional
society, usually in cooperation with the auxiliary
group that is subject to the certification procedure.
Applicras wishing to become certified under these
standards:must make application to the certifying

`board' of the association, and comply with the
certification of standards.

RegistrationThe terns registration is used by
certain occupational groups interchangeably with
either the term licensure or certification. "Regis-
tered" nurse connotes a nurse who is licensed to
practice as a professional nurse or as a technical-
level nurse. A "registered" medical librarian is
certified by and registered with her professional
association. Registration may be interpreted in
specific instances by placing after it (L) when
"licensure" applies, or (C) when "certification"
applies.

Note In situations involving designation of
"licensure," "certification," or "registration!' for
l'ecord and/or report purposes as applicable to
selected items in this subject-matter area, the
following- symbols may -be-used. (L) for Licensure,
(C) for Certification , and (P.) for Registration.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Health Occupations
Education applied the following rationale to. the
selection of substantive-content for placement in the
Health Occupations Education area: (1) the items
selected and classified were determined by consensus
of the committee to be representative of the subject
matter most commonly taught in health occupations
education in the United Sta.es; (2) the various aspects
of subject matter were identified by titles which were
considered as being most commonly used; and (3) the
various aspects of subject matter selected for place-
ment under ,Ilealth Occupations Education could be
defined in brief form using only salient descriptive
elements.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. FOr examples, see
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1

the items classified in the X 07 00. Series. Evaluation

and 'Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the

items classified in the X 32 00. Series. School Serv-

ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7

on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

Included under" the heading, Health Occupations
Education,, are items of information which describe

selected aspects of education for health occupations. In

the following definitions the term "subject matter"
includes theory that may be given either in a school or

-in a clinical setting, and the term "experiences"
includes the applied subject matter which is provided

ir. a clinical setting.

07.01 00 00 00 DENTAL
included in this category are occupations concern

with supportive services to the dental profession.

07.01 ,01 00 00 Dental Assisting
A combination of subject matter and ex-

periences designed to prepare a person to assist the

dentist at the chairside in the dental pperatory, to
perform reception and clerical functions, and to carry
out selected dental laboratory work.

07.01 02 00 00 Dental Hygiene (Associate Degree)
A combination of subject matter and ex-

periences designed to prepare a person to provide

services to patients such as performing complete oral

prophylaxis, applying medication, and providing dental

health education services, both for chair-side patients

and in community health programs, under the super-
vision of the dentist. (Included as 16.03 01 00 00
Dental Hygiene (Associate Degree) under TECHNICAL

ED UCAT ION.)

07.01 03 00 00 Dental Laboratory Technology
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to execute the work

producit,g restorative appliances required for the
oral health of the patient as authorized by-the dentist.

07.01 99 00 00 Other Dental
Include here other organized subje,t matter and

experiences emphasized in occupations, not listed'
above, are concerned with supportive services to

tt, dental profession. (Specify.)

07.02 00'Q0 00 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECH-

', NOLOGY
Plailned subject matter and laboratory experiences

concerned with bacteriological, biological, and chem-

ical tests to provide data for use in dlagnosig and

treatment of diseasesusing microscopes, micrometers,

and, other instruments. Persons prepared in this area
usually work under the supervision of medical tech-

nologists, clinical pathOlogists, or physicians.

07.02 01 00 00 Cytology (Cytotechnology)',
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to stain and screen

smeared sjides for determination of abnormalities of

exfoliated cells that may assist, in the diagnosis of

cancer. This work is performed under the supervision

of a physician.

07.02 02 00 00 Histology
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences deSigned for teaching a person to prepare,
section, and stain tissues for microscopic study under

the direction of a cliniCal pathologist.

07.02 03 00 00 Medical aboratory Athisting

A combination of subject .matter and experi-

ences organized to prepare a person to work under the

supervision of medical technologists, clinical pa thol-

ogists, or physicians to perform routine clinical labora-

tory procedures. (Included as 16.03 03 00 00 Med-
ical Laboratory Assisting under TECHNICAL EDU-

CATION.)

07.02 04 00 00 Herinatology
A combination of subjecj matter and experi-

ences organized to prepare a person to collect blood
and perform complete blood counts; prepare and stain

blood smears; perform hemoglobin determinations;

carry out tests to determine bleeding time, coagulation

time, sedimentation rate, and prothrombin time; and

to determine relative amounts of plasma and cor-
puscles.

07.02 99 00 00 Other Medical Laboratory
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in occupations, not listed or
classifiable above, which are concerned with medical

laboratory technology. (Specify.)

07.03 00 00 00 NURSING
A combination of subject matter and clinical

experiences designed to prepare a person to provide

nursing care to patients in hospitals, sanitariums,
clinics, or other institutions by administering medica-

tions and treatments, assisting -the physician during
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07 HE4LTII OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
(Continued)

treatment and examination of patients, or performing
related auxiliary services.

07.03 01 00 00 Mrsing (Associate Degree)
A combination of general and nursing education

and clinical experiences designed to prepare a person
for general-ety nursing under the nurse supervisor or
physician, or with other members of the health team.
(Included as 16.03 05 00 00 Nursing (Associate De-
gree) under TECHNICAL EDUCATION.)

07.03 02 00 bo Practical (Vocational) Nurse
A combination of subject matter and supervised

clinical experiences designed to prepare a person to
give direct nursing care under the supervision of a nurse
or physician.

07.03 03 00 00 Nursing Assistance (Aide)
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences which prepares a person to perform simple tasks
involved in the personal care of individuals receiving
nursing services. These tasks arc performed under the
supervision of a nurse.

07.03 04 00 00 Psychiatric Aide
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to care for mentally
ill patients in a psychiatric medical care facility under
direction of nursing and medical staff, Included is
instruction in patient hygiene and grooming, feeding,
obtaining laboratory specimens, observing patients for
unusual behavior, methods of aiding in restraining
patients to prevent injury to themselves or othe;s, and
encouraging participation in social and recreational
activities

07.03 05 00 00 Surgical Technician (Operating
RoomTechnician)

A combination of subject matter and experi-
ences designed to prepare a person to serve as a general
technical assistant on the surgical team in the opefating
suite.

07.03 06 00 00 Obstetrical Technician
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist in the care
of mothers in lab& and delivery rooms before, during,
and after delivery under the supervision of professional
personnel.

07.03 07 00 00 Home Health Aide
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist the elderly,.
convalescent, or handicapped in their homes and. to
provide for their daily living needs which may be
describeU as physical, mental, emotional, social, and
spiritual.

07.03 08 00 00 School Health Aide
A combination of *subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist the
physician or nurse with physical examinations, health
education, and the conduct of ongoing programs for
improving or maintaining student's' health.

07.03 99 00 00 Other Nursing
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in occupations, not listed or
classifiable above, which are concerned with nursing.
(Specify.)

07.04 00 00 00 REHABILITATION,
A combination of subject matter and experiences

designed to prepare a person to work under the
direction of a physician and the supervision of other '
appropriate specialists in assisting handicapped persons
to overcome or compensate for any loss of function,
and to restore the individual's' physical and/or mental
health to an optimum level.

07.04 01 00 00 .Occupational Therapy
A combination of subject matter and' experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist the
professional occupational therapist in inipieinenting
the plan of therapy for alatient as prescribed by a
physician. /

07:04 02 00 00 Physical Therapy
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist the
professional physical therapist in implementing the
plan of therapy for a patient as prescribed by a
physician.

07.04 03 00 00 Prosthetics
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to write specifica-
tions for and to make and fit artificial limbs, following
the prescription ,,of a qualified medical practitioner.
Instruction includes the study, of anatomy, biome-
chanics, engineering as related to prosthetic appliances,
and shop experience in prosthetic coutruction.
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Q7:04 04 00 00 Orthotici
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to write specifica-

tions for and to make and fit braces and appliances for

body deformities and disorders, following the prescrip-

tion of a qualified medical practitioner. Instruction

includes the study of anatomy, biomechanics, engi-

neering. as related to, orthotic appliances, and shop

experience in orthotic c ct uction.

07.04 99 00 00 Other Rehabilitation
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in occupations, not listed or
classifiable above, which are concerned with rehabilita-

tion. (Specify.)

07.05 00 00 00 RADIOLOGIC
A combination of subject matter and experiences

designed to prepare a person to apply roentgen' rays

and radioactive substances to patients for diagnostic

and therapeutic purposes. Instruction _may include the

study of anatomy, physiology, radiation physics, radio-

graphic techniques, Chemistry of processing and dark-
.
room technique, radiation protection, and equipment

'maintenance.

07.05 01 00 00 Radiologic Technology (X-ray)

'A combination of subject matter and experiences

deSigned to prepare a person for the safe use of X-ray

equipment In clinical settings under the supervision of

a radiologist or other physician. (Included as

16.03 04 OQ 00 Radiologic Technology (X-ray) under

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.) .

07.05 02 00 00 Radiation Therapy
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to perepare a person to use radiation
producing devices to administer therapeutic treatments
as prescribed by a radiologist.

07.05, 03.00 00 Nuclear Medical Technology
A combination of subject matter and. experi-

tnees designed to enable a person ovorking under a

qualified physician, to prepare, administer, and
measure radioactive isotopes in therapeutic, diagnostic,

and tracer studies, utilizing and maintaining safe
storage and handling of a variety of* radioisotop

equipment.

07.05 99 00 00 Other Radiologic
Include here other organized subjec matter and

experiences emphasized in )ccupations, not listed or

1 e."r-)
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classifiable above,,which are concerned with radiologic.

(Specify.)

07.06 00 00 00 OPHTHALMIC
A combination of subject matter and experiences

designed to prepare a person, working under the
supervision of an ophthalmologist or optometrist, to

perform tests, administer treatment preliminary to
examination or surgery, prepare and fit eyeglasses or

contact lenses, and direct corrective eye exercises.

07.06 01 00 00. Ophthalmic Dispensing
A combination of subject-matter and experi-

ences designed to train a person to prepare, assemble,

and fit corrective lenses as prescribed by a physician or

optometrist.

07.06 02 00 00 Orthoptics
A combination of 'subject mater and experi-

ences designed to p:epare a person, working under the , /
supervision of an ophthalmologist, to teach others with

correctable focusing defects to develop and use bi-/
nocular vision (focusing of both eyes).

07.06 03 00 00 Optometrist Assistant
A combination of subject matter 296 experi-

ences designed to prepare a person sp assist an

optometrist .in making tests to deternyine defects in

vision, preparing and fitting eyegla,Ses /or contact
lenses, administering corrective eye exercises, or other

treatment that does not require drug or stirgery.

07.06 99 00 00 Other Ophthalmic
,Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in occupations, not listed or

classifiable above, which are concerned with ophthal-

mic. (Specify.)

07.07 00 00 00 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

A combination of subject matter and experiences

designed to prepare a per,sdn, working under the
supervision of a specialist, 'to recognize and equate
environmental hazards such as radiation, funii, air
pollution, waste and sewage, noise, vibrAtion, and poor

fighting, and to prescribe methods of eliminating or

controlling them.

07.07 01 00. 00 Environmental Health Assistant
A combination of subject 'matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist sanitary
engineers, scientists, physicians, and veterinarians to

gather data on, inspect, and evaluate facilities and

A
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07 HEALTIt. OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
(Con filmed )

industries concerned wit! the public, 't as water
gir pb , the food industry (processing, distribution. and
scan:e). and sewage disposal facilities and plants.

u7.07 02 00 00 Radiological Health Technician
A xombination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to conduct radio-
caluaVs-- of exposure to X-ray, gamma, and

:IV cutter >, and to re.Zornmend measures to insure
maximum protection.

Lt 7.07' 03 00 00 Sanitarian Assistant
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person, under supervision
of a professional sanitarian, to determine compliance
with or %iolation of public sanitation laws and regula-
tions. These persons take samples of such materials as
v.ater, food, -and air, and perform contamination tests.

i

07.07 99 00 00 Other Environmental Health
Include here other organized subject matter and

experwnces emphasized in occupations, hot listed or
,,i.b.T.able above, which are concerned with environ-

%mental health. (Specify.)

107,08 00 00 00 MENTAL HEALTH TECHNOLOGY
A combination of subject matter and experiences

designed to prepare g person ti3yissist professionals in
inerital licalthiservis:es.

07.08 01 00 006Mental Health Technician
'A combipation of subject matter and experi-

ences
,
design4flo prepare a person to assist nursing and

medical personnerin rehhbilktating mentally ill patients
thloughriveational and occupational activities, train-
ing in new patterns of living, physical care of patients,
and giving prescribed medication.

07.08 02 00 00 Mental Retardation Aide
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed. to prepare a person 'to attend to the
physical needs and well-being of mentally retarded
patients and to aid in'teaching and recreation processes
under the supervision of iirofesgional staff meniberS.

07.08 99 00 00 Other Mental Health Technology
Include here other organized subject matter arid'

xperiences emphasized in-occupations, ttof listed or
classifiable abo've, which are concerned with -mental
health technoloay. (Stray.)

\
07.09 00 00' 00 MI CELLANEOUS HEALTH. °C-

C -AtIONS ERUCATION-
Include here other health occupations education

programs not elsewhere classified which prepare a
person to provide specified medical and health services.

07.09 01 00 00 Electroencephalograph Technician
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person tq operate electrical -.
equipment which records brain waves on a graph to be
used by a medical practitioner in diagnosing brain
disorders. Instruction in minok repairs a
of. equipment may be ikluded
16.03 02.'00 00 ElectrcencePtalo
under TECHNICAL EDUCATION')

d maintenance
nauded as

Techhilan

07.09 "02 00 00 Electrocaidiograph Technician.
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to operate an
electrocardiograph machine; recording electromotive
variations in the action of heart muscle, and to provide
data for diagnosis and treatment of heart ailments by a
physician. Instruction in minor repairs and mainte-
nance of equipment may be included.

07.09 OS 00 00 Inhalation Therapy
Preparation includes a combination of subject

matter and experiences designed to prepare a person to
perform procechlres and operate and maintain- equip-
ment used in supporting :respiratory. functions, in-
cluding the administration of oxygen aftd other sus-
taining gases, as directed by-a physician. '

07.09 04 00 00 Medical Assistant (Assistant in
physician's office),

A combination of subject matter and ex-
xriences designed to prepafe a person to perform
functions and follow procedures concerned with di-
agnosis :and treatment of patients in a physician's
office, Instruction includes physical examinations,
laboratory tests, X-rays, measurements, and media-
tions.

1

07.09 05 00 00 Central Supply Technician
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences. designed to prepare a person to adjust, clean,
sterilize, and assemble hospital equipment, supplies,
and -instruments according to prescribed procedures
and techniques.. Also included in instruction are in-
spection, evaluation anti recommendation" or purchase
of equipment and materials,. and distribution and
inventory.
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.07.09 06 00 00 Communityllealth Aide
A combination of subject matter and expen-

elites designed to prepare a person to serve as liaison ,
between professional healtlt Workers and the recipients
of health services. Instructioit emphasizes basic tinder-
standing of biology,. communicable diseases, environ-
.mental health, personal hygiene, mfants,inedicines,
and family and community resources.

07.09 07 00 00 MedicalImergency Technician -

A combination of subject flatter and experi-
ences 4esigned to prepare technicians to become

members of the hefilth team, responsible to proles
swiml members, qualified to (a) respond to medical
emergency calls, (b) evaluate the nature of the emer-
gencies, (0 take apprt;priatc prompt action to reduce
the medipsishailscfs to the receiving station, and (d)
serve as technical assistant to the emergency-room staff

of general hospitals.

07.09 08 0.0 110 Food Service Supervisor
A conibinatiod of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to understand Cie

nature, of nutritional diseases and the importance of
, controlled diets in the treatment of-patients with such

diieases in a hospital or other health. institution under
the supervision of a dietitian. Instruction includes
inspection of special diet trays and evaluation of
patients' responses to diets.

07.09 09 00 00 Mortuary Science
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to -perform the
sanitary and embalming preparations for interment in

conformity with legal requirements.

07.09 10 00 00 Orthopedic Assisting
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences designed to prepare a person to assist an

orthopedic specialist in preseivii`ig, restoring, aril de-

veloping the form and function of the extremities,

spine, and associated structures by medical, surgical.

and physical methods.

07.99 00 00 00 OTHER HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

EDUCATION
Include here other subject matter and experiences

emphasised in health occupations education which arc

not listed or classifiable above. (Specify.)

HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY
LIVING, PHYSICAL -I

AND RECREA ON
4_

08.00 00 00 00

The body of related subject ratter and activities in
health and safety in daily living, physical educatitan,
and recreation are organized for'earrying on learning
experiences concerned with developing (I ),knowledge,
attitudes, appreciations, and conduct essential to in-
dividual and group health, (2) awareness of, concern
for, and knowledge, skills; and judgment necessary for
practicing and promoting personal and public safety in
the home, at school, on the job, ani, in traffic; and (3)
physical and mental growth and fitness by means of
activities designed to improve the missies, motor skills,
and attitudes and habits of conduct of individuals and

groups.
The Ad Hoc Committee for Health and Safety in

Daily Living, Physical Education, and Redeation ap-

,
plied the following rationale to the selection oTitems
for'placement in the Health and Safety in Daily Living.
Physical Education, and Recreation area: (1) the items
were determined 5y-consensus of the committee to be
especially appropriate to health, and safety in daily
living, physical education, and recreation; (2) the hems
could be defined in brief form using only, salient

descriptive elements; and (3) the various items were
identifiable by titles which the ad. hoc committee
consideied to be most commonly 'used in current
practice.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during
and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop

interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of

a health and safety in daily living, physical education and

recreation as an integral part of the instructional

program. As an example, the Girls' Athletic Associa-

tion provides additional opportunities to develop

leadership, citizenship, and other qualities. Such organ-

ized activities, under appropriate supervision, are
referred to as cocurricular activities. They, may be
designed for participation of pupils as individuals or in

groups. A variety of activities is identified under
.20.00 90 00 00 Cocurricular Activities in chapter 5

beginning on page 146; and they are described more
fully -in this chapter beginning on page 242. As an
illustration, the phis' Athletic Association is identified
for reporting purpose. and further described under
Cocurricular Activities as Item 20.02 1 100 00.

Many items of information in chapter 3 and 4 arc
supportive to pupils, instructional staff,' and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples see

1.
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08 HEALTH AND SAFETY, IN DAILY
LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RE'cREATION(Continued)

the items classified in the'X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation /
and Purriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
qes Supporting; Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown.in table 7
on page II and in figure 2 Zin page 13.

Included under_ this heading are the items of
information which\identify' various aspects of subject
matterand learning activities in health, safely in daily
living, physical education, and' recreation.

0a.01 00 00 00 HEALTH
Learning activities: which utilize experiences for

influencing 'understanding, attitudes, and practides re-
lating to individual, family, 'and community health.
Instruction is t ased on scientific facts And trulis which
serve as.a foundation for decisionrfiaking and action to
achieve health potentials.

08.01 01, 00 00 Community Health
The study of (1) the availability and accessibil-,

it of public, private, and voluixtary health services and
is .lilies; (2) the functions and services of iOcal, State,
and FederdThealth agencies, including public, volun-
tary, and prOtessional; and (3) prevailinitealth condi-
tions inithe coununity.

.. .

08.01 02 00 00 Corisumer Health

.ttearningexperiences designed to help pupils
develiip the ability tor fcc-sound ddcisions in the
selection and utilizaio of 'health services, the selei,
tioil'ofhealth amid acfidentinsurance, and ills purchase

viif. 'health `;products. I Emphasis is also on developing
idiowledge essentialibi recognizincquackery and false
advertising in relation. to foods; drugs, and mechanical
devices.

08.01 03 00 00 Disealel .Prevention and Control:
Communicable andChronic

.;The study of the cause, control, and prevention
of disorders which impair` health, with .emphasis oa
prevention. The various-diseases are usually categorized
under two headings"communicable" and "chronic."
T)le former includes, diseases which can be transferred.
from one person to another, such as tuberculdsis,
'venereal, diseases, and measles; the latter includes
diseases such as cancer; heart disease, multiple sclerosis,
and cerebral palsyt.

4

't

4-

08.01 04 00 00. Environmental Health.
Learning experiences designed to Tielp the

pupil understand the effect upon man's health and
well-being of such environmental factors as water
supply, pollution control, food contamination; air
pollution, radiation exposure, crowdedness, noise, and
mobility.

05.01 05 00 00 Family Life Education (including
Sex Education)

The study of the family as ah entity and'as a
unit in the community; the , physical, psycl(ological,
sociological, and emotional aspects of growth toward
maturity; and the biology of reproduction.

4 08.01 06 00 00 First Aid
Learning experiences designed to .(1 ) develop

understanding and skills necessary, in time of; emer-
gency, to prevent the death or further injury of a
person until the services of a physician can be
obtained, and (2) pilvide instruction concerning the
national program of medical self-help. .

08.01. 07 00 00 Growth and Development
. The study and developmment of understanding

concerning the physical, mental, emotional, and social
chang4, which occur in human develVpment from
conc.iption through adulthood. Included are such areas
as body structure and functiOn, heredity, environ-
mental influences, anti, differences and likenesses
among pebple.

, .

08.01 08 00 00 Harmful Abstances
The study of the effects of the misuse of

alcohol and the use of tobacco,- narcotics, dangerous
drugs, volatile chemicals, tranquilizers, and similar
produCts on individuals, families:, and communities.
Also included and emphasized is information on

'poisons, poisonous plants, and poison control centers.

08.01 09 00 00 Health Careers

The exploration and study of professional,
semiprofessional; ,technical, and allied occupational
opportunities which contribute directly to the health
and well being of people. Areas emphasized for
exploration include medicine, dentistry, nursing, dental
hygiene, research 'technology, laboratory technologies,
dietetics; nu rses' aides, and supporting services.

n.

s.

08.01 10 00 00 Health Maintenance and Care
Orgahized learning e tpenences directed toward

helping the individual to assume responsibility for
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attaining optimum personal health through giving,.

attention to such faeig4'as the avelopment anti
maintenance of personal fitness (physical fitness); a
balance in exercise, work, sleep and rest, relaxation and

recreation; and body care and groaning.

08.01 10 01 00 Foods and Nutrition
(For definition see pm 07 00 00 Foods

and Nutrition under HOME ECONOMICS.)

08.01 10 02 00 Dental Health
Learning experiences designed tg'develop

knowledge and understanding concerning the growth
and structure of the teeth, causes and prevention,,of

tooth decay and other dental diseases, andw-sound

praiitices in the care of the; teeth and gums (mouth).

08.01. 10 03 00 Physical Fitness: exercise, work,
sleep, rest, relaxation, and recreation

Learning dperieq,es designed to help pupils

develop understanding and desirable attitudes regarding

the relationship between vigorous exercise and health

and the need for balance among exercise, rest, sleep,

relaxation, work, and recreation.

08.01 10 04 90 Personal Grooming and Body Care
Learning experiences designed to develop M

the pupil gopd practices in grooming, dress, cleanliness

sand body card, e.g., face, ears, and eyes.

08.01 10 05 00 Mental Health
Experiences and conditions directed toward ,

helping' the pupil develop the ability, to adapt to his
environment, to perceive reality ;accurately, to manage

stress healthfully, to stand on his own two feet, and to

learn and to develop a feeling of well-being.

08.01 10 99 00 Other Health Maintenance and Care

Include here other organized subject matter
and experiences emphasized in healthmaintenance and

care which are not listed above. (Specify.)

08.01 II 00 00 International Health
An organization of subject Matter concerned

with the cooperation between two or more nations for

(I) tfie prevention and control, of disease, and (2) the

improvement of personal and community healthboth
aimed toward accelerating social ,and. economic de-

velopment.

08.01 99 00 00 Other Health
inclpde here oche organized subject matter and

f

experiences emphasized in health education, whicli are'

not listed or classifiable above. (SpeCify.)

08.02 c/0 00 00' SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING,

Subject matter and learning experiences concerner4
with developing in individuals (1) an awareness and
understanding of hazards of evely day living, and (2)

the knowledge, habits, attitudes, and skills which will

enahle them to function at optimum level in We

presence of hazards.
.11

s

08.02, 01 00 00 Explosives
(For definition see 21.02102 00 00 Explaives

under SAFETY,,AIN ID DRIVER EDUCATION.),

08.02 C2 00 00 Firearms
The study , of the proper use of firearms,

including knowledge of the gun and its working
mechanism, its use in hunting,.trap and skeet shooting,
marksmanship,"and legal requirements related to fire-

'arms. 1/4

08.02W 03.00 00 Fire Safety
The study of fire safety 'emphasizing subject

matter and learning experiences designed to develop

desirable attitudes regarding fire prevention and fire

waste, and help mils understand the hazards and
benefits of fire, including causes and preventive meas.'

ures. Consideration is given to various common hazards

such as smoking, matches, electricity, heating units,

, explosive materials, rubbish, outdoor fires, lightning,
construction defects, and procedures to be followed in

case of fire, e.g., escape plans and Lighting fires.

08.02 04 00 00 Holiday and Vadation Safety
A familiarization with and study of hazards!as

they apply to Halloween, including costumes, 'tricks

and treating, and traffic, safety; Christmas, including

hazards of shopping, decorating; preparjpg a safe

Christmas tree, and electrical equipment. Other holi-

days often given attention atu Memorial Day (parades,

traffic); Fourth of July (fireworks and explosiveq-,

Labor Day, Veteran's Day, New Year's Day (drinking

and driving); Easter; Yom Kippur (use of candelabra in

fire-safe ,..)lace); ThanksgiVing; and Arbor 'Day (proper

and safe use of garden tools).
A study of vacation safety ,is emphasized,

including constant changing of the environment neces-

sitating more self-responsibility due to less supervision

than at other times. Frequently considered are play-

grounds, parks and camping areas, public places (stores,' ,

churches, libraries, theatres), public transportation, ex-,
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.08 HEALTH AND'SAFETY IN DAILY

.pvING, 'PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION- (Continued).

c'ursions, general recreational areas (picnicking, hiking),
fishing,' bathing and swimming, canoeiitg, sunburn and
exposure, and traffic safety.

08.02 05 00 00 personal Responsibility in Unsuper-*
vised Activities

Learning experiences designed to develop in
pupils self-responsibility and responsibility for others
as they participate in unsupervised activities. Con-
sideration is usually given to the following areas: (1)
safe play sites, (2) sportsmanlike conduct,-(3) respect
for property, (4) places to avoid, (5) strangers, and (6)
what to do in case oP an accident, (Included as
21.02 04 00 00 Personal Responsibility in cUnsuper-
vised Attivitfes under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDU-
CATION.)

08.02 06 00 00 Safety in the Home
Learning experiences and activities designed to

',help pupils understand the hazards in and around the
home including falls, burns, gas poisoning, poisons,
mechanical suffocation, firearms, home workshops,
garden tools, and power mowers; electrical fixtures and
appliances; treatment of cuts, scratches, and ,bruises;
animals; and engaging a baby sitter. (Included as
2h02 05 00 00 Safety in the Home under SAFETY
AND, DRIVER EDUCATION,)

08.02 07 DO*00 Safety in Physical Education and
Recreation

Learning experiences and activities designed to
develop it pupils an understanding of the hazards in
phylical educatior (including sports) and recreational
activities; acceptance of responsibility for their own
safety and that of fellow participants; and essential
knowledge, skills, habits, and attitudes for safe partici-
pation. These teaming experiences are emphasized as
an integral part of instruction in physical educatiok
and recreation.

08:02 08 00 '00 .School Safety
A study of safety hi and around the schoolon

playgrounds, and in -halls and stairs, classrooms, and
washrooms. Also emphasized in instruction are the
responsibilities of the administration, tea'chers, pupils,
custodians, 3nd parents. (Included 4 21.02 06 00 00
School Safety under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDU-
CATION.)

402 09 00 00 Tpffic Safety
(For identifi6ation see 21.021.07 00 00 Traffic

Safety under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION.)

08.02 09 01 00 Bicycle, Motor Bike, other
(For definition see 21.02 07 01 00 Bi-

cycle, Motor Bike, other under SAF,Tel'Y AND
DRIVER E9DICATION.)

08.02 09 02 00 ,Passenger 4.*
(For definition see 21.02 07 02 00 Pas-

senger under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION.)
so,

08.02 09 03 '00 Pedestrian
(For definition see 21:02 07 03 00 Pedes-

trian under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION.)

08.02 09 04 00' Student Patrol
(.For definition see 21.02 07 04 00

Student eatrol under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDU-
CATION.)

08.02 09 99 00 Other Traffic Safety f

Include here other organized s 'ubject matter
and experiences emphasized in traffic safety which are
not listed above or in the category 21.02 07 00 00
Traffic Safety under SAFETY ANURWER EDU-
CATION. (Specify.)

08,:02 10`00 00 Vocational and Occupations Safety
Learning experiences concerned with unsafe

wolkin4 areas and conditions and unsafe personal con-
duct, including causes aid effects. Safety practi(:es are
emphasized as related to a wide range of situations, e.g.,
the handling and stom:if a variety'of objects, machine
operations, use of tools,- the environment, fire preven-
tion and protectioh, on-the-job instruction, accident re-
porting, rules and off-the-job accidents. (Included as
21.02 08 00 00 Vocational and Occupational Safety
under SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION.)

08.02 11 00 00 Water Safety
Learning experiences and activities designed to.,

prOvide instruction eniNiasizing, safety in swimming,
diving, water sports, skin andtscuba diving, handling of
small crafts, skiing:surfacing, health precautions, and
rescue skills.

a

08.02 9.9 00 00 Other Safety in Daily Living
Include I }ere other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in safety in daily living
which are not listed 'Aim. (Specify.)
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08.03 .00 :00'00 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Organized, sequential. and systematic application of

the concepts and principles of the art and science of
human, 'movement through the teaching-teaming
medium of physical activities. 'The types ofj planned
movement experiences are orianized undei various
descriptive 'titles such as Adapted Physical Ehcation;
Aquatics; Body Dynamics; Dance, Rhythms, and Dia-
Matic Activities., GroupGarnes, Contests, and Relays;
Individual and Dual Sports,. Outdoor' Recreation&
Activities; Stunts, Tumbling, and Gymnastics; and t-s-08.03

Team, Sports. With movement as its central focus,
physical education is directed primarily to:

a. The pupil's ability and capability Jo move;
b. The Use he makes or his movement ability for

essential purposes suCh as survival, health' maintenance
and improvement, fitness, education for leisure, com-
munication, and ex'pre'ssion; and

c. The relationship bf his movement to.his physical
and social environment and to other aspects of his total

giowth and development.
- In the area of physical education several classified

items are not defined. because 'of them obvious and.
well-understood meaning, e.g., Baseball, Basketball, -
Football, Water' Games, and Folk Dap.c.

08.03 in 00 00 Adapted Physlical Education

J

08.03 02 05 00 Surfing

08.03 02 06 00 SWIlmming
4-

421

08.03 02 06 00 Synchronized Swimming

08.03 02 08 00 Water Games

08.03 02 09 00 Water Skiing-

Planned, diversified, ,an highly personalized
physical activities suited to the special needs ,of pupils
having atypical physical, me ital, and /or behavioral
conditions of temporary or en wring nature, and who

may not safely or successfully participate unrestricted-

ly iitthe vigorous,activities o( the regular instructional

program of phystql.education. Instruction provides for
corrective and remedial physical education and ree-

reatknal adaptations as needed. Y

08.03 02 00 00 Aquatics
Organized activities, in or on the water, de-

signed to provide opportunities for pupils to experi-

ence activities such as swimming, diving, lifesaving,

synchronized swimming, water games, handling
crafts, skin and scuba diving, waterskiing, and surfing.

(The following hems are not ,defined because of their

being commonly understood.)

08.03 02 01 00 Vying,t
08.03 02 02 00 Lifesaving

,08.03 p2 03 00 Skin lvd.Scuba Diving
,f, a

O8.03 -.02 04 o Small Crafts

,

9.2 99 00 Other Aquatics
h/clude *re other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in aquatics which are not

listed above. (Specify.)

08.03 03 00 00 Body Dynamics
Planned physical- activities based ,primarily on

the pupil's special need: 'and desires for self- discovery,

self-evaluation, 'self- direction, and self-management in
maintaining, motivating, and impro,ing his general,

level of total fitness and achievement of 'better. per-

formance in special tasks and in, daily liviri. These

activities include Conditioning Exercges, Fumatnental
Movements, Individual Self-testing Events, and Posture

Education.

08.03 03 01 00 ConditioningExercises A

Activities involving invented, nonplayful,
systematic movementsindividually or teacher-di-

recteddesigned specifically, to strengthen tuuscle
groups, prepare the body for more strenuqus effort, or

improve efficiency of performance and appearance.
Specific kinds of movement experiences include calis-

thenics or free exercises, weight training, and exercises

with specialized equipment or'apparatus.

08.03 '03 02 ;00 Fundamental Movements
Planned experiences involving a series of

basic, natural movements, common to all physical
activities such as creeping, crawling, walking, running,
hopping, skipping, leaping, jumping,' throwing, and

climbing.

08.03 03 03 00 Individual Self-testing Events
Physical activities concerned with meas-

urable and scorable events, based on the pupil's

desire to test his own physical abilities in the elements

or specific skills .of sports and games, e.g., the
football throw and kick for distance accuracy, the
baseball throw for strikes and distance, baskets per
minute with the basketball, and the volleyball serve for

accuracy.
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Q8 HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY
LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION(Continded)

Q8.03 03 04 00 Posture Education
The study of the mechanics of the body and

the most efficient and esthetic patterns of body
alignment and' performance' in a variety' of daily
activities; including the relationship of balance,
strength, flexibility,cagaity, and proper clothing and
environmehtal factOis to efficient postures in physical
activity, work, rest, and relaxation.

08.03 03 99 00 Other Body Dynamics
Itrelude here other.organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in body dynamics not
listed above. (Specify.)

08.03P4 00 00 Dance, Rhythms and Dramatic Ac-
tivities

Activities which are imitative or creative expres-
sions of movement designed to communicate ideas and
feelings. A wide variety of rhythmic, space, and
movement patterns are inv6lved, including.

08.03 04 01 00 Dance (Physical Education)
Organized activity performed by pupils,

alone or with others, in patterns of sequential move-
ments in rhythm, usually accompanied by, music.
Various types of dance. are organized under such
descriptive titles as folk, square, Modern, and social.

08.03 04 01 01 Folk Dance

08.03 04 01 02 Modern Dance

08.03 04 21 03 Social Dance

08.03 04 01 04 Square Dance

08.03 04 02 00 Rhythms
Organized activities, usually comprised of

singing games and the performance of the fundamental
movements in a variety of tempos and space patterns,
with musical accompani lent.

08.03 04 03 00 Dramatic Activities
Activities ' designed to be imitative or

creative in nature with or without the use of music.
Activities include folk festivals, free play, mimetics,
pageantry, and story plays.

08.03 04 03 01 Folk Festival

V

08.03 04 03 02 Free Play

08.03 04 03' 03 Mimetics

08.03, 04 03 04 Pageantiy
,t

08.03 04 03 05 Story Play

.

08.03 04 03 99 Other Dramatic Activities
Include here other organized subject

matter and experiences emphas.zed in dramatics'which
are not listed above. (S ecify.)

n8.03 05 00 00 Group Games Contests, and Relays
Mined developmental activities which provide

opportunities for physical interactions among pupils in
either cooperative or competitive situations. The activi-
ties are developed on a progressive and sequeritial basis
from tlie very simple to the complex, and include
duck-in-the-pOnd, dodge ball, partner tag, chicken
fight, Indian wrestling, tug-o-war, and various types of:
relays.'

08.03 06 00 00 Individual and Dual Sports
Planned physical activities, with high carry-over

cossibilities for lifetime use, generally involving partici-
pation by one or two pupils competing against one or
two pupils in the same activity according to pre-
determined rules. Such adivities include the following,

hich are not defined here bet.ause of their obvious
and well-understood meanings.

08.03 06 01 00 Archery

08.03 06 02 00 Badminton

08.03 06 03 00 Bowling

08.03 06 04 00 Fencing

08.03 06 05 00 Golf

08:03 06 06 00 Handball

08.03 06 07 00 Tennis

,,,'08.03 06 08 00 Track and Field

08.03 06 09 00 .Wrestling

08.03 06 99 00 Other Individual and Dual Sports
Include here other organized subject matter
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and experiences emphasized in individual and dual

sports which are not listed above. (Specify.)

08.03 0? 00 00 Outdoor Recreatienal Activities
Planned learning experiences which are usually

organized as noncompetitive, voluntary, out-of-door
diversions conducted in a natural setting, often away
from the school environment. Among such activities'
are the following, which are not defined here because
of their obvious and well-understood meanings.

08.03 07 01 00 Camping

08.03 07 02 00 Cycling
N

08.03 07 03 00 Rs

08.03 07 04 00 Hunting

08.03 07 04 01 Bow hunting

08.03 07 04 02 Rifleyluntinko,

08.03 07 04 03 Shotgun Hunting

08.03 07 04 99 Other Hunting (Speed) .)

08.03 07 95 00 Ice Skating

08.03" 07 06 00 Orienteering
Planned activities using a map for guidance

and a compass for direction by means of which persons
navigate cross-country from one point to another.
Emphasis is on computing and adapting knowledge
from an ordnance survey map to determine the

^r.

08'03 07 09 99 Other Small Crafts
Include here other organized subject

matter and experiences emphasized in small crafts

which are not listed above. (Srcify.)

08.03 07 10 00 Snowskiing

08.03 07 10 01 Cross-country Skiing

08,03 07 10 02 Downhill Skiing

08.03 07 10 03 Jump Skiing

08.03 07 I I 00 Surfing

08.03 07 12 00 Waterskiing

08.03 07 99 00 Other Outdoor Recreational Activi-
ties

Include here other organized subject matter
and experiences emphasized in outdoor recreational
activities which are not listed above. (Specify.)

08.03 08 00 00 Stunts, Tumbling, and Gymnastics -

A series of activities designed to provide the
pupil an opportubity to perforin formal movements in,
various combinations, and to create new movements
while participating in activities such as balancing,
building pyramids, performing novel antics and actions
as an individual, with a partner, or in a group. Such
activities involve vaulting over various apparatus and
exercising on mats, parallel bars, a horizontal bar, rings,

ropes, the side horse, or trampoline. Among the activi-

ties are the following, which are not iefined here because

of their obvious and well-understood meanings.

shortest way between two points but choosing t
quickest way around high cliffs and water regions. 1)8 03 08 01 00, Balance .Beam

08.03 07 07 00 Riding 08.03 08 02 00 Building Pyramids

08.03 07 08 00 Skin and Scuba Diving 08.03 08 03 00 Parallel Bars

08.03 07 09 00 Small Crafts s*: 08.03 08 04 00 Horizontal Bars

08.03 07 09 01 Boating 08.03 08 05 00 Rings

08.03 07 09 02 Canoeing 08.03 08 06 00 Ropes

08.03 07 09 03 Rowing 08.03 08 07 00 Side Horse

08.03 07 09 04 Soiling 08.03 08 08 00 Trampoline

""()
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08.03 - "08.90 00 btIlYr .Stunts, Tumbling, and..-

Gymnastics
In'cl'ude here other organized subject-matter

and experiences emphasized in stints, tumbling, and
gymnasticswhich are not listed above. (Specify.)

08.03 09 00 00 Team Sports
Planned phy'sihl activities involving relatively

complex rules and strategy in which success is partially
deterinined 'by are" degree of gtoup cooperation in
competing successfully against comparable oppoileiits
in the same activity according to predetermined rules.
Such learning experiences and activities include the
following which are not defined here because of their
obvious and well-understood meaningsr""

08.03' 09 01 00 Baseball

Q8.03 09 02 00 'Basketball

08.03 09 03 .00 Cross Country,

08.03 09 04 00 Curling

08.03 09 05 00 rield Hockey

08.03 09 06 00 Football

08.03 09 07 00 ,ice Hockey

08.03 09 08 00' Lacrosse

08.03 09 09 00 Soccer

08.03 09 10 00 Softball

08.03 09 11 00 Speed-a-way

08.03 09 l2 00, Speedball

08.03 09 J. 00 Volleyball

08.03 09 14 00 Water Polo

r

08.03 09 99 00 Other Team Sports
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphaszied in team sports which are
not listed above. (Specify.)

0

`.*

08.03 99 00 00 Qt1tex- Physical Education
include bere other olgsruzed.subjectmatter and

experience's empliastied.in physical- education which
are not Classifiable'or,-11sted above. (Spel-ify.)

-08.04 00 00 00 RECREATION ,
Subject matter and exp&iences organized as an

integral pat of both the phimed instructional program
s

and tlic e!olurricular and recreational pi-ogram. When
these activities are taught in areas such as science, /
music, physical education, EnglislKlanguage arts, or
mathematics, they are part of the instructional pro-
gram. _When they are voluntary, school sponsored and
supervised, and generally not for credit, they become
part of the cocuiiicular acrd recreational .activities
'program. The following recreational and cocurricular
activities are frequently emphasized. (Outdoor Recroa-
non. Performing Arts, Drama, Music, Physical Recrea-
tion, and Voluntary Service are not defined because of
their obvious and web- understood meanings.)

08.04, 01 '00 00 Arts and Crafts
Instruction designed to provide pupils -With

opportunities for creative expression and communica-
tion in which one's hands are used to translate culture
and personably into objects of 'reality for personal
satisfaction, and Co develop an appreciation for well-
designed objects, e.g., 'sculpturing, weaving, poil'ery-
making, whOling, metalworking, leatliercraft, anti clay
modeling. e

),

08.04 02 00 00 'Communic,ative Arts z
Reading,' writing, speaking, and language actiyi-

ties which offer both personal enjoyment and creative
experiences, e.g., the Great Books Progranireadingfor
others. personal improvement reading, business and
letter writing, creative and technical writing, poetry, .

public speaking, foreign language clubs, and discussion
groups.

08.04 03 00 00 Hobbies
Recreation activities which are happily pursued

'with great interest over a sustained period of time.
Alt''ough hasically an individual pursuit, they can and
often do lead to group and club participation. Hobbies.,
are as varied as the field of human interest and
experience but usually can be encompassed underafuc.tur.
categories: collecting (coins, stamps, insects, auto-
graphs): creating (writing, home mechanics, gardening,
painting, designing, photography), educattonalSastron-
omy, ornithology, mineralogy., horticulture); and per- t
forming (snorts, music, hiking),
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08.04 04 00 00 Outdoor Recreation

08.04 05 00 00 Performing Arts

08.04 OS 01 00 Dance
A form of expression through moven _nt In

response to rhythm. Through a variety of forms it is
Planned to provide pledsure and satisfaction as a social
and creative. activity, squafe, social, modern,
mixers, creative rhythinsoari, clog, and -ballet. It may

conducted on an individual or group basis.

08.04.. 05 02 00 Drama

I

08.04 d5 03 00 Music ,

08.04 05 99 00 Other Performing Arts
include here,other organized subject matter

and exneriences emphasized in performing au) which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

08.04 00 Q0 00 Physical Recreation,

08.04 07 00 00 Voluntary Service ,

08.04 99 00 00 Other Recreation
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized ,in recreation which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

HOME ECONOMICS

09.00 00 00 00

Home economies comprises the grim) of related
courses or units of instruction orgayized for purposes

(.f enabling pupils to acquire knowfledge and develop
understanding, attitudes, and skills relevant to (a)
personal, home, and family life, and -0) occupational
preparation usinvhe knowledge and skills of home
economics. The subject matter of home economics
includes, in addition to that which is unique to the
area, concepts drawn from the natural and social
sciences and the humanities.

The Ad Ho. committee for Home Economm applied
the following rationale to the selection of the items cor
placement in the Home Economics area: (1) the items
were determined by consensus of the committee to be

appropriate to home economics in terms of preparation
for personal, home, and family living, and for occupa-
tional preparation', (2) the Items could be defined in
brief forin using only salient descriptive elements, and

(3) the various items classlied under Home
were identifiable by titles which'were considered to.be
in current us-eln home economics.

Opportunities to develop leadership, social and civic
awareness, and increased understanding of the world of
work in home economics are provided through the

. Future Homemakers of America, .1 youth orgamation
for home .economics pupils. As an integral part if the
nstractienal progra'ni, pupils in this organira,tion en
gage in ac. ,ities that extend their interests, skills,. ml

knowledge in many aspects of home economics Such
organized actitiiies, under appropriate supervision, are

erred to as' cOcurricular activities. A variety oL,
activities is identilted Under 20.00 00 00 00 C9cur.,
riCiilar Activities in chapter 5 beginning on page 140;
they are discussed more fully in thisAapter begunini;,;
on page 242. The Future Homemakers of America are
identified for reporting purposes and further described
under Cocurricular Activities as Ilea 20.01 12'00 00

Many items of information in chapter 3 and 4 -are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples sec
the items classified i Vie X 07,, 00. Series Evaluation'
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71 -74, and the`
items classitiedin the X 32 00.`iScries:School Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Jraphic
illustrations of these telationships:are shown in table '7.
on page.11, and in figure 2 on page 13,

The following descriptive 11/adings identify the
. _

various aspects IA home economics.

09.01 00 00 00 HONIEMAING: PREPARATION'
FOR PERSONAL, HOME, AND
FAMILY LIVING .

The. courses or units of instruction in hoe eco-

nOMILL which emphasize acqaisition of knowledge and

the development of understanding, attitudes, and skills
relevant to personal, home, and family life in the areas
described below.

09.01 01 00 00 Comprehensive Homemaking or
Home Economics

Instruction which' derives content from a combi.,,
nation 'of the various areas of homerrking (as described
by the items listed below) and emphasizes basic prin-
ciples and interrelationships among these ...eas.

09.01 02 00 00 Child Development
The study of children their physical, mental,

emotional, and social growth and development -and
their care and guidance. in practice, content draws on
aspects of the social and biologicafsciences.

/e.
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119 HOME ECONOMICS (Continued)

00 00 Clothing and Textiles
Ti,e study ot clothing and textiles. including the

these to the individual and family, . id
natoirie. aequisition, and uses of textiles and

clothitli produets.,Planned exporicoces in the selection,
:onstruction, maintenanee, and altviatioti of clothing
and other textile products arc usually provided.

09111 0,4 00 00 Consumer Education
(For aelin;tion see 15.45 00, 00 00 Consumer

F tinder SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL
STITH'S.) E'mph'asis in home economics will be on
Ltosool'er edwatIon as it relatts to management of a
home-and to the welfare of family membels.

o) 01 05 00 00 Family Health
111e study of related aspects of health in falai.,

Inuit: with NrC,L11 emphasis on mitntio, emotional
health. the relationship of the health of an individual
to 'the well-being of the family, the preVention
illness. and the maiiaticuient and elementary skills
involved Venlig fo: die in and convaless...rit in the

09 01 06 00'00 Family Relations
study of the.riaturc, fun,tions, and sig,nifi-

:ATICi opirfinan relationships in the family .The subject
1;nel-ter in,ludes ,,,n,cpts and principles related to
varpus faintly living .onditions. 'he establishment and
ineint;nanae of reltionships, and :he preparation fur
marriage and family life These designated
termly reletionslirps etnpliecde the universality iof

the Jfia
development and ,socialie-at.on 4,f, the individual. and
meeting the variety of Lecds ere t interesu, of family
members.

00.01 07 00 00 .Foods and Nutrition
The study of food and its role in personal and

firmly living, inclUding the besic.principles of health.
food' management, and economics. L. practice, unpile
sis is frequently placed on meal meriage,lient as ,a
ire efts ur.derstanding the signifii.arke and nature of
fetod. Its care. and it preparation for individuals and

09_01 O: 00 00' Home Manage went
The study of the complexities and processes

involved in formulating eoals, making leusions, and
enc.:lively using and ,ontrolling human and other

resonaLes fun establishing and memteming a Ieme and
family. The subject mattes provides for a variety of
!ionic management considerations, such as the societal
and economic influences .aih.inelividual and family
management. values, goals and standards, family eco-
nomics, and the organization of di-mitres to the home.

09.01 '09, 00 00 Housing and Home Furnishings
The study designed to develop judgment needed

for creating a favorable environment for family living.
Attention is given to a complex of housing and home
furnishing considerations including the influence of
housing on people, types and costs of housing, interior

.design, the".are, maintenance, and improvement of
homes and furnishings, and the relation of resources to
family neddt.

.di 99.00 00 Other libmemaking
Include 'here other orgainfed subject matter

emphasized in homemaking which is not listed above.
(Specify.)

09.02 00 00 00 OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
The 4.ourses or units of instruction emphasizing the

acquisition of competencies needed for getting and
holding arjob and/or bring for adVancement in an
occupational area using hobo economics knowledge
and skills. Instructional content is selected from home
economics subject areas to meet the unique require-
ments in specific occupations and is coordinated with
ap2iopnate field, laboratory, and work experience.
Occupations- include those which provide (1) services
to families in the home and similar services to others in
group situations, (2) assistance to professional home
acouormsts and piofes-sionals in fields related to home
economics in industries, agencies and 'organizations;
and (3) other Services andjoi assistance directly related
to .one or more home economics subject-matter ardas.
(Included as 16.05 00 00 00 Home Economics-re-
lated Technology under TECHNICAL EDUCATION.)

09.02 01 00 00 Care and Guidance of Children
Preparation for various kinds of employment

related to child care centers and young children, e.,
assisting directors of child Jay-care centers or nursery.
schools, assisting with activities on playgrounds and in
recreation centers, and caring for children in homes
and in such public placer, as stores, playgrounds,
recreation centers, and transportation termin,als. (In-
iLded as 16.05 01 00 00 Child Care Center
Assistant, 16,05 02 00 00 Hospital Childreit's Dt-

.liston Assistant, and 1(1.05 03 00 00 Teacher's
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Assistant' at the Preprunarr Level under TECHNICAL Include here other aspects of occupational

EDUCATION.) preparation not included above. (Specify.)

09.02 02 00 00 Clothing Management, Production,
and Services

Preparation for employment concerned with
clothkuPand textiles, e.g., fitting and altering ready-
made garments, custom tailoring and dressmaking,
laundry-drycleaning work, demonstration work, and
technical work in business and industry. (See also
17.33 00 00 00 Textile Production and Fabrication
under TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

09.02.03 00 00 Food Management, Production, and
Services

Preparation for various kinds of employment
related to institutional and commercial food services.
Employment may include workers and supervisors in

thospitals, child day-care centers, homes for the elderly,
and school lunch programs, and demonstrators and

'technicians in'-fopti industries. (Included ,as

16.05 0A 00 00 Food Service Sunervisor under

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.) (See also
04.07 00 00 00 Food Services undtr DISTRIBU-
TIV EDUCATION, and 17.29 00 00 00 Quannty
Food Occupations under TRADE AN)) INDUSTRIAL
OCCUPATIONS.T

09:02 04 00 00 Home Furnishings, Equipment, and
Services

Preparation for various kinds of. employment
related to home. furnishings and/or equipment. It

includes assisting purchasers in the selection of suitable

home furnishings and/or equipment, assisting interior
decoiaters, and custom-making of curtains, draperies,
slip covers, and similar items. (Included as

16.05 05 00 00 Interior Decorator Assistant and

16.05 06 00 00 Home Equipment Demonstrator

under TECHNICAL EDUCATION) (* also

04.10 00 00 00 lionze.Furnishings under DISTRIBU-

TIVE EDUCATION.)

09.02 05 00 00 Institutional and Home Management

and Supporting Services
Preparation for various kinds of employment

related to institutional and home management services.
These include homemaker-home health aides, assistants
to homemakers, management aides in public housing,

institutional housekeeping, executive housekeeping,
and hotel and mole! housekeeping.

09.02 99 00 00 Other Occupational Preparation

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

10.00 00 00 00

Industrial Arts is the body of related subject matte!,
or, related courses, organized for the development of
understanding about the technical, copsamer, occupa-
'norm!, reaeational, organizational, managerial, social,
historical, and cultural aspects of industry and tech-
nology. Learning exper!ences involve activities such as
experimenting, designing, constructing, evaluating, and

using tools, machines, materials, and processes which
provide opportunities for creativity and problem
solving. -

The Ad Hoc Committee for Industrial Arts applied
the following rationale to the selection of the item: for

placement in the Industrial Arts subject-matter area
(1) the items were determined by consensus of the
committeeto be appropriate to the area; (2) the items
could be defined in thief form -using only salient
descriptive elements, and (3) the various items elas-

, sified were identifiable by titles which are-considered
to be most commonly used in current practice in

industrial arts.
Opportunities to develop leadership, social and cotic

awareness, and increased understanding of indestiy awl. -

technology are provided through a stuant organiza-
tion such as ,the Industrial Arts Student Club. As an
integral part of the instructional p:ogram, students
engaged in activities that exten :I their interests, skills,
and knowledge in selected aspects of industrial arts
Such organized activities, under appropriate super-
vision, are referred to as cocurricular activities. A
fariety of activities is identified under

20.00 00 '00 00 Cocunialar Activities in chapter 5
beginning on page 146, they are discussed more fully in
this chapter begmnini, or. page 242. The Industrial Arts
Student Club is identified for reporting purposes and
further described under Cocurricular Activities as Item

20.01 15 00 00.
Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are

supk-ortive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples see

the items classified in the X 07 00. Series -Evaluation
and Currictignilmprovement on pages 71 -78, and the

.items classified ;n the X 32 00. Series-School Serv-

ices Supporting Instruction on. pages 90-96. Graphic
illusstrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page I I and in fibure 2 on page 13.
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10. - INDUg1:11.1A1 ART(Continued).

Aricitidtid in this, subject-matter area are the items (..;
informVon which identify various aspeas of inru-gtpal

:arts.
,

10.01 00..00 00-'CONSTRUCTION
:The study of the technology and the socioecos

norm:: contributions of those ind "stries concerned %%Ali
residential -$4tidustrial, and transportation structures.
Learhing activities; which are Usually centered around
scaled structures, involve research, design, ettgineering,

,masonry, carpentry, elect5icitykand plumbing.

10.02 GO 00 00 CRAFTS (INDUSTRIAL)'-
A catejory of inforrharion and skilfs.concerned with

'han dcrafts and the craft industry, including the tools,
materials, processes, products, and occupations of the
Industry. Subject matter and learning, experiences are
organized under various descriptive titles such afArt
Metals, Ceramics, Crafts (Industrial), Industrial Crafts,

*". Leather, Textiles, and other crafts (industrial).

10.02 01 00 GO.'grt Metals'
The study of metals which are used in the

manufacture or fabrication of ornamental products.
Learning experiences generally include experimenting,
designing, constructing, and evaluating Art metal prod-
outs. '

10.02 02 00 00 Ceramics
The study of the tools, materials, and industrial

processes involved in the manufacture of products
made from non-metallic resources such as rocks, clay,.
glass, and sand, and the' various types and uses of

'ceramic products 'Learning experiences .geriVrally in-
clude experimenting, designing, constructing, and
evaluating ceramic product,i.r

10.02 03 00 00 Crafts (Industrial)
The study of craft industries including the tools

and processes used to produce craft products from a
wide variety of materials such as ceramics* .leather,
rockS,fibers, metals, and woods. Leaniingexperjences
generally include experimenting, designing, con-
structing, and evaluating.usefui products -with emphasis.
ch industrial appliwtions.

1002 04 00 00 Industrial,Crafts
(See Crafts (industrial))

10.02 -05 00'00 Leather

The study 'of leather and related materials'
including the tools and-processes used to produce
lekther. products. Learning experiences generally in-
dude experimenting, designing, constructing, and
evalua tingrproduc4.

1Q.02. 06 00 00 Textiles
The study of the tools, materials, and processes

used in the textile industry including the source,
preparation, and applications of fibers. Learning ex-
periences generally include experimenting, designing,
.i.v'eaVing, and evaluating products made of A variety of
fibers.

1'0.02'.99 00 00' Other trafts (Industrial)
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning, situations emphasized_in crafts which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

10.03 00 00 00 DRAFTING -
A category of information and skills concerned with'

conveying ideas or illustrations 'graphically through
drawings, charts, sketches, maps, and graphs, and the
refated 'factors such as the role of drafting in history
and industry. Subject matter and learning experiences
are organized under various descriptive titles such as
Architectural Drafting, Descriptive Geometry, Draft-
ing, Drafting Technology, Engineering Drawing, Indus-
trial DeSign, -Mechanical Drawing, Technical illustra-
tion; and other drafting. (See also 17.13 -cosi° 00
Drafting Occupations under TRADE AND'INDUS-
TRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

10.0 01 00 90 Architectural Drafting
The study of the means of communicating,

through lines and symbols, information about build-
ings. Learning activities include the development of
preliminary sketches, plans, elevations,. sections, and
detail drawings, and the study of architectural design,

'the history of -structures, building ordinances, and
building materials.

10.03 02 00 00 Descriptive Geometry
The'study Of the representation of points, lines,

and surfat es by accurate orthographic drawing and the
graphical solution of problems according to form and
position in space.

10.03 03 00 00 Drafting
The study of the communication of ideas

through drawings, sketches, charts, graphs, and maps.
Learning experiences include the development of skills
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through, the use of /halting instruments inkolsed to
lettering. sketching. geometric 1.011Stfkli.t1011, kit tho.
graphic and pictoual drawings. auxiliaries. sc..t ions, and
working drawings.

10.03 0-F 00 00 Drafting Technology
The stilds of graphic representation with special

emphasis on technical requirements, specifications. and
standards.

10.03 05 00 00 Engineering Drawing
A stud} of the communication of ideas through

symbols. and drawings depicting the mechanical
details associated with machine parts. includmg ma-
chine design. Learning J.-wanes involse the use of
technical drawing instruments and techniques.

ti

10.03 06 00 00 Inthistrial Desist
The study 01 industrial products with speci.:1

. consideration being given to (I esthetics and the
appropriate use of industrial 111.11i:oats and processes,
and (2) their value to society. Learning activities
involve the development of skills and ...realise abilities
in the use of media fun conveying ideas graphically.
(See also 02.02 03 02 00 Inclibtrial Product Design
under ART.)

10.03 07 00 00 Mechanical Drawing
A study of the communication of ideas through

lines, symbols, and dravangs. Learning activities insolse
the use of technical drawing instruments to convey
ideas graphically, e.g., orthographic projection. plc-
tonal views, and assembly drawings.

10.03 08 00 00 Technical Illustration
The study of the techniques of presenting

information graphically , including schematics, sections,
exploded views, and other techniques which illustrate
,or clarify verbal or writ ten description.

10.03 99 00 00 Other Drafting
Include here other organized subject :natter and

learning situations emphasized in drafting whhili are
not listed above. (Specify.)

10.04 00 00 00 ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS
A category of information and skill concerned with

electrical energy including theory, applications, and
control as they relate to electrically powered equip-
ment, to various kinds of conimunicajionequipment,
and to related tactors such as occupations, economics,
and consumer information. Suhiect matter and learning

experiences are organized under various descriptive
titles Ali as Electricity. Electricity:Electkonics, Elec-
tronics, and other electricity electronics (See also
17.14 00 00 00 Electrical Occupations, and

17.15 00 00 00 Electronics Occupations under

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

10.04 01 00 00 Electricity
The study of sources, and measurement, con-

1101. and applications of electrical energy as used for
heating, power, and illumination, as well as some
elementary aspects of the use of electrical energy for
communication as in devices such as the telegraph,
telephone, and radio. Learning activities include
demonstration of, experimenting with, designing, con-
structing, and-testing electrical devices.

10.04 02 00 00 Electrcity/Electronics
The study of sources, measurement, control,

and applications of electrical energy in devices such as
pose used in heating, power, and illumination, as well
as those used in communications, e,g.. the telegraph,
telephone, radio, televisidn, radar, and computers.
Learning activities include demonstration of, experi-
menting with, aesigning, constructing, and testing
electrical devices.

10.04 03 00 00 Electronics
The study of the measurement, control, and

applications of electrical energy in devices used for
communication such as the telegraph, telephone, radio,
television, radar, and computers. Learning activities
include demonstration of, experimenting with, a-
signing, constructing, and testing electrical devices.

10.04 99 00 00 Other Electricity/Electronics
Include here other organized subjecLmatter and

learning situations primarily related to and emphasized
in electrical energy which are not listed above.

(Specify.)

10.05 00 00 00 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUS-
TRIAL ARTS

That phase of the elementary school curriculum
,which provides the child with opportunities for ex-
ploration, manipulation, experimentation, planning,
and using tools, materials, and techniques appropriate
to converting materials to serve useful purposes.
Planned activities and experiences include (I) the
construction of projects related to and reinforcing-the
elementary school subject matter, and (2) an intro-

.ductory study of industry.
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10 INDUSTRIAL ARTS (Continued)

10,05 01 00 00 Industrial Arts in the Elementary
School (Grades or Years K4)

Basic experiences in industrial arts used to
reinfoice the instructional program for the grades or
years kindergarten through four. Activities include
workine with tools and materials and are designed to
help pupils (1) improve communication skills by means
of experteme charts. (2) discover concepts of construc-
tion of Jbjeas usiLig nun) materials, (3) apply
industrial arts experiences to varied aspects of subject.
matter. (4) discover and qplore interests and talents,
and (5) develop concepts of preplanning and organizing
learning activities.

10.05 02 00 00 Intermediate Industrial Arts gro-
- grant Grades or Years 5 and 6)

Subject matter and experiences in industrial arts
which are planned to 41tilizc maximally pupils' desires

formulate ideas and design and engage in ,construc-
Luna! project activities. Instruction emphasizes the
development Of fundamental tool skills and knowledge
in basic industrial arts and is designed to relate to and
supplement learning in the various subject-mu; -I areas.

10.05 09 00 00 Other Elementary School'Industrial
Arts

Include here other organized subject matter and
experiences eihphasized inelementary school industrial
arts which 'ate not listed above. (Specify.)

10.06 00 00 00 GENERAL INDUSTRIAL ARTS
(FORMERLY GENERAL SHOP)

The study of two or more separate and somewhat
distinct aspects of industry and technology. Learning
experiences involve activities such as experimenting,
dcsigrmg constructing, evaluating, and using a variety
of tools. materials, and processes.

10.07 00 00 00 GRAPHIC ARTS
The study of information and skills concerned with

graphic reproduction, as well as related factors such as
occupations, economics, and consumer information.
Subject matter and learning experiences are organized
under various descriptive titles such as Graphic Arts,
Photography, Photolithography (Photo-offset-
lithography or offset), Printing, and other graphic arts.

10.07 01 00 00 Graphic Arts
The study of tools, materials, and processes of

the printing industry including block printing, intaglio

s:

printing, letterpress printing, lithography, photogra-
phy, rubberstamp construction, 'silk' screen printing,
thermography, type composition, and binding. Learn-
ing experiences include designing, composing, printing,
and evaluating reproduction techniques, and the study
of .history, economics, .occupations, and consumer
inform ton related to the printing industry

10.07 02 00 00 Photography
The study of the tools, materials, and processes

used in photography with emphasis on industrial uses.
Learning activities include experiences using cameras,

_developing negatives, and mak.ng contact prints, en-
largements, and mountings.

10.07 03 00 00 Photolithography (Photo-offset-
lithography or Offset)

The study of the technology or graphic repro-
duction frbm a flat surface or plate prepared photo -
mechanically. Larnindexperiences include design, hot
ands'or cold composition, pasteup, camera and dark-
room techniques, platemaking, and offset presswork.

10.07 04 00 00 Printing
The study of the industry and technology

involved in graphic. reproduction from an inked sur-
facerelief, intaglio, or flat. Activities include design,
composition, imposition, presswork, and bindery.

10.07 99 00 00 Other Graphic Arts
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning situations emphasized in graphic alts which are
not listed above. (Specify.)

10.08 00 00 00 HOME MECHANICS
The study of the tools, materials, and processes

involved in .the upkeep and repair of the home, its
equipment, and devices. Learning activities are cen-
tered around typical problems encountered by the
homeowner and include simple maintenance, repairs,
and construction.

10.09 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL ARTS
MATHEMATICS

(For definition see 11.05 03 00 00 Shop Afathe-
nzatics under MATHEMATICS.)

10.10 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL ARTS SCIENCE
(APPLIED CHEMISTRY)

A body of selected subject matter which is sonic -
times referred to as Practical or Industrial Chemistry.
The subject matter is introductory in nature and is
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designed primarily for nonsciem.e-oriented pupils in
vocational and technical instructional programs. It is
usually descriptive, less quantitative, and less theo-
retical than other chemistry courses. The topics are
usually selected for applications in industry and tech-
nology. (See also Major Aspects of the Physical

Sciences,, 13.03 00 00 00 Physical Sciences, under
NATURAL SCIENCES.)

10.11 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL ARTS SCIENCE
(APPLIED PHYSICS)

A technologically or industrially oriented physics
course in which the subject matter is less quantitative
and theoretical than regular secondary school physics.
Although laboratory exercises are an important part of
the,. course they are usually more of the "follow-the-
direCtion" type having practical applications. Applied
physics is sometimes offered in junior college, technical
and vocational education instructional programs. (See
also 'Major Aspects of the Physical Sciences,

,,13.03 00 00 00 Physical Sciences, ,under NATURAL

SCIENCES.)
'

10:12 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES

A category of infoimation and skills concerned with
industrial-technical materials and processes including
their properties and utilization as they rare fabricated
into ,usable products. Subject matter and learning
experiences are organized under various descriptive
titles such as Fluid Power, Industrial Materials, Indus-
trial Materials and Processeg, Industrial Processes,
Instrumentation, Numerical Control, and other indus-
trial materials and processes.

control of the power necessary to efficiently process
materials.

10.12 04 00 00 Industrial Processes
The study of the methods whereby industrial

.naterials are fabricated by hand, machine, and auto-
mated equipment to produce usable products.

10.12 '05 00 00 Instrumentation
The study of devices necessary to observe

and control both manufacturing processes and the
performance of mechanical and electrical ma-

chinery, including the science of measurement as
well as the conversion and recording of physical,
chemical, and mechanical state and condition into
sensible information.

10.12 06 00 00 Numerical Control
The study of industrial automation in which

specific commands to perform desired machine tool
operations are supplied to the machine control mecha-
nisms by means of information previously programmed
by punched card, punched tape, or magnetic tape.

10.1299 00 00 Other Industrial Materials and Pro-
cesses

Include here other organized subject matter and
learning situations primarily related to and emphasized
in industrial materials and processes which are not
listed above. (Specify.)

10.13 00 00 00 MANUFACTURING
The study of the technology and the socioeconomic

contributions of industries concerned with the creation
of durable consumer products. Learning experiences

10.12 01 00 00 Fluid Power are developed around functions or concepts of industry

The study, of hydraulics and pneumatics, in- and include research and experimentation, product
eluding power conversion, transmission, and utilization_design and development, fabrication (custom and

in both stationary and mobile installations. mass), packaging, and distributiOn.

10.12 02 00' 00 Industrial Materials
The study analysis and testing of industrial"

materials, e.g., metals, hydrocarbons, wood, finishes,
plastics, and earth materials, chemical composition,
physical and mechanical properties, fabrication limita-
tions, and performance when exposed to a normal
industrial and commercial environment.

10.12 03 00 00 Industrial Materials and Processes
The study of the properties and utilization of

industrial materials as they are fabricated into usable
products, including a study of the utilization and

2 wf Tj

10.14 00 00 00 METALS
A category of information and skills concerned with

metals including the products manufactured from
metals, the technology 'employed in the production,
processing, and use of metals; and related factors such
as occupations, economics, and consumer inforthation.
Subject matter and learning experiences are organized
under various descriptive titles such as Metals, Metal
Machining (Metal Shop), Metal Technologjr, Sheet
Metal, Welding, and other metals.

10.14 01 00 00 Metals



10 1NQUSTRIAL ARTS(Continued)

The study of the tools, maler;als, and processes
used in several facets of the metals industries. Learning
experiences generally include experimenting, designing,
fabricating, forming, and evaluating metals and metal
products,

10.14 02 00 00 Metal Machining (Metal Shop)
The study of the operations and related in-

formation concerned with the shaping of metals by
machine.

10.14, 03 00 00 Metal Technology
The study of the problems and operations

involved in the transformation of metal into usable
products with special emphasis on technical infor-
mation, qualities. specifications, and standards. Learn-
ing experiences include experimenting, creating, de-
signing, constructing, and evaluating metal products.

10.14 04 00 00 Sheet Metal
The study of the operations, problems, and

related information concerned with forming and fabn-.
eating sheet metal products.

10.14 05 00 00 Welding
The study of the operations used in Cutting and

fabricating metal products by welding techniques.

10.14 99 00 00 Other Metals
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning situations primarily related to and emphasized
in metals which are not listed above, (Specify.)

s.,

10.15 '00 00 00 'PLASTICS
A ':ategory of information and skills cont.erned with

the production, processing, and uses of plastics, and
related factors such as occupations, economics, and
consumer information. Subject matter and learning

}6ex eriences are organized under various descriptive
tit,essuch as Plastics, Plastics Technology, and other
plastics.

10.15 01 00 00 Plastics
The study of the tools, materials, and processes

used in several facets of the plastics industry. Learning
experiences include experimenting, designing, ma-
ginning, fabricating, forming, and evaluating plastics
and plastic pr6ducts.

'10.15 02 00 00 Plastics Technology

The study of the problems and operations
involved in the manufacture and transformation of
plastics into usable products with special emphasis on
technical information, qualities, specifications, and
standards. Learning experiences Include experimenting,
creating, designing, fabricating, forming, and evaluating
plastic products.

10.15. 99 00 00 Other Plastics
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning situations primarily related to and emphasized
in plastics which are not listed above. (Specify.)

10.16 00 00 00 POWER/AUTOMOTIVE
MECHANICS

A category of information and skills concerned with
the various forms of power, including its generation,
transmission, and utilization. Subject matter and learn-
ing experiences are organized under various descriptive
titles such as Automotive Mechanics, Power and
Automotive Mechanics, Transportation, and other

k

power and automotive mechanics. (See also
16.01 04 00 00 Automotive _Technology under
TECHNICAL EDUCATION, and 17.03.-00 00 00
Automotive Services under TRADE AND 'INDUS-
TRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

10.16 01 00 00 Automotive Mechanics
The study of the operating principles, design,

construction, maintenance, and repair of automobiles
and similar power sources, including developing under-
standing,of related physicalond chemical principles.

10.16 02 00 00 Power/Automotive Mechanics
The study of the technolou involved in har-

nessing and controlling .pbwer,' including its source,
generation, transmission, and utilization, with specific
emphasis on the automobile as a device of power
conversion, transmission, and utilization.

10.16 03 00 00 Power Mechanics
The study of the development, transmission,

and utilization of power, including the theory, main-
tenance, and servicing of machines and, devices for the
conversion of power into useful forms. Methods and
devotes for the transmission of power and outpnl
madiaiery for utilizing power are emphasized.

10.16 04 00 00 Transportation
The study of operating principles, design, con-

struction, maintenance, and repair of transportation
devices, e.g., automobiles, airplanes, traids, and boats,
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including an understanding of related physical and

chemical principles.

10.16 99 00 00 Other Power/Automotive Mechanics
Include here other organized subject.matter and

learning situations primarily related to and emphasized
in power and automotive mechanics which are not
listed -above. (Specify.)

10.17 00 00 00 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The study of industrialtechnical problems, in-

()hiding provisions for individual or group investigations
of problems and opportunities' to evaluate their solu-
tions by designing, constructing, and testing projects.

10.18 00 00 00 SERVICE INDUSTRIES
The study of the technology of industries

cerned with the maintenance, and repair cd'onsumer
and/or industrial products. Learning experiences in-

volve diagnosing, adjusting, replacing, rebuilding, in-

stalling, testing, or rofinishing these products. Usually,

the problems of small service busine'1 management and

human relations are included fOr study.

10.19 00 00 00. WOODS
A category of information and skills concerned with

woods, incruding various manufactured' -wood products,

the technology., employed in the manufacture and
construction of products,using woods, and related

factors such as occupations, economics, and consumer
information. Subject matter -and learning experiences
are organized under various descriptive titles such as
Woods; Woods Technology, and other woods.

10:19 01 00 00. Woods
- The study of the tools, materials, and processes

used in the woods industries. Learning experiences
usually include experimenting with, designing, and
constructing wood products, and evaluating woods and
wood products, using the tools, materials, and pro-
cesses related to these industries. The study of such
factors as techniques, economics, and consumer infor-
mation relating to these industries is emphasized.

10.19 02 00 00 Woods Technology
A study of the woods manufacturing industries

and the technology involved in the construction of
buildings and the manufacture of articles made -from

wood and wood prcducts. Learning experiences in-

clude experimenting with, designing, constructing,
operating, and evaluating industrial tools, processes,
forest products, and related synthetic materials.

10.19 99 00 00' Other Woods
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning situations primarily related to.and emphasized
in woods which are not listed above. (Specify.)

-10.99 00 900 00 OTHER INDUSTRIAL,ARTS
Include here other ,organized subject matter and

learning situations emphasized in industrial arts which
are not listed or classifiable' in one, of the above major
categories: (Specify.)

.

MATHEMATICS.

11.00, 00 00 00

Mathematics comprises the body of related subject
matter, or the body of related courses, organiied for
carrying on learning experiences concerned with the
science °Is relations existing between quantities (mag2i-
tude) and operations and the science of methods used
for deducing from, other quaritTries;.known or sup-
posed, the quantities sought.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Mahlematics applied
the following rationale to the selection of the items for

placement in the Mathematics area: (I) the items-
selected and clastified were determined by consensus'
of the committee to include the aspects of"Thathe-

gatics most commonly taught in the United States: (2)

the various aspects of subject matter selected for
classification could be defined in brief form-using only
salient, descriptive elements; and (3) the items were
identifiable by titles which were considered to be most
commonly used in current practice in mathematics.
. Opportunities are frequently provided both during
and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop

interests, skills, and knowledge in selected 'aspects of
mathematics as an integral part of the instructional
program. As an example, the Mathematics Club pro-
vides additional opportunitie'.to explore interests,
apply various acquired skills,and increase knowledge
about different aspects of mathematics. Such:organized
activities, under appropriate supervision, are referred to
as cocurricular activities. A variety of activities is
identified under 20.00 00-.00 00 Cocurricular Activi-
ties in chapter 5 beginning on page '146; and they are
described pore fully in this chapter beginning on page
242. As an illustration, the Mathematics Club is

identified for reporting purposes under Cocurricular
Activities as Item 20.01 00 00.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject

`matter in the instructional program. For examples, see
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11 MATHEMATICS-- (Continued)

the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on'pages 71 78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90 -96. Graphic
illustrations on these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 ou page 13.

Included in this subject-matter area are the items of
information which identity various subjects in the
Mathematics area.

11.01 00 00 00 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATH-
. EMATICS (K-6)

Mathematics subject matter, designed for the ele-
mentary school, whiclosually concerned with the.
study of various aspects of arithmetic, informal al-
gebra, and informal ,geometry, An overall goal is

understanding accompanied by reasonable efficiency in
both the computational and applicational phases of
mathematics. Toward this end certain emphases per-
meate all topics and all grade levels. Among these are
(1) the use of manipulative and pictured materials to
clarify ideas and to build meanings; (2) recognition of
the role of mathematics in real life and its use in
problem solving situations; (3) the rationale of the
decimal numeration system and of the algorithms of
the operations; (4) the relationships which exist within
a single operation, between two operations, and among
the four operations; (5) the continuous development of
the concepts which are basic'to'any topic studied, from 4?

the simplest beginnings to .whatever extensions and
expansions are consistent with the learner's ability to
comprehend; (6) provision for prerequisite 'earnings
for later topics; (7) the use of methods which will
interest, stimulate, and motivate the pupil; and (8)
appropriate adjustments for variations in the abilities
of pupils.

In practice, the subject matter usually is organized
on a spiral plan. By meansof this plan pupils study the
same subject-matter topic two or more years or
grado-placement levels, each time at a higher le vl of
difficulty. Generally included, in the K-6 mathematics
program are the following topLs. (indii.ate the topt.,s
emphasized.)

11.01 00 01 00
Sets, number, numerals

11.01 00 02 00
Cardinal number, ordinal number

11.01 00 03 00
Place value as related to numeration systems

with emphasis on the decimal system

11.01 00 04 ;00
Number systems, whole numbert, integerg,

and rationals

11.01 00 05 00 -
Basic operations. addition, subycon, mul-

tiplication, division, and factoring (e.g., halving)

1 h,01 00 06 00
Variables: frames, letters, and other symbols,

11.91 00 07 00
Properties of operations on. wInile numbers,

integers, and rationals

11.01 00 08 00
The rationale of compbtation. algorithms

involving whole and rational numbers,

11.01 00 09 00
Ratio: proportion, percent

11.01 00 10 00
Prime and composite numbers. factors and

multiples '

11.01 00 11 00
Order relations. equality and inequality

11.01 00 12 00
The number line

11.01 00 13 00
Measurement, e.g., units of measurement,

nature of measurement, length, area,,, perimeter, and
volume

11.01 00' 14 00
Informal geometry, e.g., form and pattern as

observed in the physical worlds intuitive development
of such concepts as geometrical point, line, line
segment, ray, angle, simple closed cur, .plane, poly-
gons, and space figures .

11:01 00 15 00
.Informal algebra: number sentences, formu-

las, graphing, knd a number line
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11,01 00 99 00 Other blementary-SchoOl Mathe-

matics Topics

Include here other topics emphasized in
elementary-school mathematics which are not listed

above. (Spec fy.)

11.02 GO 00 00 MATHEMATICS (7TH AND 8TH
GRADES)

Mathematics subject matter designed for the junior
high school and goncerned with extending the various
aspects of arithmetic, algebra, and informal geometry
taught 4,11 the elynentary school. There are also more
advanced topics introduced on an informal basis.

"Emphasis is on Oa expAding the topics studied in the
elemainary Aehool and introducing advanced topics
consistent wall thL1 learners' ability to comprehend, (b)
the application'of mathematics,_ (c) methods of prob-
leM solving, and (d) metric and nonmetric geometry.

ti

11;02 01 00 00 Arklunetic
The following topics in arithmetic are usually

included in mathematics for grade 7 and 8. (Indicate
the tbpics empl;asized.)

. s

11.0± 01 01 00. ,
a

System of numeration in base ten, possibly
contrasting it.tvith other bases

11.02 01 02 00
Rationale of the compptational procedes

ra

11.02 01 03 00
Nature and .properties of the, systems of

numbers, e.g. natural numbers, whole numbers, in- ,

tegerls., rational numbers, and real numbers
*0,

f.02 01 04 00
Representation of numbers by terminating

and nonterimnating decimal frabtions

11.02 01 ,05 00
Very Itirge and very small numbers, scien-

tific notation, approxiniation, and precision

11.02 01 06 00
Ratios, proportions,:and percents

-11.02 01 99 00 Other ArithmeticATopics
Include here other topics \emphasized in

arithmetic for plades, 7, and 8 which are not listed
above. (Specify.)

-$
/Cy -) ,

11.02 02 00 00 Geometry
The following topics in geometry are usually

included in mathematics for grades 7 and 8' (Indicate

the topics emphasized.)

1'1.02 02 01 00
Lines, angles, triangles, polygons, circles,

and solids; calculation of perimeters, areas, and vol-
umes of polygons, circles, and solids

11.02 02 02 00
Measurements, e.g., length, area, angles,

-volume, and weight, including metric ineasurtiment

11.02 02 03 00
Similarity and congruence of polygons

11.02 02 04 00
Parallelism and perpendicularity.

1.1.0? 02 05 00
Uses of various instruments, including the

:straightedge, protractor, and compass for constructing

geometric figures

11.02 02 06 00
Construction of geometric models

11.02'02 07 00
Nonmetric geometry

11.02 02 99 00 Other Geometry Topics
Include here other topics emphasized in

geometry for grades 7 and 8 which may be identified in

the list under 11.12 00 00 00 Geometry, Also, in-
elude topics emphasized that do not appear in the list

above or under Geometry. (Specify.)

11.02 03 00 00 Algebra and Statistics
The following topics in algebra and statistics are

usually included in mathematics for grades 7 and 8:
(Indicate the topics emphasized.)

11.02 03 01 00.
RCading and constructing statistical graphs

11.02103 02 00
Representing numbers by symbols

11.02 In 03 00
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11 MATHEMATICS(Continued) )1.03 00 02 00
Variables

-11.02 03 04 00
Formulas, including those used in measure-

ment and percentage ;

11.03 00 03 00
Sentence forms (open sentences) and state-

ments
11.02 03 OS 00

Integers, rationals, and real numbers 11.03 00 04 00

J Numerical expressions and algebraic expres-
11,02 03 06 00 sions

Graphs on number line and number plane;
of simple equalities and inequalities 11.03 00 05 00

Symbols for grouping and conventions for
11.02 03 99 00 Other Algebra and Statistics Topics omitting them

Include here other topics emphasized in
algebra and statistics for grades 7 aid 8 which may be 11.03 00 06 00
identified in the 'is' under 11.03 00 00 00 Algebra Principal operators, indicated sums and
and/or 11,15 00 00 00 Probability and Statistics. products; polynomials
Also, include- topics emphasized that do not appear in
the list above or under Algebra or Probability and 11.03 00 07 00
Statistics. (Specify.) Introduction to the real numbers (directed

numbers)
11.03 00 00 00 ALGEBRA

An organization of -Mathematics subject matter 11.03 00 08 00
concerned (through high school) primarily with the Addition and multiplication of (cals.._
properties of number systems, i.e., the real number
system and the complex number system. Although the 11.03 00 09 00
content of high shool algebra has been expanded in Additive inverses (opposites) and multiplica-.
the direction of structure (including proof), manipura- live inverses, (reciprocals)
five skills are emphasized. In some high school courses
topics such as groups, rings, and integral domains as 11.03 00 10 00
well as work on the various kinds of fields have Also Inverse operations (subtraAmon and division
been introduced. Topics selected from the following of teals)
list (11.v3 00 01 00 through 11.03 00 99 00), as
well as topics not listed below, may serve to describe 11.03 00 11 00
the instructional content of algebra -first-year, second- Evaluating algebraic expressions
year, third-year, and other algebra.

11.03 00 12 00
11.03 01 00 00 First-year Field properties of the real number system

(For a description of the subject matter select
from the topics which follow.) 11.03 00 13 00

Order and the real numbers, the number line
1,1.03 :02 00 00 Second-year

(For a description of the subject matter select 11.03 00 14 00
from the topics which follow.) Absolute value and distance on the number

line
11.03 03 00 00 Third-year

. (1-or a description of the subject matter select
from the topics which follow.)

11.03 00 01 00
Symbols and their referents (numerals and

numbers)

11.03 00 15 00
Graphs on the number line: simple equa-

tions and inequalitiei in 'one variable

11.03 00 16 00
Open sentences and their solution
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11.03 00 17 00 11.03 00 32 00

The real number system as an ordered field Linear functions

11.03 00 18 00 11.03 00 33 00

Deductive organization, postulates,proof Quadratic functions

11.03 00 16 00 11.03 00 34 00

Equivalent expressions, simplifying, ex- Variation

panding, and factoring

11.03 00 20 00
expressions and equivalent in-

equalities 11.03.00 36 00
The integers

11.03 00 35 00
The positive integers

11.03 00 21 00
Equivalent expressions containing fractions 11.03 00 37 00

Mathematical induction

11.03 .4 22 00
Equations containing fractions; ratio, pro- 11.03 00 38 00

portion
The rationals

11.03 00 23 00 11.03 00 39 00

Sets and set notation; subsets, intersection, Positive integral exponents

union
11.03 00 40 00

11.03 00 24 00 Integral exponents

Sets of ordered pairs; Cartesian products;

relations; functions
11.03 00 41 00

Word problems

11.03 00 25 00
Tile number plane lattice (of integers) 11.03 00 42 00

Systems of equations (3 and 4 variables)

11.03 00 26 00
The number plane 11.03 00 43 00

11.03 00 27 00
Graphs on the number plane and the num-

.

ber plane lattice: equations and inequalities

11.03' 00 28 00
Simultaneous (systems of) equations and

inequalities

11.03 00 29 00
Quadratic equations and inequalities

11.03 00 30 00
Discriminant of a quadratic

11.03 00 31 00
Constant functions

Upper and lower bounds

11.01 00 44 00
Least upper bound and greatest lower.

bound

11.03 00 45 00
Well-ordering principle

11.03 00 46 00
Completeness and the real number system as

a complete ordered field

11.03 00 47 00
Radicals

r
11.03 00 48 bo

Square root and decimal approximations
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11 MATHEMATICS- Continued ) 11.03 00 66 00
Synthetic division

11.03 00 49 00
Rational exponents 11.03 00 67 00

Determinants
11.03 00 50 00

Equations involving radicals 11.03 00 68 00
Matrices

11.03 00 51 00
Formulas

11.03 00 52 00
`Scientific notation

11.03 00 69 00
Vectors

11.03 00 70 00
limits

11.03 00 53 00
Sequences 11.03 00 71 00

Continuous functions
11.03 00 54 00 .

Continued sums and Y,notation 11.03 00 72 00
Complex numbers

11.03 00 55 00
Continued products and rinotation 11.03 00 73 00 Other Topics in Algebra

Include here other topics emphasized in
11.03 40 56 00 algebra which are not listed above. (Specify.) .

Difference sequences

11.03 04 00 00 College Algebra
11.03 00 57 00 . (The subject matter is the same as or similar to

Arithmetic sequences (progressions) ' 11.03 03' 00'00 Algebra-Third year and/or
11.09 00 00 00 Elementary Functions.)

11.03 00 58 00
Geometric sequences (progressions)

11.03 00.59 00
Combinations

11.03 00 60 00
Permutations

11,03- '06 61 00
ProbaNlity

11.03 00 02 00
Binomial Theorem for positive integral

*1 11.03 00 63 00
Lxtended Binomial Theorem

11.03 00 64 00 1

Fai:tor theorem

11.03 00 65 00
Remainder theorem

11.03 05 00 00 Intermediate Algebra
(The- subject matter is the same or shbilar to

11,03 02 00 00 Algebra-Second-year.)

11.03 06 oa 00 Linear Algebra
The study of tile, linear operations of vector

addition and multiplication by scalars, andiof transfor-
mations which pieserve these operations. The multi-
variable aspect of linear algebra is one of its extensions
of ordinary algebra. Topics such as the following are
usually included: simultaneous linear equations, vectors,
linear dependence, bases, dimehsioargeometry of lines
and planes in ,spaces of any dimension, convexity,
innet-prodtras, orthogonal bases, linear transforliations
and their representation as matrices, matrix algebra, de-
terminants, eigenvalues,eigenvectors,and conical forms;
the standard forms of ionics and other applications.

11.03 99 00 00 Other Algebra
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in algebra which is not listed above.
(Specify.)
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11.04 00 00 00 ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOME-

TRY (INTEGRATED)
An organization of -subject matter frequently pro-

' vided for a third or fourth year of study in a sequence
of mathematics offerings. The subject matter usually is

selected and organized to prepare pupils, having com-

petency in mathematics, for the study of calculus and

analytic geometry in a college or other posthigh school

nstructiOnal program requiring proficiency in mathe-

matics. The subject matter is essentially college-level in

nature, and usually includes topics in algebra and

trigonometry such as the fo"owmg-

11.04 '00 01 00
Elementary functions and graphs: linear and

quadratic functions, exponential and logarithmic func-

tion,, and others

11.04 00 02 00
Mathematical induction

11.04 00 03 00
Polynomials. remainder theorem, factor

theorem, synthetic theorem, and others

11.04 00 04 00
b Complex numbers

11.04 00 05 00
Circular functions. solution of triangles,

trigonometric functions and their graphs, analytic

trigonometry. identities and equations, and others

11.04 00 Q9 00 Other Topics in Algebra and Trigo-

nometry (integrated)
Include here other topics emphasized in

algebra and trigonometry (integrate:;) which are not

listed above (Specify.)

11.05 00 00 00 APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Mathematics courses designed and provided for

study as alternatives to the sequentially organized

college-preparatory or general educational mathematics

courses. Subject matter usually is comprised of selected

aspects of mathematics used in practical and special-

ized situations in daily life. The subject matter is

treated under various descriptive titles, such as: Busi-

ness Arithmetic, Consumer Mathematics, Shop Nlathe-

MAIO. and other applied mathematics.

11.05 01 00 00 Business Arithmetic
The study of various aspects of arithmetic

which apply particularly to business problems. Usually

included ut, the mathematics subject matter for busi-

ness applications are (1) the rationale of computation

-by mans of-the four basic operations with the rational

numbers: (2) the decimal numeration system; (3) ratio,

proportion, and percent; (4) measurement; (5)

formulas; and (6) graphs. (Included as

03.05 00 00 00 Business Arithmetic or Mathematics

under BUSINESS.)

11.05 02 00 00 Consumer Mathematics
. The ludy of various applications of arithmetic,

infoimal algebra, and informal geometry which apply

particularly to consumer problems. Usually included in

the mathematics subject matter for consumer applica-

tions are (1) the rationale ofromputation by means of

the four basic operations with real numbers; (2) ratio,

proportion, and, percent: (3) linear, area, volume, and

angular measurement; (4) graphs and descriptive statis-

tics; and (5) simple equations avid formulas.

11.05 03 00 00 Shop Mathematics
The study of various applications of arithmetic,

informal algebra, and informal geometry which apply

particularly to shop problems. Usually, the mathe-

matics subject matter for shop applications includes (1) ,

the rationale of computation by means of the four
basic operations with real numbys; (2) linear, area,

volume, and angular measurement; (3) the decimal
numeration system; (4) informal algebra; (5) informal

geometry; (6) numarical trigonometry; and (7) mathe-

matical tables, graphs, and the slide rule. (Included as

10.09 00 00 00 Industrial Arts Mathematics under

INDUSTRIAL ARTS.)

11.05 99 00 00 Other Applied Mathematics
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized_ in applied mathematics which is not

classified above. (Specify.)

11.06 00 00 00 CALCULUS
The study of two fundamental limits, called the

derivative and the integral, and their evaluation by

means of a function algebra called "the calculus."
Usually, three to four semesters are required to cover

the following topics in calculus. Topics selected from

the following (11.06 00 01 00 through

11.06 00 99 00), as well as topics not listed below,

may be used to describe the instructional subject

matter of first-year and second-year calculus.

11.06 01 00 00 First-year Calculus
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11 MATHEMATICS (Continued)

(Fur a description (.1 the subject matter select
from the topics which follow.

11.06 02 00 00 Second-year Calculus
(Fur a description or the subject matter 'select

from the topics which follow.)

11,06 00 01 00
Functions and hunts, ,ontinnity

11.06 00 02 00
Dero.ato,es and applications

11.06 00 03 00

Differentiation of polynomials. of algebraic,
exponential. and trigonometric functions

11.06 00 04 00
Maxima and minima

11.06 00 05 00
Rate probleirs. motion in a core, velocity;

and acceleration

11.06 00 06 00
The definite integral and application to

areas, volumes. distributions averages, and moments

11,06 00 07 00
The fundamental theorem and techniques of

integration,

11.06 00 08 00
Numerical calculus

11.06 00 09 00
Theorem of the mean and extension to

Taylor's Theorem

I 1 .06 00 10 00

Indefinite sequences, series, indeterminate
improper integrals, arid other special limits

11.06 00 11 00
Multivariate calculus, including partial dif-

ferentiation. the differential, and multipl...! integrals

11 06 00 12 00
Vector calculus gradients. directional demi-

nye. vector products, vector fields, divergence, and curl

11.06 00 13 00
Differential equations and applications

11.0[ 00 99 00 Other Topics in Calculus
Include here other topics emphasized in

Salculus which are not listed above. (Specify.)

11.07 00 00 00 CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC
GEOMETRY

Usually, the study of intermediate -algebra, ingo-
nometry, and elementary functions. as prerequisite to
the study of calculus with analytic geometry f )110wed
by calculus. Calculus topics are the sand as those for
the standard calculus course, but the analytic geometry
is usually reduced to a minimum. Analytic geometry
topics frequently include the following: a brief intro-
duction to coordinate geometry, properties of the teal
number line with etuphasis on inequalities and absolute
value, neighborhoods and other intervals- in the line,
slopes and lines, curves, functions and limits, conics,
parametric representations of curves, polar coordinates,
and rudiments of solid analytic geometry of curves and
Surfaces.

11.08 00 '00 00' COMPUTER MATHEMATICS
Mathematics subject matter designed for study by

pupils who plan to work closely with computers.
Consideration is given- to the algorithmic approach to
mathematics which enables a problem to be handled by
a machine. A first course may include the following
topics; (See also 03.17 3 00 00 Computer-oriented
Mathematics (Data-processing Mathematics) under
BUSINESS.)

11.08 00 01 00
Description of The logical structure of the

computer operations (not the machine)

11.08 00 02 00 .

Algorithms for the computer

11.0S 00 03 00
Programming languages (forum' or Algol or

others)

11.08 on o4 00
Compilers

)1.08 00 05 00
Problem ,Iving

numerical situations
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11.08 00 99 00 Other Topics in Computer Mathe-
matics

Include here other topics emphasized in
computer mathematics which are not listed above.

11.09 00 00 00 ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS

sA body of subject matter in the calculus-

preparatory sequence which is designed to bridge the

gap 4ron't Intermediate Algebra to Calculus with Ana
lyric Geometryalternative to and overlapping Collegj

Algebra. The subject matter is concerned with the

study of the elementary functions, their graphs and
applications. Usually, the following topics are included

for study .

11.09 00 01 00
PolynoniLlls

11.09 00 02 00
RatiOnal and algebraic functions

11.09 00 03 00
Exponential functions

11.09 00 04 00
Logarithmic tunctions

11,09 00 05 00
Trigonometric function, as periodic func-

tions on the real number line

11.09 00 06 00
/ Introduction to three-dimensional analytic

geometry

11.09 00 99 00 Ether Topics in Elementary Functions

Include here other topics emphasized in

elementary functions. which are not listed above.

(Spikify.)

11.10 00 00 00 FIRST -YEAR COLLEGE MATHE-

MATICS FOR ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL TEACHERS
The study of mathematics/subject matter which

usually includes the following topics:

11.10 00 01 '00
Field axioms as they are used in arithmetic

11.10 00 02 00
Logic and its place in mathematical proof

11.10 00 03 00
Numeration systems and the meaning of

place value

11.10 00 04 00
Use of sets and the number line in explain-

ing the meaning of number operations

11.10 00 99 00 Other Topics in First-year College
Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers

Include hqe other topics emphasized, in
first-year college matheniatics for elementary school

teachers nch are not listed-above. (Specify.)

11 00 00 00 GENERAL - MATHEMATICS
An organized body of mathematics subject matter

which frequently comprises 'an alternative to the
sequence of college-preparatory mathematics courses.

In practice,- a first course in general inathematics is'

frequently offered in the 9th grade followed by
additional courses the 10th, 11th, andjor 12th
grades: The subject matter for each course in general

mathematics may be identified from among, the topics

listed-below:

11.11 01 00 00 First-yePr General Mathematics
(For description of the subject Matter select

'from the following topics.)
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11.11 01 01 00 Arithmetic
The following topics- in arithmetic are fre-

quently included in general mathematics:

11.11 01 01 01
Basic concepts and skills, including nota

non and numeration systems and systems or natural,

whole, rational and real numbers

11.11 01 01 02
Applications of pcicent- ni;1 funda-

mental operation's, e.g., interest, boriov .nd lending

money, discount, taxes, commissions, insurance, social

security, and installment buying

11.11 01 01 03
Elementary number theory: primes,

factors, and composites

11.11 01 01 99 Other Arithmetic Topics in First-
year General Mathenzatks

Include here other topics in arithmetic



ti MATHEM iATICS(COntnued)

.

I

emphasized in the first year of general mathematics
aduch may bi- identified in the list of arithmetic topics
under .11.02 00 00 00, Mathematics (7th and 8th
grades), or which are not listed above or under
Mathematics (7th and 8th grades) (Specify.)

11.11 01 02 00 Geometry
Topics in geometry studied in general

mathematics frequently include:

11.11 01 02 01
Nfeasurement such as

length, and volume
angular, area,

1

11.11 01 02 02
Use of instruments such as the straight-' "etlY, CtillIP;w1,, and protractor for construction of

geometric figures

11.:1 01 02 03.
*Calculation of perimpter area, and vol-

tumc

11.11 01 02 04
_ - Construction of models: two-dimen-

csional. three-dimensional

11.11 01 02 05
Indirect measurement including scale

drawing. similar triangles, and numerical trigonometry

11,11 01 02 06
The Pythagorean rule and its application

11 41 01 02 Q9 Other Geometr ''topics in First-year
General Mathematics

Include here other topics in geometry
emphasized in the first year of general mathematics
which may be identified in the list of topics under
11 12 00 00 00 Geometry or in the list of geometry
topics under 11.02 00 00 00 Mathematics (7th and
'tit grades), or which are., not included in either of

awls: linds or above. (Specify.)

11.11 01 03 00 Algebra and Statistics
Topics in algebra and statistics studied in

egiTail 'mathematics frequently include:

11.11 01 03 01
Introduction to algebra, including

A

symbols; formulas, positive and negative nuthbers,
equations, and inequalities

11.11 01 03 02
Ratio and proportions, trigonometry of

the right triangld

11.11 01 03 03
Calculation of mean, median, and mode

11.11 01 03 04
Statistical graphs

11.11 01 03 05
Informal numerical probability

;
11.11 01 03 99 Other Algebra and Statistics Topics

in First-year General Mathematics
Include here other topics in algebra and

statistics emphasized., in the 'first y'ear of general
mathematics which may be identified in the list under
In03 ,00 00 00 Algebra or wider 11.15 00 00 00
Probability and Statistics -or under 11.02 00 00 00
Mathematics (7th and 8th grades), or which are not
included in these lists or above. (Specify.)

11.11 02 00 00' Second-year General Mathematics
(For description of the subject matter select

from the following topics.)

11.11 02 01 00 Artithmetic
The following 'topics in anthmetic are fre-

quently included in general mathematics:

11.11 02 01 01
Basic concepts and skills, including

don and numeration systems and systems of natural,
whole, rational, and real numbers

11.11 02 01 02
Applications of percentage and funda-

mental operations, eg., Interest, borrowing and lending
money, discount, taxes, commissions, insurance, social
security, and installment buying

11.11 02 01 03
Elementary number theory: primes, fac-

tors, and composites

11.11 02 01 99 Other Arithmetic Topics in Second-
year Genethl Mathematics

Include here other topics in arithmetic
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emphasized in the second year of general mathematics

which may be identified in the list otiarithmetic topics

under -1-1-.02 in:oo, 00 Mathematics (7th_ and 8th-

grades), or which are not listed above or under
Mathematics (7th and 8th grades). (Specify.)

11.11 02 D2 00 Geometry
Topics in geometry studied in general math-

ematics frequently include:

11.11 02 02 01
Measurement such as angular, area,

length: and volume

11.11 02 02 02
Use of instruments such as the straight.

edge, compass, and protractor for construction of
geometric figures

11.11 02 02 03
Calculation of perimeter, area, and

volume

11.11 02 02 04
Construction of models: two-dimen-

sional, three-dimensional

11.11 02 02 05
Indirect measurement including scale

drawing, similar triangles, and numerical trigonometry

11.11 02 02 1)6
The Pythagorean rulc and its application

11.11 02 02 99 Other Geometry Topics in Second-

, year General Mathematics 9
Include here other topics in geometry

emphasized in the second year of general mathematics

which may be identified in the list of topics under

11.12 00 00 00 Geometry or in the list of geonietry

topics under 11.02 00 00 00 Mathematics (7th and

8th grades), or which are not included in either of

these lists or above.?ecify.)

11.11 02 03 00 Algebra and Statistics
Topics in algebra and statistics studied in

general mathematics frequently include:

1:.11 02 03 01
Introduction to algebra, including

symbols, formulas, positive and negative numbers,

equations, and inequalities

11.11 02 03 02
Ratio and proportions, trigonometry of

the. right triangle

11.11 02 03 03
Calculation of mean, median, and mode

L1.11 02 03 04
Statistical graphs

11.11 02 03 05
Informal numerical probability

11.11 02 03 99- Other Algebra and Statistics Topics
in Second-year General Mathematics

Include here other topics in algebra and
statistics emphasized in the second year of general
mathematics which may be identified in the list under

11.03 00 00 DO Algebra or under 11.15 00 00 OO

Probability and Statistics or under 11.02 00 00 00
Mathematics (7th and 8th grades), or which are not .
included in these lists or above. (Specify.)

11.11 03 00 00. Third-year General Mathematics-
. (For description of the subject matter select

from the following topics.)

11.11 03 01 00 Arithmetic
The following topics in arithmetic are fre-

quently included in general mathematics:

11.11 03 01 01
Basic cormepts and skills, including nota-

tion and numeration systems and systems of natural,

whole, rational, and real numbers

11.11 03 01 02
Applications of percentage and funda-

,.
mental operations, e.g., interest, borrowing and/ending

money, discount, taxes, commissions, insurance, social

security, and installment buying

11.11 03 01 03
Elementary number theory: primes,

factors, and composites

11.11 03 01 99 Other" Arithmetic -Topics in Third-
year General Mathematics

Include here other topics in arithmetic
emphasized in the third year of general mathematics

which may be identified in the list of arithmetic topics

under 11.02 00 00 00 Mathematics (7th and 8th
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11 MATHEMATICS-- (Continued)

grades), or which are not listed above or under
Mathematics (7th and 8th grades). (Specify.)

11.11 03 02 00 Geometry
Topics in geometry studied in general math-

ematics frequently include:

-11.11 03 02 01
Measurement

length, and volume
such as angular,

11.11 03 03 02
Ratio and proportions; trigonometry of

the right triangle

11,11 03 03 03
Calculation of mean, median, and mode

11.1,1 03 03 04
Statistical graphs

area, 11.11 03 03 05
Infollial numerical probability

11.11 03 02 02
Use of ingrujnents such as the straight

edge, compass, and proitractor for construction of
geometric figures

11.11 03 03 99 Other Algebra and Statistics Topics
in-Third-year General Ma thetha tics

Include here other topics in algebra and
statistics emphasized in the third year of general
mathematics which may be identified under1 i .11 03 02 03 11.03 00 00 00 Algebra or under 11.15 00 00 00

calculation of perimeter, area, . and - probability and Statistics or under 11.02 00 00 00
volume Mathematics (7th and 8th grades), or which are not

included in these lists or above. (Specify.)
. 11.11 03 02 04

Construction of models: two-dimen-
sional, three-dimensional

11.11 03 01 05
Indirect measurement including scale

similar triangles, and numerical trigo-drawing,
mullet ry

11.11 03 02 06
The Pythagorean rule and its application

11.11 03 02 99 Other Geometry Topics in 'Third-
year General Mathematics

Include here other- topics *.n geometry
emphasized in the third year of general mathematics
which may be identified in the list of topics under
11.12 00 00 00 Geometry or in-the list of geometry
topics, under 11.02 .00 00 00 Mathematics (7th and
8th grades), or Oa are not included in either of
these lists or above. (Specify.)

1111 03 _03 00 Algebra and Statistics
Topics in algebra and statistics studied in

general mathematics frequently include:

11.11 03 03 01
Introduction ,to algebra, including

symbols, formulas, positive and negative numbers
equations,..6d inequalities
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11.11 04 00 00 FoUrthyear General
Mathematics

(For description of the subject matter select
from tile following topics.)

11.11 04 01 00 Arithmetic
The following topics in arithmetic are fre-

quently included in general mathematics:

11.11 04 01 01
Basic concepts and skills, including nota-

tion and numeration systems and systems of natural,
whole, rational, and real numbers

11.11 04 01 02
Applications of percentage and funda-

mental operations, e.g., interest, borrowing and lending
money, discount, taxes, commissions, insurance, social
security, and installment-buying

11.11 04 01 03
Elementary number theory: primes,

factors, and composites

11.11 04 01 99 Other Arithmetic Topics in Fourth-
year General Mathematics

Include here other topics in arithmetic
emphasized in the fourth year of general mathematics
which may be identified in the list of arithmetic topics
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under 11.02 00 00 00 Mathematics (7th and 8th

grades), or which are not :isted above or under
Mathematics (7th and 8th grades). (Specify.)

11.11 04 02 00 Geometry
Topics in geomt;try studied in general mathe-

matic's frequently include:

11:11 04 02' 01
Measurement such as angular, area,

length, and volume

11.11 04 02 02
Use of instruments such as the

straightedge. compass, anti protractor for construc-

tion of geometric figures

11.11 04 02 03
Calculation perimeter, . area, and

volume

11.11 04 02 04
Construction- of models: two-dimen--

sional, three-dimensional

11.11 04 02 05
Indirect measurement including scale

drawing, similar triangles, and numerical trigo-

nometry

11.11 04 02 06
Tlie Pythagorean rule and its applica-

tion

11.11 04 02 99 Other Geometry Topics in Fourth-
year General Mathematics

Include here other topics in geometry

emphasized in the fourth year of general matheniatics

which may be.identilled in the list of topics under

11.12 00 00 00 Geometry or irk the list of geometry

topics under 11.02 00 00 00 Mathematics (7th and

8th grades), or which are not included in either of

these lists or above. (Specify.)

11.11 04 03 00 Algebra and Statistics
Topics in algebra and statistics studied in

general mathematics frequently include:

11.11 04 03 01
Introduction to algebra, including

syiinbols, formulas, positive and negative numbers,

equations, and inequalities

11.11 04 03 02
Ratio and proportion; trigonometry of

the right triangle

11.11 04 03 03
Calculation of mean, median, and mode

11.11 04 03;04
Statistit.,i1 graphs

11.11 04 03', 05
Informal numerical probability

1'1.11 04 03 99 Other Algebra and Statistics Topics

in Fourtli-year General Mathematics

Include here other topics in algebra and

statistics emphasized in The fourth year of general
mathematics which may be identified in the list under

'11.03 00 00.00 Algebra or under 11-.15 00 00 00

Probability and Statistics or under 11.02 00 00 00

Mathematics (7th and 8th grades), or which are not

included in these lists or Above. (Specify.)

11.12 00 00 00 GEOMETRY
The branch of mathematics in which The subject

matter is designed to provide opportunities for pupils

to (1) acquire information about geometric figures in

the plane and in space, (2) gain understanding of the

deductive method of thinking, (3) develop skill in

applying the deductive method to mathematical situa-

tions, and (4) develop creative thinking by means of

original exercises involving both the discovery of
relationships and their proofs. Geometry is the subject

matter of mathematics which emphasizes the use of

logic in establishing proofs concerned with relation-

ships involving points and lines in two- and three -

dimensional space. The following topics are usually

included for study in eometry. (Topics selected

from the following list., as well as topics' not listed

below, may serve to describe the instructional, sub-

ject matter of geometryplane geometry, solid

geometry, plane and solid geometry (integrated),

and other geometry.) It

11.12 00 01 00
Properties of common geometric figures: (a)

in the plane, and (b) in-space

11.12 00 02 00
The nature of proof: undefined items, defi-

nitions, assumptions, inductive and deductive reason-

ing, and elementary logic
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11'; MATHEMATICS(COntinuea)

11.12 00 03 00
Statement and proof of conjectures M:

volving geometric relationships

11.12 00 04 00
Proof of theorems related to (a) plane

figurespoints, lines, angles, polygons, circles, and
others, and ,(b) space points, lines, planes, and solids

11.12 00 05 00
Problem solving: numerical applications in-

volving geometric iigures and properties; algebraic
methods in the solution of geometric-problems

11.12 00 06 00
Constructions with ruler and compasses;

proofs

11,12 00 07 00'
Geometric drawing in two and three dimen-

sions

11.12 00 08 00
Geometric measurement; linear, angular,

surface, and space

11.12 00 09 00
Coordinate geonietry in (a),the plane, and

(b) space

11.12 00 10 00
Simple trigonometric relationships of the

right triangle

11.12 00 11 00
Considerat m of, the existence of non-

Euclidean geometries

11.12 00 99 00 Other Topics in Geometry
Include here other topics emphasized in

geometry which are not listed above. (Specify.)

11.12 01 00 00 Analytic Geometry
The study of plane and solid Euclidean geome-

try by means of coordinate systems and the associated
representations of geometric objects by algebraic ones.
The following topics usually are included for study:

11.12 01 01 00
The Euclidean plane and the Cartesian plane

11.12 01 02 00
Line segments, slopes, angles, length, and

area

11.12 01 03 00
Equations and pioperties of lines

11.12 01 04 00
Geometric and algebraic invariancethe idea

of analytic proof of geometric theorems

11.12 01 05 00
Loci in the plane, including circles

11.12 01 t16

Graphs, symmetries, reflections,' and tan-
gents

11.12 01 07 00-
Conics (ellipse, parabbla, hyperbola)

11.12 01 08 00
Polar coordinate and 1(ci

11.12 01 09 00
Parametric representations higher' plane

and space curves

11.12 01 10 00
Vector methods; projection

11.12 01 99 00 Other Topics in Analytic Geometry
Include here other topics emphasized in"

analytic. geometry which are not listed above. (The
more advanced topics may include differential geome-
try applying calcultis to analytic geometry and analytic
non-Euclidean geometries such as the geometry, to the
sphere or of special relativity.) (Specify.)

11.12 02 00 00 Plane Geometry
(For description of the subject matter select

from the following topics.)

11.12 02 01 00
Properties of common geometric figures: (a)

in thesplane, and (2) in space

11.12 02 02 00
The nature of proof: undefined items,-zdefi-

nition's, assumptions, inductive and ,deductive reason-
ing, and elementary logic
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11.12 02 03 00
Statement and proof of conjectures in-

volving geometric relationships

11.12 02 04 00
Proof of theorems related to (a) plane

figurespoints, lines, angles, polygons, circles, and

others, and (b) space point's, lines,.planes, and ,solids

11.12 02 05 00
Problem solving: numerical applications in-

volving geoirtetrict figures and properties; algebraic

methods in the solution of geometric problems

11.12 02 06 00
Construction with ruler and compasses;

prook

11.12 02'07 00
Geometric drawing in two and three dit

me,isions

, 11.12 02 08 00
Geometric measurement : linear, angular,

surface, and space

1 l .12 02 09 00
Coordinate geometry in (a) the plane, and

(1)) spae

11.11 02 10 00
Simple' trigonometric relationships of the

right triangle

11.12 02 11. 00
Consideration pf the existence of non-

Euclidean geometries

11.12 02 99 00 Other Topiciin Plane Geometry
Include here other topics emphasized in

plane geometry which are not listed above. (Specify.)

11.12 03 00 00 Plane and Solid Geometry
(For description of the subject matter select

from the following topics.),

11.12 03 01 00
Properties of common geometric figures: (a)

in the plane, and (b) in space

11.12 03 02 00 s

The nature of pioof: undefined items, defi-

nitions, assumptions, inductive and deductive reason-

ing, and elementary logic

11.12 03 03 00
Statement and proof of conjecture's in-

volving geometric relationships

11.12 03 04 00
Proof of theorems related 'to (a) plane

figurespoints, lines, angles, polygons, circles, and

others, and (b) spacepoints, lines, planes,, and solids.

11.12 03 OS 00
Problem solving: numerical applications in-

volving' geometric* figures and properties; algebraic

methods in the solution of geometric problems

11.12 03 06 00
Constructions with ruler and compasses;

proofs

11.12.03 07 00
Geometric drawing in two and three dimen-

si'ons

11.12 03 08 00
Geometric measurement: linear, angular,

surface, and space

11.12 03 09 00
Coordinate geometry in (a) the plane, and

(b) space

11.12 03 10 00
Simple trigonometric relationships of the

right triangle

11.12 03 11 00
Consideration of the existence_ of non-

Euclidean geometries

11.12 03 99 00 Other Topics in Plane and Solid
Geometry

Include here other topics emphasized in

plane and solid geometry which are not listed above.'

(Specify.)

11.12 04 00 00 Solid Geometry
For description of the subject matter select

from the following topics.)

11.12 04 01 00
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Properties olcommon geometric figures. (a)
in the'plane, and (b) in space

11.12 04 02 00
,The nature of proof undefined items, defi-

nitions, assumptions, inductive and deductive reason-
ing, and elementary logic

11.12 04 03 00
Statement and proof of conjectures in-

1,01ving geometric relationships

11.12 04 04 00
Proof of theorems related to (a) plane

figures -points, lines, angles, polygons, circles, and
others, and (b) spacepoints, lines, planes, and solids

1'1.12_ 04 05 00
Problem solving: numerical applications in-

volving geometric figures and properties; algebiaic
methods in the solution'of geometric problems

11.12 04 06 00
Constructions with ruler and compasses;

proofs

11.12 04 07 00 .

Geometric drawings in two and three dimen-'
sions

11.12 04 08 00
Geometric measurement. linear, an,_:ar,

surface, and space

11.12 04 09 00
Coordinate geometry in (a) the plane and

(b) space

11.1204 10 00
Simple trigonometric relationships of the

right triangle

11.1 2 04 .11 00
Consideration of the existence of non-

Euclidean geometries

11.12 04 99 00 Other Topics in Solid Geometry
Include here other topics emphasized in

sold -geometry which are not listed above.
( Spec! ly .)

_

11.12 99 00 00 Other Geometry
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in geometry not classifiable or listed above.
(Specify.)

11.13 00 00 00 INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS
The learning experiences and subject matter con-

cerned with selected aspects of algebra, trigonometry,
and analytic geometry which are organized into an
integrated body of content. In practice, the concept of
a limit and the fuifctions of real numbers are empha-
sized. The following topics in mathematics are usually
included in the introduction to analysis:

1,1.13 00 01 00
The algebra of real numbers

11.13 00 02 00
Coordinates of a point in a plane

11.13 00 03 00
Lines and planes in space

11.13 00 04 00
Vectors and complex numbers

11.13 00 05 00
Limits, including the derivative and the

concept of an integral

11.13 00 06 00
Polynomials

11.13 60 07 00
The conic sections

11.13 00 08 00
Periodic functions

11.13 00 09 00 .

Exponentials and logarithmic functions

11.13.00 99 00 Other Topics in Introduction to
Analysis

Include here other topics emphasized in
introduction to analysis which are not listed above.
(Specify.)

11.14 ,00 00 00 LIBERAL ARTS MATHEMATICS
An organization of subject matter concerned with

the cultural relevance and meaning of mathematics
designed for pupils for whom technical mathematics is
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inappropriate. Sometimes this is a full-year course for

elementary teachers; but frequently the course for
elementary teachers is separate and more specialized.

Usually, the subject niatter of liberal arts matheinatia

is not design id to comprise a' part of a sequential

prerequisite for calculus, or . science, or engineering

courses. The subject matter is not standard, but is

usually chosen to illustrate the role of mathematics in

the development of western civilization, the phi-
loiophy and the nature of mathematics, and the

relation of mathematics to logic.
Often miniature deductive geometries of algebraic

systems of novel subject matter are included. Material

from number theory has been found to be interesting'

and to require a minimum of technique. Some

stochastic models are usually introduced for contrast

with deterministic ones. The number system and its

history was formerly considered good material for this

course but recently' has come to be regarded as

inappropriate because pupils regard it as familiar to the

point of contempt.

11.15 00 00 00 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

The study of the first semester of calculus with

analytic geometry is frequently required as prerequisite

to the study of probability and statistics. The following

topics are usually included in probability and statistics:

(The study of topics identified with an asterisk (*) is

dependent on the first cemester of calculus with

analytic geometry.)

11.15 00 01 00
Sample spaces; events as subsets

11.15 00 02 00
Probability axioms

11.15 00 03 00
Finite sample spaces and equiprohable

measures

11.15 00 04 00
Counting and binomial coefficients

11.15 00 05 00
1/4 Conditional probability and independent

events s

11.15 00 06 00
Random variables

11.15 00 07 00

Density and distribution functions

11.15 00 08 00
Special distributions: binomial, hypergeo-

metric, Poisson*, uniform, normal*, and exponential*

11.15 00 09 00
Limit theorems*: Poisson* and normal ap-

:proximations*, law 01 large numbers, and Central

Limit Theorem*

11.15 00 10 00
Descriptive statistics: means, variances, and

moments,

11.15 00 11 00
. Statistical inference: estimation and

sampling

11.15 00 12 00
Hypothesis testing; regression

11.15 00 99 00 Other Topics in Probability and

Statistics
Include here other topics emphasized in

probability and statistics which are not listed above.

(Specify.)

11.16 00 00 00 TRIGONOMETRY
The study of trigonometric ratios and the circular

functionstheir relationships,,graphs, and applications.

Problem solving is emphasized throughout the subject

matter. In practice, the following topics in trigo-

nometry usually are included for study:

11.16 00 01 00
Right-triangle trigonometry

11.16 00 02 00
Oblique-triangle trigonOmetry

11.16 00 03 00
Construction and use of trigonometric

tables

11.16 00 04 00
Unit circle, the winding function, and

periodicity

11.16 00 05 00
Trigonometric functions of real numbers;

radians
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11.16 00 06 00
Graphs of trigonomeiric (Unctions

11.16 00 07 00
' Inverse trigonometric functions and their

graphs

11.16 00 08 00
Special formulas

11.16 00 09 00
,Trigonometric identities and conditional

equations

11.16 00 10 00
Complex numbers; vectors

11.16 00 11 00
Polar representations

11.16 00 99 00 Other Topics in Trigonometry
Include here other tonics emphasized in

trigonometry which are not listed above. (Specify.)

11.99 b0 00 00 OTHER MATHEMATICS
Include here other organized subject matter empha-

sized in mathematics which is not listed or classifiable
above. (Specify.)

MOSIC

12.00 00 00 00

Music is the fine art that utilizes sounds in time in a
meaningful and organized manner. Subjea matter and
activities in music are designed to impart the skills and
knowledge necessary for the understanding, apprecia-
tion, creation, performance,, and enjoyment of music.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Music applied the
following rationale to the selection of the items for
placement in the Music area. (1) the various items
selected and classified were determined by consensus
of the committee to include the aspects of music most
commonly tar:ht in the United States; (2) the various
aspects of subject matter selected for classification
could be defined in brief form using only salient
descriptive elements; ,-,nd (3) the items were iden-
tifiable by titles which were considered to be most
commonly used in current practice in music.

Opportunities are frequently proviOd both during

and outside regular classttme for pupils to develop
interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
music as an integral part of tfie instructional program.
As an example, the Music Club provides additional
opportunities to explore interests, apply various ac-
quired skills, increase knowledge ...about different
aspects of music, and develop appreciation for music in
our culture. Sucli organized activities, under ap-
propriate supervision, are referred to as cocurricular
activities. A variety of activities is identified under
20.00 130 00 00 Cocurricular Activities in chapter 5
beginning on page 146; and they are described more
fully in this chapter beginning on page 242. As an
illustration, the Music Club is identified for reporting
purposes under Cocurricular Activities as Item
20.01 21 00 00.

Many items of information in chapter 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional. staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples, see
the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7 .
on page 1.1 and in figure 2 on page 13.

Included -hi this subject-matter area are the items of
information which identify the various subjects in the
music area.

*
12.01 00 00 00 MUSIC (GENERAL EDUCATION)

Organized subject matter and musical experiences
consisting of an extensive and-varied study of music
designed for all pupils. The purpose of these music
experiences is to provide basic education in music
similar to that in other subject areas necessary to
general cultural development. Through participation
and study, pupils develop bask musical skills and gain
insights into the art of music.

12.02 00 GO 00 MUSIC LITERATURE AND/OR
HISTORY

Organized subject matter and learning experiences
designed to further pupils' knowledge, comprehension,
and appreciation of various types and styles of music.

13.03 00 GO 00 MUSIC THEORY
The study of principles of music, including rudi-

ments, harmony, counterpoint, form and analysis, and
orchestration; skills such as sight singing, ear training,
and conducting; and composition. In practice, the
various aspect of musk, theory may be organized into
more specific bodies of subject matter for instruction
such as the following:
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12.03 01 00 '00 Fundamentals

12...13 02 00 00 Harmony

12.03 99 00 00 Other Music Theory
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in music theory which are not

listed above. (Specify.)

12.04 00 00 00 VOCAL MUSIC
Learning experiences designed for the study of

vocal repertoire and the development of vocal skills

through solo and choral performance. Subject matter is

organized to provide' for instruction in a variety

situations such as:

12.04.01 00 00 Choir, Chorus, and/or Glee Club

A large ensemble of pupils organized'to study,

rehearse, and perform choral literature in various

combinations. This musical experience piovides oppor-

tunities for the pupil to gain knowledge and under-

standing and to develop skills through performance in

groups such as the following.

12N 01 01 00 Female

1204 01 02 00 Male

12.04 01 03 00 Mixed

12.04 02 00 00 Vocal Instruction
Instruction designed for developing skills and

knowledge in vocal performance in situations such as

the following:

12.04 02 01 00.--Group

12.04 02 02 00 Individual

12.04 03 00 00 Small Vocal Ensembles

A vocal chriber group such as a trio, quartet,

octet, and/or madrigal ensemble that offers opportuni-

ties not available in larger groups'

12.04 99 00 00 Other Vocal Music
Include here other organized, ubject matter and

learning experienjes emphasized in vocal music which

are not listed above. (Specify.)

12.05 00 00 00 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Learning experiences designed for the study of
instrumental repertoire -and the development of instru-

(
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mental skills through solo and group performance.

Subject matter is organized to *vide for instruction
In a variety of situations such as:'

12.05 01 00 00 Band
An ensemble of wind and percussion players

organized to study, rehearse, and ,perforin the reper-

toire for this medium. Among the different classifica-

tions of bands, depending upon size, repertoire, and

function, are the following which are organized for

instruction:

12.05 01 01 00 Concert

12.05 01 02 00 Marching

12.05 01 03 00 Stage

12,05 01 99 00 Other Band
Includhere other organlied subject matter

and experiences emphasized in band which are not

listed above. (Specify.)

12.05 02 00 00 Orchestra
An 'ensemble of string, wind, and percussion

players organized to study, rehearse, and perform the

repertoire for. this medium. Among the different

combinations of orchestras, depending upon size;
repertoire, and function, are the following which are

organized for instruction:

12.05 02 01 00 Chamber

12.05 02 02 00 Full

12.05 02 03 00 String

12.05 02 99 00 OtherOrchestra
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in orchestra which are not

listed above. (Specify.)

12.05 03 00 00 Small Instrumental
Ensembles

An instrumental chamber group such as a trio,

quartet, or quintet that offers opportunities not
available in larger groups.

12.05 04 00 00 Instrumental Instruction
Instruction designed for developing skills and

knowledge in instrumental performance in situations

such as the following:
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12.05 04 01 00 Group

1205 04 02 00 Indisidual

12.05 99 00 00 Other Instrumental Music
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in instrumental music which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

12.06 00 ,00 00 RHYTHM AND BODY MOVE-
MENT

(For definition see 08.03 04 02 00 Rhythms
under HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING,
Pin SICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION.)

12.07 00 00 00 HUMANITIES
The study of a group of related subjects such as art,

literature, music, religion, history. philosophy, and
classical and modern foreign languageswith music
usually forming the coreconcerned with man's _INA"
sidual cultural achievements and values in socA:ls.
distinguished from social riistitutions and customs of
the natural world. Sometimes aspects- of the various
subject-matter areas are taught' separately but relatedly;
in other instances these aspects of subject-matter areas
are fused or integrated. (See also 02.01 03 00 00
Ihnnamties under ART. 05.03 69 00 00 Humanities
under ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,
03.03 00 00 00 fiumanitro under FOREIGN
LANGUAGES. and., 15,09 00 00 00 ilumatuties
under SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES.)

12.99 00 00 00 OTHER MUSIC
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in music which are not listed
or classifiable under one of the major categories above,
(specify.)

NATURAL SCIENCES

13.00 00 00 00

The natural sciences include tli,i1. body of related
subject matter, or the body of relate
iced for carrying on learning exper
with knowledge of the physical and

courses, organ-
rices concerned

,-logical world,
and of the processes of discovering and validating this
knowledge.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Natural Sciences
applied the following rationale to the selection of

substantive content for placement in the Natural
Sciences area: (I) the items selected and classified were
determined by the committee as representing the
subject matter most commonly taught in natural
sciences in the United States; (2) the various aspects of
subject matter were identified by titles which were
considered as being most commonly used; and (3) the
various aspects of subject matter Could be defined in
brief faun using only salient descriptive elements.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during
and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop
interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
natural sciences as an integral part of the instructional
program. As an example, the Science Club provides
additional opportunities to pursue personal interests,
apply various acquired skills, and develop leadership
qualities through club activities. Such organized activi-
ties, under appropriate supervision, are referred to as
cocurricular activities. A variety of activities is identi-
fied under 20.00 00 00 00 Coeurricular Activities in
chapter 5 beginning on page 146; and they" are

,described more fully in this chapter beginning on page
242. As an illustration, the Science Club is identified
for reporting purposes under Cocurricular Activities as
Item 20.01 28 00 00.

Many items of Information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples, see
the items classified in the X 07 00. Series -- Evaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in IIgi,mre 2 on page 13.

Included in this subject-matter area are the items of
information which identify various aspects of the
natural sciences.

13.0! 00 00 00 GENERAL SCIENCE (INCLUDING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SCIENCE)

An organization of subject matter which usually,
includes representative topics from the biological,
physical, and earth-space sciences. Learning experi-
ences Involve pupils in observing, exploring, dis-
covering, and experimenting for purposes of achieving
understanding of how scientists work and what they
know about the universe. General science is' primarily
studied in elementary and junior high schools, but
similar courses with titles such as Comprehensive
Science or Survey of Sciences are offered at the senior
high school or junior college level.
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If desired, the subiect matter of instruction in
general science may be described in greater detail

through the use of the appropriate topic titles included
in Items 13,02 00 01 00-13.02 00 24 00,
13.03 00 01 00-13.03 00 34 00, and
13.04 00 01 00-13.04 00 19 00.

13.02 00 00 00 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (IN-

CLUDING 'GENER 41. BIOLOGY)

The environments, interrelationships, processes,
classification:evolution, and structure and function of
living organismsplants, protists, and animals.

13.02 01 00 00 'Botany
The study of plants.

13.02 02 00 00 Microbiology
The study of bacteria, viruses, algae, fungi, and

other monera and protista.

13.02 03 00 '00 Zoology
The study of animals.

13.02 99 00 00 Other Biological Sciences

Include here other biological sciences which are
emphasized in instruction and are not listed above.

(Specify.)

MAJOR ASPECTS OF THE BIO-
LOGICAL SCIENCES:

13.02 00 01 00 Anatomy
The branch of biology that relates to the

structure of a living organism or any of its parts.

13.02 00 02 00 Anthropology
The science of man, both physical and

cultural, and the relationship of man to his cultural

environment and to the societies in which he groups
himself. (See also 15.01 06 00 00 Physical Anthro-

pology under SOCIAL SCIENCES! SOCIAL

STUDIES.)

13.02 00 03 00 Bacteriology
The science which deal.; with the study of

microorganisms and their effects on -other organisms.
This may include such topics as viruses, fungi, aerobic

and anaerobic bacteria, antitoxins, antibiotics, anti-

gens, and bacterlophage.

13.02 00 04 00 Behavior
The science which des with the ways in

which an organism responds to stnnuh, its achwy or
change in relation to the environment, conditioning
tropisms, irritability. and innate and learned behavior..

13.02 00 05 00 Biochemistry
The branch of chemistry that deals with

planis, and animals and their life processes.

13.02 00 06 00 Biometrics
The science of measurement and statistic: as

used in connection with plants and animals

13.02 00 07 00 Biophysics
The application of physical principles and

methods to biological organisms and their processes.

13.02 00 083 00 Cellular Phenomena (Cytology)
The area of biology which considers the cell

as a unit of organization in planmand animals and gives

consideration to the Structure, function, pathology,

and life history of cells.

13.02 00 09 00 Conservation (Environment)
The science concerin...! -vith the develop.

ment, protection, use, and management of all our
resources It r the needs and enjoyment of all the

people. Emphasis in instruction May be on natural or

human resources, or both.

13.02 00 10 00 Deylopment Biology
Those processes and events in development

which relate to or include growth, cellular differentia-

tion and morphogenesis.

13.02 00 11 00 Ecology
The study of natural mutual relationships

between organisms and all factors comprising their

environment.

13.02 00 12 00 Entomology
The science that deals with all knowledge

pertaining to insects.

13.02 00 13 00 Evolution
The study of the processes and changes by

which any living organism acquires the morphological
and physiological characteristics which distinguish it

from other living things.

13.02 00 14 00 Genetics
The study of -the production and develop-

ment of varieties by the transmission of traits from
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13 NATURAL SCIENCES -(Continuecp

parents to offspring. Aspects of this study include trait
inheritance, variation, and genetic code.

13.02 00 15 00 Molecular Biology
The area of biology which considers the

fining organism at the molecular level and gives
consideration to such topics as molecular structure and
process, metabolic energy, respiration, photosynthesis,
DNA and RNA.

13.02 00 16 00 Nature Study
The consideration of objects, organisms, and

their ::nvironmcnt and behavior in nature.

13.02 00 17 00 Nutrition
. The study of biochemical and physiological

processes by which plants and animals take in, absorb.
and transport food substances for promoting growth
and other body functions.

13.02 00 18 00 Organic Systems
Tlie study of systems essential to life

processes, such as the circulatory, respiratory, di-
gestive. excretory, nervous, skeletal, and reproduc-
tive systems.

13.02 00 19 Origins of Life
The study of the phyletie ,origins of

present day forms of life from previously existing
forms.

13.02 00 20 00 Physiology
The branch of biology that relates to the

functions of living organisms or any of their. parts.

13:02 011 21 00 Reproduction
The study of the process by which plants

and animals give rise to offspiA. - by either asexual or
sexual means.

13.02 00 22 00 Taxonomy
The study of the science which- considers

the nomenclature and classification of living organisms
and the logic and method of such classification.

13.02 00- 23 00 Technological Applications
The study of aspects of the biological

science, as oriented to the needs of individuals,
industries, or government, this includes applications in
research, production, and human welfare.

13.02 00 99 00 Other Major Aspects of the Biologi-
c .cal Sciences

Include here other major aspects of the
biological sciences which are emphasized-in instruction
and are not listed above. (Specify.)

13.03 00 00 00 PHYSICAL SCIENCES (IN-
CLUDING GENERAL PHYSICAL
SCIENCE)

The organizStion of subject matter that usually
includes for study the major topics, concepts, pro-
cesses, and interrelationships of and
physics. Considerations may sometimes be given to
topics which are included under the earthspace
sciences, such as geology and astronomy.

13.03 01 00 00 Chemistry .

The study of the composition, structure, and
properties of matter, and of changes in matter,
including the accompanying energy phenomena.

13.O 02 00 00 Physics-
The study of the branch_ of science that is

concerned with matter and energy, including the study
of phenomena associated with mechanics, heat, wave
motion, sound, electricity and magnetism, light, and
atomic and nuclear structure.

1103 99 00 00 Other Physical Sciences
Include ,here other physical ,.sciences (not in-

eluding "earthspace sciences") which are emphasized in
instruction and are not.listed above. (Specify.)

MAJOR ASPECTS OF THE PHY-
SICAL SCIENCES:

13.03 00 01 00, Astronomy
(For definitions see 13.04 01 00 00 As-

tronomy under. Earth-Space Sciences.)

13.03 00 02 .00 Atomic and Molecular Structure
study of such areas as the atomicity of

matter, the structure of atoms and molecules, and
atomic and molecular spectra.

13.03 00 03. 00 Biochemistry
(For defintion see 13.02 00 05 00 Bio-

c)remistry under Biological Sciences.)

13.03 00 04 00 Biophysics
(For definition see 13.02 00 07 00 Bio-

physics under Biological Sciences.)
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13.03 00 05 00 Chemical Bonding
The study of the bOhtling among atoms in

ions and molecules: types, lengths, and strengths of
bonds: geometry of molecules. relationships of bonds

to the physical and chemical properties of substances

and energy considerations.

13.03 00 06 00 Chemical Calculations
The quantitative treatment of chemical re-

actions and solution phenomena such as manipulation

of units in solving problems, uncertainty, significant

figures, and use of the slide rule.

13.03 00 07 00 Chemical Reactions
Thi: study of chemical changes, including

topics such as formulas, equatri,..s, oxidation-reduc-

tion, equilibrium- conditions, sates of rer:tion and
energy effects,

13.03 00 08 00 Fhsetricity,and Magnetism
The study of static and moving electric

charges, electric and magnetic fields, electric c":uits
(direct- and/or alternating-current phenomena) and

electromagnetic effects.

13.01 00 09 00 Electronics
The study of such topics as the controlled

flow -of charged particles through a gas, vacuum, or

crystal lattice, tiler:n=1c emission, amplification, recti-

fication, light-sensitive. themes and indicators (e.g., cath-

ode ray tubes). television,.semiconductors and transistors.

13.03 00 10 00 kquil:brium
The study of factors affecting the extent of

a chemical reaction such as the dynamic nature of the

equilibrium condition, equilibrium constants, free

energy, and Le Chatelier's principle.

13.03 00 11 00 Geology
(For definftion see 1104 02 00 00 Geol-

ogy under Earth -Space Sciences.)

13.03 00 12 00 Heat
The study of thiS form of energy in relation

to changes of state, temperature, gas laws, molecular

motion, and thermodynamic laws.

13.03 00 13 00 Inorganic Chemistry
The study of the chemistry of noncarbon

compounds.

13.03 00 14 00 Kinetic Molecular Theory

The study of heat acid pressure phenomena
based on the motions and collisions of atoms and
molecules, temperature, gas laws, energy equivalences,

and conservation.

13.03 00 IS 00 Materials Science
The study of the structure, reactions, func-

tions, and synthesis of alloys, ,eminics, and plastics.

13.03 00 16 00 Measurement
Includes the study of units, instruments,

limits of errors, comprehension of scale, and statistical

analysis associated with the comparison of some
physical characteristic with an acceptel stan.lard.

13.03 00 I 7 00 Mechanics
The study of forces and Bich relation to the

motic.ri of bodies: Newton's Laws, conservation prin-

ciples, energy and momentum, machines, and forces in

fluids.

13.03 00 18 00 Meteotoloty
(For definition see 13.04

Meteorology under Earth-Space Sciences.)

13.03 00 19 00 Nuclear Science
The study of areas such as the structure of

the nucleus, radioactivity, energy-mass equivalence,

radiation detection and measurenwit. and energy
effects produceI when nuclear particles are disturbed

by external. forces.

13.03 00 20 00e0ceanography
(For definition see 13.04 04 00 00 Ocean-

ography under Earth-Spa& Sciences.)

.13.03 00 21 00 Optics
The study of the nature and iropaption of

light and other electromagnetic radiations, wave

characteristics, geometrical optics (mirrors and lenses),

color, and vision.

13.03 00 22 00 Organic Chemistry
The study of the chemistry of carbon

compoundstheir properties, chemical behavior, prepa-
ration. a:id uses, 4

13.03 00 23 00 Periodic Properties
ins. 4y of the periodicity in the proper-

ties of elements and\r .lationship to atomic structure.

13.03 00 24 00 Physical hemistry
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13 NATURAL SCIENCES (Continued)

The study of the application of physical
principles 49...chemical systems: gas laws, thermody-
namics, kinetics, solubility phenomena, and equilib-
num. 4

13.03 00 25 00 Qualitativ alysis
The branch of c mistry concerned with the

dew. lion or identification of a substance (element,
ion ,-"ar compound) by nonquantitative tests.

13.03 00 Zb 00 Quantitative Analysis
The branch of chemistry concernedwith the

determinati m of the amount of a substance (element,
ion, or compound) by quantitative tests.

13.03 do '-27 00 Quantum Mechanics
Includes the study of .the behavior of

electrons and nt..leons, the duality of energy and
matter (wave and particle models), relativity , statistical
and Wave mechanics, and all aspects of quantum
theory .-

13.03 00 28 Ott Solid State Physics
The study of the structure and proper-

tits of solids such as crystals, alloys, semiconduc-
ttirs. sup-dr-conductors. and plastics; this includes
theoretical- aspects of transistors, .lasers, and ce-
ramic

13 03 00 29 00 elution Phenomei,a
The study of the general behavior of solo

trop.. solubility. ionization, acids-bases-salts, electro-
encrtustry, hydrolysis. and concentration (molarity,
normality).

13.03 00 30 00 Sound
The study of the sources and wave charac-

teristics of sound, perception (heating), acoustical
treatments, and n)usic.

13.03 00 31 00 Stoichiornetry
The study of energy and material balances

in chemical systems, multiple and definite proportions,
and balancing equations.

13.03 00 32 00 Technological Applications
The study of aspects of the physical sciences

as oriented to the needs of individuals, industries, or
i!overnmeat. this, includes applications in research,
production, and human welfare.

13.03 00 33 00 Themiodynamics
The study of energy changes in physical and

chemical systems, in physics, the interrelationships of
heat and mechanical energy; and in chemistry, the
relationship of heat to chemical reactions.

13.03 00 34 00 Wave Phenomena
The study of general characteristics of

periodic wave, motion (length, frequency, velocity,
amplitude, energy. transfer, reflection, refraction, inter-
ference, diffraction...) with emphasis on similarities of
different types of waves (light, sound).

13.03 00 99 00 Other Major Aspects of the Physical
Scidnces

Include here other 'Tor aspects of the
physical sciences which are emphasized in instruction
and are not listed above. (Specify.)

13.04 00 00 00 EARTH-SPACE SCIENCES (IN-
CLUDING GENERAL EARTH-
SPACE SCIENCE)

Facts, concepts, and principles of geology, astrono-
my, meteorology, oceanography, and space exploration
which are interrelated in the study of the natural
environment of both earth and space.

13.04 01 00 00 Astronomy
The study of matter and energy in the universe.

This includes the solar system, stars, galaxies, nebulae,_
and other extragalactic phenomena. The instruments
used for study and the related mathematics are
important aspects of astronomy.

13.04 0' 00 00 Geology
The study of the composition, structure, and

\ history of the earth and of earth processes. Content
areas such as mineralogy, petrology, structural geology,
physiography, paleontology, historical geology, and
economic-geolbernay be included.

13.04 03 00 00 Meteorology
The science ,of the atmosphere and all of the

aspects of Matter-energy exchange. It involves the
study of weather and climate, including humidity,
temperature, atmospheric pressure, air masses and
motion, clouds, precipitation, and interrelationships on
both local andglobal scales.

13.04 04 00 00 Oceanography
The study of the oceans and other large bodies

of water. Oceanography, which draws heavily from
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physics, chemistry, marine biology, and geology, is

concerned with processes, compositional features, the

interactions with the atmosphere a'nd lithosphere, and

biological interrelationships.

13.04 05 00 00 Space/Exploration
The science of spacecraft, propulsion systems,

launching, orbiting, rendezvous, spaceflight, solar-

system destinations, and biological effects on man or

other organisms.

13.04 99 00 00 Other Earth-Space Sciences
Include here other earth-space sciences which

art emphasized in instruction and are not listed above.

(Specify.)

MIJOR ASPECTS OF THE

EARTH-SPACE SCIENCES:

13.04 00 01 00 Aeronautics
The study of the structure of flight of

aircraft aviation.

13.04 00 02 00 Astronautics
The study of the problems associated with

travel in space.

13.04 00 03 00 Biological Interrelationships
The study of the interactions between an

organism and its environment as evidenced in paleon-

tology, exobiology, marine biology, and ecology.

13.04 00 04- 00 Climatology
The study of climates, their causes and

effects over long time periods, and on regional or
global scales.

13.04 00 05 00 cosmology
The study of the principles, theories, and

philosophy concerned with the nature of the universe

as a whole, including its origin and evolution.

13.04 00 06 00 Earth Changes
The study of the changes through geologic

time (evolution), and the change in slv'rt periods of

time, such as erosion, weathering, volcanic eruptions,

and earthquakes.

13.04 00 07 00 Forces and Motion
The study of gravitational, electromagnetic,

and nuclear actions which result in various natural

events such as air and ocean currents, planetary

9.1 ,errt,

motion, tides, seasons, and the thermonuclear reactions

of the stars.

.13.04 00 08 00 Geochemistry
The study of the Ahemical composition,

structure', and reactions of earth inaterials.

13:04 00 09 00 Geophysics
The study of the physics of the earth and its

environment in space, including phenomena such as
Acids and forces, mass and motion, time and space, and
matter and energy.

13.04 00 10 00 Hydrology .

The study of water, including its various
forms and properties; its distribution in oceans, lakes,

streams, underground formatitins, glaciers, and in the

atmosphere; and the hydrologic cycle.

13.04 00 11 00 -Instrumentation and Analytical

Method SI.

The study of the instruments. and tech-
niques used to gathor observations may be supple-
mented through the use of instruments such as

spectroscopes, telescopes, seismographs, microscopes,
,weather balloons, satellites. and sonar.

13.04 00 12 00 Levels of Organization
The study concerned with.systems of group-

ing and levels of complexity and magnitude of earth
phenomena such as atoms:. air masses, galaxies, min-

erals, rocks, and mountains, and scale and complexity.

13.04 00 13 00 Matter-Enert,y Exchange
The study of the conservation- of mass and

energy and the exchange of these across the boundaries
(interfaces) between lithosphere, hydrosphere, and

atmosphere.

13.04 00 14 00 Measurement
(For definition see 1'3.03 00 16 0 0 Meas-

urement under Physical Sciences.)

13.04 00 15 00 Paleontology
The study of prehistoric forms of life such

as plant and animal fossils.

13.04 00 16 00 Physical Geography
The study, description, and mapping of

surface phenomena of the earth.

13.04 00 17 00 Soil Science
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13 NATURAL SCIENCES(Continued)

The study of the formation, classification,
ibliTing, and the physical, chemical, biological, and
fertility properties of soils.

13.04 00 18 00 Unit ormitarianism
The study of existing processes as a key to

understanding the past, based on the theoretical
uniformity of all geologic processes throughout all
time.

13.04 00 19 00 Technological Applications
The study of aspects of the earth-space

sciences as oriented to the needs of individuals,
industries, or government, this includes applications in
research, production, and human welfare.

11 04 00 99 00 Other Major Aspects of the Earth-
Space Sciences

Include here other major aspects of the
oarth-space sciences which are emphasized in instrin,-
non and are not listed above. (Specify.)

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS,

14.00 00 00 00

"This body of subject matter, or combinations of
courses and practical experience, is organized into
programs of instruct,,m to provide opportunities for
pupils to prepare for and achieve career objectives in
selected office oc'Cur,ations In the instructional process
various aspects Of subject matter frequently are drawn
from other subject-matter areas. Learning experiences
are designed t lead if:, employment and/or advame-
ment of indivi uals in occupations public or private
enterprises or organizations related to the facilitating
function of th office. "Facilitating function," as used
here refers t the expediting role played by office
occupations a the wiine,ting huh between the pro-
duction and distribution activities of an organization.
Included is a variety of activities, such as recording and
retrieval of data. supervision and coordination of office
activities, internal and external communication, and
the reporting of information.

The Ad Floc Committee for Office Occupations
applied the following criteria to the selection of
substantitive ,content for placement in the Office
Occupations subject-matter area. (1) the content was
determined by consensus of the committee to be
unique and appropriate to office occupations in terms

of the Vocational education Act of 1963; (2) subject-
matter items could be defined in brief form using only
salient descriptive elements, and (3) the various aspects
of organized subject matter classified under Office
Occupations were identifiable by titles which the ad
hoc committee considered to be most appropriate to
office occupations.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during
and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop
interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
office occupations as an integral part of the instruc-
tional program. As an example, the Office Education
Association provides additional opportunities to de-

leadership-,other qualitites, and an understanding
of the world of work in office occupations. Such
organized activities, under appropriate supervision, are
referred to as cocurricular activities. They may be
designed for participation of pupils as individuals or in
groups, and are an. integral part of classwork. A variety
of activities is identified under 20.00 00 00 00 Co-
curricular Activities in chapter 5 beginning on page
146, and they are discussed more fully in this chapter
beginning on page 242. As an illustration the Office
Education Association is identified for reporting pur-
poses and further described under Cocurricular Activi-
ties as Item 20.01 25 00 00.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and,4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples see
the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

Under this heading are the items of information
WhiLh identify categories of career objectives in office
occupations, and around whien courses and practical
experiences are developed.

14.01 00 90 00 ACCOUNTING AND COMPUTING
OCCUPATIONS

Planned learning experiences which include a com-
binatiOn of courses and practical experiences con-
Lerned with systematizing information about transac-
tions and activities into accounts and quantitative
records, and paying and receiving money. Career
objectives are identified with a vanety-of occupational
groups and specialization (as indicated in the Die-
tiot.,,ty of Occupationa4, Titles), such as Junior Ac-
,..ountants, Bookkeepers, Cashiers, Machine Operators,
Tellers, and Other Accounting and Computing Occu-

.
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pilaus. (See also the category 03.01 00 00 00 Ac-

counting, and 03.03 06 00 00 Payroll Record

'Keeping, 03.08 00 00 00 Business Finance,
03.09 00 00 00 Business Law, 03.12 00 00 00 Busi-
ness Statistics, and 03.26 01 00 00 Business Prin-
ciples under BUSINESS.)

14.01 01 00 00 Accountants
Programs concerned with the paraprofessional

duties supporting the accountant in organizing, de-
signing, and controlling nunizrical and financial data.

(D.O.T. No. 160. series)

14.01 02 00 00 Bookkeepers
Programs concerned with computing; clas-

sifying, and recording numerical data to keep financial

records. (D.O.T. No. 210. series) (See also the category
03.03 00 00 00 Bookkeeping under BUSINESS.)

14.01 03 00 00 Cashier;
Programs concerned with receiving and dis-

bussing money in establishments other than banks, and
usually Involving the use of ,machines, including cash
registers and change makers. (D.O.T. No. 211. series)

14.01 04 00 00 Machine Operators: Billing, Book-
keeping, and Computing

Programs concerned with operations and pro-
cedures utilizing office machines for billing, posting,

calculating, adding, listing, and mechanizing data
(other than business data processing equipment).
(D.O.T. Nos. 214., 215., 216., and 217. series) (See

also 03.03 05 00 00 Machine Bookkeeping and the
category 03.10 00 00 00 Business Machines under

BUSINESS.)

14.01 05 00 00 Tellers
Programs concerned with disbursing and re-

ceiving money in a bank and recording the transac-
tions. (D.O.T. No. 210. series)

14.01 99 00 00 Other Accounting and Computing
Occupations

Programs concerned with computing and ac-
counting office occupations-emphasized in Instruction

which are not classified above, including emerging
occupations. (D.O.T. No. 219. series) (Specify.)

14.02 00 00 00 BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING

SYSTEMS OCCUPATIONS
Planned learning activities which include a combina-

tion of courses and practical experiences concerned

with, business data processing systems and operations.
Career objectives are identified with various occu-

.
piitional gioups and specializations (as indicated in the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles), such as Computer

and Console Operator, Peripheral Equipment Opera-
tors, Programmers, Systems Analysts, and other busi-

ness data processing systems occupations. (See also

03 . 01 02 00 00 Accounting Systems,
03:01 05 00 00 Cost Accounting 03.01 07 00 00
Data Procesising Accounting, 03.12 00 00 00 Business

Statistics, 03.17 00 00 00 Data Processing and Conn- /
puter Operations, 03.17 01 00 00 Introduction to/
Data Processing,- and 03.17 02 00 00-Data Processing

Systems under BUSINESS.)

14.02 01 00 00 Computer and Console ,C

Operators
Programs concerned with the operation of

an electronic data processing computer, including

reviewing program instructions, determining pro-

cedures for a specific run, readying equipment for

operation, and manipulating and monitoring con-
tr)ols during operation. When computer trouble de-

velops and halts the computer operation the

operator is responsible for seeking the source of

the trouble. (D.O.T. No. 213. series) (See also

03.17 05 00 00 Computer ,Operation: Introductiori

under BUSINESS.)

14.02 02 00 00 Peripheral Equipment
Operators

Programs concerned with the operation of
equipment which is auxiliary or peripheral to the

operation of the electronic data computer. Included

are the operations of card-to-tape converters, tape-to-

card converters, high-speed printers, and related equip-

ment. (D.O.T. No. 213. series) (See also

03.17 06 00 00 Processing Equipment Operations,
03,17 06 02 00 Tabulating Equipment Operation,
and 03.17 06 03 00 Tabulating Machine Wiring under

BUSINESS.)

14.02 02 01 00 Key Punch and 'Coding Equipment
Operators

Programs concerned with operating alpha-
betic/numeric key -punch machines for transcribing
data from source materials and machines that print
identification codes on wire, tape, plastic tubing, and
other materials including installing specified type, code

letters, and symbols in mandrels. (D.O.T. No. 213.
series) (See also 03.17 06 01 00 Punch Cara ,Data

Processing under BUSINESS.)
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14 OFFICE OCCUPATIONS(Continued)

14.02 02 99 00 Other Peripheral Equipment
Opera tors ,

Programs concerned with peripheral equip-
ment oprations emphasized in instruction which are
nut classified above, including emeignig occupations in
this category. D.O.T. Nos. 213. and 219. series)
(Specify.)

14.02 03 00 00 Programmers ,

Programs concerned with converting symbolic
statements of business problems to de/ailed logical
flow charts for coding into computer language, in-
cluding:

ANALYZING all or part of a workflow chart or
diagram representing a business problem by ,p-
plying knowledge of computer capabilities subject
matter, aigebra, and symbolic logic to develop the
sequence of program steps;

CONFERRING with supervisors and repre-
sentatives of departments concerned with pro-
grams to resolve questions of program intent,
output requirements, input data acquisition, extent
of automatic programming, coding and -modifi-
cation, and inclusions of interval checks and
controls:

WRITING detailed logical flow charts in sym-
bolic form to represent work order of data to be
processed by a computer system, and to describe
Input, output, arithmetic, and logical operations
involved;

CONVERTING detailed logical flow charts to
language processible by computer,

DEVISING sample input data to provide testing
of program adequacy,

PREPARING block diagrams to spe,ify equip-
ment configuration;

OBSERVING or operating a computer to test a
coded program using actual or sample input data;

CORRECTING program errors by such methods
as altering program steps and sequence,

PREPARING written instructions (run book) to
guide operating personnel during production runs;

ANALYZING, revising and rewriting programs
to increase operating efficiency or to adapt to new
requirements;

COMPILING documentation of program de-
velopment and subsequent revisions; and

SPECIALIZING, in some instances, in writing_
programs for one make and type of computer
(D.O.T. No. 020. series) (See also 03.17 04 00 00
Computer Programming under BUSINESS.) (In-
cluded as 16.04'01 00 00 Computer Programmer
under TECHNICAL EDUCATION.)

14.02 04 00 00 Systems Analysts
Programs concerned with analyzing and designing

commercial systems, data methods, systems and-pro-
cedures, and processing business data. Activities include
analysis of business problems such as the development of
integrated production, inventory control and cost, and
the formulation and refinement of an analysis system
for conversion to a-programmable form for application
to an electronic data processing system.

-Activities frequently involve conferences with (1)
the project -director of business data processing and
department heads Of units involved to ascertain specific
output requirements such as types of breakouts, degree
of data summarization, and formats for management
reports, and (2) management personnel of operating
units to revise plans for obtaining and standardizing
input data. (D.O.T. No. 012. series)

Among other responsibilities_of-the-syRais analyst
are the study of current or the development of new
systems and procedures to devise workflow sequence; .
the analysis of alternative means of deriving input data
to select the most feasible and economical method; and
the development of process flow charts in outlines and

. detailed form for programming, indicating external
verification points such as trial audit printouts.
Responsibilities may also include directing the prepa-
ration of programs, but does not include mak. .

responsibilities for technical, scientific, or exotic
mathematics applications. (D.O.T. No. 020. series)
(Included as 16.04 02 00 00 Systems Analyst Tech-
nology under TECHNICAL EDUCATION.)

14 02 99 00 00 Other Business Data Processing
Systems Occupations

Programs concerned with business data pro -

cessing systems occupations emphasized- in instruction
which are not classified above, e.g., tape librarians who
are responsible for storing magnetic tapes used in

processing data and making them available when they
are again needed. (D.O.T. No. 223. series) (Specify.)
(Sec also 03.17 -99 00 00 Other Data Processing and
Computer Operation under BUSINESS.)
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14.03 00 00 00 FILING, OFFICE MACHINES,
AND GENERAL OFFICE CLER-
ICAL OCCUPATIONS

Planned learning experiences which include a com-
bination of courses and practical expenence.s con-
cerned with the' recording and retrieval of data,
including classifying, suiting, and filing col-
respondence, records, and other data. Carew Objcovys
are identified with a variety of occuparional groups and
specialization (as indicated in the Du:mu:art of Occu-
pational Titles), such as Duplicating Machine Op-
erators, 11 le Clerks. (,metal Office Clerks, and other

office machines, and general office cleucal
occupations. (See also 03.10 00 00 00 Business
1111iChneJ and 03.14 00 OU 00 Clerical Practice under
BUSINESS.)

14.03 01 00 00 Duplicating Machine Operators
, Programs concerned with reproducing hand-

written or typewritten matter by use of duplicating
machines and devices. Efficiency in the operation and
proper maintenance of sanous types of duplicating
'equipment are emphasized. (D.O.T. No. 207 series)
(See also 03.1004 00 00 Duplicating Machines under.
BUSINESS.)

14.03 02 00 00 File Clerk
Programs concerned with [wilts-ming a varicty

of clerical duties utilizing knowledge of systems and
reports, including copying data and compiling records
and, reports; tabulating and posting data in record
hooks, providing infonnation and conducting inter-
views, operating office machines, and handling mad
and correspondence. (D.O.TeNo. 219. series) (Sec also
03.22 00 00 00 Filing and Record Control under
BlISINESS.)

14.03 03 00 00 General Office Clerks
Programs concerned with performing a variety

01 clerical duties utilizing knowledge of systems and
reports, swindling copying data and compiling records
and reports. tabulating and posting data in record
hooks. providing information and conducting Intel-
views, iiperaiing office machines, and hauling, 'nail
and correspondence. (D.O.T. No. 219. series) (See
also 03.22 00 00 00 bihrig and Record Control undo
BUSINFSS. I

14,03 Pr 00 00 Other Filing, Office Machines, and
General Office Clerical, Occupations

Programs concerned with filing, office ma-
chines. and general office clerical occupations mph&

sized in instruction which are not classified above,
including emerging occupations. (D.O.T. Nos. 208. and
209. series) (Specify.)

14.04 00 00 00 INFORMATION COMMUNICA-
TION OCCUPATIONS

Leaining experiences which include a combination
of courses and practical experiences concerned with
th6 distribution of information, e.g., by mail, tele-
phone, telegraph, and in person. Career objectives are
identified with a variety of occupatiorai groups (as
indicated in the Dictionary of sOccupational Titles),
and specialization such as Communication Systems
Clerks and Operators, Correspondence Clerks, Mail and
-Postal Clerks, Mail-preparing and Mail-handling Ma-
chine Operators, Messengers and Office Boys and Girls,
Receptionists and Information Clerks, and other infor-
mation communication occupations. (See also

03.06 00 00 00 Business Communications under
BUSINESS.)
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(4.04 01 00 00 Communication Systems Clerks and
Operators

Programs concerned with operating telephone
switchboards and similar equipment for relaying in-
coming and interoffice calls; establishing connections
between subscribers, supplying information; calculating
charges, and operating telegraph and similar equipment
for transmitting and r&eiving messages'. (D.O.T. Nos.
235. and 236. series)

14.04 02 00 00 Correspondence Clerks
Programs concerned with composing corre-

spondence and related items for the pupose of
obtaining or giving information. (D.O.T. No. 204,
series) (See also 03.06 02 00 00 Report Writing
under BUSINESS.)

14.04 03 00 00 Mail and Postal Clerks
,Programs concerned with preparing incoming

and outgoing mail for distribution, including time
stamping, teading, sorting and delivery of inebming
mad, and scaling and stamping outgoing mail or

packages, selling postage stamps and postal cards;
writing money orders, computilig mail costs; sorting
outgoing mail, and recording daily transactions.
(D.O.T. Nos. 231. and 232. series)

14.04 C-1 00 00 Mail preparing and NISH - handling
Machine Operators

Programs concerned with operating machin'es to
print names, addresses, and similar information, 'on



14 OFFICE OCCUPATIONS -(Continued)

items such as envelopes, accounting faints, and adver-
tising literature; to address, fold, stuff, seal, and stamp
mail, and to open envelopes. No. 234. series)

14.04 05 00' 00 Messengers and Office Boys and
Girls

Prugiains concerned with running eirands,
NV! hilt; deliveiing letters, packages, and messages,
furnishing workers with clerical supplies, and per-
forming similar routine tasks in an office. (D.O.T. No.
230. series)

1404 06 00 00 Receptionists and Information
Clerks

Programs concerned with meeting the public
thraigh (1) answering telephone and information
requests, (2) loeating takes and employees, and (3)
keeping records of callers, making appointments, and
interviewing people to secure required data, e.g.,
hospital adniittance data, insurance data, and similar
information. (D.O.T. No. 237. series)

14.04 90 00 00 Other Information Communication
Occupations

Programs concerned with information eum-
munleation occupations emphasized in instruction
which are not classified above, including emerging
occupations. (D.O.T. Nus. 239. and 249. series)
(Specify.)

14.05 00 00 00 MATERIALS SUPPORT OCCU-
PATIONS: TRANSPORTING,
STORING, AND RECORDING

Plarint.d learning activities which inelude a combi-
nation of courses and practical experiences concerned
with ( I ) reediting, storing, issuing, shipping, requisi-
tioning, and accounting for stores of material or
material in use; (2) assigning locations and space to

including verification of quality, identification,
condition, and value. (3) preparing or committing
stocks for shipment; (4) inventorying stock; (5) re-
plenishing depleted items, and (6) filling orders, and
issuing tools, equipment, ur materials to workers.
Career tires arL identified with a variety of
oeeupational groups and specializations (as 1111i-died in
the Dictionary of Occur ational Titles), such as
Planning and Production Clerks, Shipping and Re-
ceiving Clerks, Stuck and Inventory Clerks, Traffic,
Rate, and Transportation Clerks, and other trans-
porting, storing, and recording occupations. (See also

03.09 00 00 00 Business Law, 03.12 00 00 00 Busi-
ness Statistics, and 03.26 01 00 00 Business Prin-
ciples under BUSINESS.)

14.05 01 00 00 Planning and Production Clerks
Programs concerntd with routing parts for fabri-

ea Ling operations or repaus, developing work plans prior
to production, scheduling work for and deliveririg parts
to avoid overproduction, compiling records and reports
un the number and types of units produced, and schedul-
ing shipment of parts. (D.O.T, No. 221. series)

14.05 02 00 00 Quality Control Clerks
Programs concerned with verification of quality

and quantity specifications. (D.O.T. No. 168. series)

14.05 03 00 00 Shipping and Receiving-Clerks
Programs concerned with assembling, packing,

addressing, stamping or receiving, unpacking, verifying,
and recording incoming merchandise or materials.
(D.O.T. No. 222. series)

14.05 04 00 00 Stock and Inventory Clerks
Programs concerned with receiving, storing,

shipping, and issuing supplies, materials, and equip-
ment in a stockroom or warehouse environment,
including taking inventories, keeping records, and
requisitioning stuck. (D.O.f. No. 223. series) 0,

14.05 05 00 00 Traffic, Rate, and Transportation
Clerks

Programs concerned with calculating fares for
carriers from rate tables. Included are the study of
maps to select or lay out and measure travel routes,
considering type of vehicle, distance, destination, and
pas4enger ur rate service, the preparation of written
report;, or informing eustomers orally, and computing
schedules and cost factors. tD.O.T. Nos. 222. and 919.
series)

14.05 99 00 00 Other Materials Support Occupa-
tions. Transporting, Storing and Re-
cording

Programs concerned with receiving, storing,
issuing, shipping, requisitioning and accounting for
stores of materials emphasized in instruction which are
not classified above, including emerging u..upations.
(D.O.T. Nos. 224., 229., and 919. series) (Specify.)

14.06 00 00 00 PERSONNEL, TRAINING, AND
RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Planned learning experiences which include a
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combination of courses and practical expPriences con-
cerned with personnel administration of an organi-
zation and the facilitating functions of scheduling and
conducting denial work and management and opera-
tions of organizations. Career objectives are identified
with a variety of occupational groups and:specializa-
tion .(as indicated in the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles), such as Educational and Training Assistants,
Interviewers and Tests Technicians, Personnel As-
sistants, and other personnel, training, and related
occupations. (See also 03.11 00 00 00 Business
Psychology and 03.26 03 00 00 Labor Manbgement
Relations under BUSINESS.)

14.06 01 00 00 Educational Assistants and Training
Specialists

Programs concerned with the training of person-
nel in the facilitating functions of an organization,
dealing with personnel such as teacher aides in edu-
cation, training specialists in industry, and others.
(D.O.T. No. 166. series)

14.06 02 00 00 Interviewers and Test Technicians
Programs concerned with interviewing and ad-

ministering tests to individuals to determine their
appropriateness for employment and/or advancement.
Also involved are the uses of appropriate measuring
devices, and the administration, scoring, and analysis of
individual and group progress. (D.O.T. Nos. 166. and
249. series)

14.06 03 00 00 Personnel Assistants
Programs concerned with formulating policies

relating to the personnel administration of an organiza-
tion. Emphasized are the conduct of programs of
recruitment, selection, training, promotion, welfare,
safety, compensation, separation of employees, and
recreation involving personnel. A practical background
in psychology is required for some, occupations in
personnel research, and in-the administration of testing
and counseling prograths. (D.O.T. Nos. 166. and 205.
series)

14.06 99 OMO Other Personnel, Training, and Re-
lated Occupations

Pro.grains concerned with personnel, training,
and related occupations emphasized In instruction

which are not classified above, including emerging
occupations. (D.O.T. Nos. 166., 205., and 249. series)
(Specify.)

14.07 00 00 00 STENOGRAPHIC, SECRETARIAL,
AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Planned learning activities width h.clude a combi-
nation of courses and practical experiences concerned
with making, classifying, and tiling records, including
written communications. Career objectives are identi-
fied with a variety of occupational groups and speciali-
zation (as indicated in the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles), such as Executive Administrative Secretary,
Secretaries, Stenographers, ..nd other stenographic,
secretarial, and related occupations. (See' also
03.06 00 00 00 Business Communications,
03.28 00.00 00 Office Practice, and the category
03.34 00 00 00 Shorthand, Stenographic, and Secre-
tarial under BUSINESS.)

14.07 01 00 00 Executive Secretary
Programs concerned with secretarial coordi-

nating, expediting, and facilitating functions of the
office for aiding the executive under his direction and
in a confidential relationship. (See also

14.08 01 00 00 Administrative Assistants under

Supervisory and Administrative Management Occupa-
tions. )

14.07 02 00 00 Secretaries
Programs related to occupations concerned with

carrying out administrative and general office duties in
addition to taking and transcribing dictation, (D.O.T.
No. 201. series)

14.07 03 00 00 Stenographers
Programs concerned with taking shorthand or

special writing of notes by hand or machine and
transcribing them. (D.O.T. No. 202. series)

14.07 99 00 00 Other Stenographic, Secretarial, and
Related Ot.ctipations

Programs concerned with stenographic, secre-
tarial, and related occupations emphasized in instruc-
tion which are not classified above, including emerging
occupations. (D.O.T. No. 209. series)

14.08 00 00 00 SUPERVISORY' AND ADMINIS-
TRATIVE .MANAGEMENT OC-
CUPATIONS

Learning activities and experiences concerned with
various responsibilities such as (I) studying policies,
organizational structures, and administrative practices
of such organizations as governmental units, indhstrial
firms, and nonprofit group- (2) reviewing periodic
budgets submitted by operations personnel; (3) pre-
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414 OFFICE OCCUPATIONS (Continued)

paring r:ports sunuuauzuig findings and recominclichug,
changes in policy , organization, and administrawn to
line management; (4) consolidating the btisdget esti-
mates and preparing financial ie,ports foi onsicleration
and,action by upper echelons of management, and (5)
supervising and coordinating activities, determining
vv rk procedures, and assigning, duties. (See also the
category 03 01 00 00 00 ALLowiting, the iicans
03.04 00 00 00 Budget Control, 03.f/6 00 00 00
Business Communications, 03.08 00 00 00 Business
Finance, 03.09 00 00 00 Business Law;
03 12 00 00 00 Business Statistics, and the category
03.26 00 00 00 Business and Management Principles
undo BUSINESS.)

14.08 01 00 00 Administrative Assistants
Programs concerned with the coordinating, ex-

pediting, and facilitating function's of the office for
aiding the executive, under Is directioa and in a

confidential relatignsliip, in the discharge of his duties
as related to personnel, the budget, records control,
housekeeping, making studies, conducting analyses,
reviewing reports, and other respcnsibilmes. (D.O.T.
No. 169. series) (See also. 03.01 12 00 00 Secretarial
Accounting under BUSINESS and 14.07 01 00 00
Executive Secretary.)

13 08 02 00 00 Budget Management Analysts
Programs concerned with examining, analyzing,

interpreting a,ountiii, records, and with the
,iudy of policies, organization structures, and admiis-
trative practices of orgaizationS. (D.O.T. No. 161.
series)

14.08 03 00 00 Clerical Office Supervisors
Programs concerned with supervisory occu-

pations involving the facilitating function of an organi-
zation rather than a scientific, technical, or aiministra
tive Speoalty. (D.O.T. Nos. 160-169. series)

14.08 04 00 00 Data-methods and Systemspro-
cedures Analysts

Programs concerned with studying policies,
organizational structures, and administrative practices
of an organization for the purpyse of recommending
and installing systems procedures and methods im-
provements. (D.O.T. 012. series)

14.08 05 00 00 Office Management and Chief Clerks
Programs concerned with the facilitating func-

troll of the office involving supervision of the budget
and management analysis staff of an office, scheduling
and conducting work, and other administrative speciali-
zations. (D.O.T. No. 169. series)

14.08 99 00 00 Other Supervisory and Administra-
tive Management Occupations

Programs concerned with supervisory and ad-
ministrative management occupations emphasized in
instruction which are not classified above including
emerging occupations. (D.O.T. Nos. 160.-169., 188.,
and 189. series) (Specify.)

14.09 00 00 00 TYPING AND RELATED OCCU-
PATIONS

Planned learning activities which include a combina-
tion of courses and practical experiences concerned
with recording data by means of typewriters and
similar devices. Career objectives are identified with a
vanety of occupational groups and specialization--(as
indicated in the Dictionary of Occupational/Titles),
such as Clerk Typists, Key Punch and Cotiiiig Equip-
ment Operators, Typists, and other typing and related
occupations. (Sec also 03;06 00 00 00 Business Com-
munications and the category 03.35 00 00 00 Type-
writing under BUSINESS.)

14.09 01 00 00 Clerk Typists
Programs concerned with the performance of

general clerical work requiring the use of a typewriter
rn a majority of the duties, including coMpiling and
typing reports, bills, application forms, shipping tickets,
and,other data from clerical records. These activities also
include the filing of records and reports, posting
information to records, sorting and distributing' mail,
answering telephones, computing using adding ma-
chines, and other similar duties. (D.O.T. No. 209. series)

14.09 02 00 00 Typists
Programs concerned with recording data by

means of a typewriter or similar device. (D.O.T. No.
203. series) (See also 03.35 02 00 00 Production
Typewriting, 03.35 03 00 00 Typewriting, First
Course, and 03.35 04 00 00 TypeWriting, Second
Course, under BUSINESS.)

14.09 99 00 00 Other Typing and Related Occupa-
tions

Programs concerned with typing and related
occupations emphasized.in instruction which are not
classified above, emerging occupations.
(Specify and list D.O.T. Nos. 209, and 219. series)
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14.99 00.00 00 OTHER OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
Include here other planned learning expert:A-es

emphasized in new or emerging office occupations not

listed or classifiable in one of the above major
categories. (Specify and list D.O.T. Nos.)

SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES

15.00 00 00 00

The social sciences/social studies are comprised of
interrelated subject matter organized to impart itnowl-,
edge, develop skills, and identify goals concerning
elements and institutions of human society in the
disciplines of history, economics, political science,
sociology, anthropology, psychology, geography, and
philosophy.

The social studies are comprised of those aspects of

the above which in practice are selected fur instruc-
tional purposes in schools and colleges. Social studies
are .usually socially oriented with regard to aims and
subject matter concerning the elements and institutions

of human society.
Employmg.systematic., analytical, and theoretical

methods, the social sciences include modes of inquiry

. such as historical or genetic approaches, survey re-
search, experimentation, content analysis, and logical
analysis. Illustrative methods as te..liniques include.
field studies, case studies, statistical analysis, map and
photo interpretations, simulation, participant observa-
tion, polling, questionnaires, and others.

The Ad Hoc Committee for SOcial Sciences/Social
Studies applied the following rationale tojhe selection
of substantive content for placement in the Social
Sciences/Social Studies area: (I) the items selected and
classified were determined by the committee as rep-
resenting the subject matter most commonly taught in
this area in the United States. (2) the various aspects of
subieot matter were identified by titles which were
con:ad.:red as heing must commonly used, ...hi (3) the
items included in the classification could be defined in

Form using only salient descriptive elements.
Opportunities are frequently provided both during

and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop
interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
the social scuicesisocial studies as an integral part of
the instructional program. As an example, the Inter-
national Relations Club provides additional opportuni-
ties to pursue personal interest's, apply various acquired

skills such as research, and increase knowledge in
selected aspects of the social sciences/social studies,
and develop leadership qualities through club activities.

.r> 1 )
ti

Such Organized activities, under appropriate super`
vision, are referred to as cocurricular activities. A
variety of activities is identified under

20.00 00 00 00 Cocurriculir Activities in chapter 5
beginning on page 146; and they are described more
fully in this chapter beginning on pag 241 As an
illustration, the International Relations fib is identi-
fied for reporting purposes under Cocurric filar Activi-
ties as Item 20.01 16 00 00.

'Many items of information in chapters 3 aid 4 are
su. Jrtive to pupils, instructional staff, and object

\matter

in the instructional program. For exarnple see
the items classified in the X 07 00. Series Evaluat n

and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71 -78, and tl
items classified in the X 32 00. Series -School Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on ,pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

InflUded in this subject-matter area are the items of
information which identify various subjects in the
social sciences/social studies.

15.01 00 00.00 ANTHROPOLOGY
The study. of man and his works in which attention

is focused on ,the relation between man and culture in
the past and present, and on man's ongoing cultural
development and the varieties of human, physical,
social, and culturbil forms. Anthropology is organized
under such descriptive titles as Archaelogy, Cultural
Anthropology, Ethnology, and Physical Anthropol-
ogy.

15.01 01 00 00 Archaeology
The study of hunrn history from the remains

of past cultures.

15.01 02 00 00 Cultural (Social) Anthropology
The comparative study of the culture of socie-

ties throughout the world, over time, with emphasis on
learned and shared behavior. The following topics
frequently are included for study:

15.01 02 01 00
Acculturation

15.01

15.01

15.01
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02 02 00
American Indians

02 03 00
Community Development

02 04 00
Culture



14 SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL STUDIES 1'5.01 04 00 00 Ethnology
(Continued) The study of relationships between or among

cultural traditions, culture areas, and cultures.
15.01 02 05 00

Cultural Change

15.01 02 06 00
Cultural Evolution

15.01 02 07 00
Cultural Psychology

15.01 05 00 00 Ethnoscience
The study of native systems of description and

classification of cultures.

15.01 06 00 00 Physical Anthropology
The study of man's physical characteristics, his

biological history, and present varieties. Topics fre-
quently studied include the following:

15.01 02,08 00
Cultural Transmission 15.01 06 01 00

Evolution
15.01 02 09 00

Cultural Values 15.01 06 02 00
Prehistoric People

.15.01 02 10 00
Folk Societies 15.01 06 03 00

Primitive Behavior
15,01 02 11%00

Kinship Systems 15.01 06 04 00
Primitive Peoples, e.g., Bushmen, Eskimos

15.01 02 12 00
Peasant Societies 15.01 06 05 00

Race
15.01 02 13 00

Personality and Culture 15.01 06 99 00 Other Topics in Physical Anthro-
pology

15.01 02 14 00 Include here other topics emphasized in
Prehistoric People physical anthropology which are. not listed above.

(Specify.)
15.01 02 15 00

Primitive Peoples, e.g., Bushmen, Eskimos

15.01 02 16 00
Race

15.01 99 00 00 Other Anthropology
Include here other subject matter emphasized in

anthropology which is not classifiable above. (Specify.)

15.02 00 00 00 AREA STUDIES (MULTIDISCIP-
15.01 02 17 00 LINARY)

Sow!, Pulitn.al, Lunumn. Organization Studies of sleLted areas which vary in scale from the
small area, such as the neighborhood, to a large

15.01 02 99 00 Other Tupn.s in Cultural (Sowal) 6untmental area such as South America. They may be
Anthropology defined in terms of political boundaries, geographic

Include here other topics emphasized in area, or cultural clirtracteristics.
cultural anthropology whit.h are not listed above. The term "area, studies- usually connotes the
(Specify.) interdisciplinary approach, from the more simple

geographyhistory nterpretation to the complex
15.01 03 00 00 Ethnography cultural interpretation involving anthropology,

Subject matter and activity Lon6erned with the souology, et.unurnms, pulittLal suence, and other
pro6edure for studying customary behavior t.ulleAing related areas. Area studies frequently are grouped
data on living creatures and describing them. as follows:
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15.02

15.02

01 00 00 Areas Beyond the United States:

01 01 00
Africa

15.02 01 02 00
Asia

15.02 01 03 00
Australia

15.02 01 04 (10
Canada

15.02 01 05 00
Lurope

15.02 01 06 00
Loin America

15.02 01 07 00
Middle Last

15.02 01 OA 00
Soviet

15.02 01 99 00 Other Areas Beyond the United

States

15.02 02 09 00 Other Repons of the Unlined Sta.'s
Include thew other regions of the United

States emphasized in instruction winch are not listed

above. (Specify.)

15.02 03 00 00 Small Areas:

15.02,03 01 00
llome State

15.02 03 02 00
Local Community

15.02 03 03 00
School Commune:v

15.02 03 04 00
Classroom Community

15.02 03 OS 00
Neighborhood

15.02 03 99 00 Other Small Areas
Include here other small areas emphasized in

instruction which are not listed above. (Specify.)

15.02 99 00 00 Other Area Studies
Include here other area studies emphasized in

Include here other areas beyond the United instruction which arc not listed or Classifiable above.

Stares emphasized In instruction which are .not listed (Specify.)

above. (Specify .)

c,02 02 00 00 Regions of the United States:

15,02 02 01 00
Midwest

15.02 02 02 00
Noit Centr.,1

15 02 02 03 00
Northeast

15.02 02 04 00
Northwest

15 02 02 05 00
Southeast

15 02 02 06 00
Southwest

15.03 00. 00 00 CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

The study of those portions-of the social sciences/

social studies, and eocurricular activities, which con-

tribute to the development of understanding and
attitudes eonduuve to effective participation in civic

affairs.

15.04 00 00 00 CONSERVATIONENVIRON-
MENTAL EDUCATION

The studs' of related problems and 'promises of the

new technologies concerned with natural resources and

their utilization Emphasis in instruction is on de-

- veloping understanding and appreciation of one's

natural heritage and responsibilities. (See also Major

Aspects of the Biological Sciences, 13.02 (10 09 00

Conservatioit (Environment), under NATURAL

SCIENCES.)

15.05 00 00 00 CONSUMER EDUCATION
The study concerned with the development of

knowledge, understanding, appreciations, and skills
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14 SOCIAL SCIENCES!SOCfAL STUDIES-
(Continued)

-
involved in the economic welfare of the consumer and
consumer groups in everyday life. e.g., competency in
insina;._ng money, purchasing and using goods and
services, banking, investments. credit, consumer legis
lawn, evaluation of consumer research and: produc t-
testing, and the role of the consumer in the economy.
(Included as 03.15 00 00 00 Consumer Education
undecAUSINESS and 09.01 04 00 00 Consumer
Education under HOME ECONOMICS.)

15.06 00 00 00 ECONOMICS
The study of man's use of limited resources to

satisfy his wants resources transformed by production
into goods and services witch, upon distribution, are
transformed by consumption to yield the satisfaction

, of wants Tlie study of economics includes the analysis
of the implications of alternative choices in the
allocaiton of resources. (Included as 03.1.8 00 00 00
Economics under BUSINESS) Subject matter in e,o-
nonnes is organized under various descoptice titles
such as the following,

01 00 00Business.and Industry Economics
The study ot how the business firm is organized

and combines resources to producC: goods and services.
taking account of costs. prices, profits. and the nature
and event of competition in markets.

15.06 02 00 00 Comparative Economies
The study of (a.) comparative economic

systems differences among economies in their arrange-
ments for the production, distribution, and consump-
tion of goods and services. Jb) comparative economic
thought, clrfferemes among economic explanation of
the production, dishibution, and consumption of
goods and services, and (c) economic development the
evoluti di of economies toward industrialism, the
growth of the world economy, and the growth of
international trade,

15.06 03 00 00 Consumer Economics
Tice study ot the problems in consuming the

production of the economy as seen from the behavior
of the individual consumer and the aggregate of
consumers which is the consumer sector of the
economy. (Included as 03.18 01 00 00 Consumer
Et,,,nanue: under BUSINESS.( (See also
04.00 00 /49 00 &atomics of Consumption under
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION.)

15.06 04 00' 00 History of 'Economic Thought
the ;tidy of changes to the explanations of

how economic system hare answered the questions.
What shall be produced? how shall it be produced? For
\ishorn shall it be produced? -

15.06 05 00 00 Money and Banking
The study of the influence rupon economic

activity of the quantity of money and credit and its
-cost (interest rates). (Included as 03.18 03 00 00
Monet' and Banking under BUSINESS.)

15.06 06 00 00 National Income (and components
thereof)

The study of the explanation of level, growth,
stability, and composition of a nation's or region's
income, including the influence of taxing, borrowing,
and spending at Federal, State, and local levels.

15.06 07 00 00 Prhiciples of Economics
Commonly included for study in a survey ,

course in economics 'entitled "Principles of Eco-
nomics" are the Ism& of applications considered in the
vatiousetypes of economics described_ ,elsewlfere in
these pages. (Included as 03.18 04 00 00 Principles
of Economics under BUSINESS.)

15.06 08 00 00 Resouke Economics
The study of the employment of (a) the labor

resource, its wages, employment conditions, and organ-
ization into unions; (b) capital resources, that is, the
manmade instruments of production; and (c) natural
resources such as land, mineral wealth and water.
(Included as 03.18 02 00 00 Labor Economics under
BUSINESS.)

15.06 99 00 00 Other Economics
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in economics which is not listed above,
mathematical economics, economic theory, insti-

tutional economics, economic statistics, and operations
research. (Specify.)

15.07 00 00 00 GEOGRAPHY
The study of spatial relations and spatial processes on

the earth's surface, studied on a variety of scales ranging
from to worldwide. Included are both empiiical
and theoretical approaches to an understanding of (a)
the spatial relations and processes of physical, blot ic , and

human phenomena considered separately or in varying
combinations, and (b) spatial relations and processes in
the abstract. An understanding of these spatial relations
and processes and their significance to human activities
encourages analysis of why things ale when they ale.
Subject matter in ^-ography is organized under various
descriptive titles, including, the following,:
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15.07 01 00 00 Historical Geography
The study of the geogriplues of the past. It is

concealed with the reconstruction of the geography of

a past period. Thus. an historical geography of any

region is theoretically possible for every period of

history.

15.07 02 00 00 Human (Cultural) Geography
The, geographical study of wan and his eco-

nomic, sfiCral, and Aiwa! activities as they are
distributed over the earth. (Comprises aiportion of the

dentition r f 01.19 00 00 00 ic000mic Geography
under BUSINESS.) The following considerations are

frequently included for study

15.07 02 01 00
Cartographic Interpretation

1507 02 02.00
Circulation Patterns

15.07 02 03 00
Economic Patterns

15.07 02 04 00
Political Patterns

15.07 02 05 00
Population

5k17 02 01-, 00
Settlement Patterns

15.07 02 99 00 Other Human Geography

Include here other human geography empha-

wed ia instruction which is nut listed ..hove. (Specify.)

1507 03 00 00 Physical Geography
The Aptly of that branch of geogiaphy which

de.d with the distribution and interrelationships of the

physical and biotic features of the earth's surface,

landtorms, sod's. climates, water moth surface and`
subsurface), minerals, and wild plant and J111111,11

Concerned exclusively will man's physical and None
habitat, physical geography 4. an prtiperTy be regarded as

natural science and is frequently included in science

education drawing on earth staence for subject matter.

II praotee, the toll,iwung tumor aspects of physical

geography tic wt:1111y are iittluded fur study

15.07 03 01 00

AtylioThcry lwadia.clmlate

15.07 03 02- 00
Biosphere will plants. wild animals

15.07 03 03 00
Exosphere, e.g., remote sensing

15.07 03404 00
`Hydrosphere: oceans, other surface water

bodies, subsurface water, land ice

15.07 03 00
Lithosphere: land lot as. minerals, soils

15.07 03 99 00 Other Aspects of Physical Geogra-

, oily
Include here other aspects of physical ge-

ography emphasized in instruction which are not listed

above. (Specify.)

15.07 04 00 00 Regional Geography
The study of regions. a region being an area of

any s!ze that is, homogeneous with respect to specific
criteria. (Comprises a portion of the definition of
03.19 00 00 00 Economic Geography' under BUSI-

NESS.) In practice, regional- geography comprises a

wide variety of studiesphysical, biotic, and human
stat:ii as the following

15.07 04 01 00
Agricultural Regions, such as dairy belt or

corn belt

15.07 04 02 00
Climatic Regions, such .s rainy tropics or

and lands, of hot and cold regions
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15.07 04 03 00
Continental Regions, such as North America ,

15.07 04 04 00
Culture Regions, such as Latin America

15.07 04 05 00
Lan.lform Regions. such as mountain areas

15.07 04 06 00
Manufacturing Regions, such as the Anglo-

American Nslantillcturing Belt

15.07 04 07 00
Politictd Regions, such as an individual

State, a group of states, or 1 nation



15 SPC1 L SCIENCES!SOCIAL STUDIES
(ton tinued

f
15 04 OS 00 c)

1), n (Human) Regions

1507 04 0k 00
Vegetation Regions, such ai steppe or

savanna .IreJs

I C ir 04 9L; u0 Other Regional Geography
Include here other regional geography em-

phawed rn in \tructplii shi41 is not listed above.
.

5.417 99 00 00 Other Geography
Include here other organized subject matter

emphasized in geography which is not listed or
cla;sifiable above. (Specify.)

osa

/15.05 00 00 00 HISTORY
The study of man's past considered in terms of

v,hat has 17::en interpreted about change or process.
The conventional categories of inquiry are:,
history. economic history. social history, and intellec-
tual history. Consideration is also given to how
hist.,rians proceed by gathering, criticizing, syn-
iiiesizine. and interpreting evidence concerning ac-
tessiNe and relevant periods of the past. The subject
matter of hist,iry it iwrza7tzed under various descriptive
titles such a: follows.

(ps 01 00 00 American History (including
Canada, Latin America, and the
United States)

Tic study of 'the history of selected events,
,duals, groups: institutions. artifacts, ideas, and

other phenomena associated with the western hemi-
sphere American history considers, e.g., pre-

Lultures European discovery and explora-
tion, oihnial society , growth of independent nations,
and inter-American relations.

15 (V' 02 00 00 Local History
The study of the histoly of selected events,

iii,looduals, groups. inoitutions, artifacts, ideas, and
ott,e1 piwnonieria asstit iated with localities. Local
lotory considers. e.g., settlement, 'growth of the

influences. and cultural development.

15,0 03 00 00 Modern History
The- study of the history of selected events,

14

individuals, groups, institutions, artifacts, ideas, and
other phenomena associated with the period of
modernity (since approximately 1500 A.D.) Modern
history considers, e.g., the expansion of Europe, the
impact of romantic thought, thsinduStnal revolution,
and anticolonialism in Africa and Asia.

15.08, 04 00 00 State History
The study of the history of selected events,

individuals,- groups, institutions, artifacts, ideas, and
other phenomena associated with individual American
States. State history considers, e.g,.cxploration, con-
stitutional evolution, developmelliif transportation
and communication, and military contribution.

15.08 05 00 00 United States History
The study .of th'e. history of selected events,

individuals, groups (e.g.,-racial, religious, ethnic), insti-
tutions; artifacts, ideas, and other phenomena as-
sociated With the United States. United States history
considers, e.g., colonial society, the westward move-
ment, the Civil War, and America's emergence as a
great power.

15.08 06 00 00 Westem'Civilization
The ,study of the history of selected events,

individuals, groups, institutions, artifacts, ideas, and
other phenomena associated with the western world.
Western civilization considers, e.g., rise and fall of the
Roman Empire, the Renaissance and Reformation, the
rise of the nation State, and the secularization of
society.

15.08 07 00 00 Nonwestern Civilization
The study of the history of selected events,

individuals, groups, institutions, artifacts, ideas, and
other phenomer. associated with the nonwestern
world (Asia and Africa). Nonwestern civilization con-
siders, e.g., the development of Chinese thought,
ir:perial enterprise in Africa, social revolution in
Southeast Asia, and-diffusion of western ideas.

15.08 08 00 00 World Civilization
The study of the history of selected events,

individuals, groups, institutions, artifacts, ideas, and
other phenomena associated with the entire world,
usually taught in Junior colleges with an emphasis on
social and intellectual changes rather than political
changes. World civilization considers, e.g., the emer-
gence of Greek philosophy, the proliferation of Chris-
tianity, and the integration of the-international com-
munity.
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15.08 09 00 00 World History
The study of the history of selected events,

individuals, groups, institutions, artifacts, ideas, and

other phenomena associated with 'the entire world.

World history considers, e.g., emergence of prehistoric

man and society, the Roman conquests, the westerniza-

tion of Asia, and the impact of technology since 1500

A.D.

15.08 99 00 00 Other History
.Include here other subject matter emphasized m

history which is not listed above, c.g., ancient history,

history of Latin America, history of democratic
thought. and history of religion. (Specify.)

15.09 00 00 00 HUMANITIES
The study of ,a group of related subjects such as

literature, art, music, religion, history, philosophy, and

classical and modern languageswith aspects of 'Social

sciences/social staes usually forming the core con-

cerned with man's individual cultural achievements and

values in society as distinguished Irani social institu-

tions and customs of the natural world. Sometimes

aspects of the various subject-matter areas are taught

separately but relatedly: in other instances these
aspects of si biea-matter areas are fused or integrated.

(See also G.:.01 03 00 00 Hu,' 'nudes under ART,

05.03 69 00 00 Humanities under ENGLISH

LA..1.1UAGE ARTS, 06.03 00 00 00 Humanities

untie. FOREIGN LANGUAGES, and 12.06 00 00 00
firrmandies wider MUSIC.)

15.10 00 00 00 PHILOSOPHY
A systematically organized body of knowledge

concerned with the investigation and study of human

nature and conduct as conceived and interpreted in
terms of facts and principles of reality. Usually, the

substanoi of philosophy includes aspects-of esthetics,

ethics, logic, metaphysics, and the theory of knowl-

edge. The subject matter of philosophy is organized
under various descriptive !tiles such as those which

loll ow"

15.10 01 00 00 Ethics
The study and critical examination of morals,

the meaning of "eood,- the nature of moral judgment,

and the ju-;tilikation of conduct in- terms of what is

considered right and proper standards of behavior.

Considerations arc given to the theoretical problems

involved in ethics and the development of under-

standing which enable pupils to establish personal

view, concornm moral phenomena.

(4' -41

15.10 02 00 00 History of Philosophy
The study of selected philosophers and areas of

scholarship in philosophy from the pre-Socratic era to

the present.

15.10 03 00 00 Introduction of Philosophy

The study of the major philosophical problems,

issues, and conflicts as treated by classical and modern

philosophers. The theory of knowledge, facts and
principles of reality and of human nature and behavior,

and the implications of morality, science, and religion

an everyday life are among the assumptions and issues

frequently examined.

15:10 04 00 00 Logic
The study of the scientific principles of formal

reasoning and criteria governing validity in thinking.
Attention- may be given to a wide range of considera-

tions, such as application of logic and rhetoric to
`everyday situations, symbolic logic, semantics, pro-
cesses of argument, inconsistency, methods of investi-

gation, and propositions and inferential interre-

lationships. (See also 15.04 01 01 00 Logic under
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS.)

15.10 05 00 00 Metaphysics
The study of the science of realityof being.

The nature of mind and of space and of time, the
principles and causes of things, and the existence of
universals are aspects of metaphysics which are fre-

quently examined, as well-as philosophical agreements
and disagreements with these issues.,

15.10 06 00 00 Philosophy of Religion

The critical investigation and study of religious

experiences, beliefs and statements, arguments about the

existence of a deity or deities, and the evaluation of
the historical derivation of a religion or religions.

15.10 99 00 00 Other Philosophy
Include here other subject matter emphasized in

philosophy which is not listed above. (Specify.)

15.11 00 00 00 POLITICAL SCIENCE

The study of government(s) and political behavior.

The subject matter provides pupils with insight into a

variety of factors important to the study of govern-

ments and culture, and systems processes, policies,

theories, goals and the relationships between govern-

ments. The subject matter of government is organized

under various descriptive titles such as those which

follow:
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15 SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES
(Continued)

15.11 01 00 00 American Government
The study of the structures and processes by

which men govern themselves at the local, State, and
national levels.

15.11 01 01 00 Constitution, The
The study of the legal framework under

which the American political system operates.

15.11 01 02 00 Other American Government
Include here other subject matter empha-

sized in American government. (Specify.)

15.11 02 00 00 Comparative Systems
The study and comparative analysis of political

institutions, processes, and behavior in various coun-
triesdeveloping and developed.

15.11 03 00 00 Contemporary World Affairs
The analysis of economic, sociological, political,

legal, cultural, and other factors which influence the
relations between nations.

15.11 04 00 00 17iternational Relations
The study of agencies, operations, and prin-

ciples involved in communication and interaction
among nations, with emphasis typically given to
relations among governments.

1511 05 00 00 Political Parties and Public Opinion
The development, organization, and operation

of political parties and pressure groups and the
formulation and role of public opinion.

15.11 06 00 00 Political Socialization
The study of the ways in which society transmits

political orientations, including knowledge, norms,
and practices from one generation to the next.

15.11 07 00 00 Political Theory
The study of the major schools of

philosophy, including the development of
methodological techniques relevant to
science.

political
modern
political

15.11 99 00 00 Other Political Science
Include here other subject matter emphasized

in political science which is not listed above.
(Specify.)

15.12 00 00 00 PSYCHOLOGY
The study and systematic investigation of organ-

isms, especially human beings, and their 'collective
characteristics their intelligence, feelings, and attic
tudes, ,.nd their behavior in relation to physical and
social environment. The subject matter of psychology
is organized under various descriptive titles such as
those which follow:

45.12 01 00 00 Developmental Psychology
The investigation and study of those aspects of

psychology concerned with the progressive develop-
ment and behavior in childhood and adolescence.
Frequently emphasized for study are: behavior and
mental growth, the process of maturation, the concept
of self, norms in behavior, social norms (relationship
with people), heredity and environment and their
interaction, parent-child relationships, and the effects
of cultural and social forces upon attitudes and values.

15.12 02 00 00 Educational Psychology
The investigation and study of a variety of

aspects of psychology and their applications to class-
room situations. Among considerations frequently
emphasized are the nature and theory of learning, child
and adolescent development, emotion and adjustment,
motivation, and individual and group differences.

15.12 03 00 00 General Psychology
The study of the fundamental principles of

human behavior. Basic concepts, the scope of psy-
chology, psychological methods, human behavior,
animal behavior, motivation, thought processes, theory
of learning, characteristics of emotions, and perception
are frequently emphasized. Subject matter is usually
designed for study in breadth rather than for the study
of selected aspects of psychology in depth.

15.12 04 00 00 Psychology of Adjustment
The study of the individual in terms of total

adjustment with major empMsis applied to social
environment. Among factors frequently emphasized
for study are adjustment techniques, personality as a
construct, theories of personality, the nature of con-
flict and adjustment in personality, and physiological
and social aspects of personality development.

15.12 05 00 00 Social Psychology
The study of the behavior of individuals and

groups, of behavioral interactions, and of the influence
of the group(s) on attitudes, emotions, and personality
development. Among the aspects of social psychology
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frequently emphasized for study are the adiustment of

individuals to group situations, including family,

school, and occupatiOn; social foundations of attitudes

,and behavior development and change; social judg-

ments and perception; and psychological factors in-

volved in race prejudice, war, and nationalism.

15:12 99 00 00 Other Psychology
Include here other oubject matter emphasized in

psychology which is not listed above. (Specify.)

15.13 00 00 00 SOCIOLOGY
The study of human society, its structure and

processes, It incluJes a wide range of societal relation-

ships from the primary groups such as the family, the

tribe, and the clan, to the complex groupings that
characterize the megalopolis of urban society. Sociali-

zation, collective behavior, deviance from the group,
culture, aspects of social status, and patterns of social

change are among areas emphasized in subject matter.

The subject matter of sociology is- organized under
various descriptive titles such as those which follow:

15.13 01 00 00 Community
The study of the social organization of a cluster

of family groups, in a given locality, that are linked by

a consciousness of similarities in attitudes, values, and
problems. Among major aspects of "community"
which are investigated and studied are the following:

15.13 01 01 00 Rural Society
A study of that portion of organized society

living in rural areas, with emphasis on rural trends and

problem:.

15.13 01 02 00 Urban Society
Applications of sociological principles to the

study of customs and institutions in an urban setting,

with emphasis on metropolitan trends and problems.

Aspects of urban planning may be appropriately

included for investigation and study.

15.13 01 99 00 Other Community
Include here other organized subject matter

concerning "community" and emphasized in instruc-

non which is not listed above. (Specify.)

15.11 02 00 00 Public Opinion and Political

Sociology

The investigation and study of the de-

velopment of sociological attitudes and behavior,

including voting behavior, pressure groups, mass

communication,:and detection and interpretation of

propaganda.

15.03 03 00 00 Socialization
The study of the problems and processes of man

becoming a participating member of society.

15.13 04 00 00 Social Organization
The study of the structure of groups, institu-

tions, and agencies Liat comprise the structure of
society. Among the groups, institutions, and agencies

studied the following usually are included:

15.13 04 01 00 Education
The study of schools and other educational

agenciestheir structure, role, in the socialization pro-

cess, and function in a dynamic society.

15.13 04 02 00 Family
The study of the smallest group central to an

organize ociety its social, economic, and biological

chapc, listics, functions, and problems.

15.13 04 03 00 Religion
The study about religious organizations and

churches and their functions in a dynamic con-
temporary society.

15.13 04 99 00 Other Social Organization
Include here other subject matter empha-

sized in social organization which is not listed above.

(Specify.)

15.13 05 00 00 Social Problems,
The study of problems of human groups. The

subject matter may appropriately include the study of:

(a) family disorganization; (b) population imbalances;

(c) delinquency; (d) crimecauses, effects, and reme-

dies related to the pathology of society that involves

the maladjustments of the, individual which bring him ,

into conflict with society; (e) poverty; and (f) ethnic

group conflicts.

15.13 06 00 00 Social Stratification
The study of the hierarchical groups in society,

such as classes and castes,

15.13 07 00 00 Social Theory
The investigation and study of the concepts and

propositions developed in the systematic analysis of

the structural components of human society and their

interaction.
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15 SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES
( Con t inued)

15.13 09 00 00 Other Sociology
Include here oats( subject matter emphasized

in sociology which is not listed op classifiable above.
(Specify.)

15.99 00 00 00 OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES/
SOCIAL STUDIES

Include here organized subject matter emphasized
in social scienceNsocial studies which is not listed or
classifiable above. (Specify.)

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

16.00 00 00 00

Technical education is concerned with that body of
knowledge organized in a planned sequence of class-
room and laboratory experiences, usually at the post-
secondary level, to prepare pupils for a cluster of job
opportunities in a specialized field of technology. The
program of instruction normally includes the study of
the underlying sciences and supporting mathematics
inherent in a technology, as well as methods, skills,
materials, and processes commonly used and services
perforined in the technology. A planned sequence of
study and extensive knowledge in a field of specializa-
tion is required in technical education, including
competency in the basic communication skills and

'related general education. Technical education prepares
for the occupational area between the skilled craftsman
and the professional person such as the physician, the
eagineei , and the scientist.

The technical education curriculum is so structured
that it prepares the graduate to enter a job and be
productive with a minimuSn of additional training after
employment. It is designed to provide a background of
knowledge andskills which will enable an individual to
advance with the developments in the technology, and
enables him, with a reasonable amount of experience
and additional education, to advance into positions of
increased responsibility.

The technician, frequently is employed in direct
support of the professional employee. For example,
die engineering technician will be capable of per-
forming such duties as assisting in the following
engineering functions: designing, developing, testing,
modifying of products and processes, production
planning, writing reports, and preparing estimates;
analyzin;w and diagnosing technic it problems that in-

wive independent decisions; and solving a wide range
of technical problems by applying his background in
the technical specialitiesscience, mathematics, and
communicative and citizenship skills.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Technical Education
applied the following rationale to the selection of
substantive content for placement in the Technical
Education area: (1) the items selected and classified
were determined as representing the subject matter
!nog commonly taught in technical education in the
United States; (2) the various aspects of subject matter
weie identified by titles which were considered as
being most commonly used., and (3) the various aspects
of subject matter selected for placement under Tech-
nical Education could be defined in brief form using
only salient descriptive elements.

Many items of information in chapter 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional taff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. i ,,r examples see
the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are shown in table 7
on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

16.01 00 00 00 ENGINEERING-RELATED TECH-
NOLOGY

That part of the engineering field which requires the
application of scientific and engineering knowledge and
methods combined with technical skills necessary in
the support of engineering activities. Persons prepared
in this technology are a part of the engineering
manpower team which includes the skilled craftsman,
the technician, and the engineer, and work as tech-
nicians in close support of the,engineer.

16.01 01 00 00 Aeronautical Technology
A planned program of classroom and laboratory

experiences, including mathematics, the physical
sciences, and a combination of aerodynamics, struc-
tures, materials, and electronics as applied to the
design, testing, and development of aircraft. This
program is designed to produce, the ability to under-
stand the propulsion, control, and( guidance system of
the airplane, and to collect pertinent engineering data
in a research-and-development activity, This program
prepares the graduate to work in direct support of the
engineer in the aerospace industry.

16.01 02 00 00 Agricultural Technology
Specialized classroom and laboratory learning
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experiences in physical sciences, mathematicso,and
specialty courses dealing with farm machinery, farm

structures, and rural electrification, designed to prepare

the graduate to work in direct support of the agri-

cultural engineer.

16.01 02 01 00 Agricultural Electrification Tech-

nology
Specialized learning experiences in electrical

systems a: applied to planning, estimating, and de-

signing to meet the needs of the customer. (See also
01.03 07 00 00 Agricultural Electrification under.

AG RICULTURE.)

16.01 02 02 00 Agricultural Machinery and Equip-
ment Technology

Specialized learning experiences in proper-

ties of soils, characteristics of crop growth, and the
development of knowledge and understanding con:,

cerning mechanisms, control systems, and ma tenals-

handling as applied to the design, development, testing,

and manufacture of agriculturil machinery and equip-

ment. (See also 01.03 01 00 00 Agricultural Power
and Machinery under AGRICULTURE.)

16.01 02 03 00 Agricultural Structures and Conven-

iences
Specialized learning experiences concerned

with the strength of building materials and elementary

structures as applied to planning, estimating, and
designing to meet the needs of the customer. (See also

01.03 02 00 00 Agricultural Structures and Conven-

iences under AGRICULTURE.)

16.01 02 99 00 Other Agricultural Technology
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in agricultural technology

which are not listed above. (Specify.)

16.01 03 00 00 Architectural Technology (Building

Construction)
A program of instruction designed to provide

the pupil with knowledge and understanding of scien-

tific prin:iples, mathematical concepts, and communi-

cative and technical skills combined with laboratory

experiences including creative design, testing, and
model building which will enable him to be supportive

to the architect and the architectural engineer. The

subject matter is concerned with design, estimating,
inspection, supervision, and contracts and specific,-
tik,nsprimarily in the field of building construction

with emphasis on the art of form.

er, e)
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16.01 04 00 00 Automotive Technology
A sequence of classrooi)f and laboratory experi-

ences, including the study Gf scientific and mathe-
matical principles which led to understanding of the

design, development, and ifesting of internal combus-
t/tion engines and related omponent parts of the motor

yehicle, including trans iission, electrical systems, and

braking systems. This program is planned to prepare

the graduate to pey orm duties concerned with de-

signing, testing, anyl development in direct support of

the automotive engineer.

16;01 05 00 Chemical Technology
A pro sain of instruction designed to provide

the pupil )4th knowledge of scientific principles,

mathemati al concepts, and communicative and tech-

nical skil s combined with appropriate laboratory

experiences which will enable him to be supportive to

professIonal personnel in the chemical field. The
subje/t matter emphasizes qualitative, quantitative, and

anajYtical analyses in general and,organic chemistry. In

th unit-operation laboratory he studies material

handling, crushing, grinding, and sizing. By pilot-plant

operation%he studies the machinery and methods used

in extraction, distillation, evaporation, drying, absorp-

tiop, and heat transfer in chemical technology, lie
ddsigns, installs, and operates pilot plants for chemical

manufacturing processes.

16.01 06 00 00 Civil Technology
A planned program of classroom and laboratory

experiences including the study of physical sciences,

mathematics, surveying, strength of materials, and

other specialty courses leading to preparation for

designing, testing, and supervising the construction of

highways, railroads, airportS, bridges, harbors, irriga-

tion works, sanitary plants, and other structures. The'

graduate works in direct support of the civil engineer.

16.01 06 01 00 Roadway Technology
Specialized learning experiences designed to

prepare personnel for duties such as surveying, designing

routes, laying out roadways, testing materials, acquiring

land and preparing plans and specifications for the con-

struction of highWays, railroads, and airports.

16.01 06 02 00 Sanitation Technology
Specialized learning experiences, including

the study of biological sciences, planned for preparing

personnel who will be involved in the design, construc-

tion, and operation of water systems, sewage disposal

systems, and pollution control systems.
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16 TECHNICAL EDUCATION-(Continued)

16.01 06 03 00 Structural Technology
Specialized learning experiences concerned

with the preparation of personnel for duties such as
structural detailing and design testing, building con-
struction supervision, estimating, and specification
writing.

16.01 06 99 00 Other CM Technology
Include here other organized subject matter

and e, penences emphasized in civil technology which
are not listed above. (Specify.)

16.01 07 00 00 Electrical Technology
An organization of subject matter and labora-

tory experiences designed to provide preparation iii
specialty courses, physical sciences, mathematics, and
general education as applied to the design, develop-
ment, and testing of electrical circuits, devices and
systems for generating electricity, and the distribution
and utilization of electrical power. These electrical
systems incorporate, and require knowledge about, the
application of electronic and instrumentation devices.

The program is designed to develop in the individual
the capacity to perform in such areas as model and
prototype development and testing. *stems analysis
and integration including, design, selection, installation,
calibration and testing. deyelopment of corrective and
preventive maintenance techniques; application of engi-
neering data and the preparation of reports and test
results in support of the electrical engineer.

16.01 08 00 00 Electronic Technology
Subject matter and laboratory experience's

organized to provide preparation in the specialty
courses, physical science, mathematics, and general
education concerned with the design, development,'
modification, and testing of electronic circuits, devices
and systems. Subject matter incorporates solid state
and microminiaturization devices and representative
systems such as microwave systems, computers, and
controls.

The program is designed to develop in the individual
the capacity to perform in such areas as. practical
circuit feasibility; prototype development and testing,
development of maintenance techniques; systems
analysis including design, selection, installation, calibra
non, and testing, and the application of engineering
data and preparation of reports and test results in
support of the professional per.onnel in the electronics
field.

16.01 09 00 00 Electromechanical Technology

A selection and integration of specialized class-
room and laboratory learning experiences in both the
mechanical and electrical fields.

Instruction is planned to provide preparation for
responsibilities concerned with the design, develop-
ment, and testing of electromechanical devices and
systems such as automatic control systems and servo-
mechanisms, including vending machines, elevator con-
trols. missile controls, tape-control machines, and
auxiliary computer equipment.

The program of instruction is designed to develop
understanding, knowledge, and skills, which will pro-
vide the capacity to perform effectively in such areas
as' f-!asibility testing of engineering concepts; systems
analysis including design, selection, and testing; appli-
cation of engineer* data, and the preparation of
written reports and test results in support of mechan-
ical and electrical engineers.

16.01 10 00 00 Environmental-control Technology
Classroom and laboratory experiences designed

to develop in the pupil knowledge and understanding
concerned with the scientific principles and basic
mathematics dealing with the control of temperature
and quality of air, and the design, testing, installation,
and development of heating and cooling systems. (See
also I 7.01 00 00 00 Air Conditioniiig under TRADE
AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

16.01 10 01 00 Cooling
Specialized learning experiences concerned

with cooling systems such as unit air conditioners and
control systems. Instruction emphasizes design, de-
velopment, and installation and their applications to
cooling systems.

16.01 10 02 00 Heating
Specialized learning experiences concerned

with heat generation systems such as oil burners, coal
furnaces, and electrical heating units. Instruction em-
phasizes design, development, testing, and installation
and their applications to heating systems.

16.01 10 03 00 Refrigeration
Specialized learning experiences con-

cerned with such scientific principles as the laws
of gases, the flow of fluids, and automatic control
systems as applied to the temperature control of a

particular environment, including food warehouses,
cryogenic laboratories, and commercial food storage
units.
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16.01 10 99 00 Other Environmental-control Tech-

nology
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in environmental-control

technology which are not listed above. (Specify.)

16.01 11 00 00 Industrial Technology
A program of instruction designed to develop-

knowledge and understanding of scientific principles,
Mathematical concepts, and communicative and tech-

nical skills, combined with appropriate laboratory

experiences which will prepare the pupil to be sup-

portiye to the industrial engineer in production and

planning. The subject matter emphasizes the design and

installation of integrated systems of materials, ma-
chinery, equipment, and personnel.

16.01 12 00 00 Instrumentation Technology

A sequence of classroom and laboratory experi-

ences, supported by physical sciences and mathematics,

concerned with providing an understanding in the

fields of electricity, electronics, mechanics, pneu-

matics, and hydraulics as they pertain to applications

of the principles of control and recording systems and

automated devices. The instructional program is

planned to prepare the pupil to design, develop
prototypes, and test and evaluate control systems or
automated systems and to prepare graphs, written

reports and test results in support of the professional

personnel working in the field of instrumentation.

16.01 13 00 00 Mechanical Technology

A program of instruction, designed to develop

knowledge and understanding concerning scientific

principles, mathematical concepts, and communicative

skills, combined with appropriate laboratory experi-

ences which will prepare a pupil to become supportive

to the mechanical engineer.

16.01 13 01 00 Energy Conversion
Specialized learning experiences designed to

prepare personnel for duties in such fields as steam
engineering, fuel and combustion analysis, steam and

gas turbines, industrial power plant equipment, and

internal combustion engines.

16.01 13 02 00 Machine and Tool Design

An organization of subject matter and ex-

periences concerned with the preparation of drawings,

specifications, calculations, and procedures emphasized

in the design or redesign of parts, assemblies, tools, jigs,

and fixtures, and the testing of the characteristics and

,performance of units and components.

16.01 13 03 00 Production
Specialized learning experiences designed to

prepare personnel to perform duties in such areas of

responsibility as process planning, machine selection,

materials-handling, quality control, economics of pro-

duction, inspection, and coordination between engi-

neering design and production.

16.01 13 99 00 Other Mechanical Technology

Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in mechanical technology

which are not listed above. (Specify.)

16.01 14 00 00 Metallurgical Technology

An organization of subject matter and labora-

tory experiences including specialty courses, physical

sciences, mathematics, and general education con-

cerned with the production, research, and/or quality

control of metals. The instructional program is de-

signed to prepare pupils for performing duties in such

areas as: conducting tests on the properties of metals;

pilot and production plant design and development;

the development, operation, and alteration of test

procedures and equipment; and the collection and

analysis of data and preparation of comprehensive and

detailed reports in support of professional personnel in

the metallurgical field. (See also 17.24 00 00 00

Metallurgy Occupations under TRADE AND IN-

DUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.)

16.01 15, 00 00 Nuclear Technology
A combination of subject matter and laboratory

experiences designed for the study of scientific prin-

ciples, mathematical concepts, and communicative and

technical skills which, when combined with appro-

priate laboratory situations, prepare the pupil to be

supportive to professionals engaged in developing,

manufacturing, testing, research, maintaining, storing,

and handling materials in the nuclear science and

energy field. The subject matter emphasizes nuclear

physics, radioisotopes, chemistry, electronics, nuclear

instrumentation, and safety procedures. Graduates may

enter and develop in this field as reactor technicians,

radiation safety technicians, and radioactive-materials

technicians.

16.01 16 00 00 Petroleum Technology
A planned program of classroom and laboratory

experiences which include mathematics, chemistry,

physics, petrology, sedimentation, and geophysics as

applied to the recovery and use of oil and gas.
Instruction leads to preparation for: oil field explora-
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16 TECHNICAL EDUCATION(Continued)

tion; supervision of rig construction, drilling, oil field
services, crude petroleum production, and petroleum
refining; and work in direct support of the engineers
and geologists in the oil industry.

16.01 17 00 00 Scientific Data Processing
A combination of subject matter and experi-

ences, including scientific principles and mathematical
concepts, combined with specialty courses and applied
laboiatory experiences necessary in preparing pupils
to: convert scientific, engineering, and other technical
problem formulations to processibie forms by com-
puter; resolve symbolic formulations; prepare logical
flow charts and block diagrams; encode resolvent
equations for processing by applying knowledge of
advanced mathematics, such as,differential equations
and numerical analysis; and gain understanding of
computer capabilities and limitations.

The program is designed to provide in the pupil the
capacity to perform such functions as: consulting with
engineering and other technical personnel to resolve
problems of intent, inaccuracy, or feasibility of com-
puter processing; observing the computer during testing
or processing runs to analyze and correct programming
and coding errors; reviewing results of computer
runs for determining necessary modifications and
reruns; developing new subroutines or the ex-
tension of the application of available programs;
and the development of scientific machine lan-
guages to simplify programming statements and
coding of future problems.

16.01 99 00 00 Other Engineering-related Tech-
nology

Include here other organized subject matter and
experiences emphasized in engineering-related tech-
nology which are not classifiable or listed above, e.g.,
ceramics-engineering technology, marine-engineering
technology, and mining-engineering technology.
(Specify.)

16 02 00 00 00 AGRICULTURAL- - RELATED
TECHNOLOGY

That part of the agricultural field which requires the
application of scientific knowledge and methods com-
bined with technical skills in support of agricultural
activities. Persons prepared in this technology are a
part of the team which includes eae skilled worker, the
technician, and the scientists.

16.02 01 00 00 Animal Science
(For description see 01.01 01 00 00 Animal

Science under AGRICULTURE.)

16.02 02 00 00 Dairy Technology
(For description see 01.01 01 00 00 Animal

Science and 01.04 01 02 00 Dpiry Products under
AGRICULTURE.)

16.02 03 00 00 Food Processing Technology
(For description see 01.04 01 00 00 Food

Products under AGRICULTURE.)

16.02 04 00, 00 Plant Science
(For description see 01.01 02 00 00 Plant

Science under AGRICULTURE.)

16.02 99 00 00 Other Agricultural-related Tech-
nology

Include here other organized subject matter and
experiences, emphasized in agricultural-related tech-
nology which are not classifiable in the engineering-
related technology category or are not listed in the
above category. (Specify.)

16.03 00 00 00 HEALTH-RELATED TECHNOL-
OGY

That part of the health occupations field which
requires the application of scientific knowledge and
methods combined with technical skills in support of
the health occupations. Persons prepared in this tech-
nology are a part of the health team which includes the
skilled worker, the technician, and the dentist, medical
doctor, and other professionals.

16.03 01 00 00 Dental Hygiene (Associate Degree)
(For description see 07.01 02 00 00 Dental

Hygiene (Associate Degree) under HEALTH OCCUPA-
TIONS EDUCATION.)

16.03 02 00 00 Electroencephalograph Technician
(For description see 07.09 01 00 00 Electro-

encephalograph Technician under HEALTH OCCUPA-
TIONS EDUCATION.)

16.03 03 00 00 Medical Laboratory Assisting
(For description see 07.02 03 00 00 Medical

Laboratory Assisting under HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
EDUCATION.)

16.03 04 00 00 Radiologic Technology (X-ray)
(Fat description see 07.05 01 00 00 Radio-
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logu re( hn,01,,z) (X-ray) under HEALTH OCCUPA-

TIONS 1 ()("CATION.)

16.1); II() Nursing (Associate Degre.1

(1 or description see 07 03 01 00 00 Nursing

(-.1,ss,4 VI( qree) under HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

EDE( N.T1ON

10 03 09 00 00 Other Health-related Technology

Include here other organized subject matter and

expoien,e, emphasized in health-related technology

which ate not lasted above, (Specify.)

16.04 00 00 go OFFICE-RELAT ED TECHNOLOGY

I kit part of the office occupations field which

requires the application of sciimtific kno wiedge and

method, onibmed ssith technical skils it suprit of

othce occupations_ Persons prepared it this technology

air a p;trt of the office team which includes the skilled

worker. the technician, and administrative management

perm mod.

16 04 01 00 00 Computer Programmer
description see 14.02 03 00 00 Program-

meta trader OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.) (See also

03.17 04 00 00 Computer Programming under BUS! -

NI SS I

1604 02 00 00 Systems Analyst Technology
(For description see 14.02 04 00 00 Systems

InaLsty under OFFICE OCCUPATIONS.)

1604 9'; 00 00 Other Office-related Technology

Include here other organized subject matter and

cAperleikes emphasized in office-related technology

'Much .ire not .classifiable in the engineering-related

tectinotoe. category or are not listed in the above

s.atceoll,. (Specify.)

16.05 00 00 00 HOME ECONOMICS - RELATED

TECHNOLOGY
111.11 part of the home economics occupational field

which requires the application of knowledge and

method. combined with technical skills is support of

activities concerned with children. services, home

turinshines, interior-decorating, and related actisities in

the home economics field. Persons prepared in this

iedmoloIN are a part of the team which includes the

worker. the technician, and the professional_

16.05 01 00 00 Child Care'Center Assistant

(For description see 09.02 01 00 00 Care an.]

Guidance of Children under HOME ECO-

NOMICS.)

16.05 02 00 00 Hospital Children's Division As-

sistanl
(For description see 09.02 01 00 00 Care and

Guidance of Children under HOME ECONOMICS.)

16.05 03 00 00 Teacher's Assistant at the Prepri-
mary Level

(For description see 09.02 01 00 00 Care and

Guidance of Children under HOME ECONOMICS.)

16.05 04 00 00 Food Service Supervisor

(For description see 09.02 3 00 00 Food

Management, Production, and Services under HOME

ECONOMICS.)

16.05 05 00 00 Interior Decorator Assistant

(For description see 09.02 04 00 00 Home

Furnishings, Equipment, and Services under HOME

ECONOMICS.)

16.05 06 00 00 Home Equipment Demonstrator

(For description see 09.02 04 00 00 Home
Furnishings, Equipment, and Services under HOME

ECONOMICS.)

16.05 99. 00 00 Other Home Economics-related

Technology
Include here othesr organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in home economics-related
technology which are not listed above. (Specify.)

16.06 00 00 00 MISCELI ANEOUS TECHNICAL

EDUCATION
Examples of other organized technical education

which may be classified in this category, are:

16.06 01 00 00 Commercial Pilot Training

A program of classroom instruction and prac-

tical experience, including mathematics and the ap-

propriate physical sciences, designed to prepare the

student to pilot and -.eventually assume command

responsibility for aircraft carrying passengers or freight.

The program is planned to enable the student to

acquire competency and knowledge in such fields as:

aircraft structure, behavior, and operation; aircraft

systems, instrumentation, and controls; radio com-

munications as applied to aircraft; meteorology; navi-

gation; airways safety and traffic regulations; and other

aspects of a pilot's duties and responsibilities. The
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16 TECHNICAL EDUCATION --(Continued)

student Lill be expect to become conversant with
,..,,werninc,A,J rules and regulations pelt:fining to
ptHlop: ancLet and ti.in be expected to pass any tests
prescribed by the Fede.." Voation Agency tOr a
Commercial Pilot's Certificate upon sansfactor corn-
pktin of the designated sequence of courses.

oitn 02 00,.00 Fire and Fire Safety Technology
planned sequence of classroom instruction

(including the appropriate sciences such as chemistry 1
and practical experiences designed to prepare the
student to function as a the control and fire ,..nets
specialist The program is planned to enable the
soon, to acquire competency and knowledge in one
Or 1140r0 ut such diverse fields as structural dc,,gii and

tnerk.orolop,:al factors impinging upon tire
solutions. '1o:fighting and control, wherein he inspects
c.o.npiecin and adises as to Its proper usage based

understanding' of the chemistry of combustion
,ind the Most modern techniques for coping with tires.
the handling of hazardous matehals (such as petroleum

and other volatile. explosive, Or coh)sie
,nat enals ) either routinely or in ail accident situation,
the qlecno of public and prnate property to
.7valuafe fire and fire safety conditions. wherein he

oxtAnniciiclanons Ill1 collection of unsafe con-
loons, adlosing ki...11 governments, private industries.
s!i,1 individual citizens concerning the prevention of
accidents and lines. conducting educational activities.
through regular school programs or special campaigns,
to imonnte fire safety and the prevention of accidents
Ind inc..

it' 431, 0.4, 00 00 Forestry Technology
A sequence of classroom and laboratory expert-
inclodine. appropriate physical and biological

.,c)c uses, designed to prepare the student to function
technical specialist in the utilization of our timber

resources. The program is planned to enable the
student to acquire competency in one or 11101e of such
areas as: harvesting of timber, wherein lie surveys
timber lands, draws topographical maps. selects fiees
for cutting, and plans the transportation of logs to
milf cr loading sites; conducting or assisting in
research involving the preparation of wood for con.
mercul use, and the preservation and utilization of
wood and its by-products. developing, improving. or
determining methods of handhng, curing, shaping, and
treating wood in the course of manufacturing wooden
Products; investigating and assisting in setting up

chemical or mechanical processes for converting wood
Into various commodities. and testing wood for such
properties as strength, elasticity, and endurance, and
recommending proper ufilvatiOn.

WO() 04 00 00 Oceanographic Technology (Phy-
sical, Biological, and Fisheries)

This item is not defined here because it is
presently undergoing, extensive stud) and development.

16.0r, 05 00 00 Police (Law Enforcement and Cor-
rections) Science Technology

A planned sequence of classroom instruction
and laboratory experiences designed to prepare a
student to function as one of more of the following:

) a generalist in any law enforcement agency con-
cerned with patrol and investigative actnities, traffic
control, initial contact with the public such as obtain-
ing mformation, preparing reports, and testifying in
court; (2) an evidence technician operating in crune
laboratory or mobile unit concerned with the collec-
tion, preparation, and transportation of physical evi-
deuce -including the use of skills in photography and
report writing; and (3) a tvcluncian primarily con-
cerned with delinquency or crune prevention who
may he employed by a police agency, juvenile court, or
correctional institution to (a) carry out responsibilities
which may include Investigation and referral of de-
pendent-neglected children as well as delinquents and
youthful offenders, (b) supervise persods on probation,
or (e) provide rehabilitative services to offenders.

111.06 09 00 00 Other Miscellaneous Technical Edu-
cation

Include here other aspects of technical educa-
tion emphasized III instruction which are not listed in
or appropriate to one of the above categories.
(Specify.)

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
OCCUPATIONS

17.00 00 00 00
Trade and industrial occupations is the branch of

vocational education which is concerned with pre-
paring persons for initial employment, or for upgrading
or retraining workers la a wide range of trade and
industrial occupations. Such occupations are skilled or
semiskilled and are concerned with layout designing,
producing, processing. assembling, testing, maintaining,
SerVC111,:, or repairing any product or commodity
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Instruction is provided (11m hasnc manipulative skills,

safety judgment, and related occupational information

in mathematics, drafting. and science required to

perform successfully in the occupation, and (2)

through a combination of shop or laboratory e pen-

ences sm)ula ling those found in industry and classroom

learning. Included is instruction for apprentices in

apprenticible occupations or for nrumeymen already

engaged m a track or industrial occupation. Also

included is training for service and certain setruproles-

sional occupations considered to he trade and indus-

trial n1 nature.
The Ad Hoe Committee for Trade and Indust»al

Occupations applied the following criteria to the

selection of substantive content for placement in the

Nap:1.MA ter area. (I) the content was determined by

consensus of the committee ro he unique and appio-

pnate to trade :Ali industrial occupations; t2i sublet:I-

matter items could he defined in brief fuini usun.; only

salient descriptive elements.and (3) the various aspects

ot organized subject matter were identifiable miy titles

which the ad hoc committee considered to be most

appropriate to,trade and industrial occuparioas,

Opportunities are frequently provided both durnig

the outside regular classtune for pupils to develop

interests. skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of

toile and mdusrrral occupations as an integral part of

the instructionL: program. As an example. the Voca-

tional Industrial Clubs of America provide adchtional

oprhutiinuaes to develop leadership. ewe ie.-pin-41A.

nes, other qualities. and an understanding of the orld

of work in trade and industrial occupations. Such

organved activities, under appropriate surervision, ire

referred to as coaa-rictdar acttritics. They may be

designed for participation of pupils as indoacitials or in

groups. A variety ot activities is identified inider

20.00 00 00 00 Co,:urocular Activities in chapter 5

beginning on page 146, and they are discussed noire

toll in this chapter hegmiwing oil pap,. 141. As an 11.

lustranon. the VOkation.d Industrial flubs of Amen,

can he identified tor reputing purposes and further

described under Cocinricular Activities as ben,

20 01 33 riO (10.
Many items of information in charters 3 and 4 are

supportive to papils, instructional staft, and subject

matter in the instructional program. For examples see

the thins c:asSiliell in the X 07 00. Series valastnin

and Curriculum Improvement on page 71 7:s, and the

items classified in the X 32 00. Series -School Seri

ices Siipporing Instruction on page 90 96, Graphic

illustrations of dies,: relationships are shown in table

un paN I 1 .11 !ti titNire I nri r ige 13.

1,--.

Ice %,
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17.01 00 00 00 AIR CONDITIONING
Classroom and shop experiences which enable the

student to become profietent in the installation, repair.

and maintenance of commercial, industrial, and do-

mestic air conditioning systems. Included is instruction

in the theory and application of basic principles

involved in. conditioning of air: cooling, heating,

filtering. and controlling humidity. the operating chai-

acterrstics of various units and parts. blueprint reading.

the use of technical reference manuals; the diagnosis or

mallunctiens. tin; overhaul, repair, and adiustment of

units and parts such as pumps, compressors, valves,

springs, and connections; and the repair 01 electric and

pneumatic control systems. (See also 16.01 10 00 00

Enrironmental-control Technob,gy under TEC11-

NICAL EDUCATION.)

17.01 01 00.00 Cooling
Learning experiences specifically concerned

wall the installation, operation, testing, and trouble

shooting ot various types of an cooing equipment.

including the controls needed for operation,

17.01 02 00 00 Heating
Learning experiences spem tirally concerned

with the installation, operation, testing, and trouhle-

shooting of various types of heating equipini'mt. rim

eluding. the controls needed for operation.

17.01 03 00 00 Ventilating (Filtering and Humidifi-

cation)

Leaming experiences specifically concerned

with the installation, operation, testing, and trouble-

shooting Of various air quality control equipment such

as humiditicis, filters, tans, and related equipment.

17.01 9 00 00 Other Air Conditioning
Include here other specialized subject mama

and learning experiences emphasized in air condi

honing, retrigeratikinind heating which are not listed

above, (Specify ,)

17.02 00 00 00 APPLIANCE REPAIR

Classroom and shop experiences concerned with the

theory of electrical circuitry, gearing, linkages.

and lubrication m the operation, maintenance, and

repair ot components including relays, time switches,

pumps, mud agitators used in appliances such as

washers. drscus, vacuum cleaners, toasters, water

heaters, and strives. Reloted training is provided in the

uses ot familiar tools. test emplipmeirt, and seivkt

manuals. and m making cash estun rtes for reran \



17 TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL learning vxlvtiences cmPhawckl ul autoinollw mdus-OCCUPATIONS -A Continued ) tries which are not listed above. (Spet.ity

11 02 01 00 00 Electrical Appliances
Leatinilg, experiences

Ltltfl the repair, installati, qr.: and seTicing, of electrical
appliances

' 02 02 Ott 00 Gas Appliances
1r.11111,2 eApertenkeN L')ncerried

with the repan. mann:mance, and svi %loan! o! gas

17.03 00 00 00 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES
1..0,1041in arid .hop eperien..e. which include

tisulalY In all Ilia \es ot autonnitise maintenance repair
.111 it atinnuotive Le11ICles hiduded Is

naming in the ll: TCLlinn:31 manuals and a vanet of
hand acid row...i tool\ Iii\truction and practice are

the inalfunoions. disassembly
;it mut., parts inspection and repair of replacement of
parts n isolLing eln;Mc." ovi.rhaul and repair, ignition

stenis, calbiiretion, hrakcs. tran,ipii>sions. troin -end
alignment. and the in.tali,alion ut varic2:% t t Jes
sone\ thlt \ radios. heaters, inur.ii s. and wind Afield
wiper. IS<e 711`,0 10.in 00 00 00 Poit cr/Atib Wolf
IfctiIiirm% undo! P\IM.ISI RI AL AR I S )

17 ir_; I II 00 00 Body and Fender
Spe\ learnille (Apt:In:Di e, COVICI:1110d with

all phase., it repairing damaged holies and fenders
indudiv2 metal siratelitt. mow by hammering, smooth-
Int' .17:a. ht tilon,!, crinkling or \andingconkealnient
impeitekuons, paint ilui.and replacement ot body
..onitionents,inclinline trim.

02 Uu 00 Meeliauies
I earlinn' epciievikek colikenicil With the 1/4:km1-

;1i/tient\ ot the vehicle. ink hiding engine, rik,wci 'raw,
,,tcernig, hr.tkes, and elekiiic,,i1

ch,iek.1 N training In Ilic 1INC \no and ik.Ntuig
eq,npinciit and II tl u.cd in the reP,111 ;1010

,.03 03 01) 00 Specialization
Learning experiences Which klophasire more

detailed training M the Alin tnient and term the
radiator, transqu \stiii, carbu-

retor, brakc .tern, and other mut\ to .i:ttiev::_.;eater
pr(oKielicv lit the se1vn.11I1e I it \electej ifs,

1 703 99 00 00 Other Automotive Industries
hcli.n.le here other orgamied vlhlet r ;natter rtid
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17.04 00 00 00 AVIATION OCCUPATIONS
Classroom and practical experiences which include

mstriiction relating to aircraft maintenance. aircraft
operation, and ground support.

17,04 01 00 00 Aircraft Maintenance
Classroom and shop el:peril:in:es concerned with

the inspection, repair, servicing, and overhauling of all
airplane parts, including engines. propel rs. instru-
ments, airframes, fuel and oil tanks, control cables, and
hydraulic units. Learning the use of technical manuals
and s arious kinds of testing equipment is also empha-
sized.

17,04 01 01 (I0 An Frame
Specialized classroom and shop experiences

concerned with the maintenance and repair of all
airplane parts other than engines, propellers, and
instruments. Training, emphasizes the layout and fabri-
cation of sheet metal and other materials; assembly and
installation of structural members; equipmt ut and
mechanical parts, and the disassembly and replacement
of damaged or worn parts. Training prepares the pupil
for time Federal Aviation Agency examinatIon for the
air frame mechaines license.

17.04 01 1)2 00 Power Plant
Specialized classroom and shop experiences

concerned ''.nth the maintenance and repair ot all types
ot power plants for aircraft, Course work includes
engine inspection and maintenance; lubrication and
cooling: decimal and ignition systems; carburation,
tuck, and fuel systems, and propellers. Training pre-...

pares the pupil for the Federal Aviation Agency
cammation for the pow erlant mechanic's license

17.04 01 (14 00 Other Aircraft NblIltellaIlce
Include here other oreanized subject matter

and 'earning experiences empha tzed in aircraft mainte-
nance whit int; not listed above. (SPc'll.Y.)

17.04 02 00 00 Aircraft Operations
Classrooin and practical experiences concerned

with the intlight operation of commercial planes.
including piluhng. navigating, and passenger services,
e.g., flight engineer. pilot, and stewardess training

17 04 03 00 00 Ground Operations
eIr..rooili and practi1/4 Rr..perienee \ Ciilltcrlled



wall the ground ,uvioit ot planes, in-

eluding passeticr sevaee, aircraft picllight seiviee. and

flight control, c,e baggage handler. ticket agent, and

ciniiroller tr,mino

17.05 00 00 00 BLUEPRINT READING

Classroom and Cpericip.es concerned A.ith

visualiziry, preparing-, developing. and interpreting

blueprints Included for study arc the principles of

sketching and dr.osing , ojects or structures, under.

standing am'
tribol>, plans. sections. and

details tor eommumeating through blueprints. inter-

preting blueprints and then related specifi cations, and

translating than into actuality,

17.06 00 00 00 BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTE-

NANCE
and shop experiences eoneerned with

maintaining and repannig a variety of °like machines

-,41,11 t)pwilters. dictation maelunes. and caleu.

faints, data processing equipment used It)r recording

and processing data and duplicating and mailing
machines. Instruction includes diagnostic techniques.

understanding of mechanical principles such as those

imoked i n gears. earn:, (ever., and eceentrics!'nomeu-

clatures, uses .ltd care of pei:1,11 hand and power tools.

st,Ideroqi, nictliaMCal dr.milig, principles of electricity

d electron .s. uses or tesfing devices, and bUSMCSS

all d custonwr relations,

17.07 00 00 00 COMMERCIAL ART OCCUPA-
TIONS

Or,:amred i-,c,.tati/ed learning etperient..ei whit.h

lahuidtor),, and shopia.rork as they
to the tien and execution of layouts and

inakuw din trauon, iot advcrttstng. display. and In.

Artionihal IrINItucioil includes advertising

theta} and prepautioil ot cop., lettering, poster

drstp u, ta,mori illustiation, silk sac:it. air brush and

totoli,p, inks Ind eoloi eltlatIllt.S. package and

product Ior !me and halftone repro-
aid nitic di111.0. Ices and exhibits, In.

struenon lead preparati,n fur various types of
a, fashion olusifdtut, tech(, it.

tviton,i deo)latkir, and advvrosing artist.

I- oi f II 0- h.- nor Decorating
experiences concerned with

the :Irk I1c,ttl ,t of aft prtln to the design. selec-

and anisill:!,C111Q11! ot materials and objects in

miez;..r _Ind NifLICRucs, and

in ships and aircraft to achieve esthetic effects or as a

media for conveying ideas.

17.07 02 00 00 Window Display

Organized learning experiences concerned with

the application of art principles to the design, selec-

tion. layout, and arrangement of materials and objects

for the purpose of attracting attention of customers.

17.07 03 Gi) 00 Product Design
Organized subject matter and experiences con-

eined with application of knowledge of commercial

art to the design of commercial products for the

purpose of decorative, esthetic effects and current

styling consistent with the utilization value of such

products. Such occupations also require knowledge of

products and production methods.

17.07 99 00 00 Other Commercial Art Occupations

Include here other subject matter and learning

experiences emphasized in commercial art occupations

which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.08 00 00 00 COMMERCIAL FISHERY OCCU-

PATIONS
Organized specialized learning experiences Which

include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as they,/
relate to seamanship. navigation, and communications;

utilization of rigging and other equipment; mainte-

nance and repair of boats; techniques for finding fish;

shipboard preservation and refrigeration; processing

catches afloat and on shore; and operation and

maintenance of all fishing gear and power plants.
Instruction leads to preparation for various types of

employment such as fisherman, processor, weigher, and

equipment and special gear maintenance man.

17.08 01 00 00 Seamanship
Organized learning experiences concerned with

shills of seamanship, including the use and maitenance

of line and nets, of navigational aids, and of radio and

fundamental electronics equ, nuent. techniques of boat

handling, safety and survi%al at zaa, and weather
forecasting. and fundamental maintenam decks

and surface, engines, and, power plants.

I 7.08 02 00 00 Ship and Boat Operation :Ind Main-

tenance
Organized learning experiences concerned with

the planning and supervision of operation. mainte-

nance, and safety of passenger or cargo vessels,
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17 TRADE AND INDUSTRIA1
OCCUPATIONS(Continued)

17,05 99 00 00 Other Commercial Fishery Occupa-
tions

kJud,.: here other organized subject matter and
'Jeanine experiOnces emphasized in commercial fishery
0,.upations which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.09 00 in 00 COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences whit:a
nicht& theory, laboratory, and studio work as each
relates to all phases of camera uses and photographic
processing. Instruction includes composition and color

timcpc., contact printing, and enlarging; developing
film, air bins)) and retouching, coloring, and copying; --ti 7.10 02 00 00 Electricity
utilization of cameras, meters, and other photographic
equipment, portraitt commercial, and induArial pho-
tography and proctftses such as microrilming and
,preparing %.opy for other printing and graphic arts
proLcssing.

Instruction also emphasizes the development of
,k111, and knowledge essential for employment in
plAntitg, developing, and producing in such areas as
au,litnasual materials a telecasting, and for employ-
M0;1 as a commercial photographer, airbrush man,
cam,' rattiall (onset printi a1, audiovisual projectionist.
m tit ,am,:rantan tbroadcas ing).

activities such as cost estimating; cutting, fitting,
fastening, and finishing various materials; the usesaf a
variety of hand and power tools; and blueprint reading
and following technical specifications. Knowledge con-

-,cerning the physical properties of materials is also
emphasized.

17.10 01 00 00 Carpentry
Classroom and shop experiences involving lay-

out, fabrication, assembly, installation, and repair of
structural units. Emphasized in instruction are the care
and use of hand and power tools; equipment and
materials; common systems of frame construction and
the principles involved; and drafting, blueprint reading,
applied mathematics, and materials estimating.

17.09 01 00 00 Photo phie Laboratory and Dark-
. room Occupations

Subjea nutter and learning experiences con-
piirnaril), with developing and printing photo-

craptir',. or motion picture film. controlling re-
sultant prints. touch of negatives; and finishing,

iworing, and copy ing of prints.

17.4_10 `)0 00 00 Other CoMmercial Photography Oc-
cupations

in lade here other subiect irnitvzr and learning
,:\p,:itelsk,:, emphasized in commercial photography

riot listed 01 classifiable above. (Specify.)

17.10 00 00 00 CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTE-
NANCE TRADES

I 11\.n omi and shop experiences concerned with.rhe-
non, iip.tallation, maintenance, or repair of build-

111.211.s...*s. airports, missile sites, and earth and
,910 s tur,,,, using a' -.sorted materials such as metal,

stone, glass. concrete, or composition
1'11.tinAC1 Instruction is provided in a variety of

Classroom and shop experiences concerned with
the layout, assembly, installation, testing, and mainte-
nance of electrical fixtures, apparatus, and wiring used

ectrical systems. Instruction is provided in the
readin interpretation, and understanding of residen-
tial, comm reial, and industrial" wiring based on con-
trolling electrical codes.

17.10 03 00 00 Heavy Equipment (Construction)
Classroom and practical work experiences con-

cerned with the operation, maintenance, and repair of
heavy-duty equipment such as bulldozers, cranes,
graders, tractors, concrete mixers, crawler-mounted
shovels, trailer-mounted compressors, and the gasoline
or diesel engines powering the equipment.

17.10 03 01 00 Maintenance
Specialized classroom and practical work

experiences concerned with (1) the field maintenance
of earthmoving equipment, and (2) the general mainte-
nance and overhaul of such equipment. Instruction
covers inspection; maintenance and repair of tracks,
wheels, and brakes; operating controls; electrical
circuits; engines; and techniques in welding and
brazing.

17.10 03 02 00 Operation
Specialized classroom and pra..ocal work

'experiences concerned with the uses, care, and opera-
tion of a variety of earthmoving equipment such as
crawler tractors, motor graders, and moor scrapers;
shovels, including dragline and hoe; and cranes. Instruc-
tion provides for experiences in diggin.-,, ditching,
sloping, stripping, trading, back filling. clearing, and
foundation excavating.
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17.10 04 00 00 Masonry
;Specialized classroom and shop experiences con-

cerned with the cutting. chipping, and fixing in position
or concrete blocks, bric k. and glass blocks using bonding

materials and hand tools. included is training in reading

architectural plans. planmtht. and estimating.

17.10 05 00 00 Painting and Decorating
Specialized classroom and shop experiences

concerned with the preparation and finishing of ex-

terior and interior surfaces by the application or

protective or decorative coating materials such as

laLquer. paint, and wallpaper. Instruction includes
experiences in 'scraping, bbrilin;..7. or sanding surfaces,

making. nuxine. and mati.hing paints and colors. and
applying, 'mating Iwith brush, roller, or spray gun, or by

cutting. pasting, and hanging wallpaper.

17.10 06 00 00 Pfastering
Speciaiized classroom and shop experiences

concerned with the application of plaster, stucco, and

similar materials to interior and exterior surfaces of

structures. Instruction includes the preparation of

surfaces and the smoothing and finishing of them.

17.10 07 00 00 Plumbing and Pipe fitting
Specialized classroom and shop experiences

concerned with lay out assembly, installing, altering,

and repatnng piping !;;,,teins. including related fixtures

and fittings to strwttires, to, the use of pipecutting,

bendinl. aid threading tools. welding, soldering, and

brattnz equipment, and other hand and power tools

and equipmmt

17.10 Cjh 00 00 Drywall Installation
Orl:aniled seaming cperiences concerned with

the in sta11,1 ion 4:1 pbsrerbo ird, or other

riven, yr stirta,:es )I strut tares

17.10 09 00 00 Glazing
Orearr,/ed e\pLrteit,..c. c,in,..erned with

pr...part .e. 1st installm,! e.hs., In .triri.tun.N and

0110:r opcnuo.2. It 11,1. as IA Illd 114,, doors,

and p tuition, or in ohNo display cases and

table tiir,

1710 10 00 1111 Roofing

()1,2.troic,1 tc,rnsn L'N V.:11,110:s 4.10LA:rni:41 v.011

L1%.1-10! everfor e), structures S111)

1.katert,r,,,tol_f or 111,01,1(1w.. material, ,nclt as asphalt,

alurnoomi wood. ..iftt related u...1mposi010

17.10 99 00 00 Other Construction and Mainte-

nance Trades
Include here other subject matter and learning

experiences emphasized in construction and mainte-
nance trades which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.11 00 00 00 CUSTODIAL SERVICES

Classroom and shop experien.es which are con-
cerned with all phases of the care and cleaning of

buildings, fixtures, and furnishings, including all types

of building interiors su,ch as linoleum, plastic, terrazo,

tile, and wood floors, rugs; and plastic, wood panel,

paint, and synthetic wall coatings. Skills are taught in

the use and care of hand and power tools of such
operations as dusting, dust mopping, wet mopping,

scrubbing, waxing, and refinishing, and the cleaning of

toilet rooms, windows, and walls.
Additional emphasis is on (I) characteristics of

various cleaning agents and protective coatingsin-
cluding their reactions on surfacesand procedures of

applying them; (2) sanitation and disinfectants; (3)

scheduling work, and (4) purchasing custodial supplies.

ti

17.12 00 00 00 DIESEL MECHANIC
Classroom and shop experiences which are con-

cerned with all phases of repair work on diesel engines

used to power buses, ships, trucks, railroad trains,

electric generators, construction machinery, and similar

equipment. Instruction and practice are provided in the

diagnoses of malfunction; disassembly of engines and

examination of parts, reconditioning and replacement

of parts; repair and adjustment of fuel injection
systems, oil and water pamps, genera`ors, governors,

auxiliary and accompanying power units, controls, and
tr4smissions. The uses of technical manuals, a variety

of hand and power tools, and testing and diagnostic

equipment are also studied.

17.13 00 00 00 DRAFTING OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences which

emphasize theory, use of the drafting room, and
laboratory and shopwork as each relates to gathering

and translating data or specifications, including the

aspects of rfanning, preparing, and interpreting me-
chanical. architectural, structural, pneumatic, marine,
electrical/de...ironic, topographical, and other drawings

and sketches, Instruction is designed to provide experi-

ences in drawing. in the use of reproduction materials,

equipment, and processes. the preparation of report.
and data sheets foi writing specifications.; the dekelop-

ment of plan and process charts and thawingc:alld the
dil,elopment if moilels,
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17 TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
OCCUPATIONS(Continued)

Instruction emphasizes the development of skills
and knowledge essential for employment in ancillary
capacities such as tracers or reproduction equipment
operators, and for occupations such as mechanical
draftsman, structural draftsman, tool designer, fixture
designer, and punch and die designer. (See also
10.03 00 00 00 Drafting under INDUSTRIAL
ARTS.)

17.14 00 00 00 ELECTRICAL OCCUPATIONS
Organized subject matter Qnd experiences which

include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as each
relates to planning functions, generating and trans-
nutting electricity, installing and maintaining electrical
and communications systems, and equipment and
components Instruction emphasizes practical applica-
tions of Mathematics, the sciences, circ"it diagrams and
blueprint reading, sketching, and other subjects essen-
tial to preparation for employment in the electrical
occupations. (See also 10.04 00 00 00 Electricity'
Electronics tinder INDUSTRIAL ARTS.)

17.14 01 00 00 Industrial Electrician
Specialized classroom and practical instruction

related to the maintenance and repair of a variety of
industrial machinery driven by electric motors, or
m.hich are electrically controlled.

17.14 02 00 00 Lineman
Specialized classroom and practical experiences

k.oncernctl with the installation and operation and
maintenance of local, long-distance, and rural lines,
including pole- and tower-line erection and construc-
t', .

17.14 03 00 00 Motor Repairman
Specialized classroom and practical experiences

concerned math the assembly, installation, testing,
ranatenance, and repair of electric motors, generators,
transformers. and related equipment.

17,14 99 00 00 Other Electrical Occupations
Include here other subject matter and learning

ewerlemes emphasized in electrical occupations which
AU' not listed above (Specify.)

17.15 00 00 00 ELECTRONICS OCCUPATIONS
Organized specialized learning experiences which

lack& laboratory, and shopwork as each

relates to planning, producing, testing, assembling, and
installing and maintaining electronic communications
equipment such as radio, radar, and television; indus-
trial electronic equipment, including digital computers;
new electronic systems, components, and equipment;
and control devices. Emphasis is on solid-state devices
and components, electron tube- characteristics, low-
frequency amplifiers, LC and RC Oscillators, transis-
tors, and -amplitude and frequency modulation. In-
struction is designed to develop knowledge, under-
standing, and skills essential for employment in
communications, industrial electronics, radio/tele-
vision, and other electronics occupations. (See also
10.04 00 00 00 ElectrwaylElectronics under IN-
DUSTRIAL ARTS.)

17.15 01 00 00 Communications
Specialized classroom and practical experiences

concerned with the assembly installation, operation,.
maintenance, and repair of cominupeations equipment
and systems of all types, e.g., iiitstiial and enter-
tainment sound systems, data processing, telephone
dial systems, two-way radio, central circuits, hearing
aids, and high-fidelity receiving sets.

17.15 02 00 00 Industrial Electronics
Specialized classroom, laboratory, and practical

experiences which are concerned with the basic ele-
ments of vacuum tubes and circuitry; using and
servicing testing equipment and troubleshooting
circuits; the study of an experience in repairing
photoelectric controls, timers, selector switches,
counters, recorders, and transducers; solid-state devices
and components, the study of the characteristics and
intricacies of equipment and components used in
industry and research centers.

More advanced instruction includes study, analysis,
and repair of magnetic umplifiers, motors, motor
controls, electronic heating, saturable reactors, servo-
mechanisms, pulse circuits, computers, and test instru-
mentsincluding basic principles and servicing pro-
cedures. Field trips are frequently emphasized.

17.15 03 00 00 Radio/Television
Specialized theory and practice which are con-

cerned with the construction, maintenance, and repair
of radios and television sets. Training also prepares
pupils to diagnose troubles and make repairs on other
electronic products such as high-fidelity sound equip-
ment, phonographs, and tape recorders.

17.15 99 00 00 Other Electronics Occupations
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Include-here other suhiect matter and learning

experiences emphasized in electronics occupations
which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.16 00 00 00 FABRIC MAINTENANCE SERV-

ICES
Classroom and laboratory experiences which are

concerned with all phases of maintenance service on all

types of fabrics. instruction emphasizes identifying,

marking and entering, sorting, assembling, wrapping,

and bagging clothing and oilier fabrics; a wide range of

information dealing with drycleaning and spotting

agents, detergents, bleaches, and dyes; effects of heat

on various fabrics; skills involved in the use of hand

tools and power\equipment such as power presses for

flat work, roller presses, washers, extractors, and

and alteration and repair.of fabrics.

17.16 01 00 00 Drycleaning
Classroom and practical experiences concerned

With theory and knowledge in drycleaning plant

management and processes. Instruction Includes re-

ceiving garments, inspecting, dry and wet cleaning,
identifying spots and spotting, pressing, dyeing, and

sorting and wrapping wearing apparel, household fur-

nishings, and other articles of textile construction or

leather. Also emphasized are experiences concerned

with various cleaning agents, kinds of fabrics, alteration

and repair of articles, and uses of hand and power tools

and equipment.

17.16 02 00 00 Laundering
Classroom and practical experiences concerned

with theory and knowledge in laundering plant man-

`agement and processes. Instruction includes receiving

garm.;nts, inspecting, washing fabrics, spotting.,ironing

and pressing, dyeing, bleaching, sorting, and folding

and wrapping wearing apparel and household and other

articles of textile construction. Also emphasized are

experiences concerned with various cleaning agents

(includin& detergents), types of fabrics, and uses of

hand and power tools and equipment,

17.16 99 00 00 Other Fabric-maintenance Services
Include here other subject matter and experi-

ences emphasized in fabric-maintentinre services which

are not listeaabove, (Specify,)

17.17 00 00 00 FOREMANSHIP, SUPERVISION,
MANAGEMENT, AND LEADER-
SHIP

Planned learning experiences designed to assist

4.4.
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supervisor in effectively utilizing the men, machines,

and materials under his supervision by broadening his
background knowledge and developing his leadership

abilities. Included is the study of human 'behavior,
organization and management, oral communication,

labor laws, personnel procedures, job analysis, work
simplification, employee utilization, and the develop-

ment of writing techniques as applied to the prepara-

tion sof letters, memos, and technical reports, speed-

reading, and safety andlirst-aid procedures.

17.18 00 00 00 GENERAL CONTINUATION
(For description see X 02 45.23 General Continua-

tion Class page 62.)

17.19, 00 00 00 .GRAPHIC ARTS OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences which

include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as they
relate to all 'phases of hot and cold typesetting, layout,
composition, presswork and binding, including flex-

ography, lithography, plioioengraving, and other

graphic arts related to the printing industry. Emphasis

is on typographical layouts and design, hand and
machine typesetting, camera and plate work, imposi-

tion, typecasting, offset and platen press makeup and

operation, papercutting, ink and* color preparation,
binding, and production by silkscreen process. Instruc-

tion leads to preparation for various types of employ-

ment such as typesetter, compositor, cameraman,
platemaker, cost analyst, expediter, and production

planner.

17.19 01 00 00 Composition, Makeup, and Type-
setting

Organized learning 'experiences concerned with

layout, composition, makeup, and hand and machine

typesetting and typecasting. ',

17.19 02 00 00 Printing Press Occupations
Organized learning experiences concerned with

making ready, operating, and maintaining printing

presses.

17.19 03 00 00 Lithography, Photography, and

Platemaking
Organized learning experiences concerned with

lithography, lithographic photography, stripping, and

related platemaking processes,

17.19 04 00 00 Photoengraving
Organized learning experience concerned with

photographing illustrations and other copy that cannot



17, TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
OCCUPATIONS(Continued)

he set up in type, developing negatives, and preparing
photosensitized metal plates for use in printing

17.19 05 00 00,,Silk Screen Making and Printing
Organized learning experiences concerned with

the preparation of silk screens and the operations of
silk screen punting.

17.19 0() 00 00 Bookbinding
Organized learning experiences concerned with

gathering pages, forms, and related materials and
assembling them into books or pamphlets. Included are
techniques concerned with binding and repairing books
and documents.

17.19 99 00 00 Other Graphic Arts
Include here other subject matter and learning

experiences emphasized in graphic arts which are not
listed above, including those involving new methods
and technologies. (Specify.)

17.20 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL ATOMIC ENERGY
OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences which
include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as they
related toil) the construction, operation, and mainte-
nance of reactor plants and industrial "X-ray" equip-
ment, and (2) the industrial uses of radio-isotopes for
production and control operations. Almost every form
of mechanical, electrical, electronic, and chemical skills
and equipment generally used in industry may be
involved.

7.21) 01 00 00 Installation Operation, .nd Mainte-
nance of Reactors

Organized learning experiences which arc con-
cerned with atom- reactor plants and their use.
Linphasized in addition to the knowledge and skills
required in general construction of reactor plants are
the related factors of reactor theory, operating charac-
teristic \ and limitations, instrumentation, radiation
hazards. maintenance, and emergency and safety pro -
cedures.

17.20 02 00 00 Radiography
Organized learning experiences which are con-

cerned with the installation, sate operation, interpreta-
tion, and maintenance of ii dustrial "X-ray" equip-
ment Training also includes , tonne theory, operating

procedures, radiation protection standards and instru-
ments, photographic film, and interpretation of film
exposures.

17.20 03 00 00 Industrial Uses of RarFoisotopes
Organized learning experiences which are con-

cerned with the industrial use of radioisotopes in
production and control operations. Training also in-
cludes atomic theory, electrical and electronic theory,
operating procedures, specialized instrumentation,
radiation protection, proms and quality controls,
interpretation, and recordkeeping.

17.20 99 00 00 Other Industrial Atomic Energy Oc-
cupations

Include here other subject matter and experi-
ences emphasized in industrial atomic energy occupa-
tions which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.21 00 00 00 INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR OCCUPATIONS

Classroom, laboratory, and practiql experiences
concerned with maintaining and repairing meters,
instruments, watches and clocks, and other physical
measuring devices. Instruction includes experiences in
diagnosing malfunctions, disassembling, repairing and/
or replacing faulty parts, cleaning, assembling and
adjusting, and using special bench and hand tools,
meters, and standards.

17.21 01 00 00 Instruments (other than watches and
clocks)

Classroom, laboratory, and practical experiences
concerned with maintaining and repairing various types
of meters and other types of measuring and control
devices, e.g., heating and air-conditioning controls; dial
pressure gauges, scales and balances; electrical con-
trolling, measuring. and recording devices; optical
instruments, and navigational and aeronautical instru-
ments. Instruction includes experiences in diagnosing
malfunctions, disassembling, repairing and/or replacing
faulty parts, cleaning, assembling and adjusting, and
using special ben,..11 and handtools, meters, and
standards.

17.21 02 00 00 Watchmaking and Repair
Classroom, laboratory, and practical experiences

concerned with making, maintaining, and repairing
clocks, watches, chronometers, and similar types of
time-measuring devices. Instruction includes training in
diagnosing malfunctions; disassembling and repairing cr
replacing faulty parts: cleaning, assembling, and ad- `-
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listing parts. estimating repair Lost':, and replacing

straps and bands, crystals, crowns, and hands. The
various kinds and uses of special watchmaker's bench

and hand toots. e.g., lathe, staking tool, loupe, pliers,

truing La lipels, poising tool, inning machine, tweezers,

soldering devices, pallet warmer for burnishing, and
grinding, drilling, and polishing tools and devices are

included in instruction. Cleaning and performing other
operations are emphasized as well as the types and uses

of various materials including metals, plastics.

chemicals, oils, waxes, and abrasive powders.

17.22 00 00 00 MARITIME OCCUPATIONS

Classomm, laboratory, theory, and practical experi-

ences concerned with preparation for the performance

of tasks on fresh-water and seagoing ships, tugboats,
barges, floating drydocks, and other marine craft and

floating structures, as well as related harbor and dock

machinery and equipment. firefighting, lifeboat work,

and swimming are taught to all pupils. Emphasis is on

fiber and wire rope handling and splicing, chipping and

painting the hull, cargo handling gear and pound

tackle, and watchstanding and lookout in the deck

department; maintenance, operation, repair, and serv-

icing main engines and auxiliary steam, refrigeration,

water, and electrical systems in the engine department;

and storekeeping, food preparation and service, and

cabin upkeep in the steward department.
Instruction leads to preparation for various types of

employment, such as ablebodied seaman, ship's car-

penter, deck-maintenance man, quartermaster and

boatswain, oiler, fireman-watertender, electrician,

junior engineer, cook, chief steward, and wiper (engine-

room ), as well as employment ashore, e.g., stationary

engineer, cargo handling or rigging operations.

17.23 00 00 00 METALWORKING OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences which,

include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as they

relate to the planning, manufacturing, assembling,

testing, and repaaig of parts, mechanisms, machines,

and structures in which materials are cast, formed,

shaped, molded, heat treated, cut, twisted, bent,
pressed, stamped, fused, marked, or otherwise worked

upon.
Instruct!, emphasizes the acquisition of knowl-

edge, skills, and understanding which lead to prepara-

tion for various types of skilled and semiskilled

employment such as sheetmetal man, toolmaker,

foundryman, welder, millwright, produ.;tion machine-

tool operator, production molder, metalstampmg

operator, and metal patterninaker, as well as helper-

type jobs such as materials bandlei and machine

cleanap man

17.23 01 00 00 Foundry
Specialred classroom and s p experienLes

designed to provide knowledge of the theory and
applications of foundry practice in ferrous and nonfer-

rous foundries. Instruction emphasizes foundry equip-

ment, various sands and refractories, sand and machine

molding, foundry chemistry and metallurgy, core-

making, chipping, and grinding.

17.23 02 00 00 Machine Shop
Specialized classroom and shop expericmcs

concerned with all aspects of shaping nietal parts

Instruction involves making computations relating to

work dimensions, tooling, feeds, and speeds of

machining. Also emphasized are. work on the bench,

and on lathes, shapers, milling machines, grinders and

drills; the uses of precision measuring instruments such

as layout tools, micrometers, and gages; methods of

machining and heat treatment of various metals;
blueprint reading; and the layout of machine parts
Instruction prepares the pupil to operate and repair all

machines.

17.23 03 00 00 Machine Tool Operation

Specialized learning experiences designed to

prepare a semiskilled worker to run only one machine,

e.g., lathe, grinder, drill press, milling machine, or

shaper.

17.23 04 00 00 Metal Trades (combined)

Specialized learning experiences designed to
prepare an all-round metalworker capable of fabri-

cating and assembling a variety of products in many

industries. Instruction includes layout, sequence. of

operations; setting up and operating fabricating

machines: positioning, aligning, fitting, and welding

parts together; and designing and constructing

templates and fixtures.

17.23 05 00 00 Sheet Metal
Specialized classroom and shop experiences

concerned with the layout, fabrication, erection or

installation, and maintenance of items made of steel,

copper, stainless steel, and aluminum such as vent'

la wig, air conditioning, and heating ducts, kitchen
equipment, signs, furniture, and skylights. Instruction

emphasizes the use of handtools and machines such as

the cornice brake, forming rolls, and squaang shear,.

drafting; and blueprint reading.
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17 TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
OCCUPATIONS----(Continued)

17.23 06 00 00 Welding and Cutting
Specialized classroom and shop experiences

cone rood with all ty pes of metal welding, brazing, and
flaw cutting, Instruction emphasizes properties of
metals, blueprint reading, electrical principles, welding
symbols, and mechanical drawing.

17.23 06 01 00 Gas Welding
Specialized classroom and shop learning

ewcuences concerned with the use of -gas welding
equipment to weld metal parts together and planning
and laying out work from drawings, blueprints, or
other written specifications.

17.23 06 02 00 Electric Welding
Specialized classroom and shop learning

experiences concerned with the use of arc and other
electric welding equipment to weld metal parts to-
gether, as specified by drawings, blueprints, or other
written specifications. Instruction is also given in
inert -gas shielded arc welding with manually operated
torch and semiautomatic gull.

17.23 06 03 00 Combination Welding
Specialized ctassroom and shop learning

experiences concerned with the use of both gas welding
and any combination of arc welding processes to weld
metal parts together, according to diagrams, blueprints,
or other written specifications.

17.23 06 04 00 Brazing and Soldering Operations
Specialized' classroom and shop learning

experiences concerned with setting up and operating
induction heating equipment to braze (bond) together
metal components, including instruction in the use of
blueprints and electric or gas-fired ovens and equip-
ment

17.23 06 99 00 Other Welding and Cutting
Include here other subject matter and ex-

periences emphasized in welding and cutting which are
not listed above. (Specify.)

17.23 07 00 00 Tool and Die Making
Organized classroom and shop learning experi-

ences concerned with analyzing specifications, laying
out metal stock, setting up and operating machine
tools, and fitting and assembling parts to make and
repair metalworking dies, cutting tools, jigs, fixtures,

gages, and machinists' handtools, including instruction
in the application of tool-and-die designs and construc-
tion, shop mathematics, metal properties, and layout,
machining, and assembly procedures.

17,23. 08 00 00 Die Sinking
Organized classroom and shop learning experi-

ences concerned with laying out, machining, and
finishing impression cavities in die blocks to produce
forging dies, including instruction in the use of
blueprints and methods of die sinking.

17.23 09 00 00 Metal Patternmaking
Organized classroom and shop learning experi-

ences concerned with fitting, assembling, and hand-
finishing castings and parts in making metal foundry
patterns, including instruction in the use of handtools
and analysis of specifications according to pattern-
making methods.

17.23 99 00 00 Other Metalworking Occupations
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning experiences emphasized in metal-working oc-
cupations which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.24 00 00 00 METALLURGY OCCUPATIONS
Classroom and laboratory experiences concerned

with assisting in examining and testing metal samples
under the direction of physical metallurgists for de-
termining the physical prop-erties of metals, e.g.,
crystalline structure, porosity, homogeneity, and other
characteristics. Instruction includes examining metals
with x-ray, gamma ray, and magnetic-flux equipment
for detecting defects, and the use of pressure devices,
hot-acid baths, and other apparatus to test hardness,
toughness, and other properties of metals. .(See also
16.01 14 00 00 Metallurgical Technology- under
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.)

17.26 00 00 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
Planned learning experiences concerned with ren-

dering a variety of personal services related to the
physical appearance of individuals. These ,experiences
include giving various kinds of beauty treatment,
applying makeup to faces of studio and stage per-
formers, attending clients taking baths, administering
elementary massage, and fitting wigs.

17.26 01 00 00 Barbering
Classroom and practical experiences concerned

with haircutting and styling, shaving, shampooing, and
massaging. Emphasis is on hygiene, skin and scalp
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diseases. and skull/anon of instruments and utensils.

Instruction is designed to qualify pupils for licensing

examinations.

17.26 02 00 00 Cosmetology
Classroom and practical experiences concerned

with a variety of beauty treatments, including the care

and beautification of the hair, complexion, and hands.

Instruction includes training in giving shampoos, rinses,

and scalp treatments; hair styling, setting, cutting,

dyeing, tinting, and bleaching; permanent waving;

facials; and manicuring and hand and arm massaging.

Bacteriology, anatomy, hygiene, sanitation, salon man-

agement (including keeping records), and customer

relations are also emphasized. Instruction is designed to

qualify pupils for the licensing examination.

17.26 99 00 00 Other Personal Services

Include here othei organized subject mat ter and

learning experiences emphasized in personal services

which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.27 00 00 00 PLASTICS OCCUPATIONS
Classroom and shop experiences dealing with

plastics and their characteristics, and with bench
`molding, fitting, internal carving, and finishing plastic

and fiberglass materials into products. Instruction

includes using hand and power tools.

17.28 00 00 00 PUBLIC SERVICE
OCCUPATIONS

Planned learning experience concerned with train-

mg for the performance of occupations in local, State,

and Federal government agencies. These occupations

usually are concerned with specialized activities limited

to local, county, State, and Federal governments, and

do not occur elsewhere in the economy. Typical

activities include police and tire protection, emergency

and rescue squad work. safety, sanitation, transporta-

tion, and school bus driving.

17,28 01 00 00 Fireman Training
Specialized class and practical experiences con-

cerned with the practices and techniques of fir4-

fighting. Instruction treats the organization of a com-

munity fire department, the chemistry of fire; the use

of water and other materials in fighting fires; the

vinous kinds of firefighting equipment and aids ,and

their uses. such as extinguishers, pumps, hose, rope,

ladders, gas masks, hydrants, and standpipe and

sprinkler systems; methods of entry; rescue principles,

practices, and equipment; salvage eqmpurnt and work;
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Lire and arson investigation; inspection techniques; and

radiation hazards.

17.28 02 00 00 Law Enforcement Training
Specialized class and practical experiences de-

signed to supplement the training provided by official-

ly designated law enforcement agencies. Instruction

includes acquiring and maintaining the uniform; pa-

trolling on foot or in an automobile during the day or

at night; dealing with misdemeanors, felonies, traffic

violations, and accidents; making arrests; and testifying

in court.

17.28 99 00 00 Other Public Service Occupations

Include here other organized subject matter and

learning experiences emphasized in public service occu-

pations which are not listed above. (Specify.)

17.29 00 00 00 QUANTITY FOOD OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences which

include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as they

relate to planning, selecting, purchating, preserving,

preparing, and serving food and food products. In-

cluded is the study of a variety of foods and their

nutritional values, food processing, quantity cooking,

storing equipment, and sanitation in food handling and

management.
Instruction emphasizes quantity food service occu-

pations in commercial food service establishments such

as restaurants, cafeterias, drive-ins, tearooms, bakeries,

and meat, fish, and poultry markets; in other retail

food shops which are operated independently or are

located in enterprises such as hotels, travel terminals,

industrial plants, hospitals, or clubhouses; and in

special food services such as those associated with

airline catering or with takeout food establishments.

Instruction is designed to prepare pupils for occupa-

tions such as baker, cook, chef, and meatcut ter, or in

planning, purchasing, preparing, storing, and preserving

foods, or for services such as busboy, waiter, or
waitress. (See also 04.07 00 00 00 Food Services

under DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, and

09.02 03 00 00 Food Management, Production and

Services under HOME ECONOMICS.)

17.29 01 00 00 Baker
Specialized classroom and practical workexperi-

ences associated with the preparation of bread,

crackers, cakes, pies, pastries, and other bakery prod-

ucts for retail distribution or for consumption in a
commercial food service establishment. Instruction

includes making, freezing, and handling of bake prod-



17 TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL,
OCCUPATIONS( Continued)

ucts; decorating; counter display; and packaging of
merchandise. Training prepares the pupil as an all-
round baker, although he may be employed in the
production of any one type of goods such as pastries.

17.29 02 00 00 Cook/Chef
Specialized classroom and practical work experi-

ences concerned with the preparation and cooking of a
variety of foods. Included is study of the use and care
of equipment ; food standards such as the selection and
preparation of food and the determination of size of
servings; sanitation procedures, including food
handling; cooking niethodsasuch as broiling and steam-
ing; and preparation of special dishes such as soups,
salads, garnishes, souffles, and meringues. Although the
pupil qualities as an all-round worker, he may, de-
pending on the size of the establishment, specialize in
preparation of specific types of foods, e.g., meats,
vegables, or sauces.

17.29 03 00 00 Meat Cutter
Specialized classroom and practical work experi-

ences concerned with the cutting, trimming, and
preparation of carcasses and consumer-size portions for
sale by wholesale or retail establishments, or for
cooking. in a food service establishment. Instruction is
provided in the use of certain meatcutting tools,
identification of and techniques used in cutting dif-
ferent cuts of meats, dressing poultry, processing fish,
counter display, and refrigeration of meats, poultry,
and fish,

17.29 04 00 00 Waiter /Waitress
Specialized classroom and practical work experi-

ences in table preparation, food handling, and serving,
Instruction is provided in personal cleanliness and
appearance, sanitary handling of food and equipment,
setting a table, receiving and seating guests, taking
orders and interpreting the menu, carrying the tray and
dishes, placing orders in the kitchen, serving pro-
cedures, making out checks, accepting money and
making change for checks, and proper relations with
fellow employees and customers.

17,29 99 00 00 Other Quantity Food Occupations
Include here other organized subject matter

and learning experiences emphasized in quantity
food occupations which are not listed above.
(Specify.)
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17.30 00 00 00 REFRIGERATION
Classroom and shop expen&ces concerned with

commercial chilling and freezing systems, including
theory, application, and operation of compressois,
expansion and float valves, thermostats, and pressure
controls, diagnosing, overhauling, and testing methods
and procedures, charging and discharging systems with
refrigerants; and testing hermetic units, 'relays, and
overload devices.

17,31 00 00 00 SMALL ENGINE REPAIR (IN-
TERNAL COMBUSTION)

Classroom and shop experiences concerned with
maintaining and repairing a variety of small engines,
used on portable power equipment, e.g., lawnmowers,
outboard motorboats, chain saws, and Rototillers.
Instruction includes principles of internal-coliibustion
engine operation, reading technical manuals, and cus-
tomer relations.

17.32 00 00 00 STATIONARY ENERGY
SOURCES OCCUPATIONS

Organized specialized learning experiences, in-
chiding theory, laboratory, and shopwork as each
relates to the anstallation, operation, and maintenance
of large power sources for purposes such as generating
electricity, pumping, and heating, Major equipment
involved may be turbines (steam, gas, or hydro),
engines (uiesel or gas), atomic reactors, onfurnaces.

17.32 01 00 00 Electric Power Generating,Plants
Organized learning experiences concerned with

the installation, orkration, and maintenance of eledtric
power generating stations from which the electricity
may he either for sale or industrial use. Instruction, in
addition to that required in general construction, also
includes theory, operation, and maintenance of gas, oil,
or coal fUrnaces; atomic reactors; boilers; electrical
generators, steam, gas, hydroturbines, and diesel en-
gines, special instrumentation, control; and -emergency
and safety procedures. Occupational preparation may
be designed to provide specialization for a specific type
of electric power generating plant construction or
operation, e.g., steam, hydro, atomic, diesel, or gas
turbine,

17.32 02 00 00 Pumping Plants
Organized learning experiences concerned with

the installation, operation, and maintenance of
pumping installations handling liquids, gases, or solids
for remote delivery through pipelines or for local use.
Pumps are commonly driven by electric motors, diesel



(Fur a tlesciiptiiii of vain Otis a;Pects of biology

see 13.00 00 00 00 _NATURAL I1- NS,
13.02 00 00 00 iliolopeal Sciences (including Gen-

eral Biology

20.01 03 00 00 *Boys Nation
(A.merkan Legion, Indianapolis. Indiana.)

20.01 04 00 00 Debate Club
(For a descriptiini of 'subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,

05.05 02 02 00 .Irgumentation and Debate.)

20.01 05 00 00 *Distributive Education Clubs of
America

(Distributive' Education Clubs of America, In-
corporated, Washington, D.C.)

20.01 06 00 00 Dramatics Club
(For a description of subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGJAGL ARTS,
05.06 00 00 00 Dramatic Arts.)

20.01 07 00 01) Family Living Club
(Fob a description of subject mater see

05.00 00 00 00 HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY

LIVING. PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREA-

TION, 08.01 05 00 00 Family Lite I:duration.
09.00 00 00 00 HOME ECONOMICS,
09.01 06 00 00 Family Relations; and

J5.00 00 00 00 SOCIAL SC1ENCES,SO(IAL
STUDIES. 1513 04 02 00 Family.)

20 01 08 00 00 *4.H Club
(National 4.11 Club Eoundd twig of America,

Inc qporatek!,

20.01 09 00 00 Foreign Language Club
(May involve various languages classKal and or

modern )(For a deAlipt ion of subject matter of various

foreign la101agc:s set 06,00 00 00 00 FOREIGN
LANGUAGES I

20.01 10 00 01) *Future Business Leaders of Amer-

ica

(N.vit
INN I) (

2010 11 Of) 00 *Future Farmers Of America
SPe 01,00 (II) (10 (10 Agriculture. I fume

Farmers tit Arocrtc dt,Ift'llits irralluel) thy Ad tit
C )11721ts,,. P 1 740) an truerml part of all rtiAluk.trorra!

f-01-.10Z)

programs III agriculture. Tune IN frequently provided in

regular classes to familiarize pupils with the objectives,

functions, and aL twines. of E.F.A. Addition-al items of
information from chapters 3 and 4 of this handbook

may be related to FEA to further describe the content

and learning activities, e.g., category X 22 00., page
88. category X 21 00., pages 89 -90; and category
X 43 00., pages 101 102.) (U.S. Office of Education,

Washington, D.C.)

20.01 12 00 00 *Future Homemakers of America
(11.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.)

20.01 13 00 00 *Future Teachers of America (NEA)

(National Education Association, Washington,
D.C.)

20.01 14 00 00 *Girls Nation
(American Legion Airsiliary, Indianapolis,

Indiana.)

20.01 15 00 00 *Industrial Arts Student Club

(National Education Association, Washington,
D.C.)

20 01 16 00 00 International Relations Club
(For a description of subject matter see

15,00 00 00 00 SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL
STUDIES, 15.11 04 00 00 International Relations.)

20.01-17 00 00 Journalism Club (including school

newspaper and annual)

(Ior a descr ption suir!ct matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,

05.04 03 00 00 Journalran .)

20.01 18 00 00 *Junior Achievement, Incorporated
(Junior Achievement, Incorporated, New York,

N.Y.)

20 01 19 00 00 Literary Club
(For a description of subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 L LANGUAGE ARTS,
05,03 00 00 00 Literature )

"21101 20 00 00 Mathematics Club
(May involve various aspects of mathemath...)

(1.or a doolipl ion of sag:0yd aspects (0 mathematics

see 11.110 00 (JO 00 ,MA 1'! II MA1 ICS 1

20.01 21 00 00 Music Club
imolve various a .pe,ts of music ) (E H a
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17 TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
OCCUPATIONS (Continued)

17.36 00 00 00 WOODWORKING OCCUPATIONS
Gassr,.oni and sliap ,:xperiences concerned with

°rising occupation, other than construction
caipently Instruction emphasizes laying out and

.,took, assembling complete wooden articles ur
marking, sawing, carving. and

sandm, wood prude, t.,, aird repairing wooden articles.
.klso emphasized ale %allow, hand and power tools and
their uses.

I 7.36 01 00 00 Millwork and Cabinet Making
Specialized class and practical work experiences

concerned with mass production of products such as
wilidiw frank s. moldings, trim, and panels, and with
ulakaug such. pioduets as furniture, store fixtures,
kitchen cabinet,. and kill-141: InStiUvtiOn
inelucles traming w cutting, shaping, and assembling
part, by ultalls of harishouls and v4oudworking ma-
chines. refinolling furniture. installation of hardware,
c.f..., hinges. catches, and drawer pulls, planning lay
,,ats. blueprint reading. drafting. and various kinds of
woods,

I 7.;t. 99 00 00 Otter Woudv.orkinb Occupations
Iiielade tier,. othei organized subject matter and

Lai ekperieliees emphasized in woodworking occu-
pations which are not listed abuse. (Speedy.)

17.99 00 00 00 OTHER TRADE AND INDUS-
TRIAL OCCUPATIONS

Include here other organized subject matter and
emphasized in tram and industrial

occupations which are 1, listed or classifiable in one
ut flit categories. (Specify.)

GENERAL ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
AND

GENERAL SECONDARY EDUCATION

18.00 00 00 00
The terms General Elementary Education and

celieialiSecondary Education, as classified in chapter 5
and &tined in chapter 1> of this handbook, usually
iclei to, instruction wind, takes place in a self-eon
nutted chis,. Learning experiences are concerned with
il.,. knowledge,. skills. appreciations, attitudes, and
belialoral eharacteristics considered to be needed by
all pupils in terms of the broad Cdu,ational outcomes

whieh should be achieved by all pupils to the limits of
their capacities during the elemen:ary and secondary
school years or grades

The Ad Hoc Committee fur General Elementary
Education and General Secondary Education applied
the following rationale to the selection of items fu:
placement in the General Elementary Education and
General Secondary Education area. (I) the items were
determined by consensus of the committee to be
appropriate in terms of types of instructional organi-
zation. (2) the items could be defined in brief
form using only salient descriptive elements; and
(3) the various types of instructional organization
classified were identifiable b) titles which the cum-
mince considered to be most commonly used in
current practice.

The items of information m chapters 3 and 4 are
support'', to general elementary education and general
secondary education instructional programs. I-or ex-
amples, see the items classified in the X 07 00.
Series Evaluation and Curriculum Improvement on
pages 71 78, and the i,ems classified in the X 32 00.
Series School Services Supporting Instruction on
pages 90 96. Graphic illustrations of these relation-
ships are shown in table 7 on page 11 and in figure 2
on page 13.

Included under the heading of General Elementary
Education and General Secondary Education are items
of information which identify selected types of lastruc-
uonal organizations fur tarrying on instruction.

18.01 00 00 00 GENERAL ELEMENTARY YEARS
OR GRADES

Usually includes education in the prekindergarten,
kindergarten, and years or grades 1 through 6, 7, Jr 8.
In practice. instruction usually takes place in a self-con-
tained class.

18.01 01 00 00 Early Elementary Years or Grades,
Early Childhood Education

Includes instruction at the preprimary and
primary levels. In practice, instruction usually takes
place in a self-contained class.

18.01 01 01 00 Preprimary Level
Includes education during the }ear or years

preceding the first grade. A prekindergarten or kinder-
garten class may be organized as a grade of an
elementary school which includes the primary level, or
It may be a part of a separate school. In some school
systems such a group is called junior primary.
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18.01 61 02 00 Pommy Level (including grades I, 2,
and 3 orequivalent)

Includes education_ during the years or
grades preceding the intermediate elementary grades.
usually years or glades 1, 2, and 3 or the equivalent.

18,01 01 99 00 Other Early Elementary Organiza-
lions

Include here any arrangement of early ele-
mentary years or grade., not classified above. ;Specify.)

18,01 02 00 00 Intermediate Elementary Level (in-
cludingyears or grades 4, 5, and 6 or
equivalent)

Usually includes education in the years or
grades 4, 5. and 6 or the, equivalent. In practice,
instruction frequently takes place in a self-contained
class.

18.01 03 Mt 00 Upper Elementary Level (including
years or grades 7 and 8 or equiva-
lent)

Usually includes education in the years or
grades 7 and 8 or the equivalent.

18.01 99 ,00 UU Other Plan for General Elementary
Years or Grades

,Include here any arrangement of elementary
grades or years.not classified above. (Specify.)

18.02 00 00 00 MIDDLE SCHOOL LEVEL
A separately organized and administered school

usually beginning with grades 5 in 6 or its equivalent
and including at least 3 grades or years. Most middle
schools presuw, in ultimate plan if not in present
reality, a tour-year high school tor.the grades or years
which follow, as in a 4-14 plan or a 5 -3-i plan.

18.03 00 00 00 GENERAL SECONDARY YEARS
OR GRADES

Any span of years or grades beginning with the next
year or grade following the elementary school and

usually ending with or below, year or grade 12,

including the junior high school and other ty pes of
high school.

18.03 01 00 00 Junior High School Level
A separately organized and administered

secondary school intermediate between the elementary
and senior high school, usually including years or
grades 7, 8, and 9 (in a 6.3-3 plan) or years or grades 7
and 8 On a 6.24 plan

18.03 02 00 00 Senior High School Level
A secondary school offering the final years or

grades of high school work necessary for graduation
and mvanabls preceded by a junior high school.

18.03 99 00 00 Other Secondary School Level
Include here any arrangement of secondary

school years or grades not classified above. (Specify,)

DIFFERENTIALIZED CURRICULUM
FOR HANDICAPPED PUPILS

19.00 00 00 00

The differentialized curriculum for handicapped
pupils reflects an increasing awareness today of the
individual needs of children. Many children with
various types of handicaps cannot benefit from basic
subject matter without special education. Handicapped
children present learning difficulties, sensory and
motor impairments, which require careful study for

successful adaptation of instruction. Teachers of ex-
ceptional ,children integrate professional information
from psychology, education, and medicine for instruc-
tional and therapeutic services. Consequently, special
education as applied to each type of handicapped child
has developed some distinctive techniques and
materials which distinguish it from regular classroom
instruction.

All handicapped children should have appropriate
educational opportunities. As the school shares the
responsibility with other social institutions for edu-
cating all children, it may make a unique contribution

discovering handicaps and providing the needed
services for supporting the ty pe of instruction which

will enable pupils to fulfill their maximum potential
The majority of pupils with mild or uncomplicated
handicaps can be served best within normal classes for
instruction. Those pupils whose handicaps are of such

nature and degree as to interfere with intellectual
development and learning under regular class methods
will, require differentialized curriculum for some part
of, and, frequently, for all of their education.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Differentialized Cur-
nculum for Handicapped Pupils applied the following
rationale to the selection of the items for placement in
the area. (1) the items were determined by consensus
of the committee to be appropriate to the area in terms
of selected 'techniques, materials, and services essential
to meeting Ake needs of pupils having varied handicaps.
(2) the items could be defined in brief form using only
salient descripitve elements; and (3) the various items
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19 DIFFERENTIALIZED CURRICULUM
FOR HANDICAPPLD PUPILS
(Continued)

Javiflt.',: Under Datt.rt.Ittia:acd Culli,414111 14)1 16,1
capped Pupils were identifiable by titles which the ad
hoc committee considered to he currently in use and
ace pled in practice.

Many items cif infoiniation iii chapters 3 and 4 arc
Niipp,Iiit". to pupils, u.suuctcinal tact, and stihje..,t
nwRet a, ttu iiistructwthil r.4 c:ca,t.le s,
th. iteuis classified in the X 0- .10 Sties Evaluation
and -Curriculum Improvement on pages 71-78; the
items classified in the X 32 ,10. Series -S_hool Serv-
ice, Supporting histioction on pace, '4) 96, and the

classified to tlic X 09 00-Series Pupils served
Proguini of Studies ;, pagc.s 80 83, e.g., mentally

['Jaded. blind, hard of hearing, speech impaired,
Grafthic illustrations of these Mationships are

shown in table 7 on page 11 and in figure 2 on page 13.

19.01 00 00 00 COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Activities comemed It..11:1Alq, and using oial,

written, and visual language for interrelating with
others In the environment.

19.01 01 00 00 Language Stimulation
An oigaiiitiol activity de.igi.ed foi assisting

ppl!, kainitig to Icspolid to a w.t.lc r..:116%. of stimuli

through ordinary channels of communication. Pro-.
vision is made for the pupil to learn language in ,a
developmental way, depending, upon the tylre of
stimuli or conditioning he receives

11.01 02 00 00 1..angyv Development
Activcties designed to plo10, foi ci c01114.ik15.

55Ntein of learning the spoken and valitten
1.111E We for nomunicative pin po. ,s,

19.01 03 00 00 Language Correction
learning 1k.10.111... dC11,;1....,1 to dialigc fault)

patterns airier li IVs ahead) been formed.
This ino,tves a IleCi 10( liallcy III the existity language
hCli,1%.111 pR/SCJ dOCk111/1S711t.

19.01 04 00 00 Speech Stimulatien
Laming activities 1411,1. irivols,t, the until

tionirw of speech and languar karning by others in
the environment. Maximum stimulation provides a
direct aid to the speech development process.

jo 01 05 00 00 Speech Development

Tne speech and language turning process whi-
usually ptoceeds from unrelated sounds twough several
stages until the spoken words have a mutual meaning
to the speaker and to the people, in the learning
environment. Son- developmental teaching is done in
this same manner.

19.01 06 00 00 Speech Correction
The it:medial process of helping a persiin over-

,oine his speech deviation. This involves a methodic31
process of teaching speech and integrating the changed
speech pattern into the person's communicative

19.01 07 00 00 Special Communication Methods
Special methods, other than speech and written

language. used by handicapped persons for co- mmum-
-Laing with others in their environment. These methods
are also used as tools in teaching language to the
handicapped.

19.01 .07 01 00 Braille Reading and Writing
A system designed to teach blind persons to

read and write through the use of embossed characters
formed by dot's.

19.01 07 02 00 Stimulus Magnification (Vision)
A type of mechanical magnification used to

III0ease a visual stimulus in order to make it possible
I'm an individual with unpaired sight to deal more
extensively with his environment.

19.01 07 03 00 Stimulus Magnification (Hearing)
A type of mechanical amplification used to

increase the auditory stimulus in order to make it
possible foi all individual with impaired hearing to deal
mine extensively with sounds of his environment.

19.01 07 04 00 Manual Communication
A visual means of communication used by

petsons having severely4Cipaired hearing. Its most
generally accepted forms are finger spelling and the
sign language. It is also used by educators In many
schools as a means of instruction. :The system is

orthographic in nature in that distinct luwd positions
are identified with the 26 letters of the English
alphabet. ibis system as an aid to teaching is more
widely accepted because it follows normal patterns of
straight language.

19.01 07 05 00 Electronic Reproduction
The use of tape or disc recordings to provide

the auditorily or visually impaired individual with
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111.110141 ll101:.INV IH, .1'4.141 alikr

pro 111.1dL'' sWa,.tell1114: informatHii.

10.01 07 Oh 00 1 t ping tor Communication
ks.se I. use in connection

with t.ashtilt! Iatip_uge to pupils who are blind.
painalls ;Oiled, )rain liniured. or physically handl
capped. \kith physically hancticalye1 pei stills, legibility
Is otten ditticult to obtain and typing provides both

claws arid speed

9,01 07 ius to speech Reading( Reading)

skill taught to had of hearing and deal
persons It involves learning to nuclei st and the hp and

11110'. 111k111,1t1114IS wile are speaking by

plc kisie up clic. 10 what h being sold.

igail 07 440 00 Other Special Conimunication

Methods
here other org.uure.l subject matter

teatiinw e\petim,:o eniphaslied III special

71111111,:a )1) 101111041. .11. Inn listed abuse in this

subcate!,io.. (SpeL Os )

10,01 0 00 00 k )ther Communication Skills
Include here other organized subject nutter and

learm1g e`spencikes cuiphasirea w commtffilt..141011
skills v'.IlkII al: 1101 11'301 ur LI,Jsmiubli: above ul tins

catecory (tipe.mly.4

19.02 00 00 00 INTERPERSONAL AND BE-

HAVIORAL COPING SKILLS
Cunnuhiii approadws utilized to emphasize per-

sonal and ,0).:1.11

10412 ill 00 00 Self-concept 1)evelopritcrit
I eat 11111' HUAI( lv, designed to/enhance the
pci,eiliim of and IiisAtuvuoninents

Requiled in these situations is a high degree of
%ens!' iv its I 41 the uncial, ft, between the pupil

feelinas .41 self and,' r id-ntity "iiill Ins integranon of
tin e 100 With the euvuonment 1,, which he is
cPowtt- Adaptations of /curriculum are oriented to
acasiiiil the Jiltd HI realistically appraising Ills Cd1.14.,1H
Wul and hehaso ,ttatth A planned developmental
proaain ile,.,,s\ars e \pom.' the Point to
learionv exper,encek and tasks yvhicl, ,third hum
posii iv )L i11, 1),

. 1902 2 U1) 00 Self-concept Reeducatioa
Leariiiii:,! situations desnnied to assist handl-

cappe.1 pupils Iii deselopinv and inuttiong feelings 'If

competency. In many situations this may acconi.

plislied by v.ay of the school tasks. in other situations,
longer periods of immolation 01 reorientation to sciatic.:
situations may be necessary.

19.02 03 00 00 Social
Learning situations designed to a,ss,st the pupil

in maximum interaaton with others and in respOnding

to the social demands of the einirooment.

19.02 99 00 00 Other Interpersonal and Behavioral
Coping Skills

Include here other organized subject matter Aid
learning exile -enccs emphasized in interpersonal Pad
behavioral skills not listed above .a ills category.
(Specify.)

19,03 00 00 00 MOTORIC SKILLS
Instruction specifically, designyd to develop ade-

quate motors function w!_.ch is impaired by restric-
tions in physical movement caused by crippling; con-
ditions. prolonged illness, visual defects. luck of
auditory cues, serious cognitive defects. or behavioral
disorders often resultar:; in limited sensory experience
upon which school learning is based.

19.03 01 00 00 Dexterity Skills
Learning activities which involve practice.

through, use o' selected materials, in reaching. liftingt
holding, and timing objects on various developmental
levels rn a graded sequence of activities to develop
muscle control and coordination.

19.03 01 01 00 Gross Motor Skills
Learning experiences designed to assist the

pupil in working toward relatively b'dependeal

physical movement. ed;., the use of wall for the

crippled and guards rill pn tections for the visually
impaired, poorly balanced, or seizure prone; and
practice in crawling, walking with support. and dancing
ino matter how clumsy for the severely motor,
retarded. Included rs instruction ul ',,anie and sports
rules for the hearing impaired. Wand, crippled, and
retarded, and correction of faulty pi' patterns and
elimination of unnecessary and interfering, motions as
well as structuring to promote rhythm and efficiency.
Substitution for normal bodily characteristics that are
absent due to a severe sensory loss eye control rot
the blind, and quiet behavior for the deaf during
auditiny activinestare also emphasized
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Learning experiences designed to provide
opportunity for pupils to use hands and lingers, hoolcs
or artificial hands, in a variety of motivating activities
including. instruction to increase effectiveness by de-
veloping' recognition. of the need for

of
practice

and acceptance of an extended stage of aw::-vardness
:inti,c1 retarded social use of We hands at given
chronological ages. Emphasis is oo materials designed
for manipulation by pupils without ssual experiences,
enabling fantasy play 4for sensorily imFtired and
experientially deprived pupils, ancla %rano), of creative P
art experiences for deaf, crippled, and mentally re-
tarded pupils..

19.03 02 00 00 Physical Management
Learning experiences and instruction designed

to assist pupds in developing physical skills for personal
care and social functioning, whether performed in-
depemtently in a usual or modified situation or with
the assistance of another person.

19.03 02 01 00 /Self-Ifelp Skills
Experiences and instruction _organized to

promote dressing, feeding, groaning and todeting skills
fur pupils who have !united or poorly controlled
physical movement, dr who do but have the usual'
visual cues, self-discipline, or mental maturity. The
development .of a workable self-concept is emphasized,

19.03 02 02 00 Use of Devices and Equipment (ordi-
nary and special)

1,..oruction and practice concerning move-
ments such a., opening doors, turning dials efficiently
and at appropn_ times, propelling a wheel chair to
standard chair or toilet seat, using crutches on various
surfaces, locking and unlocking,. braces, mounting curbs
and stairs, and riding a bicycle thoughtzbiind. Also
included are the bare cif hearing aids and the uses of
'prosthetic devices, talking books, Braille writers, and
optic aids. Emphasized with, predetermined structure is
learning which is appropriate, funptional, and sensible
in the use of toys' and scliqol materials as well as in
participation in spevial alt and music instructir. The
,election Or materials with built -in skills to be learned
is an important consideration.

19.03 02 03 QO 'Personal Safety
Learning situations which arc provided

r whe either ic. external environment or activity is to-
be n' to circumvent hazards and assure safety
for self and others. Also emphasized are (I) the
development of awareness of cues from intact senses to -
avert danger of collisi.ed, fire, health hazards, aiul
personal attacks, J,21 learning activities which help the
pupil to pereede the physical situation of an antici-
pated destination and determine a means of communi-
cation and mobility to prevent potential injury or loss;
and (3) the -recognition of symptoms of fatigue,
seizures, infections, reaction to drugs, insulin reaction
or diabetic coma, hemorrhages, excessive. fear or
excitability, and-limits of functional Iteariv or vision,

19.03 03 00 00 Mobility Training
The process of teaching orientation in space, the

-usqs of body parts in movement, and travel skills to
pupils having problems such as visual impairment,
orthopedic conditions, mental retardation, emotional
disturbances, and neurological impairments.

L9.03 03 31 00 Orientation
Learning situations designed to teacha pupil

to place his own body LI relation to permanent and
temporarily placed objects; judge distances and ap-
preciate that the location of an object is independent
of the path taken to reach it; distinguish between
-movement, or self and of an-external object; develop
positional memory, and Wiectional, temporal, and
quantitative relationships, and unify information re-
ceived from various senses.

19.03 03 02 00 Travel
Planned opporamities for pupils to apply mo-

bility skills in school and community with us6 of intact
senses.. Gradual use of public transportation is empha-
sized for practice in reaching predetermined destina-
tions, mounting steps, spending money, transferring
from one vehicle to another, and behavior in a vehicle
particularly for the visually-ipairedonentally retarded,
crippled, and emotionally ditturbed. The application of
directional and spatial signals, the importance of detailed
preparation prior to traveling to new locators, and the
skills or procedures to be utilized in emergencies.

19:03 99 00 00 Other Motoric Skills
Include here other organized subject matter and

learning experiences emphasized in motoric skills not
listed above ih thiscategory. (Specify.)

19.04 00 00 00 PERCEPTUAL SKILLS
Learning experiences designed to relieve or correct
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-visual, auditory, or tactual and kinesthetic perceptual
problems and enable handicapped pupils to integrate
Multiple-sensory impressiods.

19.04 01 00 00 Auditory Training: Stimulation
Activities designed to motivate pupils to make

maximum use of hearing for, learning, esthetic enjoy-
ment add intelpeisonal communication.

19.04 b2 00 00 Auditory Training: Development
Intensiye ail sequential learning activities

planned and organized to help pupils who have serious
sensor deficits develop maximum skills in hearing.

19.04 03 00 00 Auditory Training: Correction
Systematic Intervention designed to help pupils

alter auditory misperceptions and improve auditory

discrimination and listening skill.
4.

19.04 04 00 00 Tactile and Kinesthetic St ulation
Planned activities which encourage pu ils to

make maximum use of tactile and;kinesthetic experi-
ences in general educational situations as well as

in specific educational procedures such as reading
Braille.

19.04.05 00 00 Tactile and Kinesthetic Develop-
ment

IntensiVe and sequential activities which help
pupils who have serious neuromuscular impairments

progress toward the use of tactile and kinesthetic
sensations for learning, .ncluding the development of
an understanding of these sensory experiences as well

as ability to relate them to visual and auditory
sensations.

19.04 06 00 00 Tactile and Kinesthetic. Correction
Systematic training or reeducation to enable

pupils to attach correct and meaningful significance to
skin and muscle sensations.

19.04 07 00 00 Olfactory Stimulation
Planned activities which encourage blind pupils

to make ',maximum use of Olfaction in learning

situations in order to increase the pupil's knowledge

and understanding of his environment.

19.04 08 00 00 Oifactory'Development
Intensive sequential activities designed to help

the blind pupil progress toward the developmentfotan
understanding of Olfaction well as relating it to
other senses.

2,7IG

1914 09 00 00 Visual Stimulation
Activities which motivate pupils to make maxi-

mum use of vision for learning, esthetic enjoyment,

and nonverbal communication.

19.04 10 00 00 Visual Development
Intensive and sequential learning activities de-

signed to help pupils who have serious visual loss-or
perceptual disorders to maximize the use of their

-residual vision or develop appropriate responses to
visual stimuli.
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19.04 1 100 00 Visual Correction
SysteMatic intervention which provides reeduca-

tion for pupils who have formed inaccurate impression's

as a result of visuallimitations.

19.04 12 00 00- Personal Spatial Relationships
Intensive and_ sequential learning activities,

which are designed to enable handicapped pupils to
observe and understand the boundaries of their own
bodies and to develop appropriate relationships -to
objects and persons in the environment.

19.04 99- 00 00 Other Perceptual Skills
_Include here other organized subject matter and

learning experiences emphasized in perceptual skills
not listed above in this category. (Specify.)

l9.05 00 '00 00 VOCATIONAL AND AVOCA=

TIW SKILLS.DEVELOPMENT
Programs of instruction comprised of organized

subject matter and related experiences designed to
develop in the handicapped pupil the knowledge, skills,
attitudes, and appreciations that relate to the world of
work and the profitable use of leisure time.

19.05 01 00 00 Vocational Information
Planned classroom activities concerned with the

place of work in our culture, the various resources for

obtaining employment, the physical, social, and ertio-
tionaNkills required for retaining a job, overview of
employment skill requisites, resources' for improving
one's work potential, ail other preemployment infor-
mation. Also included a planned observations of the
world of work outside the school setting._

19.05 02 00 00 Prevocational Work Experience
Planned exposure :to Work on a paid of nonpaid

basis-for handicapped pupils under the supervision and
control of school authorities. These experiences may
be within the school environs, sheltered work settings,
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or us the competitive job market. School academic
credit may or may not be given_for these school-organ-
ized and supervised experiences.

'10.05 03 00 00 Specialized- Vocational Preparation
ExPenences and subject matter organized to

develop skills that will result directly in employment
upon termination of the school enrollment. ExaMples
of this are course work in small'appliance repair, IBM
keypunch ,operation, stenography or offset printing
skills. (Specify vocations.)

19.05." 0-1 00 00 Avocational Information
ti The study of nom,ocational activities and re-,

latch problems. Frequently emphasized is information
relating to conS'Iructiw use of nonwork time including
the study of recreational resouices and facilities, values
of out Ooor living, table gauzes, nethods and procedures
in home entertainment of euests. the place of church
activities Iii family and the use of tour guides
and other-resotu-ce information relating to leisuretime
utilization.

19.05 05_00 00 Avocational Experience
Experiences designed to come!, specific recrea-

tional and leburetime skills to the handicapped pupil
-or pupils in an applied manner. Included are such
activities as dancing instruction. musical skill acquisi-
tion, art '-,ssons, dramatic instruction. and therapeutic
recreation. These experiences. organized-and-supervised
by the school. may or may not include school
academic credit.

19.05 99 00. 00 Other Vocational and Avocational,
Skills Development

Include hoe other organized experiences, activ-
ities. and subject maticr emphasized to enrich the life
of the kuidicappgd pupil or pupils that relate to
present or future -vocational and avocational compe-
tence. appreciation or atilt ide development, which are
not listed above n-this category . (Specify.)

19.9.9 '00 00-00 0 T Ii ER_ DIFFKRENTIALIZED
CURRICULUM FOR HANDI-
CAPPED PUPILS'

- Mehl& here other organized subject matter .and
IJarning- expenencars emphasizcid in curriculum excep-
trons for handicapPed pupils which are not listed or

classifiable in one of the above major categories.
(Specify.)

COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

20.00 00 00 .00

Cocurricular activities (experiences) are comprised
of the group of schoolsponsored activities, under the
guidance or supervision of qualified adults, designed to
provide opportunities for pupils to- participate in such
experiences on an individual basis, in small groups, or
in large groupsat school events, public events, or a
combination-of thesefoi purposes such as motivation,
enjoyment, and improvement of skills. In practice,
participation usually is not required and credit usually
is not given. When participation is required or credit is
given the activity generally is considered to be a course._

Under this heading are the items of information
which identify -the %futons cocurricular activities. Each
item of intormation is treated in one of the following
ways. by cross-reference to the subject-matter area in
*hich it has its origin, or,`by description; or, by
identifi_ation with an asterisk (*) referrin4toqlescrip-
uve literature from the office of the organization
sponsoring the activity. The classified items 'are only
illustrative of the wide range of activities; "and; the
asterisk (*) not necessarily identified- with all o; the
listed activities to which it may appropriately apply.
The cocurncular activities-have been classified into five
major categories, academic, athletic, music, school
and/or public service, and social

20.91 00 00 00 ALADENIIC COCURRICULAR AC-
TIVITIES

A combination of subject matter and-experiences,
usually not provided in a. regular class, designed for
pupils who wish to pursue satisfying individual/group
interests and study in specific aspects of the subject
matter provided in the-regular class. F.,:mently empha-
sited are opportunities for pupils -to enhance their
personal understanding, initiative, knowledge and skills
imi,ortant to the selected interest, techniques of
systeinatnc planning and thinking, desirable citizenship,
and cooperativeness which will enrich their- regular
classwork and personal lives.

20.01 01 '00 00Art Club
(For a description of various aspects of art see

02.00 00 00 00-ART.)

20.01 02 00 00 Biology Club



"(For a description of various aspects of biology

see 13.00 00 00 00 .NATURAL SCIENCES,

13.02 00 00 00 Biological Sciences (including Gen-

eral Biology ),)

20.0 t 03 00 00
(American

*Boys Nation
Legion, Indianapolis. Indiana.)

20.01 04 00 00 Debate C.14

(For a, descriptibn of subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,
05.05.01 02 00 Argumentation and Debate.)

20.01' 05 00 00 *Distributive Education Clubs of
'America

(Distributive' Education ClubS of America, In.
corporated, Washington, D.C.)

20.01 06 00 00 Dramatics Club
(For a description of subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,
05.06 00 00 00 Dramatic Arts.)

20.01 07 00 00 Family Living Club
(Foi a description of subject mater see

08.00 00 00 00-HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY

LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREA-

TION, 08.01 05 00 00 Family Life Education;

09.00 00 00 00 HOME ECONOMICS,
09 :0I . 06 00 00 Family Relations; and

'-,...L5.00 00 00 00 SOCIAL SCIENCES /SOCIAL

STUDIES. 15.13 04 02 00 Family.)

201 08 00 00 *441 Club
(National 441 Club Foundation of America,

Incorporated, Washington, D.C.)

20.01 09 00 00 Foreign Language Chib
(May involve various languages-classical and/or

modern) (For a-destription of subject matter of various

foreign languages see 06.00 00 00, 00 FOREIGN

LANGUAGES.)

20.01 it:); 00 00 *Future Business Leaders of Amer-
ica

( National Business Education -Association

(NEA); Washington. [).C.)

20:01 11 00 00 *Future Farmers of America
(See 01,00 00 00 00 Agriculture. Future

Farmers of America activities are uniquely (by Act of-
Congress, P.L. 740)-an integral part of all instructional
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programs in agriculture. Time is frequently provided in

regular classes to familiarize pupils_with the objectives,
functions, and activities. of F.F.A. Additional items of
information from chapters 3 and 4' of this handbook
may be related to FFA to further describe the content

and learning activities, e.g., category X 22 00., page
88: category X 23 00., pages 891-90; and category
X 43 00.,.pages 101-102.) (U.S. Office of Education,

Washington, D.C.)

20.01 12 00 00, *Future Homemakers of America

(U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.)

20.01 13 00 00 *Future Teachers of America (NEA)

(National Education Associatibn, Washington,

D.C.)

20.01 14 00 00 *Girls Nation
(American Legion., Auxiliary, Indianapolis,

Indiana.)

20.01 15 00 00 *Industrial Arts Student Club

(National Education Association, Washington,

D.C.)

20.01 16- 00 00 International Relations Club
-(FOr a description of subject matter see

15.00 00 00 00 SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL

STUDIES, 15.1) 04 00 00 International Relations.)

20.01-17 00 00 Journalism Club (including school

newspaper and annual)

(For a descr pilau subtet matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,
05.04 03 00 00 Journalism.)

20.01 18 00 00 *Junior Achievement, Incorporated

(Junior Achievement, Incorporated, New York,

20.01 19 00 00 Literary-Club
(For a description of subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH .LANGUAGE ARTS,

05:03 00 00 001.i/erg:a/re.)

10.01 20 00 00 Mathematics Club
(May involve various aspects of mathematics)

(Rot a description of selected aspects of mathematics

see 11.00 GO 00 00 MATIIEMATICS.)

20.01 21 00 00 Music Club
(May involve various aspects of music) (For a
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description of subject matter see 12.00 00 00 00
MUSIC.)

20.01 22 00 00 *National Honor Society (NEA)
(National Education Association, ,Washington,

D.C.)

20.01 23 00 00 *National Junior Honor Society
(NEA)

(National Education Association, Washington,
D.C.)

20.01 24 00 00 *National Thespian Society
(National Thespian Society, College Hill Sta-

tion, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

20.01 25 00 00 *Office Education Association
(Office Education Association, P.O. Box 4287,

Madison, Wisconsin :)

20.01 26 00 00 Photography Club
(For a description of the subject twitter see

02.00 00 00 00 ART, 02.02 07 00 00 Photography
and Related Illedia; 10.00 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL
ARTS, 10.07 '02 00 00 Photography;
13.00 00 00 op NATURAL SCIENCES,
13.03 00 00 00 Physical Sciences (including General
Physical Science); and 17.00 00 00 '00 TRADE AND
INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS, 17.09 00 00 00
Commercial Photography Occupations.)

20.01 27 00 00 *Quill.and Scroll
(Quill and Scroll Society, University of Iowa,

lava City, 'owa.)

20,01 28 00 00 Science Club
(May involve various aspects of the natural

sciences) (For a description o ,subject matter see
13.00 00 00 00 NATURAL SCIENCES.)

20.01 29 00 00 *Science Fair, International
(Science Service -Service Clubs of America,

Washington, D.C.)

20.01 30 00 00 Social Studies Club
(May involve various aspects of s sciences/

social sworn) (For a description of subject matter see
1-5.00 00 00 00 SOCIAL SCIENCE'S /SOCIAL

/STUDIES.) '

20.01 31 00 00 Speed' Club
(For a description of subject matter see

05.00 00 00 00 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS,
05.05 00 00 00 Speech.)

20.01' 32 00 00 *Student Nurses Association
(National Student Nurses Association, New

York. N.Y.)

20.01 33 00 00 *Vocational Industrial Clubs. of
America

(Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, Falls
Church, V ..ia.)

20.01 34 00 00 *Voice of Dethocracy
(Veterans of Foreign Wars, Kansas City, Mis-

souri.)

20.01 35 00 00 Young Farmer Association
(Sponsored by various State departments of

education.)

20.01 99 00 00 Other Academic Cocurricular Activi-
ties

Include here other academic cocurricular activi-
ties which are emphasized and are not listed above.
(Specify.)

20.02 00 00 00 ATHLETIC AND SPORT COCUR-
RICULAR ACTIVITIES

Subject matter and/or activities, usually not pro-
vided in regular classes, designed for pupils-who wish to
pursue satisfying individual/group interests growing out
of Various aspects of physical education.. Frequently
emphasized are opportunities for pupils to develop
muscles, motor skills, and physical and mental fitness
in competitive situations; knowledge, attitudes,, and
judment essential to individual and group health and
safety; enjoyment; and desirable citizenship. In prac-
tice, these activities usually are planned for enriching
the regular classes.and the lives of the pupils.

The code number and title of the subjectmatter
area 08.00 00 00 00 -HEALTH AND SAFETY IN
DAILY LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND
RECREATION are not used_ in the cr references in
the athletic and sport cocurricular activities. Cross-
references to items in the above subject-matter area
cite only the code number and title of the appropriate
items or category in which the it Its classified.

20.02 01 00 00 Aquatics
(See the category 08.03 02 00 00 Aquatics.),
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20.02 02 00 00 Archery
(See the category 08.03 06 00 00 Individual

and Dual Sports.)

20.02 03 00 00 Badminton
(See the category 08.03 06 00 00 Individual

and Dual Sports.)

20.02 04 00 00 Baseball
(See the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 05 00 00 Basketball
-(See the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 06 00 00 Bowling
(See the category 08.03 06'00 00 Individual

and Dual Sports.)

20.02 07 00 00 Cheer leading
This activity is not described here because of

the common understanding associated witlizit,

20.02 08 00 00 Cross Country
(See the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 t19 00 00 Field Hockey
(Sec the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 10 00 00 Ftiotball
(See the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 11 00 00 Girls' Athletic Association ,

A voluntary association for girls designed to

provide opportunities for them to participate in a
variety of physical activities such as sports.

20.02 12 00 00 Golf
(See the category 08.03 Oo 00 00 Individual

and Dual Sports. -)

20.02 13 00 00 Gymnastics
(Sue the category 08.03 08 00 00 Stunts,

Ambling, and Gymnastics.)

20.02 14 00 00 Riflery
Activity involving the use of selected firearms

tor shooting at specified target from various positions,

e.g., prone, sitting, kneeling,.and standing. Riflery may

be competitive or noncompetitive, and may be organ-
,

rzed on an individual or team basis.

20.02 15 00 00 Snowskiing
(See the category- 08.03 07 00 00 Outdoor

Recreational Activities.)

20.02 16 00 00 Soccer
(See the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 17 00 00 Softball
(See the category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 18 00 00 Tennis
(See the category 08.03 06 00 00 IndiVidual

and Dual Sports.) .

20.02 19 00 00 Track and Field , '

(See the category 08.03 06' 00 00 Individual

and Dual Sports.)

20.02 20 -00 00 Twirlers (Baton).
This activity is not described here because of

the common understanding associated with it.

20.02 21 00 00 Volleyball
(See the . category 08.03 09 00 00 Team

Sports.)

20.02 22 00 00 Wrestling
(See the category 08:03 06 00 00 Inclividtial

and Dual:Sports.)

20.02 99 00 00 -Other Athletic and-Spore Cocurricu-

lar Activities
Include here other athletic and sport.cocurricu-

lar activities which are emphasized and are not listed

above. (Specify.)-

20.03 00 00 00 MUSIC COCURRICULAR ACTIV-

ITIES
Subject matter and/or activities, usually not pro-

. vided in regular classes, designed for pupils wliO-wiihto-
,
pursue satisfying ihdividual/group interests growing out

of various aspects of music. Most music cocurricular

activities are planned to provide opportunities for
pupils to develop appreciations, enjoyment, knowl-
edge, and skills, in selected areas of music in group
situations or ma. I,dually. hi practice, these activities.
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TOCUR121CULAR ACTIVITIES-
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usually are organized for enriching the regular clap-
work and the lives a the pupils.

20.03 01 00 00? Combo
An abbreviation of "combination" denoting,

usually, an instrumental group of four to eight players.
A combo may improvise on standard tunes, as in
Dixieland style; clay "head arrangements" (i.e., those
worked out and memorized in advance); or play from
writ ten arrangements.

20.03 02 do 00 Concert Band
(Sec 1 2.00 00 00 00 MUSIC

12.05 00 00 00 Band.)

20.03 03 00 00 Dance Band
An instrumental group, isually comprising nine

to seventeen pieces, including reeds (saxaphones and
clarinets), brass (trumpets and trombones), and percus-
sion drums, bongoes, piano, and vibraharp).
Occasionally, other instruments such as flute or horn
are added. The dance band plays not only for.dances,
but also for other entertainment activities,

20.03 04 00 00 Drum and Bugle Corps
A military -type unit comprised of side drums,

brass drums, other percussion instruments such as

cymbals, and a variety of keyed bugles. Usually, the
drum' and bugle corps performs on the march, but may
play from a fixed positik....

20.03 05 00 00 Marching Band
(See 12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,

12.05 01 00 00 Band.)

20.03 06 00 00 Pep Band
A unit, smaller than the marching band, which

performs at various athletic events. Usually, it features
a variety of antics designed to keep the participants
and spectators at the event in a high state of
excitement.

26,03 07 00 00- Choir
(See 12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,

12.04 01 00 00 Choir, ()toms, and /or Glee Club.)
1.

20.03 08 00 00 Chorus
(See 12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,

12,04 0'1 00 00 Choir, Chorus, and/or Glee Club.)

20.03 09 00 00 Instrumental Ensemble
(See 12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,

12.05 03 00 00 Small Instnimental Ensembles.)

20.03

12.04

20.03

12.04

20.03

10 00 00 Vocal Ensemble
(See 12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,
03 do 00 Small Vocal Disembles.)

11 00 00 Glee Club
(See 12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,
01 00 00 Choir, Chorus, and /or Glee Club.)

12 00 00 Music Production
The creation of musical performances-instru-

mental, vocal, or a combination of instrumental and
vocal-having esthetic qualities. Musical productions
frequently include performances as ,operettas, music
festivals, band concerts, symphony concerts, and vocal
concerts. Music productions usually are designed to
provide opportunities for pupils to participate volun-
tarily for personal enjoyment and/or improvement of
vocal or instrumental skills.

20.03 13 00 00 Orchestra
(See .12.00 00 00 00 MUSIC,

12.05 02 00 00 Orchestra.)

20.03 99 00 00 Other Music Cocurricular Activities
Include here other music cocurricular activities

which are emphasized and are not listed above.
(Specify.)

20.04 00 00 00 SCHOOL AND/OR PUBLICSERV-
ICE COCURRICULAR ACTIVI--
TIES

Activities organized for pupils who wish to pursue
satisfying individual/group interests concerned with
providing various types of assistance (service) to
teachers, pupils, and others, including the community-
individually, in small groups, or in large groups.
Usually, these activities are designed to provide oppor-
tunities for pupils to: develop understanding and
acceptance of responsibilities involved in serving
others; develop desirable habits in citizenship and
cooperation; gain knowledge and skills! in selected
interests; and enrich personal lives 'through the con-
structive use of time.

20.04 01 00 00 Audiovisual Assistant '\
A service activity providing opportiinities for

pupils to develop and extend their interests;\knowl-
edge, and skills concerned with audiovisual materials
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and eqiiipment. 'Audiovisual assistants aid teachers/
pupils in or by: preparing various types of materials,

e.g., splicing films, preparing transparencies, and

making feltboard materials; procuring, setting up,
operating, and returning and storing projection equip-

ment; and cleaning and maintaining equipment and

materials.

20.04 02 00 00 Class Officer
A service. activity providing opportunities for

groups of pupils, e.g., a class or a homeroom, to learn and

practice the principles of_deinocratie processes involved

in interactions of individuals within a group, among
groups within a school, and with the school staff.

Usually, class officers are elected by the group to:
preside o.er groupinterest discussions; represent the

class in meetings and cooperation with other school

groups and the school staff; and provide leadership
compatible with school and school system policies.

Emphasized are parliamentary procedures, the roles of

the minority and majority, techniques of group de-
cisionmaking, fair play, and other related factors.

20.04 03 00 00 Film Projectionist
A service activity providing opportunities for

pupils to develop and exteria 'their interests, knowl-

edge, and skills concerned with audiovisual projection''.
equipment. The film projectionist aids-pupils/teachers

by procuring, setting up, operating, and returning and

storing various types of projectors.

.10,04 04 00 00 Laboratory Assistant
Opportunities provided for pupilsknowledge-

able in the course and related laboratory equipment,
materials, and activities involvedto extend their in-

te:ests, knowledge, and skiPs by assisting other pupils
(under the supervision of ,-ht, teacher) in procuring,

setting up, and using labora ory materials and equip-

ment involved in their stigly.

20.04 05 _00 00 Library Assistant
A service activity providing opportunities for

pupils to develop and extend their interests, knowl-

edge, and skills (wide, supervision of the librarian) by

performing many library tasks such as charging books

to borrowers, slipping and shelving returned books,
repairing-books. and typing book cards, envelopes, and

overdue notices.

20.04 06 00 *National-Junior Red Cross
(American National Red Cross, The, Washing-

ton, D.C.)

20.04 07 00 00 *National Student Traffic Safety
Program

(National Commission on Safety Education

(NEA), Washington, DiC,)

20.04 08 00 00 Office Assistant
A service activity designed for pupils to gain

experience and develop and extend their interests,
knowledge, and skills in office activities. Opportunities

are provided for interested pupils to serve the staff,
other pupils, and the community by assisting with

routine duties in the principal's and other offices.

20.04 09 00 00 Poster and Display Club
(For a description of subject matter see

02.00 00 00 00 ART, the major category

02.02 00 00 00 Art Studio and 17.00 00 00 00

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS,

17.07 00 00 00 Commercial Art Occupations.)

20.04 10 00 00 School Newspaper-Photographer
(For a descript* if of the subject matter see

02.00 00 00 00 , 02.02 07 00 00 Photography
and Relate( edia; 10.00 00 00 00 INDUSTRIAL
ART 10.07 02 00 00 Photography; and

0 DO 00 00 TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCU-

PATIONS, 17.07 00 00 00 Conunerrial Photography
Occupations.)

20.04 II 00 00 School Service Club
(Includes guides for visitors, and ushers) A

service activity designed to provide pupils an oppor-
tunity to develop citizenship responsibilities by serving

their sdhoolvs guides to visitors, ushering at school

events, orienting new pupils entering the school,

maintaining bulletin boards, and related activities.

20.04 12 00 00 *Student Council; National Associa-

tion of
(National Association of Student Councils

(NEA), Washington, D.C.)

20.04 13 00 00 *Student Patrol
(American Automobile Association and Af-

Rated Auto Clubs, Washington, D.C.)

20.04 14 00 00 Student Union and/or Student
Activity Center

Service activities designed to provide opportuni-
ties for pupils to develop knowledge and skills in
serving other pupils who wish to use their nonclass-

room time productively. Examples of these activities
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20 CQCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
(Continued)

are the school newspaper, assisting in pupil-personnel
functions. and community relations.

20.04 99 00 00 Other School and/or Public Service
Cocurricular Activities

Include here other school and/or public service
activities which -are emphasized and are not listed
above. (Specify.)

20.05 00 00 00 SOCIAL COCURRICULAR AC:
TIVITIES

Activities organized for pupils who wish to pursue
sansiv mg interests growing out of social experiences.
These activities are planned to develop social knowl-
edge, skills, understanding, citizenship, and acceptance
and constructive use of responsibilities in group situa-
tions. In practice, these experiences are designed to
provide enrichment in the constructive use of personal
talent and time,

20.05 01 00 00 *Boy Scouts of America
( Boy Scouts of America, National Council, New

Brunswick, N.J,).

20.05 02 00 00 *Camp Fire Girls
(Camp Fire Girls, Incorporated, New York,

N.Y.)

20.05 03 00 00 Creative Dance
( For a description of subject matter see

08.00 00 00 00 HEALTH and SAFETY in DAILY
LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, and RECREA-
TION. the category 08:03 04 00 00 Dance, Rhythms,
and Dramatic rictivities.)

20.05 04 00 00 'Tub Scouts (Boy Scouts of Ameri-
ca)

Boy Scouts of America, National Council, New
Brunswick, N.J.)

20.05 05 00 00 Folk Music Club
A club designed to provide opportunities for

Pupils to _velop social skills and extend their interests
and improve their understanding, knowledge, and -skills
in folk music. Frequently included are activities such as
exploring various types of folk music, discussing and
exchanging ideas about it listening to recordings;
individual and group vocal and/or instrumental per-
formance:and studying various cultures,

0.05 06 00 00 Girls' Recreation Association
An association planned for girls to provide

opportunities for them to develop social skills and to
extend individual group interests and improve their
understanding, knowledge, and skills through participa-
tion in various forms of recreation.. Frequently in-
cluded are activities such as outdoor recreation, arts
and crafts, hobbies, and performing arts.

20.05 07 00 00 *Girl Scouts of the-U.S.A.
(Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., New York, N.Y.)

20.05 08 00 00 *Hi-Y
(Young Men's Christian Associations of the

U.S.A., National Council-of, New York, N.Y.)

20.05 09 00 00 Hobby Club
A club designed to provide opportunities for

pupils to develop social skills and to extend their
interests and improve their understanding, knowledge,
and skills in various hobbies. Frequently included are
activities such as exploring various hobbies; discussing
and exchanging information rid ideas; and developing
and displaying various hobby ittrns.

20.05 10 00 00 *Junior Hi-Y
(Young Men's Christian Associations of the

U.S.A., National Council,of, New York, N.Y.).

20.05 11 00 00 *Junior Tri-Hi-Y
(Young Men's Christian Associations of the

U.S.-A., National Council of, New York, N.Y.)

20.05 12 00 00 Stamp Club
A club designed to provide 'opportunities for

pupils to develop social skills and to extend their
interests dnd improve thier understanding, knowledge,
and skill {in the collection of postage stamps (philate-
ly). Freq ently included are such activities as studying
the Ric ce of philately; discussing and exchanging
'donna ion and ideas; and developing and displaying
collecti ns of postage stamps.

20.05 {13 00 00 *Tri-Hi-Y
((Young Men's Christian Associations of the

NatiOneCouncil of, New York, N.Y.)

20.01 14 00 00 *Y.M.C.A.
(Young 'pen's Christian Associations of the
National Council of, New York, N.Y.)

20A,$5 15 00 00 *Y Teens
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(Young Women's Christian Associations of the
U.S.A., National Board of, New York, N.Y.)

20.05 16 00 00 *Y.W.C.A.
(Young Women's Christian Associations of the

U.S.A., National Board of, New York, N.Y.)

20.05 99 00 00 Other Social Cocurricular Activities

Include here other social cocurricular- activities
emphasized which are not listed above. (Specify.)

SAFETY AND DRIVER
EDUCATION

21.00 00 00 00

The subject matter and related activities'in safety

and driver education are organized for carrying on

learning experiences concerned with-developing in the

learner the ability to respond appropriately and ef-
ficiently in the operation of a motor- vehicle, and as a

pedestrian in traffic. More specifically, instruction
emphasizes attainment of the following objectives:

(I ) appropriate knowledge and efficiency for living

in the total traffic environment;
(2) fundamental driving skills and correct skill

habits;
(3) desirable behavior pattern in traffic;

(4) an understanding of driver and pedestrian limi-

tations, obligations, and responsibilities legally and

socially; and
(5) knowledge.about the motor vehicle and under-

standing of how society may achieve maximum ef-

ficiency in operating its motor vehicle transportation

system.
Subject matter and activities in safety education are

primarily concerned with enhancing personal character-

istics and values involved in preventing accidents and

saving lives. Instruction emphasizes, in addition to
other factors, the following: (I) the development of

appropriate attitudes towards safety, (2) knowledge

concerning a wide range of safety factors, (3) habits

and skills involved in safeguWing oneself and others,

and (4) effective citizenship.
The following rationale was applied to the selection

of items for placement in the Safety and Driver
Education subject-matter area: (I) the content items

were determined to be appropriate to the area; (2)
subject-matter items could , defined in brief form

using only salient descriptive elements; and -(3) the

various items were identifiable by titles which were

considered as being most commonly used.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during

and outside regular classtime for pupils to develop

interests, skills, and knowledge in selected aspects of
safety and driver education as an integral part of the
instructional program. As an example, the Student

Patrol provides additional ,opportunities to pursue
personal interests, apply various acquired skills in

traffic safety, increase knowledge in selected aspects of

safety education, and develop leadership qualities
through safety patrol activities. Such organized, activ-

ities, under appropriate supervision, are referred to as

cocurricular activities. A variety of activities is- identi-

fied under 20.00 00 00'00 Cocurricular Activities in

chapter 5 beginning on page 146.; and they are
described more fully in this chapter beginning on page
242. As an illustration, the Student Patrol is identified

for reporting purposes under Cocurricular Activities as

Item 20.04 13 00 00.
Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are

supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject

matter in the instructional program. For examples see

the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum Improvement on-pages 71 78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Serv-

ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic

illustrations of these relationships are shown.in table 7

on page I I and figure 2 on page 13.

Included under this are the items of
information which idr various aspects of subject

matter and learning acii dies in driver and safety

education.

21.01 00 00 00 DRIVER EDUCATION
Learning experiences provided by the school for-the

purposes of helping pupils to become good traffic

citizens and -to operate motor vehicles safely and
efficiently. The typical high school course consists of

both classroom instruction and practice driving which

provide learning experiences in a dual-control car.

21.01 01 00 00 Alcohol, Drugs, other Harmful Sub-

stances and'Driving
Learning experiences and activities-designed to

help pupils understand the effects of harmful sub-
stances as they relate to the driving task.

21-.01 02 00 00 Characteristics of Drivers
The study of the physical, mental, and emo-

tional characteristics of the driver and their effects

upon his driving.

21.01 03 00 00 Development of,,,udgnent
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21 SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION
(Continued)

Learning experiences designed for classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the relationship
of vision and perception, knowledge, physical laws and
their application to formulating judgment, including
the analysis of traffic situations and decisionmaking, as
they relate to drivers of other vehicles and to pedes-
trians,

21.01 04 00 00 Driving Skills (Behind-the-wheel
Driving)

Laboratory experien.,..s planned to help the
pupil develop basic skills (and_compete.,cies) in starting
and stopping, turning, executing special maneuvers,
and driving. under hazardous conditions involving ex-
pressways, parking, open-highway driving, and emer-
gency situations:

21.01 05 00 _00 Simulation Driving Experience
A combination of subject matter (including

sNcial films ) and experiences involving the use of
electromechanical devices for enhancing subsequent
in-cak instruction. Simulator instruction assists in
developing basic skills related to performance add
helps to develop perceptual and judgmental, pro-
ticienctes,

21.01 06 00 00 Engineering
A study of the functions and responsibilities of

the automotive engineer, highway, engineer, ind traffic
engineer.

21.01 07 00 00 Laws and Ordinances of Enfarce-
men t

A study of local and State laws and ordinances,
the Uniform Vehicle Code, and Model Traffic Ordi-
nances and their relationship to law enforcement,

21,01 08 00 00. Motor Vehicle, The
Learning experiences including laboratory ak.tud-

Aes concerned with the mechanics of inc vehiLle,
meludilig the powerplant, gauges and indicators, and
safety and control devices. Also emphasized are the
economics of vehicle ownership, trip planning, and the
possibility of vocational opportunities.

21.01 09 00 00 Traffic Accidents
A study of the literature, socioeconomic.

factors, human eleilients, roads, and vehicles as they
relate to the trail', acihdent problem.

21.0 L'10 00 00 Traffic Citizenship
Learning experiences and activities concerned

With the driver's responsibility to other drivers and
highway users, to himself, to the communityl and to
the support of public officials.

21.01 99 00 00 Other Driver Education
Include here other uiganized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in driver education which are
not listed above. (Specify,)

21.02 00 00 06 SAFETY EDUCATION
A combination of subject matter and experieitces

directed toward the conservation of human and ma-
teial resources. The learning environment provided is
such that pupils may 'acquire knowledge and behavioral
patterns conducive to efficient and safe living.

21.02 01 00 00 Civil-Defense
Planned learning activities involving the prepara-

tion of pupils to meet both man-made and natural
disasters. Natural disasters may include tornadoes,
floods, blizzards, and hurricanes. Man-made disasters
may include tire explosions, large-scale air or water
pollutants, transportation accidents, construction dis-
asters, and air-bombing attacks.

21.02 02 00 00 Explosives
The study of various kinds of explosives, in-

cluding fireworks, flammable liquids and gases, blasting
taps, dynamite, rockets, and various types of ammuni-
tion. Also emphasized are legal requirements and

-railed safety factors. (Included as 08.02 01 00 00
Explosives under HEALTH AND-SAFETY IN DAILY
LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREA-
TION.)

21.02 03 00 00 :Law, Liability, and Responsibility
A study of the leg: I aspects of safety education

including State and local statutes pertaining to the safe
operation of schools, curriculum requirements, re-
sponsibilities of State and-local school - administrators,
liability suits and liability aim, legal terminology, legal
defense., insurame protci.tion, and teacher and school
liability.

21.02 04 00 00 Personal Responsibility in Unsuper-
vised Activities

.(For definition see 08.02 05, 00 00 personal
Responsibility in Unsupervised Act:villa. under
HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING,
PIIYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION.)
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21.02 05 00 00 Safety in" the Home

(For definition see 08.02 06 00 00 Safety in

the Thane under HEALTil AND SAFETY IN DAILY

LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION. AND RECREA-

TION1

21.02 06 00 00 SchoOl Safety
(For definition see 08.02 08 00 00 School

Safety under HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY

LIVING. PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREA-

TION

21.02 07 00 00 Traffic Safety
A study of the basic elements of the traffic

problem, including the driver, the roadway, and the

vehicle. The basic essentials for the safe and efficient

operation of a motor vehicle are considered in the light

of attitudes and -habits to be developed, and the
knowledge and skills to be learned. (Included as

08.02 09 00 00 Traffic Safety under HEALTH AND

SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING. PHYSICAL EDUCA-

TION, AND RECREATION.) The traffic safety pro-

gram is also considered as it relates to:

21.02 07 01 00 Bicycle, Motor Bike, other
Learning activities and experiences colt-

cemed with safety factors in bicycling, including

selecting a bicycle, keeping a bicycle in proper condi-

tion, practices of safe bicycle riding, and community

cooperation for safe bicycling. The same learning

activities and experiences are applicable to motor-

cycles, scooters, and motor-driven bicycles. (Included

as 08.02 09 01 00 Bicycle, Motor Bike, other under

HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING, PHY-

SICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION.)

2).02 07 02-00 Passenger
Learning activities and experiences con-

cerned with safety factors wheh riding in a passenger

ear or taxi, a school bus, public conveyance, a train, a

boat, and an airplane. (Included as 08.02 02 02 00

Passenger under HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY

LIVING; PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREA-

TION.)

21.02 07 03 00 Pedestrian
Learning activities and experiences con-

cerned with- pedestrian practices in traffic, on rural

roads and in cities, proper crossing procedures, and

Srobey traffic signs and signals. Included in insane-

lion , c situations where there are no sidewalks,

'wearing proper clothing, proper routes to and from

_ - el, ,r.

.school, and obeying student -safety patrols. (Included

as 08.02 09 03 00 Pedestr4nt under HEALTH AND

SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCA-

TION, AND RECREATION.)
.

21.02 07 04 00 Student Patrol
Learning activities and experiences con-

cerned with the organization, supervision, structure, -

and functions of various school patrols including

traffic, hall or school, school bus, Playground., fire drill,

and civil defense. (Included as 08.02 09 04 00

Student Patrol under HEALTH AND SAFETY IN

DAILY LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND

RECREATION.)

21.02.07 99 00 Other Traffic Safety
Include here other organized subject matter

and,expeliences emphasized in traffic safety which are

not listed above. (Specify.)

21.02 08 00 00 Vocational-and Occupational Safety
(For definition see 08.02 10 00 00 Vocational

and Occupational Safety under HEALTH AND
SAFETY IN DAILY 'LIVING, PHYSICAL EDUCA-

TION, AND RECREATION.)

21.02 99 00 00 Other Safety Education

Include -here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in safety education which are

not listed above. (Specify.)'

JUNIOR ROT-
22.00 00 00 00

Junior ROTC is comprised of a body 4of- subject

matter, or combinations of courses and practical
experience, organized into programs of instruction to

provide opportunities for pupils to prepare for and

achieve career objectives,in selected branches of- the

military service. In the instructional process various

aspects of subject matter frequently are drawn from

other subject-matter areas.
Instruction is concerned with developing (I) goodr

citizenship, patriotism, self-rel;ance, leadership, and

responsiveness rc,constituted authority; (2) knowledge

of basic military skills and appreciation of the-role of

the military services in military defense; and (3)

informed citizens, strength of character, and under-

standing of the responsibility of citizens in a demo-

cratic society.
The followingrationale.yas applied to the selection
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22 JUNIOR ROTC(continued)

of the items for placement in the Junior ROTC area:
(1) the Various items selected and classified were
determined as including the aspects of Junior ROTC
most commonly taught; (2) the items could be defined
in brief form using only salient descriptive elements;
and (3) the various items classified were identified by
titles that are considered to-be in current use in Junior
ROTC.

Many items of information in chapters 3 and 4 are
supportive to pupils, instructional staff, and subject
matter in the instructional program. For examples, see
the items classified in the X 07 00. SeriesEvaluation
and Curriculum-Improvement pages 71-78, and the
items classified in the X 32 00. SeriesSchool Sers,-
ices Supporting Instruction on pages 90-96. Graphic
illustrations of these relationships are slOwn in-table 7
on page 11 and in-figure 2 on page 13. .

The following items of information identify sub-
stantive content, specialized experiences, and career
objectives emphasized in Junior ROTC.

22:01 -00 00 00 ARMY JUNIOR ROTC
Organized subject matter and learning activities

which are concerned with the devek,:nent in each
cadet (I-) attributes.of good citizenship and pailio,tism,
(2) self - reliance, leadership, responsiveness to consti-
tuted authority, and (3) a knowledge of the basic
military skills and appreciation of the role of the U.S.
Army in national defense.

22.IN 01 00 00 Introduction to ROTC /NDCC .and
Military Organization

The study of the purpose and objectives of the
ROTCINDCC program, including benefits that students
may receive by participation in ROTC. Included in
Instruction' are the history and background of ROTC/
NDCC, wi di emphasis on the local ROTC unit and its
history, organization, traditions, awards, and decora-
tions. Attention is given to orientation concerning the
cadet uniform and insignia, including proper wear,
care, and maintenance of the tsnifo:re. The basic
theory of military organization with emphasis on unity
of command and chain of command, its structure,
flexibility, and the concept of tailored forces, is also
emphasized.

22.01 02 00 00 Leadership
Planned learning activities designed to provide

for leadership training, drill experience, and the de-
velopment of certain essential characteristics of leader-

ship such as initiative and self-confidence through
progressive training in the school of the soldier and
exercise of command. Subject matter and experiences
are planned to develop in the student qualities of
courtesy and discipline, habits of correct posture;
precision in execution of drill movements, and re-
sponse to a leader's orders; and prOvide practical
experience in the duties and conduct of officers and
noncommissioned officers in the exercise of-command.
Consideration is 'given to the similarity between leader-
ship in military and civilian life and the necessity for
responsiveness to constituted authority in both en-
vironments.

22.01 02 01 00 Courtesies, Customs, and Rules of
Conduct

Subject matter and experiences concerned
with military courtesy, customs, and rules of tonduct;
salutes, terms of address and titles, and insignia of
grade; honors to the National Anthem and to-the flag,
including display and care of the-flag; personal honor
and integrity; courtesies to individuals;.and origins of
customs. General indoctrination, in traditions of the
Army and pride in the uniform, military justice and the
unit commander, and the Code Jf Conduct-are
emphasized.

22.01 02 02 00 Leadership, Drill, and Exercise of
Comman d

'Learning experiences designed for the
soldier with and without arms. Drill for foot troops
including squad, platoon, and company drill is empha-
sized, as are wearing, caring for, and maintaining the
uniform. Duties and responsibilities- of leaders and the
individual soldier during ceremonies, parades, reviews,
escorts, inspections, and regular drill periods and the
development of command voice are studied and prac-
ticed. Preparation for and conduct of formal in-
spections in ranks and barracks are provided, as
appropriate,, with- and without personal field equip-
ment. Particular emphasis is placed on proper
methods of instruction and supervision of-physical
training, e.g., organized athletics such as softball,
volleyball, swimming, tennis, and such other sports
as arc permitted by local conditions -and available
time.

22.01 02 03 00 Psychology of Leadership
An introductory course in leadership which

emphasizes- .principles of leadership, leadership traits
and, techniques, response. to leadership, human be-
havior, and adjustment to regimentation.
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22.01 02 04 00 PoncIples of Leadership

Subject matter concerned with responsibili-

ties and basic qualities of a leader, objectives of

leadership, leadership principles and techniques, func-

tions of the leader, and special problems of military

leadership.

22.01 02 09 00 Other Leadership
Include here other organized subject matter

and expenencevemphasized in leadership which are

not listed above. (Specify.)

22.01 03 00 00 Hygiene and First Aid

The study of- elementary personal hygiene,

general hygienic rules, body care and cleanliness,

necessity of routine habits in daily bodily functions,

care of the feet, and regular physical examinations.

Personal' hygiene and individual health rules in the

field, insect control and prevention of insect bites,

cleansing of eating utensils, improvised, washing and

bathing facilities, waste disposal, march hygiene and

camp sites, and field water supplies are emphasized.

'Instruction includes responsibilities of leaders in mat-

ters of health control, dressing and, protection of

wounds, prevention of infection, control of hemor-

rhage. prevention of shock, control of pain, use of

tlist-aid kit and packet, applicatory exercises in band-

aging, artificial respiration, and first aid for common

emegenines. Opportunities are provided for study and

practice in first aid for poisons, snake kites. insect

Wes, heat exhaustion and heat stroke, and manually

carry nip the sick and wounded.

22.01 0 00 00 Weapons
Instruction which provides for detailed study of

latest standard individual and crewserved weapons.

22.01 04 01 00 Individual Weapons

Instruction which provides for detailed

-.Andy in the latest standard individual weapons. Em-

phasis is given to rifle 7.62mm, M14 el U.S. rifle

caliber .30 MI, including descriptions, characteristics,

disassembly and assembly, operations, functioning,

spare parts. accessories, ammunition, and care and

cleaning. Familiarization with caliber .45 pistol, rifle

5.561uni M 16, and-hand and rifle grenades, machinegun,

7.62mm. 1160 and machinegun caliber .30 M1919A6 is

provided.

22.01 04 02 00 Crew-served Weapons

Subject Matter and experiences concerned

with light crew-served weapons, including characteris-

tics, general data, disassembly, assembly, and function-

ing. Initruction provides for familiarization with the

40min grenade launcher M79, 3.5-inch rocket launcher,

,66nun HEAT Rocket, M72, and/or other latest stand-

ard crew-served weapons. Classes on standard crew-

served weapons, including, mortars and 'antitank

weapons with emphasis on the Sinn mortar and the

90mm and' 106mm recoilless rifles, and characteristics,

capabilities, and types of ammunition are conducted.

22.01 04 99 00 Other Weapons
Include hereother organizedsubject matter

and 'experiences emphasized in weapons which are not

listed above. (Specify.)

22.01 05 OG 00 Marksmanship
Subject matter and experiences concerned with

principles of marksmanship, demonstrations, student

participation in sighting and aiming, positions, trigger

squeeze, sling adjustment, range procedure, and safety

precautions. Range practice v,th the .22 caliber rifle /
and matches and-competition with the .22 caliber rifle,/

are conducted as applitable.

22.01,06 00 00 American Military History
Subject mater' designed to provide a brief

resume of important U.S. ArMy f impaignsancl battles,

achievemehts and trai.,0,.-ins of the LI:S. Army, bin-

graphical sketches of Armyffeaders, past and

present, examples of personal heroism and unit- gallan-

try in the U.S. Army, and famous mottoes, slogans,

and colorful traditions of units,'Contributions of the

Army to the Nation such as defense of the country,

western exploration, and scientific and medical con-

tributions are emphasized, including the "citizen

soldier" tradition, and the role of the soldier in a

democracy.

22.01 07 00 00 Small Unit Tactics: Infantry
An organization of subject matter designed to

teach the students basic tactics of sinali infantry units,

to instruct in individual training of the infantry soldier,

and to impart the principles and fundamentals of small

unit tactics.

22.01 07 01 00 Individual
Subject limiter and experiences concerned

with the tactical training of the individual soldier.

Included for study are organization of the rifle platoon

with emplia:L on the rifle squad; scouting and patrol-

ling, day and night; individual-protection of time soldier:

elementary camouflage; and techniques of fire.
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22 JUNIOR ROTC (Continued}

2101 07 00 Squad
Subject ,matte? and experiences concerned

with squad tactics. Instruction emphasizes organization
of the rifle platoon, particularly the rifle. squad;
scouting and patrolling, day and night; elementary
camouflage; squad formations: techniques of-fire of the
squad; and the rifle squad in the attack and defense.

22.01.07 03 00 Platoon
' The study of the organization of the in-

fantry company with emphasis on the rifle platoon, the
rifle platoon in the attack and defense, platoon
formations, add battle drill.

, 22.01 07 04 00 Company,
The study of the company in the attack and

defense. Tactical control measures and principles of
defenie, estimate of the 'situation, operations orders,
and troop-leading procedures are included in instruc-
tion.

Iga

2-2.0l 07 '05 00 Battalion
The study of the organization of the infan-

try battalion with emphasis on the rifle company. The
conibinec arms team, tactical control measures and
principles of defense, estimate of the situation, opera-
tions orders, -and troop-leading procedures are all
emphasized iri instruction.

_22.01107 99 00 Other Small Unit Tactics: Inf antry
Include heie other organized subject matter

and experiences- emphasized in small unit tactics,
_infantry, which are not listed above. (Specify.)

22.01 0§ 00 00 Mall'andTerrain Analysis
An introduction to map and terrain andlyiis.

Instruction is concerned with marginal information,
ifOnVentional signs and military symbols, grid coordi-
nates, location anil direction, azimuths, use of com-
pass, scale and distance, 'and elevation and relief;
location by intersection and resection; pieparation of.
overlays; and - introduction. to aerial photograph 'read-
ing.

22.01 09 00 -00 -Military Teaching Methods
Subject itrietter designed` to provide an intro-

, ducton to militaiy ;eaching' methods. including, the
.tf instruction and the importance of leach.

Teahniques* used in planning-and instruction, speech
technitibes,.t,he construction and use of lesson plans

2

and_ training aids, and .the construction and use of tests
to evaluatee(raining arc emphasized.

22.01. 10, 00 00 New Development
Organized subject- matter and experiences con-

cerned -with current unclassified developments in or-
ganization, tactics, weapons, techniques, and materiel.
of-the Army.

22.01 Id 00 00 Military Service: Opportunities, 01)-
.ligations, and "enefits -

The study and analysis of the Senior ROTC
Program, including scholarship opporttiriities; the' Na-
tional Guards the . Army Reserve, and the Regular
Army; and opportunity for an officer or enlisted career
in the Regular Army.

22.01 12 00 00 Counterinsurgency
Subject matter organized to provide an intro-

duction to counterinsurgency, including a brief analysis
of the nature of insurgency, its environment, its
prerequisites, the threat it constitutes, and m tivation
of the indiyidual insurgent. __Methods of eo bating
insurgency_ and. the Ariny's role in, counterinsurgency
are also studied. ,. .
22.01 13 00 00t

Branches of the Ar iny
"Study concerned with the general mission and

role of the Various branches of the Army. The combat
arms team, and the supply, service, and maintenance
contribution* of the technical and administrative serv-
ices- in furnishing combat service support 'to the field
Army are, emphasized.

22.01 14 '00 00 Communication
A combination of subject matter and activities

concerned with the methods- and -techniques of com-
munications, iincluding messenger, wire, radio, visual,
and sound; basic wire communication and equipment;
basic radio communication and equipment; and radio
procedure. The implartance of communications in
coinbat Operations is stressed in instruction.

22.01 IS 00 00 Methods of Instruction
Subject matter designed to provide a thorough

review of military teaching methods. Actual instruction
is givdn by cadets with emphasis on the U.S. Army and
its role in national security. t
22.01 99 .00 00 Other Army Junick ROTC

Include here other organized subject matter and
experiences emphasized ir\ Army Junior ROTC which

fr) P
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,..
are not listed or classifiable

categories. (Specify.)

in one 0 the above

22.02 60 00 00 NAVY JUNIOR ROTC
One of the military service branches directed by

Sectiim,2031, Title 10, -United States Code, to estab-

lish JROTC' Units at public and private secondary

institutions. The, three-year program (sophomore,
..jtutio'r, 'and senior high school years) folroWs NAV-

PEAS curriculums with the.following objectives: to
de,4eiop*infotmed citizens, stIengthen character,pro-

,mote an understanding of the military res onsibilities

of citizens in a democratic society, and dev lop an
'appreciation of the U.S. Navy and the role of sea

power in the national defense.

22.02 of 00--00 Naval Science I
Subject matter and experiences provided in

grade 10 with emphasis on topics such as Naval
Orientation, Naval History, Customs, and Traditions,

Importance of Sea Power, and Our Modern Navy,

Including..United States History from a Nally view-

point. Also 4:Aided is an introduction to Drills,
.

Commands, and-Ceremonies.

22.02 01 01 00-Drills, Commands, and Ceremonies
The study of and practical training in the

nomenclature, positions, moventerr, and other aspects
of military drill on the squad, platoon, and company
levels. -Performance may be with or without arms

(rifles).

22.02 01 02 00 Orientation and Sea Power

The study of the hisbry, customs, courte-
sies, and organization of the U.S*. Navy. Instruction is

planned to impress upon the cadet the importance of

sea, power ainithe-need for xstrong-modern Navy.

22.02 01 99 go Other Naval Science I Topics
Include here other subject matter and ex-

.
periences emphasized-in Naval Science I which are not

listed above.-(Specify.)

22.0?. 02 00 00 Naval Science H
Subject matter and experiences provided in

grade 11 with emphasis on topics such as science

-(oceanography and meteorology), navigao nt (e.g., aids,

charts, rules'of the nautical road, dead reckoning, and

piloting), and Seamanship (marlinspike, deck, and
boat). Also included are first aid and more advanced

participation-in Drills, Command, and Ceremonies. The

fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to a man

7117)(-1

aboard a navy comprise an important part of
instruction'

22.02 02 01 00 Adventines'In Science
The study of the basic facts; con,cepts;_and

principles oLthe branches of science most useful go

future navoallof,ficers and enlisted personnel in the,
performance of their duties aboard -ship

21.02 02 01 01 Meteorology
(For definition see Earth-Space

Sciences, 1104 03 00 00 Meteorology, under NA-

TURAL SCIENCES.)
) I

22.02 OZ 01 02 Oceanography

(For definition sce Earth..Space Sci-

ences, 13:04 04'00 -00 Oceanography, under

TURAL SCIENCES.)

..
.

22.02 02 01 99 Other Adventures in Science Topics

. Include-here other topics entplvized,in
the adventures in science which pre not listed above.

(Specify.) ' , '

22.02 02 02 00 Drills, Connitamls, and Cerenittpies

(For definition see 22.02 01 01 00 /drills,

Commands, and Ceremonies under Nan al 1.)

22.02 02 03 00 First Aid
' (For definition see 08.01' 06 00 00 First

Aid under HEALTH AND SAFETY IN DAILY LIV-

ING, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECR

TION.)

22.02 02 04 00 Navigation
The study of the art /science that enakles the

mariner to (1) determine his ship's position, and (2)
guide her safely from one point to another. Included in..

instruction are the basic fundamentals.of piloting, de-ad

reckoning, electronic navigation:rules sof the road, avid

the _use of navigationanstruments and aids. p

22.02 02 05 00 Seamanship
..) The study of the fundmnentals of the art-pf

handling, working, and navigating naval ships and:small

craft. Included in instruction are the basic funda-

mentals of boat, deck, and marlinspikk seamanship and

small craft safety.
p.

22.02 02 99 00 Other Naval Science II Topics
Include here other subject matter and ex-

periences emphasized -in Naval Science II which are mit

listed above, (Specify.)
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sk22 JUNIOR ROTC(Continued)
.

22.02 03 00 00 Naval, Science III
Subject matter- and experiences provided in

A

grade 1-2 with emphasis on -topics such as science
(astronomy), navigation (relative motion, -bearings,
plottingt, vector diagrams, ,andelestial-spavigation), and
electronics' (communications, radar., sbnar). Also in-
cluded are leadership.and more advanced participation
in brills, Commands, and CerCmonies. An important
Aspect of instruction is the development of an, under-,
standing of the' principles, of the more technical

'functions and eqtiipmen t aboard naval vessels.

22.02 03 01,00 Adventures in Science
(For definition see 22.02 0.2 01 00 Ad-

ventures -in Science tinder. Naval Service 11.)

22.02 03 01 01 Astroiiany
(For definition see Earth-Space Sci-

ences, 13:04 01 00 00 Astronomy,:under NATURAL
SCIVNCES.).

22.02 03 01 99, OtherAdventures in Science Topics
. Include here other topici empi- ,sized in

ihe adventures in science' which are not listed above.
,ISPeCklY.) -

12:01 03 02 UO Drills, Cr;;orrlinmd.sLanll _Ceremonies-

,

"(For ,,definitioirsee 22.02 Drills,
."Comnfands, dnd Geretlenies und'cf4Vaval Sciince 1.).,

93'03 Ele:ctionics
The study of the basic concepts in the field

of ,electronics. Emphasis is Placed priniarily on the
theory... of - operation ^of typicaE electronic devices

ilivolveil in itImmunkations, radar, andsonar.

22.02 03 03, Ott Conunutzkations
Specialized learning experiences In ele-

- [notary hiteriir arid exterior naval communicationslo..
develop in the cadet an-appreciation:of the iinportange.
or reliability, security, speed, and the -.methods em-
ployed to Achieve ahem.

.72202 03 03 02 Radar.
Classroom study pf the bzrsic..,:brinciples

for using the electronic device of-tRADAR (radio
detection and ranging) to detect . the presence: range,
bearing, elevation, and speed of airplanes, ships, and
land maSses in darkness, fog, or sjorm.

fit

.0

=

22.02 03 '03 03 Sonar * .. . .
Classroom study -ofof the basic principles

for using dm electronic device of SONAR (sound
navigation and ranging) as underwater sound equip-s.

. .ment Elk submarine detection and naliigatior

..22-.02 03\0,2 99 Other Electronil's
Include here other organized subject

matter and experiences emphasized in' eleetrorocs
which arena listed above4Speeify.)

22.02 03 04 00 Judo
Organized subject Matter and experiences

concerned with the basic fundamentals of a-refined ,

form, of jujitsu presented as pail oPthe physical fitness
-emphasis in the Navy 'Junior 110.7C progiam.

22.02 03 .05 00 Leadership.
The study and cswelopmeni of under-

standing concerning the basic essentials-of an effective
naval leader. Included in instruction are such. areas as
Moral responsibility, loyalty, devotion to 'duty, self-
confidence, initiative and ingenuity, courage, ability to
organize and make decisions, and-peljonal example.

22.02 03 06 00 Nayigation II
An esiitension of -the- study of the art of

science that enables the mariner $13 (1) determine his
ship's poiition, and (2) guide her safely from one point-.
to another as described in Navigation L Included for.
additional study are, the basic fundamentals of relative,
motion, bearings and plotting, vector diagrain of speed
triangle,' intercept solutions, celestial navigation, and
other related factors.

22.02 03 07 00 Survival
,. Organized subject matter and experience

' concerned with the basic fundamentals necessary to
the preservation of life hi the face oflisaster.'Empliasis

,is on survival in the water and the use and care of
equipment normally available.

-2:441.2.02 03 99 00 'Other Naval Science"111 Topics ..
- Include here other matter and ex-.

periences emphasized in NavarScience,III which are
, not listed above. (Specify.)

.! I

22.02 99 00 D0.-Other Navy Junior ROTC
Include here other organized subject matter and

experiences emphasized in Na;31. Junior ROTC which
are not ligted or classifiable in one of the above
categories. (Specify.)
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'22;03 00 00 00 AIR FORCE'JUNIOR ROTC

A combination of subject matter and experiences

,involving-principles, Skills, knowledge, and appreciation
concerned with the role of the United States Air Force
in national defense. Instruction aslo emphasizes the

development of citizenship, character, leaders*, self=
relianc.,'ond general knoOledge.

22.63 01 00 00 Introduction To Ahospace Educa-
tion

Subject Tatter and experiences concerned with
,initial exploration of aerospace factors, including an,

.overview of the development and impact of aerospace,

a familiarization with lircraft and spacecraft, an
examination of the environment in which such craft

operate, and an 'orientation -to the work of the United .
States Air Force and the customS.and_courtesies used

by its military members.

22.03 01 01 00 The Corning of the Aerospace Age

The study of antecedents and early begin-

nings of aviation andtlye adVent of space-exploration; a

look at the pioneers of:aerospace and their cont6
butions; and die developments that have led to the,
present state of aerospace technology.

22.03 01 03 00 Aerospace and the American People

The study of the impact of the development
of aircraft and spacecraft upon the people of the
United Suites and her nations. A resume of the
changes that have resulted in the American society and

economy, including effects upon education, geography,

'science, Sommunication, commerce, security, and
everyday life: is included in instruction.

22.03 01 63 00 Aircraft of Today
Subject matter and experiences applied to

modern aircraft, e.g.,,component parts, differences in

design ,and purpose, and basic terms and ideas related

to 'flight and propulsion; the general capabilities of
'current military and cominercid models' and familia-

rization with military and nonmilitary aircraft to the
exteift-of being able-to identify or describe each.

22.03 01 04 00 Space and the-Universe
The study of space geography and relatM

terminology and concepts. Recent knowledge about

neighbors of the earth and ideas for, future space travel

are emphasized in instruction.

22.03 01 05 00 Spacecraft and Launch Vehicles

The, study of terminology and generall

.
tr

e

principles of rocketry arld.the rockets-and missiles now

in use, including current and recent space flightS and

projected ones.

22.03 01 06 00 Weather
The study of atmospheric components and

phenomena as applied to meteorology and aeronautics,
incInding the nature of forecisling and its importance
to aviation and the Air Force, and'Ale evolution of

weather technology. ., .0

22.03 01 07 00 The Mr t Orce Community
The study" of the air' force base as (1) a

military community, including its geography, facilities,

and ways of functioning; and (2) the worldwide
complex of air bases and the meaning for American,

society.

22:03 01 08 00 Air Force Traditions, Customs, and

Flight Drill '`
-Subject matter and experiences designed to

'help the student become acquainted with the existence

and developinent of Air Force traditions and customs,
including United States flag etiquette,the hand salute,

respect for authority, principles of honor and integrity,
,and,allegiance to country. Emphasized are appreciation

of the need for di,scipline in military group activities

learning to wear the uniform properly and proudly;

and ,learning 'individual positions and facing mover
ments, the rank and file maneuvers required to move a
formation of flight size, and flow to give commands for

such actions. ,,Opportunity for demonpration of at-
tained proficiency is provided in instruction...

cs

.22.03 01 99 00 Other Introduction to Aerospace,

Education
, Include here other. organized subject matter

and experiences .emphasized in the intrdduction to
aerospace education which are not ,listed abdve. (Spec-

ify.)

22.0 02 00 00 Elements of Aerospace Edtleation
Subject matter and experiences designed for the

study of selected areas of aeronautics, e.g., examina
tion of the component factors of aerospace power, and

the derlopment, of individual and group skills suffici-

% ent for apprppriate participation in Air Force Cere-

monies.

22.03 02' 01. 00 Theory of AirCiaft Flight.
subject matter and experiences concerned

with the 'study of""Serodynamic forces as related to
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Rotc-(contiotd)

atmospheric properties, including an examination' ofthe' itructine of the aircraft, its central mechanisms,and its characylisties in flight. The student is intro-
duced fo aircraft instruments, preflight, flight; and
postflight check procedures.

22.03 01 02 00 PropulsionSystems for Aircraft
ljte study Of the factors inflttencingannio-

spheric flight through propulsive Means: Fuels, ma-
chines, component sections of reciprocatlitg engines,jet engines, and rockets are stitdier. Physical and
chemical. properties and indices of relative efficiencies
are explored. Other functional systems of an aircraft
are examined -as they-.elate to aircraft propulsion. ,

22.03 02 03 00 Aii'Navigation
Subject matter and experiences concerned

with exploring the. use 01 maps, charts, and various
forms of projections which are basic navigator tools.
Pilotage, dead reckoning, and ,radio navigation are
introduced in instruction and practical navigation
problems are explored, and solved..The role of the
-Federal Government in providing navigatiAnfl and
communication-aids is examined-.

22.03 02 04 00 Aerospa.ce Industry and Research
The study and analyS; o the scope and

breadth of aerospace industry: aers'oinnet, function,
financial considerations, product!, plant locations, and

q;enerat industrial trends. "Enipltasis is on the recOgni-
.

' lion of aerosp'ace power as a''N,combined- resultant of all
contributing: forces, military air, civilian air,. and
the supporting facilities, personnel, industries, and
education'alsystents. In the review of research activitiesand potential, an examination is made of new and
projected aircraft developments.

22.03' 02 05 00 'Civilian Aviation and Facilities
An examination of civil air factor,: in-

. chiding facilities and their planning, development,-
and utilization., The need for national coordination
and support pf 'Federa). agencies is also included.
"[lief student examine.s air carrier organizationswith particular attention to ''scheduled and non-

' scheduled airlines. Additionally, air-taxis, charter
operations, and agricultural, business, and rec-
reational flying (re reviewed.. Problemrbf sched-
uling, safety', sales, tariffs, engine overhaul4 franc
ehises, personnel, duties, and long-range programs
are covered.

s 1

22:03 0 (i)6 00 Military Aero price
Subject matter and experietices designerto

help the,,studenrkecome acquainted with the tasks of
the Air-Force and the capability of Air Force.p9isonnel-
and units,sin the use .or suppok of strategic; (tactical,'
and defensive weapons systems. In addition to estab-
lishing the speciric;aerospace roles of.the Air Force, 'a
review of Army and Navy *r. is also included in
instruction.

22.03 02 07 00, 'Techniques of Instruction'arid'Cere-
monial Drill

Subject matter and experiences .cobcerned:
with 'helping students become familiar with the con- ,
cepts of' how- to instruct- others. OppOrtunities are
provided to apply these concepts in'teaching-drill skills
and the knowledge of ceremonies to -beginners in-the
AFJROTC program. En.pahsis -is on increasing- knowl-
edge and abilities to the point that one can compe-
tently participate in squadron-size and larger mass
formations. As _in -the first .year, application_a attained
proficiency is stressed.

22.03 02 99 00 Other Elements of Aerospace E duca;
tion

Include sere other subject- matter and_ex-
periences cm tasized in elements of aerospace 'educa
tion which are not listed above. (Specify.)

22.03 03 00 00 Aerospaceage Leadership
Subject matter which is designed Co provide

explanation of space techpology and space programs; a
review of leadership opportunities in space, national
.defense, and_ aerospace preparation; and an analysis of
factors and techniques involved in leadership sittia-
tious,

,

.

22.03 03 01 00 Space Exploration: Manned and Un-
itmanned Flight..,

A study of subject matter concerned with
the capabilities'and restrictions that characterize man
ttn. relationship to the, total problem of .conquest -of
space. The state of development of the U.S. space
pfogrants is analyzed -in order to determine-the degree
of progress that has beeninade and implicationsTor
future. in addition, a careful review is made of the -area
of peaceful scientific exploration and probes into
space. '
22.03 03 02 00 Space Technology/Preptilsion:

ance and Control Spacd Vehicles '
A semitechnical study of two basic cssen-
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tials of space technology: (I) and examination of the ,

generally-used-propulsion systemsas well as a futuristic
overview of more sophisticated systems; and (2) the..
orderly progression from the simple 49 the more
complex systems of guidance and control, with at-
tention:to the facilities and organizations involved.

22.03 03 03 00 International Space Programs
Study involving summary and discussion of

the achievements of other nations in the application of
current and future space programs, including' the,
implications for international law. Plans for'future U.S.
programs are analyzed.

22.03 03.04 00 Human Factors , of- Aviation and
Space,,

Sdbject matter concerned with the detailed
study of the physiological aspects 'of aviation and
flight. -The training requirements, selection procedures,
and projected needs of the astronaut program are
included. Leadership, in the aerospace age and the
identification of the role and techniques-ONhe leader
are critically reviewed, including the identification of
future needs for national and international aerospace
leadership.

22.03 0. 05 00 The Defense of the United States
Studj, involving the examination of national

defense tructure, including the executive agencies, the
Departmentafnefense, the USAF, the U.S._Navy, the
U.S. ArMy, the U.S. Marines, and the U.S. Coast
Guard. Particular attention is-devoted to the national
aerosphce pthgram and- the interrelated responsibilities.
of the agencies mentioned above. Civil-defense,-its need
and functions, is studied with attention given, to
civilian defense organization at the local level.

22.03 03 06 00 Aerospace Opportunities for the In-
dividual

. Subject matter concerned with an intro-
duction to the spectrum of vocational and educational
opporttulities in aerospace work. Civilian. and govern-
ment careers in aerospace ate reviewed; the nature of
military obligatiOns is examined in relationship to
commissioning and enlistment Opportunities; and, in
particular, -the educational and- professional challenges
of collegelevel Air Force ROTC are,discussed.

22.03 03 07 00 Aerospace -Leadership Application
Subject Matter concerned with leadership

techniques that are useful m dealing with fellow
student's, particularly in AFJROTC. Problem solving

-.

t
41;

. .

and the anafysis,of-skills valuable in leading others are
introduced. Kilowledge is applied and ixpefience is
provided through,occupancy of leadership positions in

the cadet organization. The Opptirtuhity" to improve
further the ability to instruct other students is con-
tinued througli.this thiayear.; .k-

2;.03 OS 99 Other Aerospace Leadership
InClude here other subject matter and ex-

periences emphasized aerospaceage leadership which

are not listed atrOve. (specify.)

22.03 '04 00 00 National t ecurity
The examination anti studYof the elements ol"

national security, the military organization,: and the
military in action.. t

r
22.03 04 01 00 EleMents of* N4tional 'Security, Part

I* .
Shbject matter ilesigncd for a study of the

nature and purpose of war, the functions and enfploy-

merit of the United Statel militarj,forces, and the
current prospedts and trends in the seaich'for World

peace.

22.03 04 02 00 Elemehts of National Security, Part
II ,

Subject matter 'designed forkxtending the
study of the nature and purpose of war, the functions

and employment of the United States military forces,

and the current prospects and trends in the search for

world peace. .

-*)

22.03 04- 03 00 The Military Organizations
tion

A combination of sukject matter and skills
deVelopment designed to provide practical leadership
experiences in basic military and officer- type activities.

In Ac-
4'

22.03 04 99 00 Other National Security
-Include here othei subject matter and

, fieriences emphasized in national security which
not listed above. (Specify.)

ex-
are

22.03 99 00 00 Other Air\prce Junior ROTE
Include here other subject matter and ex-

periences emphasized in Air Force'Junior ROTC which
are not listed or classifiable in one of the above

categories. (Specify.)

22.04 00 00 00 MARINE CORPS JUNIOR ROTC
A combination pr subject matter and experiences
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'22 JUNIOR ROTC{Cr tinued)

involving principles: skills, knowledge, and appreciation
concerned with the role of the United States Marine
Corps in national defense. Instruction alsoincludes the
principles and processes of military training, and
emphasizes the development of citiienship,character,
leadership, self-reliance, and general knowledge.

22.04 01 00 00 Military Training I
Basic subject . matter and ,learning activities

which are concerned with the principles and processes,
involved in mililary training, In practice, activities
include classroom instruction and appl:cations in and
out of school. Aspects of basic military training are
organized under a, variety of descriptive titles such as
History 'and Traditions of the Marine Corps, Military
Organiiation, and Weapons and,Marksmanship.

22.04- 01 01 00 Introduction to Marine-Corps Junior
Reserve Officer Training Corps

Subject matter concerned with the purpose
and/objectives of Marine Corps Junior Reserve Officer
Training Corps, its benefits and potentialities; and
requirements for advancement. Attention is also given
to local awards and decorations, organization of the
local- unit, wearing of uniform, and cadet insignia of
rank.

22.04 01 02 00 History and Traditions of the Marine
Corps

Subject matter devoted to the basic history
and traditions of The Marine Corps from 1775 to the
present time.

1

22.04 01 03 00 Military Organization
The study of the underlying theory of

Marine Corps organization in simplified form, with
emphasis on the following: Necessity for one leader for
.each unit or subdivision; span of control and the chain
of command; assignment-of specific duties_and respon-
sibilities to all personnel; integration of smaller units
into larger teams; and general design of military
organization, to fit- missions to be performed.

22.04 01 04 00 Courtesies, Customs, and Rules of
Conduct

Subject matter that is concerned with mili-
tary courtesy, customs, and rules of conduct. Empha-
sized in instruction are a brief :ntroduction to the
punitive address and titles, insignia of grade, and
honors to the National Anthem and to the flag; display

and care of the flag; personal honor and integrity;
courtesies to individuals; and origin of customs. Gen-
eral indoctrination in pride of the Marine Corps
uniform and the traditions of the Mariiie Corps are also
included.

22.04 01 05 00 Hygiene .

Subject matter which is concerned with
eleinentary-personal hyziene, general' rules, care of the
body, cleanliness, necessity of routine habits in the
daily bodily functions, -egular physical examinations,
and care of the feet. Included in instruction ate
personal hygiene and individual health rules in the
field; insect control and prevention: of insect bites,
cleansing of eating utensils,' improvised washing and
bathing facilities, waste disposal, march hygiene and
campsiles; and field water supplies..Respsonstbility of
the individual leader in matters of health control' is
emphasized.

22.04 '01 66 00 First Aid
A combination of subject matter and ex:

periences concerned with dressing and protecting
wounds, prevention of infection, control of' pain, use
of first,aid kit and packet, applicatory exercises in
bandaging, artificial reSpiratiOn, -first aid for poisons,
snake bites, insect bites; heat exhaustion and heat
stroke, and manually carrying the sick and wounded,
(See also 08.01 06 00 00 First Aid under HEALTH
AND SAFETY IN DAILY LIVING, PHYSICAL EDU-
CATION, AND RECREATION.)

22.04 01 07 00 Leadership Drill, and Exercise of
Command

Instruction concerned with the definition of
and necessity for military discipline. Activities include
school of drill for the Marine with and without arms,
an 0 drill for foot- troops including squad, platoon, and
cokpany drill. A minimum of six hours of 'Marine
Corps physical training methods and techniques, in-
cluding ,administration of the Marine Corps recruit
physical fitness tests, is an inte6ral portion of the
program. Characteristics of military commands and
orders; development of the -command voice; cere-
monies, reviews, parades, escorts, and inspections; and
interior guard duty are emphasized in instruction.

22.04 01 08 00 Weapons
Instruction in weapons which emphasizes

familiarization with the U.S. Rifle Caliber,30 MI, and
a detailal study of the-U.S. Rifle, 7.62mm M-14,`and
includes° description, characteristics, disassembly and
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assembly; functionag, operations, stoppages and im-
mediate action; spare \arts, accessories, ammunition,
care and cleaning; and familiarization with tile bayo-
net, the hand grenade, and the M79 grenade launcher.

22.04- 01 0? 00 Marksmanship
Study and practice -of -the principles of

marksmanship. Included are demonstrations and stu-
dent participation in sighting find aiming positions,
trigger: squeeze, sling adjustment, range procedures, and
emphasis on safety precautions; range practice with the
caliber .22 rifle; and matches and-competition with the
caliber .22 rifle as practicable.

22.04 01 99 00 Other Military Training I
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized' in Military Training 1

which -are not listed above. (Specify.)

22.04 02 00 00 Military Training II
An extension of Military Training 1, including

classoom instruction and application in and out of
school emphasizing aspects of basic military training
such as Leadership, Drill and Exercise of Command;
Small- Unit Infantry Tactics; Map Reading and Use of
the Compass; and . Individual Training for Atomic
Warfare.

22.04 02 01 00 Military Organization
A review of .previous instruction in m ilitary

organization. -Extended- emphasis is on organization of
the rifle platoon of the rifle company, a brief resume
of the position of the rifle company in the infantry
battalion, and the position of the battalion in the
infantry regiment. Attention is given to the position of
theMarine Corps in the national- defense,structure.

22.04 02 02 00 Leadership, :Drill, and Exercise of
Command

- An extension of previous instruction in

leadership, drill, and exercise of command. Morale,
essentiality of leadership, command presence, under-
standing people, and drill of the Marine with and
without arms are etiThasized. Also included are squad
and platoon drill,.parades, reviews, inspections, cere-
monies, interior_guard duty, and Marine Corps methods
of physical training. ,

22.04 02 G 00 Weapons
A review ofthe M-1 rifle and M-14 rifle with

an ;exiended study of weapons, including the U.S.,
Pistol Caliber .45 M191 1A1: Itg characteristics, general

data,- disassembly and assembly, safe-handling pro-

) ::

cedures, and functioning. Also provided is fawiliarid-
tionwith the M-72 Light Antitank Weapon*.

22. 02 04 00 Marksmanship
A ,review of material and experiences: in

marksmanship presented during previous-year, De3nOn-
stration and student ,participation in sustaiiied dire
exercises; effect of wind; scorebook; sightistiting and
target dimensions; and matches and ,competitioniwith
caliber .22 rifle as practicable, are emphasized.

22.04 02-05 00 Small Unit Infantry. Tactics-
Subject matter and experiences concerned

with organization of the Marine rifle squad, empha-
sizing duties of, each squad member. and the organiza-
tion patrols. Included are aim and hand' signals;
individual protection of the Marine;-elementary camou-
flage; duties of scouts and leaders, scooting -by -day and
night, information, and observing and reporting; form
of reports; prisoners, principles of security, ,a,nd-out-
guards and outposts; tactics of the squad on attack/
defense; security missions, including troop-leadhg pro-
cedure, orders, and defense of obitacles; and technique
of fire of the individual and:the squad.

22.04 02 06 00 Map Reading, and Use of the Com-
. pass

Subject matter and experiences which pro-
vide an introduction to map reading and uses of the
compass. Marginal information, conventional signs,
military symbols, measuring map distances, grid coordi-
nates, elevatfon, locating and direction, determining
direction with and without compass, orientation of
maps, and preparation of overlays are included.

.

22.04 02 07 00 Individual,.Training for Atomic 'War-
fare

Subject-matte-which is concerned with the
general characteristics of atomic warfare:and individual
protective measures and techniques. Emphasized in
instruction are the effects and damages that atomic
weapon; produce; limitations and capabilities of
atomic weapons; and individual actions required when
atomic weapons are utilized.

22.04 02.99 00 Other Military Training II
Include here other organized subject matter

and experiences emphasized in Military Training 11
which are not listed above. (Specify.)

22.04 .03 00 001 Military Training III
An extenlion of Military Training 1 and 11,
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22 JUNIOR ROTC (Continued)
. i

'4*. .) Orclucling classroom instruction and application in and
dlit of school emphasizing aspects of basic niilitary

. training stieji as -gistory and Traditions of the Alarinc
, Corps; Leadsership, Drill, and Fcfercise of Command;

Wapons;Nlarksinanship; Maps and Aerial Photographs;
Small. Unit Tactids; Infantry; Militafy Teaching
Methods; Islew'Developthents; Ofganization of the
Marine Corps; and Military Scryice: Opportunities,
Obl ations, and-Benefits.

r

22,04 03 01 00 Iliktory and Traditions of the Marine
.- Corps

Subject-matter comprised of a-short resttine, .

of Matme'rorps'llistory and expansion of Marine Corps'
campaigns imirbat ties dt*ing World War H, Korea, and' 7,- Vietnam. Uipgraphical sketches of prominent. Marine
leaders, past and present; specific exampbs of personal,

, lieloisth and' uni gallantrY in the Marine `Corps;'' -hardships endured and sacrifices inadt by the Marine'',
COrps for . the Nation; famous mottoes, Slows, and
colorfultraditions of the Marine Corps; contributions
ofthe Marine Corps to the Nation throughout history,.

in defense -of the country; and the role of tlie_Marine in
a democracy are emphasized. Also included in instruc-
tion is a 'Ricca of the Code of Conduct for members of

, the Armed Forces of Ore United States.
,, a

, ...
22:04.0,3 02 00 Leadership, Drill, and 'Exercise of

.. Command - . ,

:

An extension of previous instruction in
leadership, drill, and exercise of command. Psycho-
logical factor's or leadership, actions of a -leader,
self.analysis, and attitudes of officers and nonc9mmis-
sioned officers: pieparation for copunand, communica-
tion of orders, and methods of giving coirtmands;
platoon and company drill, parades,. reviews; and
inspections and ceremonies are emphasized.

22.04,03 03 00 Weapon.?
A review of weapons studied during the first

and second years with emphasis on the M.14 rifle.
Instruction provides for a brief familiariration, with The
machine gun 7.62 mm M60, the 60innt and '81mm
mortars, and the 106mm recoilless rifle, including
characteristics, capabilities, anti types of ammunition.

22.04 03 04 00 Marksmanship
A review of the rifle marksmanship. Addi-

tional training includes sighting and aiming; positions,
trigger squeeze, sustained fire, windage, scorebook, and

4

4

sight, setting; stimulation of interest in-marksmanship
through range, practice; and matches and coingititions
utilizing small-bore facilities as available. ,

22.04 03 05 OB'Maps and Aerial Photographs I.
'Subject matter designed to provide ::a.'

thorough review of previous instruction in map skills.
A brief-introduction to aerial photographs and photo-
maps, including'the types used by the' Marine Corps,
identification, Orient.ition, and Ides are emphasized.

22.04 0,3 06 00 Small,UnitTactics: Infantry
,,,

Subject matter designed to provide a brief
review of previous instruction in small unit tactics.
COlubat formation' of the rifle platoon:including:arm

.and hand signals; duties of AT platoon leader;-tliesrifle
. platoon, reinforced with elements of 'the weapons .
platoon in the attack, defense, and withdrawalhiclud-
ing the use- of firepower, reconnaissance, security
=stuns, and combat intelligence; the use -of cover,
concealment, and observation; and battlefield firing
positions are all emphasized. s

22.04 03 07 00 Military Teaching"Methods
Subject mattei,comprising anlntiod, ction

to militag teaching' methods. Included are ielected
Vs'pects of instructionat.techniqCies and used 'in plan-
ning and pitsenting instruction; speech- techniques,for
the instructor; tkd construction and* of lesson plans
and ,training aide; and faiiiiliarizatiork of cadets with
iiiethods of military instruction to = enable, them to
conduct elementary instrtletiro in baSicmilitary sub-
jects.

22.04 03 .08 00 New Developments
Subject matter concerned with current un-

classified developments in organizations, tactics,
weapons, techniques, anthmaterial of the Marine Corps.
Methods used to develop new equipment are also
included.

-,
122.04 03 09 00 Organization of the Marine Corps,

A study of the mission and role of the
Marie Corps. The supply, service, and maintenance
contributions of the technical and administrative serv-
ices, inclbding close combat support, are emphasized.

22,04 03 10 90 Military Service: Opportunities, Ob-
ligations, and Benefits

Subject matter which emphasizes opportuni-
ties for both officer and ,enlisted careers, in the Marine
Corps. The Selective Service Act of 1948, the Universal
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Military Training" and Service Act, and the *rine
Corps Reserye are studied. Information on the United
States Naval Academy (1.1SNA),-Inclfiding opportunity
for appointment, history, and traditions of the 1.11%1A

Corps r Midshipnien; information, concerning the
NROTC (Mariner Option) program ,and Naval

Enlisted Scientific, Education Program (NESEP); and '
general inforntatikin on the Marine/ Corps Officer Candi-
date -and Platoon Leaders CourseTrogrants,mid the War-
rant Officerand LDO Programs, are ciimjiasized. , '.

I

2.08

a

.

:

'22.04 03 99 00 OtheVIMili.tary Training III -

litclude here bther organiled subject matter
and. eiperienccs ,emphasized in )1ilitiry Training III

iwhich are nelisted above. (Specify.)

22.04 99.00 00 Other Marine Corps Junior KOTC
Include here other subjec.t Matter a% .d ,ex-

periences emphasized in ,the Marine Corps- Junior
ROTC which Ware not listed or claqifiablc ii one if the
above categories. (Specify.)
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